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Introduction

This volume and volume II of the set consist of some of my more substantial and
influential contributions to the study of international business (IB), foreign direct
investment (FDI) and global capitalism. The contributions stretch over nearly
three decades, although the great majority were written in the 1980s and 1990s.

The first volume deals almost entirely with the evolution of my thinking on
the determinants of international production, that is, production financed by
FDI and undertaken by multinational enterprises (MNEs). For the most part, the
chapters are presented in chronological order.

Chapter 1, after reviewing the state of the art of the subject in 1973, distin-
guishes between the firm or ownership (O) specific determinants of international
production, and the country or location (L) determinants. However, although
it acknowledged (pp. 23–36) the need to better understand the modality by
which firms exploited (or augmented) their O advantages outside their home
countries, it did not identify or evaluate these. This I attempted to do in a paper
presented at a Nobel Symposium in Stockholm in 1976. Chapter 2 reproduces
this paper, which introduces the concept of the eclectic paradigm (then called
theory) of international production; and incorporates an internalization (I)
component into the OLI triad of the determinants of MNE activity.

Subsequent to this contribution, in the later 1970s and early 1980s, I
attempted to empirically test and refine the eclectic paradigm, and to widen its
analytical scope. Chapter 3 presents some evidence on the importance of some
of the particular O and I characteristics of firms (drawn largely from industrial
organization theory) and the particular L characteristics of countries (drawn
largely from location theory), with respect to the industrial distribution of US
FDI in several Latin American countries.

In Chapter 4, we examine how the principles of the eclectic paradigm may
help us understand and explain the outward and inward direct investment path
of countries as they proceed through various stages of development. This appli-
cation of the paradigm has received extensive attention in the literature;1 and
the paradigm itself has been extended and modified over the last two decades.
The current version set out in Chapter 5 was co-authored with Rajneesh Narula
in 1996.

Chapters 6 and 7 examine some of the early comments and criticisms directed
to the eclectic paradigm in the 1980s, and at the same time attempt to introduce
more dynamic and strategic related variables into its main tenets. The 1988

ix
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paper (Chapter 7), first published in The Journal of International Business
Studies, also suggested that the paradigm could be used as a framework for
examining the costs and benefits of FDI; and of the act of foreign dis-investment
as well as that of investment. Both themes were further taken up in my 1993
volume, Multinational Enterprises and the Global Economy (Dunning, 1993).

Chapter 8 reproduces a chapter in a book edited by Peter Hertner and
Geoffrey Jones (1986), and jointly authored by John Cantwell and Tony Corley,
on the historical antecedents of the eclectic paradigm, or, to put it rather dif-
ferently, the explanations of how the extra-territorial expansion of firms, from
the time of the mercantilistic economists of the eighteenth century onwards,
could be reinterpreted in the language of the eclectic paradigm. What, indeed,
were the OLI advantages determining trade and foreign-owned production
identified by the mainstream economists of their day, such as Adam Smith, J.S.
Mill, Alfred Marshall and Joseph Schumpeter? To what extent did they help to
explain the growth and maturation of MNE activity?

Towards the end of the 1980s, I (as an economist) was becoming increasingly
aware of the necessity to take an interdisciplinary approach to understanding
both the determinants and consequences of IB activity. Chapter 9 identifies
these, first by examining the variables exogenous to firms, and especially the
political and cultural and legal variables; and second those endogenous to firms,
especially organizational, financial and marketing variables. Over the course of
the last two decades, I believe that mainstream IB scholars have come increas-
ingly to value the contribution of those of other disciplines, notably law, political
science, business history and economic geography, to furthering their under-
standing of the causes and implications of cross-border production and trade.

The 1990s saw the emergence of our contemporary knowledge-based global
economy. Later chapters in this volume try to reflect how the specific charac-
teristics of this event and its implications for world trade and investment are
affecting our theorizing on the determinants of MNE activity. Chapter 10
introduces the concept of alliance capital into our thinking, and argues that
inter-firm coalitions need to be embraced within the framework of the eclectic
paradigm, in so far as they affect both the content and significance of the OLI
variables, and the interaction between them.

Chapter 11 reviews the implications of the growth of international production
for received trade theory; and argues that any paradigm seeking to explain the
cross-border transaction of goods and services must embrace both a theory of
industrial organization and a theory of the location of economic activity. The
matrix set out on p. 315 portrays the evolution of the structure and form of trade
in assets and products from inter-industry arm’s-length transactions between
independent parties to intra-industry intra-firm transactions.

Chapter 12 reproduces a paper jointly written with John Dilyard in 1999. In
it an attempt is made to see how far the eclectic paradigm may be used to explain
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the rapid growth in foreign portfolio investment (FPI) over the past two decades;
and in doing so, it introduces the OLE (E = externalization) paradigm. Chapter
13 looks more specifically at the impact of globalization on our theorizing on
both the causes and effects of MNEs’ activity. This chapter concludes by
examining the impact of globalization on the geographical distribution of FDI.

Chapter 14 tries to summarize the state of the art of the eclectic paradigm at
the end of the twentieth century, and relates its main contents to other paradigms
and theories of IB activity which have been put forward over the past 35 years.
A concluding statement of this chapter is perhaps worth reproducing here.

We believe that recent economic events, and the emergence of new explanations of
MNE activity, have added to, rather than subtracted from, the robustness of the
paradigm. While accepting that, in spite of its eclecticism, there may be some kinds
of foreign owned value-added activities which do not fit comfortably into its con-
struction, we do believe that it continues to meet most of the criteria of a good
paradigm; and that it is not yet approaching its own ‘creative destruction’.2

Chapters 15 and 16 consider two very recent developments in the global
economy, and on how the tenets of the eclectic paradigm may require modifi-
cations to incorporate these. The first (Chapter 15), written jointly with Cliff
Wymbs, is concerned with the (predominantly) technical impact of e-commerce
on the content and significance of the OLI variables comprising the paradigm
and the interface between them. The second (Chapter 16) looks at the growing
importance of the willingness and ability of individuals and corporations to
establish and sustain productive intra- and inter-firm relationships as a factor
affecting the extent and structure of IB activities. This chapter introduces the
concept of relational assets, and argues that the growing significance of these
assets is affecting the composition, significance and configuration of the OLI
triad of variables.

NOTES

1. See, for example, various contributions in Dunning and Narula (1996), Castro (2000) and
Dunning et al. (2001).

2. These words were written before the publication of a special issue of the International Journal
of the Economics of Business (July 2001), edited by John Cantwell and Rajneesh Narula, which
was devoted to the eclectic paradigm. Several articles in this issue suggest further emendations
or extensions of the paradigm.
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1. The determinants of international
production*

INTRODUCTION

There are few branches of economic analysis which are not directly relevant
to an understanding of the origin and growth of multinational enterprises
(MNEs). The subject is obviously of interest to those concerned with the
resource allocative activities and financial management of firms, and with the
theory of industrial organization. Since their operations straddle national
boundaries, and involve trade in both goods and factors of production, they
come within the scope of international economics; and as vehicles for the trans-
ference of new skills and technologies, they are no less pertinent to the theory
of economic development. The sharing of the costs and benefits of their
activities between the countries in which they operate raises complex and fas-
cinating issues for the welfare economist. The geographical flexibility of their
procurement, production, and marketing strategies adds a new dimension to
the theories of industrial relations and collective bargaining; while their
operations are not only influenced by, but help to fashion, a whole range of
monetary and fiscal policies used by national governments to advance economic
and social goals.

I make these observations by way of introduction because, in interpreting
the various explanations of the origin and growth of international business, one
is very conscious of the particular interests of the researcher. This is shown
both in the type of questions asked, and the approach and techniques used to
answer them. The questions ‘why do firms invest overseas?’, ‘where do firms
locate their foreign operations?’ and ‘what determines the amount and com-
position of international production?’ pose similar, but not identical issues.
Each is concerned with the behaviour of firms, but while the first draws on the
techniques of micro-investment theory, the second is of interest to the location
theorist, and the third needs a knowledge of international trade and industrial
organization theory. Moreover, each of the questions may be tackled from a
positive or a normative viewpoint; and with sectoral, national, or cosmopoli-
tan interests in mind.

1

* From Oxford Economic Papers, 25 (November 1973): 289–325.
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The purpose of this chapter is two-fold: first to survey and critically evaluate
the attempts so far made to answer the general question ‘why international
direct investment and production?’ and, second, to suggest some possible lines
for further research, illustrating from data recently published about the
operations of US affiliates in the UK.

THE ISSUES INVOLVED

What, then, is the subject for explanation? Basically, most writers have been
concerned to explain the growth and significance of enterprises which operate
and control income-creating activities in more than one country, or, more specif-
ically, the growth and significance of the foreign activities of such companies.
It is when one starts to translate this general rubric into operational terms that
one runs into difficulties. Precisely at what point does an enterprise become
‘multinational’? What does one mean by ‘control’? What exactly are income-
creating activities?

The MNE has been variously interpreted in the literature (Aharoni, 1971).
Definitions range from those which embrace all firms which operate and control
income-creating activities in more than one country (Brooke and Remmers,
1970; Dunning, 1971) to those which would include only those enterprises
which operate a common management and operational strategy towards their
foreign and domestic operations (Perlmutter, 1969; Behrman, 1969). Others
introduce more pragmatic constraints, e.g. the number of countries in which a
firm operates (Vernon, 1972) or the proportion of total sales, assets, or
employment accounted for by their foreign activities (Bruck and Lees, 1966).
There is also the totally different approach which interprets multinationalism in
terms of the geographical spread of ownership or control of equity capital (or
capital employed). While respecting the views of the particularists, I have long
favoured a broad rather than a narrow definition of the MNE, partly because all
other definitions are bound to be arbitrary, and partly because I do not consider
the attributes of the MNE stressed by Perlmutter et al. are necessarily unique to
such enterprises; cf., e.g., multi-regional national or international trading enter-
prises. The distinction between the geographical origin of capital and of the
ownership of production facilities is best overcome by placing the appropriate
adjective between the words ‘multinational’ and ‘enterprise’ (Dunning, 1971).

Second, as regards the question of control, definitions again vary from
including affiliates and associated companies of MNEs in which there is any
financial stake to those in which there is a 100 per cent equity holding. Here,
too, there is no purist definition, simply because there is no such definition of
control of decision-taking, either of its amount or its extent. But this much can
be said. Since, first, a 51 per cent ownership of equity capital ensures the power

2 Theories and paradigms of international business activity
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of control over decision-taking, and, second, an overwhelming proportion of the
capital of the affiliates in which MNEs have a stake is financially controlled by
them,1 we would not go far wrong by considering all companies with a foreign
direct investment stake as MNEs.

Third, the interpretation and measurement of income-creating activities.
These include all activities in which there is a capital stake of some kind
involved. This immediately distinguishes multinational producing enterprises
from multinational trading enterprises. Again, in practice, the line between
setting up one’s own sales outlet and using a local distributor may be difficult
to draw, but this need not greatly concern us, as the great majority of MNEs are
engaged in the production of goods or financial services and most of the current
discussion about their origins and effects is to do with these companies, rather
than with wholesaling or retailing ventures.

The measurement of the economic activities of MNEs raises no new
conceptual problems and, in most cases, the indicator chosen will be determined
by the data available and the purpose of the exercise. In general, output measures
are preferable to input measures, for the simple reason that the latter are usually
expressed in terms of one input, e.g. capital stock, investment flows,
employment, etc. Output indices, on the other hand, pose the problem of whether
output should be gross, i.e. values or sales, or net, i.e. sales less purchases from
other firms. In fact, most published statistics of international production are of
sales rather than net output; these tend to exaggerate the direct economic con-
tribution of MNEs or their affiliates to the gross national products of the
countries in which they operate.

This last point raises two others. The first arises when one asks the question
‘from whose viewpoint are we measuring income-creating activities?’ From
the viewpoint of MNEs, their own sales, or net output or profits may be the
appropriate index. From the viewpoint of countries in which they operate, the
contribution they make to the gross national product may be the chief
(economic) consideration; this includes not only their own output but the effect
which they have on the net output of other economic agents in the economy.
But the value of this contribution depends on the assumptions made about what
would have happened in their absence and, in any case, it may be reasonably
argued that since it is individual firms that take the decisions about their
activities (albeit in response to signals from governments), it is the factors which
influence these decisions that are the relevant ones. But in looking at the appro-
priate policies for governments to pursue towards MNEs, the external effects
of their behaviour may be equally important.

The second point is specific to foreign direct investment and arises because
the factor inputs of MNEs are sourced from both (a) the countries in which they
operate and (b) other countries. The ratio of (a) to (b) will determine that part
of the value added by a particular affiliate from which the rest of the enterprise

The determinants of international production 3
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benefits. This means that, just as expressing the activity of an affiliate in terms
of a single input may underestimate its contribution, so assessing it in terms of
gross or net output may overstate its contribution to the enterprise. If, for
example, an MNE owns one-half of the equity capital of its affiliate, then the
ratio of the sales to its affiliates to the total sales of the enterprise will be twice
that of the ratio of the profits earned by the affiliate to that of the enterprise as
a whole, assuming that the profit/sales ratios and taxation rates are the same for
all the operating units of the enterprise. Once again, it depends on what questions
one is seeking to answer, but it is worth emphasizing that identifying and
measuring activities of MNEs is not as straightforward as it may appear to be.

In practice, the matter is often settled by the data available and the economist
has to cut his coat according to the cloth given him, or obtained by himself!
And the research so far done on the growth of the multinational enterprise
strongly reflects this constraint. Broadly speaking, economists have obtained
their data from three sources. First, from information published, mainly by gov-
ernments of host and investing countries, on the stock or flow of inward and
outward direct investment. Due mainly to different reporting requirements of
governments, the form, coverage, and reliability of these data vary enormously
between countries, and within a country over time, and they are rarely directly
comparable. Valiant attempts have been made by Polk (1971), Behrman (1969),
and Rolfe (1969) to construct a world matrix of the value of international direct
investment and/or production, but none has been completely successful.2 As
far as investing countries are concerned, the most comprehensive data are those
published by the US Department of Commerce.3 These include investment,
output, and income data for 1966 and 1970, broken down both by country and
industry. UK statistics are confined to a fairly detailed geographical breakdown
of the capital stake and investment flows; the industrial breakdown is very broad.
There are also quite reasonable data on outward direct investment for Canada,
Australia, and latterly Japan. Of the host countries, Canada, Australia, the USA,
and UK, Sweden, and Belgium, and some of the LDCs, e.g. Argentina, India,
Ghana, Nigeria, Malaysia, Korea, the Philippines, Taiwan, and Indonesia
provide reasonably good statistics.4 Major surveys on the extent and pattern of
Swedish and German foreign investments are currently being undertaken.

The second form of data is that derived from field work carried out by
research institutions or individual research workers in pursuance of a specific
project to do with foreign direct investment or the MNE. Most of these projects
have taken the form of country or industry case studies,5 although some have
been specifically concerned with the determinants of foreign investment. Again,
the quality of the data varies as, in most cases, the investigators have had to
rely on the good offices of firms, but for some of the less-well-documented
countries, particularly the LDCs, and for a more detailed breakdown of industry

4 Theories and paradigms of international business activity
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statistics, these studies usefully supplement (and sometimes improve upon) the
official statistics.

The third source of information is that being gradually amassed in data banks
and is based largely on statistics related to individual companies. The first of
these was established at Harvard and supplied much of the data for the studies
led by Raymond Vernon (1972); more recently, Gilles Bertin has set up a
European counterpart at Rennes. In spite of the interpretative difficulties, I
believe that these data banks have much to commend them. Already, useful
progress has been made by international and government agencies, notably
UNCTAD, the OECD, and the EEC, and the US Tariff Commission, by research
institutions, e.g. the Foreign Policy Research Institute at Pennsylvania and the
Center for Multinational Studies at Washington and by such organizations as
the International Chamber of Commerce and Business International. Various
international trade union secretariats are also actively gathering material. One
feels that the time is rapidly approaching for some rationalization of data
collection, partly to avoid unnecessary duplication of research and clerical
effort, and partly to reduce the work on individual MNEs, which, after all, are
the main providers of information.

I will return to this point later in the paper. But one practical difficulty should
be mentioned here. The number of enterprises which make up the great bulk of
foreign direct investment is small. The 50 largest MNEs probably account for
one-half of the total international direct investment and an even higher
percentage of international production in the world; the 50 next largest account
for up to another 25 per cent. When one comes to break down these operations
geographically and industrially in any meaningful sense one is soon dealing
with a handful of companies. The possibility of identification then becomes
very real, and this may well impose the ultimate limit to sophisticated econo-
metric work in this field. This point is further underlined when one comes to
classify MNEs by the operational strategies they pursue, and/or other variables,
e.g. by activity, intra-group exports, size, age, etc.; one is soon down to a few
observations in each cell of the matrix, which raises conceptual as well as iden-
tification problems.

So much by way of introduction. We now turn to examine the work so far
done on identifying the factors influencing the origin and growth of international
production. We shall mainly concentrate on the positive approaches to the
subject and discuss these under six main headings.

1. THE SURVEY APPROACH

One approach to explaining the extent and character of foreign business
operations has been to ask the companies themselves to identify the reasons

The determinants of international production 5
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for their behaviour. Usually, this approach has confined itself to analysing the
initial decision to produce abroad, and, more often than not, the questions have
been formulated in the most general terms, e.g. ‘what are the main factors which
influenced your decision to invest overseas?’; and rarely does any guidance
seem to have been given to the respondents as to assumptions underlying the
questions asked. Because of this, the surveys have produced a wide range of
answers, which reflect as much the respondents’ interpretation of the questions
as the determinants of the investment decision.

There were several surveys of this kind in the later 1950s and 1960s (Barlow
and Wender, 1955; National Industrial Conference Board, 1961; Robinson,
1961; McGraw Hill, 1961; Behrman, 1962; Basi, 1966; Hakam, 1966; Kreinin,
1967; Kolde, 1968; Hogan, 1968), and frequently, too, in broader-based works
on foreign direct investment (Safarian, 1966; Brash, 1966; Brooke and Remmers,
1970; Deane, 1970; Daniels, 1971; Andrews, 1972; Forsyth, 1972), questions
of this type have been asked. Some of these focused on the goals of foreign
direct investment, and others on means of achieving goals, but most did not dis-
tinguish between the two. In the main, the results of the surveys were presented
as a tabulation of the reasons for moving abroad, or to particular countries listed
by the respondents in the sample. In Basi’s analysis, a three-point ‘importance’
scale was used; but mostly the only evaluation was by the times particular deter-
minants were mentioned, the number of which ranged from nine in the Kolde
study to 25 in the Robinson study. No attempt was made to classify the results
by types of economic activity, or by country, although some of the studies con-
centrated on particular regions within countries or areas (Johns and Brash
(Australia), Forsyth (Scotland), Kreinin (Europe), Hakam (Nigeria)).

It is clear that these studies can, at best, do little more than identify and perhaps
rank by importance the sort of factors which businesses take into account in
establishing production units abroad. At worst, they can be thoroughly
misleading. Quite apart from the confusion between goals (e.g. increased profits
or share of market) and factors affecting the achievements of goals (e.g. transport
costs, market growth, etc.), the reasons cited by firms were sometimes dependent
on each other, e.g. lower costs of production and higher labour productivity; in
some cases the reasons cited were quite specific, e.g. the existence of local engi-
neering facilities, or to match a rival’s investment; in others, they were very
general, e.g. diversification, inflation. Moreover, as we have said, there was
little attempt to classify types of foreign operations, and only a casual acquain-
tance with the literature suggests that the determinants of investment vary so
much with the type of investment, cf. the reasons for upstream and downstream
investment, that any generalizations are not very helpful.

As Table 1.1 illustrates, almost without exception, the studies stress the host
government’s attitude to inward foreign investment, political stability, and the
prospects of market growth as the most important considerations prompting

6 Theories and paradigms of international business activity
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foreign activities; next in order come the fear of losing an existing market, the
likelihood of exchange rate fluctuations, limitations imposed on foreign
ownership, and barriers to trade.6 Only a minority of firms appear to have been
enticed abroad by lower production costs; neither do savings in movement costs
loom large in their calculations. But again, the studies do not tell us the way in
which these determinants may vary with geographical or industrial composi-
tion of the investment. In summary, they may be criticized, partly because they
fail to differentiate between motives and determinants, partly because they do
not identify the assumptions underlying the answers given by firms, and partly
because no attempt is made to normalize for differences in the characteristics of
firms (or countries). Certainly none of them takes us much further in a general-
ized theory of international production, or helps us to understand the determinants
of new investment once the initial locational decision has been made.

More recently, efforts have been made to improve the methodology of the
survey approach, both by giving respondents a clearer conception of the type
of variables it is sought to identify, and by suggesting ways in which they might
be evaluated.

Stobaugh (1969a), for example, makes use of a matrix which identifies two
main groups of variables which gauge locational attractions to companies. For
example, he relates product-related influences, technological and marketing
characteristics, life cycle pattern, cost structure, and economies of scale to
country-related influences, e.g. market size, investment climate, local
technology, and distance from major exporting nations. Schöllhammer (1972)
adds a third group of influences, viz. company-related influences, e.g. size of
firm, scope of international operations management strategy.

The same authors and Piper (1971) have also suggested schemes for the
evaluation of these variables. Stobaugh (1969), for example, sets out ranges of
marks which might be given for each particular environmental variable (attitude
to capital repatriation (0–12), extent to which foreign ownership is allowed
(0–12), currency stability (4–20), etc.), which are then assigned by firms
according to some predefined criteria. The marks are then aggregated and an
index of environmental attraction, or investment climate, obtained. Schöll-
hammer (1972), in a study of 140 American and European MNEs, asked
corporate executives involved in making location decisions to rank 78 country-
related influences (classified into nine broad categories, e.g. economic, legal,
geographical, political, labour, tax, etc., factors) on a scale from 1 (of no
importance) to 4 (very important). His findings broadly confirmed those of
earlier surveys. The two most important individual location factors were existing
market size and anticipated market growth, but of the nine broad groupings,
political, supply, and tax considerations outranked the rest.

Such schemes as these have their obvious attractions, but they also have their
drawbacks; among the latter are first, that they almost always set the same
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Table 1.1 Summary of determinants of foreign direct investment (selected studies) – number of times factors mentioned

(a) Foreign investment in general (b) Investment in specific countries 

Name of researcher Robinson1 Behrman Basi2 Kolde Forsyth(a)3 Brash Deane Forsyth(b)3 Andrews4

Date of publication (1961) (1962) (1966) (1968) (1972) (1966) (1970) (1972) (1972)
Number of firms in sample 205 72 214 104 105 100 139 105 80

(a) Marketing factors
(i) Size of market } 262 – 141 – – – }21 – –
(ii) Market growth 19 158 7 82 89 14 28
(iii) To maintain share of market or

match a rival’s investment 130 – 126 12 35 – 30 6 –
(iv) To advance exports of parent

company – 1 – – 2 – – 1 –
(v) Necessity to maintain close

contact with customers – 7 – – 5 – 15 9 –
(vi) Dissatisfaction with existing

market arrangements – 3 – 25 – – – – –
(vii) Export base for neighbouring

markets 104 3 – – – 30 – 39
Subtotal 496 33 425 44 124 119 66 30 57

(b) Barriers to trade
(i) Barriers to trade 130 – 21 28 78 76 – 11
(ii) Preference of local customers }14

for local products – – – 1 24 – – –
Subtotal 130 14 – 21 29 102 76 – 11

(c) Cost factors
(i) To be near source of supply – – – – 3 – 14 2 –
(ii) Availability of labour 209 – –* – – – – 53 –
(iii) Availability of raw materials – 12 114 – – – 7 – –
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(iv) Availability of capital/technology – – 78 – – – – 11
(v) Lower labour costs 79 – 103 – – – – 18
(vi) Lower other production costs – 7 – 20 – 11 – –

40

(vii) Lower transport costs – – – – – 22 – 18 
(viii) Financial (et al.) inducements 

by governments 50 – – – 1 13 – 52 45 
(ix) General cost levels more 

favourable (less inflation) – – 134 – – – 14 – –
Subtotal 338 19 429 20 4 46 35 154 85

(d) Investment climate
(i) General attitude to foreign investment –5 – 145 6 – – 10 – –
(ii) Political stability 115 – 159 – – – – – –
(iii) Limitation on ownership 20 – – – – – – – –
(iv) Currency exchange regulations }1056

– – – – – – – –
(v) Stability of foreign exchange 151 – – – – – –
(vi) Tax structure – – 131 4 – – – – –
(vii) Familiarity with country – – 100 – – – – – –

Subtotal 240 – 686 10 – – 10 – –
(e) General 

(i) Expected higher profits 182 20 144 – – – – – –
(ii) Other7 252 14 112 5 14 37 39 43 508

Subtotal 434 34 256 5 14 37 39 43 50
Total 1638 97 1796 100 171 304 226 227 203

* Included in lower labour costs.
1 Number of times factors are ranked 1–3 on a 6-point scale.
2 Listed as ‘crucially’ or ‘fairly important’ in Basi’s 3-point scale. 
3 Forsyth(a) refers to reasons given by firms on decision to invest outside the USA. 
4 Andrews’s survey was concerned with identifying reasons for investing in Ireland. 
5 Dealt with in a separate part of the survey and regarded as crucially important.
6 Classified as ‘financial stability’. 
7 Including 192 mentions for availability of infrastructure, power, and banking facilities. 
8 Including 40 mentions ‘to take advantage of Ireland’s entry into the Common Market should that occur’.
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standards for all types of investment and in all countries; second, they assume
that over the life of the plant, the investment climate will remain unchanged;
and third, they assume that individual locational determinants can be separately
and independently evaluated.

We conclude: while the survey approach may be helpful in identifying the
factors which influence international production, it can do little more than this.
In the past, it has not been satisfactory in evaluating particular goals or deter-
minants, and even attempts to use a ranking procedure have been of limited
value because of the failure to take account of different types of investment.
None of the surveys has so far distinguished between factors affecting the estab-
lishment of foreign production units from those influencing increases in
international production. Finally, all too frequently they have rarely defined
the form of the involvement of companies abroad (when investment is taken as
the dependent variable it is not clear whether this means investment-owned or
investment-controlled).

2. CAPITAL THEORY

The second approach to the study of ‘why international production?’ focuses
attention on one factor input, viz. capital, or changes in capital, viz. investment,
and is essentially an extension of received capital theory. Mainly because of
data constraints, almost all the empirical work done in this area has been on
the behaviour of US MNEs. In most cases, the US share of the capital stock,
or investment, of US foreign affiliates is taken as the dependent variable, but
occasionally the total plant and equipment expenditure of affiliates, i.e.
investment in fixed assets, is used.

The traditional theory of international capital movements asserts that such
movements arise because of differences in the levels of interest rates between
countries. Under these conditions, money capital flows across the exchanges if
the margin by which the expected yield exceeds the cost of capital is greater than
that of projects at home. Until the mid-1960s, this relationship was thought, by
most economists, to explain movements in portfolio investment fairly well
(Mundell, 1960; Kenen, 1963). Since then, partly as a result of developments
in the theories of investment behaviour and portfolio distribution, a new view
has emerged which argues that, while the allocation of the stock of assets held
at home and abroad depends on the level of interest rates and risk evaluations,
changes in this allocation, i.e. capital flows, will depend on changes in interest
rates (Branson, 1970; Floyd, 1969). According to this view, an increase in
foreign interest rates will have a two-fold effect. First, it will cause a shift in the
stock of portfolios towards foreign assets; this is the so-called stock-shift effect,
which will vary inter alia with the size of the portfolio and the amount of change
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in the interest differential. Second, there will be a reallocation of portfolios at
the margin towards foreign assets – the so-called ‘continuing flow’ effect. Where
the latter component is small, the supply-elasticity of capital with respect to
changes in interest rates between countries is likely to be substantial only in
the adjustment period. For there to be a permanent redistribution of capital
movements between countries their relative interest rates must be constantly
changing. This new view is generally supported by the empirical studies of the
last few years (Branson and Hill, 1971), although the period of stock adjustment
is now being shown to be somewhat longer than was first thought.

It is generally accepted that models of this kind, designed to explain inter-
national flows in portfolio investment, can only partially explain the
international capital formation of firms or that part of it financed by direct
foreign investment. This is mainly because, unlike movements in portfolio
capital, which are essentially financial transactions between independent lenders
and borrowers, direct investment involves no change in ownership. It does,
however, involve the transmission of other factor inputs than money capital,
viz. entrepreneurship, technology, and management expertise, and is likely to
be as affected by the relative profitability of the use of these resources in
different countries as that of money capital (Stubenitsky, 1970). Put another
way, the models are inadequate because they assume that the transactors
engaged in the activity of international investment have similar behavioural
characteristics (Learner and Stern, 1972).

Nevertheless, recent research on the origin of international financial and real
capital flows has provided useful new insights which have a direct bearing on
the investment behaviour of MNEs (Spitaller, 1971; Stevens, 1972). Harry
Johnson (1966), for example, makes the useful distinction between movements
in capital which occur in response to interest rate differentials and those which
are generated by the expectation of higher profits. At a macro-level, it is this
latter type of movement that Borts and Kopecky (1972) argue can best be
explained by the same factors which explain economic growth, e.g. increases
in population, technological advances, the improvement in the terms of trade
between exports and imported capital goods, the savings rate, and the capital
coefficient; and that it is not normally necessary to introduce monetary factors
to explain why or how capital transfers occur. Monetary variables may affect
capital movements but only in so far as an excess demand for liquid assets has
an influence on the excess demand for goods.

The alternative approach is more micro-oriented and represents the
mainstream of thinking on the subject. This is directed to extending the theory
of domestic corporate investment to the international activities of firms. There
are two main strands to this approach. The least developed is that which looks
at the firm’s foreign investment decision as an extension of the theory of
portfolio distribution. Following attempts by Grubel (1968), Miller and
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Whitman (1970), and Levy and Sarnat (1970) to explain the distribution of
portfolio investment across national boundaries using a stock adjustment model
of the Markowitz (1959)/Tobin (1958, 1965) variety, Prachowny (1972) and
Stevens (1969a) set out to test whether or not firms allocated their direct
investment expenditures so as to maximize a utility function positively related
to expected returns and negatively related to risk. Their results were inconclu-
sive, particularly when disaggregated data were used. Cohen (1972), on the
other hand, has demonstrated that large US corporations with more extensive
foreign activities tended to have smaller fluctuations in their profits during the
1960s. Finally Mellors (1973), using a technique first developed by Smith and
Schreiner (1969) to explain the domestic diversification of conglomerate firms,
has demonstrated that the geographical allocation of direct investment by UK
firms, in response to post-tax rates of return, provides some support to the
portfolio model.

More extensive have been the attempts to apply various models of domestic
capital formation by businesses to explain foreign investment.7 In particular, two
main lines of research may be mentioned. The first is an extension of the neo-
classical theory of real investment, and assumes the maximization of the market
value of assets to be the goal of firms. Here the most popular model is that
developed by Jorgenson (1963), in which investment is viewed as a gradual
adjustment of a firm’s actual capital stock to its desired level, i.e. K*

t = apt Qt/ct,
where K*

t = desired level of capital stock (at time t), pt = product price (at time
t), Qt is expected output, ct = the rental price of capital (which in turn is a
function of the price of capital goods and its rate of change, the cost of capital;
the depreciation and tax rates), and ‘a’ as a constant from the Cobb–Douglas
production function measuring the elasticity of output with respect to capital.
This is a modified version of the flexible accelerator explanation of investment,
which in most tests has out-performed the simple accelerator model, liquidity
and cash flow models, and security valuation models (Stevens, 1972).

There have been numerous studies which have examined the determinants
of foreign investment over the last five years. Again, it is convenient to classify
these into two groups. The first is illustrated by the work of Stevens (1969a,
1972), Moose (1968), Severn (1972), Popkin (1965), Kopits (1972), Richardson
(1971, 1972), and Kwack (1973). Each of these strongly supports the standard
investment theory by demonstrating that expenditure by US firms on foreign
plant and equipment is highly correlated either with the sales of US foreign
affiliates or some measure of output for the area of industry in question. Severn,
for example, used a two-country model (the USA and the rest of the world) to
explain differences both in the specification of domestic and foreign investment
functions, and the distribution of corporate funds between home and foreign
uses. He concluded that subject to a liquidity constraint, investment was strongly
correlated to changes in sales in both cases. He also asserted that MNEs
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allocated funds without reference to national boundaries and that, eliminating
factors common to both foreign and domestic investment, the two were at least
partially substitutable and interrelated through the financing mechanism. Popkin,
in his study of US manufacturing affiliates (1965), claimed that the relative
profit rates and other financial variables were more important than market
structure or technological factors in explaining variations in the behaviour of
firms. Stevens (1972), using similar data, and an extension of the
Modigliani–Miller theorem (1958), derived equations which, inter alia, related
plant and equipment expenditure and changes in current assets to the present
market value of firms, and also financial flows to the same goal and that of
exchange loss minimization. He found that all equations explained past data
quite well. In his study, Kwack (1973) identified a negative correlation between
US interest rates and foreign investment but, like Stevens (1972), concluded
that the voluntary restraint programme aimed at improving the US balance of
payments was statistically insignificant.

Richardson (1971, 1972) took these discussions a stage further by distin-
guishing between different types of foreign direct investment. In particular, he
argued for the need for a separate theory to explain investment in new ventures,
the main goal of which is likely to be market penetration, rather than the profit-
maximizing or growth goals of established ventures. He also considered that
domestic-type theories were less successful in explaining the investment policies
of the affiliates of integrated multinational firms, which were more likely to be
geared to a global strategy, than in the case of independent affiliates, where an
‘every tub on its own bottom’ type of policy was the usual practice. In his con-
tributions, he suggested the kind of modifications necessary to the accepted
variables to explain the optimal capital stock of each of these types of foreign
investment, although he did not attempt to put these to the test. His, however,
is perhaps one of the most rewarding lines of research in that he recognizes that
both the motives and determinants of MNEs will vary according to the type of
foreign operation, a point to which we shall return later.

Most of the research so far mentioned accepts that there are certain factors
affecting foreign capital formation which are specific to such investment,
although Herring and Willett (1973) have demonstrated that between 1957 and
1969, US plant and equipment expenditures at home and abroad were signifi-
cantly correlated. Other studies have attempted to isolate some of these, e.g.
Cairncross (1973) and Herring and Willett (1972) control over capital exports,
Kopits (1972) and Mellors (1973) the tax variable, Stevens (1969b) and
Heckerman (1969) exchange risks, and Horst (1972b) and Jud (1973) tariffs.
Much more difficult is to test statistically the significance of non-quantifiable
variables such as the investment climate, which, as we have seen (Table 1.1)
businessmen consider to be an influence on their investment plans. One way out
of this dilemma has been suggested by Miller and Weigel (1972) who argue,
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on the lines of Aharoni (1966), that decisions about the location of investment
should be regarded as a two-stage discriminant process. In the first stage,
locations are classified as ‘suitable’ or ‘potentially unsuitable’, on fairly basic
grounds: size of market, prior investment, barriers to exports, investment
climate, etc. In the second stage detailed calculations are made of the expected
economic profitability of the locations considered potentially suitable. The fact
that the variables included in many models may not hold up well when
predicting all decisions may be due to the fact that the first stage rejections
have already been made, but on non-economic grounds.

The second group of studies on investment behaviour have sought to explain
movements in foreign capital formation in particular geographical areas; the
writings of Bandera and White (1968), d’Arge (1969), Scaperlanda (1967),
Wallis (1968), Scaperlanda and Mauer (1969, 1971, 1972), Schmitz and Bieri
(1972), all dealing with US direct investment in Western Europe,8 are some
examples. Most of these, using either time-series or cross-sectional data, relate
absolute amounts of investment (or capital stake), or shares of investment (or
capital stake) to profit rates, size of markets, growth of markets, tariff rates,
and some kind of trend and/or slope-shifting variables; the 1968 Bandera and
White study included an international liquidity variable. The cross-sectional
studies strongly support the hypothesis that US investment has been directed
most to countries with the fastest rate of growth of GNP, with profitability and
other variables, including tariffs, being a secondary consideration. On the other
hand, there is little evidence that, in itself, the formation of the EEC had a sub-
stantial effect on the level or direction of US investment flows, although much
depends on the precise specification of the relationships, the level of disaggre-
gation,9 and the years for which the comparison is made. The time-series data
lend support to the cross-sectional data when the capital stake is taken as the
dependent variable (Bandera and White, 1968). Again, in both cases, the market
variable showed up better than the profit rate.

What conclusions can be drawn from these studies? In my view, none of
them can take us far along the way to understanding ‘why international
production?’. This, I think, is chiefly because their attempts to explain either
foreign capital formation or movements in capital across national boundaries
evade the more interesting questions to do with international production. The
studies take as given the value of variables, which themselves need explaining.
Anticipated profits are a good illustration. These are almost always expressed
in terms of the profitability of the foreign affiliates. But not only may these be
a very imperfect indication of the contribution of the affiliate to the investing
enterprise (Reddaway, 1968; Vaitsos, 1972) but to explain direct foreign
investment in terms of profitability begs the question ‘why that profitability?’,
the answer to which is bound up inter alia with the competitive position of
foreign affiliates vis-à-vis indigenous firms and exports.
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In other words, the questions asked by capital theory do not get to the heart
of the matter. The concern of this approach is not to explain foreign investment
or capital formation per se, but, assuming this to exist, to determine how far its
allocation is influenced by profit rates and market growth. This is a perfectly
valid and legitimate interest, and when related to the same variable for domestic
investment, does point to some interesting differences in the behaviour of firms
(Richardson, 1971). But we are little wiser in understanding why this is so.

Moreover, all the studies are, to some extent, deficient in their choice of
explanatory variables and we have said that investment, particularly investment
financed by a particular source, is not necessarily a good index of the activity
of firms, as it underestimates the importance of labour-intensive firms. Of the
independent variables, the rate of profit earned by affiliates may inadequately
express their contribution to the organization of which they are part, particu-
larly where there is a good deal of product or process specialization between
affiliates, and intra-group trading at other than arm’s-length prices. Moreover,
the more vertically or horizontally integrated an MNE becomes, the less sig-
nificance can be attached to the market size or potential of the country in which
production is located. This especially applies to those enterprises which practise
a policy of global or regional, horizontal or vertical specialization, e.g. the
Philips and IBMs of this world. They are not primarily dependent on markets
of the countries in which they operate because their decisions will be influenced
by other considerations.

Finally, the data on which the analyses of investment are based are rarely
disaggregated by type of economic activity. Because of this, it is impossible to
assess the extent to which different types of overseas operations are influenced
by different variables. This, in fact, one knows to be the case and the importance
of the profit (or sales) of the affiliate as the contribution to the goals of the
enterprise may be small. The objective of foreign sales and marketing ventures
is primarily to advance the exports of the investing company; even a manu-
facturing affiliate may spur the exports of related goods from its parent
company. (In 1966, US affiliates imported goods worth $6.1 billion from the
USA – about 11 per cent of their total foreign sales); similarly an investment
in raw materials may be made to safeguard supplies to the rest of the organ-
ization, while Reddaway (1968) and Dunning (1970) have observed that the
feedback of knowledge resulting from an investment in a technologically
advanced country can more than compensate for any low profits earned.

3. THE TRADE APPROACH

The third approach to ‘why international production?’ is that of international
economics, and stems from the dissatisfaction with received theory to explain
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recent trends in the level and composition of trade. It is worth emphasizing that,
in the classical model of static comparative advantage, there is no room for the
MNE at all. With completely free movement of goods but immobility of factors
of production, and with all firms transacting goods and services in a price-
taking situation, there is little incentive for international direct investment
(Kindleberger, 1968). But, with production by firms outside their national
boundaries now thought to account for 15 per cent of the world’s output, these
are no longer reasonable assumptions. Standard theory, whether it be of the
classical or neo-classical variety, makes no allowance for trade in factor inputs
(Baldwin, 1970), largely because the conditions necessary to such trade are
assumed not to exist.

The most powerful attempts to incorporate capital movements into trade
theory in recent years have come from two directions. First, Mundell (1957),
using the Heckscher–Ohlin–Samuelson model, asserted the proposition that
trade and capital movements are substitutes for each other and that the equal-
ization of factor–price ratios implies the equalization of commodity–price ratios.
Second, there has been the attempt to take account of changes in technology or
advances in knowledge in the analysis (Johnson, 1968). In the static model,
innovations are ignored altogether as production functions are assumed constant
and identical (or nearly identical) throughout the world. Where they are
introduced, e.g. in a comparative static situation, their benefits are assumed to
be instantaneously and freely transferable. Such an assumption is totally un-
realistic in a situation where information is costly to produce, is enterprise
specific, and is sold under conditions of imperfect competition, where gov-
ernments both finance the output of new knowledge and impose barriers on its
dissemination, e.g. by the patent system, and, hence, affect the patterns of trade
and resource allocation.

These and other market constraints both help fashion the initial location of
new products and processes and, at the same time, induce the means by which
barriers to the diffusion of the knowledge giving rise to these products and
processes may be overcome. Beginning with Posner (1961), a steady stream
of writers has attempted to demonstrate how innovations in one country may
affect the comparative advantage of countries, and how the trade initially
generated might be gradually eliminated by the recognition and imitation of
the innovations elsewhere. Various models have sought to explain the process
of the transference of production from the innovating country. Of these, the
product cycle model (Hufbauer, 1966; Vernon, 1966; Stobaugh, 1968; Wells,
1972a) has, perhaps, come nearest to explicitly recognizing the role of MNEs
in this process, although in their writings, Hirsch (1967), Wilkinson (1968),
and Quinn (1970) also accept that it may play an important role. Other
economists, e.g. Gruber, Mehta, and Vernon (1967) and Keesing (1966), have
also observed the relationship between the production of knowledge, interna-
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tional investment and trade, and more recently Baldwin (1970) has called for
an explicit incorporation of trade in factor inputs into trade theory.

In explaining how and why international production arises, trade economists
have tended to emphasize, first, the conditions under which the foreign markets
of a particular country are best exploited through the affiliates of its firms
producing in those markets rather than by exports, and second, the possible
consequences of this on existing production outlets and trade patterns. The
product cycle theory asserts that initially production will be located in the
country of innovation, and sold there. Exports follow as new markets are sought,
but in due course, depending on relative exchange rates10 and demand and
supply conditions in importing countries, indigenous production may become
profitable. Whether or not this output will be supplied by local firms or affiliates
of firms of the innovating country will depend on the barriers to entry facing
the two groups of firms, and their relative efficiencies. It will also be influenced
by the strategy of enterprises towards their foreign operations and the type of
market structure(s) in which they are competing. Of the barriers to entry facing
indigenous firms, Hufbauer (1966) has stressed the technological gap caused
by the lag in the international transfer in technology, while Vernon (1966)
places rather more emphasis on market constraints. Both writers, however, see
the MNE as an instrument for surmounting these barriers. The final phase of
the cycle is where these producers may themselves begin exporting, competing
with the product-innovating firms even in their domestic markets.

Both approaches and other neo-technological theories of trade (Hufbauer,
1971) are micro-oriented and differ from received theory in two major respects.
First, they are more concerned with the behaviour of firms than of countries;
second, as they have so far been presented, they are particular, rather than
general, models as they tend to endow innovating firms and countries with
special economic characteristics and, in consequence, patterns of production
and trade. Vernon himself accepts that the product cycle sequence is less sat-
isfactory in explaining the territorial distribution of production of MNEs which
adopt a global strategy towards their operations (Vernon, 1972), while there is
some doubt that the process adequately explains the sequence of events when
innovations originate from countries with (relatively) low incomes and wage
costs and/or small markets (Dunning, 1971). Nevertheless, the models are of
especial interest in that they emphasize the role of innovations in forging new
trade patterns within an imperfectly competitive environment, conditions which
are the seed-bed of growth of the modern MNE.

The value of the trade approach to understanding ‘why international
production?’ is that it reminds us that foreign direct investment is one of various
ways of exploiting a foreign market. Though the precise relationship between
these alternatives has yet to be analysed in the literature, various case studies
of the product cycle (Wells, 1972a) give useful glimpses at which point one
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means will tend to replace another. It is, of course, here that the overlap with
the location theory approach is best seen; it is here, too, where trade theory
most needs restructuring to incorporate movements in factor inputs, even if
some of these movements are not strictly trade, but the transference of resources
between one part of an MNE and another.

One foresees further interest of trade theorists in this area because of the
growing impact of the MNE on the flows of goods and services across national
boundaries (Robertson, 1971). This will force attention on explaining the
behaviour of such companies. Until recently, there have been few data to test
systematically any trade-type hypotheses. These are now starting to emerge –
for example data recently collected by the US Tariff Commission give sales
and exports (including intra-group exports) of US foreign affiliates, classified
both by industry and country, although, compared with the quality and detail
of trade statistics, the situation is still unsatisfactory. Conceptually, the most
helpful lines of approach seem likely to be two-fold: first, the implications of
dynamic comparative advantage (Bruno, 1970; Klein, 1973), and particularly
those which arise from the incorporation of human capital and productive
knowledge into capital (Johnson, 1968); second, an analysis of the way in which
trade is influenced by the ways in which markets are exploited (e.g. by
investment, exports, licensing, etc.). The explanation of factor endowment and
its impact on trade may give some insight into the geographical and industrial
composition of international investment. Although these are largely macro-
concepts, they should provide a useful insight into reasons behind these forms
of international transactions.

So far, we have thought of the MNE as an instrument for exploiting foreign
markets. The second aspect of trade theory concerns the question of the dis-
tinctive character of the MNE as an owner of resources in different countries
compared with national (i.e. indigenous) firms. The implications of this will
depend on the type of operations and the strategies adopted by the MNE, but
in principle they raise two issues. First, there is likely to be more specialization
and integration when such advantages occur than if these operations were
conducted by independent firms; second, all intra-group transactions involve the
setting of transfer prices, which will affect the terms of trade. The determina-
tion of such prices will depend on circumstances which, again, may require
modifications to the assumptions underlying trade theory.

4. LOCATION THEORY

Like trade theory, location theory has so far had little to contribute to an expla-
nation of the level or composition of international production. This is because
location theory has traditionally confined its attention to the territorial allocation
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of resources, and trade of firms within national boundaries; and only Ohlin
(1967) and, to a lesser extent, Giersch (1950) and Weber (1958) have attempted
to go beyond this point. Yet, removing this geographical constraint, the theory
of location would seem central to answering the question ‘why international
production?’. Assuming the goals of enterprises are unaffected by the countries
in which they produce, there is no reason why a US firm, in choosing between
a New York or a Paris location for its new plant, will be influenced by different
criteria. To be sure, additional factors will affect the choice of a foreign location,
e.g. the possibility of exchange fluctuations and differences in corporate tax
rates, the risk of expropriation, etc., but, conceptually, there is no difficulty in
embracing these in the basic analysis.11

Location theory is concerned with both supply- and demand-oriented
variables influencing the spatial distribution of production processes, research
and development, and administration of firms; unlike trade theory it is not
concerned with the division of labour between countries. Assuming a certain
size and distribution of markets, and that each firm is a profit maximizer
operating in a price-taking situation, production will be located where costs are
lowest (Greenhut, 1952). This, in turn, will depend on the availability and cost
of factor inputs, the efficiency with which these are transformed into outputs,
and the costs of movement from the point of production to that of marketing.
Some of the special features of producing outside national boundaries can be
incorporated into this kind of model and an optimal solution found. But others
may be more difficult to deal with, e.g. the possibility of exchange rate adjust-
ments or political actions, partly because they cannot easily be quantified and
partly because of the inherent uncertainty attached to them.

In contrast to this approach, demand-oriented theories assume production
costs to be independent of location and assert that the distribution of markets
and the location of competitors will govern the siting of production units (Lösch,
1954). The theories of spatial interdependence are essentially an extension of
the principles of monopolistic competition and oligopoly. Each location
guarantees an element of spatial monopoly, the extent of which will depend on
the character of the market, the locational strategy and efficiency of competi-
tors, and movement costs. It will also be affected by the character of production,
for example whether or not a firm is operating under economies of scale, as
this will influence both the extent to which firms tend to cluster or disperse and
the number of firms involved.

It is now generally accepted that any comprehensive theory of location must
incorporate both cost and market factors, and that in an imperfectly competi-
tive situation, the maximum profit location will not necessarily be the one where
costs are minimized (Greenhut, 1952). (An analogy is with output and price
determination of a firm producing under conditions of oligopoly where it can
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affect its profits by the size of the market it chooses to exploit as well as its
cost conditions.)

Again, evaluating these factors as they affect the location of international
production, the picture is more complex but not significantly changed. Looked
at from the viewpoint of supplying any given market, the question can be
discussed in two parts. One is to explain the spatial distribution of production
units irrespective of ownership; the other is to explain the ownership of these
units. Assume, for example, a certain size of market for a particular product in
the UK, and that there are two nationalities of firms – UK and US – which
could supply that market, then what determines (a) the extent to which the
market is supplied from production units located in the UK or the USA, irre-
spective of ownership, and (b) given the location of production, whether the
nationality of ownership of these units is UK or US?

The answer to these questions, to my mind, provides one of the keys to the
unique character of the MNE and lies at the core of the industrial structure
approach to ‘why international production?’. For, rephrased, the question asks
‘why is a market of a particular country served by the affiliates of foreign-
owned firms producing in that country rather than by indigenous firms?’

Location theory tackles this question from the viewpoint of individual firms;
like capital and trade theory, however, it takes as data the information on costs
and market size and structure. And, as we have suggested, given this data, it can
not only explain actual location patterns, but can also indicate optimal patterns,
subject to the uncertainties surrounding particular markets and future events.
From the supply side, an MNE is faced with the same type of cost decisions as
a national enterprise; but its purchasing and marketing options may be wider,
and the evaluation of foreign investment climates may be a complicated business
(Stobaugh, 1969). From the demand side, one observes the structure of com-
petition, and hence markets served, may be somewhat different. The Vernon
thesis argues that the production of many new products and processes, first
discovered in one country, is later transferred to another by a variety of means,
one of which is through affiliates of the innovating firms. This assumes that
the innovating firms both create new markets and supply these markets initially
from a domestic and then from a foreign location, and, in so doing, they may
induce a certain response from other firms and create a market structure which
may influence future locational decisions. Here a distinction between leading
and following firms is necessary (Kindleberger, 1969), as the market size and
structure are both dynamic concepts.

In a price-taking competitive situation, all profit-maximizing firms will aim
to produce an output at which marginal cost equals price. To do this, they may
require to produce in one or more locations, depending on the relationships
between production costs as output increases and transport costs as distance
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increases. There are no leaders or followers. In an imperfect market, the firm
can influence the character of its market, and hence its optimal location. As
far as producing overseas is concerned, the firm may do so to gain an
advantage over existing producers, or forestall new competition, or to protect
its market share even though the rate of return on new investment may be very
small. In other words, the choice between exports and foreign production will
not be taken on purely cost criteria; consideration will also be given to the
effects of local production on the market structure in which the investing firm
competes and its ability to sell in an imperfectly competitive situation. In
stressing this factor, location theory is useful, though both the ability and desire
of the MNE to gain a foothold in a market may be influenced by the fact that
it is an MNE, and explaining the implications of this falls outside the scope
of the theory.

Empirical studies on location relevant to MNEs have so far fallen into three
main groups. First, there are those which have sought to evaluate the importance
of specific factors affecting the location of either foreign investment or
production of MNEs. These include Balassa (1967), Horst (1972a and b), Jud
(1973), NICE (1961) (costs), Kreinin (1967b) (anti-trust legislation in investing
countries), Krause (1972) (economic integration in host countries), Stobaugh
(1969) (investment climate), Scaperlanda and Mauer (1969) and Schöllham-
mer (1972) (size of markets), Caves and Reuber (1971) and Morley (1966)
(market growth), McAleese (1972) and Falise and Lepas (1970) (investment
incentives), Vernon (1972) (threat of competitive firms), and (Dunning 1973a)
I tried to examine some of the principles underlying Britain’s entry into the
EEC on the location of international firms in the enlarged Community. It is
difficult to generalize from these studies; such econometric work as has been
done seems to point to the size and growth of market as the single most
important demand variable influencing foreign investment (Parry and Ahlburg,
1973).

The second group of studies has adopted a sectoral approach and looked at
factors influencing the location of foreign enterprises in particular countries,
e.g. Stonehill (1965), Brash (1966) (Australia), Daniels (1972) (United States),
Deane (1970) (New Zealand), Forsyth (1972) (Scotland), Safarian (1966)
(Canada), Schreiber (1970) (Taiwan), or industries, e.g. Branson (1970) (motor
vehicles), Harman (1971) (computers), Hufbauer (1966) (synthetic materials),
Stobaugh (1973) (petro-chemicals), Tilton (1973) (semi-conductors) and
Wortzel (1973) (pharmaceuticals), though most of these, as we have seen, have
tended to be an extension of the survey approach. A third group of economists
has been interested in location of industry as a feature of international com-
petitiveness (Hirsch, 1967,1973; Clark, Wilson, and Bradley, 1969; Dunning,
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1971,1973a) and, in so doing, have given some attention to the way in which
location is influenced by the ownership of firms.

Of the more recent attempts to incorporate the activities of MNEs into the
general framework of location theory, those of Hymer (1970, 1972b), Murray
(1973), and Vernon (1973) deserve special mention. Vernon argues that the
determinants of locational strategy of MNEs will vary according to the stage
of the product cycle which they are in. In both the initial stage of innovative
oligopoly and in the final stage of mature oligopoly, their behaviour accords
most closely with the interdependence model. In the intermediary phases where
oligopoly exists with some degree of price competition, cost considerations are
likely to be more important. As, however, MNEs tend to be concentrated in
oligopolistic industries and are an important influence on the form of the product
cycle, Vernon claims that location theorists should place rather more stress on
the interdependence model.

A rather different approach is taken by Hymer and Murray, who perceive
that, parallel to the increasing concentration of firms within industry, there is
a trend towards the increasing spatial hierarchy of economic activity. MNEs
are accelerating this trend: on the one hand routine manufacturing or marketing
activities are being dispersed according largely to cost criteria (e.g. why do US
firms choose to produce transistor radios and cameras in Taiwan (rather than,
e.g., Mexico) for export back to the USA?); on the other, certain activities, e.g.
top level administration, policy formulation, decision-taking and risk-hedging
operations, and the specialized inputs which serve these, e.g. technical and
financial information, management expertise, skilled labour, etc., are being
increasingly centralized. The spatial interdependence arising from these trends,
and particularly the agglomeration of the higher-order functions, has important
implications both for the distribution of income earned by MNEs (and their
affiliates), and of economic power between nations.

Standard location theory is generally concerned with these issues but tends
to confine itself to explaining the location of plants of single-product, national
firms. Moreover, within its analysis, many of the unique qualities associated
with the MNE, e.g. its ability to shift inputs, such as human capital information
and knowledge, across national boundaries at low or zero costs, are not brought
out. Product acceptability is also assumed to be independent of the location of
supply. Because, too, received theory treats the distribution of resources as
fixed, it cannot incorporate the situation, often common to MNEs in the
resource-based industries, in which firms can themselves affect this distribution,
e.g. by their pricing policies and/or exploitation policies. This is particularly
true of operations of MNEs in the less developed countries. For these reasons,
location theory can give only a partial answer to the question ‘why interna-
tional production?’.
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5. INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION AND MARKET
STRUCTURE

(a) Concepts and Analysis

The approaches to ‘why international production?’ so far discussed have been
concerned with identifying and evaluating the variables which influence firms
in the location of their foreign investment and/or productive activities. The type
of answers to the question ‘why international production?’ they tend to elicit
are ‘because the prospects for profits or growth are promising’ or, focusing
more on determinants than goals, ‘because foreign labour costs are lower’ or
‘because there are barriers to exports, etc.’ or ‘because only by so doing can we
protect our competitive position’. The following paragraphs attempt to get
beyond these indicative variables, and instead of asking ‘what causes firms to
produce abroad?’ – which, in general, can be answered within the existing
framework of capital, location, or trade theory – ask ‘under what conditions
will particular markets be supplied by the foreign affiliates producing in that
market rather than by indigenous firms or imports?’.

In answering this latter type of question it seems to me a complementary
approach, viz. that of industrial organization theory, is needed. This not only
recognizes that international direct investment involves the transmission of a
package of capital, knowledge, and entrepreneurship across national boundaries,
but that the ownership and control of the organizing unit of this package, i.e.
the foreign affiliate, is domiciled in a different country (or countries). This
immediately suggests distinctiveness on the part of these affiliates vis-à-vis
indigenous companies.

To simplify our analysis, assume there are only two countries (A and B) in
the world and that we wish to identify both the location and ownership of firms
manufacturing one particular product – say a drug. Assume, too, that there are
three ways the market in each country may be supplied, viz. by the production
of indigenous firms, by imports from firms with production units in the other
country, and by the production of affiliates of these firms located in the local
market. What will determine the extent to which Country A’s firms will supply
Country B’s market from production units located and owned by them in
Country B or the extent to which Country B’s firms will supply Country A’s
market by plants located and owned in Country A?

The way in which the question is phrased suggests that there are two primary
determinants of the amount of international production. The first is the extent
of the market in each country and the second is the competitiveness of foreign
affiliates vis-à-vis indigenous and non-resident firms. To simplify matters still
further, suppose both the size of the market and the price of the drug are fixed
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and identical in both countries. We are left, then, with deciding how the market
is shared between the three groups of firms.

Take, first, some extreme situations. Suppose transport costs (or other barriers
to trade) between Country A and Country B are such that it pays neither country
to export to the other. This means that each market will be supplied from local
production units. How will the production be shared between indigenous firms
and the affiliates of foreign firms? If it is a question of costs, what will determine
whether these favour one group of firms or the other?

Again, take an extreme case. Assume that the production of the drug requires
knowledge of a formula which is the sole property of firms in Country A. In the
absence of licensing or similar arrangements, Country A’s firms will supply
the market in both Country A and Country B until indigenous producers in
Country B are both willing and able to innovate and produce a substitute
product. If they do not, then the market will continue to be supplied by Country
A’s firms.

In this particular example, international production (by Country A’s firms
in Country B) arises because of two absolute barriers: (a) the export of goods
from Country A to B, and (b) the inability of indigenous firms in Country B to
produce a competitive product.

Now examine the opposite extreme. Suppose transport costs are zero and
that there are no barriers to production facing firms in either country. Since
knowledge is freely and instantaneously transferable, production functions will
be the same in both countries. In this situation, input prices will determine
relative costs. Suppose these strongly favour Country B. Then in a perfectly
competitive situation, it could well be that all production will be concentrated
in Country B and that Country B’s firms will supply Country A’s market
through exports. Since production is zero in Country A, it is unlikely there will
be any firms in Country A who would wish to invest in Country B, because of
the additional risks and costs of operating in a different political and economic
environment at a distance from its decision-taking centre (Kindleberger, 1969).
It is still possible for firms in Country A to invest in Country B’s firms, but the
investment would be a portfolio kind.

In between these two extreme cases, there is a host of intermediary situations,
each of which will reflect a combination of the ease or difficulty of supplying
a particular market with a product (or group of products) from alternative
locations, and the ease or difficulty with which firms of different ownership
can supply the product (or group of products) from the same location.

Most of the research on international direct investment has been concerned
with explaining the second characteristic in terms of monopolistic competitive
theory (i.e. firms of different nationality but producing in the same location).
They are succinctly summarized by Kindleberger (1969), Caves (1971), and
Gray (1972). Expressed in terms of net advantages MNEs or their affiliates
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possess over indigenous firms, the former are usually considered under four
headings:

(i) an easier or cheaper access to knowledge and information; 
(ii) an easier or cheaper access to factor inputs; 
(iii) a better access to markets or to the saleable characteristics of products e.g.

brand names; 
(iv) economies of scale and vertical integration.

It will be observed, however, that some of these advantages may be enjoyed by
all branch plants, irrespective of the nationality of the investing firm, and are
to do with the internal and/or external economies of size (Coase, 1937; Penrose,
1958). Others arise because the affiliate is part of a foreign company and a third
group because the affiliate is part of an integrated multinational complex of
operations.

These advantages, according to the Gray Report on Foreign Direct
Investment in Canada, confer on the MNE (or its affiliates) an element of dis-
tinctiveness which gives them an edge over their competitors (or potential
competitors) in similar locations. Essentially, they are enterprise-specific, i.e.
they are not transferable between firms, and are a function of their character
and ownership. The report perceives that some firms and countries tend to
possess the type of qualities which spawn distinctive advantages more than
others. These include firms in research-intensive industries and those producing
differentiated products, while countries with large markets, a competitive en-
vironment, a rapid rate of technological innovation, etc., also tend to be more
distinctive. Yet small countries may possess distinctive advantages in particular
industries or spawn firms with distinctive advantages within industries, which
explains why trade and investment can be multilateral.

Other economists have also probed into the unique characteristics of MNEs.
Johnson (1968), for example, has stressed the importance of the role played by
enterprise-specific knowledge; Caves (1971, 1973) adds to this product differ-
entiation; equally important may be the advantages of multinationalism in terms
of economies external to the particular production unit but internal to the MNE,
particularly in industries which are research intensive and afford greatest scope
for integration, and in firms which are globally integrated in their operations,
including those arising from integration. H. Peter Gray (1972) elaborates on
this point, and distinguishes between ‘aggressive’ and ‘defensive’ motives for
investing abroad. The former seek to increase the economic rent of the investing
firm largely by the means just described, and/or by obtaining a higher rate of
return on capital than is available domestically. Defensive investments are those
which are made to protect some level of profit (or growth rate) attained earlier
(Gray, p. 77). These include investments undertaken to preserve a foreign
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market previously served by exports, and to acquire a safe source of raw
materials. Finally, some of the younger economists, e.g. Wolfe (1971), Horst
(1972b,1973), Parry (1973), Knickerbocker (1973), extending the earlier work
of Edith Penrose (1958, 1968), are interesting themselves in the factors influ-
encing the growth of the multinational firm, the form it takes, and the
importance of market structure in influencing both.

Rather less attention has been paid to the way in which firms exploit their dis-
tinctive advantages. Where production remains in the hands of the firm with the
advantages, this comes back to a question of location theory; but, in some cases,
it may be preferable to sub-contract or to license foreign producers, or to engage
in some other scheme to maximize the economic rent on distinctiveness (Hymer,
1972b). Though the literature (Kolde et al., 1968) is full of examples of the
conditions under which licensing is likely to be preferred to direct investment
as a means of exploiting foreign markets, there has been little systematic attempt
to formalize these into the theory of marketing.

(b) The Aliber Thesis

Before considering some empirical work on the industrial structure approach,
I would like to refer briefly to the currency area approach to international
production, which is reflected chiefly in the writings of Aliber (1970,1972). I
can deal with it briefly not because I do not think it important, but because I
think it can be accommodated into the conceptual scheme of the industrial
structure approach: it is also of direct relevance to capital theory.

Of all approaches, Aliber is the one which recognizes some of the specific
aspects of foreign investment which are absent from domestic investment. Of
these, investment in a different currency area is the most obvious. As I
understand it, Aliber is not concerned with explaining investment in the same
currency area, e.g. UK investment in Australia, but only where the assets are in
different currencies. Since the value of any one currency fluctuates over time it
immediately follows that in addition to the variables which influence the worth-
whileness of an investment in the local currency, its value in relation to other
currencies has to be considered. A rate of return of 10 per cent with a currency
that devalues by 5 per cent is worth 5 per cent less the depreciated value of the
assets in other currencies. When they invest, firms will then capitalize their
income streams taking account of these uncertainties. They will also affect the
worthwhileness of trade relative to investment (though observe that a devaluing
currency will also affect the worthwhileness of trade), but fundamentally, the
relationship with their competitors. In other words, the Aliber approach adds
to the theory of industrial organization, but I do not think it supplants it.12

Surveys have revealed that the value and expected variability of the exchange
rate are taken account of by firms in deciding the location of their investment;
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neither is there any doubt that short-term movements of resources are strongly
influenced by monetary considerations. International companies have been seen
to be both at an advantage and a disadvantage in this respect (Manser, 1973).

(c) Recent Empirical Work

As yet there have been few attempts to test systematically the type of hypothesis
which the above approach suggests. There has been a good deal of descriptive
analysis and casual empiricism, mainly contained in case studies of countries
and industries, and some hints from related studies on technology (Gruber,
Mehta, and Vernon, 1907; Mansfield, 1973). Primarily, the lack of progress is
due to data deficiencies, but also the subject has generally lacked appeal to
economists interested in market structure and location theory. However, recent
contributions by Parry (1973) on the determinants of foreign investment in
Australian industry, and by Horst (1972a) in which he produces a model to
explain the ways in which US firms exploit their Canadian and European
markets – viz. by exports or direct investment – provide useful starting-points.

Perhaps the most rewarding attempt to pinpoint the special characteristics
of MNEs has been that of James Vaupel (1971) in an examination of the 491
largest US companies.13 Vaupel classifies these companies into three groups,
viz. national enterprises (NEs) – i.e. those which manufacture only in the USA;
transnational enterprises (TNEs) – i.e. those which manufacture in at least one
foreign country but in fewer than six; and multinational enterprises (MNEs) –
i.e. those which manufacture in at least six foreign countries. For the year 1964,
there were 125 NEs, 194 TNEs, and 172 MNEs. He found that MNEs had
certain distinctive characteristics; for example, they funded 2.4 per cent of their
sales on research and development (compared with 1.6 per cent for TNEs and
0.6 per cent for NEs); they spent 2.5 per cent on advertising (compared with 1.9
per cent for TNEs and 1.7 for NEs); they earned net profits of 8.9 per cent on
invested capital for the period 1960/64 (compared with 7.3 per cent for TNEs
and 6.7 per cent for NEs); their average sales were $460m. (compared with
$200m. for TNEs and $160m. for NEs); they were more diversified in their
product structure;14 they recorded a higher export/sales ratio (6.4 per cent, cf.
5.5 per cent) and they paid higher annual wages in the USA ($6841 cf. $6774).

From the angle of recipient countries, a number of studies have examined
the comparative behaviour of foreign affiliates and indigenous domestic firms
in Denmark, Holland, and Israel and found that the former were larger, more
capital- and skill-intensive and exported a higher proportion of their total output.
By contrast, Cohen’s study of foreign and local firms in South Korea, Taiwan,
and Singapore (Cohen, 1973) showed that while the foreign affiliates exported
more, they also imported more, and had a lower net output per head. Other
studies of foreign affiliates in developing countries reveal there is no clear
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pattern to their capital/labour ratios (vis-à-vis indigenous firms) (Strassman,
1968; Pack, 1972; Wells, 1972b) or to their record as wage payers (Katz, 1972).
In our own most recent research on US investment in the UK (Dunning, 1976),
we attempted to analyse and explain the industrial distribution of the 500 largest
US manufacturing affiliates. Tables 1.2 and 1.3 present details of the distribu-
tion of sales of US affiliates in 40 sectors of UK industry in 1970/71, their
concentration coefficients, and certain supply and marketing characteristics of
the industries in question. The concentration coefficient is derived by calcu-
lating the percentage of sales of all US affiliates accounted for by a particular
industry divided by the percentage of sales of all UK firms accounted for by that
industry. A concentration coefficient of more than one shows that US affiliates
are rather more concentrated in that industry than for all industry; a concen-
tration coefficient of less than one suggests the reverse: 

The five supply features examined in Table 1.2 are:

1. total net capital expenditure per employee (an average of 1963 and 1970
figures), as an index of the use made of non-human capital, i.e. plant and
equipment, etc.;

2. the proportion of non-operative to all workers in 1970 as an index of the
use made of human skills;

3. the value of research and development expenditure (annual average 1967/69
as a percentage of sales (1968) as an index of technological intensity;

4. the labour productivity of the largest 10 per cent of establishments of 1963
divided by the labour productivity of the other 90 per cent as an index of the
extent to which large firms enjoy economies of scale;

5. the proportion of advertising costs to total sales in 1963 as an index of
product differentiation.

The three marketing features examined in Table 1.3 are:

1. the growth of output between 1968 and 1970 divided by the growth in GNP
as an index of the expenditure elasticity of demand;

2. the export/import ratio in 1967 as an index of the comparative trading
advantage of the UK; and

3. the output of the five largest firms in an industry as a proportion of the total
output of that industry in 1963, which illustrates the type of market structure
in which US affiliates operate.

Tables 1.4 and 1.5 summarize the data contained in these tables. Table 1.4
compares the industrial distribution of US affiliates with that of UK firms as a
whole. The value of each characteristic presented in Tables 1.2 and 1.3 is
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Table 1.2 Supply characteristics of industrial distribution of US affiliates

% of total US sales
sales of US concentration 1 2 3 4 5
affiliates1 coefficient2 £ % % % %

Food, drink, and tobacco 16.9 0.90 234.8 21.5 0.24 1.12 2.12
Food 8.5 0.77 196.3 19.9 nas 1.00 2.40
Drink 0.3 0.07 396.8 28.6 nas 1.29 2.07
Tobacco 8.1 2.38 249.2 22.5 nas 0.92 1.53

Chemicals 18.6 1.69 666.1 38.7 1.98 1.22 2.52
Mineral oil refining 6.8 3.09 2313.9 32.0 1.37 1.03 1.03
General chemicals (including dyestuffs and pigments) 1.9 0.58 1084.4 38.2 nas 1.02 0.79
Pharmaceutical chemicals and preparations 2.7 3.00 445.5 43.9 1.24 7.96
Toilet preparations 0.6 2.00 172.5 40.6 }3.54

1.02 16.39
Soap and detergents 1.5 2.50 377.8 45.1 nas 1.10 6.65
Synthetic resins and plastics 2.9 2.64 789.1 37.4 2.73 1.03 1.14
Other chemicals 2.2 0.88 226.5 36.9 nas 0.99 1.37

Metal manufacture 4.3 0.46 300.5 23.5 0.25 1.10 0.17
Non-electrical engineering 16.0 1.57 128.4 31.9 1.33 nas 0.63

Agricultural machinery 0.7 3.50 174.3 42.9 1.14 1.12 nas
Machine tools 1.0 1.43 104.9 31.2 0.57 1.02 nas
Pumps, valves, compressors 0.7 0.88 153.63 35.5 na 1.00 nas
Construction and earth-moving equipment 2.9 4.83 218.8 35.1 }0.67

0.77 nas
Medical handling equipment 0.5 0.71 88.5 34.5 1.08 nas
Office machinery 2.1 7.00 149.4 32.9 nas 0.98 nas
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Table 1.2 continued

% of total US sales
sales of US concentration 1 2 3 4 5
affiliates1 coefficient2 £ % % % %

Non-electrical engineering continued
Other machinery 3.7 1.19 137.43 32.9 nas 1.01 nas
Industrial (including process) plant and steel work 3.0 1.58 82.2 34.6 1.05 1.14 nas
Other non-electrical engineering 1.0 0.59 170.2 25.2 nas 1.00 nas

Instrument engineering 4.8 3.43 105.3 36.1 3.03 nas 1.70
Photographic and document copying equipment 1.5 7.50 169.2 38.9 nas nas
Scientific and industrial instruments and systems 3.2 3.56 116.2 41.0 nas 1.10 nas
Other instrument engineering 0.1 0.33 180.5 21.1 nas 0.92 nas

Electrical engineering 8.5 1.09 117.3 33.0 5.23 nas 1.48
Electrical machinery – 0.02 71.2 34.9 2.81 0.94 0.75
Electronic computers 2.1 5.25 381.63 50.9 nas
Other electronic apparatus (inc. telecommunications }13.3 }1.12

equipment 4.2 1.35 136.63 35.4 1.00
Domestic electrical appliances 1.5 2.14 113.2 30.6 0.93 0.99 5.07
Other electrical goods 0.7 0.30 150.0 25.2 1.16 1.15 1.27

Vehicles 21.3 2.09 188.2 29.6 na 1.16 0.48
Motor vehicle manufacturing 21.2 2.90 249.1 22.5 1.58 1.28 0.53
Other products 0.1 0.03 98.9 40.9 nas 1.00 0.35

Metal goods not elsewhere specified 1.8 0.32 132.4 23.1 0.31 1.09 0.64
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Textiles and clothing 1.5 0.17 113.0 15.5 0.32 1.20 0.69
Man-made fibres 0.9 1.13 597.4 23.1 nas 1.16 1.47
Other products 0.6 0.08 92.5 15.2 nas 1.06 0.63

Bricks, pottery, glass, cement, etc. 1.1 0.39 243.6 21.9 0.85 1.07 0.71
Abrasives 0.4 4.00 191.0 35.2 nas 1.17 0.91
Other goods 0.7 0.26 245.2 21.4 nas 1.08 0.57

Paper, printing and publishing 1.5 0.25 173.0 29.8 0.23 1.29 1.02
Paper and board 1.1 0.35 251.2 23.0 nas 1.25 0.63
Printing and publishing 0.5 0.15 120.9 34.4 nas 1.32 1.36

Other manufacturing industries 3.7 0.47 120.2 21.9 0.53 1.16 1.10
Rubber 2.4 1.71 211.6 25.9 1.00 1.20 1.27
Other products 1.3 0.20 106.3 21.2 0.35 1.13 1.05

Total manufacturing 100% – 191.0 26.2 1.084 1.20 1.18

1 From EAG survey. 
2 Reference in text. 
3 1970 only. 
4 Excludes aerospace. 

Measures:
1. Total net capital expenditure per employee (£); 1963 and 1970 average. Sources: Census of Production 1963, and Provisional Results of Census of Production

1970.
2. Proportion of non-operatives (administrative, technical, and clerical employees) to all workers, 1970 (%). Source: Provisional Results of Census of Production

1970.
3. R & D expenditure as a % of sales 1967/69. Source: Annual Abstract of Statistics: Census of Production.
4. The labour productivity of the largest 10 per cent of establishments in 1963 divided by the labour productivity of the other 90 per cent as an index of the

economies of large scale production. Source: Census of Production 1963.
5. The proportion of advertising costs to total sales in 1963 as an index of product differentiation. Source: Census of Production 1963. 

na = not available, nas = not available separately.
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Table 1.3 Marketing characteristics of industrial distribution of US affiliates

% of total US sales
sales of US concentration

affiliates coefficient 1 2 3

Food, drink and tobacco 16.9 0.90 0.95 0.27 85.72
Food 8.5 0.77 1.02 0.12 80.25
Drink 0.3 0.07 1.00 1.89 69.25
Tobacco 8.1 2.38 0.75 0.26 99.52

Chemicals 18.6 1.69 1.03 0.86 77.82
Mineral oil refining 6.8 3.09 1.25 0.34 99.55
General chemicals (including dyestuffs and pigments) 1.9 0.58 0.86 1.19 71.38
Pharmaceutical chemicals and preparations 2.7 3.00 1.38 }6.08

29.20
Toilet preparations 0.6 2.00 1.52 46.72
Soap and detergents 1.5 2.50 1.02 nas 83.34
Synthetic resins and plastics 2.9 2.64 1.71 1.34 72.61
Other chemicals 2.2 0.88 0.85 0.55 62.58

Metal manufacture 4.3 0.46 0.88 0.81 69.89
Non-electrical engineering 16.0 1.57 1.09 2.01 55.77

Agricultural machinery 0.7 3.50 0.94 2.02 45.90
Machine tools 1.0 1.43 1.20 0.80 25.00
Pumps, valves, compressors 0.7 0.88 nas nas 22.00
Construction and earth-moving equipment 2.9 4.83 1.81 2.22 57.69
Mechanical handling equipment 0.5 0.71 1.61 1.52 48.87
Office machinery 2.1 7.00 1.49 1.52 na
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Table 1.3 continued

Other machinery 3.7 1.19 nas 2.33 56.59
Industrial (including process) plant and steel work 3.0 1.58 nas 3.55 50.99
Other non-electrical engineering 1.0 0.59 nas 2.39 78.03

Instrument engineering 4.8 3.43 1.60 1.07 57.34
Photographic and document copying equipment 1.5 7.50 nas nas
Scientific and industrial instruments and systems 3.2 3.56 nas nas }49.17

Other instrument engineering 0.1 0.33 nas nas 80.81
Electrical engineering 8.5 1.09 1.33 1.55 71.84 

Electrical machinery – 0.02 0.57 3.72 55.20
Electronic computers 2.1 5.25 }1.82 }1.04

81.901

Other electronic apparatus (inc. telecommunications equipment) 4.2 1.35 77.31 
Domestic electrical appliances 1.5 2.14 1.39 1.77 88.26 
Other electrical goods 0.7 0.30 1.37 2.35 73.19 

Vehicles 21.3 2.09 0.99 3.93 89.60 
Motor vehicle manufacturing 21.2 2.90 1.18 7.42 88.52 
Other products 0.1 0.03 0.72 1.70 95.23 

Metal goods not elsewhere specified 1.8 0.32 1.08 1.21 66.02 
Textiles and clothing 1.5 0.17 0.71 0.84 50.47 

Man-made fibres 0.9 1.13 1.51 2.03 100.00 
Other products 0.6 0.08 0.67 0.80 38.40 

Bricks, pottery, glass, cement, etc. 1.1 0.39 1.04 2.13 69.20 
Abrasives 0.4 4.00 1.17 1.49 65.53 
Other goods 0.7 0.26 1.04 2.33 70.42 
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Table 1.3 continued

Paper, printing and publishing 1.6 0.25 1.10 0.34 54.55 
Paper and board 1.1 0.35 1.11 0.18 55.98 
Printing and publishing 0.5 0.15 1.09 1.79 33.90 

Other manufacturing industries 3.7 0.47 1.00 0.56 65.45 
Rubber 2.4 1.71 1.10 2.79 89.61 
Other products 1.3 0.20 0.98 0.46 50.89 

Total manufacturing 100.0 – 0.99 0.99 –

1 Four firm ratio for 1968.

Measures:
1. The growth of output between 1958 and 1970 divided by the growth of GNP, as an index of the expenditure elasticity of demand. Sources: Censuses of

Production; National Income and Expenditure.
2. Export/import ratio in 1967 as an index of the comparative trading advantage of the UK. Source: Special tabulations prepared by DTI.
3. Five firm concentration ratios in 1963, which illustrate the type of market structure in which US firms operate. Source: Census of Production 1963.
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weighted by the distribution of, first, UK firms, and second, US affiliates, and
then averaged to give the figure set out in Table 1.4.

The conclusions of this exercise are self-evident. US affiliates tend to be
more concentrated in faster-growing and export-oriented industries. They are
also attracted to the technologically advanced industries, and to those where
both capital and advertising expenditure is slightly above average: these are
also the industries in which the barriers to entry facing indigenous firms are
likely to be higher than those facing US affiliates. There is, however, no
evidence to suggest that their share of industries which benefit from the
economies of scale is greater than that of UK companies, and their market
structure is only slightly more oligopolistic.

Table 1.5 classifies these same characteristics by four groups of US affiliates.
Group 1 consists of the ten affiliates with the highest concentration ratios (from
7.50 to 2.90); Group 2 of the 11 affiliates with the next highest concentration
ratios (from 2.38 to 1.19); and Groups 3 and 4 of the 18 firms with concentra-
tion ratios of below 1. The results of this exercise confirm the general pattern
already stated.

What, next, of an explanation for the structure of US participation in UK
industry? Two propositions might be tested. First, that US firms will produce

The determinants of international production 35

Table 1.4 Summary of characteristics of all UK firms and US affiliates

Average figures

UK firms US affiliates

Supply characteristics
1. Net capital expenditure per employee £191.0 £221.21

2. Non operatives/total workers 26.2% 30.3%l

3. R & D expenditure as a % of sales 1.08 1.601

4. Economies of scale 1.092 1.092

5. Advertising expenditure as a % of sales 1.18 1.331

Marketing characteristics
1. Output growth/GNP growth 1.022 1.142

2. Exports/imports ratio 1.232 1.662

3. Concentration ratio 70.92 74.72

1 Values of characteristics from Table 1.2 weighted by distribution of US sales/employment.
2 Values of characteristics from Tables 1.2 and 1.3 weighted by distribution of UK and US sales

respectively.

Source: Tables 1.2 and 1.3.
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most in the UK in those industries where both the growth and/or profit potential
is favourable relative to that of exploiting foreign markets by other means, e.g.
exports. The second is that US firms will invest in those industries where the
comparative advantage of the US firms is greatest vis-à-vis that of UK firms.

While data limitations preclude any systematic testing of these hypotheses,
certain pointers may be obtained by looking again at some of the statistics
contained in Tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 and also some additional figures set out
in Tables 1.6 and 1.7.

Index (1) in Tables 1.6 and 1.7 for example, expresses the sales of US
affiliates in the UK as a ratio of UK imports from the USA. This shows very
clearly that this ratio is highest in those sectors where the U.S. concentration
coefficient is the highest. Index (2) presents details of the UK nominal tariff on
the imports of various goods; there appears to be no obvious relationship
between the size of the tariff and either the US concentration coefficient or the
previous index. (An exercise by Horst, 1972, which used estimates of effective
rates of protection came to broadly similar conclusions.) Index (3) gives details
of the total productivity of US affiliates and suggests that the affiliates do tend
to concentrate where this is highest, and the remaining three indices ((4) to (6))
present data which are intended to be surrogates for barriers to entry into
particular industries. Here, the proposition is that these are likely to be the
greatest in those industries where the content of productive knowledge is
important, or where the costs of entry are high, or where product differentia-
tion is most marked. The data in Table 1.4, which summarize our conclusions,
lend some corroboration to this hypothesis.

The data analysed hint of some raison d’être to the structure of US partici-
pation in UK industry, but it does little more than this. There are various reasons
for this, but perhaps the main ones are (i) that the industrial classification is not
fine enough for us to be able to say much about the relationship between
investment and exports as a means of exploiting a market, (ii) other locational
variables, noticeably transport and labour costs, are ignored, and (iii) sales are
not always a good guide to the value added by the firms.

The first problem is particularly acute where firms are multi-product and
investment and exports may complement as well as substitute for each other.
This suggests that international production only recognizes products produced
by the investing company in local markets; moreover, parts and components
might be required. The evidence on the relationship between exports and foreign
investment at a macro-level is inconclusive (Hufbauer and Adler, 1968;
Reddaway, 1968), however much at a micro-level clearly they may substitute
for each other.

Such relationships become rather more complex when the activities of MNEs
become industrially and regionally integrated. Taking the latter point first, a

The determinants of international production 37
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Table 1.6 Indices of comparative advantage of US affiliates in UK

% of total US sales
sales of US concentration 1 2 3 4 5 6

affiliates coefficient % £ % %

Food, drink, and tobacco 16.9 0.90 39.6 na 1.38 234.8 0.24 2.12
Food 8.5 0.77 21.6 na 1.38 196.2 nas 2.40
Drink 0.3 0.07 28.8 na 0.93 396.8 nas 2.07
Tobacco 8.1 2.38 342.4 na l.41 249.2 nas 1.53

Chemicals 18.6 1.69 9.4 15.6 1.34 666.1 1.98 2.52
Mineral oil refining 6.8 3.09 44.4 na na 2313.9 1.37 1.03
General chemicals (including dyestuffs and pigments) 1.9 0.58 2.4 18.5 1.61 1084.4 nas 0.79
Pharmaceutical chemicals and preparations 2.7 3.00 28.5 15.3 1.39 445.5 7.96
Toilet preparations 0.6 2.00 17.3 1.46 172.5 }3.54

16.38
Soap and detergents 1.5 2.50 }23.2

12.2 1.61 377.8 nas 6.65
Synthetic resins and plastics 2.9 2.64 5.7 17.7 1.39 789.1 2.73 1.14
Other chemicals 2.2 0.88 6.1 12.7 1.74 226.5 nas 1.37

Metal manufacture 4.3 0.46 3.0 10.4 1.06 300.5 0.25 0.17
Non-electrical engineering 16.0 1.57 3.8 16.0 1.24 128.4 1.33 0.63

Agricultural machinery 0.7 3.50 12.9 14.0 0.74 174.3 1.14 nas
Machine tools 1.0 1.43 5.4 16.8 1.18 104.9 0.57 nas
Pumps, valves, compressors 0.7 0.88 3.1 16.2 1.54 153.6 na nas
Construction and earth-moving equipment 2.9 4.83 7.4 15.5 1.55 218.8 nas
Mechanical handling equipment 0.5 0.71 4.3 15.5 1.05 88.5 }0.67 nas
Office machinery 2.1 7.00 2.21 15.4 1.35 149.4 nas nas
Other machinery 3.7 1.19 nas 14.7 1.21 137.4 nas nas
Industrial (including process) plant and steel work 3.0 1.58 nas 17.5 1.10 82.2 1.05 nas
Other non-electrical engineering 1.0 0.59 nas 18.0 1.20 170.2 nas nas

Instrument engineering 4.8 3.43 6.2 27.5 1.33 105.3 3.03 1.70
Photographic and document copying equipment 1.5 7.50 nas 22.9 1.86 169.2 nas nas
Scientific and industrial instruments and systems 3.2 3.56 nas 32.0 1.18 116.2 nas nas
Other instrument engineering 0.1 0.33 nas 27.5 1.20 180.5 nas nas
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Electrical engineering 8.5 1.09 3.3 17.2 1.48 117.3 5.23 1.48
Electrical machinery – 0.02 nas 18.9 1.80 71.2 2.81 0.75
Electronic computers 2.1 5.25 – na 2.35 381.5
Other electronic apparatus (inc. telecommunications equipment) 4.2 1.35 nas 20.1 1.19 136.6 }13.3 }1.12

Domestic electrical appliances 1.5 2.14 59.9 14.5 1.36 113.2 0.93 5.07
Other electrical goods 0.7 0.30 nas 16.9 1.53 150.0 1.16 1.27

Vehicles 21.3 2.09 15.2 19.3 1.12 185.2 na 0.48
Motor vehicles manufacturing 21.2 2.90 97.6 21.1 1.12 249.1 1.58 0.53
Other products 0.1 0.03 0.1 18.8 1.04 98.9 nas 0.35

Metal goods not elsewhere specified 1.8 0.32 5.3 18.0 1.26 132.4 0.31 0.64
Textiles and clothing 1.5 0.17 4.0 18.5 1.63 113.0 0.32 0.69

Man-made fibres 0.9 1.13 nas 16.0 1.63 597.4 nas 1.47
Other products 0.6 0.08 nas 20.9 1.62 92.5 nas 0.63

Bricks, pottery, glass, cement, etc. 1.1 0.39 6.5 18.0 1.23 243.6 0.85 0.71
Abrasives 0.4 4.00 nas 18.5 1.31 191.0 nas 0.91
Other goods 0.7 0.26 nas 17.5 1.19 245.2 nas 0.57

Paper, printing, and publishing 1.6 0.25 2.7 na 1.10 173.0 0.23 1.02
Paper and board 1.1 0.35 3.0 17.2 1.10 251.2 nas 0.63
Printing and publishing 0.5 0.15 2.2 na 1.11 120.9 nas 1.36

Other manufacturing industries 3.7 0.47 9.7 20.7 1.41 120.2 0.53 1.10
Rubber 2.4 1.71 18.4 23.0 1.34 211.6 1.00 1.27
Other products 1.3 0.20 5.2 18.5 1.56 106.3 0.35 1.05

100.0 – 6.9 – 1.26 191.0 1.08 1.18

1 Electronic computers including office machinery.
Indices:
1. Sales of US affiliates in UK divided by imports into UK from USA. Sources: EAG Survey (sales); OECD, Commodity Trade Statistics (imports)
2. Nominal tariff (unweighted average for components of group) derived from S.S. Hen and H.H. Liesner, Britain and the Common Market, Cambridge

University Press, 1971. 
3. Total productivity of US affiliates. 
4. As measure 1, Table 1.2.
5. As measure 3, Table 1.2. 
6. As measure 5, Table 1.2. 
na = not available. nas = not available separately.
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company may replace exports to half a dozen European countries by setting up
a plant in one of these and supplying the entire market from there. In this case,
the production implications for the country in which the plant is located will be
much greater than the replacement of imports might suggest, while, in other
countries, European imports will replace US imports.

As to industrial integration, this will take the pattern mentioned earlier of
horizontal or vertical specialization of products or processes. In our earlier
example, if the firm owned by Country A manufactured two drugs it might
decide to concentrate the production of one in Country A and supply both
countries from that plant, and concentrate the production of the other in Country
B and supply both markets from there. Or it may engage in first-stage production
in a plant in Country A, export the semi-processed good to Country B, have it
made up there and then sold in both countries. In this case there is intra-group
trading as well as two-way investment. Seeking to explain the determinants of
international production then becomes extremely complex, although basically
it is an exercise in the theory of the growth of the firm (Penrose, 1958; Horst,
1973), and, as we have said, the fact that an affiliate of a foreign firm may
possess net advantage over local producers may lie in the nature of branch plant
economies, and enterprise-specific integration. An indigenous competitive firm,
for example, might have to engage in setting-up costs already incurred elsewhere
in the firm’s organization.

The desire to achieve the economies of industrial or regional integration is,
of course, less an explanation of the initial decision of an enterprise to set up
a foreign production unit as a strategy that an established company might pursue.
Many American firms already operating in different parts of Western Europe
are now rationalizing their production programmes in such a way that is likely
to have important locational repercussions, and will almost certainly increase
the volume of intra-group trade between the individual European affiliates. But
again, here, no new principles of growth are involved.

(d) Lines for Further Research

One conclusion which follows from the previous paragraphs is that the question
‘why international production?’ is now less interesting than ‘why the present
rate of growth in international production?’ or ‘why the particular geographi-
cal or industrial pattern of international production?’ and that future research
should be focused on the dynamics of multinational enterprises and compara-
tive studies. On the first point, various explanations might be adduced both of
the increasing role of such institutions in the world economy and their changing
character. One of these is simply that they tend to be concentrated in the new
industries, which are growing faster than the average in the world economy.
The second is that MNEs seem to be more profitable and grow faster than
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indigenous firms (Dunning and Pearce, 1971), which enables them to acquire
the necessary resources for additional growth. The third is that as the firms
increase in size and become more established, the chances of competitors
breaking into the market are less. The fourth is that as they grow, the companies
often enhance their competitive advantages, sometimes by tightening up on
control of market, sometimes increasing integration and so on.

Table 1.7 Classification of comparative advantage characteristics of US
affiliates by sales concentration coefficient

1 2 3 4 5 6
% £ % %

Group 1 (10 industries)
US concentration coefficient 2.427

7.5 to 2.90 28.51 19.35 1.435 440.9
Group 2 (11 industries) }2.756

US concentration coefficient
2.64 to 1.13 19.32 16.9 1.49 270.0 4.273

Group 3 (9 industries)
US concentration coefficient
0.88 to 0.33 6.33 17.03 1.32 294.4 1.077

Group 4 (9 industries) }0.713
US concentration coefficient 
0.30 to 0.02 7.64 18.51 1.34 157.1 0.96

1 Seven industries only.
2 Excludes tobacco: six industries only.
3 Eight industries only.
4 Six industries only.
5 Eight industries only.
6 Eleven industries only.
7 Five industries only.

Source: Table 1.6.

All of these are symptomatic of broad trends in industrial structure. One of
these is the general increase in industrial concentration within particular
countries although not for the world as a whole. The proportion of motor cars,
petrol, rubber tyres, pharmaceuticals, etc., produced by (say) the five largest
companies in the world has fallen in recent years – largely due to the resurgence
in Japanese and European competition (Rowthorn, 1969). There is nothing
inevitable about this trend of growth of MNEs. Anything which reduces the
barriers to competition on which these companies thrive may reduce their share
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of output. The end of a patent could mean that a foreign affiliate is no longer
protected from indigenous firms, and loses its competitive edge; this has
happened in the UK pharmaceutical industry (Cooper and Culyer, 1973). Or a
new product might replace an old one which can be more easily produced by
competitive companies; the decline of the share of US affiliates in the
foundation garment industry is an illustration here. There is a substantial
learning process associated with competition engendered by international com-
panies; the declining share of the main US affiliate in the razor blade industry
is a case in point, though, as often as not, competition comes from other inter-
national companies.

The second line of research which needs pursuing is a more systematic
analysis of the distinctiveness of MNEs and alternative forms of market pene-
tration, by country and industry.15 Why is it, for example, that although the UK
and USA account for 35 per cent of world exports, they are responsible for 70
per cent of the world’s investment income in 1968? Why is the broad industrial
pattern of the Japanese MNEs different from that of their US and European
counterparts? (United Nations, 1971). Why do the sales of foreign
affiliates/export ratios of countries differ enormously, being, for example, high
for the USA, Switzerland, Sweden, and Holland and low in Japan, France, and
Italy?; and of industries within countries, e.g. cf. motor vehicles and computers
with industrial instruments and cotton textiles? Various possible explanations
come to mind. One is to do with the structure of a country’s comparative
advantage. Where this is in goods which can be easily tradable or can be easily
assimilated abroad, the percentage might be less. Another may have to do with
structure of markets; dispersed markets may make foreign production uneco-
nomical while more concentrated markets would not do so. A third is to do
with the different organizational patterns of MNEs of different nationality
(Stopford, 1973; Franko, 1972); and a fourth with the attitudes and policies of
both exporting countries to exports relative to outward investment, and
importing countries to imports relative to inward investment. This, in turn, will
be related to balance of payments questions. If the dollar is in short supply but
the yen is plentiful, then under a fixed exchange rate, tariffs might be placed
on dollar goods which might encourage defensive investment, while Japanese
firms can export freely. Methods of restricting capital outflows also vary
between countries (Cairncross, 1973).

A fourth reason concerns economic conditions in investing or exporting
countries. Firms do not usually look overseas for markets if ones nearer home
can be satisfied. And generally they prefer exports to foreign production. The
more profitable the opportunities for growth at home, the less foreign markets
will be vigorously pursued. I believe the lack of German and Japanese foreign
investment for a long time since the Second World War can be largely explained
in terms of the rapid internal growth of the two economies, and the fact that
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the undervaluation of their currencies favoured the exploitation of foreign
markets by exports rather than by outward direct investment. Now these
conditions no longer hold, there are signs that both countries are becoming
important foreign investors. But the extent to which firms face demand pressures
in domestic or foreign markets which can be met without production overseas
will influence their levels of foreign activities.

Lastly, government policy is vitally important. This may be exerted in various
ways, both by direct controls (Herring and Willett, 1972) and affecting the
value of the variables which influence decision-taking by firms to invest
overseas. This is very relevant to the question ‘how much international
production?’ but can also influence ‘why international production?’. There are
many obvious examples of government affecting the behaviour of international
companies and it seems likely that the role will become even more important
in the future.

NOTES

1. For example, according to the US Department of Commerce, in 1966, 95 per cent of the
earnings and 93 per cent of the net capital flows of US foreign affiliates were accounted for
by affiliates in which there was a 51 per cent or more US equity stake. Similarly, in 1965, 91
per cent of all UK direct investment, outside oil, banking, and insurance, was 51 per cent or
more UK financed.

2. The work of Judd Polk deserves mention in this context. He defines (US) production abroad
as ‘production in which U.S. management and financing work together with foreign factors
of production’ (Polk, 1971, p. 9); or, even more succinctly, ‘product emanating from foreign
investment’ or the ‘product profits of an investment activity abroad’. His estimate of the value
of this component of world production in 1969 was $450 million, or 15 per cent of gross
world product, and that since 1950 this has been increasing at a steady rate of 10 per cent per
year (Polk, 1971, pp. 5 and 8).

3. Usually in the Survey of Current Business or in special supplements to this periodical.
4. For a comprehensive analysis of foreign direct investment in Asia and the Far East see United

Nations (1971). 
5. See particularly those mentioned in Table 1.1, pp. 8–9, May and Arena (1971), FIEL (1971),

and United Nations (1971).
6. For an interesting examination of the reasons for establishing foreign manufacturing plants

by US firms prior to 1900, see Vernon (1972) (Table 3.5. pp. 72–3) and Wilkins (1970).
7. For a survey of some of the recent literature, see Stevens (1973).
8. For an analysis of the determinants of foreign direct investment in the US see Daniels (1972).
9. Compare the significance of the tariff variable with that suggested by individual industry

studies.
10. Where, for example, the exchange rate of the exporting country is overvalued, outward

investment will be favoured relative to exports; where the exchange rate of the importing
country is overvalued, inward investment will be favoured relative to imports. Some com-
mentators have argued that the rapid increase in the level of US foreign investment in the
1960s largely reflected the overvaluation of the dollar.

11. Location theory also links with the theory of the growth of the firm. Firms expand either by
selling more of the same product to existing markets, or by diversifying their products,
processes, or markets. The territorial spread of production across national boundaries partly
arises from a similar diversification of markets; but it may also be linked to the new oppor-
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tunities for spatial specialization arising from the diversified product or process (or even
functional) structure of firms.

12. Important to these discussions is the numéraire in which the MNE keeps its accounts.
Moreover, one needs to distinguish between the change in parities due to shifts in the terms
of trade needed for balanced payments, and those due to differential rates of inflation. I am
indebted to H. Peter Gray for reminding me of this distinction.

13. As listed by Fortune.
14. The measure chosen here was the number of 2, 3, and 5 digit industries in which they operated:

the results were MNEs 5, 10, and 22; TNEs 4, 7, and 16; and NEs 2, 3, and 8.
15. The work now being undertaken by Raymond Vernon and his colleagues on European and

Japanese MNEs should prove particularly illuminating in this respect. See also Hellman
(1970).
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2. Trade, location of economic activity
and the multinational enterprise: 
a search for an eclectic approach*

I

The main task of this chapter is to discuss ways in which production financed
by foreign direct investment, that is, undertaken by MNEs, has affected our
thinking about the international allocation of resources and the exchange of
goods and services between countries. The analysis takes as its starting-point
the growing convergence between the theories of international trade and
production, and argues the case for an integrated approach to international
economic involvement, based both on the location-specific advantages of
countries and the ownership-specific advantages of enterprises. In pursuing this
approach, the chapter sets out a systemic explanation of the foreign activities
of enterprises in terms of their ability to internalize markets to their advantage.
It concludes with a brief examination of some of the effects which the MNE is
allegedly having on the spatial allocation of resources, and on the patterns of
trade between countries.

I begin by looking at the received doctrine on international economic involve-
ment. Until around 1950 this mainly consisted of a well-developed formal
theory of international trade and a complementary but less well-developed
theory of capital movements. With the notable exceptions of John Williams
(1929)1 and Bertil Ohlin (1933), international economists of the interwar years
were less concerned with explanations of the composition of goods and factors
actually traded across boundaries (and implicitly, at least, of the spatial distri-
bution of economic activity) as with theorizing on what would occur if, in the
real world, certain conditions were present. The Heckscher–Ohlin model, for
example, asserted that, provided certain conditions were met, countries would
specialize in the production of goods which required relatively large inputs of
resources with which they were comparatively well endowed, and would export
these in exchange for others which required relatively large inputs of factors

52

* From B. Ohlin, P.O. Hesselborn and P.J. Wijkman (eds), The International Allocation of
Economic Activity, London: Macmillan, 1977, pp. 398–418. This chapter was reproduced with
minor changes to the text and references in Dunning, J.H. (1981), International Production
and the Multinational Enterprise, London, Allen and Unwin, pp. 21–45.
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with which they were comparatively poorly endowed. The conditions included
that countries had two homogeneous inputs, labour and capital, both of which
were locationally immobile (i.e. they were to be used where they were located);
inputs were converted into outputs by the most efficient (and internationally
identical) production functions; all enterprises were price-takers, operating
under conditions of atomistic competition; there were no barriers to trade and
no transaction costs; and international tastes were similar.

The Heckscher–Ohlin model has been criticized in the literature on various
grounds, including the unreality or inapplicability of its assumptions. Here, I
would underline some of the implications of three of these assumptions: factor
immobility, the identity of production functions and atomistic competition.
These are, first, that all markets operate efficiently; second, there are no external
economies of production or marketing; and third, information is costless and
there are no barriers to trade or competition. In such a situation international
trade is the only possible form of international involvement; production by one
country’s enterprises for a foreign market must be undertaken within the
exporting country; and all enterprises have equal access to location-specific
endowments.

One of the deductions of the Heckscher–Ohlin theory is that trade will
equalize factor prices. Replacing the assumption of factor immobility with that
of the immobility of goods, it may be shown that movements of factors also
respond to differential resource endowments. This was the conclusion of the
early writings of Nurkse (1933), Ohlin (1933) and Iversen (1935), which
explained international (portfolio) capital movements in terms of relative factor
prices, or differential interest rates. For many years trade and capital theory
paralleled each other, it being accepted that, in practice, trade in goods was at
least a partial substitute for trade in factors. Eventually, the two were formally
integrated into the factor price equalization theorem by Samuelson (1948) and
Mundell (1957).

In the late 1950s there was a striking shift of direction in the interests of
international economists brought on, inter alia, by the tremendous post-war
changes in the form and pattern of trade and capital exports. Building on the
empirical work of MacDougall (1951) and Leontief (1953, 1956), and taking
advantage of much improved statistical data, the 1960s saw the first real
attempts to explain trade patterns as they were, rather than as they might be; con-
temporaneously, the emergence of international production as a major form of
non-trade involvement was demanding an explanation.

Over the past 20 years the positive theory of international economic involve-
ment has ‘taken off’. For most of the period it comprised two quite separate
strands. The first concerned explanations of trade flows. Here, contributions
were mainly centred on introducing more realism into the Heckscher–
Samuelson–Ohlin doctrine. Basically, there were two main approaches. The
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first was that of the neofactor theories, which extended the two-factor
Heckscher–Samuelson–Ohlin model to embrace other location-specific
endowments (notably natural resources) and differences in the quality of inputs,
especially labour. The second group of theories was more path-breaking, as it
cut at the heart of the Heckscher–Samuelson–Ohlin model by allowing for the
possibility of differences in the production function of enterprises and of
imperfect markets. These theories, which included the neotechnology and scale
economy models, were different in kind to the neofactor theories because they
introduced new explanatory variables which focused not on the specific resource
endowments of countries but on the exclusive possession of certain assets by
enterprises. Sometimes, in addition to, but more often as a substitute for,
orthodox theories, these new hypotheses of trade flows have been exposed to
various degrees of testing. Yet as Hufbauer (1970) has shown, the predictive
power of the neofactor and the neotechnology theories is scarcely better than that
of the crude factor proportions theory. In his own words, ‘No one theory monop-
olizes the explanation of manufacturing trade’.

The second strand of research in the 1960s centred on explaining the growth
and composition of foreign direct investment, or of production financed by
such investment. At first causes were sought either from orthodox location
theory (witness the plethora of microeconomic field studies and more macro-
oriented econometric studies) or from neoclassical investment doctrine; but for
various reasons, discussed elsewhere (Dunning, 1973a), neither approach
proved very helpful. More rewarding were the attempts to identify the distinc-
tive features of foreign direct investment in terms of ownership advantages of
foreign firms. Though the gist of this idea was contained in the writings of
Southard (1931) and Dunning (1958), it was left to Stephen Hymer in his
seminal PhD thesis (Hymer, 1960) to explore it in depth. Out of this approach,
later refined and extended by Caves (1971, 1974a, 1974b), several hypotheses,
focusing on particular kinds of ownership advantages of MNEs, were put
forward: for example, access to superior technology (Johnson, 1970), better
capabilities for product differentiation (Caves, 1971), under-utilization of entre-
preneurial and managerial capacity (McManus, 1972; Wolf, 1977), etc., while
a more behavioural perspective was taken by Vernon and his colleagues, notably
Knickerbocker (1973), who chose to emphasize the role played by defensive
oligopolistic strategy. These theories, too, have been subject to some testing,2

but again it seems clear that no single hypothesis offers a satisfactory expla-
nation of non-trade involvement.

Though these new theories of trade and production originated quite inde-
pendently of each other, by the early 1970s it was clear they were converging
on, and even overlapping, each other. Though expressed differently, the same
variables were being increasingly used to explain both trade and non-trade
involvement. Comparable to the technological gap theory of trade was the
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knowledge theory of direct investment; analogous to monopolistic competitive
theories of trade were theories of direct investment focused on product differ-
entiation and multi-plant economies. Yet, with the exception of Vernon’s early
integration of trade and investment as different stages of the product cycle
(Vernon, 1966), which took as its starting-point the innovative advantages of
enterprises in a particular country, and the later discovery of Horst (1972) that
the same variable – size of firm – which best explained foreign investment also
explained investment plus trade, no attempt was made to integrate the two forms
of involvement into a single theory, although the need for this had been
discerned by Baldwin (1970) and others. Nor, indeed, was there any explicit
recognition that, because the decisions to trade or engage in foreign production
are often alternative options to the same firm, any explanation of one must, of
necessity, take account of the other.

The last decade has seen the first, albeit faltering, attempts to do just this. In
a paper published in 1973, this author suggested that only by considering trade
and foreign production as alternative forms of international involvement in
terms of ownership and location endowments could the economic implications
of the UK joining the EEC be properly evaluated (Dunning, 1972). Seev Hirsch
(1976) formalized these concepts into a model that specifies, very clearly, the
conditions under which foreign markets will be serviced by alternative routes.
Tom Parry (1975) applied these concepts to a study of the pharmaceutical
industry; his contribution is especially noteworthy as he included licensing as
a third form of economic involvement. Buckley and Dunning (1976) examined
comparative US and UK trade and non-trade in these terms. Birgitta Swedenborg
(1979) uses a similar approach in her analysis of the international operations of
Swedish firms. In the belief that this is a helpful route towards an eclectic theory
of international economic involvement, I now explore it in more detail.

II

Exactly what is to be explained? Here an important point of taxonomy arises.
A country’s economic involvement outside its national boundaries may be
perceived in two ways. First, it may mean the extent to which its own resources,
that is, those located within its boundaries, are used by economic agents (irre-
spective of their nationality) to produce goods or services for sale outside its
boundaries; or the extent to which it imports either resources or the products of
resources located in other countries. This is the interpretation of orthodox inter-
national economics; inter alia it implies arm’s-length trade in inputs and outputs.
But secondly, a country’s involvement may mean the extent to which its own
economic agents3 service foreign markets with goods and services, irrespec-
tive of where the resources needed to do this are located or used, and the extent
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to which its own economic agents are supplied goods by foreign owned firms,
irrespective of where the production is undertaken. Here, a country’s economic
space is perceived more in terms of the markets exploited by its institutions
than of its geographical boundaries.

Like the distinction between gross national product and gross domestic
product,4 which of the two interpretations is the more appropriate depends on
the purpose for which it is being used. But for an evaluation of the contribution
of a country’s international economic involvement to the economic welfare of
its citizens, the second has much to commend it, particularly where inward or
outward investment account for a substantial proportion of its net capital
formation.

Economic involvement by one country’s enterprises in another may be for
purposes of supplying both foreign and home markets. Production for a
particular foreign market may be wholly or partly located in the home country,
in the foreign market, in a third country or in a combination of the three.
Similarly, production for the home market may be serviced from a domestic
or a foreign location.

The capability of a home country’s enterprises to supply either a foreign or
domestic market from a foreign production base depends on their possessing
certain resource endowments not available to, or not utilized by, another
country’s enterprises. We use resource endowments in the Fisherian sense
(Johnson, 1968) to mean assets capable of generating a future income stream;
they include not only tangible assets, such as natural resources, manpower and
capital, but intangible assets, such as knowledge, organizational and entrepre-
neural skills, and access to markets. Such endowments could be purely location
specific to the home country, in other words they have to be used where they
are located5 but are available to all firms, or they could be ownership specific,
that is, internal to the enterprise of the home country, but capable of being used
with other resources in the home country or elsewhere.6 In most cases, both
location and ownership endowments affect competitiveness.

For some kinds of trade it is sufficient for the exporting country to have a
location-endowment advantage over the importing country, that is, it is not
necessary for the exporting firms to have ownership-endowment advantage
over indigenous enterprises in the importing country. Much of the trade between
industrialized and non-industrialized countries (which is of the Ricardian or
H/O type) is of this kind. Other trade, such as that which mainly takes place
between developed industrialized countries, is of high skill intensive or sophis-
ticated consumer goods products, and is based more on the ownership
advantages of the exporting firms;7 but, observe, this presupposes that it is
better to use these advantages in combination with location-specific
endowments in the exporting rather than in the importing (or in a third) country.
Where, however, these latter endowments favour the importing (or a third)
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country, foreign production will replace trade. Foreign production then implies
that location-specific endowments favour a foreign country, but ownership
endowments favour the home country’s firms, these latter being sufficient to
overcome the costs of producing in a foreign environment (Hirsch, 1976).
(Again we assume that transfer costs can be considered as a negative
endowment of countries other than the country of marketing.)

From this it follows that any theory that purports to explain the determinants
of any one form of international economic involvement is unlikely to explain
the whole; nor, where that form is one of a number of possible alternatives,
will it be adequately explained unless the forces explaining these alternatives
are also taken into account. One should not be surprised, then, if trade theories
of the neofactor brand, based on location-specific endowments, will not
normally be able to explain trade in goods based on ownership-specific
endowments. But neither should one be disquieted if the neotechnology and
monopolistic competitive theories of trade, based on ownership-specific
endowments, are also inadequate where the use of such advantages is better
exploited in conjunction with location-specific endowments of foreign countries.

It may be reasonably argued, however, that this latter criticism would be
better directed against the way in which data on international transactions are
collected and presented, and the way in which the exported ownership
advantages are priced. First, trade statistics usually give details of the gross
output of goods exported. But where exports contain a high import content,
their total value may tell us little about the use made of indigenous endowments.
This deficiency can only be overcome by recording exports on a domestic value-
added basis. Second, trade statistics either ignore, or classify completely
separately, intermediary goods, such as technology, management and organ-
ization, which are exported in their own right. If these could be given a
commodity classification, and their value added to the export of final products,
then the ownership advantages of exporting enterprises would be better
captured. Third, where trade takes place within the same enterprises the recorded
prices may bear little resemblance to arm’s-length prices, and so to the value
of factor inputs used. If these problems could be overcome, a combination of
the neofactor, neotechnology and monopolistic competitive theories of trade
would probably explain trade patterns very well.

III

So far the multinational enterprise has not been explicitly introduced into the
discussion. MNEs are companies which undertake productive activities outside
the country in which they are incorporated. They are, by definition, also
companies which are internationally involved. The extent to which they engage
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in foreign production will depend on their comparative ownership advantages
vis-à-vis host country firms, and the comparative location endowments of home
and foreign countries.

Unlike location-specific endowments, which are external to the enterprises
that use them, ownership-specific endowments are internal to particular enter-
prises. They consist of tangible and intangible resources, including technology,
which itself dictates the efficiency of resource usage. Unlike location
endowments, many ownership endowments take on the quality of public goods,
that is, their marginal usage cost is zero or minimal (hence, wherever a marginal
revenue can be earned, but is not earned, they are under-utilised); and although
their origin may be partly determined by the industry or country characteristics
of enterprises, they can be used anywhere.

What, then, determines the ownership advantages which one country’s enter-
prises possess over those of another? For our purposes, we distinguish between
three kinds of advantage. The first comprises those which any firms may have
over another producing in the same location. Here, Bain’s (1956) classic work
on the barriers to new competition provides the basic answer. Such benefits
may lie in the access to markets or raw materials not available to competitors;
or in size (which may both generate scale economies and inhibit effective com-
petition); or in an exclusive possession of intangible assets, for example, patents,
trademarks, management skills, etc., which enable it to reach a higher level of
technical or price efficiency and/or achieve more market power. These
advantages, then, stem from size, monopoly power, and better resource
capability and usage.

The second type of advantage is that which a branch plant of a national
enterprise may have over a de novo enterprise (or over an existing enterprise
breaking into a new product area), again producing in the same location. This
arises because, while the branch plant may benefit from many of the
endowments of the parent company, for example, access to cheaper inputs,
knowledge of markets, centralized accounting procedures, administrative
experience, R&D, etc., at zero or low marginal cost, the de novo firm will
normally have to bear their full cost. The greater the non-production overheads
of the enterprise, the more pronounced this advantage is likely to be.

The third type of advantage is that which arises specifically from the multi-
nationality of a company, and is an extension of the other two. The larger the
number and the greater the differences between economic environments in
which an enterprise operates, the better placed it is to take advantage of different
factor endowments and market situations. I shall return to this point later in the
chapter.

Most of these benefits, both individually and collectively, have been used
by economists to explain the participation of affiliates of MNEs in the output
of industries in host countries. However, while recognizing they are interrelated,
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there have been few explicit attempts to explain either the basis of the interre-
lationship or why the more marketable of the advantages are not sold directly
to other firms. In consequence, not only has one of the fundamental attributes
of MNEs been largely overlooked, but so also has the basis for much of the
concern about the present international economic order. The substance of our
thesis is not, in itself, new; it is more a reinterpretation and extension of an idea
first formulated by Coase in 1937, and more recently resurrected in the literature
by Arrow (1969, 1975), Williamson (1971, 1975, 1979), Alchian and Demsetz
(1972), Furbotn and Pejovich (1972), McManus (1972), Baumann (1975),
Brown (1976), Magee (1977a, b) and, perhaps most systematically of all, by
Buckley and Casson (1976).8

The thesis is that the international competitiveness of a country’s products
is attributable not only to the possession of superior resources and, in some
cases, the necessity of its enterprises, but also to the desire and ability of those
enterprises to internalize the advantages resulting from this possession; and
that servicing a foreign market through foreign production confers unique
benefits of this kind. Where, for example, enterprises choose to replace, or not
to use, the mechanism of the market, but instead allocate resources by their
own control procedures, not only do they gain but, depending on the reason for
internalization, others (notably their customers and suppliers prior to vertical
integration, and their competitors prior to horizontal integration) may lose.
Internalization is thus a powerful motive for takeovers or mergers, and a
valuable tool in the strategy of oligopolists.

It has long been recognized that such gains may follow from vertical inte-
gration and, to a lesser extent, from horizontal integration of a firm’s activities;
and much of current antitrust legislation is designed to prevent or minimise
abuses arising as a result. But much less attention has been paid to the type of
internalizing practised by conglomerates, or that which reflects in the internal
extension of a company’s activities, or that associated with the internalization
of resources, products or markets over geographical space.

Consider, for example, the areas in which the participation of MNEs, irre-
spective of their country of origin, is most pronounced in host countries. These
include export-oriented primary goods sectors requiring large amounts of
capital, for example, aluminium, oil, copper and/or those faced with substan-
tial barriers to foreign marketing and distribution, for example, bananas,
pineapples, coffee, etc.; technologically advanced manufacturing industries or
those supplying branded consumer products with a high income elasticity of
demand and subject to the economies of large-scale production; capital or skill
intensive service industries, such as insurance, banking and large-scale con-
struction; and activities in which the spatial integration of inputs, products or
markets is essential to efficiency, for example, airlines, hotels, etc. All of these
not only require endowments in which MNEs have a comparative advantage,
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and which are difficult to acquire by de novo entrants, but, more pertinent to
our argument, they are all sectors in which there is a pronounced propensity of
firms to internalize activities, particularly across national boundaries.

What, then, are these incentives of firms to internalize activities? Basically
they are to avoid the disadvantages or capitalize on the advantages of imper-
fections or disequilibria in external mechanisms of resource allocation.9 These
mechanisms are mostly of two kinds – the price system and public authority fiat.
Where markets are perfectly competitive, the co-ordinating of interdependent
activities cannot be improved upon; once imperfections arise or can be exploited
through internalization, this becomes a possibility. 

Market imperfections may be both structural and cognitive. Uncertainty over
future market conditions in the absence of competitive future markets, or about
government policies, is another kind of imperfection. Structural imperfections
arise where there are barriers to competition and economic rents are earned;
where transaction costs are high; or where the economies of interdependent
activities cannot be fully captured. Cognitive imperfections arise wherever infor-
mation about the product or service being marketed is not readily available, or
is costly to acquire. The cost of uncertainty may be gauged by the risk premium
required to discount it, which may differ quite significantly between firms. From
the buyer’s viewpoint, market imperfections to avoid include uncertainty over
the availability and price of essential supplies, and lack of control over their
delivery timing and quality. From the seller’s viewpoint, the propensity to inter-
nalize will be greatest where the market does not permit price discrimination;
where the costs of enforcing property rights and controlling information flows
are high; where the output produced is of more value to the seller than the buyer
is willing to pay (again, possibly because of ignorance on the part of the buyer),10

or, in the case of selling outlets, where the seller, to protect his reputation, wishes
to ensure a certain quality of service, including after-sales maintenance. For
both groups of firms, and for those considering horizontal integration, the
possession of underutilized resources, particularly entrepreneurial and organ-
isational capacity, which may be used at low marginal cost to produce products
complementary to those currently being supplied, also fosters internalization.

At the same time, to benefit from some of these advantages an enterprise
must be of sufficient size. This prompts firms to engage in product diversifi-
cation or integration, which, in turn, increases their opportunities to profit from
other internalizing practices such as cross-subsidisation of costs, predatory
pricing, etc. One suspects that many of the advantages of conglomerate mergers
are of this kind; and it cannot be a coincidence that, in recent years, takeovers
and mergers have been concentrated in areas in which advantages of internal-
ization are most pronounced.11

Public intervention in the allocation of resources may also encourage enter-
prises to internalize activities. Many policy instruments of governments,
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however justified in the pursuance of macroeconomic (and other) goals, may
create distortions in the allocation of resources which enterprises may seek to
exploit or protect themselves against. Some of these provoke reactions from
all enterprises; others from only those which operate across national boundaries.

Here the analysis will be confined to two kinds of government intervention
especially relevant to the behaviour of MNEs. The first concerns the production
and marketing of public goods, which are not only characterized by their zero
marginal cost, but by the fact that their value to the owner may hinge on the
extent to which others also possess them. Under these circumstances, an
orthodox perfect market is impossible, unless the purchaser relies on the seller
to withhold the sale of a good to other buyers, or not to price it lower.

Some commodities and services produced by private enterprises also have
the characteristics of public goods. The major example is technology – an inter-
mediary good which embraces all kinds of knowledge embodied in both human
and non-human capital (Johnson, 1970). The significance of technology in the
modern world economy needs no elaboration: it is the main engine of devel-
opment, a leading determinant of both absolute and relative living standards,
and a controlling factor in the spatial allocation of resources. Its phenomenal
growth since the Second World War, especially in the field of information and
communications technology, has undoubtedly facilitated the internationaliza-
tion of firms, just as the railroad, telegraph and telephone helped the creation
of national enterprises a century ago.12

It is my contention that the need both to generate innovations and ideas and
to retain exclusive right to their use has been one of the main inducements for
enterprises to internalize their activities in the last two decades. Governments
have encouraged this by extensively subsidising R&D, continuing to endorse
the patent system and by recognizing that, in some industries, if the benefits of
technological advances are to be fully exploited, not only may it be necessary
to restrict the number of producers, but that enterprises should be free to inter-
nalize their knowledge-producing with their knowledge-consuming activities.
Even without the intervention of governments, technology possesses many of
the attributes for internalizing (or not externalizing) markets. At the time of its
production, it is the sole possession of the innovator, who naturally wishes to
exploit it most profitably; it is costly and takes time to produce but there is no
future market in it; it is often difficult for a potential buyer to value as its
usefulness can only be determined after it has been purchased. Yet often, for
its efficient exploitation, it needs complementary or back-up resources. These
qualities apply particularly to the kind of knowledge which cannot be patented,
for example, financial systems, organizational skills, marketing expertise,
management experience and so on.

The second example of government intervention is particularly relevant to
the operations of MNEs. It both encourages such enterprises to internalize
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existing activities and to engage in new activities which offer the possibility of
internalising gains. It arises because of different economic policies of national
governments which often lead to distortions in the international allocation of
resources. Assume, for example, that an MNE wishes to maximize its post-tax
profits and that corporate tax rates differ between countries. One way it can
reduce its total tax burden is to capitalize on its intra-group transactions by
manipulating its transfer prices so as to record the highest profits in the lowest
tax areas. Other things being equal, the more internal transactions the company
engages in the greater its opportunities for doing this – hence, in the case of
MNEs, the added impetus to engage in a global strategy and to practise product
or process specialization within its organisation.

The MNE has other reasons for internalizing its operations across boundaries
(Rugman, 1980). These include the desire to minimize the risk and/or costs of
fluctuating exchange rates; to cushion the adverse effects of government legis-
lation or policy, for example, in respect to dividend remittances; to be able to
take advantage of differential interest rates and ‘leads’ and ‘lags’ in intra-group
payments; and to adjust the distribution of its short-term assets between different
currency areas. Some of these benefits of internalization are now being eroded
by government surveillance over transfer pricing and by the tendency for con-
tractual arrangements between foreign and indigenous firms to replace equity
investments of the former.

How far MNEs actually do manipulate intra-group prices to transfer income
across national boundaries is still a matter for empirical research; so far the
evidence collected is partial and impressionistic. Suffice to say there are many
reasons why an MNE may wish to take advantage of such opportunities (Lall,
1973), and that however vigilant the tax authorities may be in some areas, for
example, the pricing of intangible assets, the difficulty of (1) estimating the
extent to which a transfer of goods or services has taken place, and (2) assigning
a value to them, is a very real one.

It has been illustrated, at some length, why firms, and MNEs in particular,
gain from internalizing their activities, especially in respect of the production
and marketing of technology. Another sector in which MNEs are particularly
active is the capital-intensive, resource-based industries. Here, all the tradi-
tional reasons for vertical integration hold good, in addition to those which
result from multinationality per se; the classic example is the oil industry. They
imply, for the most part, a vertical division of activity of firms, though the
operations may be horizontal as well, where similar products are produced.
Here, too, the impetus to internalize transactions (as opposed to engaging in
contractual arrangements) in the case of international vertical integration is
likely to be greater than in the case of domestic vertical integration.

It must not be forgotten, however, that there are costs as well as benefits to
internalizing economic activities; for an examination of these see Coase (1937)
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and Buckley and Casson (1976). As markets become less imperfect the net
gains of internalization are reduced. The move towards externalizing the
marketing of many raw materials, partly stimulated by the actions of govern-
ments, testifies to this. In his study of UK direct investment overseas, Reddaway
(1968) found that only 4 per cent of the output of UK plantation and mining
affiliates, originally set up to supply the investing firms, was now directly
imported by them.

It can be concluded, therefore, that the ownership advantages of firms stem
from their exclusive possession and use of certain kinds of assets. Very often,
enterprises acquire these rights by internalizing those previously distributed by
the market or public fiat, or by not externalizing those which they originate
themselves. This will only be profitable in imperfect market conditions, and
where it is thought the co-ordinating and synergizing properties of the firm to
allocate resources are superior to those of markets or public fiat. It is possible
to identify the source of such imperfections, both within countries and inter-
nationally, and to point to the types of activities which offer the greatest gains
from internalization. Of these, the production and marketing of intangible assets
and of essential location-specific resources are the two most important. Both
happen to be areas in which MNEs are particularly involved; the fact that the
ownership advantages are exploited by foreign production is partly explained
by location-specific endowments of the foreign country, and partly by certain
ownership advantages which accrue only when a firm produces outside its
national boundaries.13

IV

What is the link between the above discussion and other explanations of inter-
national involvement? Simply this. The neotechnology theories of trade and
the knowledge theories of direct investment both emphasise the possession of
superior technology as an explanation of both trade and production. The monop-
olistic competitive theories concentrate on some aspect of arm’s-length
imperfect competition as the explanation for trade and investment.

It is my contention that the two approaches should be treated as comple-
mentary aspects of an eclectic theory of international involvement, which should
embrace not only the product but also the factor and intermediary goods
markets, and should acknowledge that the ownership advantages arise not only
from the exclusive possession of certain assets, but from the ability of firms to
internalize these assets to protect themselves against the failure of markets
(including the consequences of this failure for competitors’ behaviour) and
government fiat over the rest of their activities. Because it relates to the way
in which the enterprise co-ordinates its activities, this approach may be called
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a systemic theory of ownership advantages, applied to both trade and inter-
national production.14 In favouring such an approach admittedly I may be in
danger of being accused of eclectic taxonomy. I also acknowledge the inter-
dependence between technology, imperfect competition and the internalization
process, and that it is not always easy to separate cause and effect.

But in the search for a composite measure of ownership advantage a systemic
approach has something to commend it. Empirically, there can be little doubt
of the increase in the vertical and horizontal integration of firms and of market
and product diversification, which has enabled firms to benefit from the inter-
nalization of their activities. This is demonstrated both by the increase in the
concentration of enterprises in industrial economies in the postwar period and
by the growing importance of the pre- and post-production activities of firms.
Other data suggest that about one-half of all exports of MNEs are intra-group
in character.

More generally, the eclectic model can be perceived as a general theory of
international production in so far as it provides an analytical framework for
explaining all forms of such production. This, however, is not to assert that
particular forms of international production are to be explained by the same
ownership, location or internalization characteristics. This is clearly not the
case, and it is readily accepted that different types of international production
may call for quite different explanations. But our contention is that these should
be regarded as complementary, rather than alternative, interpretations of MNE
activity and of the eclectic paradigm. For this reason, I have no difficulty in
reconciling seemingly competing theories within this paradigm, as, more often
than not, they are seeking to explain different things.

What, then, is the positive value of the eclectic theory of international
production? The theory suggests that, given the distribution of location-specific
endowments, enterprises which have the greatest opportunities for and derive
the most from, internalizing activities will be the most competitive in foreign
markets.15 Inter alia these advantages will differ according to industry, country
and enterprise characteristics Hence, the ownership advantages of Japanese
iron and steel firms over South Korean iron and steel firms will be very different
from those of UK tobacco firms over Brazilian tobacco firms or US computer
firms over French computer firms. Enterprises will engage in the type of inter-
nalization most suited to the factor combinations, market situations and
government policies with which they are faced. For example, the systemic
theory would suggest not only that research intensive industries would tend to
be more multinational than other industries, but that internalization to secure
foreign based raw materials would be greater for enterprises from economies
which have few indigenous materials than those which are self-sufficient; that
the most efficient MNEs will exploit the most profitable foreign markets –
compare, for example, the US and UK choice of investment outlets (Stopford,
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1976), that the participation of foreign affiliates is likely to be greatest in those
sectors of host countries where there are substantial economies of enterprise
size. This theory is consistent with Horst’s conclusion (1972) that most of the
explanatory variables of foreign direct investment can be captured in the size
of enterprise; indeed, one would normally expect size and the propensity to
internalize to be very closely correlated, and MNEs to be better equipped to
spread risks than national multiproduct firms

What does the eclectic theory predict that the other theories of international
production do not? Taking the theories as a group, probably very little, except
in so far as the independent variables fail to capture the advantages of inter-
nalization. Indeed, it could be argued that this theory is less an alternative theory
of ownership advantages of enterprises than one which pinpoints the essential
and common characteristics of each of the traditional explanations There is,
however, one difference of substance. The eclectic approach would argue that
it is not the possession of technology per se which gives an enterprise selling
goods embodying that technology to foreign markets (irrespective of where
they are produced) an edge over its competitors, but the advantage of internal-
izing that technology, rather than selling it to a foreign producer for the
production of those goods. It is not the orthodox type of monopoly advantages
which give the enterprise an edge over its rivals – actual or potential – but the
advantages which accrue through internalization, for example, transfer price
manipulation, security of supplies and markets, and control over use of inter-
mediate goods. It is not surplus entrepreneurial resources per se which lead to
foreign direct investment, but the ability of enterprises to combine these
resources with others to take advantage of the economies of production of joint
products.

In other words, without the incentive to internalize the production and/or
sale of technology, foreign investment in technology-based industries would
give way to licensing agreements and/or to the outright sale of knowledge on
a contractual basis. Without the incentive to internalize market imperfections
there would be much less reason to engage in vertical or horizontal integration,
and again transactions would take place between independent firms. This, it
could be argued, is the distinctiveness of this approach.

V

So far the discussion has concentrated on the ownership endowments of its
enterprises as an explanation of a country’s international competitiveness,
whatever the form of the involvement. It has been argued that, although the
advantages are enterprise specific, the fact that these may differ according to
nationality of enterprise suggests that such advantages, though endogenous to
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the individual firms at that time, are not independent of their industrial structure,
or of the general economic and institutional environment of which they are
part. For example, US government science and education policy may be a key
variable in explaining the technological lead of US firms in many industries,
while, as Vernon (1974) has pointed out, innovations respond to factor
endowment and market needs, which also influence the likely advantages of
internalizing those innovations. The institutional arrangements by which inno-
vations are rewarded are no less relevant.

But these country or industry variables affecting ownership advantages are
not the same as the location-specific endowments referred to earlier. With this
interpretation, these comprise three components, the resources which can only
be used by enterprises in the locations in which they are sited, unavoidable or
non-transferable costs such as taxes, government constraints on dividend
remission, etc., and the costs of shipping products from the country of
production to the country of marketing.

Each of these elements has received extensive attention in the literature of
location theory, which usually assumes ownership endowments as the same
between firms, and seeks to explain where they are exploited. Our concern here
is a different one. Put in question form it is: given the ownership endowments,
is the location of production by MNEs likely to be different from that of non-
MNEs? The systemic theory suggests that it is, and for three reasons. First,
there may be particular internalizing economies resulting from the friction of
geographical space. Second, the location-specific endowments, which offer the
greatest potential for internalization, are not distributed evenly between
countries.16 Third, where there are differences in the market imperfections or
government policies of countries, then MNEs might be influenced by the extent
to which they take advantage of these imperfections by internalizing their
operations.

In elaboration of these points, four observations can be made. First, various
studies have underlined the advantages of co-ordinating R&D activities of
MNEs (Ronstadt, 1977; Fischer and Behrman, 1979; Lall, 1979) and central-
izing them in or near the markets which stimulate such activities (Michalet,
1973; Creamer, 1976). In the case of US-based MNEs, this suggests, that for
most kinds of R&D, both ownership and location endowments work in favour
of a home R&D base.17 In the case of MNEs from smaller home markets this
tendency may not be so pronounced. By contrast, because the advantages of
internalization are generally much less, it may be profitable to spatially disperse
some kinds of manufacturing activities, especially where the production
processes involved have become standardized (Vernon, 1974).

Second, an MNE which produces in different market environments may well
seek to co-ordinate its activities differently The degree of uncertainty over local
consumer tastes, future market conditions and government policy certainly
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varies between countries. For example, the less imperfect is the market for
technology, the less likely is an enterprise to market technology-based products
itself. Compare, for example, the role of foreign pharmaceutical companies in
Italy, which does not recognize patent protection on drugs, with that of such
companies in almost any other European country. By contrast, in some
developing countries, MNEs may be reluctant to license local firms because
they feel that the complementary technology is insufficient to ensure the quality
control they need.18

Third, and perhaps most important, is the advantage that a diversified earnings
base provides for an MNE to exploit differential imperfections in national or
international markets and/or currency areas (Aliber, 1970), inter alia, through
transfer-price manipulation, the use of leads and lags in intra-group transac-
tions; the acquisition and monitoring of information; and the extension of
benefits enjoyed by multi-plant national firms at an international level. These
are some of the (potential) advantages of internalization afforded by inter-
national production, compared with international trade.

Fourth, there is the drive towards international production as part of oligop-
olistic behaviour (Knickerbocker, 1973; Flowers, 1976; Graham, 1978). This
is really a territorial extension of domestic strategy, and does not pose any new
conceptual problems (but see Vernon, 1974). Again, however, in so far as a
company perceives its foreign interests to be part of a global strategy, rather than
as an independent entity, the internalizing advantages may be crucial to the
locational decision of both leaders and followers.

VI

In the light of the above analysis, what might one expect the impact of the MNE
to be on location of production, the international diffusion or transfer of
technology and trade patterns?

There are many different views about the effect of MNEs on the international
distribution of resources. Partly, these reflect differences in the perspective one
takes, for example, that of a particular country or region, or that of all countries,
or of the goals one is seeking to promote. We shall confine ourselves to
economic issues seen in a global context from two main viewpoints. The first
is that MNEs promote a more efficient distribution of resources since, by inter-
nalizing imperfect markets, they are able to overcome distortions in the
economic system such as barriers to the transfer of technology, import controls
and inappropriately valued exchange rates. Moreover, in a world of uncertainty
and information imperfections, their more efficient scanning and monitoring
processes, and their flexibility to respond better to market signals, is a useful
competitive stimulus. In short, this view extols the MNE as an integrating force
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in the world economy, surmounting national barriers, circumventing high trans-
action costs and improving the allocating of resources.

The second view asserts that, far from overcoming market imperfections,
the MNEs are themselves a major distorting force in resource allocation; this
is partly because they operate mostly in oligopolistic markets and partly because
of their ability to bypass market mechanisms and/or government regulations
(Hymer, 1970). As a result, it is argued, they engage in restrictive practices,
raise barriers to entry and, by their internalization and centralization of decision
taking, adversely affect the efficiency of resource allocation between countries.
Far from promoting competition, the co-ordination of activities by entrepre-
neurs freezes existing production patterns, encourages agglomeration and makes
it more difficult for countries to exploit their dynamic comparative advantages.
Since MNEs do exert monopoly power, it is legitimate (on the lines of the
optimum tariff argument) for home or host countries to impose restrictions on
their activities.

The truth, in so far as it is possible to generalize, is obviously somewhere
between these two extremes, with the balance steering one way or another
according to (1) the efficiency of the resource allocative mechanism prior to the
entrance of the MNEs and (2) the market conditions under which MNEs
compete – which will vary inter alia according to industry and country.

But there are certain effects of MNEs, however they may be interpreted,
which do seem to have been reasonably well established in the literature, and
we will now touch on three of these.

1. In some instances, MNEs have been an integrating force and have taken
advantage of existing factor endowments, thus promoting the more efficient
use of resources. The best example is where mobile resources of capital and
technology are transferred from a capital- and technology-rich country and
combined with immobile resources of labour and/or materials in labour-
and materials-rich countries, thereby helping these countries to exploit their
dynamic comparative advantage. Other examples include what is currently
happening in Europe as a result of the EEC, namely, that the MNEs are
rationalising their activities to take advantage of the economies of special-
ization. This is a slow process but no different, in principle, to the behaviour
of multiregional (national) enterprises in the USA, which may well be one
of the explanations of the greater specialization in the US than within the
EEC, as demonstrated by Hufbauer and Chilas (1974).

2. There is some evidence of a spatial specialization of the activities of MNEs
and, in particular, the centralization of R&D activities in the home country.
Something over 90 percent of the R&D activities of Swedish and US MNEs
is undertaken in their home countries, and the proportion is probably not
very different for most of the other leading investors. Hymer suggests that
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MNEs are encouraging the specialization of activities, not for technologi-
cal as much as organizational or strategic reasons, most of which enhance
the incentive to internalize R&D in the home country. But it does not nec-
essarily follow that, without MNEs, the distribution of innovative activities
would have been any the less centralized. R&D among Japanese and
European enterprises has certainly been stimulated by the competition from
US MNEs. The impact on the UK pharmaceutical and semiconductor
industries are classic examples (Tilton, 1971; Lake, 1976). In the LDCs,
because of the lack of indigenous competitors, the Hymer hypothesis
probably holds more weight, though even here there are examples of MNEs
setting up specialized R&D facilities (Behrman and Fischer, 1980).19

3. In any analysis of the impact of MNEs on trade and location it is useful to
distinguish between the different motives for foreign direct investment.
Kojima (1978), for example, has distinguished between trade-oriented and
anti-trade-oriented activities of MNEs. He suggests that current Swedish
and Japanese investments are mainly made in areas in which the home
countries are losing a comparative advantage and host countries are gaining
it. These have been of two kinds: one to exploit natural resources not
available indigenously, and the other to switch labour-intensive activities
from high labour cost to low labour cost locations. On the other hand,
Kojima asserts that many foreign investments by US firms have been made
to protect an oligopolistic position in world markets and in response to trade
barriers, and have transferred activities from which they have a compara-
tive advantage to where they have a disadvantage. Such investments, he
claims, are anti-trade oriented and run against the principles of compara-
tive advantage. Kojima cites here the extensive US foreign investments in
the capital and technologically intensive industries.

The border between transferring a comparative advantage and creating a new
one is a narrow one, and the Kojima distinction between trade-generating and
trade-destroying investments is not altogether convincing. Moreover, his
approach tends to be a static one and is couched in terms of first-best solutions.
It also fails to consider vertical specialisation within industrial sectors. Assuming
technology (as an intermediate good) can be sold for a competitive price
between independent parties, one might reasonably expect non-skilled labour-
intensive operations of high-technology industries to be transplanted to those
areas which possess such labour in abundance, and countries with an abundance
of materials to utilise such materials with technology developed by nations
which have a limited amount of materials. The Japanese and US patterns may
be complementary to each other; their ownership and locational advantages
may reflect country-specific characteristics.20 Evidence collected about the
trading patterns of US MNEs (Lipsey and Weiss, 1973) supports this view. The
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imports of US MNEs tend to be more capital intensive than those of other US
firms, mainly because of the ability of MNEs to export capital and technology
to undertake the labour-intensive production processes of a capital-intensive
product in low labour cost areas.

From a normative viewpoint, the point of greater interest is the extent to
which technology transfer through the co-ordination of the firm is preferable
to that of the market, but, on this subject, there has been only limited research
(Arrow, 1969; Williamson, 1979; Teece, 1979). Yet this, as has been suggested,
is a crucial issue, which both helps explain the growth of the MNEs (relative
to non-MNEs) and their effect on the spatial distribution of economic activity.
Assuming perfectly competitive markets are not generally feasible (nor, from
viewpoints other than economic efficiency, necessarily desirable), under what
circumstances is it preferable for the resource allocative process to be decided
upon by markets or governments, however imperfect they may be, and under
what circumstances by the internal governance of MNEs? For there is no a
priori reason to suppose one form of resource allocation is preferable to the
other. In remedying the imperfections and alleged distorting behaviour of
MNEs, should not as much attention be given to removing some of the distor-
tions of the environment in which they operate, so that they have less incentive
to internalize their activities? To give a recent example, the replacement of
fixed by flexible rates has decisively reduced the impetus for MNEs to engage
in speculative or protective currency movements across boundaries. The
candidate most in need of attention at the moment is technology. It is here that
the present system of rewards and penalties leaves so much to be desired
(Johnson, 1970) and it is here that both the incentive to internalize by MNEs
and the potential for distorting behaviour on their part in exploiting the benefits
of that internalization arise.

In the last resort, however, we must acknowledge that it is not efficiency,
and certainly not efficiency viewed from a global standpoint, that is the standard
by which the relative merits of internalization of MNEs and imperfect markets
of allocating resources is likely to be assessed. It is the effects of such patterns
of resource allocation on the distribution of income between or within nations;
on the relative economic powers of countries or of different groups of asset
owners; on the sovereignty of one country to manage its own affairs. It is these
matters which are at the centre of the arena of public debate at the moment;
and it is on such criteria as these that the actions of MNEs are judged.

Some countries facing the choice offered above have clearly preferred to
buy their resources in imperfect markets than through MNEs (Japan is the
obvious example), while many LDCs are increasingly seeking to depackage
the package of resources provided by MNEs in the belief that they can exter-
nalize the internal economies. Within the advanced countries the non-market
route is generally accepted. But here, too, there are murmurings of concern,
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articulated not only in such polemics as The Global Reach (Barnet and Muller,
1974) but in research studies done at the Brookings Institution (Bergsten, Horst
and Moran, 1978) and by Peggy Musgrave (1975) on the effect of the (inter-
nalizing) advantages of international production on the domestic economic
power of US corporations.

This particular area of the debate on the role of MNEs in trade and the transfer
of technology and the location of production is still in its infancy. It is an area
hazardous and not altogether attractive for the academic economist; the issues
are controversial; the concepts are elusive; the data are not easily subject to
quantitative manipulation and appraisal; and the standard of debate is often
low. But, intellectually, it presents a great challenge, offering much scope for
the collaboration not only of economists of different specialities and persua-
sions, but between economists and researchers from other disciplines. For these
reasons alone, it deserves to attract our ablest minds.

NOTES

1. The following observation by Williams (1929) about industries which had expanded beyond
their political frontiers is of especial interest to our discussion.

They represent in some cases the projection by one country into others of its capital,
technique, special knowledge along the lines of an industry and its market, as against the
obvious alternative of home employment in other lines. They represent, in other cases, an
international assembling of capital and management for world enterprises ramifying into
many countries. They suggest very strikingly an organic inter-connection of international
trade, movement of productive factors, transport and market organisation.

2. For further details see Chapter 3 of this volume.
3. Mainly enterprises: by a country’s enterprises is meant those whose head offices are legally

incorporated in that country.
4. Gross domestic product = incomes earned from domestic resources; gross national product

= gross national product + income earned from assets abroad less income paid to foreigners
on domestic assets.

5. Proximity to the point of sale may be treated as a location-specific endowment for these
purposes; distance (implying transport and other transfer costs) is thus considered as a negative
endowment.

6. See Lall (1980) for a discussion on the extent to which ownership-specific advantages are
mobile, that is, transferable across national boundaries.

7. For an elaboration of the complementarity between the neofactor and neotechnology theories
of trade, see Hirsch (1974).

8. One of the most recent and stimulating contributions on these lines is contained in Swedenborg
(1979). For a general reappraisal on the literature on internalization see Rugman (1980),
Calvet (1980) and Teece (1981).

9. To avoid being subject to imperfections of markets when they are the weaker party to an
exchange but to capitalize on imperfections when they are the stronger party.

10. Such as particularly applies in the case of transactions involving non-standard technology or
information, and which are infrequent and conducted under uncertainty.
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11. For a recent study of the applicability of the eclectic theory and the markets and hierarchies
paradigm to the acquisition activity of foreign firms in Canada and that of domestic firms in
the USA see Calvet (1980).

12. The transition from regional to national railroads in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
was paralleled by the transition from national to multinational airlines after the Second World
War.

13. We have not the space to deal with the role of internalization in prompting other forms of
foreign direct investment; in some cases, the co-ordinating advantages of the firm clearly
transcend those of the market for technological reasons, such as airlines; in others it is more
to do with controlling information among interdependent activities, such as advertising and
tourism; or as a form of oligopolistic strategy. In many cases, an investment based on tech-
nological innovation has managed to create its own barriers to entry through economies of size.

14. Licensing and other forms of contractual arrangements of intermediate products.
15. The points made in this paragraph are extended and set out in a rather different way in

Table 3.1 and Table 4.2 of Dunning 1981.
16. This point is elaborated in Chapter 4 of Dunning 1981.
17. Lall (1979) suggests that in cases where major technological efforts on products and processes

are not crucially linked to each other, international experience and cost advantages tend to
promote greater reliance on foreign R&D. By contrast, in those sectors where innovation
centres around product development and testing it is much more difficult to separate any
major part of R&D activity from the main markets and centre of decision taking. Michalet
(1973), on the other hand, distinguishes between a specialized and imitative R&D strategy of
MNEs, while Ronstadt (1977) adopts a more functional approach arguing that different types
of R&D have different location needs. In a study of the overseas R&D activities of 55 US-
based MNEs, Mansfield, Teece and Romeo (1979) found that such activities were increasing
relative to those in the USA and were concentrated on product and process improvements
and modifications rather than the discovery of new products and processes. The authors argued
that one important reason – at least in the 1960s and early 1970s – for foreign R&D activities
was that the cost of R&D inputs was considerably lower in Japan, Europe and Canada than
in the USA.

18. See Chapter 5 of Dunning 1981.
19. Mainly in material processing or product adaptation to meet specialized local needs. Behrman

and Fischer (1980) note that US enterprises have some R&D facilities in Hong Kong,
Argentina, Colombia, Egypt, the Philippines and Taiwan, whereas Argentina, Hong Kong
and Singapore are among developing countries attracting such activities by European MNEs.

20. This point is further explored in Chapter 4 of Dunning 1981. Here it is worth pointing out that
vertical foreign direct investment often precedes horizontal foreign direct investment (as it did
in the UK and USA) and that the pattern of new Japanese investment in the late 1970s
resembles much more that traditional US kind than it did in the 1960s.
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3. Trade, location of economic activity
and the multinational enterprise: some
empirical tests*

I

There is now a consensus of opinion that the propensity of an enterprise to
engage in international production, that is, production financed by foreign direct
investment, rests on three main determinants: first, the extent to which it
possesses (or can acquire, on more favourable terms) assets1 which its com-
petitors (or potential competitors) do not possess; second, on how far it is
possible, and in its best interests, to lease these assets to other firms, or make
use of them itself; and third, on whether it is more profitable to exploit these
assets in conjunction with the indigenous resources of foreign countries or with
those of the home country. The more the ownership-specific advantages
possessed by an enterprise, the greater the inducement to internalise them, and
the wider the attractions of a foreign rather than a home country production
base, the greater the likelihood that an enterprise will engage in international
direct investment.

A national firm supplying its own market has various avenues for growth. It
can diversify horizontally or laterally into new product lines, or vertically (i.e.
upstream or downstream) into new activities, including the production of
knowledge; it can acquire existing enterprises; or it can exploit foreign markets.
When it makes good economic sense to choose the last route (which may also
embrace one or more of the others), the enterprise becomes an international
enterprise. However, for it to be able to produce alongside indigenous firms
domiciled in these markets, it must possess additional ownership advantages
sufficient to outweigh the costs of servicing an unfamiliar and/or distant envi-
ronment (Hirsch, 1976).

An enterprise is an integrated and co-ordinated unit of decision taking, the
function of which is to transform, by the process of production, valuable inputs
into more valuable outputs. The boundaries of an enterprise extend to where it
no longer has control over the use of such inputs, or the assets from which they
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are derived.2 In the present context, it is helpful to distinguish between two
kinds of assets. The first are those which are available, on the same terms, to
all firms whatever their size or nationality, but which are specific in their origin
to particular locations, and have to be used in those locations. These include
not only Ricardian type assets, viz. natural resources, most kinds of labour and
proximity to markets,3 but also the social, legal and commercial environment
in which the endowments are used, market structure, and government legisla-
tion and policies. In classical and neoclassical trade theories, differences in the
possession of these endowments between countries entirely explain the will-
ingness and the ability of enterprises to become international;4 but since all
firms, whatever their nationality of ownership, are assumed to have full and
free access to them there are no advantages to be gained from foreign production.

The second type of asset is that which an enterprise may create for itself (e.g.
certain types of knowledge, organisation and human skills) or can purchase
from other institutions, but which, in so doing, it acquires some proprietary right
of use. Such ownership-specific assets may take the form of a legally protected
right, or of a commercial monopoly, or they may arise from the size diversity
or technical characteristics of firms, for example, economies of joint production
and/or marketing and surplus entrepreneurial capacity (Kojima, 1978).

The essential feature about this second type of asset is that although its origin
may be linked to location-specific endowments, its use may not be so confined.
This can be explained as follows. The ability of enterprises to acquire ownership
endowments is clearly not unrelated to the endowments specific to the countries
in which they operate, and particularly their country of origin. Otherwise, there
would be no reason why the structure of foreign production of firms of different
nationalities should be different. But, in fact, as another contribution of Dunning
has shown, it is so, and substantially so (Dunning, 1979). Such differences as
these can only be explained by an examination of the characteristics of the
countries in which the MNEs operate, and especially those of the home country,
which normally give rise to the ownership advantages in the first place.
Raymond Vernon’s product cycle theory was among the first to use this
approach from the viewpoint of the activities of US MNEs (Vernon, 1966).
More recently Birgitta Swedenborg (1979) has extended and applied it to a
study of Swedish, US and UK direct foreign investment. It is also implicit in
Aliber’s thesis (Aliber, 1970) that differences in the capitalisation rates for
firms of different nationality explain much of foreign direct investment, because
while these rates may be largely determined by country-specific factors, they
create an asset which only firms of a particular nationality are able to exploit.5

There is one final strand to the eclectic theory of international production. The
possession of ownership advantages determines which firms will supply a
particular foreign market, whereas the pattern of location endowments explains
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whether the firm will supply that market by exports (trade), or by local
production (non-trade). But why does a firm choose to use the ownership
advantages itself to exploit a foreign market – whatever route it chooses – rather
than sell or lease these advantages to a firm located in that market to exploit?
The answer – as set out at some length in Chapter 2 of this volume6 – is that it
does so wherever it is in the firm’s interests to internalise the use of its
ownership-specific endowments rather than lease or sell these to other firms
or where by the act of internalising an external contractual relationship, for
example, by a takeover, a firm is able to use these assets better than can the
acquired firm.

The matrix set out in Table 3.1 attempts to relate, in an encapsulated form,
the main types of activities in which MNEs tend to be involved to the three
main determinants of the extent and form of international involvement. Such
a table may be used as a starting-point for an examination of the industrial and
geographical distribution of foreign direct investment. It will be noted that, as
part of the explanation of ownership advantages, the possession of country
endowments is also introduced, as these will influence the geographical origin
of such investment.

II

Broadly speaking, there have been five approaches to testing the theory of inter-
national production. The first has attempted to explain the causes of direct
foreign investment by examining its industrial composition from the viewpoint
of individual home countries (almost exclusively the USA) and host countries
(notably Canada, the UK and Australia). A common thread running through
all these studies7 is that they have sought to explain the pattern of foreign direct
investment in terms of ownership advantages of MNEs. The second approach
has been to look at the form of international economic involvement, and to
identify the determinants of whether foreign markets are exploited by trade or
non-trade routes.8 The third has combined the two approaches by examining
both the level and composition of international involvement, in terms of
ownership and locational characteristics.9 The fourth approach has been to
extend the first three to incorporate the internalisation thesis,10 and the fifth
has been to relate the ownership endowments of firms to those of home countries
(Vernon, 1966; Swedenborg, 1979; Lall, 1980). The empirical contribution of
this chapter is primarily of the third kind but with the issues of the fourth very
much in mind.

From both a technical and motivational standpoint these strands of research
have much in common. Each uses, with varying degrees of sophistication,
multiple regression analysis to test explanations about the relationship between
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Table 3.1 Types of international production: some determining factors

Types of international
production

1. Resource based

2. Import substituting 
manufacturing

3. Rationalised 
specialisation
(a) of products
(b) of processes

4. Trade and distribution

5. Ancillary services

6. Miscellaneous

Ownership advantages (the
‘why’ of MNC activity)

Capital, technology, access to
markets

Capital, technology,
management and organisa-
tional skills; surplus R&D
and other capacity,
economies of scale. Trade
marks.
As above, but also access to
markets

Products to distribute

Access to markets (in the
case of other foreign
investors)
Variety – but include geo-
graphical diversification (e.g.
airlines and hotels)

Location advantages (the
‘where’ of production)

Possession of resources

Material and labour costs,
markets, government policy
(e.g. with respect to barrier to
imports, investment
incentives, etc.)

(a) Economies of product
specialisation and 
concentration

(b) Low labour costs,
incentives to local
production by host 
governments

Local markets. Need to be
near customers. After-sales
servicing, etc.
Markets

Markets

Internalisation advantages
(the ‘how’ of involvement)

To ensure stability of oil
supply at right price. Control
of markets
Wish to exploit technology
advantages, high transaction
or information costs, buyer
uncertainty, etc.

(a) As type 2 plus gains from
interdependent activities

(b) The economies of vertical
integration

Need to ensure sales outlets
and to protect company’s
name
Broadly as for types 2 and 4

Various (see above)

Illustration of types of
activity which favour MNEs

Oil, copper, tin, zinc, bauxite,
bananas, pineapples, cocoa,
tea
Computers, pharmaceuticals,
motor vehicles, cigarettes

(a) Motor vehicles, electrical
appliances, agricultural
machinery

(b) Consumer electronics,
textiles and clothing,
cameras, etc.

A variety of goods, particu-
larly those requiring close
consumer contact
Insurance, banking and con-
sultancy services

Various kinds
(a) Portfolio investment in

properties
(b) Where spatial linkages

essential, e.g. airlines and
hotels
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various measures of international involvement and a variety of explanatory
variables. Each, too, is beset by the same kind of methodological and statisti-
cal problems, notably the establishment of operationally testable hypotheses,
data limitations and multicollinearity between the individual variables. From a
motivational standpoint, with one exception (Knickerbocker, 1973), all the
studies assume either that enterprises are profit maximisers or that their
behaviour is not inconsistent with that which might be expected from a profit
maximising firm.

Turning now to an empirical testing of the two hypotheses implicit in the
eclectic theory of international production, we concentrate on only two forms
of international economic involvement, viz. exports and production, which are
assumed to be alternative to each other in servicing foreign markets.11

The data used are those covering the foreign activities of US MNEs in manu-
facturing industry as published by the US Tariff Commission (1973). In
particular, interest is centred on the involvement of US firms in seven countries
and in 14 manufacturing industries. The Commission published data for two
years, 1966 and 1970, but we shall confine ourselves to an analysis of the 1970
data as set out in Table 3.2. The two basic hypotheses to be tested are:

H1 The competitive advantage of a country’s enterprises in servicing foreign
markets is determined both by the ownership advantages of these enter-
prises, relative to those of enterprises of other nationalities, and the location
advantages of the countries in which they produce, relative to those of
other countries.

H2 The form of the involvement, or participation, will essentially depend on
the relative attractiveness and/or production of the endowments of the
home and host countries.12

It is also contended that the gains to be derived from internalising activities,
which would otherwise be allocated by markets or government fiat, make up
an important part of ownership advantages and, in some cases, of location
advantages as well.

Concerning H1, the dependent variable is taken to be the share of the output
of a particular industry (IS) in a particular country supplied by exports (X) plus
local production (AS) of US-owned firms,13 that is, AS + X/IS. These
components can, of course, be considered separately, but in this hypothesis,
we wish to exclude location-specific variables influencing the form of involve-
ment. This dependent variable is noted as DV1.

The two components of international involvement may be considered
separately. The share of the affiliates’ sales of total output in the host country
(AS/IS) is noted as DV2 and the share of exports from the USA of that output
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Table 3.2 US affiliate sales, US exports and total industry sales in seven countries, 1970 ($b)

Canada United Kingdom France West Germany Belgium-Luxembourg Mexico

AS X IS AS X 75 AS X IS AS X IS AS X IS AS X IS

1 Food product 2220 98 8532 1054 56 10294 473 7 17137 634 33 15583 121 9 2415 487 16 5773
2 Paper and allied products 1503 118 3840 141 118 2763 183 61 2161 69 103 3474 96 27 496 121 52 525
3 Chemicals and allied products 2124 554 2490 1918 226 9356 971 107 8190 963 215 13888 654 220 1357 764 171 3888
4 Rubber products 613 146 628 373 22 1185 119 24 1854 211 36 1972 79 13 96 108 19 267
5 Primary and fabricated metals 1964 631 6877 804 237 7905 208 167 10750 1821 228 25280 252 81 3989 749 95 1981
6 Non-electric machinery 2222 1837 2778 2496 578 11862 1439 395 10581 1742 508 16529 429 221 1059 208 367 330
7 Electrical machinery 1822 603 2213 1607 221 8961 514 136 6059 876 237 13888 425 52 993 478 195 919
8 Transportation equipment 5600 2430 6222 3430 211 12645 936 180 12086 3250 261 12843 275 139 1523 567 239 1261
9 Textiles and apparel 532 168 3281 77 46 10275 21 13 8220 100 29 10470 207 54 2002 66 41 1969

10 Lumber, wood and furniture 1322 91 2632 35 22 2763 15 4 3135 33 25 4475 0 2 478 5 16 316
11 Printing and publishing 176 153 1516 125 29 5003 51 4 4320 35 6 2589 5 2 390 6 9 396
12 Stone, clay and glass 406 140 1260 242 14 3818 252 13 2897 239 20 6043 45 7 727 191 19 725
13 Instruments 563 219 626 739 101 1321 399 48 1976 406 90 1608 15 21 33 76 42 –a

14 Other manufacturing 567 135 1916 3205 53 10541 35 36 3122 409 63 7282 5 44 1093 411 38 645
Total 21636 7323 44811 16246 1934 98692 5616 1195 92488 10788 1854 135924 2603 892 16651 4236 1319 18995

a not available.

Source: US Tariff Commission (1973).

Brazil Total 

AS X IS AS X IS 

107 8 3947 5096 227 63681 
65 9 504 2180 488 13763 

623 146 3325 8017 1639 42494 
175 9 363 1678 269 6365 
262 83 2209 6060 1522 58991 
304 247 895 8840 4153 44034 
246 49 1014 5968 1493 34047 

1171 88 1792 15229 3548 48372 
124 10 2405 1127 361 38622 

5 1 705 1415 161 14504 
4 4 429 401 207 14643 

76 5 821 1451 218 16291 
91 26 –a 2289 547 5564 

128 9 630 4760 378 25229 
3381 694 19039 64511 15211 426600 
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(X/IS) as DV3; DV2 and DV3 can be similarly derived to obtain comparative
advantage indices.

Concerning H2, the dependent variable (DV4) is defined as X/IS ÷ AS/IS (or
simply X/AS); in other words, it is the ratio between exploiting a particular
market by exports from the USA relative to local production by US affiliates
in the country of marketing. The higher this ratio, the more the USA is favoured
as a location for production, relative to the country in which the goods are being
sold (or being exported from). It should be emphasised that, for the purposes
of this exercise, it is assumed that the market can only be supplied from these
two locations.

III

We now turn to a statistical testing of the two main hypotheses.

(a) The Dependent Variables: Hypothesis 1 – The International 
Competitive Hypothesis

The overall involvement index reflects both location- and ownership-specific
advantages. The explanation of the foreign production ratio lies in identifying
and measuring ownership advantages (as the location of production is assumed
to be the same for all firms), and that of the export ratio in identifying both
location and ownership advantages. In examining the export ratio, one naturally
turns to trade type theories for guidance. Here, as we have seen, the neofactor
and neotechnology theories suggest that trade is related both to resource
endowments and factor costs, and to certain ownership variables, notably
technology and scale economies. But no attempt, to my knowledge, has been
made to explain shares of a particular industry’s sales accounted for by foreign
imports.14 In discussing the determinants of foreign production, one should be
solely concerned with ownership advantages. Yet the fact that trade and
production are often related to each other suggests that these advantages may
also be associated with location-specific endowments.15 Explanations of foreign
production that ignore the latter specific advantages are thus likely to be
inadequate.

The share of a particular industry’s output supplied by foreign affiliates is
determined by the competitive advantages of the affiliates and the relative attrac-
tions of the host country as a production base. It is likely to be greatest where
the barriers to entry facing indigenous producers and exports from the home
(and other countries) are highest. Trade is similarly determined, except that it
will flourish where barriers to exports are low and where barriers to entry to all
producers in the host country are high. International involvement is determined
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simply by the competitive advantage of the investing and exporting firms vis-
à-vis indigenous and other foreign companies.

In symbolic terms:

DV1 AS + X/IS = f(C) 

where C is the international competitive advantage

DV2 AS/IS = f(C, X/AS) 

and

DV3 X/IS = f(C, X/AS)

(b) The Dependent Variables: Hypothesis 2 – The Location Hypothesis 

This is simple and straightforward. To produce a particular good, an enterprise
will choose that location which best advances its overall goals. The interface
between received location theory and the MNE is a relatively unexplored
territory, but a good start has been made by Vernon (1974). In principle, there
is no reason to suppose a national multi-location firm would behave very dif-
ferently if its activities were in a different country. New variables, for example,
exchange risks, differences in taxation rates, and policies of host governments
towards inward direct investment, may need to be incorporated, but this can be
done without too much difficulty. 

The location hypothesis is solely concerned with country-specific variables
affecting (1) the size and character of markets16 and (2) production and transfer
costs, though, as we have seen, these may have a special impact on MNEs
because of their ability to internalise the costs and benefits of some of the dif-
ferences that exist between countries.

DV4 X/AS = f(L) 

where L is the locational advantage of the home country.

(c) The Independent Variables: Hypothesis 1

How does one assess the competitive advantage of firms of one nationality over
those of another – both in particular industries and countries? This essentially
reduces to a question of (1) allocative, technical and scale efficiency, (2) product
range and quality, and (3) market power. Since we are concerned with inter-
industry comparisons, allocative efficiency, that is, of resources between
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industries, may be discounted. However, goals may differ between firms, as
may the competence of firms to achieve these goals. For example, the greater
the innovative ability of an enterprise, the greater its resourcefulness, and the
more talented its managerial and labour force, the higher its market share is
likely to be. Similarly, the advantages of size, of being part of a larger organ-
isation and of being able to internalise external economies will affect a firm’s
competitive strength, independently of the location of its activities.

Some of these variables, of course, reflect industry- or country-specific char-
acteristics of firms. Governments, for example, can and do influence the extent
to which there is an adequate labour force to draw upon, the promotion of new
technologies, the role of advertising in fostering product differentiation, and
so on. These factors are acknowledged and have been considered explicitly
elsewhere (Dunning, 1979).

It may be helpful to break H1 down into two sub-hypotheses. The first is:

H1a Given the export participation ratio (X/IS), the foreign production part-
icipation ratio (AS/IS) will be highest in those industries where the
comparative advantage of foreign (meaning US here) firms is greatest vis-
à-vis indigenous firms.

In principle, many of these advantages may be captured in a catch-all
measure, viz. the comparative productivity of US firms and host country firms
or some proxy for integration, for example, percentage of net to gross output.
The comparative advantage of US firms is presumably highest where their
relative productivity and/or value-added ratio is highest and, therefore, in those
cases, the affiliate penetration ratio should be highest. In practice, difficulties
in measuring productivity and identifying internalising economies makes both
measures of doubtful applicability.

H1b Given the production participation ratio (AS/IS), the export penetration
participation ratio (X/IS) will be highest in those industries where the
national resource endowments of the USA are greatest in comparison to
those of other countries, and where barriers to trade are minimal.

The contribution of trade theory to these determinants of location-specific
advantages has been examined in terms of comparative cost advantages.
Location theory approaches export success more in terms of differences in
absolute production costs and the costs of traversing space. Artificial barriers
to trade include those imposed by governments or imperfect markets. An
incentive to export may also result from the inability of a host country’s firms
to effectively compete, due to the absence of a market sufficiently large to yield
economies of scale in production.
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(d) The Independent Variables: Hypothesis 2

Like H1b, the second hypothesis appears to be best explained by the theories
of trade and location. Among the relative costs that play an important part in
determining the location choice are those of labour and material inputs. The
former is particularly critical in this study as it is limited to manufacturing
industries where horizontal direct investment is the rule. This is in contrast to
the situation in resource industries, where vertical direct investment plays a
much greater role. By the same token, labour productivity and its growth will
be important elements in determining the real value of labour.

Production costs may also be closely related to the scale of plant which can
be built. Market size will therefore be relevant. So also will rates of growth of
the markets involved, as these will determine the extent to which economies of
scale may be exploited in the future.

(e) The Choice of Independent Variables for this Exercise

Table 3.3 lists some of the variables which might be considered as proxies for
ownership- and location-specific advantages. Also identified, with an asterisk,
are those which might also be used as indices of internalisation advantages.17

Some of these are very similar to each other, but not all can be used for this
particular exercise, partly because we are concerned with explaining patterns
of involvement by industries rather than by firms, and partly because of data
constraints.

It will also be noted that for some variables listed, data are required for host
countries; in others, for the home country, or for both host and home countries.
Where only the home country is involved, then location advantages become
irrelevant and one cannot use the data to determine both industry and country
participation ratios. But the main constraint has been the paucity of good data
about host countries, which seriously inhibits testing both hypotheses for the
seven countries considered separately. An exercise has also been conducted
omitting the two LDCs, partly because there is less confidence in the data for
these two countries, and partly in order to use a tariff variable, data for which
were not available for Mexico and Brazil.

Ultimately, the independent variables were chosen and then used to test both
hypotheses. Data on each relate to 1970, or nearest year, except where otherwise
stated. The data for these variables were mainly extracted from the US Tariff
Commission Study, except for those on imports, which were obtained from the
OECD Commodity Trade Statistics Series C and tariffs and from a Political
and Economic Planning publication (1962).

A schematisation of variables follows:
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For the seven-country exercise

1. Ownership-specific variables
(a) SER – skilled employment ratio, viz. the ratio of salaried employees to

production employees for all firms in the host countries;
(b) AHC – average hourly compensation of all employees in the host

countries (1a and 1b are both measures of human capital intensity);
(c) RSM – relative sales per man (an efficiency index), viz. the sales per

man year of firms in the USA divided by sales per man year of firms
(including the affiliates of US firms) in the host countries;

(d) GRSPM – growth in sales per man of all firms (in the host country),
1966/70.

The predicted sign for each of these variables for each of the hypotheses is
positive, but their significance is likely to be greater for H1 than H2. US
firms will invest in those industries and countries in which they have the
greatest technological advantage and where their productivity vis-à-vis local
firms is the highest.

2. Location-specific variables
(a) XMR – the export/import ratio, measured by the ratio of value of

exports to value of imports of host countries (as a measure of a country’s
ability to produce particular products);

(b) RMS – relative market size, viz. value of industry sales in the USA
divided by value of industry sales in the host countries;

(c) RW – relative wages, viz. average hourly compensation (in particular
industries) in the USA divided by average hourly compensation in the
host countries for all employees (an often quoted cost determinant of
foreign production);

(d) RES – relative export shares of USA and host countries – another
measure of country performance;

(e) CMG – comparative market growth of USA (domestic industry local
sales plus imports) and host countries, 1966/70. 

The predicted signs of these variables vary. In the case of RES it is positive,
but in the case of XMR, RMS and CMG it is negative. It might also be
expected that these variables would be most often used to support hypothesis
H2.

3. General performance indicators
(a) AVNIS – the average ratio of net income to sales of all firms in different

industries and countries for 1966 and 1970;
(b) MG – market growth (domestic industry local sales plus imports) in

host countries, 1966/70.
The predicted sign of AVNIS is negative for H1 but positive for H2, that
for MG is positive for all hypotheses.
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1 Access to productive knowledge
(a) Skilled (professional and

technical)/unskilled labour ratio*
(b) R&D as percentage of sales*

2 Economics of the firm
(a) Size of enterprise*
(b) Relative size of enterprises
(c) Number of non-production to all

workers* or wage bill of non-
production to all workers or
non-productionb costs/total costs*
(gross output) or R&D plus adver-
tising costs to total costs (or sales)* 

(d) Capital/labour ratio
3 Opportunities for investment

(a) Size of local market
(b) Size of local market plus exports 

4 Diversification indicesc

(a) Average number of countries
MNEs operate in* or

(b) % of foreign/total production of
home firms* 

(c) % of intra-group exports to total
exports of MNEs* 

(d) Number of product groups in which
parent companies produce or % of
output of main product group to all
output* 

(e) % of shipments from multi-plant
enterprises to total shipments (in
home country)* 

5 Market concentration
(a) Percentage of output of industry

accounted for by x largest firms 
6 Efficiency

(a) Wage costs (per man hour) of
production workers 

7 Resource availability
(a) % of main material(s) imported* 

(b) % of main material(s) used in
production process 

8 Product differentiation
Advertising/sales ratio

9 Oligopolistic behaviour
Entry Concentration Index
Knickerbocker PhD thesis

Home cf. host firms
Home cf. host firms

Home firms 
(Average) Home cf. host firms

Home firms
Home firms

(Industry) sales of host firms
(Industry) sales of host firms

Home firms

Home firms

Home firms

Home firms

Home firms

Home firms

Foreign affiliates as % of home firms

Either import/export ratio of home firms
or % imports to total consumption
% of main material costs to gross output

Home firms

Home firms in host countries

Table 3.3 Identifying the main ownership and location advantagesa

Determinants By industry and/or country
Ownership advantages: specific determinants
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1 Productivity
Net output or sales per man 

2 Profitability
Profits/assets or sales 

3 Growth
Increase in sales 

1 Production costs
(a) Wages per man hour
(b) Energy costs (e.g. electricity or oil)
(c) Material costs (cost of major

inputs; or commodity price indices
for main materials) or some index
of resource availability 

(d) Tax rates (including, where
possible, tax allowances)* 
(e) Average number of countries
MNEs operating in 

2 Transfer costs
(a) Transport costs
(b) Tariffs
(c) Non-tariff barriers

3 General
(a) Political risks

1 Productivity
(a) Production costs per man or
(b) Net output or sales per man

2 Profitability
Profits/assets or sales

3 Growth
Increase in sales

1 Home firms cf. host firms
2 Foreign affiliates cf. host firms

1 Home firms cf. host firms
2 Foreign affiliates cf. host firms

1 Home firms cf. host firms
2 Foreign affiliates cf. host firms

Home firms cf. host firms
Home firms cf. host firms

Home firms cf. host firms

Home firms cf. host firms

Home firms only

Home–host country
Host country
Host country

Host country

Host firms cf. foreign affiliates

Host firms cf. foreign affiliates

Host firms cf. foreign affiliates

Table 3.3 continued

Determinants By industry and/or country

Ownership advantages: general determinants

Location advantages: specific determinants

Location advantages: general determinants

a Internalising advantages marked with an asterisk.
b Non-production = pre- + post-direct production costs.
c (a)–(d) specific to MNEs; (e) general to multi-plant enterprises.
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The five advanced countries
As above, but with an additional location-specific variable.

(f) TR – average tariffs measured on a country and industry basis.
The predicted sign of this variable is negative for DV4.

Such a large number of independent variables invites problems associated
with multicollinearity. These problems were compounded when the two
different groups of independent variables were tested against the ‘wrong’
dependent variables as well, in order to determine if the general hypotheses
were too restrictive. It was therefore decided to correlate separately each of the
independent variables to the dependent variables (DV1–4) to determine which
ones appeared worthy of further statistical investigation. Only those that
approached significance at a 95 per cent level were incorporated into multi-
variate form.

The large number of equations tested, given four dependent variables and
12 independent variables, also sharply increased the possibility of chance sig-
nificance. Because of this, any value below the 99 per cent significance should
be treated with caution.

IV

(a) Statistical Results – Case A: The Seven Countries

These countries vary quite considerably in income levels, economic structure,
political ideologies, culture and proximity to the USA and the extent to which
they themselves spawn MNEs which compete in international markets with
US-based MNEs. It would not be surprising to find that different factors explain
the absolute and relative success of US exports and affiliate production in these
countries when tested individually; here, however, we are concerned with
factors which explain export and affiliate success in the seven countries as a
group, and which can, perhaps, be regarded as ‘worldwide’ determinants of
such success.

H1(DV1–3). Table 3.4 summarises the more significant results of the regression
analyses. The explanatory variables presented were extracted from the bivariate
analysis and a series of multivariate equations constructed from them. For each
of the variants of H1, most of the variation in the share of US firms in the output
of countries can be put down to two or three variables, with the best results
coming from the overall international competitiveness index (DV1). Since we
are dealing with 98 observations, the explanatory power of the three variants
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Table 3.4 Determinant of participation ratios of US MNEs in seven countries, 1970

Constant AVNIS RMS SER AHC RW RES CGS R(R2) 

(1) DV1 (AS + X/IS)
1.1 0.060 –0.991 1.133 0.546 

(4.058)** (4.993)** (0.298) 
1.2 –0.068 –1.137 1.007 0.375 0.613 

(4.831)** (4.613)** (3.422)** (0.376) 
1.3 –0.051 –1.219 0.910 0.027 0.279 0.617 

(4.759)** (3.652)** (0.815) (1.728) (0.380) 
1.4 0.002 –0.002 –1.155 0.732 0.161 –0.777 0.494 0.673 

(2.474)** (4.635)** (2.987)** (2.603)* (2.615)* (2.880)* (0.452) 
1.5 –0.028 –0.002 –1.136 0.809 0.131 –0.648 0.480 0.0065 0.675 

(2.365)* (4.519)** (2.994)** (1.735) (1.840) (2.765)** (0.683) (0.455) 
(2) DV2 (AS/IS)

2.1 0.018 –0.580 0.497 0.430 
(3.459) (3.192)** (0.185) 

2.2 0.0026 –0.693 0.374 0.026 0.454 
(3.829)** (2.164)* (1.585) (0.206) 

2.3 0.016 –0.0009 –0.717 0.388 0.025 0.466 
(1.151) (3.942)** (2.129)* (1.522) (0.217) 

2.4 0.028 –0.0010 –0.669 0.295 0.084 –0.322 0.072 0.485 
(1.260) (3.545)** (1.597) (1.801) (1.438) (0.599) (0.235) 

(3) DV3 (X/IS)
3.1 0.078 –1.571 1.631 0.553 

(4.372)** (4.883)** (0.306) 
3.2 –0.079 –1.750 1.476 0.459 0.599 

(4.957)** (4.510)** (2.792)** (0.359) 
3.3 0.022 –1.987 1.177 0.095 0.599 

(5.265)** (3.260)** (2.803)** (0.359) 
3.4 0.030 –0.0038 –1.824 1.027 0.245 – 1.098 0.566 0.657 

(2.271)* (4.856)** (2.780)** (2.627)* (2.454)* (2.190)* (0.432)

* Significant at the 95 per cent level. 
** Significant at the 99 per cent level.
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of the hypothesis is encouraging. All the signs (apart from that of RW) are
consistent and in the right direction.

The equations reveal that the main advantage of US firms is revealed in one
location-specific variable, viz. relative market size (RMS), and one ownership-
specific variable, viz. the skilled employment ratio (SER). It has also been
suggested (see Table 3.4) that this latter ratio may be used as a proxy for inter-
nalising advantages. Both are consistently significant at the ‘double asterisk’,
that is, 99 per cent level for each of the dependent variables. The other
ownership variables, which are significant at this level for DV1 and DV3, are
the productivity index, viz. relative sales per man (RSM), and average hourly
compensation (AHC). Two location variables, viz. wage differentials (RW)
and net income per sales (AVNIS), are also significant for the same two
dependent variables, but only at the 95 per cent level. For DV2, no variables,
other than RMS and SER, were significant, although average hourly compen-
sation (AHC) came closest. This last variable appears to be collinear with SER;
this is not unexpected, as higher salaries are usually obtained by more highly
skilled non-production employees.

These same relationships were also run using the 1966 data and much the
same results obtained, with the exception that the 1966 profit variable (net
income to sales AVNIS) is never quite significant.

Table 3.5 Determinants of export/local production ratios of US MNEs in
seven countries, 1970

Constant XMR AVNIS RMS RSM GRSPM R(R2)

(4) DV4(X/AS)
4.1 0.308 –0.101 0.043 0.601 

(3.301)** (7.256)** (0.362) 
4.2 0.042 –0.101 0.043 0.0085 0.622 

(3.363)** (7.277)** (1.942) (0.386) 
4.3 0.103 –0.099 0.042 –0.561 0.0084 0.624 

(3.210)** (7.007)** (0.600) (1.896) (0.389) 
4.4 0.100 –0.100 0.042 –0.0000048 0.0090 0.623 

(3.287)** (7.101)** (0.441) (1.983) (0.388)

** Significant at 99 per cent level.

H2(DV4). The results obtained from this hypothesis set out in Table 3.5 are
quite different from those of H1. Two variables, viz. the export/import ratio
(XMR) and net income to sales (AVNIS), are consistently significant at the 99
per cent level, and explain nearly 60 per cent of the variation in the location
ratio. Growth of relative sales per man (GRSPM) comes very close but is never
quite significant. The results for 1966 were virtually the same as for 1970.
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(b) Statistical Results – Case B: The Five Advanced Countries

Quite early in the study, it was decided to run the data with Mexico and Brazil
excluded. Although to a certain extent, each country exercises its own unique
set of influences on the involvement of foreign firms, there is something to be
said for separating Mexico and Brazil from the five other countries. Histori-
cally, LDCs have produced relatively more raw materials and semi-finished
manufactures and less of finished products for world markets than the developed
countries. And, as we have seen, investment in resource-based industries is
often based on very different considerations than investment in manufacturing.
Mexico and Brazil, in spite of recent rates of rapid industrial growth, are still
sufficiently different in their stages of development to justify separate treatment.

H1(DV1–3). The results are presented in Table 3.6. In all equations one
ownership variable, viz. the skilled employment ratio (SER), and two location
variables, viz. relative market shares (RMS) and average hourly compensation
(AHC), are consistently significant at the 99 per cent level. These three variables
clearly have some influence on both US trade and affiliate success in each of
the five countries. Relative export shares (RES) and relative wages (RW) appear
significant at the 95 per cent (and in one case at the 99 per cent) level in some
of the equations of DV2 and DV3, but only where there are few independent
variables regressed together. This suggests that these latter two location
variables exert some influence on the competitiveness of US trade but not on
that of foreign production.

The tariff variable (T) appears to be a significant explanation of the overall
involvement of US firms in the five countries. In combination with the three uni-
versally successful variables above (RMS, SER and AHC) it yielded an R2 of
0.577 which is quite satisfactory.

The data for 1966 suggest much the same results, with the exception that, in
some combinations, involving four or less independent variables, RS and RW
also become significant as an explanation of DV1. This rather weakens the
argument, based on the 1970 data, that these two have an influence on trade,
but not on foreign production. But probably they are only marginally signifi-
cant in all three cases. For both years, 1966 and 1970, when the number of
independent variables is increased, these two variables become less significant,
which suggests that the added variables capture the significant influences
duplicated in RS and RW. There appears, for example, to be a fair amount of
collinearity between RW and AHC and between RS and SPM. For 1970, the
correlation coefficients (at the seven-country level) between these variables are
0.944 and 0.705, respectively.

As may be seen in Table 3.7, quite different variables explain most of the
form of penetration than those which explain H1. The profitability ratio
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Table 3.6 Determinants of participation ratios of US MNEs in five advanced countries, 1970

Constant AVNIS RMS SER AHC RW RES SPM T R(R2)

(1) DV1 (AS + X/IS)
1.1 0.058 –0.990 1.162 0.587 

(3.323)** (4.445)** (0.343) 
1.2 0.0956 –0.0028 1.084 1.137 0.614 

(1.884) (3.653)** (4.425)** (0.377) 
1.3 –0.014 –0.0026 –1.015 1.289 0.010 0.653 

(1.791) (3.522)** (2.373)* (2.373)* (0.427) 
1.4 0.470 –0.0019 –0.9234 0.872 0.152 0.014 0.755 

(1.482) (3.660)** (3.608)** (4.609)** (3.486) (0.570) 
1.5 –0.436 –0.0022 –0.912 0.891 0.173 –0.318 0.202 0.013 0.760 

(1.688) (3.576)** (3.409)** (2.844)** (0.942) (0.943) (3.330)** (0.577) 
(2) DV2 (AS/IS)

2.1 0.0125 –0.540 0.506 0.566 
(3.595)** (3.841)** (0.321) 

2.2 –0.096 –0.522 0.334 0.056 0.634 
(3.675)** (2.438)* (3.007)** (0.403) 

2.3 –0.055 –0.0010 –0.539 0.339 0.077 –0.274 0.148 0.657 
(1.346) (3.727)** (2.291)* (2.254)* (1.426) (1.225) (0.432) 

2.4 –0.051 –0.0012 –0.545 0.391 0.099 –0.390 0.283 –0.0000043 0.681 
(1.609) (3.845)** (2.648)* (2.787)** (1.969) (2.059) (1.900) (0.464) 

(3) DV3 (X/IS)
3.1 0.070 –1.530 1.669 0.617 

(3.771) (4.686)** (0.381) 
3.2 0.307 –1.467 1.071 0.194 0.710 

(4.007)** (3.031)** (4.051)** (0.504) 
3.3 –0.314 –1.466 1.464 0.695 0.677 

(3.830)** (4.282)** (3.079)* (0.459) 
3.4 –0.250 –0.0030 –1.570 1.070 0.185 0.723 

(1.616) (4.275)** (3.064)** (3.903)** (0.523) 
3.5 –0.206 –0.0037 –1.536 1.137 0.221 –0.627 0.438 0.735 

(1.938) (4.072)** (3.016)** (2.532)* (1.280) (1.422) (0.540) 

* Significant at 99 per cent level.
** Significant at 95 per cent level.
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Table 3.7 Determinants of export/local production ratios of US MNEs in five advanced countries, 1970

Constant AVNIS AHC RW RSM RES CMG GRSPM MG T R(R2) 

(4) DV4 X/AS)
4.1 –0.251 0.050 0.012 0.717 

(7.953)** (2.206)* (0.515) 
4.2 –0.130 0.050 0.025 –1.309 0.736 

(7.857)** (2.942)** (1.967) (0.542) 
4.3 1.777 0.050 –0.000045 –3.517 0.013 0.755 

(8.119)** (2.510)* (2.845)** (2.515)** (0.570) 
4.4 0.508 0.044 –2.548 1.803 0.024 –1.240 0.766 

(7.150)** (2.657)* (2.174)* (2.914)** (1.928) (0.587) 
4.5 1.492 0.046 –1.509 –0.000043 1.647 –2.534 0.012 0.767 

(7.325)** (1.289) (1.906) (1.645) (1.694) (2.316)* (0.588) 
4.6 1.277 0.045 –1.760 –0.000030 1.605 –1.848 0.021 –0.864 0.773 

(7.159)** (1.486) (1.212) (1.608) (1.159) (2.361)* (1.210) (0.598) 
4.7 1.603 0.045 0.249 –2.516 –0.000045 1.672 –2.598 0.022 –1.004 0.776 

(7.086)** (0.859) (1.703) (1.483) (1.666) (1.427) (2.436)* (1.367) (0.602) 
4.8 1.521 0.045 0.307 –2.430 –0.000050 1.483 –3.002 0.023 –0.964 0.012 0.778 

(7.082)** (1.008) (1.630) (1.600) (1.415) (1.555) (2.499)* (1.303) (0.656) (0.605) 

* Significant at the 95 per cent level. 
** Significant at the 99 per cent level.
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(AVNIS) and the growth in sales per man (GRSPM) are consistently signifi-
cant, the former at extremely high levels of significance and the latter at either
99 per cent or 95 per cent levels of significance. These two alone explain more
than half the variance in the location ratio. Other variables which are occa-
sionally significant are three location-specific variables: relative export shares
(RES), relative wage costs (RW) and comparative market growth (CMG). They
are only significant in small groups, however, which suggests an overlap
between many of these variables. Equation 4 of DV4 is a good example where
relative wage costs (RW) and relative export shares (RES) are both significant
at a 95 per cent level and where the R2 is 0.587.

The data for 1966 yield similar results with country or industry (rather than
ownership) differences in profitability (AVNIS) and growth in sales per man
(GRSPM) (an ownership variable) being rather more significant. But in this
case (market share) MG becomes marginally significant in combination with
GRSPM. None of the labour cost and productivity variables is significant.

Comparing Case A and Case B
Excluding Mexico and Brazil, the seven-country analysis produced some
noticeable differences in the results of the statistical analysis. This section deals
with a few of these and speculates on the reasons for them.

First the general level of the R2s rises quite noticeably. This suggests that
the independent variables used were more relevant in explaining export and
affiliate success in the more homogeneous advanced countries than in Mexico
and Brazil. Running the regressions excluding Canada suggests even higher
R2s could have been obtained.18

Second, considering the data for 1966 as well as 1970, differences in wage
costs (RW) and export shares (RS) tend to be more significant in explaining
H1(DV2) in the seven-country than in the five-country case. Perhaps these
variables are too similar over different industries in the industrialised countries,
and, not until the widely different figures for Mexico and Brazil are included,
is their influence clearly indicated.

Third, AHC differences are significant in the compensation of the five-
country but not in the seven-country case for H2(DV4). This result is difficult
to interpret. It may be due to less reliable figures on hourly compensation in
Mexico and Brazil than in the other countries, or to a vastly different labour
force structure which influences the extent to which local firms can compete
successfully against imports in different ways.

Fourth, in the case of H1(DV1), there are virtually no differences between
Cases A and B. There is one major difference between the two cases involving
DV4, viz. the export/import ratio (XMR) is significant with the larger group
but not with the smaller. This may be interpreted to mean that the export
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potential of an industry may be more important in a less developed economy
in determining the form of penetration. The negative sign implies that US
firms in those industries will tend to establish affiliates rather than export to
the less developed countries, and perhaps even export some portion of their
output. This is consistent with both the product cycle model’s last stage and
the growth of export-platform investments in some developing countries,
including Mexico.

APPENDIX 3.1 NOTE ON METHODOLOGY

The statistical analysis was restricted to common linear regression analysis and
was carried out by Guy Landry at the University of Reading Computing Centre.
Initially, single variable regressions with each of the independent variables and
for each dependent variable were run. The purpose was to choose potentially
useful explanatory variables from the number available. As a result of this a
few variables were dropped because they either indicated no explanatory value
or appeared less useful than very similar variables which were retained.

The next step involved multiple regressions. As explained in the body of this
chapter, the independent variables were divided into three categories:

1. the ownership-specific variables: SER, AHC, RSM, and GRSPM. These
are variables suggested by industrial organisation theory.

2. the country-specific variables XMR, RMS, RW, RES, and CMG. These are
mostly suggested by trade and location theory.

3. the general performance indicators AVNIS and MG.

For each of the dependent variables, various combinations of the indepen-
dent variables in each category were subjected to regression analysis. The most
significant results are those shown in the tables. The purpose of this step was
to determine which independent variables in each category best explained the
dependent variables. Next, these same variables were analysed, but with the
categories grouped in different combinations. Once again the tables reveal the
results. These particular equations should reveal the explanatory power of
various combinations of the independent variables chosen from two or all of
three categories.

The values in parentheses are the t-values: those marked by a single asterisk
are significant at the 95 per cent level, while those marked by two asterisks are
significant at the 99 per cent level.

The last column of each table gives the values of the coefficient of 
determination.
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APPENDIX 3.2 LIST OF INDUSTRIES 
(AND CONCORDANCE)

BEA SIC SITC
Code Code Code

1 Food products 410 20 013 047 062
023 048 092
024 053 099
032 055 111
046 061 112

2 Paper and allied products 420 26 64
251

3 Chemical and allied products 430 28 5
4 Rubber 440 30 231.2

62
893

5 Primary and fabricated metals 450 33 67
68
69

812.3
6 Non-electrical machinery 460 35 71
7 Electrical machinery 470 36 72
8 Transportation equipment 480 37 73
9 Textiles and apparel 491 22 65

23 84
266

10 Lumber, wood and furniture 492 24 63
25 243

82
11 Printing and publishing 493 27 892
12 Stone, clay, and glass products 495 32 66

–667
13 Instruments 496 38 86

–863
14 Ordnance, leather, tobacco, 494 19 122 891

and other manufacturing 497 21 61 894
498 31 667 895
499 39 81 897

–812.3 899
83 951.0
85
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APPENDIX 3.3 STATISTICAL SOURCES

Dependent Variables

The dependent variables of the analysis are described in the text and are all
ratios based on the following four variables.

1 AS – Affiliate Sales: foreign sales of all affiliates of US MNEs, by industry
and by country. From US Tariff Commission (USTC) (1973), p. 372.

2 X – Exports: exports from USA, by countries receiving and by industry.
From USTC Study, p. 384.

3 ASX (or AS + X) – Affiliate Sales plus Exports: the sum of the above two.
4 IS – Industry Sales: sales (production) by all firms, by industry and by

country. From USTC Study, pp. 693–706.

Independent Variables

A. By industry, for all seven selected countries.
1 SER – Skilled Employment Ratio: the ratio of salaried employment to

total (salaried plus production) employment for all firms. Derived from
USTC Study, pp. 693–706.

2 AHC – Average Hourly Compensation: estimate average hourly com-
pensation of all employees. From pp. 724–5 of USTC Study.

3 AVNIS – Net Income to Sales: the ratio of net income (after foreign
income tax) to sales of affiliates of US MNEs. Derived from USTC Study,
pp. 446–52. Unlike the case of most of the other variables where the data
is for 1970, this refers to an average of 1966 and 1970.

4 XMR – Export–Import Ratio: the ratio of exports to imports. Derived from
USTC Study, p. 377 (for exports) and OECD, Series C, Commodity Trade
(for imports).

5 RES – Relative Export Share: a Balassa-type measure of export perform-
ance, based on data from USTC Study, p. 377.

6 RSM – Relative Sales per Man: estimated sales per man in the host
country/estimated sales per man in the USA, for all employees. Derived
from USTC Study, pp. 748–9.

7 RW – Relative Wages: estimated average hourly compensation in the host
country/estimated average hourly compensation in the USA, for all
employees. Derived from USTC Study, pp. 724–5.

8 GRSPM – Growth in Sales Per Man, 1966–1970. Based on USTC Study,
pp. 748–9.

9 RMS – Relative Market Size: industry sales in the host country/industry
sales in the USA. Based on USTC Study, pp. 691–706.
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10 CMG – Comparative Market Growth, 1966–1970. Market growth in the
host country/market growth in the USA. The market is here defined as
industry sales plus imports. Based on USTC Study, pp. 691–706 (for
industry sales) and OECD, Series C, Commodity Trade (for imports).

11 MG – Market Growth rate, 1966–1970. The market is here defined as
industry sales plus imports. Based on USTC Study, pp. 693–706 (for
industry sales) and OECD, Series C, Commodity Trade (for imports).

B. By industry, for the industrialised five countries.
1 TR – Tariffs: average tariff rates in effect, 1958. Based on Political and

Economic Planning (1962).

NOTES

1. Throughout this chapter, ‘assets’, ‘endowments’ and ‘resources’ are used interchangeably,
and in the Fisherian sense, to mean ‘anything capable of generating a future income stream’.

2. Thus a firm of one nationality may own assets but sell the right of their use to firms of another
nationality, for example, by engaging in portfolio investment or international licensing; where
it owns them, but uses them itself in another country, then it engages in foreign direct
investment, that is, it becomes an MNE.

3. In this chapter, distance from foreign markets is treated as a negative location-specific
endowment.

4. Moreover, since perfect competition and identical production functions between firms were
two of the assumptions underlying the theories, they were not interested in explaining the
international activities of firms – only of countries.

5. That is, an advantage which is country specific in origin becomes an ownership-specific
advantage in use.

6. For a succinct review of the literature on the theory of internalisation, see Rugman (1980).
7. Among these one might mention particularly those of Vaupel (1971) and Horst (1972a, b,

1975) (in this latter paper the author explicitly acknowledges the importance of internalising
advantages). The study of Wolf (1977) is also particularly pertinent to explaining why firms
choose to engage in foreign direct investment rather than other forms of growth. Writers doing
research on host country data include Orr (1973), Baumann (1975), Caves (1974), Buckley
and Dunning (1976), Lall (1979), Owen (1979), Parry (1980) and Papandreou (1980).

8. See here particularly the work of Hirsch (1976), Buckley and Pearce (1979), Hawkins and
Webbinek (1976), Parry (1975, 1976), Buckley and Davies (1979) and Buckley and Casson
(1981). The question of the extent to which trade and foreign investment substitute for each
other has been very well explored by Lipsey and Weiss (1973, 1976a, b), Cornell (1973) and
Horst (1974).

9. There has been only limited empirical testing of this approach. The Hirsch contribution
(Hirsch, 1976) is again very relevant. See also Dunning and Buckley (1977).

10. Here the work of Buckley and Casson (1976) is especially relevant.
11. The complications of this assumption will be dealt with later in this chapter. See also Horst

(1974).
12. We extract from the possibility that firms might supply foreign markets from third locations.
13. Consumption figures would have been more appropriate but these were not available.
14. But see Dunning and Buckley (1977).
15. In other words, some ownership advantages are not independent of the location of production.
16. Which inter alia may be affected by competitors’ behaviour.
17. For a different approach to the measurement of these advantages see Buckley and Casson

(1976).
18. This was not actually done because to do so would have substantially reduced the degrees of

freedom.
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4. Explaining the international direct
investment position of countries:
towards a dynamic or developmental
approach*

I

This chapter explores the proposition that a country’s international direct
investment position, and changes in that position, may be usefully explained by
the eclectic theory of international production. Using data on the direct
investment flows (or changes in the direct capital stock) of some sixty-seven
countries over the period 1967–78, it also suggests that there is a systematic
relationship between the determinants of those flows and the stage and structure
of a country’s economic development.

II

A country’s net international direct investment position is the sum of the direct
investment by its own enterprises1 outside its national boundaries minus the
direct investment of foreign owned enterprises within its boundaries.2

The eclectic theory suggests that this position, whether one is concerned with
the stock of accumulated investment, that is, the direct capital stock, on changes
in the stock over time, is determined by three sets of factors. The first is the
extent to which its own enterprises possess, or can gain access to, assets or
rights which foreign enterprises do not possess or to which they cannot gain
access, at least on such favourable terms. Such assets are called ownership-
specific advantages3 in so far as they are assumed to be exclusive to the
enterprise that owns them, and at least some of them are likely to be transfer-
able (i.e. mobile) across national boundaries (Lall, 1980). The second is whether
the enterprises possessing the assets perceive it to be in their best interests to
internalise their use or sell this right (but not the assets themselves4) to enter-
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prises located in other countries; such internalising advantages reflect the
perceived efficiency of multinational hierarchies, compared with market
mechanisms, as asset administrators and allocators.5 The third factor deter-
mining international production is the extent to which enterprises find it
profitable to locate any part of their production facilities outside their home
countries; this will depend on the attractions of location-specific endowments,
that is, those which are not transferable or mobile across national boundaries
and offered by the home, as compared with a foreign, country. 

The generalised predictions of the eclectic theory are straightforward. At any
given moment of time, the more a country’s enterprises possess ownership-
specific advantages, relative to enterprises of other nationalities, the greater the
incentive they have to internalise rather than externalise their use; and the more
they find it in their interest to exploit them from a foreign location, the more they
(and the country as a whole) are likely to engage in international production.6

By the same token, a country is likely to attract investment by foreign enterprises
when the reverse conditions apply. Similarly the theory can be expressed in a
dynamic context:7 changes in the outward or inward investment position of a
particular country can be explained in terms of changes in the ownership and
internalisation advantages of its enterprises, relative to those of other national-
ities, and/or changes in its location-specific endowments, relative to those of
other countries, as perceived by its own and foreign enterprises.

A good deal of work has been done on identifying the origin and nature of
these ownership–location–internalisation (OLI) advantages, and the conditions
under which they are most likely to exist. These were first identified in Dunning
(1979), and later refined and modified in Dunning (1993). They are reproduced
as Appendix 1 of this chapter. The O-specific advantages are derived from the
theories of industrial organisation and the resource-based theory of the firm;
the L-specific advantages from the theory of location and the I-specific
advantages from the theory of the firm.

This approach to the theory of international production has been called
eclectic for three main reasons. First, it draws on each of the three main lines
of explanation which have emerged over the past twenty or so years;8 second,
it is relevant to all types of foreign direct investment; third, and perhaps of most
interest, it embraces the three main vehicles of foreign involvement by enter-
prises, viz. direct investment, exports and contractual resource transfers, e.g.
licensing, technical assistance, management and franchising agreements, and
suggests which route of exploitation is likely to be preferred. In the case of
each modality, the possession of ownership advantages is a necessary pre-
requisite for foreign involvement.9 But the presence of internalisation
advantages suggests that enterprises will exploit these advantages by way of
exports or foreign direct investment rather than by contractual resource
exchanges, whereas the equity investment route, rather than exports, will be
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chosen where locational advantages favour a foreign rather than a domestic
production base. The matrix in Table 4.1 summarises the conditions underlying
these choices.

Although the three strands in the explanation of international production
interact with each other, conceptually there is something to be said for consid-
ering them separately. Certainly the location and mode of foreign involvement
are two quite independent decisions which a firm has to take, while, by itself,
no one strand is both a necessary and a sufficient condition to explain inter-
national production. Take, for example, the distinction between ownership and
internalisation advantages. Ownership advantages may be internally generated
(e.g. through product diversification or innovations) or acquired by enterprises.
If acquired, for example, by way of a purchase (be it domestic or foreign) of
another enterprise, the presumption is that this act will add to the acquiring
firm’s ownership advantages vis-à-vis those of its competitors (including the
acquired firm).10

It is convenient to distinguish between two kinds of ownership advantages.
The first is that which may generate income whether its use is externalised or
internalised; most patents and trademarks, and some management marketing,
financial and organisational assets fall into this category. The second is that
which can only be realised if it is internalised within the firm, that is, not saleable
to other firms. This includes the genuine joint economies of hierarchical
activities, for example, product and process integration, the spreading of
managerial and technological capacity, the reduction in transaction costs and the
gains arising from asset, product or market diversification. Quite a lot of inter-
national backward and forward integration is designed to capture the benefits
of internalisation as well as to secure exclusive access to inputs and markets.

There is some reason for supposing that the greater the diversification
practised by an MNE, the higher the proportion of ownership advantages attrib-
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Table 4.1 Alternative routes of servicing markets

Advantages Ownership Internalisation (Foreign) Location

Foreign
Route direct Yes Yes Yes

investment 
of

Exports Yes Yes No
servicing

Contractual
market resource Yes No No

transfers
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utable to internalisation gains (or more correctly the capitalisation of such
gains11) is likely to be. To this extent, the internalisation paradigm may be more
helpful in explaining degrees of multinationality than discrete acts of foreign
direct investment.12 But, except where foreign investment is undertaken to
acquire ownership advantages which can only be reaped if they are exploited
within the acquiring firm, the two kinds of advantages are quite distinct and
should be analysed separately from each other.

In seeking to test the eclectic theory of international production, economists
have found it useful to distinguish three structural determinants, viz. those
which are specific to particular countries, to particular types of activities (or
industries) and to particular firms or enterprises. In other words, the propensity
of enterprises of a particular nationality to engage in foreign production will vary
according to the economic and other characteristics of their home countries and
the country(ies) in which they propose to invest, the range and type of products
(including intermediate products) they intend to produce, and their underlying
management and organisational strategies (which inter alia may be affected
by their size and attitude to risk diversification). Again, as is illustrated in Table
4.2, these characteristics can be readily identified.

Combining the data in Table 4.2 and that of Appendix 4.2 (pp. 134–136) gives
the framework of the eclectic theory that explains each of the main types of
foreign direct investment. As can be seen, it is a very general theory. Up to now,
most empirical tests of it have been directed to explaining either the industrial
composition of a particular country’s outward or inward direct investment (or
capital stake)13 or the determinants of the location of that investment.14 Much
less work has so far been done on explaining the country-specific characteris-
tics of the geographical origin of inward direct investment, and none, to my
knowledge, on the determinants of the balance between such investment flows.
Apart from the product cycle literature, the dynamics of foreign direct investment
have been largely ignored while, viewed from a global standpoint, scant attention
has been paid to the interaction between the international investment position
of a country and its stage and character of economic development.

This chapter should be taken as a starting point in correcting some of these
lacunae. I have taken as the variables to be explained the average annual
outward, inward and net outward direct investment flows of countries (including
reinvested profits and intra-company transfers15) for the period 1967–75.16

Data on the flow rather than on the stock of foreign direct investment were used
because the main source, the IMF Balance of Payments Yearbook, provides
statistics on both inward and outward investment flows, while the main sources
of comparative stock data, viz. the OECD and UN Centre on Transnational
Corporations, do not. Information is available for 67 countries over this period,
although in the case of a number of countries it had to be supplemented by data
from other sources, especially where IMF statistics did not take account of
reinvested profits.
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Table 4.2 Some illustrations of how OLI characteristics may vary according to structural variables

OLI Structural variables
characteristics

Ownership

Internalisation

Location

Country 
Home – Host

Factor endowments (e.g. resources and
skilled labour), market size and character.
Government policy towards innovation,
protection of proprietary rights, competition
and industrial structure. Government controls
on inward direct investment.
Government intervention and extent to which
policies encourage MNEs to internalise
transactions, e.g. transfer pricing.
Government policy towards mergers. Differ-
ences in market structures between countries
e.g. with respect to transaction costs,
enforcement of contracts, buyer uncertainty,
etc. Adequacy of technological, educational,
communications, etc., infrastructure in host
countries and ability to absorb contractual
resource transfers.

Physical and psychic distance between
countries. Government intervention (tariffs,
quotas, taxes, assistance to foreign investors
or to own MNEs, e.g. Japanese government’s
financial aid to Japanese firms investing in
South East Asian labour-intensive
industries).

Industry

Degree of product or process technological
intensity. Nature of innovation. Extent of
product differentiation. Production
economics (e.g. if there are economies of
scale). Importance of favoured access to
inputs and/or markets.
Extent to which vertical or horizontal inte-
gration is possible/desirable, e.g. need to
control sourcing of inputs or markets. Extent
to which internalising advantages can be
captured in contractual agreements (cf. early
and later stages of product cycle). Use made
of ownership advantages. Cf. IBM with
Unilever type operation. Extent to which
local firms have complementary advantages
to those of foreign firms. Extent to which
opportunities for output specialisation and
international division of labour exist.
Origin and distribution of immobile
resources. Transport costs of intermediate
and final good products. Industry-specific
tariff and non-tariff barriers. Nature of com-
petition between firms in industry. Can
functions of activities of industry be split?
Significance of ‘sensitive’ locational
variables, e.g. tax incentives, % energy and
labour costs.

Firm

Size, extent of production process or market
diversification. Extent to which enterprise is
innovative or marketing-oriented or values
security and/or stability, e.g. in sources of
inputs, markets, etc. Extent to which there
are economies of joint production.
Organisational and control procedures of
enterprise. Attitudes to growth and diversifi-
cation (e.g. the boundaries of a firm’s
activities). Attitudes towards sub-contracting
– contractual ventures, e.g. licensing, fran-
chising, technical assistance agreements, etc.
Extent to which control procedures can be
built into contractual agreements. Type of
transactions undertaken, e.g. the degree of
uncertainty or idiosyncrasy attached to
technology transfers. The frequency with
which transactions occur.
Management strategy towards foreign
involvement. Age and experience of foreign
involvement (position of enterprise in
product cycle, etc.). Psychic distance
variables (culture, language, legal and
commercial framework). Attitudes towards
centralisation of certain functions, e.g. R&D,
regional office and market allocation, etc.
Geographical structure of asset portfolio and
attitude to risk diversification.
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III

As an initial proposition (and it is not difficult to find reasons to support this)17

let us suppose that a country’s international investment position is related to
the value of its gross national product (GNP) – both variables being normalised
by size of population. Table 4.3 sets out a frequency distribution between gross
outward (GOI), gross inward (GII) and net outward investment flows (NOI)
averaged for the period 1967–75,18 and the GNP per capita in 1971 for 67
countries.19 Illustrated diagrammatically (see Figure 4.1) these data suggest
that, after a ‘threshold’ GNP per capita has been reached, further increases are
associated with rising GOI and GII, but that the shape of the NOI curve takes
a U-, or J-shaped, form. It would also appear that countries may be classified
into four main groups corresponding to four stages of development.

Table 4.3 Direct investment flows per capita 1967–75 and GNP per capita
1971 for 67 countries

GNP per capita Investment (annual average) ($)
(1971) Weighted averagea Unweighted averageb

1967–75 1967–75
Outward Inward Net Outward Inward Net 

outward outward
1967–75 1976–78

1 $4000 and over 33.0 16.3 16.7 24.8 30.3 –5.5 7.9 
2 $2500 to $3999 20.0 15.7 4.3 20.8 31.4 –10.6 –7.6 
3 $1000 to $2499 3.2 12.9 –9.7 1.2 39.6 –37.4 –32.6 
4 $500 to $999 0.4 8.6 –8.2 0.4 21.8 –21.4 –14.4 
5 $400 to $499 0.2 7.4 –7.2 0.2 9.0 –8.8 –7.1 
6 $300 to $399 0.2 3.2 –3.0 0.1 3.7 –3.6 –3.2 
7 $125 to $299 0 3.1 –3.1 0 1.9 –1.9 –2.9 
8 Less than $125 0 0.5 –0.5 0 1.3 –1.3 –1.6

a Weighted average – obtained by summing outward/inward/net outward investment flows for
the x countries in the group and dividing by the population of the x countries. This gives a
country with a large population a dominating influence on the result for an income group, for
example, the USA in the over $4000 group. (GNP per capita data from UN Statistical Year
Book.) 

b Unweighted average – obtained by (1) calculating outward/inward/net outward flow per capita
separately for each of the x countries in an income group; (2) summing these separate results;
(3) dividing by x. 

Source: IMF with adjustments, in some cases, by author to allow for reinvested profits and/or
expropriation of foreign investments over period 1967–75.
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Note: Not to scale.

Figure 4.1 Illustration of relationship between Direct Investment Flows
and Income levels (Investment 1967–75 annual average).

The first group of countries consists of those in which there is little inward
and, apart from India, no outward direct investment, and a small negative NOI;
it includes 25 of the poorest developing countries with a GNP per capita of
$400 or less. The second group is made up of those in which inward direct
investment is rising but outward direct investment remains very small, that is,
where NOI is negative but is becoming larger; there are 25 countries at this
stage of development with a GNP per capita ranging between $400 and (about)
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$1500. The third group of countries consists of those in which NOI is still
negative but is becoming smaller; this may occur either because, with a constant
outward investment, inward investment is falling, or because outward
investment is rising faster than inward investment. Some 11 countries with
GNPs per head ranging from $2000 to $4750 fall into this category. The fourth
stage is where NOI per capita is positive and rising; this suggests that either
the level of inward investment has fallen below that of outward investment or
that outward investment is rising faster than inward investment. Only six
countries, with GNPs per head ranging from $2600 to $5600,20 fall within this
category.21 They are all developed countries and are dominated by the USA,
which has far and away the largest NOI per capita.

This kind of investment development cycle can be explained by use of the
eclectic theory just described in a way that is summarised in Table 4.4. In Stage
1 there is no GOI either because the country’s own enterprises are generating
no ownership-specific advantages to make this possible or because what
advantages there are, are best exploited through other routes, viz. minority
direct investment,22 contractual resource flows and/or exports. But neither is
there any GII, simply because there are insufficient location-specific advantages
offered by the host country to warrant the setting up of affiliates by foreign
firms. This may be because domestic markets are not large enough or because
of an undeveloped, or inappropriate, commercial and legal framework,
inadequate transport and communication facilities, and the lack of an educated
workforce, which inhibits the profitable exploitation of such endowments as
are available. There may be a limited amount of arm’s-length capital and/or
technology imports, but these are more likely to take the form of aid for infra-
structure, from foreign governments or international agencies, while consumer
goods will tend to be imported from foreign firms rather than produced locally
by them.

In Stage 2, inward direct investment begins to become commercially viable
as domestic markets increase and the variable costs of servicing those markets
are reduced (Buckley and Casson, 1981). At this point, it is helpful to distin-
guish between the main forms of foreign direct investment. Import-substituting
manufacturing investment, aimed at replacing or supplementing consumer and
capital good imports (and often stimulated by host governments imposing
barriers to imports), will be initially attracted to well-populated, developing
industrialising countries, for example, Brazil, India, Malaysia, etc. (Lecraw,
1977; Wells, 1977). On the other hand, investment to exploit national resources,
for example, petroleum, raw materials and foodstuffs, mainly for export
markets, is likely to wait upon the provision of adequate transport and com-
munications facilities; while rationalised investment designed to take advantage
of cheap and productive unskilled or semi-skilled labour will flow as soon as
a well-motivated and educated labour force (at secondary school level) is
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available. However, it seems generally agreed that an essential locational char-
acteristic for all kinds of GII is a congenial investment climate and an adequate
legal and commercial framework (Root and Ahmed, 1978). At this stage, most
transfers of resources are likely to be internalised within the transferring firm
– except where host governments insist otherwise. This may be to overcome or
reduce supply instabilities, or because of the lack of local, technological,
managerial, organisational and marketing capacity.23 Also, since information,
commodity and capital markets (including futures markets) are extremely
imperfect, if they exist at all, transaction and negotiating costs associated with
contractual relationships are likely to be very high indeed. As in Stage 1,
outward direct investment remains small, simply because indigenous enter-
prises have not yet generated sufficient ownership advantages of their own to
overcome the initial barriers of foreign production. However, even at this stage
there may be some foreign direct investment in neighbouring territories, for
example, within Africa and Latin America, or that designed to acquire foreign
technology or buy an entry into foreign markets; and also some exporting of the
kind which may eventually lead to import-substituting investment.

Stage 3 is a particularly interesting one, as net inward investment per capita
now starts to fall. This could be because, as they move through the technology
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Table 4.4 Inward and outward direct investment and stages of economic
development

Inward investment Outward investment

Stage 1 Of Substantial Od Virtually none
I Substantial I Not applicable
Ld Few Lf Not applicable

Stage 2 Of Substantial Od Few
I Probably declining I Few and specialised
Ld Increasing Lf Beginning to emerge

Stage 3 Of Declining/more specialised Od Increasing
I Probably increasing I Still limited
Ld Declining Lf Increasing

Stage 4 Of Declining and/or more Of Increasing
specialised

I Substantial I Increasing
Ld Declining Lf Increasing

Key to symbols:
O = ownership advantages f = foreign
L = location advantages d = domestic
I = internalisation advantages
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cycle (Magee, 1977), the original ownership advantages of foreign investors
become eroded;24 or because indigenous firms, stimulated inter alia by larger
markets, the presence of foreign affiliates and/or assisted by host governments,
improve their competitive capacity; or because outward investment is now
rising as indigenous firms develop their own comparative ownership
advantages, which they find it best to exploit through foreign direct
investment.25 This stage may mark the beginning of a country’s international
direct investment specialisation, in which it seeks to attract inward direct
investment in those sectors in which its comparative location advantages are
strongest, but the comparative ownership advantages of its enterprises are
weakest, while it urges its own enterprises to invest abroad in those sectors
where their comparative ownership advantages are strongest but their com-
parative location advantages are weakest.

Again, much will depend on both host government policies and the charac-
teristics of the direct investment. This is the stage of development in which
host governments are likely to encourage a fuller integration of foreign affiliates
into their economies; for example, subsidiaries in mineral exploitation will be
pressed to undertake more of their secondary process in locally while those in
import-substituting or export-platform activities will be persuaded to establish
linkages with local enterprises. Moreover, as indigenous firms become more
competitive, one would expect the ownership advantages of foreign firms m
the mature or standard technology sectors to be whittled away.26 On the other
hand, these advantages may be replaced by others as new activities, in which
MNEs have even more pronounced ownership advantages, develop. And since
it is in the technologically more advanced sectors that MNEs are most prone to
internalise their activities,27 and, indeed, to gain ownership advantages through
internahsation,28 any tendency towards more licensing and other forms of con-
tractual resource transfer in the sectors originally invested in by MNEs will be
more than counteracted.29

In Stage 4, a country is a net outward investor, that is, its investment flows
abroad exceed those of foreign owned firms in its own country. This reflects
strong ownership advantages of its firms and/or an increasing propensity to
exploit these advantages internally from a foreign rather than a domestic
location. The tendency towards more internalisation is again related to the
growing size and geographical diversification of home country MNEs, and to
take advantage of regional or global product and process specialisation.30 At the
same time companies, especially from the industrialised economies, are increas-
ingly being induced to exploit their ownership advantages from a foreign
location, partly because of rising domestic labour costs and lower rates of pro-
ductivity growth (often associated with high levels of economic development),
partly by the pressure to obtain additional resources (including some types of
labour) to help sustain their international competitive position in world markets,
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and partly to overcome increasing barriers to trade in the kind of goods exported
by these countries. Again, depending on the amount of specialisation, GOI may
be associated with substantial or little GII. For example, the (second) point of
zero NOI could mean that the country engages in no inward or outward
investment, that is, is self-sufficient in its investment, or that it has a sizeable
outward investment which is balanced by an equally sizeable inward investment.

The interpretation of the investment–development cycle just outlined is based
on cross-sectional country data. It suggests that a country’s international
investment position is related to its level of development as measured by its
GNP per capita.31 However, a proper test of this proposition would require an
examination of time series data for individual countries over quite a long period.
Unfortunately, except in the case of a few developed countries, data are not
available to do this, but casual empiricism does lend some support to the idea
of an investment–development cycle. Certainly the USA fits neatly into this
pattern, as do most continental European countries and Japan; of the developing
countries there are some, for example, Nigeria, Indonesia and Kenya, which
over the last 15 years have emerged from the first to second stage; while others,
including some of the newly industrialised developing countries (NICs), for
example, Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, Brazil and Mexico, appear to
be moving quickly from the second to the third stage.

IV

The previous paragraphs have suggested that the relationship between a
country’s international direct position and its GNP per capita may be explained
in terms of the extent to which its enterprises, relative to those of other nation-
alities, possess ownership-specific advantages, which are best exploited within
these enterprises, and the locational attractions of that country, relative to others,
as a site for productive activities. At the same time, a more detailed inspection
of the data reveals that there are considerable variations between the outward
and inward investment position of countries at a particular stage of development.
It will be argued that these differences may also be explained by reference to
the eclectic theory of international production.

Again, let us consider Figure 4.1. On this diagram, we illustrate the kind of
relationship between NOI and GNP suggested by Table 4.3. But the diagram
also shows that the variations around this line at any particular GNP (or ranges
of GNPs) per capita (we have shown four stages on the diagram) are as great
or are greater than the variations between levels of development. For example,
the UK and New Zealand had about the same GNP per capita in 1971; but the
former was a substantial net outward investor while the latter was a substantial
net inward investor. On the other hand, Australia, with a GNP per capita of
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$4099, had an identical (negative) NOI per capita, as did Jamaica with a GNP
per capita of $890. Why too, at similar income levels, is Korea already
becoming a sizeable outward investor, while Paraguay or Jordan are not?

The first and most obvious explanation for these deviations is that they reflect
differences in the economic structure of countries. The distinction used by most
development economists,32 which parallels fairly closely the main types of
foreign direct investment, is between mainly industrialising or industrialised
countries and resource-rich countries. Table 4.5 and Figure 4.2 trace out two
possible investment–development paths (around the average development path
illustrated in Figure 4.1). The data show that industrialising or industrialised
countries33 record consistently higher GOIs and NOIs per capita but lower GIls
per capita at any given income level than do the resource-rich countries, and that
for the higher income groups the differences are very marked indeed.

Table 4.5 Direct investment flows per capita and GNP per capita 1967–75
by economic structure of countries

Investment (∆Ko or ∆Ki) per capita (annual average) ($)
GNP per capita (1) Industrialised/ (2) Resource-rich
(1971) ($ m.) industrialising countries countries

Outward Inward Net Outward Inward Net

1 $4000 and over 32.1 14.9 17.2 17.5 45.7 –28.2
2 $2500 to $3999 25.8 29.6 –3.8 8.4 34.7 –26.3
3 $1000 to $2499 (a)a 2.3 11.5 –9.2

(b)b 1.0 43.9 –42.9
neg 69.4 –69.4

4 $500 to $999 0.1 16.0 –15.9 0.4 26.2 –25.8
5 $400 to $499 neg 5.5 –5.5 0.1 10.2 –10.1
6 $300 to $399 0.1 2.5 –2.4 neg 6.7 –6.7
7 $125 to $299 neg 1.1 –1.1 neg 3.4 –3.4
8 Less than $125 neg 1.1 –1.1 neg 1.7 –1.7

a 3(a) Comprising countries mainly producing manufactured goods for domestic markets.
b 3(b) Comprising countries mainly producing manufactured goods for export markets, for

example, Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan.

Source: As for Table 4.3.

How then are such differences to be explained? The eclectic theory suggests
that countries with NOIs above the average possess characteristics such as to
generate above average ownership advantages for their enterprises, and/or above
average incentives to internalise these advantages, coupled with below average
location advantages.34 In such circumstances foreign MNEs are either less able
or less willing to invest in those countries, while domestic companies prefer to
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exploit their growing competitive and/or internalisation advantages from a
foreign rather than a domestic production base. By contrast, the features of
countries which record NOIs below the average are such as to generate below
average ownership advantages for their enterprises, and/or below average
incentives for them to internalise these advantages, coupled with above average
location-specific advantages, such as to encourage inward and discourage
outward investment.

Of course, it is not quite as straightforward as this. The NOI line represents
the difference between GOI and GII. Therefore, it follows that deviations around
this line may be due to deviations around an average GOI and/or GII.35 In turn,
such deviations may reflect the extent to which a country participates in the
international division of labour of activities by MNEs. As has already been
suggested, a zero NOI in Stage 3 could mean that a country neither imports nor
exports direct capital; or that it does a great deal of both but there is an exact
balance between the two. In the latter case, countries would tend to exploit the
ownership advantages of their own MNEs in economic sectors in which they
had a competitive edge vis-à-vis foreign firms, and import those (via foreign
based MNEs) in those sectors in which their own companies were compara-
tively disadvantaged.
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While it is possible to identify the OLI advantages which might determine
the NOI of countries, because of differences in economic structure, and hence
in the type of outward and inward investment of countries, it is exceedingly
difficult to present a generalised test of the eclectic theory in the sense of pin-
pointing the particular OLI advantages and/or the balance between them, which
might explain all forms of international production in and by all countries.

This is mainly because different kinds of foreign investment tend to be
associated with different OLI characteristics.36 Take for example location-
specific advantages. Here, most empirical research suggests that while
import-substituting manufacturing investment is determined by such factors as
the size and structure of the local market, host government policy towards
imports, transport costs, and the strategy of enterprises in exploiting their
ownership-specific advantages, investment in primary products and rationalised
manufacturing is more governed by such variables as the availability and cost
of natural resources, the extent and quality of the local technological and com-
munications infrastructure, taxes and incentives, the proximity of the leading
export markets and the extent to which trade (including trade in intermediary
products) is free between home and host countries, and between host countries
in which foreign affiliates of MNEs are located.37

Similarly, while each type of international production implies the presence
of some ownership-specific advantages on the part of the investing firms, these
differ in both kind and extent. In the case of import-substituting manufactur-
ing investment (which normally replicates part or all of the range of products
produced by the affiliate’s parent company), technology, trade marks,
management and organisational and marketing skills make up the ownership
advantages. With vertically or horizontally integrated investments there are
additional ownership advantages, which arise uniquely from internalisation
economies (notably those of joint production) which cannot be transferred to
other firms; in addition, access to markets, the economies of large-scale
production and the ability of MNEs to better exploit differences in factor
endowments and markets are likely to be more important than in the case of
import-substituting investments.

Finally, the propensity of enterprises to internalise the use of their intangible
assets will also differ according to type of investment, partly for the reasons
just mentioned, and partly because, where the option between internalising and
externalising advantages does exist, the net benefit of each route may differ
considerably according to the nature of the advantage and the extent to which
the market is capable of providing the advantaged firm an economic rent at
least equal to what it may earn by internalising the transaction.

Using this kind of approach, then, it is possible to suggest a number of prop-
ositions about the causes of deviation of countries above or below the NOI line.
From the viewpoint, first, of GII, one might hypothesise that countries with the
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same GNP per capita, which are (1) rich in natural and/ or human resources, (2)
have a large home market, (3) offer a congenial environment to inward
investment, (4) have a well-developed infrastructure, and an acceptable legal
and/or commercial framework, and yet (5) whose indigenous firms are not able
(or do not choose) to generate the kind of ownership advantages to enable them
to successfully compete with foreign enterprises, will be those that will record
an above average inward investment; whereas those that do not share these
characteristics, where competition from indigenous firms is strong, or where
host governments control inward direct investment, will record a below average
inward investment.

From the viewpoint of GOI one would expect countries to engage in above
average outward investment, where their firms generate strong ownership
advantages but where it is profitable (or less risky) for them to utilise these
advantages in foreign countries. One might then predict that countries which,
at a given GNP per capita, were mainly industrialised, yet whose internal
markets offered only limited opportunities for domestic growth, whose
indigenous and location-specific resources were costly or inefficient, whose
general economic and political climate of all kinds of investment was
unfavourable and whose governments assisted their less competitive industries
to invest in more congenial environments,38 would generate above average
outward investment; while those whose prosperity rested more on immobile
resource endowments (e.g. minerals, raw materials and foodstuffs) would
generate less than average outward investment.

What does the above analysis imply for the investment–development cycle?
There are two ways in which one might take the deviations in NOI per capita
at any given income level into account. The first is to classify countries
according to the different kinds of investment they tend to attract or generate,
and then to relate this variable to GNP; the second is to replace GNP as an
explanatory variable by a variable, or set of variables, which reflects the OLI
characteristics that might determine NOI, and relate these to NOI per capita.

Analytically, the second is the more attractive of the two alternatives as
variations in GNP can themselves be interpreted in terms of differences in the
ability of countries to generate the kind of characteristics embraced by the
eclectic theory. Pragmatically, the first has some merit as, by distinguishing
between different types of investment, one is automatically distinguishing
between different types of OLI advantages at a given stage of economic devel-
opment. What remains then is the relationship NOI and the kind of NOI
characteristics which are proxied by levels of GNP.39

This chapter adopts a two-stage approach. First, some descriptive data are
presented on the relationship between selected OLI characteristics and groups
of countries classified both by GNP and economic structure (as set out in Table
4.3). Then for the more formal statistical testing, the 67 countries are regrouped
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by cluster analysis, and, for each cluster, multiple regression analysis is used
to identify the more significant OLI variables explaining the investment flows
of the constituent countries.

V

Since this approach is macro-oriented, the search for operationally testable OLI
variables concentrates on those that are likely to be of the broadest applicabil-
ity.40 A reading of the literature, and particularly an article written by Root and
Ahmed in 1978, which used multiple discriminant analysis to identify the most
important location-specific variables influencing foreign direct manufacturing
investment in developing countries, and work by industrial organisation
economists in pinpointing the main ownership-specific variables, suggests that
there is now a reasonable consensus of opinion about the more significant
explanatory variables that should be incorporated in any general cross-sectional
country model of international production. It is when one comes to pinpoint-
ing operationally testable proxies for internalisation advantages that one runs
into difficulties. This is partly because some of these advantages are themselves
embodied in ownership advantages, but mostly because the various forms of
market failure and/or administrative fiat are extremely difficult to quantify, par-
ticularly at a country level. Because of this, a kind of revealed advantage
approach40 has been adopted and variables chosen that seem likely to be
associated with internalisation. Three possible proxies will be examined: (1)
the ratio of imports plus exports to total sales of foreign affiliates (arguing that
the more an affiliate engaged in trade, the more likely it is to gain from the kind
of advantages associated with the international division of labour); (2) the ratio
of (internalised) intra-group to all imports and exports of MNE affiliates; and
(3) the percentage of all foreign earnings derived from transfers of technology
derived from non-affiliated companies (in the form of royalties and fees). Data
limitations force us to confine ourselves to a modified version of (1) and (3)
using US and UK data. As far as (2) is concerned, there are some regional and
country data in respect of US MNEs which help corroborate the other two sets
of data.

The OLI variables chosen for consideration are set out at the end of Table
4.6. These comprise two ownership variables, two internalisation variables and
six location variables. Also included are two structural variables, viz. size of
population and share of primary products plus tourism receipts of total trade.

It should be noted that while the eclectic theory would generally predict a
positive relationship between location advantages and inward investment and
a negative relationship between location advantages and outward investment;
and a positive relationship between ownership advantages and outward
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investment and a negative relationship between ownership advantages and
inward investment,41 it is the balance between O, L and I advantages that will
affect the propensity of a country to be a net inward or net outward investor.
As has already been suggested, a zero NOI could either mean sizeable O and I
advantages are evenly balanced by sizeable L advantages or that the country has
very few advantages of any kind.

The data on the OLI variables are presented in Table 4.6. Taking first GOI,
this appears to be strongly associated with O(1) and O(2), with any substantial
amounts of outward investment being restricted to countries whose most
educated and trained workers account for 10 per cent or more of the population
and whose R&D expenditure is normally 1.6 per cent or more.42 In the case of
the location variables, the picture is mixed. For any given L(1), there is some
suggestion that outward investment per capita is greater in industrialised than
resource-rich countries, but, other than this, for Groups 1–3 the value of L(1)
remains about the same, while thereafter it is positively associated with outward
investment. It seems that there is a generally positive association between
average earnings (L(2a)) and outward investment; but a generally negative
association between growth in industrial output and such flows, at least for
countries comprising Groups 1–4. For most of the other locational variables, the
association is in the reverse direction to what one might expect, but it is believed
this primarily reflects their ‘pull’ on inward investment rather than their ‘push’
to outward investment.43 L(5), the taxation variable, suggests the right rela-
tionship, viz. that higher taxation is associated with more outward investment
but below Group 4 countries, although the tax incidence continues to fall (at
least until Group 6), there is no effect on outward investment (one exception
is India). There is some reason to suppose that above average outward
investment is associated with (an average of) the two indices of internalisation
used, but the relationship is not as clear as one would like. Finally, there seems
no obvious relationship between population size and the propensity to engage
in outward investment; looking at individual data, of the 12 countries with an
average outward investment of more than $10 per capita, five had populations
of more than 50 million, and five of less than 22 million.

As far as GII is concerned, the influence of the L(1) variable seems pretty
convincing, both between groups of countries and between industrialised or
industrialising and resource-rich countries. For the rest, it is useful to distin-
guish between the first five and last three groups of countries. It seems for there
to be any sizeable inward investment (per capita) certain locational advantages
must be present. These include a BERI index of at least 50.0 and a combined
educational/urbanisation infrastructure ratio of at least 30.0. The only countries
which do not meet these minimum requirements are very large industrialised
countries, for example, India and Indonesia, and one resource-(oil-)rich country,
viz. Nigeria. And as the penultimate column of Table 4.6 suggests, along with
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Table 4.6 Net outward direct investment and indicators of OLI-specific advantages and economic structure 1967–75; countries grouped
by GNP per capita

Countries (GNP Investment per capitaa O(1) O(2) L(1) L(2a) L(2b) L(3) L(4) L(5) I(1) I(2) L(1)/ S(1) S(2)
per capita) Outward Inward Net (%) (%) ($m.) ($) ($) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) O(1) mln. (%)

(averages for countries in each group)

(a) Developed countries
Group 1: $4000 and over

I 32.1 14.9 17.2 18.4 2.1 111.5 2.80 3.8 75.7 72.2 34.5 40.9 23.0 0.48 92.1 15.8 
R 17.5 45.7 –28.2 15.7 1.2 382.7 2.78 4.4 74.7 70.6 34.4 26.7 18.4 1.66 13.1 36.9 
A 24.8 30.3 –5.5 17.0 1.7 221.5 2.79 4.9 75.2 71.4 34.3 33.8 20.7 1.07 52.6 26.4

Group 2: $2500–$3999
I 25.8 29.6 –3.8 13.8 2.1 112.8 1.77 5.1 71.4 71.8 32.5 39.3 34.2 0.58 45.4 17.9
R 8.4 34.7 26.3 13.9 0.9 355.8 1.77 4.2 72.8 69.5 36.3 37.9 17.0 1.74 6.9 37.8
A 20.8 31.4 –10.6 13.8 1.6 220.8 1.77 4.7 74.4 66.7 34.2 38.7 25.8 1.24 45.4 25.4

(b) Developing countriesb

Group 3: $1000–$2499
I 2.3 11.5 –9.2 10.5 1.3 113.6 1.00 6.4 52.0 59.4 25.0 35.8 14.2 0.63 28.8 36.6
E 1.0 43.9 –42.9 8.3 0.4 98.7 0.30 11.2 70.7 57.2 15.5 nsa 0.77 7.2 8.5
R neg 69.4 –69.4 8.5 0.3 384.8 0.75 nsa 54.0 36.0 22.8 } 43.9 30.9 3.26 4.0 66.5
A 1.2 38.6 –37.4 9.3 0.6 190.8 0.69 7.2 57.7 51.8 21.5 38.0 22.5 1.40 14.9 40.1

Group 4: $500–$999
I 0.1 16.0 –15.9 9.5 0.4 66.0 0.68 8.7 nsa 34.7 22.1 nsa 12.9 0.64 39.8 47.8
R 0.4 26.2 –25.8 8.9 0.2 173.8 0.60 7.6 nsa 38.7 11.1 nsa 50.6 1.33 1.5 102.9
A 0.2 21.6 –21.4 9.1 0.3 126.1 0.63 8.1 55.3 36.4 16.4 30.9 28.0 0.95 18.5 78.4

Group 5: $400–$499
I neg 5.5 –5.5 6.3 0.3 43.8 0.50 8.0 nsa 32.0 23.1 0.50 9.6 55.3
R 0.1 10.2 –10.1 5.0 0.7 91.0 0.44 7.1 nsa 25.4 17.6 1.13 5.9 65.5
A 0.1 8.9 –8.8 5.4 0.6 77.5 0.47 7.7 47.6 27.3 21.5 0.95 6.9 62.8

Group 6: $300–$399 }31.3d 9.3b{Ic 0.1 2.5 –2.4 4.4 0.5 18.0 0.34 10.3 nsa 34.7 15.0 0.49 12.4 55.5
R neg 6.7 –6.7 5.4 0.3 68.1 0.32 17.9 nsa 24.8 18.3 0.61 4.2 53.1
A 0.1 3.7 –3.6 4.7 0.4 37.4 0.33 9.6 50.7 31.9 16.1 0.54 10.1 54.4
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Group 7: ($125–$299)
I neg 1.1 –1.1 4.1 0.6 27.2 0.33 8.1 46.4 18.6 nsa 0.64 13.8 63.5
R neg 3.4 –3.4 2.9 0.6 31.0 0.29 5.5 42.5 18.7 nsa 0.77 23.1 53.9
A neg 1.9 –1.9 3.7 0.6 28.6 0.31 6.4 45.1 8.6 21.1 0.68 16.9 60.3

Group 8: Under $125 }29.0e34.8e{I neg 1.1 –1.1 2.9 0.3 6.5 0.16 7.8 38.1 13.7 nsa 0.19 130.5 57.1
R neg 1.7 –1.7 1.2 0.3 10.6 0.18 9.9 nk 6.1 nsa 0.57 3.8 61.5
A neg 1.3 –1.3 2.4 0.3 8.1 0.17 8.6 38.1 11.1 24.3 0.38 79.7 59.3

a Annual average.
b Includes two developed countries, viz. Spain and Italy.
c Includes one export-platform country, viz. Korea.
d Average for Groups 5 and 6.
e Average for Groups 7 and 8.
I = Industrialised or industrialising; R = Resource-rich; E = Export-platform; A = Average (see Table 4.3).
nsa = not separately available; nk = not known.

Key to headings of Table 4.6 and sources
O(1) Stock of human capital, measured by percentage of professional, technical, administrative and managerial workers to total workforce in 1973 or nearest year (ILO Yearbook

of Labour Statistics).
O(2) Expenditure on research and development (R&D) as percentage of GNP in 1973 or nearest year (UNESCO Statistical Yearbook).
L(1) Natural resource endowments, measured by exports of primary products plus tourism receipts, per capita in 1973 or nearest year (UN Statistical Year Book and IMF Balance

of Payments Yearbook). 
L(2)(a) Average earnings per hour in manufacturing industry in 1971 (Business International, 7 and 14 December, 1973).
L(2)(b) Growth of manufacturing (or industrial) output; average growth 1960–77 (World Bank: World Development Report 1979).
L(3) BERI Environmental Risk Index; average 1972–76 (100.0 represents a no risk situation) (BERI – unpublished data).
L(4) Infrastructure index; average of two percentages: (1) percentage of urban to total population (average 1960 and 1975) and (b) percentage of secondary school children in

appropriate age group (average 1960 and 1975) (World Bank: World Development Report, 1978).
L(5) Tax burden; average of two percentages: (a) (realised) corporate income tax rates, 1968 (Kopits, IMF Staff Papers, November 1976) and (b) percentage of all taxes to GNP,

1969–71 (Tail, Grätzand, Eichengreen, IMF Staff Papers, March 1979; OECD Revenue Statistics of OECD Member Countries 1965–1975).
I(1) Internalisation(1); royalties, management and other fees received by UK enterprises from foreign unaffiliated firms as percentage of fees received by UK enterprises from

foreign affiliated and unaffiliated firms, 1974 (UK Business Monitor M4, 1977 edition).
I(2) Internalisation(2); the percentage of exports of US foreign affiliates in manufacturing industry, 1974 (US Survey of Current Business, May 1976).
S(l) Population (UN Statistical Year Book).
S(2) The exports of primary products plus tourism receipts as percentage of total visible exports in 1973 (UN Statistical Year Book and IMF Balance of Payments Yearbook).
S(3) See Table 4.7. GNP per capita.

L(1) ÷ O(1), each set of data being normalised by the highest value in the series.
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GNP per capita, the size of population seems to be as important a factor influ-
encing inward investment in industrialised countries as the availability of natural
resources is in influencing such investment into resource-rich countries.

It has been said that the NOI ratio should reflect the balance of OLI
advantages, rather than the extent of them. In general, as set out in Table 4.6
we have the kind of OLI relationships which are consistent with the U- or J-
shaped investment development pattern. For industrialised countries in Groups
1 and 2, a positive NOI is generally associated with strong locational advantages
pulling investment in, which are outweighed by stronger locational disadvan-
tages and/or ownership and internalisation advantages pushing investment out.
For resource-rich Groups 1 and 2 countries and for industrialised Group 3
countries, this relationship is reversed; fairly strong ownership plus internal-
isation advantages of domestic enterprises are offset by strong locational
advantages which encourage them and foreign based companies to exploit
indigenous endowments. Beyond this point, as income levels fall, OLI
advantages lessen, but with ownership advantages falling faster than locational
advantages until, at an income level of around $400 per capita, in all except
highly populated countries, locational advantages are below the threshold
necessary to attract any inward investment. Here, minimal O and L advantages
are balanced as finely as they are when countries move from Stage 3 to Stage
4 in the development cycle.

There is no single variable which may be used as a proxy for the balance of
OLI variables – if for no other reason than the values of these variables are dif-
ferently denominated. However, as a very rough approximation of such a balance
(and no more than this), for each country O(1) and L(1) data were recalculated
as index numbers, expressing the highest O(1) and L(1) values as 100; the
adjusted L(1) was then divided by the adjusted O(1) figure, and the ratio
correlated with the NOI ratio. For the 67 countries the rank correlation coeffi-
cient worked out at –0.62; when five countries, which appeared markedly out
of line with the rest, were removed the coefficient improved very considerably
to –0.77.

VI

We now turn to the more formal statistical testing of the relationship between
direct investment flows, OLI characteristics and selected structural variables.44

Taking GOI, GII and NOI as the dependent variables, we first sought, by use
of multiple regression analysis, to identify which of the OLI variables listed on
p. 121 best explained the direct investment flows of countries. We did this by
means of a stepwise inclusion of variables in the computation of ordinary least
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square coefficients using a double criterion: a significance level of at least 10
per cent for the coefficient and a correlation tolerance of 70 per cent with the
other independent variables. A selection of those variables with the best explana-
tory power is set out in Table 4.7.

The results are disappointing in two respects. First, the sign of the coeffi-
cient of the human capital variable O(1) in equation (2) is unexpected, and
second, a plot of residual against predicted values indicated a probable presence
of heteroscedasticity for more than half the regression equations. This led us to
believe that the specification of the equations needed refining. However, we
suspected that it was the differences in economic structures among countries that
weakened the explanatory power of the variables rather than the choice of
variables themselves. This being so, we first distinguished between industri-
alised or industrialising countries and resource-rich countries. However, the
same problems that we faced earlier continued to affect the results, so we turned
to a second option which was to perform an automatic classification of the
countries by means of cluster analysis.

To do this, the technique of correspondence analysis45 was used. This is a
type of factoring, analogous to the principal component method of factoring,
but designed to permit the comparison of variables and objects in the same
factorial space.46 In this instance, the variables were the OLI characteristics,
the investment flows and the structural variables, and the objects the 67
countries. The results showed that, as expected, the factors explaining the largest
amount of variance were those representing GNP per capita and NOI per capita.
Looking at the factorial space they depicted, and eliminating those variables
and countries with correlation coefficients of less than 10 per cent with both
factorial axes, we were able to identify three distinct clusters of countries and
associated variables which exhibited homogeneous characteristics within each
cluster.

To further check this procedure, a discriminant analysis was performed on
those remaining countries and variables before applying the regression method-
ology to the clusters formed. In Table 4.8 the results show that the clusters are
indeed natural and distinct.

The countries in each cluster were closely allied to the development stages
(rather than to economic structure) described earlier in this chapter. The first
group of 16 countries broadly comprised those in which there was some
outward investment (GOI); these include most of the developed and a few
developing countries. The second group comprised 15 countries which had a
considerable inward investment (GII), but little or no GOI, that is, they were
all associated with a substantially negative NOI. The third group was made up
of 20 very poor developing countries, which attracted only a small amount of
inward investment.
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Table 4.7 Relationship between investment flows. OLI variables and economic structure of countries

Dependent variable Independent variables
GOI GII NOI Constant L(1) S(2) S(3) O(1) O(2) L(1) R2 F DW Nc H

O(1) ECSTR GNP

(1) • –6.349 17.784 0.52 35.7*** 1.9** 33 *d

(5.97)***b

(2) • –0.108 0.290 0.103 0.44 13.5*** 2.4** 33 * 
(0.43) (4.16)***

(3) • –7.661 11.874 –0.081 0.29 7.4*** 2.3** 33 
(2.28)** (3.45)***

(4) • –2.716 –0.006 0.53 75.2*** 2.1** 67 *
(8.67)***

(5) • 8.707 –0.007 0.15 12.7*** 1.4 67 * 
(3.56)***

(6) • 5.350 27.7981 –0.246 0.57 44.2*** 1.8* 67 * 
(9.31)*** (3.56)***

(7) • 8.725 –23.550 0.45 55.4*** 1.8** 67 
(7.44)***

(8) • –3.545 –0.007 0.49 41.2*** 2.1** 43 * 
(6.41)*** 

(9) • –5.066 –0.006 –0.108 0.34 11.9*** 2.2** 43 
(3.10)*** (4.83)***

** significant at the 5 per cent level.
*** significant at the 1 per cent level.
a The broken-line box indicates the variables that were given to the stepwise procedure. A missing coefficient means that the variable did not meet the criterion. The

OLI variables, as well as the structural variables, not represented on this table did not meet the criterion. 
b The number in parentheses represents the t-statistic value.
c Number of observations.
d The star under H indicates the probable presence of heteroscedastic disturbances.
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Table 4.8 Classification of clusters tested by discriminant analysis

Actual cluster No. of cases Predicted cluster membership
1 2 3

Cluster 1 16 16 0 0
100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Cluster 2 15 0 14 1
0.0% 93.3% 6.7%

Cluster 3 20 0 1 19
0.0% 5.0% 95.0%

Percentage of cases correctly classified: 96.08 per cent
F-test = 2.94***a

t-test = 9.31***b

*** significant at the 1 per cent level.
a The F-statistic tests the discriminating power of the variables. Here we reject the hypothesis

that the clusters’ individual centres are positioned with the over-all centre.
b This t-statistic was used by Mosteller and Bush (1954) to test the hypothesis that the classi-

fication obtained from experiment was not better than a chance classification. Here we reject
this hypothesis with a high degree of confidence.

This analysis of clustering also identified distinct sets of O, L and I variables
within each country cluster, and these variables were used to perform the
regression methodology used earlier. The results are set out in Table 4.9.47 Here
it can be quite clearly seen that while the O(1) advantage dominates the expla-
nation for GOI, the balance of O(1) and L(1) advantages dominates the
explanation for NOI of group 1 countries; L advantages, in particular the avail-
ability of natural resources, L(1), and degree of urbanisation, L(4a), affect GII
and NOI of group 2 countries; while in group 3 countries only L(1) is at all sig-
nificant. However, it may be noted, as far as this last group of countries is
concerned, that the urbanisation index L(4a), which is highly significant as an
explanation of GII in group 2 countries, is not a significant variable. This is
because (as was suggested on p. 119) it is only after the index has risen above
30.0 per cent that foreign companies seriously consider investing in the country.

VII

For the rest of this chapter, I would like to return briefly to some more analytical
issues. It was argued earlier that to understand the relationship between a
country’s international investment position and its economic development not
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Table 4.9 Relationship between GII, GOI and NOI and selected O and L variables classified by three groups of countries

Dependent variables Independent variablesa

Countries GOI GII NOI Constant L(1)/O(1) O(1) L(1) L(2b) (L4a) L(5) R2 F DW No. of 
observations

Cluster 1
(1) • 44.559 2.653 –1.507 0.37 5.41** 2.6** 16

(2.55)**b (2.20)**
(2) • 12.401 –19.772 0.23 5.62** 2.1** 16

(2.37)**
Cluster 2
(3) • 2.941 0.138 –2.030 0.336 0.78 18.03*** 1.9** 15

(5.53)*** (2.33)** (3.09)***
(4) • –0.149 –0.147 0.63 24.82*** 1.6** 15

(4.98)***
Cluster 3
(5) • 0.813 0.054 0.16 4.66** 1.4** 20

(2.16)**
(6) • –0.786 –0.055 0.17 4.77** 1.5** 20

(2.18)**

** significant at the 5 per cent level.
*** significant at the 1 per cent level.

a The OLI variables, as well as the structural variables not represented here, did not meet the criterion.
b The number in parentheses represents the t-statistic value.
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only requires a time series rather than a cross-sectional approach, but that devel-
opment should be viewed in a relative rather than an absolute economic context.

As to the former point, there has been little use of the eclectic model to
explain changes in a country’s international direct investment position. But the
data set out in Table 4.10 do seem to corroborate the idea of an
investment–development cycle of countries. As far as the newly emerging
foreign investors from developing countries are concerned, each of the five
countries, for which IMF data are available, exhibits a clear trend towards a
higher outward/inward investment ratio. Separate data on inward and outward
investment suggest that this is primarily because outward investment has risen
rather than because inward investment has fallen. Inter alia, this is shown by
the fact that outward plus inward investment per capita has been rising. This,
in turn, implies that it has been the rising ownership rather than falling location
advantages of these countries which have been responsible for the changing
ratio. The identification and evaluation of these advantages, which are linked
to the structure of industry and the strategy of firms, both of which (particularly
the former) are affected by the resource endowments of the country, government
policy and market size, is a matter for further research.

On the latter point, it is clear that since the NOI for all countries taken together
must be zero (i.e. the positive NOI of some countries must equal the negative
NOI of others) not all countries will be able to reach the final stage of the
investment–development cycle.48 The eclectic theory predicts neither whether
countries will move from Stage 1 through to Stage 4, nor what might subse-
quently happen to countries currently with the highest income levels.49 What
it does suggest, however, is that, if and when countries advance their relative
economic status, the consequential changes in their OLI characteristics will
affect their NOI position.50 The implication of this is that, over time, as average
living standards in the world rise, the curve depicted in Figure 4.1 will shift
towards the right. Alternatively, normalising each country’s GNP per capita
by a world average, while the shape of the curve may remain more or less the
same, the position of individual countries, on or around the curve, may shift to
the left or right. Finally it is interesting to speculate on the nature of the curve
in relation to the vertical axis (which reflects the amount and dispersion of GOI
and GII). What happens when more countries become outward investors? What
if there is a convergence in ownership- and location-specific advantages? What
if investment flows follow the pattern of trade flows, and the proportion of
intra-industry investment rises? Will the curve then become shallower, that is,
more ‘saucer’ shape than that revealed by the 1967–75 data? These are all fas-
cinating issues, worthy of scholarly investigation.
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128 Theories and paradigms of international business activity

Table 4.10 Inward and outward direct investment flows for selected
countries: mid-1960s–1978

Annual average ($m.)
(a) (b) (b)

Countries Inward Outward (a)
%

Brazil
1978 1606 102 6.4
1975–77 1555 135 8.7
1972–74 1100 45 4.1
1969–71 403 10 2.5
1966–69 161 0 0

South Korea
1978 71 24 33.8
1975–77 91 13 14.3
1972–74 84 9 10.7
1969–71 50 2 3.3
1966–68 11 0 0

Singapore
1978 337 24 7.1
1975–77 453 7 1.5
1972–74 333 3 0.9
1969–71 82 1 1.2
1967–68 30 0 0

Columbia
1978 60 12 20.0
1975–77 37 11 29.8
1972–74 24 3 12.5
1969–71 47 4 8.5
1967–68 46 2 4.3

Malaysia
1978 476 22 4.6
1975–77 318 9 2.8
1972–74 241 5 2.1
1969–71 91 2 2.2
1967–68 37 0 0

Germany
1978 1320 2880 218.2
1975–77 1193 2050 171.8
1972–74 1867 1473 78.9
1969–71 745 878 117.9
1967–68 691 415 60.0

Japan
1978 n.k. 1870 –
1975–77 103 1520 1475.7
1972–74 97 1273 1312.4
1969–71 125 307 407.2
1967–68 61 172 282.0
1964–66 52 79 153.2

Source: IMF, Balance of Payments Yearbook.
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VIII

Let us briefly recapitulate the main thesis of this chapter.

1. A country’s propensity to engage in foreign direct investment and/or be
invested in by foreign enterprises rests upon:
(a) the extent to which its enterprises (relative to enterprises of other

nationalities) possess net ownership advantages;
(b) whether it pays these enterprises to internalise these advantages or

leave them (through the market) to other enterprises to exploit;51

(c) whether it is profitable for enterprises to locate their production units
in the home country or a foreign country.

2. It is possible to identify the nature of these advantages by reference to:
(a) industrial organisation theory,
(b) location theory,
(c) the theory of the firm.

3. The extent to which one country’s enterprises possess the capacity and
willingness to produce abroad will, inter alia, depend on:
(a) country,
(b) industry,
(c) enterprise-specific factors.
These factors, particularly (a) and (b), are clearly interlinked, but given
(a) and (b), the advantages described above will differ between enterprises;
given (a) and (c), they will differ between industries; given (b) and (c)
they will differ between countries. 

4. Countries vary in their propensity to engage in foreign direct investment
or be invested in, because of their different:
(a) level and structure of resource endowments,
(b) size and character of markets,
(c) government policies (e.g. towards foreign direct investment,

innovation, industrial concentration, etc.).
These differences will reflect themselves in the extent and kind of
ownership and internalisation advantages which firms of different nation-
alities possess, location advantages which different countries possess and
inter alia the industrial spread of their outward and inward direct
investment and capital stake.

5. There is some evidence to suggest that the forces determining the level of
inward and outward direct investment and the balance between the two
are linked to a country’s stage of development, and that it is reasonable to
think of a four-stage investment development process or cycle, in which,
after the first stage of little inward or outward investment, inward
investment rises. This is eventually followed by a third stage, when outward
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investment begins to rise and/or inward investment falls, but NOI is still
negative, and finally NOI becomes positive. The developing countries now
emerging as outward investors are entering into the third stage.

6. At any particular stage of development, countries may differ from each
other in their international investment involvement and structures. The
deviations from the ‘average’ NOI can be explained by different country-
specific characteristics, reflected in the possession of ownership, location
and internalisation advantages set out above. The significant difference
between the investment paths of industrialising and resource-rich countries
bear this point out.

7. The eclectic theory may also be used to explain changes in the
outward/inward investment (or capital stake) ratio of a particular country
over time, either in the short or medium term or in the long run. In the
case of one industrialised country, the UK, a rising outward/inward direct
capital stake in manufacturing industry between 1960 and 1976 reflected
both rising ownership advantages on the part of UK firms and falling
location advantages on the part of the UK as a site for production. One
suspects that in the more recent past, for example, since around 1975, the
falling outward/inward investment stake of the USA has reflected the
opposite combination of forces. In the case of the five developing countries
chosen for illustration, the rising outward/inward investment primarily
reflects the rising ownership advantages of their own enterprises vis-à-vis
those of other countries. Here, it should be noted that ownership-specific
advantages, for example, size of firm, may also account for part of these
advantages as may the geographical distribution of the investment.52

8. Any attempt to forecast the future of NOI by developing countries must
then rest on the answer to the following question – to what extent do the
specific endowment, market and environmental characteristics of
developing countries, taken either as a group or individually, generate
ownership advantages for its enterprises relative to those generated by
developing countries which are best exploited by foreign direct investment
rather than by exports or contractual resource transfers? Anything which
generates such advantages which favour the particular characterisation of
developing countries will aid their foreign investment; anything which
does not favour these characteristics will inhibit it.

9. The future of NOI of developed countries will rest more on their relative
economic status, which is both reflected in and determined by the balance
of their OLI advantages. Much depends, on the one hand, on their ability
to create and sustain technological and human capital advantages (which
become exploited by their firms) and, on the other, the character of the
comparative advantage of their immobile resource endowments.
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10. The empirical part of the chapter has confined itself to an examination of
inward and outward investment flows. A complete explanatory model of
the kind described would need data on exports and imports and on con-
tractual resource flows since investment flows reflect both the ownership
advantages of firms and the way in which these are exploited. A change
in either or both may affect the timing and nature of both the
investment–development cycle described in this chapter and the position
of a particular country at a point in the cycle.

NOTES

1. Strictly speaking that of all economic agents, that is, enterprises, individuals and govern-
ments.

2. We shall eschew the difficult problem of defining the boundaries between a portfolio and
direct investment by taking the IMF definition that a direct investment implies some control
of decision taking in the ‘invested in’ enterprise by the ‘investing enterprise’.

3. Sometimes called firm-specific advantages; the reason for our preferred nomenclature will be
clear as the argument progresses.

4. This distinction is important; once the assets are sold, then the enterprise disposes of its
ownership advantages altogether.

5. For example, in terms of maximising the NPV of the expected income flows from the assets.
6. Strictly speaking, the decision as to whether or not to engage in (or increase) international

production should be kept separate from that of whether or not to engage in (or increase)
foreign direct investment. But for the purposes of this paper, we are not concerned with the
finance of international production. We use investment data as a proxy for international
production data as the latter are not available on a country-by-country basis.

7. See Section III.
8. That is, those based respectively on industrial organisation, location and market failure theory.

For further details see Rugman (1980).
9. Even when an enterprise is acquiring another for defensive reasons (e.g. as is the case for

some Japanese foreign investment), the presumption is that the acquiring firm has some
ownership advantages which it wants to protect; hence it is willing to offer a price that will
encourage the acquired firm to sell. In some cases, the home government may assist its own
firms in this kind of investment (Ozawa, 1979).

10. That is, that the NPV of the asset acquired is perceived to be greater by the acquiring than by
the acquired firm.

11. See an interesting chapter in Kojima (1978) in which a distinction is made between genuine
economies of scale (arising from internalisation) and pseudo-economies. These latter simply
benefit the internalising firm (in the form of additional economic rent) and essentially originate
because of the enhanced monopoly power which the firm gains from them. The former consist
of the kind of economies of scale which may exist under competitive conditions and which
advance efficiency.

12. In a recent paper, Rugman (1980) argues that ‘existing theories of foreign direct investment
are basically subsets of the general theory of internalisation’. The present author prefers to
think of the eclectic theory as the paradigm, with internalisation being a subset of this general
theory.

13. See Chapter 3 of this volume.
14. See especially Root and Ahmed (1978).
15. Obviously, for a variety of reasons to do with both the valuation and interpretation of direct

investment, these data should be regarded as approximate rather than precise values.
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16. I have excluded most developing countries, which have been involved in substantial expro-
priation or nationalisation programmes over the period 1967–75, and also all tax haven
countries.

17. See, for example, Chenery (1977), Bornschier (1978, 1979) and UN (1978).
18. We have chosen to express our data in terms of average investment flows; it would have been

possible, and produced exactly the same inter-country patterns, to have taken the aggregate
investment flows over the period in question, which, in most cases, is long enough for the flow
to be a reasonably good proxy of the stock of investment at the end of the period.

19. A list of these is set out in Appendix 4.1.
20. Note that the income ranges covered by countries whose investment behaviour is classified

in groups 3 and 4 overlap. This suggests that, especially in these later stages, investment
behaviour cannot be fully explained by GNP per capita. As we shall see, the eclectic theory
aspires to explain these exceptional cases as well as the more normal cases.

21. In the period 1976–78, this number had increased to nine.
22. This indeed is the main form of involvement of Third World MNEs, as in most cases they have

neither the financial capital nor the complete package of ownership advantages for them to
‘go it alone’ in their foreign ventures.

23. Reasons not dissimilar to those explaining why, in the early stages of the product cycle, firms
prefer to locate their production units near their centres of innovation. Later, as the scale and
efficiency of production increases, it may become profitable to locate it elsewhere (Vernon,
1974).

24. An obvious example being the expiry of a patent.
25. Especially if they perceive that supplying foreign markets from a foreign location is likely to

involve them in less risk than supplying them from a domestic location. It does not seem
unreasonable to suppose that ceteris paribus the more risky a particular country is thought to
be as a location for inward investment, the more likely its own firms will be prompted to
exploit foreign markets from a foreign production base.

26. This, of course, may lead to divestment, or partial divestment, by such firms. According to
Wilson (1978), the propensity to disinvest is greatest in those industries producing mature,
homogeneous products under near competitive conditions, and least in those industries
supplying high technology and/or differentiated products. Location-specific factors – notably
government attitudes towards foreign direct investment – are also frequently cited by business
men as reasons for divestment.

27. Dunning and Pearce (1981) have shown that in 1977, whereas only 5.9 per cent of the exports
of the parent companies of the leading MNEs in low research intensity industries were inter-
nalised, the proportions for medium and high research intensity industries were 36.9 per cent
and 50.0 per cent respectively.

28. That is, advantages of a non-transferable kind, for example, economies of joint production,
of product, process market or financial integration, etc.

29. In addition, there is some evidence to suggest that the more multinational an enterprise is the
more likely it is to internalise resource transfers (Dunning and Pearce, 1981).

30. The Dunning and Pearce study shows that internal exports from parent companies of MNEs
whose foreign production/worldwide production ratio exceeds 1:8 averaged 48 per cent in
1977; those whose ratio was less than 1:8 averaged 6 per cent.

31. Both absolute and relative to that of other countries. This normalisation would help to explain
how a country’s net outward investment ratio may decrease as its GNP per capita increases,
if the GNP of its major competitors was increasing at a faster rate.

32. See, for example, Chenery and Taylor (1968) and Chenery (1977,1979).
33. Apart from Italy and Spain the industrialised countries were all classified in Groups 1 and 2.

All industrialising countries were classified in Groups 3 to 8.
34. It is important to distinguish between location advantages which help generate ownership-

specific advantages (i.e. a favourable climate to innovation and the accumulation of knowledge
and financial capital) and those which affect the economics of production and marketing.

35. By the same token, a country with an average NOI could be deviating from the norm in both
its outward and inward investment, but the two deviations cancel themselves out. 

36. See chapter 3 of this volume (p. 80).
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37. This applies equally to vertically integrated investment, for example, as shown by the impact
of export processing zones, and to horizontal investments, for example, the impact of the
EEC on the rationalisation of investments by companies like Ford, Philips and Honeywell
within this free trade area.

38. As in the case of some Japanese investments. See Ozawa (1979).
39. A mixture of the two approaches is possible, by distinguishing between the main types of

investment and then relating the NOIs to OLI characteristics.
40. Another alternative is to evaluate the advantages of internalisation by studying the kinds of

situations (e.g. industries and firms) in which fdi is likely to yield the best results (e.g. in
terms of maximising net present value (NPV)) vis-à-vis the market (e.g. the licensing route).
See, for example, Giddy and Rugman (1979).

41. Internalisation advantages make for both outward and inward investment, depending on
whether it is the domestic or foreign MNEs which possess the ownership advantages, and
also the extent to which market failure is more pronounced in the home or in the host country.

42. Canada is one exception. With an R&D, as a percentage of GNP, of 1 per cent in 1971, it had
the fifth largest outward investment per capita over the 1967–75 period.

43. Also that some variables may ‘push’ and ‘pull’ at the same time. For example high earnings
per head may reflect high costs (a ‘push’ factor), but also high spending power (a ‘pull’ factor).

44. I am most grateful to Mr D. Depelteau of the Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales,
University of Montreal, for his most valuable computing assistance, and for introducing me
to the concept of correspondence analysis. A fuller version of the results presented in this
chapter is published as Explaining the International Investment Position of Countries: A Sta-
tistical Analysis in Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales (University of Montreal), Les
Cahiers du CETAI (Research Paper Series, October 1981).

45. For details of this technique see M.O. Hill, ‘Correspondence analysis: a neglected multi-
variate method’, Applied Statistics, 23 (3) (1974).

46. Two elements distinguish correspondence analysis from other measures of variance. First is
its treatment of distance. Whereas conventional analyses of variance (i.e. regression and other
factoring methods) use the deviation to the mean as a measure of distance, correspondence
analysis uses a chi-square measure of distance to depict the position of both the objects and
the variable with respect to the global centre of gravity of the data. Second is the coding of
the data into binary form; this procedure amounts to breaking down a variable into subvari-
ables and then assigning a value to one of them – to indicate its belonging to the original
observation – and to the rest the value of 0.

47. At this stage, we are confident we have homoscedastic, normally distributed disturbances.
There is however one wrong sign, that of the coefficient of the rate of increase in industrial
output, L(2b), in equation (3). It can be explained by the presence of three particular countries,
viz. Hong Kong, Barbados and Jamaica, in the sample, whose large inward investment biased
the covariance between the two variables. Removing these three countries from the sample
results in a positive correlation between GIl and L(2b) of 0.60.

48. Any more than all firms reach the final stage of the product cycle.
49. The extent to which fdi itself influences patterns of economic development is a subject for

further research.
50. Again this chapter has not explored the mechanism of such changes, for example, how far is

a rising (declining) advantage brought about by a devaluation (revaluation) of the exchange
rate.

51. Foreign firms in the case of outward resource flows; domestic firms in the case of inward
resource flows.

52. For example, due to such factors as geographical and/or psychic distance, cultural, political
and economic ties, etc. Note that the geographical distribution of foreign investment of LDCs
is very different from that of most developed countries. This reflects inter alia that the
ownership/internalisation advantage of one country’s enterprises over those of another may
vary considerably according to the destination of the investment. See also Stopford’s expla-
nation of the geographical composition of UK direct investment (Stopford, 1976).
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APPENDIX 4.1 LIST OF COUNTRIES INCLUDED IN
SAMPLE

Group 1 Sweden, USA, Canada, Denmark, Australia, Germany. 
Group 2 Norway, France, Belgium and Luxembourg, Netherlands, Finland,

Austria, UK, Japan, New Zealand.
Group 3 Israel, Italy, Spain, Gabon, Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela,

Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, Argentina.
Group 4 Jamaica, Panama, Barbados, Costa Rica, Brazil, Malaysia,

Nicaragua, Malta, Mexico.
Group 5 Dominican Republic, Ivory Coast, Algeria, Tunisia, Guyana, Peru,

Guatemala.
Group 6 Columbia, Ecuador, Paraguay, El Salvador, Honduras, Jordan, South

Korea.
Group 7 Ghana, Morocco, Senegal, Bolivia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Uganda,

Philippines, Kenya.
Group 8 Haiti, Indonesia, Zaïre, Niger, Benin, Malawi, Chad, Ethiopia,

Pakistan, India.

APPENDIX 4.2

The eclectic paradigm of international production.*

1. Ownership-specific advantages of an enterprise of one nationality (or
affiliates of same) over those of another.

(a) Property right and/or intangible asset advantages (Oa): the resource (asset)
structure of the firm. Product innovations, production management, orga-
nizational and marketing systems, innovatory capacity, organization of
work, non-codifiable knowledge; ‘bank’ of human capital experience:
marketing, finance, know-how, etc. Ability to reduce costs of intra and/or
inter-firm transactions.

(b) Advantages of common governance, that is, of organizing Oa with com-
plementary assets (Ot).
(i) Those that branch plants of established enterprises may enjoy over de

novo firms. Those resulting mainly from size, product diversity and
learning experiences of enterprise (e.g. economies of scope and spe-
cialization). Exclusive or favoured access to inputs (e.g. labour, natural
resources, finance, information). Ability to obtain inputs on favoured
terms (e.g. as a result of size or monopsonistic influence). Ability of
parent company to conclude productive and cooperative inter-firm rela-
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tionships; for example, as between Japanese auto assemblers and their
suppliers. Exclusive or favoured access to product markets. Access to
resources of parent company at marginal cost. Synergistic economies
(not only in production, but in purchasing, marketing, finance, etc,
arrangements).

(ii) Which specifically arise because of multinationality. Multinationality
enhances operational flexibility by offering wider opportunities for arbi-
traging, production shifting and global sourcing of inputs. More
favoured access to and/or better knowledge about international markets
(e.g. for information, finance, labour, etc). Ability to take advantage of
geographic differences in factor endowments, government interven-
tion, markets, etc. Ability to diversify or reduce risks (e.g. in different
currency areas and creation of options and/or political and cultural
scenarios). Ability to learn from societal differences in organizational
and managerial processes and systems, Balancing economics of inte-
gration need to respond to differences in country-specific resources and
consumer demands.

2. Internalisation incentive advantages (i.e. to circumvent or exploit market
failure). 
To avoid search and negotiating costs.
To avoid costs of moral hazard and adverse selection, and to protect
reputation of internalizing firm.
To avoid cost of broken contracts and ensuing litigation.
Buyer uncertainty (about nature and value of inputs, for example,
technology, being sold).
When market does not permit price discrimination.
Need of seller to protect quality of intermediate or final products.
To capture economics of interdependent activities (see (b) above).
To compensate for absence of future markets.
To avoid or exploit government intervention (quotas, tariffs, price controls,
tax differences, etc).
To control supplies and conditions of sale or inputs (including technology).
To control market outlets (including those which might be used by 
competitors).
To be able to engage in practices, such as cross-subsidization, predatory
pricing, leads and lags, transfer pricing as a competitive (or anti-
competitive) strategy.

3. Location-specific variables (these may favour home or host countries).
Spatial distribution of natural and created resource endowments and
markets.
Input prices, quality and productivity (e.g, labour, energy, materials,
components, semifinished goods.
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International transport and communication costs.
International incentives and disincentives (including performance require-
ments, etc.).
Artificial barriers (e.g. import controls) to trade in goods and services.
Societal and infrastructure provisions (commercial, legal, educational,
transport and communication).
Cross-country ideological, language, cultural, business, political differ-
ences.
Economies of centralization of R&D production and marketing.
Economic system and strategies of government: the institutional framework
for resource allocation.

* Source: first published in Dunning (1979) and modified in Dunning (1993).
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5. The investment development path
revisited*

INTRODUCTION

This chapter considers the interaction between inward and outward direct
investment, the role of governments, and the upgrading and restructuring of
the indigenous assets of countries, from a dynamic or developmental perspec-
tive. It particularly examines the impact of some changes now occurring in the
global economy on the nature and course of economic development and restruc-
turing, and on the role which both governments and MNEs can play in
influencing that development and restructuring.

SOME THEORETICAL ISSUES

The Nature of the Investment Development Path

The notion that the outward and inward direct investment position of a country
is systematically related to its economic development, relative to the rest of the
world, was first put forward by the present writer in 1979, at a conference on
‘Multinational Enterprises from Developing Countries’ which took place at the
East West Center at Honolulu.1

Since then the concept of the investment development path (IDP)2 has been
revised and extended in several papers and books (Dunning, 1981, 1986, 1988a,
1993; Narula 1993, 1996; Dunning and Narula, 1994). The following paragraphs
summarize the state of thinking on the nature and characteristics of the IDP.

The IDP suggests that countries tend to go through five main stages of devel-
opment and that these stages can be usefully classified according to the
propensity of those countries to be outward and/or inward direct investors. In
turn, this propensity will rest on the extent and pattern of the competitive or
ownership-specific (O) advantages of the indigenous firms of the countries
concerned, relative to those of firms of other countries; the competitiveness of
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the location-bound resources and capabilities of that country, relative to those
of other countries (the L-specific advantages of that country); and the extent to
which indigenous and foreign firms choose to utilize their O-specific advantages
jointly with the location-bound endowments of home or foreign countries
through internalizing the cross-border market for these advantages,3 rather than
by some other organizational route (i.e. their perceived I advantages).

A diagrammatic representation of the IDP, which relates the net outward
investment (NOI) position of countries (i.e. the gross outward direct investment
stock less the gross inward direct investment stock) – as a continuous line – is
presented in Figure 5.1. We shall briefly summarize the main features of these
stages, but pay particular attention to Stage 5, which we did not consider in our
earlier writings.

Stage 1
During the first stage of the IDP, the L-specific advantages of a country are
presumed to be insufficient to attract inward direct investment, with the
exception of those arising from its possession of natural assets. Its deficiency
in location-bound created assets4 may reflect limited domestic markets – demand
levels are minimal because of the low per capita income – inappropriate
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economic systems or government policies; inadequate infrastructure such as
transportation and communication facilities; and, perhaps most important of
all, a poorly educated, trained or motivated labour force. At this stage of the
IDP, there is likely to be very little outward direct investment. Ceteris paribus,
foreign firms will prefer to export to and import from this market, or conclude
co-operative non-equity arrangements with indigenous firms. This is because the
O-specific advantages of domestic firms are few and far between, as there is
little or no indigenous technology accumulation and hence few created assets.
Those that exist will be in labour-intensive manufacturing and the primary
product sector (such as mining and agriculture), and may be government
influenced through infant industry protection such as import controls.

Government intervention during Stage 1 will normally take two forms. First
it may be the main means of providing basic infrastructure, and the upgrading
of human capital via education and training. Governments will attempt to reduce
some of the endemic market failure holding back development. Second, they
engage in a variety of economic and social policies, which, for good or bad,
will affect the structure of markets. Import protection, domestic content policies
and export subsidies are examples of such intervention at this stage of devel-
opment. At this stage, however, there is likely to be only limited government
involvement in the upgrading of the country’s created assets, for example
innovatory capacity.

Stage 2
In Stage 2, inward direct investment starts to rise, while outward investment
remains low or negligible. Domestic markets may have grown either in size or
in purchasing power, making some local production by foreign firms a viable
proposition. Initially this is likely to take the form of import-substituting manu-
facturing investment – based upon their possession of intangible assets, for
example technology, trademarks, managerial skills, etc. Frequently such
inbound FDI is stimulated by host governments imposing tariff and non-tariff
barriers. In the case of export-oriented industries (at this stage of development,
such inward direct investment will still largely be in natural-resource-intensive
sectors with some forward vertical integration into labour-intensive low
technology and light manufactures) the extent to which the host country is able
to offer the necessary infrastructure (transportation, communications facilities
and supplies of skilled and unskilled labour) will be a decisive factor. In short,
a country must possess some desirable L characteristics to attract inward direct
investment, although the extent to which these can be effectively exploited will
depend on that country’s development strategy and the extent to which it prefers
to develop the technological capabilities of its domestic firms.

The O advantages of domestic firms will have increased from the previous
stage, wherever national government policies have generated a virtuous circle
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of created asset accumulation. These O advantages will exist owing to the devel-
opment of support industries clustered around primary industries, and
production will move towards semi-skilled and moderately knowledge-intensive
consumer goods. Outward direct investment emerges at this stage. This may
be either of a market-seeking or trade-related type in adjacent territories, or of
a strategic asset-seeking type in developed countries. The former will be char-
acteristically undertaken in countries that are either further back in their IDP
than the home country, or, when the acquisition of created assets is the prime
motive, these are likely to be directed towards countries further along the path.

The extent to which outward direct investment is undertaken will be
influenced by the home country government-induced ‘push’ factors such as
subsidies for exports, and technology development or acquisition (which
influence the I advantages of domestic firms), as well as the changing (non-
government-induced) L advantages such as relative production costs. However,
the rate of outward direct investment growth is likely to be insufficient to offset
the rising rate of growth of inward direct investment. As a consequence, during
the second stage of development, countries will increase their net inward
investment (i.e. their NOI position will worsen), although towards the latter
part of the second stage, the growth rates of outward direct investment and
inward direct investment will begin to converge.

Stage 3
Countries in Stage 3 are marked by a gradual decrease in the rate of growth of
inward direct investment, and an increase in the rate of growth of outward direct
investment that results in increasing NOI. The technological capabilities of the
country are increasingly geared towards the production of standardized goods.
With rising incomes, consumers begin to demand higher-quality goods, fuelled
in part by the growing competitiveness among the supplying firms. The com-
parative advantage of labour-intensive activities will deteriorate, domestic
wages will rise, and outward direct investment will be directed more to countries
at lower stages in their IDP. The original O advantages of foreign firms also
begin to be eroded, as domestic firms acquire their own competitive advantages
and compete with them in the same sectors.

The initial O advantages of foreign firms will also begin to change, as the
domestic firms compete directly with them in these sectors. This is supported
by the growing stock of created assets of the host country due to increased
expenditure on education, vocational training and innovatory activities. These
will be replaced by new technological, managerial or marketing innovations in
order to compete with domestic firms. These O advantages are likely to be
based on the possession of intangible knowledge, and the public-good nature
of such assets will mean that foreign firms will increasingly prefer to exploit
them through cross-border hierarchies. Growing L advantages such as an
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enlarged market and improved domestic innovatory capacity will make for
economies of scale, and, with rising wage costs, will encourage more
technology-intensive manufacturing as well as higher value added locally. The
motives of inward direct investment will shift towards efficiency-seeking
production and away from import-substituting production. In industries where
domestic firms have a competitive advantage, there may be some inward direct
investment directed towards strategic asset-acquiring activities.

Domestic firms’ O advantages will have changed too, and will be based less
on government-induced action. Partly owing to the increase in their multi-
nationality, the character of the O advantages of foreign firms will increasingly
reflect their ability to manage and co-ordinate geographically dispersed assets.
At this stage of development, their O advantages based on possession of pro-
prietary assets will be similar to those of firms from developed countries in all
except the most technology-intensive sectors. There will be increased outward
direct investment directed to Stage 1 and 2 countries, both as market-seeking
investment and as export platforms, as prior domestic L advantages in resource-
intensive production are eroded. Outward direct investment will also occur in
Stage 3 and 4 countries, partly as a market-seeking strategy, but also to acquire
strategic assets to protect or upgrade the O advantages of the investing firms.

The role of government-induced O advantages is likely to be less significant
in Stage 3, as those of FDI-induced O advantages take on more importance.
Although the significance of location-bound created assets will rise relative to
those of natural assets, government policies will continue to be directed to
reducing structural market imperfections in resource-intensive industries. Thus
governments may attempt to attract inward direct investment in those sectors
in which the comparative O advantages of enterprises are the weakest, but the
comparative advantages of location-bound assets are the strongest. At the same
time, they might seek to encourage their country’s own enterprises to invest
abroad in those sectors in which the O advantages are the strongest, and the
comparative L advantages are the weakest. Structural adjustment will be
required if the country is to move to the next stage of development, with
declining industries (such as labour-intensive ones) undertaking direct
investment abroad.

Stage 4
Stage 4 is reached when a country’s outward direct investment stock exceeds
or equals the inward investment stock from foreign-owned firms, and the rate
of growth of outward FDI is still rising faster than that of inward FDI. At this
stage, domestic firms can not only compete effectively with foreign-owned
firms in domestic sectors in which the home country has developed a compet-
itive advantage, but they can also penetrate foreign markets. Production
processes and products will be state of the art, using capital-intensive production
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techniques as the cost of capital will be lower than that of labour. In other words,
the L advantages will be based almost completely on created assets. Inward
direct investment into Stage 4 countries is increasingly sequential and directed
towards rationalized and asset-seeking investment by firms from other Stage 4
countries. The O-specific advantages of these firms tend to be more ‘transac-
tion’ than ‘asset’ related, and to be derived from their multinationality per se.
Some inward direct investment will originate from countries at lower stages of
development, and is likely to be of a market-seeking, trade-related and asset-
seeking nature.

Outward direct investment will continue to grow, as firms seek to maintain
their competitive advantage by moving operations which are losing their com-
petitiveness to offshore locations (in countries at lower stages), as well as
responding to trade barriers installed by both countries at Stage 4, as well as
countries at lower stages. Firms will have an increasing propensity to internal-
ize the market for their O advantages by engaging in FDI rather than exports.
Since the O advantages of countries at this stage are broadly similar, intra-
industry production will become relatively more important, and generally
follows prior growth in intraindustry trade. However, both intraindustry trade
and production will tend to be increasingly conducted within multinational
enterprises (MNEs).

The role of government is also likely to change in Stage 4. While continuing
its supervisory and regulatory function, to reduce market imperfections and
maintain competition, it will give more attention to the structural adjustment of
its location-bound assets and technological capabilities, for example by fostering
asset upgrading in infant industries (i.e. promoting a virtuous circle) and phasing
out declining industries (i.e. promoting a vicious circle). Put another way, the
role of government is now moving towards reducing transaction costs of
economic activity and enabling markets to operate efficiently. At this stage too,
because of the increasing competition between countries with similar structures
of resources and capabilities, governments begin taking a more strategic posture
in their policy formation. Direct intervention is likely to be replaced by measures
designed to aid the upgrading of domestic resources and capabilities, and to
curb the market-distorting behaviour of private economic agents.

Stage 5
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, in Stage 5, the NOI position of a country first falls
and later fluctuates around the zero level. At the same time, both inward and
outward FDI are likely to continue to increase. This is the scenario which
advanced industrial nations are now approaching as the century draws to a
close, and it possesses two key features. First, there is an increasing propensity
for cross-border transactions to be conducted not through the market but inter-
nalized by and within MNEs. Second, as countries converge in the structure of
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their location-bound assets, their international direct investment positions are
likely to become more evenly balanced. It has been suggested in Dunning,
1993, that these phenomena represent a natural and predictable progress of the
internationalization of firms and economies. Thus the nature and scope of
activity gradually shifts from arm’s-length trade between nations producing
very different goods and services (Hecksher–Ohlin trade) to trade within hier-
archies (or co-operative ventures) between countries producing very similar
products.

Unlike previous stages, Stage 5 of the IDP represents a situation in which no
single country has an absolute hegemony of created assets. Moreover, the O
advantages of MNEs will be less dependent on their country’s natural resources
but more on their ability to acquire assets and on the ability of firms to organize
their advantages efficiently and to exploit the gains of cross-border common
governance. Another feature of Stage 5 is that as firms become globalized their
nationalities become blurred. As MNEs bridge geographical and political
divides and practise a policy of transnational integration, they no longer operate
principally with the interests of their home nation in mind, as they trade, source
and manufacture in various locations, exploiting created and natural assets
wherever it is in their best interests to do so. Increasingly, MNEs, through their
arbitraging functions, come to behave like mini-markets. However, the
ownership and territorial boundaries of firms become obscured5 as they engage
in an increasingly complex web of transborder co-operative agreements.6

The tendency for income levels to converge among the Triad countries has
been noted, among others, by Abramovitz (1986), Baumol (1986), Dowrick
and Gemmell (1991) and Alam (1992). Indeed, during the 1970s and 1980s,
Japan, the EC and EFTA countries have experienced a ‘catching up’ in their
productivity and growth relative to the United States (the ‘lead’ country), while
a range of the newly industrializing countries began to move from Stage 2 to
Stage 3 in their IDP.

As a result of these developments, the economic structures of many
industrial economies have become increasingly similar. Countries which were
once the lead countries in Stage 4 now find themselves joined by others. This
tends to reduce their NOI position and pushes them into Stage 5 of the IDP.
At the same time, there has also been a ‘catching-up’ effect among MNEs
since the 1970s. Firms that have had relatively low levels of international
operations have been internationalizing at faster rates than their more geo-
graphically diversified counterparts. These two effects are not unrelated: firms
have had to compensate for slowing economic growth in their home country
by seeking new markets overseas. Given the similarity in income levels, the
factors of production are broadly similar, and, as Cantwell and Randaccio
(1990) have shown, firms that are trying to catch up seek to imitate competi-
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tors and develop similar O advantages as their competitors in the same industry,
but not necessarily in the same country.

To take this argument a step further, as income levels, economic structures
and patterns of international production among the Triad countries converge,
the relative attractions of a particular location will depend less on the avail-
ability, quality and price of their natural assets and more on those of their created
assets. It has been noted elsewhere that the prosperity of modern industrial
economies is increasingly dependent on their capacity to upgrade continually,
or make better use of their technological capacity and human resources
(Cantwell and Dunning, 1991). Since many of these advantages are transferable
across national boundaries, it may be predicted that, in the long run, this should
lead to a more balanced international investment position, and to an increasing
convergence of created asset L advantages.

However, the ability of a country to upgrade its technological and human
capabilities is a function of its own location-bound endowments and, in
particular, of its natural assets, the characteristics of its markets and the macro-
organizational strategies of its government. We believe the role of government
in affecting dynamic economic restructuring cannot be overstated. In a myriad
of ways, governments can promote new trajectories of economic growth which
some countries are better able to cope with than others. This has been amply
illustrated by the evolution of Japan’s economy compared with that of the
United States, especially in the 1980s.

In terms of their gross inward and outward direct investment positions, Stage
5 countries, after an initial burst of new inward direct investment (e.g. as
occurred in the United States in the 1980s), may be expected to settle down to
a fluctuating equilibrium around a roughly equal amount of inward and outward
investment. Inward investment will be of two kinds. The first will come from
countries at lower stages of the IDP and will be essentially of the market-seeking
and knowledge-seeking type. The second will be from Stage 4 (or Stage 5)
countries whose firms will continue to indulge in rationalized investment among
themselves, as well as making outward direct investments in less developed
countries, especially in the natural-resource-intensive sectors. In other words,
truly rationalized or efficiency-seeking MNE activity will occur as plant and
product specialization is encouraged in sectors where economies of scale and
scope are important.

As the world economy begins to resemble a global village, strategic asset-
seeking investments may also be expected to rise, and this, too, will lead to
increasing convergence among countries as firms seek to improve their O
advantages by cross-border mergers and acquisitions (M&As) or strategic
alliances. Therefore, in the shorter time frame, inward and outward investment
will fluctuate depending on relative innovatory and organizational strength of
the participating countries. However as Cantwell has noted,
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The sectoral pattern of innovative activity gradually changes as new industries develop
and new technical linkages are forged between sectors. Yet this is a slow process
which in general only slightly disturbed the pattern of technological advantages held
by firms of the major industrialized countries in the 20 years between the early 1960s
and the early 1980s. (Cantwell, 1989, p. 45)

Thus, pro tem, at least, it is possible for one country to be a net outward
investor compared with another. But over time, according to the extent and
speed at which created assets are transferable, the investment gap will again
close, leading to a fluctuating investment position around an equilibrium level.
It is within this context that the fifth stage will emerge.

In other words, an equilibrium of sorts will be perpetuated, but it will not be
a stable equilibrium as the relative comparative and competitive advantages of
countries and firms are likely to be continually shifting. Hence, along with these
fluctuations in relative comparative advantages, when combined with external
and internal changes in the domestic economy, gradually the number of
countries at Stage 5 will fluctuate.

The acquisition, diffusion and transfer of O advantages will be influenced by
the cumulative causation in trade, production and technology, and whether the
industry or sector in each of the countries at Stage 5 experiences a ‘vicious’ or
a ‘virtuous’ circle (Dunning, 1988b; Cantwell, 1989). In the former case, it may
serve to increase technological divergences between countries; in the latter, it
may strengthen the technological linkages between them.

In summary, Stage 5 is marked by a gradual convergence of industrial
structures among countries and a change in the character of international trans-
actions. MNE activity, in particular, will be directed to efficiency-seeking
investment with greater emphasis on cross-border alliances, mergers and acqui-
sitions, and the governance and equity position of MNEs will become
increasingly pluralistic. The success of countries in accumulating technology, as
well as inducing continued economic growth, will depend increasingly on the
ability of their firms to co-ordinate their resources and capabilities at a regional
and global level. The economic convergence of industrialized countries on one
hand, and high rate of intra-Triad FDI growth on the other, may be expected to
foster regional and/or global integration as well as lessening the role of natural
assets as a country-specific determinant of FDI. In Stage 5, governments will
increasingly assume the role of strategic oligopolists, taking into account the
behaviour of other governments in the formation and execution of their own
macro-organizational strategies. In this stage, too, governments are likely to play
a more pro-active role in the fostering of efficient markets, and co-operating with
business enterprises to reduce structural adjustment and other transaction costs.

To conclude: beyond a certain point in the IDP, the absolute size of GNP is
no longer a reliable guide to a country’s competitiveness; neither, indeed, is its
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NOI position. This is for two reasons. First, the competitiveness of a country is
better measured by the rate and character of growth of GNP vis-à-vis that of its
major competitors. Second, as the motivation of FDI has evolved away from
being primarily geared to the exploitation of existing O advantages to the acqui-
sition of new O advantages, countries which offer the appropriate location-bound
resources for the creation of such advantages may increase their attractiveness
to inbound FDI. Investments made to acquire or exploit indigenous competitive
advantage, far from representing a weakness of the recipient country, could
represent a strength. Certainly, recent evidence seems to suggest that, in the
Triad at least, inbound and outbound FDI are increasingly complementary to
each other, especially at a sectoral level (UNCTAD, 1993).

Most of the empirical testing of the basic proposition of the IDP, namely that
there is a systematic relationship between a country’s inward and outward
investment and its GNP per capita, has used cross-sectional data, and is
generally supportive of the proposition.7 However, new cross-sectional and
time series data – some of which are set out in Dunning and Narula (1996) –
seem to be pointing to two things. The first is that the shape and position of the
IDP probably varies much more between individual countries than it was
originally thought. In particular, the economic structure of countries, and the
development strategies and macro-organizational policies of governments,
appear to be critical in influencing both the role of MNEs in a country’s
economy at a given moment of time, and how inward and outward direct
investment may help fashion the growth and structure of the economy over
time (Dunning, 1993). The second is that the underlying nature of the IDP for
all countries appears to be undergoing some change, owing to a series of events
in the global economy, which leads us to revise some of our hypotheses about
its trajectory. This issue is taken up in greater detail later in this chapter.

Country-specific Factors and the IDP

As in previous contributions (e.g. Dunning, 1986, 1993) we have written exten-
sively about the interaction between inbound and outbound FDI and the level,
composition and growth of the GNP of countries, we will need to add com-
paratively little at this point about country-specific factors. It may, however, be
appropriate to remind ourselves that the IDP was first put forward to illustrate
the relevance of the eclectic paradigm of international production in explaining
the NOI position of countries. It follows, then, that any predictions about the
IDP must rest on the contents of the paradigm itself.

Now, as stated earlier, the paradigm avers that a country will attract inbound
FDI when (i) foreign firms possess certain O-specific advantages over and
above those of indigenous firms; (ii) its L-bound resources and capabilities
favour the deployment of these competitive advantages, relative to those offered
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by other countries; and (iii) foreign firms perceive that it is to their benefit to
internalize the intermediate product markets for these advantages, rather than
selling them via the external market, or by a co-operative arrangement, to
domestic firms in the host country. Similarly the paradigm hypothesizes that the
propensity of a country to be an outward direct investor will rest on the strength
and character of the O advantages of its indigenous firms, and the extent to
which these might best be exploited by adding value to them in a foreign
location, and organized through an MNE hierarchy rather than through a non-
equity relationship with a foreign firm.

The eclectic paradigm further suggests some of the ways in which, over time,
inbound and outbound investment may affect the trajectory of a country’s devel-
opment path. This it might do by its impact both on the composition and
productivity of domestic economic activity, and the ease or difficulty with
which a country is able to restructure its resources and capabilities to meet the
needs of endogenous and exogenous change. The critical role played by inbound
FDI in the upgrading of Singaporean indigenous endowments, and that of
outbound FDI in the dynamic restructuring of Japan’s post-war development,
are two cases in point, although other examples show that FDI does not always
have such salutary effects on economic welfare.8

Over the past 30 years, there have been a large number of studies on the
impact of both outbound and inbound MNE activity on the development and
economic restructuring of the countries in which they operate. The over-
whelming consensus of these studies is that, for good or bad, this is critically
dependent on three main variables, namely (i) the type of FDI undertaken, (ii)
the structure of the indigenous resources and capabilities of the countries
concerned, and (iii) the macro-economic and organizational policies pursued by
governments.9 We would then expect the shape and position of the IDP of
countries – which traces the interaction between inbound and outbound FDI
and advances in the prosperity of those countries – to be determined by the
same variables.

We have suggested that one of the characteristics of economic development
identified by several writers (e.g. Porter, 1990; Ozawa, 1992; Narula, 1996;
Dunning and Narula, 1994) is that, as development proceeds, the significance
of indigenous assets relative to natural assets as a locational attraction to
inbound FDI increases. Ozawa (1992), in describing the post-war development
of Japan, identifies four distinct stages, namely those of labour-intensive manu-
facturing, scale-economies-based production of heavy and chemical industries,
assembly-based mass production of consumer durables, and mechatronics-
based flexible manufacturing. For his part, Porter (1990) writes about the nature
of competitive advantages of a country according to whether they are factor
driven, investment driven, innovation driven or wealth driven. While the
prosperity of most poor countries is largely resource driven, that of the richest
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is largely innovation or wealth driven. Naturally, the precise balance of a
country’s natural and created assets will vary depending on the extent to which
it is endowed with the former (cf. Canada with Japan, and Kuwait with
Singapore) but as Ohmae (1987) has powerfully shown, even the value of
natural resources such as minerals and agricultural products can be dramati-
cally increased by secondary processing and astute marketing, both of which
require the input of created assets.

In view of the fact that an increasing number of countries are now at the
innovation stage of their IDP – indeed, as we shall suggest later, innovation-led
production is changing the trajectory of global economic development – it is not
surprising that both outward and inward FDI are being increasingly evaluated
by national governments in terms of their perceived contribution to techno-
logical capacity and human resource development (Dunning, 1994).
Governments, too, are becoming aware that, if their FDI is properly to achieve
their objectives, they need to provide the location-bound resources and capa-
bilities essential for the efficient creation and deployment of the O-specific
advantages of both foreign investors and their own MNEs. An appropriate com-
bination of the competitive advantages of firms and countries is likely to make
for a virtuous cycle of upgrading economic development, with each advantage
fostering the other. An inappropriate combination of such advantages – or the
lack of one or both – is likely to lead to a vicious cycle to the detriment of
economic development.

Structural Changes and the IDP

Let us now turn to the main focus of the first part of this chapter, which is to
consider the ways in which recent technological and organizational changes, as
they have impinged upon the governance of both firms and national economies,
have affected our thinking about the shape and character of the IDP.

Some shifts in the rationale for FDI
Most of the received literature on MNE-related activity tends to assume that
firms engage in FDI in order best to exploit, or organize more efficiently, their
existing competitive advantages. Sometimes, these resources and capabilities
are combined with foreign location-bound assets to supply domestic or adjacent
markets, and sometimes to service more distant markets. In some instances,
too, inbound FDI may be used to restructure the existing portfolio of foreign
value-added activities by MNEs. Such sequential investment is best thought of
as efficiency-seeking transborder activity, as contrasted with market- or
resource-seeking transborder activity.

In the last decade or more, however, MNE activity has been increasingly
motivated by the desire to acquire new competitive advantages, or protect
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existing advantages. Such strategic asset-acquiring FDI has been particularly
pronounced within the Triad of advanced industrial countries, and is most dra-
matically shown by the spate of cross-border mergers and acquisitions (M&As)
which have occurred since the mid- and late 1980s.10 Essentially, such M&As
have been (and still are) undertaken by firms for five main reasons: (i) the rising
costs of innovation and of entry into unfamiliar markets, (ii) competitive
pressures for firms to be more cost effective, (iii) the growing need to tap into
complementary technologies and to capture the economies of scale and scope
expected from the merger or acquisition, (iv) a desire to protect or advance
their global markets, vis-à-vis oligopolistic competitors, and (v) the need to
encapsulate the time of the innovating or market entry process.

Such strategic asset-acquiring FDI implies that firms may engage in outward
FDI from a position of weakness, and that countries may attract inbound FDI
because their resources and capabilities offer competitive advantages to foreign
MNEs. Thus, part of the contemporary outbound MNE activity directed to the
United States is designed to gain access to the technological capabilities of US
firms, and their privileged access to US or adjacent (e.g. NAFTA) markets.
Such FDI is likely to be determined by a different configuration of O and L
advantages than those facing traditional market- or resource-seeking MNEs.

The effect of strategic asset-seeking investment on the IDP is that it is likely
to increase the level of outward investment of all countries, but particularly
that from medium-income and fast-growing industrializing nations, as they
seek to establish a speedy presence in the most innovatory and dynamic markets
of the world. Frequently, firms from developing countries do not have the full
range of resources and capabilities to promote a fully fledged ‘stand-alone’
competitive strategy, and certainly not one which would help them penetrate
unfamiliar global markets. Depending on their particular strengths and
weaknesses, their liquidity position and the type of assets to which they need
access, the mode of foreign involvement by firms is likely to vary between an
FDI, a minority joint venture and some form of co-operative alliance. However,
ceteris paribus, the first of these routes is most likely to be preferred whenever
the assets sought are perceived to be critical to protect or advance the core com-
petencies of the investing firms.

As yet, there has been little systematic research into the significance of
strategic asset-acquiring FDI, relative to that of other kinds. But, taking inbound
FDI in the United States as an example, it is generally agreed by scholars that,
although the resurgence of activity by European firms in the 1970s and much
of the greenfield investment by Japanese firms in the 1980s reflected the
growing O advantages of these firms, relative to those of US firms, many of the
transatlantic European M&As in the late 1980s and early 1990s have been
geared towards strengthening the O advantages of the investing firms (or dimin-
ishing those of their competitors) by buying into US resources and capabilities,
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and/or markets. One suspects that had it been feasible, there would also have
been a substantial amount of M&A activity by US and European firms in Japan
during this period.

The presence of strategic asset-acquiring FDI is then tending to raise the
level of inward investment of industrialized countries – and particularly those
which are the leading repositories of advanced created assets. It is also tending
to increase the outward investment of these countries – but not to the same
extent as inward investment – while raising the outbound FDI by industrializ-
ing developing countries, as they seek to aid and accelerate the entry of their
firms into global markets. In short, the presence and growth of asset-acquiring
MNE activity is leading to a flattening out of the NOI position of countries, as
compared with that suggested by the traditional version of IDP; namely, at
lower levels of GNP the net inward investment position will be lower, and at
high levels of income the NOI position will be lower, than in the absence of such
investment.11 The suggested reshaping of the IDP is portrayed by the dotted
line in Figure 5.1.

The emergence of alliance capitalism
Another feature of the last decade has been the growth in non-equity collab-
orative arrangements of one kind or another. Sometimes, these are being pursued
as alternatives to FDI, but, for the most part, they are complementary to it.
Increasingly, cross-border intrafirm FDI and interfirm co-operative schemes
are being perceived as part of a holistic and multimodal strategy of the leading
global players.

It is possible to identify many different kinds of collaborative schemes, but
the vast majority fall into two categories. The first take the form of strategic
alliances which are specifically intended to gain access (or preclude a competitor
from gaining access) to foreign assets or markets. The second embrace a galaxy
of international subcontracting relationships, in which interfirm co-operation
goes beyond the production of materials, parts and components to the design
and development of new materials, parts and components. In each case, too, it
would seem that the terms of any collaboration are contained less in a formal
contract and more in a sense of agreed mission and mutual commitment.

It is the latter characteristic of interfirm relationships which has led to the
coining of the term ‘alliance’ capitalism.12 As we have seen, alliance capitalism
differs from hierarchical capitalism in that, whereas in the case of the former,
the co-ordination of economic activity is determined primarily by arm’s-length
markets and interfirm co-operation, in the latter it is decided primarily by arm’s-
length markets and hierarchical intrafirm fiat.13

While alliance capitalism has long since been a prominent feature of many
East Asian economies – most noticeably Japan and South Korea -in the mid-
1990s it is spreading – albeit in a modified form – to other parts of the world.
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This is for three main reasons. The first reflects the lack of experience of hier-
archical capitalism by the transition economies of Central and Eastern Europe
and China. As these countries struggle to embrace the discipline of free markets,
they are finding that the speediest and most effective way to upgrade their
natural and created assets is for their newly privatized firms to form co-operative
alliances with other domestic, or foreign, firms, rather than to pursue the route
of internal economic growth. Second, it reflects the increasing inability of firms
to pursue ‘stand-alone’ strategies in situations in which their core competencies
need to be efficiently combined with those of other firms if they – the former
– are to be fully effective.

Third, one of the features of the emerging techno-economic paradigm of
micro-economic activity, namely flexible and innovation-led production, is that
it requires a symbiotic and continuing relationship between the various part-
icipants in the production process, and that this is likely to be most effective if
it is based on mutually agreed upon goals and on active and purposeful co-
operation, rather than on administrative fiat. Thus, although many firms are
currently downsizing the range of their activities in order to concentrate on
those central to their core competencies, that is, becoming less hierarchical,
they are also concluding new strategic alliances with their critical suppliers and
industrial customers along the value chain, and with their competitors across
value chains. This they are doing both to leverage more effectively their own
special capabilities and to ensure, by appropriate control procedures, that the
goods and services they transact with other firms, and which critically affect
these capabilities, are provided at the highest quality and/or the lowest cost.14

What are the implications of the advent of alliance capitalism on the inter-
national direct investment position of countries and their IDP? Perhaps the main
implication is that such non-equity forms of cross-border production are
becoming too important to be ignored in discussing the export and import of
resources and capabilities, and the way in which their use is influenced either
by hierarchical or by co-operative arrangements involving foreign firms. Here
what scant evidence we have15 suggests that, apart from situations in which
inbound and/or outbound FDI is disallowed or regulated by governments, cross-
border alliance formation to gain access to new technologies and markets, or
to exploit the economies of scale and synergy, tends to involve a two-way
exchange of resources and capabilities between firms from advanced industrial
countries. By contrast, other kinds of alliances, and especially those which
involve firms from both developed and developing countries, are primarily
concluded in order to facilitate a transfer of resources and capabilities from the
former to the latter countries.16

Incorporating such alliances into the IDP would then suggest that inbound
transfer MNE activity17 of the poor or middle-income countries would increase,
but in the case of the richer countries, one might predict an increase of both
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inbound and outbound resource transfer. Unfortunately, apart from some data
on cross-border interfirm royalties and fees, it is extremely difficult to quantify
either the extent to which alliances do transfer resources and capabilities, or
the consequence of such transfers on the welfare of the exporting and importing
countries. As a subject for further research, the relationships between alliance
formation, economic structure and development surely demand some degree
of priority.

The role of non-market country-specific differences in explaining the IDP
In our earlier testing of the hypothesis that a country’s outward and inward FDI
is systematically related to its stage of development (Dunning, 1981, 1986,
1988a), we identified a number of contextual variables which could explain why
the shape and position of the IDP differs between countries. Inter alia, our
research showed that industrial or industrializing countries were likely to generate
more outward direct investment at any given level of GNP per head than the
natural-resource-based economies.18 At the same time, we made the general
assumption that countries – or, more specifically, the governments of countries
– pursued market-friendly economic strategies, and intervened as little as possible
in the organization and allocation of resources within their jurisdiction.

In retrospect, it is clear that, throughout the last three decades, by a bevy of
macro-economic and organizational policies, national governments have con-
siderably affected the structure of the IDP of their countries. This they have
done both by specific actions to influence the level and composition of inbound
and outbound FDI, and by their general economic and social policies, which
affect the attractiveness of their location-bound resources and markets to foreign
investors. Moreover, notwithstanding the liberalization and deregulation of
many markets over the past decade, national governments continue to exercise
a powerful influence on a country’s international investment position and the
profile of its IDP.

Several country case studies contained in Dunning and Narula (1996) confirm
this proposition. It is most obviously seen in the case of centrally planned and
East Asian economies. But, as revealed by some quite dramatic shifts in the
outward and inward FDI position of particular countries – which have often
occurred as a direct result of a reorientation in government economic policy –
it is no less evident in economies such as the United Kingdom, France, Sweden,
Greece and Portugal in Europe; Chile, Colombia, Argentina, Jamaica, Mexico
and Venezuela in Latin America; China, India, the Philippines, Vietnam and
South Korea in Asia; Canada in North America; Morocco, Egypt, Nigeria and
South Africa in Africa; and in Iran in the Middle East.

There is already a good deal of evidence that the liberalization and privat-
ization of markets, and the attempts by many governments to increase inbound
investment, have led to an increased flow and restructuring of inward investment
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into many countries, and, pari passu, an increased flow of outward investment
from other countries.19 It is also apparent that the role of national governments
in affecting the price and quality of location-bound resources within their juris-
dictions, and the motivation and capabilities of their own firms to be outward
investors, is becoming increasingly significant – and especially in so far as
inter-Triad strategic asset- and efficiency-seeking investment is concerned.
Thus, for example, government policies which aim to upgrade the quality of
indigenous resources and capabilities to meet the demands of the international
market-place are likely to engage in more cross-border transactions (e.g. FDI,
trade and co-operative alliances) than those which are designed to promote
economic self-reliance.20

It follows from the above paragraphs that the relationship between FDI and
income levels using cross-sectional country data may well be expected to vary
at different points of time because of changes in the role of governments in
affecting inward and outward investment. It is also likely to fluctuate
according to the direction and character of technological advances and the
country from which they originate. Such advances, by their impact on the
competitive advantages of firms of a particular nationality, on the cost-
effectiveness of the location-bound resources and capabilities of countries,
and on the way in which economic activity is organized, are likely to lead to
a repositioning of the IDPs of countries. At the same time, longitudinal data
show that variations in the trajectory of a country’s IDP may occur because
of changes in the actions of national governments. In short, then, although
we have some ideas about the interaction of the behaviour of governments
and inward and outward investment, we need to explore this in a more
systematic and rigorous way.

The theory: some concluding remarks
In this chapter, we have suggested that some of the propositions initially put
forward to relate the inward and outward direct investment position of countries
to their stages of development need reconsideration. Partly, we have argued
that this is because the raison d’être and character of FDI has undergone some
important changes. Partly it is because other forms of cross-border involve-
ment – and notably co-operative arrangements – by MNEs need to be
incorporated in the analysis; and that the interaction between these other forms
and the stages of development may well be different from those of FDI. And
partly we have suggested this is because differences in national government
policies need to be more explicitly identified as an explanatory variable of the
international direct investment of countries, before any satisfactory relation-
ship between outbound and inward investment and economic development can
be established.
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Lastly, we believe that further attention needs to be given to the form and
characteristics of the fifth stage of the IDP, namely that in which the outward
and inward investment positions – like those of exports and imports – fluctuate
around the same level. Here the hypothesis is that the structures of the most
advanced industrial economies are both similar and inextricably linked with
each other. Although, for a period of time, one nation, through a series of path-
breaking technological or organizational advances and/or superior
macro-economic or macro-organizational policies, might gain a major com-
petitive advantage over other nations, any marked increase in outbound direct
investment may well be tempered by a corresponding rise in inbound strategic
asset-seeking investment and alliance formation. Moreover, owing to the
increasing ease at which knowledge, information and even organizational
techniques can move across national boundaries, any lead by one country is
likely to be quite quickly eroded by its competitors, and sometimes the catching-
up process itself may be aided and abetted by inbound and outbound FDI and
alliance formation.

However, little is known about the mechanism by which this is achieved.
Some hints about the dynamic interplay between the O-specific advantages of
firms and the L-specific advantages of countries have been given by Tolentino
(1993), Dunning (1993) and Narula (1996), while Ozawa (1992) has explored
some of the ways in which inbound and outbound Japanese FDI has affected
the structure of Japanese economic development. The conditions under which
inward and outward FDI21 can promote the upgrading of a country’s resources
and capabilities and advantageously restructure its resource allocation have
also been explored by several writers,22 including Cantwell (1989) and Cantwell
and Dunning (1991), who used the concepts of virtuous and vicious cycles to
explore the interplay between inward FDI and the competitiveness of a
particular industrial sector.

While some of the contributions in the Dunning and Narula (1996) volume
take this discussion a little further, much remains to be done. Why, indeed,
has inbound FDI promoted advantageous structural economic development
in some countries (e.g. Singapore and Thailand) but not in others (e.g. Chile
and Nigeria)? What determines whether outward direct investment helps a
country to upgrade the quality of its indigenous assets, and to promote its
dynamic competitive advantage, or, instead, to erode its technological
strengths and human resource development? What is the impact of alliance
capitalism on both the optimal mode of resource transfer and usage, and on
the ways in which these may affect the structure and pace of economic devel-
opment? It is questions such as these which need the attention of scholars in
the years to come.
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A STATISTICAL EVALUATION

Structural Changes and the IDP

At the outset it is important to point out that any statistical evaluation of the
IDP must necessarily be a tentative one. Any attempt to conduct a thorough
empirical analysis of a complex and changing relationship has severe limita-
tions. Given this fact, it is not our intention to develop a rigorous statistical
specification and test of the IDP. In fact, our aim is almost exactly the opposite,
as we wish to demonstrate that a statistical evaluation of the relationship
between FDI and economic development cannot be conducted on an aggregate
basis across countries, as the IDP represents a paradigm which is idiosyncratic
and country specific, and therefore best analysed on a country-by-country basis.
We intend merely to argue that the basic relationships postulated by the IDP are
still applicable, and how the lacunae regarding the extent and evolution of
natural and created assets as well as the changes in the world economy affect
the relationships suggested by the IDP.

Structural Changes in the World Economy

There have been two major developments in the world economy which have
affected the character of the IDP. The first is the introduction of Stage 5, which
reflects the catching-up and convergence process of the industrialized
economies. As we have discussed in the first part of this chapter and elsewhere
(Narula, 1993, 1996; Dunning and Narula, 1994), as countries reach Stage 4 and
begin to enter Stage 5, the activities and growth of their MNEs are no longer a
function of just the economic conditions of their home country, but the various
host countries in which they have subsidiaries. The more globalized the
operations of a firm, the greater the extent to which its O advantages are likely
to be firm specific, rather than determined by the economic, political and cultural
conditions of its home country. Moreover, the O advantages of firms will
increasingly be dependent on their ability to acquire and develop created assets
and their ability to organize these assets efficiently in order to exploit the
advantages due to common governance, making the MNE less dependent on its
home country’s natural resources. As such, O advantages become increasingly
firm specific as MNEs become more internationalized. The consequence of
this is that the outward direct investment position of a country’s firms at this
stage is no longer entirely dependent on the economic status and competitive-
ness of their home country, and increasingly affected by the conditions in the
various other countries in which they operate. Therefore, after reaching a certain
NOI position, a country’s investment position will not necessarily be propor-
tional to its income level or relative stage of development. To put it another
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way, we hypothesize that, ceteris paribus, a Stage 5 country will continue to
experience change in its FDI position regardless of whether its relative stage of
development or income levels changes. This is readily apparent when examining
the NOI position and GDPs of countries like the United States and the United
Kingdom which have either remained at the same relative stage of develop-
ment or fallen, but continue to experience high growth in both their inward and
outward position. Indeed, not only has the share of total world-wide inward
investment to industrialized countries increased, but a greater extent of outward
investment from these countries is being directed towards other industrialized
countries. (The current exception is the surge of FDI into China.)

Furthermore, the use of GDP as a proxy for development does not take into
account the profound changes in the economic structure of the industrialized
countries, which have shown a clear trend towards tertiary (i.e. service) sectors.
In other words, while their overall economic growth has slowed over the past
two decades, there has been considerable structural adjustment between sectors.
This has also had an effect on the composition of their inbound and outbound
FDI and, because of this, its geographical composition. Since 1980, for example,
much of the growth in inward and outward FDI has been directed to the tertiary
sector, and has been between industrialized countries (Narula, 1996). These
changes make a statistical evaluation of the relationship between NOI and GDP
of Stage 4 and 5 countries an increasingly difficult exercise through an
aggregate, cross-sectional test.

The growth of alternative forms of overseas value-added activity such as
strategic alliances needs also to be taken into account, especially in high-
technology sectors. As suggested in the first part of this chapter, strategic
alliances have become an important means by which MNEs from industrial-
ized countries have begun to engage in cross-border activities since the 1980s.
The evidence suggests that there is an increasing preference for Triad-based
MNEs to utilize non-equity-based co-operative agreements in preference to
equity-based agreements (such as joint ventures) in their intra-Triad partnering
activities in these sectors23 (Hagedoorn and Narula, 1994). Such agreements
are naturally not reflected in the FDI data, and since well over 95 per cent of
all strategic alliances24 are intra-Triad in scope (Freeman and Hagedoorn, 1994)
the use of FDI data for industrialized countries without allowing for the growth
of strategic alliances may make the results questionable.

The second consequence of changes in the world economy has been the
growing divergence of at least some of the developing economies away from
the industrialized economies. The catching-up process described earlier has not
occurred among the poorer countries, who have diverged as a group from the
wealthier countries and are not exhibiting a tendency to converge in relation to
the world leaders (Dowrick and Gemmell, 1991; Dowrick, 1992; Verspagen,
1993), and are in fact ‘falling behind’. The effect on the FDI activities of
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developing countries is that less inward direct investment is from industrial-
ized countries, and those developing countries that are outward investors prefer
to invest in the industrialized countries, wherever possible, to acquire created
assets. However, the ‘falling-behind’ effect is associated primarily with Stage
1 and 2 countries, while a handful of developing countries that are regarded as
newly industrializing economies (Stage 3) have been shown to be ‘catching
up’ with the industrialized economies. Indeed, data on FDI flows indicate that
the four Asian NICs account for 57.6 per cent of total outward flows from non-
oil-exporting developing countries between 1980 and 1990, and 83 per cent
over 1988–90.

The Idiosyncratic Nature of Countries

Most previous tests of the validity of the IDP have used a cross-sectional study
across countries as a surrogate for longitudinal analysis. As various country
studies in Dunning and Narula (1996) show, the exact circumstance of each
country is unique, and while there are some general similarities between groups
of countries, the explanatory power of the ‘ideal’ IDP based on cross-sectional
analysis of a large group of countries is severely limited. This aggregation of
countries for a given time period assumes that countries follow a broadly similar
IDP, whereas, in fact, each country follows its own particular path which is
determined by three main variables: (i) the extent and nature of its created and
natural assets; (ii) its strategy of economic development; and (iii) the role of
government. These factors essentially determine the nature and extent of the
firm-specific assets of both foreign MNEs and domestic firms operating within
its borders.

The character of a country’s resource endowments
The extent and nature of a country’s natural and created assets are determined
by two main issues: (i) its resource structure and (ii) its size.

Resource structure A country may possess a significant comparative
advantage, or an absolute advantage, in primary commodities. Such a country
is likely to spawn domestic firms that possess O advantages in the exploitation
of such assets. However, especially if such an advantage is a near absolute one,
it is likely to be the recipient of considerable inward investment from MNEs that
wish to internalize the supply of primary products to their upstream activities
located in other countries, and the extent of this inward investment will almost
continue to rise as the other L advantages associated with the host country
develop. These L advantages include the availability of skilled labour and other
infrastructural facilities, and may lead to sequential vertical investment in
upstream activities by both domestic firms and MNEs. As a result, a compar-
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ative advantage in a natural-resource-based industry may be sustained even
when the income levels rise to developed country standards. Such a scenario
would result in an NOI position that continues to be negative even when its
economy is developed, as for example in Australia. Any outward investment
would also tend to be in industries that are either in or related to the primary
sector, but would be dwarfed by the increasing extent of inward investment.
Such countries would tend to have a much lower (i.e. negative) level of NOI
at considerably advanced stages of development.

The lack of a natural resource base (i.e. a comparative disadvantage in
primary commodities) would, ceteris paribus, result in the opposite effect.
Inward investment at earlier stages would be muted, and outward investment
might begin at an earlier stage to secure the availability of necessary natural
resources. Such a country is also more likely to begin strategic asset-seeking
investment at an earlier stage (e.g. Japan). Overall, these countries would
become net outward investors at a considerably earlier stage of development
than those well-endowed with natural resources.

Market size Countries that possess small domestic market size, such as Hong
Kong, Singapore and Switzerland, are likely to have not just limited natural
resources such as primary commodities, but limited attraction in terms of market
size. Thus the lack of economies of scale will inhibit inward foreign investment
in earlier stages. As their human capital and infrastructure improves, some
inward investment may occur for export processing purposes. The small pop-
ulations may mean not just small aggregate consumption, but that domestic
firms would need to seek overseas markets in order to achieve economies of
scale. This not only would result in outward direct investment at earlier stages
of development, but also suggests that as income levels rise, domestic investors
that were involved in export-oriented production will seek overseas locations
to compensate for the shortage of low-wage human capital for labour-intensive
production. Such countries will reach (and remain at) a positive NOI position
at a considerably earlier stage of their development. The opposite scenario
would apply for large countries, which would attract larger amounts of inward
investment due to the attractions of their large markets, and domestic firms
may not have as much incentive to seek overseas markets since economies of
scale can be achieved at home.

The dynamics of the natural/created asset evolution are primarily determined
by those associated with the economic, social and political environment issues
that are generally a direct result of the actions of governments. A statistical
analysis of the IDP cannot, given the static nature of a cross-sectional test,
capture the dynamic development of created assets. The role of government is
even more idiosyncratic and peculiar to each country, and it is exceedingly
difficult to translate this into a general variable, or to group countries into
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distinct groups according to the role of governments in influencing the
created/natural asset balance. However, since these issues are dealt with in con-
siderable detail in the country studies in Dunning and Narula (1996), we will
briefly discuss the two main issues that primarily influence the dynamics of
created asset development.

Economic system
The economic orientation of a country may be outward looking, export oriented
(OL–EO) or inward looking, import substituting (IL–IS) (Ozawa, 1992).
Depending on the orientation of an economy, the use of either (or a hybrid of
the two) will substantially affect both economic development and the extent
and pattern of FDI, and hence the nature of the path taken by a particular
country. An OL–EO regime is likely to achieve faster growth and structural
upgrading. Ozawa (1992) argues that an OL–EO regime is a necessary condition
for FDI-facilitated development. We suggest here that although it is not a
necessary condition for growth in the first two stages, the greater the extent of
OL–EO policy orientation, the faster the process of structural adjustment and
economic growth and the quicker a country’s progress through the stages of
the IDP. Our earlier discussion of the various stages assumes an OL–EO type
of policy regime beyond the second stage, but not for the first two. IL–IS
countries would tend to have relatively little inward and outward FDI activity.

The failure of countries to proceed beyond the second stage is associated
with the vicious cycle of poverty (VCP). This, when applied in the traditional
sense, is explained as follows: low income levels in less developed countries
are associated with low savings rates which, in turn, result in low capital
investment, thereby keeping income levels low. In the parlance of the eclectic
paradigm there is a lack of ownership advantages of domestic firms and location
advantages of the country, as well as an inability to develop or acquire these.
The O advantages referred to here include financial assets as well as the Oa
and Ot types of advantages, whereas the L advantages are those of infrastruc-
ture. This cycle can be broken, inter alia, through the infusion of capital through
FDI, which allows for technological spillovers and financial capital.

Governments and organization of economic activity
Although the kind of economic system associated with a country broadly
determines the path taken by a country, the nature of government policy
associated with a particular system can vary between countries with the same
economic system and at the same stage of development. There are two main
areas of government strategy which directly impinge on the nature of the IDP
of a country: macro-economic strategy and macro-organizational strategy
(Dunning, 1992). The role of governments in determining macro-economic
policy is relatively well defined, and is often associated with the economic
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system. On the other hand, there is considerable variance among countries in
the role of governments in determining macro-organizational strategy. Macro-
organizational strategy primarily influences the structure and organization of
economic activity, and the nature of the policies most appropriate at a particular
stage should, in an ‘ideal’ situation, change as the economy evolves, reflecting
the nature of market imperfections that the policy is designed to circumvent
(Hämäläinen, 1993). Essentially, in such a best-world scenario, government
plays a market-facilitating role in which its macro-organizational policy dynam-
ically evolves over time. Increasing economic specialization associated with
economic development leads to a growth in market failures and increases the
potential benefits of government macro-organizational policy (Durkheim, 1964).
However, as Hämäläinen (1993) points out, governments may also fail, and
society is often faced with a choice between imperfect markets and imperfect
governments. Given that macro-organizational policy embraces a wide variety
of issues,25 and the fact that there is little agreement on what the optimal
involvement of government should be, the macro-organizational policy stance
varies widely among countries. The differences between the macro-
organizational strategy of countries at the same stage of development influence
both the structure of markets and the extent to which economic activity is effi-
ciently conducted, thereby affecting the specialization and economic structure
of the country, as well as the extent of FDI activity associated with it.

Evaluating the IDP

As we have earlier indicated, it is not our intention to develop a rigorous speci-
fication of the IDP, but merely to examine whether a causal relationship exists
between FDI and economic development for 1992, and to illustrate the deviation
from the ‘ideal’ path due to the extent of natural and created assets, as well as
those due to structural changes in the world economy. We shall utilize data on
FDI stocks published in UNCTAD (1994). GDP and population data are derived
from World Bank (1994). All data are in nominal US dollars. All FDI and GDP
figures are normalized by population. Inward FDI per capita is denoted as IWK,
outward FDI as OWK, NOI per capita as NOIK, and GDP per capita is denoted
as GDPK. In conducting the analysis, we shall also attempt to illustrate that
the nature of the relationship varies with the extent of natural and created assets
associated with a country.

The extent of natural/created assets is based on a twofold criterion to allow
for differences due to resources intensity as well as differences in country size.
High natural asset countries are defined as those countries whose primary
exports as a percentage of total exports (PRX) are greater than or equal to 50
per cent or whose area is greater than 1.9 million km2.26 Since most developing
countries tend to have a comparative advantage in primary commodities, the
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sample tends to consist largely of this group of countries. Although it would be
more appropriate to include only those countries which have an absolute
advantage in natural resources, rather than those with a comparative advantage,
it is exceedingly difficult to find such measure. Low natural asset countries are
assumed to represent countries with a high created asset base, or have a potential
to become economies with a created asset base. This group is defined as
countries for which PRX ≤ 20 per cent or area is less than 5000 km2.

Net outward investment
We examine the relationship between NOI and GDP utilizing a quadratic speci-
fication. This allows for the fact that the dependent variable changes over time
and stages, but it also assumes that the rate of change is more or less constant.
Apart from running regressions for the entire sample (ALL), we also do so for
a smaller subsample that excludes the most industrialized countries. This has
two purposes. First, since we have not developed a specification for the fifth
stage of the IDP, by excluding the countries that are most likely to be in Stage
5, we are able to test whether in fact the J-curve initially proposed by Dunning
(1981) is still valid for the pre-Stage 5 countries. Second, by excluding the
Stage 5 countries we are able to avoid ‘stretching’ of the IDP due to the cluster
of a large number of developing countries at the origin and the spread of the
industrialized countries around the X-axis, due to the process of convergence
and divergence. This would make the second NOI = 0 point be further to the
right than might actually be the case. The cut-off point for this sample is taken
to be the first industrialized country with an NOI > 0. Figure 5.2 shows the plot
of NOI per capita against GDP per capita for 1992. We also run regressions
for two other subsamples, the created asset countries (HI CA) and the natural
asset countries (HI NA). These four curves have been superimposed on Figure
5.2 while the results of these regressions are given in Table 5.1. We have not
included the results for 1980 here since these are broadly similar to those for
1992. None the less, there are broad differences in the distribution of the obser-
vations for the developing countries and the industrialized countries that are
due to the catching-up and falling-behind scenarios due to convergence and
divergence which have been evaluated using some simple measures in Table
5.2. In the case of the industrialized countries, which dominate much of the
graph, there has been an increasing trend towards a wider distribution along
the Y-axis since 1980. The mean NOI has become more positive, increasing by
a factor of 10.2, while the mean GDP has increased by a factor of just 2.1. Fur-
thermore, the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of NOI has fallen from
9.2 in 1980 to 2.4 in 1992 for industrialized countries, while this ratio for GDP
have remained constant at 0.2. This suggests that convergence phenomena
regarding GDP have halted, while the NOI positions of these countries have
become increasing similar. 
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The high growth rate of NOI relative to GDP for the industrialized countries
can be contrasted with that of the non-industrial countries (Table 5.2). The
mean NOI levels for the non-industrial countries have become more negative
but only by a factor of 2.2, whereas their mean GDP levels have increased by
a factor of 1.5. The ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of NOI has
decreased only slightly, while that of GDP has increased from 1.2 to 1.4 between
1980 and 1992. This suggests there is an increasing variation in the income
levels of these countries as a whole, while their NOI positions have remained
at the same level of dispersion.

Table 5.1 Linear regression equations for NOI with GDP based on a
quadratic statistical relationship

Sample GDPK GDPK2 ADJ.R2 F-value N 

ALL –0.1872*** 0.957 × 10–5*** 0.542 51.69 88
DC –0.1767*** 0.102 × 10–4*** 0.418 26.35 73
NA –0.2292*** 0.962 × 10–5*** 0.582 36.64 53
CA –0.1329** 0.789 × 10–5*** 0.579 16.33 24

*** Significant at the 1% level.
** Significant at the 2.5% level.
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Table 5.2 International direct investment and GDP for selected countries,
1980 and 1992

1980 1992

Mean Standard Ratio Mean Standard Ratio Ratio of Ratio of
($billion) deviation ($billion) deviation means standard 

deviations 
(i) (ii) (i) (iii) (iv) (iii) (i) (ii)

(ii) (iv) (iii) (iv)

All countries
Inward FDI 246 386 1.6 783 1 263 1.6 3.2 3.3
Outward FDI 164 533 3.2 721 1 783 2.5 4.4 3.3
NOI –84 402 –4.8 –62 1 076 –17.4 0.7 2.7
GDP 3 453 4 200 1.2 6 231 8 717 1.4 1.8 2.1

Industrialized countries
Inward FDI 749 525 0.7 2 671 1 746 0.7 3.6 3.3
Outward FDI 837 985 1.2 3 562 2 717 0.8 4.3 2.8
NOI 87 804 9.2 890 2 157 2.4 10.2 2.7
GDP 10 919 2 167 0.2 22 816 4 804 0.2 2.1 2.2

Non-industrialized countries 
Inward FDI 128 223 1.7 363 574 1.6 2.8 2.6
Outward FDI 6 26 4.2 90 338 3.8 14.8 13.2
NOI –124 217 –1.7 –273 429 –1.6 2.2 2.0
GDP 1 696 2 088 1.2 2 545 3 533 1.4 1.5 1.7

Stage 3 countries 
Inward FDI 556 789 1.4 2 694 4 414 1.6 4.8 5.6
Outward FDI 40 84 2.1 727 954 1.3 18.2 11.4
NOI –515 711 –1.4 –1 966 3 815 –1.9 3.8 5.4
GDP 5 402 2 975 0.6 11 118 3 671 0.3 2.1 1.2

Stage 1 and 2 countries
Inward FDI 97 183 1.9 221 347 1.6 2.3 1.9
Outward
FDI 5 5 26 5.5 12 35 2.8 2.6 1.4
NOI –94 177 –1.9 –208 335 –1.6 2.2 1.9
GDP 1 110 1 095 1.0 1 285 1 182 0.9 1.2 1.1

Note: All values are normalized by population.

Source: Derived from data published by UNCTAD (1994) and World Bank (1994).

However, as Figure 5.2 illustrates, there seem to be two groups of pre-Stage
4 countries. The majority of developing countries seem to be clustered at the
origin, while just a handful of countries are more widely distributed, and roughly
correspond to the newly industrializing countries (NICs). If we extract this group,
we are able to distinguish between the Stage 1 and 2 countries, and the Stage 3
countries, identified separately in Table 5.2. It is readily apparent that much of
the growth associated with the entire sample of non-industrialized countries was
primarily associated with the NICs. The mean level of GDP for Stage 1 and 2
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countries between 1980 and 1992 has shown only a marginal increase even in
nominal terms by a factor of just 1.2, implying that there may even have been a
decline in real terms. As for the Stage 3 countries, their GDP growth rate was
equivalent to that of the industrial countries. The mean NOI level for Stage 1 and
2 countries doubled over the same period, becoming more negative, while NOI
for Stage 3 became more positive, growing by a factor of 3.8.

The change in distribution over time lends support to our earlier comments
regarding the changes in the world economy. None the less, there are only minor
differences in the regressions between 1980 and 1992, and therefore we shall
only present those for the most recent period.

The results of the regressions, set out in Table 5.1 and plotted on Figure 5.2,
confirm our hypotheses. By excluding the industrialized countries from our
analysis, the results of the regressions seem to be weaker. The curve (labelled
as ‘DC’) provides a better estimation of the true relationship between NOI and
GDP for non-industrialized countries.

As Figure 5.2 shows, the results of our regressions also confirm our
hypotheses regarding the differences in the ‘idealized’ IDP due to the differences
in the extent of natural and created assets. Countries with above-average natural
assets tend to demonstrate a lower level of NOI for any given value of GDP
relative to the average expected path. Countries with above-average created
assets, on the other hand, demonstrate a much higher value of NOI relative to
the average expected path, and to the natural-asset-type countries. It is inter-
esting to note, however, that although there are differences in NOI for any given
level of GDP between the two groups, the difference narrows considerably at
higher levels of GDP.

Inward and outward FDI
The effects noted above regarding changes to the extent of NOI are more
apparent when examining the two components of NOI separately. As Table 5.2
shows, the mean outward FDI for the industrialized countries increased by a
factor of 4.3 between 1980 and 1992 – twice that of the growth of GDP. The
ratio of the standard deviation to the mean has also fallen, implying that the
level of outward FDI has tended to converge among this group of countries.
The mean inward FDI has also increased by a factor of 3.6, but the level of
disparity has remained constant.

For pre-Stage 4 countries, outward FDI grew faster than inward FDI between
1980 and 1992, but even in 1992 the extent of outward investment remained at
very low levels. It is interesting to note that the ratio of the standard deviation
to the mean for outward FDI for developing countries has fallen from 5.5 to
2.8, implying that a larger number of developing countries have begun to engage
in outward FDI since 1980. The Stage 3 countries, on the other hand, have
shown an 18-fold increase in their outward investment levels, and a fall in the
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ratio of the standard deviation to the mean from 2.1 to 1.3. Inward investment
into the NICs also grew twice as rapidly as that into other developing countries.
Thus, as expected, the Stage 3 countries have demonstrated growth of both
inward and outward FDI at a much higher pace than both the developing
countries and the industrialized ones. Their GDP has grown at the same rate as
that of the industrialized countries, and twice as fast as the developing countries.
The ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of GDP for the NICs is almost
the same as that for the industrialized countries, implying that, as a group, their
levels of GDP have converged.

Table 5.3 Log–linear regression equations for inward and outward FDI
against GDP

Independent Sample Constant LOGGDPK ADJ.R2 F-value N 
variable

LOGOWK ALL –11.866*** 1.9487*** 0.866 342.58 54 
LOGOWK NA –10.812*** 1.8199*** 0.809 115.63 28 
LOGOWK CA –14.572*** 2.2457*** 0.768 57.35 18 
LOGIWK ALL –3.7024*** 1.1626*** 0.746 256.85 88 
LOGIWK NA –4.2996*** 1.2751*** 0.705 127.39 54 
LOGIWK CA –4.166*** 1.176*** 0.755 68.87 23 

*** Significant at the 1% level.
** Significant at the 2.5% level.

In running regressions for gross inward and outward direct investment, we
have utilized a log–linear specification as originally suggested by Dunning
(1981). We have done so for three samples – all countries (ALL), the natural
asset countries (NA) and the created asset countries (CA) and the results are set
out in Table 5.3 and graphed against the data in log form on Figures 5.3 and 5.4.
Since a large number of developing countries have no outward investment,
there is a considerable loss of sample size when outward direct investment per
capita (OWK) is logged. As a result of this, the estimated value of the intercept
is inaccurate. In the case of inward direct investment per capita (IWK), although
theoretically a constant term is not required, since there is no country for which
GDP = 0, it is necessary to include one. It is therefore not meaningful to
reconvert the data back into linear form. None the less, it is significant to note
that the intercept terms for IWK equations are considerably lower than for
OWK, which confirms that in fact inward FDI tends to precede outward FDI.

As Table 5.3 shows, the results are highly significant for all six regressions
at the 1 per cent level, with values greater than 0.7 in all cases. In the case of
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inward FDI, as hypothesized, created asset countries demonstrate a lower rate
of growth of inward FDI than do natural asset countries, while created asset
countries have a higher slope for outward FDI than do natural asset countries.

CONCLUSIONS

The current version of the IDP, in introducing dynamic aspects to its framework,
represents a paradigm that encapsulates complex phenomena which are exceed-
ingly averse to aggregation. The relationship between FDI and economic
development requires the comparison of two phenomena at different levels of
economic analysis. While FDI is primarily a micro-economic or firm-specific
activity, economic development is a macro-economic or country-specific
phenomenon (Gray, 1982). The examination of FDI as a country-specific
variable requires the assumption that the activities of domestic and foreign
MNEs can be aggregated in terms of their motivation, both within industrial
sectors and across industrial sectors. Such aggregation can only be justified in
countries where the nature, mode and motivation of MNE activity are relatively
homogeneous, and the extent of their value-adding activities remains at
relatively low levels, such as in the less developed countries. However, as MNEs
become more globalized and engage in more complex investment activity, the
importance of firm-7 specific factors in determining the FDI profile of a country
becomes increasingly significant. This increasing complexity, together with
the differences in measuring FDI between countries, makes any such analysis
a hazardous one.

In addition, some of the data reviewed confirm that there have been profound
changes in the world economy as a whole, as well as among particular groups
of countries and within these countries. The process of catching up and falling
behind has resulted in a polarization of countries into three distinct groups. The
first group consists of the industrialized countries, which have been shown to
have a convergence within the group of income levels, but considerable growth
in income levels in the past 15 years. On average, their NOI positions have
become increasingly positive, while their levels of gross inward and outward
FDI are tending to converge. The second group consists of a handful of
economies that can be regarded as being in Stage 3, which are exhibiting high
growth in income levels and have become larger net outward investors since the
1980s. Their income levels also show signs of converging as a group, as well
as with the industrialized countries. More significantly from our point of view,
however, is the fact that their inward and outward FDI has been growing at a
rate that outstrips even that of the industrialized countries. The third group
consists of the Stage 1 and 2 countries which have experienced a divergence of
income levels away from those of the industrialized countries as well as from
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the Stage 3 countries. Income levels have grown only marginally even in
nominal terms, although the extent of FDI activity associated with these
countries continues to grow faster than their domestic economies. None the
less, their NOI position has become increasingly negative, and both their inward
and outward FDI positions have grown at a slower pace than that of either of
the other two groups.

Despite the limitations associated with a static analysis of a dynamic
phenomenon, and changes in the world economy as well as the large differ-
ences between countries, the data reviewed in this chapter indicate that there
continues to be a relatively strong causal relationship between FDI activity and
economic development. Furthermore, we have also been able to examine, albeit
simplistically, the hypotheses regarding how the extent of natural/created assets
determines the shape of the IDP. Countries that are relatively well endowed in
natural assets have a higher growth rate of inward FDI, but a much lower growth
rate of outward FDI, than countries that do not have a strong natural asset
position as well as those countries with a strong created asset position. In terms
of the traditional J-relationship between NOI and development, the J-curve
continues to be valid for pre-Stage 5 countries. Natural-asset-type countries
tend to have a considerably higher NOI position relative to the created asset
countries at any given income level.

Both parts of this chapter have sought to show that cross-sectional analysis
is not an appropriate tool to capture the dynamic character of the IDP. This
requires an oversimplification of complex economic activity into a few general
and aggregated variables, an exercise which cannot be undertaken without great
caution. For instance, if we restrict ourselves to using GDP as a single indicator
of development, the process of economic restructuring as well as the growth of
the technological competitiveness of countries are not taken into account.
Likewise, the growth of strategic alliances as an alternative mode of inter-
national value-added activity and the growth of the activities of governments
in the organization of economic activity cannot be usefully included in an
aggregate analysis across countries.

NOTES

1. See Kumar and McLeod (1981).
2. Earlier called ‘cycle’.
3. Or the right to their use.
4. Natural assets consists of the ‘fruits of the earth’ and the stock of unskilled labour. Created

assets are those derived from the upgrading of natural assets. For further details, see earlier
chapters of this volume and Narula (1996).

5. See the article by Reich (1990) for a succinct discussion on this issue.
6. See Gugler (1991).
7. For a review of the various empirical studies, see Narula (1993).
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8. Cited, for example, in Dunning (1993), Chs 11–19.
9. As reviewed, for example, in Dunning (1993).

10. Acquisitions accounted for 83.2 per cent of the outlays by foreign direct investors in the
United States between 1986 and 1992 (Fahim-Nader and Bargas, 1993).

11. Put another way, in their search for created assets and markets which they perceive necessary
to advance their objectives, both firms and countries are acquiring these resources and capa-
bilities by buying out (or investing in) foreign firms, in addition to being bought out (or
invested in) by foreign firms. The extent to which these routes are complements to, or sub-
stitutes for, each other has not been explored in the literature.

12. Also called ‘collective’ capitalism (Lazonick, 1992) and the ‘new’ capitalism (Best, 1990).
13. What one writer (Maister, 1993) has referred to as a ‘farmer’ rather than a ‘hunter’ organ-

izational management style.
14. Other motives for strategic outsourcing include the need to capture the specialized professional

capabilities of suppliers, to shorten cycle times, and to respond better to customers. Examples
of firms engaging in ‘close’ control procurement strategies include Marks and Spencer, Nike
and Honda (Quinn and Hilmer, 1994).

15. Notably from the work of John Hagedoorn and his colleagues at MERIT. For recent contri-
butions see Hagedoorn and Schakenraad (1991, 1992, 1994) and Hagedoorn (1992, 1993).

16. For example, host governments may compel foreign firms to conclude co-operative arrange-
ments with indigenous firms if they wish to produce within their boundaries, and/or force
domestic firms to conclude such arrangements with foreign firms if they wish to transfer their
O advantages abroad.

17. It is also worth recalling that the greater part of non-equity technology and organizational
transference between countries is undertaken by MNEs.

18. Primarily because the created to natural asset ratio of the former countries was higher.
19. See especially Contractor (1990).
20. This proposition is explored in more detail in Dunning (1992, 1994).
21. Thus to quite a large extent the US net inward investment position in the 1960s has been

eroded by the catching up of many European countries, while the seemingly invincible
economic prowess of Japan in several sectors is now being challenged by the United States
and Europe.

22. For a review of these, see Dunning (1993), especially the writers mentioned in Ch. 10. See
also Dunning (1994).

23. Freeman and Hagedoorn (1994) suggest that between 1980 and 1989, almost 70 per cent of
strategic technology partnering agreements between Triad firms and developing country firms
were equity based, while for intra-Triad agreements, it was less than 50 per cent.

24. These data only cover strategic technology partnering for the period 1980–89.
25. See Dunning (1992, 1993).
26. These data are both derived from the World Bank (1994).
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6. The changing dynamics of international 
production: an economic and strategic
approach*

INTRODUCTION

There is a slow, but discernible, convergence between the literature on global
strategic management and that of the theory of international production. Though
the language and analytical approach of the two schools of thought continues
to differ, the message of each is similar. This is demonstrated particularly in the
work of some younger scholars who have been trained in, or are at least familiar
with, the concepts and techniques of both disciplines.1

It is the purpose of this chapter to attempt to review some of the similarities
and differences between the approaches of the strategic management analyst and
the economic theorist towards explaining the globalization of production, and
to consider the possibilities of integrating some of their thoughts and findings.
Writing as an economist with a long-standing interest in international business,
my views on these particular issues will inevitably reflect my own predilec-
tions and prejudices. In particular, this chapter seeks to see how far the
economist’s approach to understanding the determinants of foreign value-added
activities of firms might be improved upon by taking more explicit account of
the work of business scholars. No doubt the latter would wish to start from the
opposite end, and see how far economic principles might be usefully incorpo-
rated into their thinking. Apart from the fact that I do not feel qualified to
undertake this latter task, it would probably be accepted by both groups of
scholars that the theory of international production is at a rather more advanced
stage than the theory of global strategic management.2
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ECONOMIST’S AND THE
BUSINESS ANALYST’S APPROACH TO EXPLAINING
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION

The Mainstream Economic Theories

Economists define international production as production owned or controlled
by multinational enterprises (MNEs). The MNE is an enterprise which engages
in foreign value-added activities and internalizes intermediate product markets
across national boundaries. Until comparatively recently, economists were
primarily interested in explaining foreign direct investment as a means of trans-
ferring resources, e.g. capital, management and technology, between countries
but within the same firm. Nowadays, their domain of interest is more focused
on the organization of cross-border activities, including non-equity collabora-
tive alliances.

Over the past three decades, a variety of explanations have been forwarded
to explain the level and pattern of MNE activity. Recent reviews are contained
in Dunning (1989, 1992, 1993) and Cantwell (1991). Some scholars have
directed their interest to explaining particular kinds or aspects of MNE related
activity. Others have attempted to formulate more general theories or paradigms
– either of the MNE or the value-added activities undertaken by such enter-
prises. Both, to a varying degree, implicitly incorporate strategy related variables
in their explanations, but only a few, notably Knickerbocker’s ‘follow my
leader’, Graham’s ‘exchange of threats’ and Lessard’s and Rugman’s ‘risk
diversification’ hypotheses, have focused more explicitly on the strategy of
firms as a separately identifiable explanatory variable.3

Up to now, most economic theories of foreign production have been directed
to explaining such production at discrete points of time rather than its path of
change between these points of time. Exceptions include Vernon’s product
cycle theory (Vernon, 1966, 1979), which relates the changing propensity of
firms to engage in foreign direct investment as the product they produced moved
from its innovatory to its mature or standardized form; Buckley and Casson’s
analysis of the optimal timing of a switch in the mode of servicing a foreign
market from exports to foreign investment (Buckley and Casson, 1981); and
Dunning’s investment development cycle or path, which traces the changing
propensity of countries to be inward or outward direct investors according to
their stages of economic development (Dunning, 1988). Mention might also
be made of the exploratory attempts of Mark Casson to incorporate entrepre-
neurship into the theory of foreign direct investment (Casson, 1987, 1988). At
the same time, most of these contributions have paid only passing attention to
the alternative strategies open to firms in penetrating foreign markets (apart
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from the export v. foreign direct investment option); and, like most of the other
explanations by economists, they were predicated on the assumption that firms
were profit or wealth maximizers.

Since the mid-1970s, there have been three attempts by economists to offer
generalized explanations of international production.4 These might be called
the macro-economic, the internalization, and the eclectic paradigmatic expla-
nations. Each should be considered as complementary to rather than competitive
with each other, and to the partial explanations earlier put forward. Since the
latter two approaches address themselves to the behavior of groups of firms
(rather than that of countries), and appear to offer the most promise for incor-
porating the thinking of the strategic business analyst, we will concentrate our
attention on these.5

The Internalization School

Scholars of this school of thought are primarily interested in the MNE as a
particular kind of multi-activity firm. Their central proposition is that the
existence of the cross-border value-added activities by firms stems from the
failure of intermediate product markets to operate efficiently. FDI seeks to
improve upon the market as a transactional mechanism. The replacement or
internalization of such markets by hierarchies leads to an extension of the
boundaries of the firm. Most of the internalization literature6 is concerned with
identifying the kinds of cross-border market failure which might lead to, or
increase, MNE activity, and with the evaluation of the transactional costs and
benefits associated with these alternative organizational routes.

In several respects, the internalization theory of foreign production offers a
promising basis for the inclusion of strategic related variables. Like the
management analyst, the internalization economist fully embraces the concept
of uncertainty in his analysis of market failure; indeed the reduction or counter-
acting of uncertainty is viewed as one of the critical reasons for the emergence
and growth of multinational activity.7 Like the management analyst too, the
internalization economist focuses his attention on the conduct and behavior of
the firm as a unit of analysis, and on the alternative strategies open to it in the
pursuance of its objectives.8

At the same time, the purview of interest of the two groups of scholars is
rather different. The internalization economist is primarily interested in
explaining the organization of the cross-border value-added activities. The
strategic management analyst is interested in evaluating the determinants of all
aspects of decision taking to do with the creation and deployment of a firm’s
competitive advantages in international markets. To the internalization
economist, most competitive advantages of MNEs (other than those which
derive from their multinationality as such) are taken as given; to the business
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strategist they are something to be explained. To the internalization economist,
the key question is ‘Under what situations will multinational hierarchies replace
international markets?’ To the business strategist it is to analyze why some
firms, rather than others, are successful at becoming global players, and
sustaining or advancing their global market shares.

The Eclectic Paradigm

The eclectic paradigm of international production sets out a generalized
framework for explaining the level and pattern of the cross-border value-added
activities of firms. It postulates that, at any given point of time the stock of
foreign assets owned and controlled by multinational firms, is determined by
(a) the extent and nature of the ownership specific or competitive advantages
of those firms, vis-à-vis those of uninational firms, (b) the extent and nature of
the location bound endowments and markets offered by countries to firms to
create or add further value to these competitive advantages, and (c) the extent
to which the market for these advantages, including those which arise from
multinationality per se, are best internalized by the firm itself, rather than
marketed directly to foreign firms.

The paradigm suggests that the configuration of these ownership, location and
internalization (OLI) advantages will vary according to country, nature of
activity, and firm specific characteristics; but that the propensity of corpora-
tions to engage in foreign production will be the most pronounced the greater
their (relative) competitive advantages, and the more they find it profitable to
create or add value to these advantages themselves from a foreign location.
Some of the more important OLI variables identified by the eclectic paradigm
are set out in the appendix to this chapter.

Although the eclectic paradigm addresses itself to explaining the foreign
production of firms, rather than that of a particular firm, and draws on a wider
range of economic tools than does internalization theory, in several respects it
has more in common with the interests of the strategic management analyst.
Most importantly, perhaps, it takes both the competitive advantage of firms
and those of countries as something to be explained, although it accepts that
some of these former advantages may arise from the common governance of
value-added activities and the internalization of cross-border markets. In the
identification of these advantages, there is very little difference (except in pre-
sentation, emphasis and language) between the kind of ownership specific
advantages of firms and locational advantages of countries listed by such
scholars as Porter (1986, 1990), Kogut (1983, 1985), Doz (1986, 1988), Ghoshal
(1987), Hamel and Prahalad (1987), and those in my own writings.

For reasons already suggested, the attention given to the concept of market
failure by the strategic management literature is somewhat less. At the same
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time, the advantages which arise from the common ownership of activities
across national boundaries are fully recognized by business scholars. Porter
(1990), for example, distinguishes between nation or location based advantages
and system based advantages of firms; while, in an earlier study (Porter, 1986),
he identified the configuration and coordination options open to firms, identi-
fying the latter as those which other scholars would refer to as the economies
of common governance or scope. Kogut (1983) explicitly distinguishes between
the O specific advantages which are often a necessary prerequisite for the initial
act of foreign production, and those which arise as a direct consequence of
foreign production, or the growth in it. These latter benefits include the
spreading of environmental risk, the capacity to maximize global efficiency by
engaging in product and process specialization, and intrafirm trade; the oppor-
tunities to arbitrage cross-border information, financial and factor markets,
and/or to exercise additional leverage in negotiating with national governments
or indigenous economic agents; and the learning and experience gains which
may stem from operating in different environments (Kogut, 1985).

In his suggestion for an organizing framework to study the issues of global
strategic management, Ghoshal (1987) sets out two matrices. One relates the
objectives of firms to different kinds of competitive advantage (p. 428) and the
other the economies in product and market diversification to some components
of common governance (p. 435). The latter is almost a perfect rationale for the
hierarchical coordination of discrete value-added activities to capture the extra
market benefits arising from them (Caves, 1980b), while the former sets out
some of the gains from geographical diversification, which parallel those
identified by Kogut and Porter, but which arise primarily because of the capacity
of multinationals to exploit cross-border market imperfections.

There are, however, important differences in emphasis between the eclectic
paradigm and the strategic management literature in explaining the globaliza-
tion of business. The most important among these is that, like most other
economic models, the eclectic paradigm is interested in identifying and
evaluating the most significant variables affecting the level and patterns of
international production, or changes in international production, rather than
those affecting the strategic action of firms to achieve such production.

Second, while the eclectic paradigm acknowledges the significance of firm
specific characteristics in determining international production, its main focus
is on country and industry characteristics. For example, the theory is interested
in explaining why there tends to be more globalization of production in the
pharmaceutical and petroleum industries than in the iron and steel or railway
sectors, or why the industrial or geographical distribution of Japanese and
Taiwanese MNEs is different from that of its Canadian or French counterparts.
By contrast, the strategic business analyst’s attention is more likely to be
directed to answering such questions as why the global sourcing strategy of
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Toshiba is different from that of BMW, or why the marketing strategy of Nestlé
is more ‘niche’ oriented than that of Unilever. From the economist’s perspec-
tive, strategy related variables are more often treated as part of the ‘unexplained’
(or unexplainable) variables, whereas they are the main subject of interest to the
business analyst.

Third, the eclectic paradigm is usually couched in static or comparative static
terms. Though some attempt has to be made to theorize about the changing
international OLI configuration facing, or engineered by, firms or industries
over time,9 for the most part, economists have been content to explain the inter-
national allocation of MNE activity at a given point of time or between points
of time. Moreover, no real attempt has been made either to explicitly incorpo-
rate the interaction between firms into the eclectic framework – and particularly
the feedback effects of a firm’s actions on the behavior of its competitors – nor
to acknowledge the fact that the capabilities of firms in implementing their
chosen strategies may be very different. Finally, it is only recently that the
eclectic paradigm has acknowledged that firms may invest abroad (particularly
via the acquisition and merger route) to protect or gain a competitive position
rather than to exploit existing O specific advantages.10

INCORPORATING STRATEGY INTO THE ECLECTIC
PARADIGM OF INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION

We now turn to consider how the eclectic paradigm, and, for that matter, inter-
nalization theory as well, might better take account of the strategic actions and
reactions of firms. We have suggested that, insofar as they directly affect the
foreign value-added activities of firms, many of the strategy related variables
considered by business analysts have already been identified by the eclectic
paradigm; but others, which impact indirectly though affecting the behavior of
firms, may require more attention than they have so far been given.11 What,
however, is missing is the incorporation of strategy per se as an explanatory
variable. How, if at all, might this be done?

First, we would reiterate the point that a firm’s choice of options is only a
point of issue where the markets in which it competes are imperfect. Such
imperfections may be structural (i.e. they are brought about by market distorting
actions on the part of the participants in the market) or endemic (they reflect the
inability of the market to fulfil certain tasks required of it). Pure market failure
is a situation in which, due to the presence of uncertainty, or to technological
imperatives, or to the fact that the consequences of some transaction spillover
to institutions or individuals who are not party to those transactions, it is
impossible to create the conditions of a perfect market in which each firm
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produces at its lowest average cost while equating marginal cost to price. Once,
however, market failure arises, a firm’s range of behavioral options increases.
For example, there can be no generalized ‘optimal’ trade-off between a set of
possible outcomes to a firm’s strategic behavior and the profits associated with
these outcomes because the estimation and valuation of the uncertainties
involved are, themselves, likely to be firm specific! Similarly, once the choice
of product differentiation is introduced as a possible corporate strategy, one is
immediately faced with the possibility of multiple profit or wealth maximizing
strategies, e.g. to supply a superior quality product at a higher price versus a
lower quality product at a lower price.

The way in which we would suggest strategic choice might be incorporated
into the eclectic paradigm of international production is to introduce a
‘dynamized add-on’ independent variable.12 The variable we propose to use in
our framework of thought is that of strategic change (St). We shall define
strategy as a ‘change in the conduct of firms designed to advance their long-
term objectives, which specifically takes heed of the estimated likely reactions
of other decision taking units in response to that change’.

We shall identify two kinds of strategic change. The first is a change in the
way in which a firm or group of firms seeks or seek to achieve its (their) long-
term objectives, given any particular configuration of any OLI advantages (i.e.
a strategy initiating, or autonomous strategic, change). The second is a change
in strategy occasioned by a change in that configuration (i.e. a strategy induced
change). To illustrate and simplify our analysis, we shall consider just one
period of time, viz. t – 1 → t; and examine how a strategic variable or set of
strategic variables might be incorporated into the tripod of OLI variables
affecting the level and structure of foreign production. We shall also assume that
the goals of firms remain unchanged over this time, i.e. their reaction to a given
set of OLI advantages is constant.

Take first the ownership or competitive advantages of a firm. At any given
point of time t, these advantages (Ot) represent its current stock of income
generating or cost reducing technological and organizational assets, the nature
and structure of which are a function of its past ownership advantages, and the
overall strategic response to such advantages. Such a response is likely to be
multifaceted and to include actions taken with respect to, for example,
innovation, organizational structures, acquisitions and interfirm alliances,
product diversification, vertical integration, sourcing exchange risks and foreign
production. So, assuming just one time period ‘t – 1 → t’,

Ot = f(OLIt–1SOt–1 SOt–1→t)EXNOt–1→t) ... (1)

where EXN represents changes in the value of any exogenous or non-strategic
endogenous variables over time t – 1 → t.
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Similarly, the competitive or locational specific attractions of countries for
the value-added activities of a firm at time t (Lt) is a function of its OLI con-
figuration in time t – 1 (as each of these variables may interact to affect a firm’s
locational choice at that time), changes in the locational advantages of countries,
as affected by changes in the value of non-strategic related variables, and any
changes in the autonomous strategy of a firm which may affect its location. So:

Ltf (OLIt–1, SLt–1, SLt–1→t EXN Lt–1→t) ... (2)

This equation, then, suggests that the geographical distribution of a firm’s
current production is dependent, in part at least, on changes in either its
autonomous locational strategy or that which is the result of changes in non-
strategic related variables which may themselves induce a change in its strategy
over the time t – 1 → t.

Finally, the way in which a firm organizes the creation or development of its
O advantages (or others it may seek to acquire) and relates these to the
advantages of countries (i.e. its choice of whether or not to internalize or
increase its internalization of cross-border intermediate product markets) will
depend upon its transnational deployment of past OLI advantages and any
changes in strategy which might occur over the time period under considera-
tion. Hence:

It = f(OLIt–1 SIt–1SIt–1→t EXNIt–1→t) (3)

Combining the three previous equations and aggregating for all firms, we
arrive at a general equation:

OLI*
t = f(OLI*

t–1 S*
OLIt–1 SOLIt–1→t EXN*

OLIt–1→t) ... (4)

where * = all firms.

International production in time t then represents the totality of the strategic
responses of firms to past OLI configurations and to changes in these config-
urations brought about by changes in the external environment and non-strategic
endogenous variables. Indeed, the strategic responses of firms to their current
(or expected future) OLI variables, together with autonomous strategic changes,
will determine their future pattern of international production.

It is worth noting that unless the firm is in equilibrium at time t – 1 and that
there are no learning or other strategic responses still in the pipeline at that time
(i.e. SOLIt–1→t is zero), OLIt will be different than OLIt–1. and hence so also will
the level and structure of international production. In this event, any changes in
foreign production are assumed to be caused solely by changes in the value of
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exogenous or non-strategic endogenous variables which might affect the OLI
configuration (e.g. a product innovation, a reduction in cross-border transport
costs, a more cost-effective advertising campaign, better protection of property
rights, a new inroad into the firm’s market by its competitors, and so on).

It may also be observed that we have chosen to treat strategic change as a time
related variable; but that at a given moment of time, we have not included the
response of a firm to its past OLI configuration as an independent variable.
This implies that we have assigned objectives to a firm which are independent
of the OLI variables affecting these objectives, and that these goals are
consistent over time, and similar between firms. For those who feel uncom-
fortable with this procedure, it would be acceptable to formulate an additional
hypothesis which treated foreign production as the independent variable, and
the OLI configuration and the goals of firms as dependent variables. Thus, at
time t for a group of firms.

IPt = f(OLItGt) ... (5)

where G = the goals of the firms at time t. A change in the goals of firms over
time t – 1 → t could then either be explicitly incorporated into equations 1
through 4, or be assumed to affect their strategic actions and reactions over that
time period, and hence its OLI, at time t.

HYPOTHESIZING ABOUT STRATEGY RELATED
VARIABLES

Strategy Induced Variables

The primary purpose of the eclectic paradigm is to identify the kind of OLI
advantages likely to affect international production, and to hypothesize about
the significance of these variables. However, on this second point, much will
depend upon the nature of the products produced, by which firms they are
produced, and where they are produced. An operationally testable explanation
of resource based investment will draw upon a different set of OLI variables
than will that of market seeking investment or an investment which is part of
a global, cost-minimizing or asset acquiring strategy. Similarly, the relevance
of a particular configuration of OLI variables affecting the foreign value-added
activities of Italian or Korean MNEs may be different than those influencing
Canadian or UK multinationals. Finally, the O specific advantages of firms and
the L advantages of countries, and the way in which firms coordinate their
cross-border value-added activities based on these advantages, are likely to
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vary according to such variables as the size of the enterprise, whether the
investment is a greenfield or an acquisition, whether it is first-time or sequential,
and whether it is just one or one of many foreign ventures.

All this suggests that, within a general paradigmatic framework, a number
of self-contained, and for the most part, complementary, operationally testable
theories may be generated. Indeed, much of the research of trade and industrial
organizational economists has been directed to identifying and evaluating the
most significant, explanatory variables, and, it might be added, with some
success.13

However, all of these studies assume that, faced with the same OLI
advantages and normalizing for country, industry and (non-strategic) firm
specific characteristics, firms will react in a similar way to these advantages.
Implicitly or explicitly, firms are assumed to be wealth or profit maximizers.
Neither does any of the empirical research attempt to incorporate strategic
variables per se into the OLI configuration of firms. Only strategy related
theories, such as those already identified and which are designed to answer
very specific questions about the oligopolistic behavior of firms, come near to
doing this.

Is it then possible to suggest strategy induced variables, which could be incor-
porated with OLI variables, into the eclectic paradigm; and also to theorize
more explicitly about which particular strategy variables are likely to affect
particular types of international production? Can one predict ways in which
strategic change may affect the (future) value of OLI variables?

Consider, for example, the case of a profit maximizing firm producing a
single product (say a pharmaceutical drug) in a monopolistically competitive
market. The firm is faced with a particular OLI configuration, on the basis of
which it finds it profitable to export part of its output to an independent dis-
tributing and marketing outlet in another country. Assume, too, that the firm’s
cost and pricing strategy is consistent with its long-term economic goals, and
that this strategy does not affect its future OLI configuration. Finally, assume
that the firm has all the information it needs about domestic and foreign markets,
suppliers, customers and government policies, and that it undertakes no
innovatory activities. In every sense, then, the firm’s output is in equilibrium
with its OLI configuration, and the strategy management of that configuration
(which in one sense, of course, might be considered as an O advantage in its
own right) is consistent with maintaining this equilibrium. This latter assumption
is the one built into the eclectic paradigm.

Now suppose this equilibrium is disturbed by the importing country imposing
a substantial tariff on the drug supplied by the foreign firm. The immediate
effect of this is to decrease the attractiveness of domestic production (i.e. by
raising the cost of supplying the foreign market by exports). The question then
is, should the firm opt out of the market altogether or try to supply it by other
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means, and, if the latter, what means? In turn, to answer these questions, other
issues need to be explored. Among these are the effect the options may have
on the firm’s O advantages (e.g. on its ability to exploit scale and scope
economies); and if some of these produce negative results, how might they be
overcome and at what cost? The primary interest of the international business
economist is to identify the way in which the first best solution to these questions
affects the level and pattern of global production. Rarely, if ever, is he or she
concerned with the path by which a firm makes a choice from the alternative
options open to it.

As a first step to incorporating strategy in the OLI paradigm, one then needs
to identify the options available to firms in respect of any change in the OLI con-
figuration. However, the real significance of strategy is where the outcome of
pursuing alternative options is uncertain, and where there is no clearly identi-
fiable optimum way of achieving particular goals or even of identifying the
trade-off between goals. Taking the above example as a case in point, there
may be some uncertainty as to the future policy of the importing government,
not only towards the purchase of foreign goods, but also towards inward direct
investment or licensing. There may be some doubt as to the extent to which
local licensors are likely to adhere to any contract for producing the drug under
license. There may also be some question over the contestability of domestic
markets and the effect of new entrants on the profitability of existing investment.
While, in part, the likely response to these uncertainties may be gauged from
the existing OLI configuration of firms, it is the latters’ idiosyncratic charac-
teristics, and their perception of their position in the strategic groups with which
they identify, which is likely to determine the actual strategies pursued.

Consider next a situation in which the value of locational variables changes.
A firm may have a set of options open to it to adjust to these changes. Each
option is likely to vary according to the type of foreign production being
considered. Each option is likely to have a different outcome. Each outcome is
likely to generate different costs and benefits which it is impossible to predict
in advance. Often, too, the consequences of alternative options are interactive.
Only if we know the firm’s assessment of the degree of risk involved, and if its
trade-off between risk and profitability is known, will it be possible to gauge
its optimum locational strategy.

Now, assume there is a change in the firm’s O specific advantages. Suppose,
for example, it invents a new fermentation process which halves the cost of
producing the drug. How might this affect its foreign production? Since the
firm is not currently producing overseas it may be that the answer is ‘not at
all’; it may simply increase its exports. But this will not necessarily be the case.
Depending on its price elasticity, the demand for the product might rise in the
importing country to allow local production to become economically viable.
Or, it could be that, because of the nature of the inputs it requires, the fermen-
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tation process can be more economically undertaken in a foreign country than
at home. At the same time, it might be in the firm’s strategic interest to license,
or otherwise collaborate with, a foreign firm to produce the drug. Again, while
it is possible to identify the options available to the firm, the strategy it actually
chooses will rest on its perception of, and attitude towards, the anticipated costs
and benefits of the options, and, not least, how these may impinge upon its
main competitors (or potential competitors).

Finally, the circumstances surrounding a firm’s I related advantages may
change. Suppose, for example, the firm finds that the foreign distributing and
marketing company to which it is exporting its products has become unreliable,
or the quality of its services has fallen, or it raises its prices. Suppose, too, that,
at the same time, the firm’s own knowledge and experience of the local market
have improved, and/or it perceives that local customers require it to modify its
product to meet their particular needs. Then, the firm may decide to undertake
the distributing and marketing functions itself. But, again, this might not be its
only option and, even if it were, the firm still has a choice as to whether it should
set up a greenfield marketing venture or buy an existing venture. Or should it
enter into a cooperative alliance with a local competitor or with another
marketing and distribution company? What effect might each of these possible
actions have on its O advantages, and so on? Each option carries an uncertain
outcome, and thus requires some appreciation of the strategy of a firm.

We have introduced the most simple of changes in the OLI configuration of
firms; and we have assumed away many of the interesting options open to firms.
For example, suppose our pharmaceutical company were producing in an oli-
gopolistic market. Then, not only might its OLI configuration be directly
affected by the behavior of its major competitors, but, considering any change
in its own strategy, it would have to take account of the likely impact of this
strategy on its competitors, and how, in turn, their responses may affect its own
competitive position. We have also assumed that the firm is a single product and
non-innovating enterprise. Clearly, not only are multi-product and innovating
firms likely to have more options in reacting to changes in their OLI variables;
the chances are they will also interact with the strategy of a larger number of
other firms, both along and between value-added chains.

Strategy Initiating Variables

Up to this point we have considered strategic induced changes being brought
about by changes in the configuration of the OLI variables of firms (i.e. those
exogenous to their strategies). Earlier in this chapter we also identified strategy
initiating changes. These pro-active changes may be made for a variety of
reasons, the most common of which are, first, to improve the O specific
advantages of firms (to reduce those of competitors); second, to influence the
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L attractions of particular countries (in some cases by lobbying governments
to take action to help achieve this goal); and third, to reduce the transaction
costs of markets and/or improve the transaction efficiencies of single or col-
laborative hierarchies. Such autonomous changes in strategy are often sparked
off by a change in the ownership of the firm or the composition of its senior
management. They may be forced on a company by a failure of previous
strategies; or they may be made in anticipation of new technological advances
or organizational restructuring. Expected changes in the external environment,
e.g. a reorientation in government economic policy, may also necessitate a
change in strategy. A possible configuration in the structure and composition
of competition, and the global strategies of rivals may have a similar effect.

There are two key consequences of strategic initiating changes. The first is
that they may result in a particular OLI configuration being responded to in a
different way. In this case there will be a direct effect on international
production. For example, a greater reluctance to embrace political risks might
result in less FDI in politically unstable regimes; while, in anticipation of the
effects of the formation of the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1958,
many US firms began integrating their production facilities within its six
founding members.

Second, they may, themselves, impinge upon the OLI configuration and, by
doing so, affect the level and pattern of international production. A conscious
decision to invest more in innovatory activities, or to reduce product diversifi-
cation and specialize in core value-added activities, or to develop a niche
marketing strategy, or to boost and/or change the format of advertising
campaigns, or to introduce new sourcing policies or wage systems, or to decen-
tralize more decision taking activities to regional offices, are just a few examples
of autonomous changes in strategy that may affect OLI configuration and, thus,
the foreign production of firms.

To what extent is it possible to generalize about the likely form of strategic
initiating changes and their effect on international production? As regards the
first question, several writers, e.g. Porter (1986), Doz (1986), Hedlund (1986),
Bartlett and Ghoshal (1990) and Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1990), have sought
to demonstrate how changes in endogenously determined variables such as the
creation and management of technological capabilities and organizational
systems, and the revitalization of entrepreneurship, and exogenously determined
variables such as the emergence of Japan as a major international competitor,
the trend towards less regulated market economies and regional economic inte-
gration, and the changing structure of global competition, have affected the
direction of the global product and marketing strategies of firms – including
their strategies towards foreign production per se. Similarly, researchers have
identified some of the likely changes in the ownership and locational preferences
of firms which have followed, or may be expected to follow, the dismantling
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of trade barriers in the EEC (UN, 1993); from more relaxed government policies
towards inward foreign direct investment (Contractor, 1990); from the com-
petitive pressures to innovate and upgrade the quality of output (Cantwell,
1989); or from the liberalization and deregulation of many service or service
related markets (Giersch, 1989; UNCTC, 1988).

As to how these changes are likely to impact on the OLI configuration of firms
and, through these, foreign production, there has been less substantial research.
There is, however, a great deal of casual evidence. For example, a change in the
character and geography of European production by US manufacturing affiliates,
following the formation of the EEC in 1958, led to an increase in the competi-
tive advantages of US firms by offering new opportunities for product
rationalization and the economies of common governance. At the same time, it
also resulted in a shift in the location of production by US firms to the EC from
the United States, and increased the extent to which US firms internalized their
exports of technology and management skills to their EEC based subsidiaries.

In conclusion, autonomous strategic changes may sometimes affect the level
and pattern of international production directly, and sometimes indirectly,
through their effect on the firm’s OLI configuration. Strategy induced changes
are a response to changes in the OLI configuration, which will also impact
directly on international production. In each case, strategy is the ‘dynamic add-
on’ variable which links past and current as well as current and future levels of
production to existing and future OLI advantages. While changes in interna-
tional production may and do occur without strategic change, many changes
are a direct consequence of it.

Explaining Differences in the Global Strategy of Firms

So far in this chapter we have illustrated some ways in which strategy might be
incorporated into the variables influencing the foreign decision by the average
or representative firm. In doing so, we have argued that the direction of a firm’s
future strategy is related to its current OLI configuration (which, in turn, is partly
the result of its past strategies). It follows, then, that if firms possess a different
configuration of OLI advantages, they are likely to pursue different strategies
towards the deployment of these advantages. Indeed, a good deal of the
management literature has sought to identify and explain these strategies, and
to examine how far they can be linked to the particular characteristics of firms.

Consider, first, the kind of strategic initiating changes which different kinds
of MNEs might introduce. It may, for example, be reasonable to hypothesize
that firms which are leaders in their particular industry in product innovation
are likely to opt for a product differentiation strategy, while those which see their
main advantage in supplying low cost products are more likely to pursue a cost
minimizing strategy (Porter, 1980, 1985). Integrated MNEs which operate in
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a large number of countries are likely to pursue different finance raising and
international sourcing strategies than those which produce in only one or two
countries and which organize their affiliates on an ‘every tub on its own bottom’
basis. New MNEs seeking to establish a global marketing presence in sectors
in which there is a surplus of production capacity are likely to follow very
different market entry strategies than those in rapidly growing industries. MNEs
which have already decentralized their R&D facilities to several foreign
countries and/or adapted their products to local needs are likely to evolve
different innovating strategies than those which centralize these facilities, and/or
aim to produce a world product. Given then, a knowledge about the OLI con-
figuration of firms, it should not be difficult at least to narrow down the likely
choice of strategic initiating changes open to it, and indeed, to classify MNEs
accordingly.

Similarly, it may be possible to offer some generalizations about the form of
the strategic response of firms to changes in the value of non-strategic variables,
according to the character and mix of their OLI configuration. Thus, firms
which are particularly adept at supplying and marketing low-cost standardized
products are likely to respond differently to regional economic integration than
those supplying high-quality products to niche markets. MNEs which have a
special knowledge of (say) production conditions in Latin America are likely
to react differently to locational strategies in respect of changes in these
conditions than firms whose main production experience is confined to the Far
East. MNEs which compete in a tight oligopolistic market structure, or which
have developed close bonds with their industrial customers, are likely to respond
differently to a reduction in cross-border market failure than firms which operate
in monopolistic competitive markets or which maintain an arm’s-length rela-
tionship with their customers.

These illustrations could be multiplied many times. They all point to the
conclusion that hypothesizing about the factors which may determine strategy
is not very different from hypothesizing about the contextual variables which
determine the shape of the OLI configuration affecting particular firms. These
we have identified as industry (or activity), country and firm specific variables;
and the value of each of these is likely to influence both the strategic options
open to firms, and their response to them. Alternatively, we might take the OLI
configuration as a given variable and relate (future) strategic behavior to that
variable. Much depends upon one’s starting point of analysis and the extent to
which one believes strategic decision taking impacts on the OLI variables or the
OLI variables impact on strategy! The answer is likely to be ‘both’, depending
on the time frame one is taking. Thus, we might have:

St→t+1f(OLIt) or OLIt = f(St–1→t) (6)
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We accept, of course, that an explanation of the differences in the strategic
behavior by firms based upon their reactions to a particular OLI configuration
may not give a complete explanation of such conduct. However, in the context
of global strategy, it does have the major advantage that research has already
demonstrated its robustness as a framework for analyzing the international
operations of firms.

This brings us to another point. Our main subject of explanation is the foreign
value-added activities of firms. At the same time, as has been pointed out
elsewhere (Dunning, 1977, 1988, 1993), these activities may be influenced by
variables which affect the ability of such firms to compete in foreign markets
independently of whether they engage in foreign production, and by those which
are a direct consequence of internalizing cross-border markets. Indeed, it is an
important premise of the internalization paradigm that these latter advantages
are both a necessary and sufficient condition for FDI to occur.

Similarly, in explaining the global strategy of firms, it is reasonable for the
strategic management analyst to direct his attention to those aspects of their
behavior which arise from their multinationality per se. Hence, for example, the
distinction is made by Doz (1986) between integrated MNEs and nationally
responsive MNEs; and much of the author’s analysis is concerned with iden-
tifying differences in the production and marketing strategies pursued by two
types of firms. Likewise, Porter’s conceptual framework (Porter, 1986) and
Teece’s distinction between firms pursuing entrance deterring strategies and
those pursuing resource and capabilities enhancing strategies (Teece, Pisano
and Shuen, 1990) can be readily applied to identifying the managerial responses
to a particular OLI configuration facing MNEs, and how these differ according
to the degree of multinationality of such firms and their governance structures.
Indeed, in their monograph, Bartlett and Ghoshal (1990) specifically address
the way in which the globalization of production by firms might affect their
organizational capabilities and mentalities, and how these, in turn, may impact
on management structures.

CONCLUDING REMARKS: A FIRST CUT AT A SYNTHESIS

The question then remains, how can strategic behavior best be embodied into
the economist’s approach to international production? First, we have suggested
that at the paradigmatic level, strategy specific variables may be incorporated
as ‘dynamic add-ons’ to the OLI configuration of variables, which currently
offer a generalized or eclectic framework for explaining the foreign value-added
activities of firms. We have also suggested that it is possible to hypothesize
about the autonomous or induced strategies likely to be pursued by MNEs
according to the configuration of the OLI advantages with which they are faced.
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Second, we have argued that, just as any operationally testable theory of
international production must specify the kind of foreign production being
considered,14 so likewise any attempt to theorize about the effect of strategy on
foreign production must do the same. Thus, the strategies of firms considering
resource based investment are likely to be different from those considering
market seeking, cost minimizing or strategic asset acquiring investments, or
from those wishing to acquire new competitive advantages. By the same token,
different generic product, innovation or marketing strategies will have a
different impact on the future OLI configuration of MNEs.

Third, we have asserted that the significance of particular OLI variables will
also vary according to the products being produced, the countries of origin and
destination, and firm specific factors. So, too, might the relevance of any com-
bination of strategic variables also vary; and it is the task of the business analyst
to identify and evaluate these.

One final problem needs mentioning. Most of the OLI variables (or proxies
for them) identified by the eclectic paradigm are, to some degree or another,
measurable. Strategic variables are, perhaps, less so. How does one quantifiably
compare a cost minimizing strategy with a product differentiation strategy? Or
an innovating aggressive as compared with an imitating defensive strategy? Or
a segmented compared with a general product line strategy? The fact is that
most strategic actions can be measured only indirectly, e.g. by their effects.
But this raises another difficulty, namely how to attribute the effect, or effects,
associated with a strategic action to that action? Indeed, one can easily fall into
the trap of tautological reasoning, viz. the OLI configuration determines strategy
yet strategy determines the OLI configuration.

However, by treating strategy as a time related or dynamic variable, this
particular trap can be avoided. The challenge which then remains is how to
isolate the strategic from the other variables that might affect the future OLI con-
figuration of firms – a problem which most economists avoid by treating
strategic success (or failure) as a residual. By the same token, economists, de
facto, regard the strategic response to a particular OLI configuration as a residual
variable in explaining foreign production.

At the end of the day, whether this matters or not obviously rests on the size
of the unexplained variable. This, in turn, will depend on how correctly one
has identified and specified the appropriate OLI variables and the particular
kind of production one wishes to explain.

For example, firms from a particular country or industry which adopt global
sourcing strategies are likely to exhibit a very different profile of international
production to those which prefer to buy their inputs from local suppliers. The
choice of whether to decentralize or centralize R&D facilities is also likely to
be closely related to particular innovatory capacities of a firm, which markets
it serves, and of how it views the relative advantages of using or internalizing
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the market for foreign sourced R&D. Firms which engage in product special-
ization in different countries are likely to be those which have important
systemic or common governance advantages, and which supply products which
face few barriers to trade and whose transport costs are relatively insignificant.
Firms which conclude international coalitions presumably do so because they
perceive that this is the best way to exploit or strengthen their existing
ownership advantages vis-à-vis their competitors. Firms which practice a
strategy of international cost leadership are likely to do so because they have
strong competitive advantages in either acquiring cheap and efficient factor
inputs or in scale economies. The strategies pursued by firms towards human
resource recruitment, deployment and training are likely to reflect the relative
importance attached to this management function and the capabilities of their
personnel managers.

If the above analysis is correct, what is left to be explained is strategy or
strategic change which is unrelated to the existing OLI variables affecting the
firm. Earlier (pp. 184–6) we gave some examples of autonomous strategic
change, which leads, rather than reacts to, any given OLI configuration – but,
at the same time, may affect the pattern and structure of international production.
Of the strategies which it might be difficult to trace back to the OLI configu-
ration, those which are uncertainty or risk related are perhaps the most
significant. Even here, however, there are aspects of entrepreneurial risk
strategy, e.g. the measurement of risk, and the choice of options to protect
against, counteract, or reduce risk, which may be gauged from knowledge about
the OLI configuration.

In as much as intelligent entrepreneurship is, itself, a firm specific advantage
and is likely to affect corporate attitudes to uncertainty bearing, there remain
only those risks which essentially reflect the attitudes of individual decision
takers. That these can be important is witnessed by the dramatic changes in
both functional and overall management strategies which often follow a change
in the senior management (and especially the chief executive) and/or boards
of directors of corporations. Indeed, one might hypothesize that, more than any
other factor, apart from those strategic related variables embodied in the OLI
configuration of firms, the perception of, and attitudes towards, risk taking by
the key decision takers in a corporation are the most critical variables deter-
mining strategy. And, at the end of the day, because these are, at least partly,
culture specific, it may be the difficulty of embodying these in any general
theory of the firm – or that of global business strategy – which constrains the
extent to which the economist’s and strategic analyst’s approach to under-
standing and explaining foreign production can be integrated.
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APPENDIX: AN EXTENDED VERSION OF THE ECLECTIC
PARADIGM OF INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION*

1. Ownership-Specific Advantages (of enterprise of one nationality [or affiliates
of same] over those of another)
a. Property right and/or intangible asset advantages.

Product innovations, production management, organizational and
marketing systems, innovatory capacity, noncodifiable knowledge,
‘bank’ of human capital experience, marketing, finance, knowhow, etc.

b. Advantages of common governance.

i. Those that branch plants of established enterprises may enjoy over
de novo firms.
Those due mainly to size, product diversity and learning experiences
of enterprise, e.g. economies of scope and specialization. Exclusive
or favored access to inputs, e.g. labor, natural resources, finance, infor-
mation. Ability to obtain inputs on favored terms (due, e.g. to size or
monopsonistic influence). Exclusive or favored access to product
markets. Access to resources of parent company at marginal cost.
Synergistic economies (not only in production, but in purchasing,
marketing, finance, etc. arrangements).

ii. Those that specifically arise because of multinationality. Multi-
nationality enhances operational flexibility by offering wider
opportunities for arbitraging and production shifting. More favored
access to and/or better knowledge about international markets, e.g.
for information, finance, labor, etc. Ability to take advantage of
geographic differences in factor endowments, government interven-
tion, markets, etc. Ability to diversify or reduce risks, e.g. in different
currency areas and creation of options and/or political and cultural
scenarios. Ability to learn from societal differences in organizational
and managerial processes and systems. Balancing economies of inte-
gration with ability to respond to differences in country specific needs
and advantages.

2. Internalization Incentive Advantages (i.e. to protect against or exploit market
failure)
Avoidance of search and negotiating costs.
To avoid costs of moral hazard and adverse selection, and to protect
reputation of internalizing firm.
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To avoid cost of broken contracts and ensuing litigation.
Buyer uncertainty (about nature and value of inputs [e.g. technology] being
sold).
When market does not permit price discrimination.
Need of seller to protect quality of intermediate or final products.
To capture economics of interdependent activities (see b. above).
To compensate for absence of future markets.
To avoid or exploit government intervention (e.g. quotas, tariffs, price
controls, tax differences, etc.).
To control supplies and conditions of sale of inputs (including technology).
To control market outlets (including those which might be used by com-
petitors).
To be able to engage in practices, e.g. cross-subsidization, predatory pricing,
leads and lags, transfer pricing, etc. as a competitive (or anticompetitive)
strategy.

3. Location Specific Variables (these may favor home or host countries)
Special distribution of natural and created resource endowments and
markets.
Input prices, quality and productivity, e.g., labor, energy, materials,
components, semifinished goods. 
International transport and communications costs. 
Investment incentives and disincentives (including performance require-
ments, etc.)
Artificial barriers (e.g. import controls) to trade in goods and services.
Societal and infrastructure provisions (commercial, legal, educational,
transport and communication).
Cross-country ideological, language, cultural, business, political, etc. dif-
ferences.
Economics of centralization of R&D production and marketing. 
Economic system and policies of government: the institutional framework
for resource allocation.

4. Dynamic ‘Add-on’ Extent and form of innovation – and in 
Strategy Related Variables what direction?
(Some illustrations) Is the firm aiming to develop core or diver-

sified competencies?
Technology and Innovation Is the firm primarily an innovator or an

imitator?
Does the firm internalize or externalize the
R&D function?
To centralize or decentralize R&D?
Nature of foreign R&D activities.
Form and nature of technology transfer.
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Product Degree of product specialization or diver-
sification.
High quality or low cost product? 
Product line broadening or upgrading? 
Degree of vertical integration. 
Degree of geographical specialization of
plants.
Extent to which products arc adapted for
local consumption.

Sourcing The ‘make’ or ‘buy’ decision.
Single or multiple sourcing? 
To source locally or import? 
Form of relationship with suppliers. 
Quality control exercised over intermedi-
ate products.

Production Methods of manufacturing (batch, mass
production, flexible manufacturing). Extent
to which production processes are adopted
in foreign subsidiaries. 
Work practices. 
Quality control and inspection procedures

Human Resource Management Recruitment policy (e.g. extent to which
this is centralized or decentralized).
Patterns of industrial relations.
Methods of wage payments, productivity
incentives, and fringe benefits.
Worker participation in decision making
process.
Training programs.
Policy towards employment of local
nationals in foreign subsidiaries.

Marketing and Distribution Geographical market orientation.
Broad liner, innovator, nicher or synergist.
Distribution channels.
‘Do it yourself’ or use agents?
Control over markets served by foreign
subsidiaries.
Extent of intrafirm trade.
Advertising et al. promotional techniques

Organization M, U or matrix form?
Ethnocentric, polycentric or geocentric
attitudes towards foreign operations.
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Multidomestic, global or transnational ori-
entation of MNEs towards foreign
affiliates.
Organizational structure of foreign
affiliates.
Degree of control or influence exerted over
decision taking by affiliates.
How far are local managers included in
centralized decision taking process?

Finance and Accounting Techniques of capital budgeting and
evaluation of investment projects. 
Sourcing of finance. 
Transnational accounting, budgetary, and
planning control procedures.

Ownership Extent of ownership of foreign subsidiaries.
Policies towards strategic alliances – with
whom and what form?
Strategy towards joint ventures and non-
equity associations.

Locational Issues Attitudes towards foreign production and
geographical risk diversification Leverage
and arbitrage opportunities. 
Behavior of competitors, suppliers,
customers, etc.
Nature of interface with home and foreign
governments; negotiating and bargaining
strengths and tactics of the two parties.

NOTES

1. See, for example, the work of Doz (1986), Ghoshal (1987), and Kogut (1985, 1989, 1990),
Kogut and Singh (1988) and Porter (1980, 1985, 1986, 1990).

2. For an analysis of the state of the art of this latter theory, see a special issue of the Strategic
Management Journal, Vol. 12, 1991.

3. See Knickerbocker (1973), Graham (1978), Lessard (1977) and Rugman (1979).
4. These are compared and contrasted more fully in Dunning (1993).
5. Business scholars, however, do well to acquaint themselves with macro-economic theories

of foreign direct investment, of which that of Kiyoshi Kojima (Kojima, 1978, 1982) is the best
known. The particular merit of Kojima’s approach is that it looks at the issue of outward and
inward investment from a country’s viewpoint, and attempts to argue that it is the compara-
tive locational or competitive advantages of countries which should determine the amount,
form and structure of international business operations. To this extent, there is some parallel
between the attributes of competitiveness identified by Porter in his latest book (1990), and
those analyzed by Kojima. However, Kojima pays only limited attention to the market
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replacing, or systemic advantages of multinational firms, as his whole analysis if strongly
neoclassical, and based on the principle that cross-border markets are (or should be) (near)
perfectly competitive.

6. For reviews of this literature see especially Buckley and Casson (1985), Casson (1987),
Hennart (1986), Teece (1985) and Rugman (1986).

7. For example, with respect to the behavior of suppliers, customers or competitors of the
investing firm (Vernon, 1983) and of environmental volatility (Kogut, 1985).

8. For example, both Stuckey (1983), in his study of vertical integration in the aluminum industry,
and Hennart (1988), in his comparison of the organization of the international aluminum and
tin industries, discuss the alternative strategies which MNEs may adopt towards minimizing
their cross-border transaction costs. For a more general analysis of the choice of organizational
strategies within hierarchies when market failure exists, see Anderson and Gatignon (1986)
and Kogut (1988).

9. See especially Chapters 3 and 6 of Dunning (1988).
10. As explained more fully in Dunning (1993).
11. These include both firm specific variables (e.g. attitude of decision takers to risk, time profile

of earnings, innovation, age, segments of market served, long term objectives) and exogenous
factors (e.g. corporation taxes, R&D subsidies, training grants, presence of related industries,
and demand patterns).

12. Cf. Caves (1980a), who argues that the concept of strategic groups and mobility barriers ‘do
not add up to a tight formal model ... but serve as a dynamized add-on to the traditional
structure–conduct–performance paradigm’.

13. For recent surveys of some of these findings, see Clegg (1987), Kumar (1990), Dunning
(1993) and UNCTC (1992).

14. Although they vary, classification of different types of international production itself requires
careful research and analysis.
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7. The eclectic paradigm of international
production: a restatement and some
possible extensions*

INTRODUCTION

When the concept of the eclectic paradigm of international production was first
put forward by the author in 1976 at a presentation to a Nobel Symposium in
Stockholm on The International Allocation of Economic Activity,1 the intention
was to offer a holistic framework by which it was possible to identify and
evaluate the significance of the factors influencing both the initial act of foreign
production by enterprises and the growth of such production. The choice of the
word eclectic was an ambitious, yet deliberate one. It was meant to convey the
idea that a full explanation of the transnational activities of enterprises needs to
draw upon several strands of economic theory; and that foreign direct investment
is just one of a number of possible channels of international economic involve-
ment, each of which is determined by a number of common factors.

It is accepted that, precisely because of its generality, the eclectic paradigm
has only limited power to explain or predict particular kinds of international
production; and even less, the behaviour of individual enterprises.2 But this
deficiency, if it is a deficiency, which some critics have alleged, could no less
be directed at attempts to formulate a general, but operational testable, paradigm
of international trade. The classical and neoclassical theories of trade, for
example, while still having wide explanatory powers for most kinds of inter-
industry trade, are quite inadequate to explain much of intra-industry trade.3

Indeed, it is perhaps worth emphasizing that the point at which the
Heckscher–Ohlin–Samuelson (HOS) theory of trade fails is precisely that at
which the modern paradigm of international production starts, that is, the point
at which there are positive transaction costs in intermediate goods markets.4

The difference between the neotechnology and other modern theories of trade,
and those of international production, is that, while the former implicitly assume
that all goods are exchanged between independent buyers and sellers across
national frontiers, the latter explicitly postulate that the transfer of intermedi-
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ate products is undertaken with the same enterprises. In other words, without
international market failure, the raison d’être for international production
disappears. But once it exists, explanations of trade and production may be
thought of as part of a general paradigm, based upon the international disposi-
tion of factor endowments, and the costs of alternative modalities for transacting
intermediate products across national boundaries. This, indeed, is the central
theme of this chapter.

CRITICISMS OF THE ECLECTIC PARADIGM

Are Competitive or Ownership Advantages Necessary to Explain 
International Production?

In its original form, the eclectic paradigm stated that the extent, form and pattern
of international production were determined by the configuration of three sets
of advantages as perceived by enterprises.5 First, in order for firms of one
nationality to compete with those of another, by producing in the latter’s own
countries, they must possess certain production or transactional advantages
specific to the nationality of their ownership. These advantages must be
sufficient to compensate for the costs of setting up and operating a foreign
value-adding operation in addition to those faced by indigenous producers or
potential producers.

In our 1976 contribution, which is reproduced in Chapter 2 of this volume,
we identified three types of ownership specific (O) advantages: (1) those which
stem from the exclusive privileged possession of, or access to, particular income
generating assets; (2) those which are normally enjoyed by a branch plant
compared with a de novo firm; and (3) those which are a consequence of geo-
graphical diversification or multinationality per se.6 In a later typology
(Dunning, 1983), we distinguished between the asset (Oa) and transaction (Ot)
advantages of multinational enterprises (MNEs).7 While the former arise from
the proprietary ownership of specific assets by MNEs vis-à-vis those possessed
by other enterprises (i.e. of type (1) above, which can only occur in a situation
of structural market distortions),8 the latter mirror the capacity of MNE hier-
archies, vis-à-vis external markets, to capture the transactional benefits (or
lessen the transactional costs) arising from the common governance of a network
of these assets, located in different countries.

The distinction between structural and transactional market imperfections
is an important one (Dunning and Rugman, 1985). Clearly the relevance of
each in determining the O advantages of MNEs will vary according to the char-
acteristics of firms, the products they produce and the markets in which they
operate; and whether the competitive process is viewed from a static or dynamic
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perspective. Certainly, the earlier analysts of foreign direct investment – par-
ticularly those of the Hymer (1960, 1976) tradition – tended to emphasize the
former kind of imperfection; but likewise, so do contemporary economists
working in the area of innovation and technological development (e.g. Pavitt,
1987; Cantwell, 1986), and business analysts seeking to identify the systemic
advantages of globally oriented enterprises (e.g. Prahalad and Doz, 1987; Kogut,
1983, 1985a). By contrast, the modern theory of the MNE qua MNE (e.g. as
summarized by Teece, 1986 and Casson, 1987) tends to emphasize transac-
tional market failure as the main raison d’être for international production. The
two kinds of imperfection are, of course, often inter-related, particularly in a
dynamic market setting;9 and there is a growing consensus that the most
successful MNEs are those which are best able to nurture and exploit both asset
and transactional ownership advantages.

The second condition for international production is that it must be in the
best interests of enterprises which possess O advantages to transfer them across
national boundaries within their own organizations rather than sell them, or
their right of use, to foreign based enterprises. This immediately suggests that
MNEs perceive that the international market place is not the best modality for
transacting intermediate goods or services. The reasons for the internalization
of markets have been explored in considerable detail in the literature.10 Suffice
to reiterate here that three main kinds of market failure are usually identified,
viz. (1) those which arise from risk and uncertainty as, for example, those
succinctly analysed by Vernon (1983); (2) those which stem from the ability of
firms to exploit the economies of large scale production, but only in an imperfect
market situation and (3) those which occur where the transaction of a particular
good or service yields costs and benefits external to that transaction, but which
are not reflected in the terms agreed by the transacting parties.11 The desire by
firms to integrate different stages of the value-added chain, to engage in product
diversification, or to capture the economies of the use of complementary assets
(Teece, 1987), originate from the presence of one or other of these forms of
transactional market failure, even though the motives for internalization may
be expressed rather differently (e.g. to safeguard supplies of essential inputs, to
ensure quality control of end products, to guarantee markets, to protect property
rights, to allow price discrimination, to spread the costs of shared overhead and
so on). The greater the perceived costs of transactional market failure, the more
MNEs are likely to exploit their competitive advantages through international
production, rather than by contractual agreements with foreign firms. By
contrast, the higher the administrative costs of hierarchies and/or the external
diseconomies (or disbenefits) of operating a foreign venture (e.g. as shown by
the Bhopal disaster), the more probable it is that the latter vehicle, or at least a
jointly shared equity stake, will be preferred.
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In such cases, where there is no external market for the competitive
advantages of MNEs, the distinction between ownership and internalization
advantages may seem irrelevant. Indeed, some writers, notably Buckley and
Casson (1985) and Casson (1987), have argued that the failure of international
intermediate product markets is both a necessary and sufficient condition to
explain the existence of MNEs. Yet, we believe it is not only useful, but logically
correct, to distinguish between the capability of MNEs to internalize markets
and their willingness to do so. For, while the latter may explain why hierar-
chies, rather than external markets, are the vehicle by which transactional
ownership advantages (Ot) are transferred across national boundaries, it is the
former which explains why these advantages are exploited by one group of
MNEs rather than another, or by MNEs rather than firms indigenous to the
country of production.12 The eclectic paradigm also assumes that market imper-
fections, without which firm specific proprietary advantages could not persist,
are endogenous to MNEs, unlike the internalization rubric which assumes them
to be exogenous (Buckley, 1987).13 When, however, one examines the
dynamics of international business growth, and especially why some MNEs
prosper and others do not, the two approaches are more easily reconcilable with
each other.

Certainly in the exploitation of specific intangible assets (Oa), such as a
patent or trade mark, firms often have a choice between using the external
market or not. Here the distinction between asset generation, or acquisition,
and asset usage is an important one. We would accept, with Rugman (1981),
that, if an ownership advantage is either created by, or becomes the exclusive
property of, a particular enterprise, it has, in some sense, ‘internalized’ the
market for its use;13 but we believe this to be a questionable extension of the
interpretation of a term which originally, and quite specifically, was intended
to convey a response to transactional, rather than structural, market failure.14

Locational Advantages: Structural and Transactional Market Failure

The third strand of the eclectic paradigm is concerned with the ‘where’ of
production. Enterprises will engage in foreign production whenever they
perceive it is in their best interests to combine spatially transferable intermediate
products produced in the home country15 with at least some immobile factor
endowments, or other intermediate products, in another country. While, in the
eclectic paradigm, the advantages or disadvantages of particular locations are
treated separately from the O advantages of particular enterprises, as are the
reasons for the internationalization of these advantages, the decision on where
to site a mine, factory or office is not independent of the ownership of these
assets, nor of the route by which they or their rights are transacted. For example,
the ability of an enterprise to choose the correct location or organize its assets
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efficiently may itself be considered an O advantage. Similarly, the choice of
location may be prompted by spatial market failure: historically, the imposition
of trade barriers has led to a lot of foreign manufacturing investment of MNEs.
At the same time, a reduction in transport costs and the formation of customs
unions or regional trading blocs, e.g. EEC and LAFTA, have prompted greater
regional specialization of production by MNEs (Dunning, 1988). 

Once more, a distinction needs to be drawn between the different kinds of
market imperfections which may influence the locational decisions of MNEs.
Structural market distortions, including those arising from some (but not all)
kinds of government intervention,16 and which affect the costs and/or revenues
of producing in different locations, may either encourage or discourage inward
direct investment (Guisinger, 1985). On the other hand, even without such dis-
tortions, MNE activity would still occur wherever there are transaction gains
likely to result from the common governance of activities in different locations.
Such advantages include enhanced arbitrage and leverage opportunities, the
reduction of exchange risks and better co-ordination of financial decision-
taking, the protection afforded by a hedged marketing or multiple sourcing
strategy, and the possibility of gains through transfer price manipulation, leads
and lags in payments, and so on (Kogut, 1985b).

The ability to generate and sustain such O advantages itself strengthens the
competitive position of MNEs vis-à-vis uninational firms. But, because trans-
actional market failure is sometimes country specific, it has locational
implications as well. To this extent, Rugman is on the right lines when he
refers to MNE as ‘internalising exogenous spatial imperfections’ (Rugman,
1981); but this analysis better explains the common ownership of MNE sub-
sidiaries in different locations, rather than why particular subsidiaries are
located where they are.

Specific versus General Theories of International Production

It is then the juxtaposition of the O-specific advantages of firms contemplating
foreign production, or an increase in foreign production, the propensity to inter-
nalize the cross-border markets for these, and the attractions of a foreign location
for production which is the gist of the eclectic paradigm of international
production. But the identification and value of the specific ownership, location
and internalization (OLI) parameters which will influence individual MNEs in
any particular production decision will vary according to the motives underlying
such production. The parameters influencing an MNE to invest in a copper
mine in New Guinea are unlikely to be the same as those influencing investment
by a Japanese colour television company in the United States; while those deter-
mining the pattern of rationalized production in the EEC by a large and
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geographically diversified US motor vehicles MNE will be different from an
investment by a Korean construction management company in Kuwait.

However, the eclectic paradigm does allow one to go a step further by relating
the OLI configuration facing MNEs to a number of structural or contextual
variables. Elsewhere (Dunning 1979), we have identified the more important of
these as country, industry (or activity) and firm specific. For example, the asset
advantages (Oa) of particular MNEs may be expected to vary according to the
factor endowments and other characteristics of the countries from which they
originate and/or in which they operate, and the technological and other features
of the activities in which they engage. The fact that such assets may be the
exclusive property of particular firms, and be mobile across national boundaries,
does not negate the possibility that their source may be explained by the inter-
national disposition of country specific and immobile endowments. To this
extent, one is back to HOS-type theory, except for two differences: the first is
that the goods and services traded are intermediate rather than final products,
and the second is that the eclectic paradigm allows for the role of governments
in affecting – by the political systems they operate and the economic policies
they pursue – the real (as opposed to the potential) value of resources within their
boundaries.17 Several writers, e.g. Franko (1976), Ergas (1983), Davidson
(1976) and Pavitt (1987), have demonstrated that the kind of innovatory
advantages generated by MNEs reflect the resource endowments, markets,
culture, attitudes and the institutional framework of their home countries.18

It requires a small extension of the ‘modified’ factor endowment approach to
explain why some types of economic activity are more prone to inter-
nationalization than others. Again the spatial disposition of resource endowments
and international transport costs are the key variables. If the capacity to create
a particular asset is ubiquitous, and the right to its use can be disseminated at zero
cost, then international production is unlikely; it is also improbable where the
competitive advantages of firms rest not in the exclusive possession of specific
assets, but in the access to immobile but non-specific factor endowments on
favourable terms. Thus a combination of the resource requirements of particular
economic activities, their geographical disposition and the transfer costs of their
output helps to explain some of the operations of MNEs.

But only some! For example, it does little to explain the cross-hauling of
investment in the same industries by MNEs of different nationalities, or the
fact that some countries display similar patterns of international production.
The explanation is limited because it ignores transactional market failure, which
itself varies between countries and types of economic activities. Without such
failure, but with an uneven distribution of resource endowments, trade in inter-
mediate products would be conducted through external markets. With an even
distribution of resource endowments, but with market failure, then the only
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advantage which MNEs qua MNEs possess is their capability to overcome
international transactional imperfections better than their uninational rivals.

Does the Eclectic Paradigm Insufficiently Allow for Firm-Specific
Behavioural Differences?

We now turn to consider a structural variable which some business analysts
regard as the most crucial of all in influencing the level and pattern of inter-
national production. This is the strategic response of decision-takers within
MNEs to a set of economic and other variables, and the way the idosyncratic
behaviour of firms might influence and respond to cross-border market failure.

A cursory review of the international profiles of the leading MNEs identified
by Stopford (1982) reveals that in some sectors, e.g. consumer electronics,
motor vehicles, pharmaceuticals, etc., there are as many differences between the
characteristics of MNEs in the same sector as there are between MNEs in
different sectors. Moreover, since these firms rarely supply identical products
or the same range of products, or produce on the same (or similar) points of
the value-added chain, or sell in the same markets, and since too, they have
differing capabilities for, and a need of, international production, it follows that
not only are they faced with a different set of strategic options, but that their
evaluation of these options, and the risks attached to them, will vary. Indeed,
the risk diversification thesis (Rugman, 1979) asserts that different firms may
view identical investment opportunities offered by a particular country differ-
ently, inter alia, according to the distribution of their existing portfolios and
their attitudes towards uncertainty. For these, and other reasons identified in
the business literature, firm-specific characteristics may be a crucial determi-
nant of the response by MNEs to any particular OLI configuration.

While there have been some attempts to model strategic behaviour of firms
towards their foreign operations,19 they have not generally been incorporated
into the mainstream of international production theory. The exceptions are the
product-cycle, oligopolistic-strategy and risk-minimization models. The first
two (Vernon, 1974; Knickerbocker, 1973) look upon much of foreign production
as a strategy by firms to protect or gain an O advantage vis-à-vis their rivals, the
implication being that, in a more competitive and less risky environment, firms
would have less impetus to engage in international direct investment (Vernon,
1983). Evidence of such strategies of oligopolists includes the bunching of the
timing of foreign investment in some sectors (Dunning, 1986a; Knickerbocker,
1973; Graham, 1978, 1985; Lake, 1976a, 1976b). The risk-minimization
hypothesis argues that, other things being equal, firms will prefer to diversify
the geographical portfolio of their investments. This concept may be extended
to incorporate non-financial portfolio behaviour. Clearly, whether or not a firm
adopts a global product or marketing strategy, or chooses to engage in multiple
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sourcing (Kogut, 1983, 1985b) reflects not only its ability to do so (which inter
alia will be a function of its size, product structure and existing overseas com-
mitments), but its perceptions of the resulting costs and benefits.

To what extent can differences in the behaviour of firms be embraced by the
OLI framework? The answer is they can, in so far as it is possible to identify
and evaluate systematic patterns of such behaviour. Purely random or idio-
syncratic actions by particular MNEs cannot be so easily incorporated. But no
less is this true if one was attempting a generalized theory of the uninational
firm. Such theories as abound in the literature are really theories of the behaviour
of firms, in the sense that it is not the behaviour of any particular firm they are
trying to predict, but that of a group of firms, or of a representative (or average)
firm of that group. They usually assume two things: first, that firms have broadly
similar goals; and second, that they respond to economic signals to advance
these goals in a rational and consistent way. When neither condition exists, it
is not possible to offer any generalized explanations of behaviour, which,
indeed, is exactly what some business analysts would claim.

We do not accept that such a drastic course is either desirable or justifiable;
indeed, we believe that, in most firms, that part of business conduct which is
purely idiosyncratic is probably very small. However, we are persuaded that
the interface between the economic and behavioural theories of the firm does
not need more explicit and systematic analysis. While there is general agreement
about the main country and industry characteristics likely to influence each of
the main components of the eclectic paradigm, much less attention has been
given to identifying the key attributes of firms – and especially those which
might be identified as operational or strategically based – which may affect
their response to any particular configuration of OLI parameters.

There are now signs of this happening. Some of the recent literature on the
global dimensions of business is replete with attempts to identify the strategi-
cally related characteristics of firms most likely to be associated with a robust
international posture.20 These include their long-term goals and perspectives,
the nature and scope of their core assets, their attitude to innovation and change
(are they leaders or followers in their industry, are they innovators or imitators?),
the range and segment of critical markets served, their attitude to risk and uncer-
tainty, their operational flexibility, their organizational and cultural ethos, the
entrepreneurial initiative of their chief decision-takers and their willingness
and capacity to conclude cross-border alliances.

Apart from the studies of Knickerbocker (1973), Flowers (1976) and Graham
(1975, 1978) on oligopolistic behaviour, there has been little empirical research
on behavioural-related variables which might influence the extent and pattern
of international production. Horst (1972a, 1972b) concluded that, apart from
size, he could identify no firm-specific variable which satisfactorily explained
the degree of multinationality of US owned firms across industries and
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countries. A later study undertaken on the modes of transferring technology
between countries but within firms (Davidson and McFeteridge, 1984, 1985)
revealed that such variables as existing overseas commitment, research intensity,
and degree of product diversification were positively and significantly correlated
with the extent of a firm’s internalization. More recently still, Porter (1986)
has developed a model which relates the extent to which different types of firms
seek to co-ordinate their international value-adding investments with the
propensity to centralize or decentralize the location of these investments. Porter
describes a globally or geocentrically oriented MNE as one which operates an
extensive network of foreign affiliates, the activities of which are subject to a
high degree of centralized co-ordination. Such an MNE is to be distinguished
from a multi-domestic company which through its affiliates – which are largely
autonomous in their decision taking – pursues a series of country-centred
strategies, or indeed from one which adopts a simple global strategy with a
geographically concentrated configuration of activities.21

In conclusion, it may well be that there are some behavioural-related variables
of firms which have not been successfully incorporated into the eclectic
paradigm. In so far as it is possible to identify those which might influence the
response of groups of enterprises to be given OLI configuration, there is no
reason why this could not be done. But where no general systematic or
consistent response of firms to changes in exogenous variables can be
discovered, any attempt to generalize about the causes of international
production is thwarted from the start.

The Aliber Theory of Foreign Direct Investment

Let us now briefly turn to Robert Aliber’s dissatisfaction with the eclectic
paradigm (Aliber, 1983), and, indeed, with all theories that take some measure
of the foreign activities of enterprises as their starting point of interest. This
reflects his view that the key attribute of an MNE is not the fact that it engages
in foreign production, but that it finances at least part of this production in its
home currency. He is, then, primarily interested in the export of direct
investment as a means of financing foreign capital expenditure rather than as
a channel by which an enterprise transfers non-financial resources between
countries, and controls the use of such resources once transferred. He would
appear to believe that the extra-territorial expansion of firms per se raises no
issues not addressed by the theory of the domestic firm. Rather the uniqueness
of the MNE is its ability to dominate its geographically dispersed assets in
different currencies, and by so doing, to take advantage of structural or trans-
actional imperfections in international capital and foreign-exchange markets;
and particularly the existence of ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ currencies.
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Inasmuch as scholars are entitled to study subjects of interest to them, we
have no dispute with Aliber. We would, however, challenge his implicit
assumption that while differences in kind exist between national and inter-
national financial markets, this is not the case for non-financial markets, such
as those for technology and management services. Moreover, it seems to us
that Aliber restricts his consideration of foreign direct investment to situations
in which enterprises invest in different currency areas. While this may be usually
the case, it is by no means universally so.

In any event, we do not find Aliber’s thesis incompatible with the eclectic
paradigm. The very fact that firms, by their presence overseas, may be able to
denominate their assets and goods in different currencies, could give them (as
a group) O advantages over uninational firms. These advantages will be the
more pronounced the greater the degree of structural or transactional failure in
international capital and/or exchange markets, and the better equipped MNEs
are to internalize these markets. Yet, by themselves, these advantages are not
sufficient to explain either the amount or distribution of FDI. For example,
expected profits (other than those resulting from the internalization of imperfect
financial markets) are not independent of the locations in which investments are
made, nor of the ability of MNEs to appropriate economic rent by internaliz-
ing non-financial markets.

It is not our purpose to offer a detailed critique of the Aliber hypothesis,22

but rather to suggest that, in so far as imperfections do exist in the markets in
which he is interested, these may affect both the way in which capital expen-
diture by MNEs is financed, and the geographical distribution of international
production. Similarly, the factors identified in the eclectic paradigm as influ-
encing the foreign activities of firms may, directly, by their impact on capital
and exchange markets and, indirectly, by affecting the total capital expendi-
ture by MNEs, have no less a bearing on their financing of these activities. We
would then assert that, in support of his own theory, Professor Aliber must take
cognizance of the non-financial aspects of the international operations of firms.

The Kojima Hypothesis23

As originally propounded, Professor Kojima’s theory of foreign direct
investment (Kojima, 1978, 1982) is an extension of the neoclassical theory of
trade to embrace cross-border transactions of intermediate products, e.g.
technology, management skills etc. It is primarily a normative theory, and views
the MNE as an instrument by which the comparative trading advantage of nation
states may be better advanced. Hence his prescription that a home country
should invest abroad in sectors which require intermediate (but internationally
mobile) products which it is comparatively well suited to supply, but which
need to be combined with non-transferable inputs in which the host country is
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relatively well endowed. In this case, foreign direct investment acts both as a
catalyst to trade and as an arbitrager for improving the international allocation
of economic activity.

Kojima criticizes the eclectic paradigm for being too micro- or business
oriented, and claims it is of limited use for policy formation by home or host
countries. But, as we have sought to demonstrate from the perspective of the
UK (Dunning, 1988), many of the normative implications of our paradigm are
entirely consistent with Kojima’s recommendations. This is particularly the
case for resource-based and import substitution investment, where the export
of intermediate products by MNEs to countries best suited to engage in further
value-added activities either circumvents artificially imposed impediments to
trade, or better promotes the dynamic comparative advantage of the partici-
pating countries.

However, even as a prescriptive macroeconomic model, the Kojima approach
is deficient in two major respects. First, since it is neoclassical in its stance, it
can neither explain nor evaluate the welfare implications of those types of
foreign direct investment prompted by the desire to rationalize international
production and to benefit from the common governance of cross-border
activities (i.e. Ot advantages). The eclectic paradigm can and does embrace
such international production. Second, and related to the first, Kojima largely
ignores the essential characteristic of MNE activity – that is, the internaliza-
tion of intermediate product markets – and where he does take this into account,
he always seems to assume that the resulting allocation of resources is less
desirable than that which would have been dictated by the market (Kojima,
1978, Ch. 9). This is because Kojima is locked into a neoclassical paradigm of
perfect competition which negates the very possibility of market failure. In his
scenario, the MNE can never be the most efficient agent for transferring
resources across national boundaries, simply because its very existence implies
a second best transactional situation.

Again, this does not seem to be of much practical value to governments in
their formulation of policy towards MNEs. Firms do not exist in a riskless or
timeless vacuum; many individual transactions do give rise to external costs
or benefits; the exploitation of economies of scale may not be possible without
the presence of some structural market distortion; some product differentiation
may be desirable; and some property rights may require at least temporary
protection against their infringement or dissipation, if they are supplied at all.24

The question at issue is surely that, given the viable alternatives and over an
appropriate time period, can the resource allocation between countries be
improved by FDI or the operation of MNEs?

Empirically, the alleged dichotomy between the patterns of Japanese and US
direct investment is a false one. As Mason (1980) has well argued, such dif-
ferences as do exist reflect the different stages in the evolution of Japanese and
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US MNEs as much as anything else. The eclectic paradigm would suggest that,
in a world free of trade restrictions, the initial act of foreign direct investment
would normally occur in those sectors which use intermediate products in which
the investing country has a comparative advantage. This act would be welfare
creating wherever the price charged for the intermediate output fairly reflected
its social opportunity cost, and the resources released within the home country
are deployed in a way consistent with the principle of comparative advantage.
We would accept that most Japanese foreign investment of the 1960s and 1970s
was of this kind. However, as firms become more multinational and take a more
global perspective of their foreign operations, their ownership advantages
become less based on the exclusive possession of particular intangible assets,
which are country specific in origin, and more on their ability successfully to
co-ordinate and manage a network of geographical activities. These transac-
tion costs minimizing advantages – which tend to be firm rather than country
specific in origin – were largely the property of the larger US and European
MNEs in the 1960s and 1970s; only now, in the later 1980s, are they beginning
to be exploited by their Japanese counterparts.

A RESTATEMENT OF THE ECLECTIC PARADIGM

So much for some of the criticisms of the eclectic paradigm. In consideration
of these, and on further reflection, we are now fully persuaded that any holistic
theory of international production must draw upon two inter-related strands of
economic analysis. The first is the neoclassical theory of factor endowments,
extended to embrace intermediate products, and to allow for the possibility that
some endowments are mobile across national boundaries. Ceteris paribus, the
more uneven the geographical distribution of factor endowments, the more
international production is likely to take place. The nature of such production
will resemble that of HOS trade in that it is inter-industry in character. The
second strand is the theory of market failure, which is relevant to explaining not
only the location of some kinds of economic activity across national boundaries,
but also the division of that activity between multinational and uninational
firms.25 Ceteris paribus, the higher the transaction costs of using the market
as a transactional mode, and the greater the efficiency of MNEs as co-ordinators
of geographically dispersed activities, the more international production is likely
to take place. Such production may be either inter- or intra-industry in character;
but that based on Ot advantages alone is more likely to be of the latter kind.

In Figure 7.1, we set out the relationship between these two intellectual
strands and the analytical constructs set out in this paper. We believe this figure
is self-explanatory and needs no further elaboration. Table 7.1 illustrates the
relevance of these two basic elements of the eclectic paradigm in explaining the
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three main kinds of international production. We would also reiterate an earlier
observation, that as an enterprise develops a network of foreign affiliates, which
it treats as part of a global system of activities, the relative importance of factor
endowments in explaining changes in international production is likely to
decrease, and that of market failure likely to increase.26

SOME POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS OF THE ECLECTIC
PARADIGM

It is our contention that the eclectic paradigm provides a rich and robust
framework not only for analysing and explaining the determinants of interna-
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Table 7.1 Illustration of the use of factor-endowment/market-failure paradigm in explaining three main forms of 
international production

Market failureMain types of inter-
national production

1 Market seeking
(import substituting)

2 Resource seeking
(supply oriented)

3 Efficiency seeking
(rationalized
investment)

Factor endowments (affecting geograph-
ical distribution of L)

Home country for creation of Oa 
(= mobile endowments/intermediate
products)
Host country advantage in immobile
endowments with which Oa have to be
used, e.g. natural resources, some kinds of
labour
Market size and character

Home country (as above but also market
size and character)
Host country. Availability of resources,
natural, labour (export processing),
technology (e.g. investment by IDES in
DCS)

Vertical
Mainly as 1 and 2 above
Horizontal
Usually distribution of factor endowments
not very relevant, as international
production in countries with similar
resource structures
Lateral
Of limited importance in effect

Structural (affecting L and Oa)

Firm specific = proprietary Oa (e.g.
knowledge)
Privileged access to inputs
Restrictions on trade in goods
(a) natural (transport costs)
(b) artificial (import controls)
Oligopolistic market structure

As above, but also privileged access to
markets
Incentives offered by governments to FDI
(also relevant for 1 and 3)
Oligopolistic market structure

As above but investment influenced more
by supply than market considerations
Government induced structural imperfec-
tions likely to be of considerable
importance, e.g. tax differentials,
investment incentives, performance
requirements etc.
Note that, as above, regional integration
and reduction of trade barriers aid rational-
ized investment

Transactional (affecting Ot, L and I)

Search and negotiating costs
Protection against misrepresentation or
infringement of property rights
Economics of bulk purchasing
Part of international portfolio to spread
risks
Protection against actions of competitors

Avoidance of risks of breach of contract
and interruption of supplies
Absence of future markets 
Economies of vertical integration

As with 2, above
Economies of scale and scope
Risk reduction through product diversifi-
cation
As above, but in respect of ancillary
activities, e.g. various services – shipping,
consultancy etc.
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tional production and how this varies between firms, industries, and countries,
and over time, but also for our understanding of a wide variety of other MNE-
related issues. In this section, we illustrate six possible directions in which work
on the paradigm might be further developed.

A More Formal Modelling of the Paradigm

There is need for a more systematic and rigorous modelling of the explanation
of different types of international production by the use of specifically and oper-
ationally testable OLI parameters.27 Given these types, the variations within
them may be explained by structural variables as identified by empirical
research.28 Some work by trade economists, notably Ethier (1986), Markusen
(1984) and Helpman (1984), is currently proceeding in this direction. There is
also need for formal modelling of the MNE as an organizational mechanism
and/or choice of modality of resource transfer. Again some progress has been
made by Grosse (1985), Casson (1985) and Horstman and Markusen (1986,
1987), but more work requires to be done. Finally, there is need for a more
systemic approach to examining the strategic behaviour of MNEs (using, for
example, such tools as game-theoretic and network analysis).

Dynamic and Development Aspects of International Production

Some commentators, e.g. Vernon (1985), have alleged that the eclectic paradigm
is couched in static terms and is unable to explain the dynamics or the process
of change of international production. Dynamics can be interpreted and modelled
in various ways; Vernon’s particular concern is that the eclectic paradigm fails
to allow for the behavioural interaction between international oligopolists, which
both affects and is affected by their foreign activities. In other words, faced with
the same set of OLI parameters, not only would the response of MNE vary
according to their strategic postures, but this response might also trigger
reactions on the part of their competitors, which themselves may cause a change
in one or other of these parameters. In the real world of uncertainty about future
markets, the actions of government, the conduct of competitors, suppliers,
consumers and labour unions, firms – and particularly those which are geo-
graphically or industrially diversified – have a variety of strategic options,
simply because they do not know with certainty what is their best option. This
is a very different scenario from the one assumed by the neoclassical models,
where, once the value of the relevant parameters is known, the first best solution
is both identifiable and assumed always to be adopted by firms.

The literature identifies various factors likely to influence the strategy of
MNEs towards their foreign operations. These include the structure of their
existing investment portfolios and risk exposures, their competitive strengths
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and weaknesses, their bargaining power with governments, their product
portfolios, their liquidity position and so on. However, these are, at best, partial
behavioural explanations. The crucial question is whether a general theory of
business strategy can be devised which can be used alongside the eclectic
paradigm to explain the actions of MNEs in a dynamic situation. Perhaps the
best hope for progress here lies in some of the concepts in industrial organiza-
tion theory, e.g. that of dynamic market contestability;29 and for the transactional
model itself to embrace the type of market failure inherent in interactive behav-
ioural situations.

A somewhat different, but nonetheless related, interpretation of dynamics
might suggest that the eclectic paradigm should embrace the economics of
entrepreneurship and technological innovation and change. Mark Casson
(1986a) has forcefully argued that any satisfactory explanation of the dynamics
of ownership advantage must rest on the reinstatement of the role of the entre-
preneur to a central position in the theory of the firm. Like Casson, Cantwell
(1986) and Dunning and Cantwell (1986) view the economy as an evolution-
ary system, and have applied the eclectic paradigm to analyse the way in which
MNEs both generate and respond to technological change. Business historians,
too, are making a useful contribution to our understanding of the growth of
individual MNEs, especially using a transaction-cost approach (Nicholas, 1986).

Viewing growth and development from the perspective of countries rather
than firms, more progress has been made, using mainly the tools
of the development economist. Here, the concept of an investment develop-
ment path or cycle, as first set out by this author in 1979, and subsequently
modified and presented in Chapter 6, is especially relevant.30

The basic hypothesis of the investment development path or cycle is that a
country’s propensity to engage in outward direct investment, or be invested in
by foreign firms, will vary according to (1) its stage of economic development,
(2) the structure of its factor endowments and markets, (3) its political and
economic systems, and (4) the nature and extent of market failure in the trans-
action of intermediate products across national boundaries. It suggests that, as
a country’s economic development proceeds, its international direct investment
position will pass through a number of stages. In the first stage, there will be
neither inward nor outward MNE activity, partly because its markets and factor
endowments are insufficient to attract either import substituting or resource-
based inward investment; and partly because its political, commercial and
technological infrastructure is unable to generate the kind of support services
required by foreign direct investors (or, for that matter, by indigenous firms
engaged in similar activities). As the infrastructure improves, then, depending
on the economic structure of the country and government policy, intermediate
products will start to be imported; however, because of the high transaction
costs of using external markets, these will tend to be internalized by the foreign
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suppliers. In this first stage of inward investment, the ownership advantages of
MNEs are more likely to derive from the possession of individual intangible
assets (Oa) (vis-à-vis those of indigenous firms), rather than on the economies
of co-ordinating multiple activities (Ot), but this will partly depend on whether
the MNE already has related investments in other countries and the extent of
its intra-firm trade.

The third stage of development is marked by the ability of a developing
country’s firms to generate their own ownership-specific advantages, which,
initially at least, are likely to reflect the structure of the country’s factor
endowments. Depending on the nature of these advantages, the relative attrac-
tions of a foreign location, and their strategic priorities, these firms may go
abroad as market or resource seekers. However, whereas in their early ventures
abroad firms from industrialized countries normally sought natural resources and
low-cost labour, in which their home country was disadvantaged, those from
developing countries are currently seeking to acquire technology (i.e. the
resource in which they are comparatively poorly endowed).31 Alternatively,
developing countries may export the kind of intermediate products which require
endowments in which they have comparative advantage; in the case of South
Korea, Turkey and the Philippines, for example, this has sometimes involved
the export of unskilled labour services – notably of construction workers – an
intermediate product traditionally thought to be immobile across frontiers.

It should be noted that the point at which a country reaches the third stage
of the investment development cycle – if indeed it is reached at all – rests
largely on the structure of its resource endowments, and the attitudes of its
government towards international economic involvement in general, and inward
and outward direct investment in particular.32 A country such as India, with
its sights set on industrial self-sufficiency, might well prefer to indigenize
activities initially undertaken by foreign affiliates rather than participate in an
international division of labour in which its own firms become foreign investors.
By contrast, economies such as Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan would seem
to favour building up a comparative advantage in the production of intermediate
products, which, in part at least, may best be used in conjunction with immobile
resources in other countries, while, at the same time, they seek to foster inward
investment in activities which require immobile resources in which they are
evolving (e.g. via appropriate education, training and innovating policies) a
comparative advantage.

The fourth stage of the investment development cycle occurs when a country
becomes a net outward investor. Since, by definition, the outward capital stock
or investment flows of all countries must equal the inward capital stock or
investment flows of all countries, it follows that, at a given moment of time, only
some countries can be net outward investors. Therefore, any correlation between
net outward investment and economic development can only hold good when
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making cross-country comparisons. Using time-series data, the correlation may
be positive for some countries but not for others. This problem, however, may
be overcome by normalizing the per capita income of particular countries by
the average per capita for all countries.

But how far can the eclectic paradigm predict which countries will become
net outward investors, and/or the point on the investment development cycle
that this will occur? And how far can it explain the reduction in the net outward
investment position of some high (and rising) income countries, e.g. the USA,
in recent years? The answers lie in the changing international distribution of
factor endowments, especially those which are transferable across national
frontiers, and in the changing efficacy of hierarchies and markets as transnational
modes. As a general hypothesis, the less evenly assets (which help produce
mobile intermediate products) are distributed across national boundaries, and
the greater the transactional failure of markets in these products, the wider will
be the dispersion of the net outward investment position of countries (around
a zero net outward investment position).33 The more evenly resources are dis-
tributed, and the less the transactional market failure, the narrower the dispersion
in the net outward investment position of countries is likely to be.

The gradual convergence of per capita income levels and the economic
structure of the advanced industrialized economies, together with some har-
monization of government policies, are making for more symmetrical
trans-border direct investment patterns. The phenomenon is associated with the
growth of intra-industry production. Like intra-industry trade, such production
reflects less the disposition of factor endowments and more the advantages of
scale economies in production and marketing, together with differences in
consumer tastes between countries (although, within some sectors, e.g.
consumer electronics, there may continue to be some international division of
labour based on the distribution of country-specific endowments).34 Like inter-
industry production it sometimes replaces trade (e.g. where it is prompted by
import restrictions), and sometimes complements, or changes the pattern of,
trade (e.g. where there is specialization of products or production processes in
different locations). Again in this latter case, the competitive advantages of the
participating firms are less those of the rent-seeking kind, and more those which
arise from the common oversight of complementary assets. The fact, too, that
intra-industry production is largely in the hands of large and diversified multi-
national oligopolists adds further to this likelihood.

The case of Japan is a particularly interesting application of the investment
development path, in spite of (or perhaps because of) the fact that intervention
by the Japanese government deliberately curtailed the role of inward investment
for most of the second stage of the cycle. In terms of the OLI paradigm, Japan
initially disallowed the internalization of most intermediate products (especially
technology) markets by foreign MNEs; instead, it acquired these products in
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other ways, or promoted their indigenous production. This process continued
until the Japanese economy had evolved a strong indigenous technological
capability, and its firms distinctive ownership advantages in world markets. At
the same time, and partly as a consequence of this process, Japan’s locational
attractions began to change. Rising real wages reduced the competitive edge of
its unit labour costs; technology-intensive and material-saving activities became
comparatively more attractive. The net result of these changes was that Japan
both needed to export mobile resources and intermediate products to help to
relocate the kind of production which required immobile resources in which
her comparative advantage was falling, and to import mobile resources and
intermediate products which could be used with immobile resources in which
her comparative advantage was rising. But, for its own firms to become multi-
national, it also had to accept the presence of foreign MNEs. Moreover, the
type of mobile resources it required were often not forthcoming via the non-
equity route; in consequence, over the years, Japanese policy towards inward
direct investment has been liberalized.

In the mid-1980s, Japan entered the fifth stage of the development cycle.35

This point is reached where two things happen. First the ownership-specific
advantages of a country’s MNEs become more firm specific (i.e. of a transac-
tion cost minimizing kind) and less country specific (i.e. asset based); and
second, the locational decisions by both foreign and domestic MNEs become
less based on the comparative advantage of factor endowments, and more on
the strategies of competitors supplying regional or global markets, the desire
to fully exploit the economies of large scale production, the need to reduce
market instabilities and uncertainty, and the incentive to reap the gains from
integrating related activities over space. To these features another may be added,
which rests less on the development stage of a country, and more on its
economic position vis-à-vis that of other countries. Here, the proposition is that
as countries converge in their income levels and economic structures, the more
symmetrical cross-investment flows are likely to be. The relatively faster growth
of European and Japanese direct investment in the US than of US direct
investment in Europe and Japan in the 1970s and the early 1980s lends support
to this proposition; while the dramatic improvement of US economic perfor-
mance in the mid-1980s, the accelerated path of technological advance, and
the realities of global competition are causing a resurgence of foreign activity
by US MNEs.

The fact that Japanese participation in European and US manufacturing
industry is currently growing very quickly, and especially in those sectors, e.g.
electronics and motor vehicles, which tend to be dominated by MNEs, and that
European and US firms in similar industries are forming alliances with the
Japanese in their home markets (Ohmae, 1985), suggests that the structure of
Japanese outward direct investment is now increasingly resembling that of US
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and European countries. And, indeed, it may be reasonably predicted that as
the Japanese economy becomes an increasingly high-wage and technology
intensive economy, yet more internationally oriented, the character of Japanese
MNEs will change in two ways. First, a higher proportion of their investments
will be directed to the developed world and be within similar sectors to those
invested in by foreign companies in Japan. Second, their competitive strengths
will come to depend more on their ability to operate successfully a global
network of inter-related activities than on the favoured possession of particular
assets. At the same time, while there is some suggestion (Dunning, 1986) that
Japanese manufacturing MNEs are currently concentrating their high-value
activities in their home plants, a need to tap and monitor the latest technological
advances in such sectors as biotechnology and telematics is encouraging these
same MNEs to set up (or share with local firms) research, development and
design facilities in Europe and the US (Ohmae, 1985).

Explaining Different Forms of International Economic Involvement

The third direction in which the eclectic paradigm of international production
might be extended is for it to incorporate other forms of international business
transactions, notably arm’s-length trade, joint ventures and non-equity con-
tractual agreements. To date, however, while some progress has been made in
embracing the latter two subject areas36 (indeed, some authors, e.g. Casson,
1986b) would go so far as to argue that the contractual relationship, be it part
of an equity or non-equity form of business association, is the key to our under-
standing of international business involvement), only limited headway has been
made in unifying explanations of trade and production.37 We suggest there are
two main reasons for this. The first is that the modern theory of international
production derives its analytical framework from the theories of the firm and
industrial organization rather than from the theory of international trade; and,
implicitly, at least, all tradable activities are assumed to be conducted between
independent buyers and sellers.38 Second, while the latter theory takes as its
unit of interest the nation state, the focus of interest of students of the MNE is
the firm, or group of firms.

It is true that several of the modern theories of trade – particularly those
designed to explain intra-industry transactions – explicitly acknowledge the
role of market imperfections as determining factors; but the emphasis of interest
is strongly directed to structural rather than transactional imperfections
(Krugman, 1981, 1983). Much of neotechnology and monopolistic competi-
tive trade may be explained by the spatial distribution of resources which gave
rise to ownership-specific advantages, but which are used by firms in con-
junction with immobile resources located in the home country. When a firm
goes abroad, it exports these intangible assets or their rights, and uses them in
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conjunction with foreign resources which it can obtain at lower cost than at
home. However, the implications of transactional market failure which make
for the common ownership of assets across national boundaries and which, in
turn, may impinge on the trading competitiveness of firms, have been largely
neglected by trade theorists. It is here where an integrated approach to inter-
national production and trade offers particular promise. 

Historically, there are many parallels in the way in which the patterns of
trade and international production have evolved. To start with, most trade was
inter-sectoral and largely explainable by the international distribution of factor
endowments. Likewise, as we have already suggested, although an element of
market failure is necessary to explain the ownership of international production,
its structure and location initially follow the dictates of the HOS paradigm as
applied to intermediate products. Later, as trade became more intra-sectoral,
new explanations were sought and found (Grubel and Lloyd, 1975; Tharakan,
1984). Intra-sectoral production also possesses many of the attributes of intra-
industry trade, but with additional market imperfections (notably those which
are unique to the common ownership of assets in different countries and the
internalization of trade in intermediate products). Moreover, unlike intra-
industry trade, intra-industry production implies intra-firm trade as well. Indeed,
the ability of a firm to trade internally may itself afford that firm certain
advantages over its competitors (e.g. the possibility of gains from specialized
sourcing or transfer price manipulation). It is not, then, surprising that the more
multinational a firm becomes, the more it is inclined to engage in internalized
trade (Dunning and Pearce, 1985).

The economic theory of intra-firm trade, and how it differs from inter-firm
trade, is now beginning to receive some attention in the literature, but again,
mostly by scholars interested in the organization of transactions, rather than
transactions per se. Normatively, in so far as intra-firm trade is market replacing,
it has been viewed with some suspicion by welfare economists; and is
commonly perceived as a means through which MNEs manipulate transfer
prices in a way inimical to the interests of one or other (or both) of the trading
countries. Though the organization of trade need not affect its extent, pattern
or terms, the country-specific differences in the perceived gains which transfer
pricing manipulation may offer may encourage MNEs to locate production in
countries in which the gains are thought to be most likely. On the other hand,
MNEs may engage in intra-firm international trade for exactly the same reason
as domestic firms engage in intra-firm national trade (that is, to internalize the
external economies of individual transactions). Whether this benefits or
adversely affects the distribution of international economic activity and/or the
welfare of the participating countries depends on the nature of the market failure
being internalized, the consequences of such internalization, and how the gains
or losses resulting from it are distributed. But there is no a priori reason to
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suppose that intra-firm trade in final goods products is less beneficial to inter-
national resource allocation than either inter-firm trade conducted in imperfectly
competitive markets or intra-firm trade in intermediate products.

The fact that an optimal solution (in the Pareto sense) is so difficult to identify
is that, because market failure exists, one is forced to compare a number of
second best alternatives. Once matters such as the distribution of benefits over
time, risk and government intervention enter the equation, one’s criteria for
judging optimality inevitably become multifaceted. While, in principle, trans-
actions between different parts of a domestic firm pose identical problems, the
gains or losses resulting from the transactions are at least contained in that
country. In the case of trade within hierarchies across national boundaries, inter-
country distributional questions cannot be ignored; just as governments may
judge internal allocative efficiency in terms of their own economic and social
goals, so they will evaluate the impact of MNEs on the extent and pattern of
trade flows.

Before concluding this section, brief reference may be made to one of the
fastest growing forms of institutional arrangements: the cross-border non-equity
collaborative venture at a product or project level between MNEs, and partic-
ularly those operating in the OECD area. These have arisen for a variety of
economic and strategic reasons, but as several contributors to a recent
symposium on the subject (Contractor and Lorange, 1988) demonstrated, the
exploitation of complementary ownership advantages by horizontal or vertical
integration is not only consistent with the premises of the eclectic paradigm, but
points to a need for broadening its scope to embrace quite specific, and perhaps
temporary, international alliances between enterprises as part and parcel of their
wider international strategies.

The Locus of Decision-Taking

One subject area, normally considered outside the domain of the economist,
but one in which we believe the eclectic paradigm offers a useful conceptual
framework, concerns the geographical locus of decision-taking within the MNE.
Let us focus on the question why and under what conditions are decisions on
the way in which resources are allocated by foreign affiliates of MNEs
controlled or influenced by managers located in the parent company?39 This
question may be broken down into the ‘where’ and ‘who’ aspects of decision-
taking. The former is mainly an issue of locational economics, and concerns the
price and efficiency of decision-taking (including support) resources in different
countries, and the costs of trans-border inter- and intra-firm transactions (e.g.
especially administration and communication costs) in which managers are
involved. Here a factor endowment model is the appropriate tool of analysis.
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The ‘who’ aspect may be divided into two components which parallel two
questions asked earlier in this chapter: ‘Why does an MNE undertake
production in a foreign country rather than an indigenous firm in that country?’
and ‘Why does an MNE choose to internalize the market for the cross-border
transfer of intermediate products?’ The competitive advantage of centralized
decision taking rests in the capacity to take (what are perceived to be) the right
decisions for the MNE as a whole. If, for one reason or another, such capacity
cannot be efficiently transferred to foreign affiliates – either through the training
of local managers or by exporting expatriates – then the decision-taking
resources will be located in the home country. Clearly, the more the specificity,
idiosyncrasy or non-codifiable nature of information and related managerial
assets, the more difficult it is to ensure an efficient use of them in a foreign
affiliate, while the greater the advantages of scale economies or benefits of
centralized decision taking which accrue to the MNE in toto, the less likely
decision taking is to be delegated. On the other hand, the more decisions require
to be customized to local needs, or depend on indigenous support facilities and
expertise for their efficient execution, e.g. with respect to personnel
management, industrial relations, distribution and public relations, the more
likely they are to be decentralized.

But, even assuming there is capacity in the host country to assimilate the
transfer of ownership-specific advantages, unless there is a mutuality of interests
between managers at headquarters and their agents in the affiliates, decision
taking may still be centralized. When might this occur? Two possibilities arise.
The first is wherever, as a consequence of the actions of an affiliate, there are
costs and benefits which accrue to the rest of the organization of which it is
part; and the second is where there is a different perception of objectives and/or
risks by local and central management. Take a simple example. Suppose a US
MNE operates two manufacturing plants, one in the US and the other in France.
Assume the aim of each is to maximize local profits, and that each acts as an
independent decision-taking unit. Then, as long as the locational advantages
favour the siting of managerial resources in France, and these resources are
efficiently used, decisions will be decentralized. Now suppose the parent plant
adopts a new strategy aimed at maximizing group profits. To do so, it may need
(and the situation is comparable to a takeover by one firm of another) to
centralize decisions so as both to rationalize resource allocation and to capture
any benefits external to either of the production units but internal to the orga-
nization as a whole. In this way, by centralizing decision taking, the MNE is
undergoing a hierarchical process very similar to that which follows the inter-
nalization of intermediate product markets.

Using the OLI framework, then, it may be possible to construct an economic
theory of the locus of decision taking (and as a variant of this, within a location,
the nationality of the decision-taker).40 The hypothesis is that decision taking
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will be more centralized (1) the greater the uniqueness, specificity and non-
codifiable nature of decision-taking advantages emanating from the home
country; (2) the greater the likelihood of a conflict of interests between the
parent company and the subsidiary, with respect especially to (a) risk perception
and (b) externalities; and (3) the more the locational costs of decision-taking
resources favour the home country, which might reflect both difficulties in
transferring management attitudes and practices, and the price of management
and management-related services.

These elements will clearly vary according to country-, industry- and firm-
specific factors, and also according to the decision-taking functions. The
tendency to centralize decisions relating to research and development, capital
budgeting and accounting methods, but to decentralize those relating to personnel
matters and sourcing arrangements might be explained in these terms. Some
illustrations of the use of this approach are contained in Dunning (1986b), which
examines the locus of decision taking as between US parent companies and their
UK subsidiaries in the 1950s and their Japanese counterparts in the 1980s.41

Divestment by MNEs

A fifth possible area for further study relates to our understanding of divestment
or a reduction of foreign production by MNEs. Some progress along these lines
has been made by Boddewyn (1979, 1983) and Casson (1986c), but, by and
large, the literature has so far treated divestment as a discrete act of asset
disposal (i.e. the reverse of acquisition) rather than part and parcel of a continual
reappraisal of the amount and disposition of the assets a firm wishes to hold.
The process of a reduction or disintegration of foreign production is different
from an initial act of entry in two ways. First, it requires the absence of only
one of the three OLI variables, and second, there may be certain barriers to exit
which do not correspond to barriers to entry.42

Using the ‘Mark 2’ version of the eclectic paradigm set out earlier in this
chapter, we might predict that MNEs would wish to reduce their presence in a
particular country or sector under two circumstances. First, where a change in
the distribution of factor endowments (or the efficiency with which these are
used) (1) weakens their competitive advantages relative to those of firms in
host countries, or (2) causes them to switch production from the host to home
(or indeed, other host) countries.43 Second, where the net transactional benefits
(costs) of using the external markets for the exploitation of these competitive
advantages increase (fall) relative to those offered by administered hierarchies.44

As a starting point for an integrated approach to an understanding of changes
in interactional production, let us assume that, once a firm is established abroad,
its sequential investment decisions are organically related to the size and pattern
of its existing investments; and to its views about (a) its existing, and likely
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future competitive strengths and weaknesses, (b) its expectations about tech-
nological and market opportunities, and (c) its perception of its competitors’
reactions to (a) and (b). In a dynamic situation, this is likely to result in a
continual reassessment, relocation and reorganization of its activities. As a
firm’s competitive position changes; as new core skills replace existing ones;
as new management strategies evolve; as new markets open up and others die;
and as the balance of advantage between using internal and external markets
shifts, so will the level and structure of its international production. Although
in some cases, this may lead to a divestment of the entire foreign assets of a firm,
more often, it will result in a restructuring of its portfolio, with a sale of assets
in some countries or sectors helping to finance an increase of assets in others.
Integration and disintegration within MNEs often go hand in hand, just as do
the birth and death of firms.45

The realignment of the OLI advantages of the leading international investors
in the last two decades provides ample confirmation of the relevance of the
factor endowment component of the eclectic paradigm. The emergence of Japan
as a significant international investor has resulted in a fall of the share of US
and European MNEs in several industrial sectors, notably automobiles and
consumer electronics. The growth of offshore manufacturing in some
developing countries in the 1970s to take advantage of an apparently changing
international division of labour helped accelerate the decline of labour-intensive
domestic sectors (both of multinational and uninational companies) in developed
countries. However, recent technological advances, while placing a premium
on skilled labour, have at the same time reduced the significance of labour costs
in many manufacturing processes. This has resulted in a return home of these
activities.46 Within some of the more rapidly developing industrializing
developing countries, e.g. South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore, one has also
seen divestment in low value-added and new investment in high value-added
activities. In some primary sectors, mainly at the insistence of host govern-
ments, one has witnessed a market decline in inward investment; in others, and
particularly in some service industries, domestic and/or international vertical
integration has sharply increased. Just as the volume and pattern of trade of a
firm or country is affected by changes in the distribution of factor endowments,
so will that of international production.

The question of the changing ownership of assets in particular countries is,
perhaps, more interesting. Why should MNEs sell assets and acquire others?
Clearly, changes in the relative transaction costs of individual capital and foreign
exchange markets (not least those reflecting new uncertainties about interest
and exchange rates) will cause MNEs to reappraise their international financial
portfolios. But what about long-term real forces? The answer must be that,
where incentives for the direct investment are reduced or advantages of common
governance disappear, so divestment will occur, providing that the exit costs,
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which themselves involve transaction costs, do not outweigh the savings of
using the market. The transaction costs of exit require further study, but anything
which reduces the risk and uncertainty of external markets, lessens the
importance of scale economies in production, or reduces the externalities
particular transactions will make for divestment.47

This shifting of the balance of advantages of hierarchies and external markets
as cross-border transactional vehicles, together with the emergence of new con-
tractual arrangements which possess some of the characteristics of each (Oman,
1984; Casson, 1986b), has led to frequent realignments of the functions and
boundaries of MNEs. While vertical integration has noticeably increased in
some sectors (e.g. vehicles and electronics) and fallen in others (e.g. hotels and
shipping),48 the general trend has been towards new collaborative arrangements
built around a group of core technologies. This has elsewhere been termed
quasi-integration (Contractor and Lorange, 1988). At the same time, techno-
logical and organizational advances have increasingly linked investment in
services with investment in goods; the information industry is a classic example.
In secondary industry, new alliances between firms along the value-added chain
have been fostered to exploit complementary technologies, and to the link of
computer aided design of components with that of later manufacturing processes
(Hayes and Wheelwright, 1984). On the other hand, the sizeable amounts of
capital involved and the danger of an integrated firm being locked into one
particular source of supply increases the risk of internalization.49

Similarly, the raison d’être of horizontal integration may change as the
importance of synergistic ownership advantages shifts with advances in
technology and information. The extent of cross-hauling of hierarchical or
quasi-hierarchical arrangements in the technologically advanced sectors
between the US and Japan is testimony of this. Indeed the growth of global
industries, characterized by a substantial amount of intra-industry and intra-
firm production and an interlocking network of cross-border alliances, is a
feature which industrial organization economists and business strategists are
only just starting to get to grips with. But here, too, an organic approach to both
divestment and investment by MNEs is required.

The Consequences of MNE Activity

One final area in which the eclectic paradigm can be a useful framework for
analysis is in examining the impact of MNE activity on home and host country
economic goals. Let us illustrate from the viewpoint of a host country.

The argument runs something like this. Inward direct investment is welcomed
for the resources and/or access to markets it brings to the recipient country, and
the way it may promote the upgrading and better deployment of existing
indigenous endowments. The concern over this particular vehicle of importing
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intermediate products is twofold. First, that because of its strong bargaining
power, the investing firm is able to capture an undesirably high share of the
value added created by its subsidiary in the host country; and second, that
decisions taken about the amount and kind of resources transferred, and about
the use of these resources, may yield less benefit to the recipient country than
that which might arise from some other pattern of resource allocation.

In the one case, the MNE is regarded as an organizational mechanism by
which intermediate products, which are unavailable or costly to produce in the
host country, are efficiently acquired and used; in the other, as a vehicle of
economic rationalization and economic power, which it may use to promote
its global goals in a way which distorts or inhibits the desired disposition of
resources by the host country.

The debate over the impact of inward direct investment on host countries is
now entering a new phase as markets and production are become increasingly
internationalized. Moreover, not only are MNEs taking a global view of their
strategies – and view the location attributes of countries from this perspective
– but countries, too, are beginning to recognize that their industrial strategies
and competitive postures must take on an international dimension. Since the
industries which most countries view as strategically desirable are largely
dominated by MNEs, it follows that conflict between multinational oligopo-
lies pursuing global economic strategies and countries pursuing domestic
political strategies (and both within a changing and increasingly competitive
international environment) is inevitable, and, in part, irreconcilable. In the 1950s
and 1960s, the interest centred largely on whether the types of resources
provided by MNEs were appropriate to needs of recipient countries; and if,
compared with alternative routes of acquiring these resources, their benefits
exceeded their costs. The current debate is much more to do with the way in
which MNEs use their worldwide assets to achieve their long term economic
goals; and whether the resulting allocation of activity is consistent with that
which the countries in which they operate are seeking to achieve. As a
framework for analysing these questions, we believe that the eclectic paradigm
has a great deal to offer.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has sought to demonstrate that, a decade after its inception, the
eclectic paradigm remains a useful and robust general framework for explaining
and analysing not only the economic rationale of international production but
many organizational and impact issues relating to MNE activity as well. Con-
ceptually, there are close parallels between the main tenets of the paradigm and
that of modern theory of business strategy,50 though neither approach is
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sufficient to explain the international profile of any particular MNE. It is likely,
however, that new theorizing in the next decade will take a different form to that
of the last ten years, if for no other reason than that the character and organi-
zation of international production are themselves undergoing fundamental
change. More especially, we foresee a more systematic effort by trade
economists to incorporate transactional market failure into more general theories
of international economic involvement, while industrial and business
economists are likely to become more interested in the dynamics of the OLI
configuration, and its impact on the strategy of individual firms, through such
techniques as game theoretic analysis and network models (Johanson and
Mattson, 1987a, 1987b). We expect more attention to be paid to the determi-
nants and effects of collaborative ventures now being formed between MNEs
from advanced countries (Contractor and Lorange, 1988), and between MNEs
and their customers and suppliers.

We foresee a renewed interest in identifying and evaluating the O advantages
of firms, with a particular focus on entrepreneurship, the ability of management
to identify and co-ordinate a range of core skills and assets through a variety
of organizational routes, and to promote operational flexibility in a volatile
world environment; global marketing networks; the creation and use made of
computer-related information and communications technology; and a variety
of cross-cultural management-related issues. As Chapter 9 will examine in more
detail, we would perceive a gradual interweaving of the approaches of the
economist, business analyst and organizational theorist to our understanding
of international production, although within these and related disciplines,
theorizing and empirical work will become both more technically sophisticated
and more policy oriented.

NOTES

1. International production is defined as production financed by foreign direct investment and
undertaken by multinational enterprises. The proceeds of the symposium were published
under the editorship of Ohlin, Hesselborn and Wijkman (1977).

2. See also pp. 205–7 of this chapter.
3. For a recent review of the literature on intra-industry trade, see Tharakan (1984).
4. For an elaboration of this thesis see Dunning (1988), Ch. 7.
5. As set out in Chapter 2.
6. Dunning (1981b), p. 27.
7. Teece (1983) uses a rather different terminology: production and transaction advantages.
8. For example as identified by Bain (1956) as monopoly power, product differentiation, absolute

cost barriers and government intervention.
9. See, for example, an interesting paper by Buckley (1986) presented to the London meeting

of the Academy of International Business in November 1986.
10. See especially Casson (1979), Buckley and Casson (1985), Teece (1981a, 1981b, 1986),

Hennart (1982, 1986) and Rugman (1986). The word ‘failure’ is an unfortunate one as it
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implies that there is an alternative transactional mechanism which is superior to the market.
This is not necessarily the case.

11. As, for example, occurs in the case of ‘natural monopolies’ and in industries with high sunk
or developmental costs.

12. For example, in the UK, Japanese affiliates dominate the colour TV sector partly because
their parent companies prefer this route of entry rather than licensing their competitive
advantages to UK producers; but partly, too, because they are more successful at internaliz-
ing intermediate product transactions than are their UK counterparts.

13. Another difference between the eclectic and internalization paradigms is that the former seeks
to explain the international production of firms, not of a firm. This means that variables which
are exogenous to the behaviour of individual firms, e.g. market structure, may become
endogenous when perceived from the viewpoint of a group of firms. This is an important
point not always appreciated by scholars of the MNE.

14. We would also accept with Hennart (1982, 1986) that a privileged access to technology or
capital may enable a firm to internalize cross-border intermediate product markets. We would,
however, suggest that the privileged access per se arises because of an operational rather
than an organizational failure of that market, in the sense that it discriminated in favour of
particular groups of transactors, rather than it failed as a transactional mode cf. some other
mode, e.g. a firm.

15. For a useful distinction between transferable and non-transferable intermediate products, see
Lall (1980).

16. For example, it is possible for government intervention to be directed to reducing the trans-
action costs associated with market failure.

17. The concept of ‘created’ or ‘managed’ comparative advantage is gaining strength in the
literature (see, e.g. Scott and Lodge, 1985; Teece 1987). It suggests that at a given moment
of time, a country’s productive assets consist not only of its natural resources (defined in the
HOS sense) but the accumulated man-made assets of the past, the way in which these are
organized and the attitudes of its people towards wealth creation and distribution, and towards
the rest of the world. The literature further suggests that government plays a major role in
determining the institutional mechanism of resource allocation, of the pattern of income dis-
tribution, and the ideological and work ethos of its population.

18. Sometimes referred to as the environment, systems and policy (ESP) paradigm. See Koopmans
and Montias (1971) and Dunning (1981).

19. See, as summarized, for example, by Robock and Simmonds (1983) and Rugman, Lecraw and
Booth (1985).

20. See particularly Porter (1985, 1986), Hamel and Prahalad (1987), Lahdenpaa and Ansoff
(1987). The difference between the firm-specific variables identified by these scholars and
those of their predecessors is that the latter concentrated on the structural characteristics of
firms (e.g. size, age, product composition etc.) while the former focus on operational, i.e.
strategic related, characteristics, such as those identified above.

21. It is one of the more irritating characteristics of academic researchers (and the present author
is no exception!) that they sometimes invent their own nomenclature for concepts which are
familiar under different names to other researchers. Thus Porter’s concept of configuration
is to all intents and purposes the same as our location advantage; while his co-ordination
dimension is similar to those aspects of internalization which relate to the common governance
of cross-border value-adding activities. Finally, Porter’s competitive advantages make up a
major part of what we call ownership advantages. The only difference is that O advantages
might embrace characteristics of firms which are better described as monopolistic rather than
competitive.

22. Some of these were identified by the author when Aliber’s thesis (Aliber, 1970) was first put
forward (Dunning, 1971). See also more recent criticisms by Gray (1982) and Teece (1986). 

23. For a more extended analysis of the differences and similarities between the
Kojima and the eclectic and internalization paradigm see Buckley (1983a, 1985) and Gray
(1985).

24. Unless the asset is sold outright in the first place.
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25. This suggests that economists interested in explaining the international allocation of activity
both by firms and countries needed to be versed in modern trade and location theory, industrial
organization theory and the theory of the firm and on the way in which each interact with the
other. Both Casson (1985) and Norman and Dunning (1985) take up and illustrate this point. 

26. See Kogut (1983). 
27. A first attempt to do this by use of cluster analysis was made in Dunning (1981), Ch. 5.
28. For example, while it may be possible to identify the major variables influencing all import

substitution FDI, there may be additional factors specific to (say) Swedish investment in the
Thai car industry.

29. See, for example, some work on these lines by Graham (1986) and Johanson and Mattson
(1987a, 1987b).

30. For a full explanation see Chapters 4 and 5 of this volume. The term cycle was used in that
it was predicated that a country both started as a zero net outward and, at a later stage in its
development, returned to that position when its inward direct investment stake was balanced
by its (growing) outward direct investment stake. In retrospect, the term ‘path’ might have been
a better word to describe the process of change in a country’s international direct investment
position.

31. Hence the acquisition or part acquisition of European and US high technology firms (partic-
ularly those in difficult financial straits) by e.g. Indian, Middle Eastern and Chinese firms.

32. The role of government is one of the most idiosyncratic to evaluate. In the 1970s and 1980s
for example there have been quite dramatic swings in the policies of individual countries to
inward investment, according to the government in power. In so far as it is possible to
generalize, the more right wing the ideology of a government is, the more liberal its attitude
is likely to be towards inward and outward foreign direct investment and, indeed, to private
enterprise as a whole.

33. Most countries are, in fact, negative net outward investors, i.e. net inward investors.
34. For example, MNEs may continue to concentrate their high value, e.g. research and devel-

opment, activities in countries which have a comparative advantage in the supply of highly
trained manpower, while locating the low value-added activities in countries which have a
comparative advantage in the supply of low or semi-skilled labour.

35. Not considered in the original version of the theory. For an elaboration see Chapter 5 of this
volume.

36. For a review of the literature see Oman (1984) and Buckley and Casson (1985).
37. With some noticeable exceptions, e.g. the work of Hirsch (1976), Gray (1982), Ethier (1986)

and Markusen (1986).
38. And no distinction appears to be made between multi-activity and single-activity trading

firms.
39. Using managers as a generic term for decision takers.
40. For example, why are most Japanese manufacturing subsidiaries in the UK headed by a

Japanese expatriate whereas most US subsidiaries have a UK national as chief executive?
41. See also some interesting work on the structure of decision taking in UK subsidiaries in the

1970s by Young, Hood and Hamill (1985).
42. Porter (1980) identifies six of these: the presence of specialized assets, fixed costs, strategic

exit barriers, information constraints, managerial emotions and pride, and government-related
barriers.

43. The question of a reduction in foreign production in toto and that in a particular country and/or
sector needs more careful distinction than it has been given up to now.

44. We use the term net benefits and costs because there are often costs and benefits of using
both routes for transacting goods and services.

45. It is interesting that there is abundant literature on the theory of the growth of the firm (which,
in practice, often occurs as a result of the expansion of part of a firm’s activities) but very little
on the decline of the firm. Yet, particularly in times of rapid technological change, growth and
decline are handmaidens to each other.

46. Ohmae (1985) suggests that while labour costs in many developing countries are only one-
third of those in developed countries, the direct labour costs in the major competitive
manufacturing companies represent less than 10 per cent of total costs. The savings on costs
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in producing in developing countries are often more than outweighed by the transport costs
between developing and developed countries. Moreover, as real wage costs rise in developing
countries, these savings are likely to fall.

47. It is worth emphasizing at this point that internalization is not without its costs and multina-
tionality may bring diseconomies, external to particular affiliates and internal to the MNE.

48. See Casson (1986a, 1986b). In both these latter cases, contractual agreements of one kind or
another have enabled the contractor to gain many of the benefits of integration without the
costs.

49. For a summary of some interesting work on the integration of information systems in man-
ufacturing see de Meyer and Ferdows (1984). For a general view of changing corporate
strategies in a time of technological change see Ergas (1985).

50. As for example set out by Porter (1980, 1985, 1986) and Kogut (1985a). The expression com-
petitive advantage may be interpreted as ownership-specific advantage, while the comparative
advantage of countries appears synonymous with our location advantage. While the business
strategy approach gives more emphasis to the positioning of firms in the sectors in which
they compete, the eclectic paradigm places more stress on the organizational form of trans-
actional relationships.
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8. Some historical antecedents to the
eclectic paradigm*

INTRODUCTION

This chapter represents an attempt to resolve an apparent paradox in the theory
and history of international production. Until recently, most economists have
believed that international production was of little importance in the world
economy before the Second World War. If this were so, it would explain why
it is only in the last two decades that we have seen the emergence of a separate
theory of the multinational enterprise (MNE), the major institution through
which international production is organized.

However, as has been demonstrated elsewhere (Dunning, 1993), interna-
tional production was both absolutely and relatively more important before
1914 than at any other time until at least the 1960s. ‘Why, then, was it not incor-
porated into theoretical analysis before 1914? As we mention below, there was
some discussion in the literature, around the turn of the century, of interna-
tional cartels, and of the export of capital in general. Yet this lay largely outside
the mainstream of economic thought, in which international production was
not treated as an issue worthy of separate attention.

We shall argue that a closer inspection of the theory and history of interna-
tional production helps us to answer this question. On the historical side, there
has been a major shift in the geographical and industrial composition of inter-
national production, as well as in the organizational capacities of the MNE,
which now make it impossible to treat as a ‘special case’ of certain more general
economic phenomena. On the theoretical side, as illustrated by Table 8.1, the
development of neoclassical theory after 1870, at the time when the modern
MNE had begun to emerge, meant that most economists treated the firm as a
‘black box’ which could be subsumed within a general analysis of markets.

One of the strengths of the modern theory of international production is that
it enables us to contrast the approach of earlier economists to this topic with
more recent views, and thereby to situate each in its historical context. Modern
theories of the MNE are comprehensively surveyed by Caves (1982) and Calvet

* Jointly authored with J.A. Cantwell and T.A.B. Corley in P. Hertner and G. Jones et al., Multi-
nationals, Theory and History, Farnborough, Hants: Gower Press, 1986, pp. 19–44.
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(1980); however, their elements may be summarized within the structure of an
eclectic framework as set out in earlier chapters in this volume. This suggests
that firms will engage in international production under the following
conditions. First, there must be location (L) advantages to foreign production
in a given host country compared with exporting to the host country from the
home country. These have to do with the costs of organizing production in
different countries, as well as the international structure of wage rates, material
costs, taxes, tariffs, and so on. Second, MNEs must have ownership O
advantages vis-à-vis other firms wishing to supply a similar market, which
represents a range of competitive strengths that are essential to their continued
growth, and ultimately to their survival.

It is helpful to distinguish two categories of O advantages. The first are the
unique intangible assets possessed by each firm, which consist of new product
and process innovations, as well as managerial and marketing skills; these have
been called asset or production cost advantages.1

The second category of such advantages is generally known as governance
or transaction-cost advantages, and these advantages refer essentially to
economies of integration within the firm, achieved, that is, through the common
ownership of separate value-adding activities. Where these activities are located
in more than one country, they may confer additional advantages which are
unique to firms engaging in international production. These latter kinds of
ownership advantages reflect the ability of firms to exploit market failure. The
term internalization (I) advantage embraces the gains arising from co-ordinating
the use of complementary assets as well as the benefits of replacing the markets
for the first kind of advantage relative, for example, to the licensing of the right
of their use within the independent foreign firms.

In terms of the history of economic theory, as set out in Table 8.1, we may
try to explain the existence of L advantages for a given pattern of international
production through the theories of capital movements, trade or location; O
advantages through the theories of industrial organization, innovation, and the
firm; and I advantages through theories of the firm and markets. It follows that
different schools of economic thought, partly considered by the different
historical circumstances surrounding their origins, may be expected to have
varying approaches to explaining international production (in so far as they
consider it worthy of attention at all).

In the earliest days of the expansion of commerce between the sixteenth and
eighteenth centuries, what international production there was followed the
trading companies and their associated colonial settlements. At this time, inter-
national trade and production was clearly locationally determined, and the
theoretical explanation of Adam Smith captured this well, as we describe below.
Later economic changes following in the wake of the industrial revolution gave
rise to business enterprises founded around ownership and internalization
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Table 8.1 Development of the theory of international production

Factors underlying Location advantages Ownership advantages Internalization 
international advantages
production: May 
follow the pattern 
suggested by the

Central concerns of
period

International
commerce and
exchange

Value, capital accu-
mulation and income
distribution

Main features
of international
production

Trading
companies,
especially in
colonies

Resource-based
especially in
dependent terri-
tories,
manufacture by
individual
entrepreneurs
of expatriate
investors

Theory of the
firm

Marx: concentra-
tion and
centralization of
capital. Hierarchic
organization of
labour process in
firm

Period

Mercantilist
period (16th
century–18th
century)

Classical period
(1776–1870)

Theory of capital
movements

Early mercan-
tilists: prohibition
on export of
money needed to
accumulate
national wealth
Later mercan-
tilists: flow of
money regulated
by balance of trade

Regulated by dif-
ferential profit
rates
Ricardo, J.S. Mill:
barriers to inter-
national capital
movements
Hume’s specie-
flow mechanism
equalized money
prices

Theory of trade

Later mercan-
tilists (Mun):
government
sponsored stimu-
lation of export
industries and
carrying trade to
accumulate
national wealth

Smith: absolute
advantage condi-
tioned by position
in development
cycle. 
Manufacturers
traded for certain
products of land.
Free trade ensured
profits produc-
tively re-invested
Ricardo: compar-
ative labour cost.
Free trade in wage
goods meant
higher domestic
and continued
accumulation

Theory of
location 

Later mercan-
tilists: more
expensive
industrial manu-
facturers at home,
cheaper raw
materials in
colonies

Smith, von
Thünen: early
consideration of
transport costs
Smith: advantages
of natural circum-
stances, and
acquired
advantages
through develop-
ment
Ricardo, J.S. Mill:
comparative
advantages
through natural
endowments and
technological
capabilities

Theory of
industrial 
organization

Little analysis of
market structure
or behaviour of
firms

Theory of
innovation

Smith: evolution-
ary view of
technological
progress with
expansion of
market
Marx: application
of science to
large-scale manu-
facture through
machine
technology. Major
and minor innova-
tions incorporated
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Static resource
allocation

Markets not
perfectly self-
adjusting (thus
economics of dis-
equilibrium or
less than full
employment equi-
librium): as
illustrated by
Keynesian
demand
management and
the theory of
imperfect compe-
tition

Emergence of
international
production as an
extension of the
domestic
activities of firms
in resource-based
and import-substi-
tuting sectors

Increase in
import-substitut-
ing investment.
Later followed by
rise in intra-
industry
investment,
appearance of
globally
integrated MNE,
and increase in
joint venture and
licensing activity.

Marshall: ‘trees in
the forest’ varying
around represen-
tative firm.
American institu-
tionalist critics:
Veblen: control of
large businessmen
decisive to
direction of
modern industry

Sraffa, Kaldor,
E.A.G. Robinson:
limits to the size
of firm
Coase: transaction
costs of partici-
pating in markets
compared with
costs of internal
co-ordination of
activities
Plummer: unifica-
tion of control

Neo-classical
period
(1870–1920)

Modern period
(1920 up to
1950s)

Regulated by dif-
ferential interest
rates
Fisher: human
knowledge and
physical capital
distinguished

Regulated by dif-
ferential interest
rates
Short-term capital
movements may
be destabilizing

Marshall:
reciprocal
demand.
Technology
moves to where
most appropri-
ately used
Heckscher: com-
parative
advantage of
relative factor
endowments

HOS model:
factors,
movements and
trade may be sub-
stitutes
Later critical
models: trade
greatest between
similarly
endowed
countries:
attempts to
explain intra-
industry trade

Weber: industries
transport-
oriented,
labour-oriented
(i.e. decentralized
or agglomerated
in centres)

Ohlin: locational
factors (e.g.
transport costs)
strongly influence
pattern of inter-
regional and
international trade
Lösch: firms
control spatial
markets
Hotelling:
agglomeration of
activities through
locational interde-
pendence

General
assumption of
perfect competi-
tion. Monopoly
due to artificial
restrictions

Chamberlin, J.
Robinson theory
of monopolistic,
imperfect compe-
tition
Bain: barriers to
entry in concen-
trated industries
Bye: real and
financial size

Outside neoclassi-
cal tradition:
Schumpeter:
major (disequili-
brating)
innovations
undertaken by
individual entre-
preneurs in
accordance with
expectations

Usher: emphasis
on continuous
minor technologi-
cal improvements
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advantages. The latter became increasingly important for the establishment of
international production as firms matured in their organization of economic
activity.

However, while O, and to some extent I, advantages were known to be critical
to business success and failure, purely locational accounts of the aggregate
pattern of international trade and production continued to predominate. This is
because, until the 1950s, the bulk of international production was organized by
developed-country firms in the less-developed world, while the industrial
structure of each country’s exports was significantly different from the structure
of its imports. Moreover, the classical and neoclassical theories of trade assumed
that trade took place under conditions of perfect competition, and that in so far
as the firm was concerned at all, it was assumed to engage in only a single
product or activity (i.e. engaged in no intra-firm transactions). The incorpora-
tion of O and I advantages in theoretical work had to await the massive growth
of US foreign direct investment (FDI) in European manufacturing after 1945,
based largely on technological ownership advantages, and the spread of globally
integrated MNEs across the industrialized countries thereafter. The rapid growth
of intra-industry trade between developed countries likewise gave rise to new
theories of international trade after 1960.2 It was only when the O and I
advantages of firms were integrated into the analysis that a distinct theory of
international production emerged.

With this in mind we will sketch out what earlier economists had to say about
the state of international production in their day. We shall also occasionally
show how their reasoning may be related to the modern theory of international
production, as a relevant extension or application of their models in today’s
conditions. After an introductory discussion, three periods will be examined:
the period to 1914; from 1914 to 1960; and from 1960 to 1980.

THE EMERGENCE OF THEORY WITH THE GROWTH OF
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION

Part of the explanation of the divergence between history and theory of inter-
national production is that the theory of the firm was little developed before
the interwar period. As befitted his time, Adam Smith dealt with individual
entrepreneurs rather than corporations, whose activities, he maintained, were
co-ordinated through markets. Most economists writing after 1870 adopted an
analytical framework which assumed that entrepreneurial and productive
activity depended upon the conditions of market co-ordination. They therefore
chose to ignore the growing importance of the direct co-ordination of economic
activities by firms without the intermediation of markets.
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Others, such as Marshall, despite their awareness of institutional facts, did
not seem to believe the international firm worthy of separate theoretical con-
sideration. Technology transfer within the firm was probably seen as a special
case of general international technology transfer. British economists especially
regarded outward direct investment as an extension of domestic economic
activity: a highly ethnocentric attitude, but an understandable one as the British
colonies accounted for a good proportion of such investment before 1914, where
the interests of investing countries and firms were assumed to coincide
(Svedberg, 1981). As Archer (1986) and Dunning and Archer (1987) have
shown, many UK companies confined their overseas investments to the
dominions prior to 1914, and it was only in the 1960s that they made the
transition to the more diverse range of experience across quite disparate
countries and markets.

British economists in particular, unlike the American institutionalists, chose
to neglect the more rapid development of corporate structures in the US, which,
together with Germany, had, by the turn of the century, become the home of a
new group of dynamic industries and companies (Chandler, 1977). Moreover,
although the USA was more resource-sufficient than the UK, it had built up a
significant stock of foreign direct investment by 1914, and by 1939 the value
of its foreign manufacturing subsidiaries’ output was twice that of its export of
manufactures.

Yet, until the 1920s, no government regularly collected data on direct
investment flows or stocks, or on the activities of either their own MNEs or
foreign companies in their midst. Official inquiries were only conducted irreg-
ularly and limited to obtaining data on the stock of FDI. The US Department
of Commerce published its first foreign investment study in 1929, and others
followed in 1936, 1940 and 1950. Since 1950 annual figures have been
published. Before the Second World War, only Canada published FDI flow
data. Not until 1962 did the UK government start to publish a regular series of
FDI flows, and only in 1963 were the activities of foreign companies separately
identified in the UK Census of Production. As to world-wide data, even as
recently as 1960 there was no overall estimate of the amount of foreign direct
capital invested globally.

Moreover, theoretical and empirical research is interactive, and governments
do not usually go to the trouble and expense of collecting economic data unless
they are likely to be useful (e.g. for taxation or planning purposes) or unless
the precise extent of the problem (e.g. for a royal commission) needs to be
established. Even then, there seems to be a time-lag between new economic
problems emerging and serious attention being paid to them. Until economists
were obliged to adjust their theoretical frameworks to distinguish international
production, empirical evidence on the topic was sparse.
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INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION BEFORE 1914

The Scope of MNE Activity in 1914

Tables 8.2 and 8.3 present our estimates of the value of the outward and inward
FDI stocks between 1914 and 1983. Not surprisingly, it was the most developed
countries that accounted for the bulk of FDI in 1914. Britain, the USA, Germany
and France contributed nearly 87 per cent. As to the recipients, developing
countries received about 70 per cent – mainly Latin America, Asia and Russia
– but the USA received over 10 per cent; Britain’s share of total inward
investment was about 1.5 per cent.

Table 8.2 Estimated stock of accumulated foreign direct investment by
country of origin, 1914–83

1914 1938 1960 1973 1983
$m % $m % $bn % $bn % $bn % 

Developed countries 14 302 100.0 26 350 100.0 62.9 99.0 204.4 97.1 555.2 97.4 
North America 

USA 2 652 18.5 7 300 27.7 31.9 48.3 101.3 48.1 227.0 39.6 
Canada 150 1.0 700 2.7 2.5 3.8 7.8 3.7 29.1 5.1 

Western Europe 
UK 6 500 45.5 10 500 39.8 10.8 16.3 26.9 12.8 95.4 16.7 
Germany 1 500 10.5 350 1.3 0.8 1.2 11.9 5.7 40.3 7.0 
France 1 750 12.2 2 500 9.5 4.1 6.2 8.8 4.2 29.9 5.2 
Belgium 1.3 2.0 2.2 1.0 6.7 1.2 
Italy 1.1 1.7 3.2 1.5 9.8 1.7 
Netherlands }1 250 8.7 3 500 13.3 7.0 10.6 15.8 7.5 36.5 6.4 
Sweden 0.4 0.6 3.0 1.4 10.1 1.8 
Switzerland 2.3 3.5 7.2 3.4 19.8 3.5 

Other developed countries
Russia 300 2.1 450 1.7 neg neg neg neg neg neg 
Japan 200 0.1 750 2.8 0.5 0.8 10.3 4.9 32.2 5.6 
Australia 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.2 3.0 0.4 
New Zealand } 180 1.3 300 1.1 a a a a a a 
South Africa a a 2.1 1.0 6.5 1.1 
Other neg neg neg neg 2.5 3.8 3.4 1.6 9.0 1.2 

Developing countries neg neg neg neg 0.7 1.1 6.1 2.9 17.6 2.6 

TOTAL 14 482 100.0 26 350 100.0 66.1 100.0 210.5 100.0 572.8 100.0 

Note: a = included in Other.

Sources: as set out in Dunning (1983, pp. 74–5).
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Table 8.3 Estimated stock of accumulated foreign direct investment by
recipient country or area

1914 1938 1960 1973 1983
$m % $m % $bn % $bn % $bn % 

Developed countries 5 235 37.2 8 346 34.3 36.7 67.3 121.3 72.9 416.9 75.5 
North America

USA 1 450 10.3 1 800 7.4 7.6 13.9 17.3 10.4 128.3 23.2 
Canada 800 5.7 2 296 9.4 12.9 23.7 27.6 16.8 56.6 10.2 

Europe 
Western Europe: 1 100 7.8 1 800 7.4 12.5 22.9 60.8 36.5 197.8 35.8 

of which UK (200) (1.4) (700) (2.9) (5.0) (9.2) (14.8) (8.9) (50.2) (9.1) 
Other Europe 1 400 9.9 400 1.6 neg neg neg neg neg neg 

of which Russia (1 000) (7.1) – – – – – – – –
Australasia and

South Africa 450 3.2 1 950 8.0 3.6 6.6 16.7 10.0 – – 
Japan 35 0.2 100 0.4 0.1 0.2 1.3 0.8 4.1 0.7 

Developing countries 8 850 62.8 15 969 65.7 17.6 32.3 45.2 27.1 135.6 24.5 
Latin America 4 600 32.7 7 481 30.8 8.5 15.6 20.9 12.5 70.0 12.6 
Africa 900 6.4 1 799 7.4 3.0 5.5 4.8 2.9 12.1 2.2 
Asia 2 950 20.9 6 068 25.0 4.1 7.5 8.0 4.8 39.8 7.2 

of which: China (1 100) (7.8) (1 400) (5.8) (neg) (neg) (neg) (neg)
India and Ceylon (450) (3.2) (1 359) (5.6) (1.1) (2.0)

Southern Europe 0.5 0.9 
Middle East 400 2.8 621 2.6 1.5 2.8

International and
unallocated neg neg n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. – 3.9

TOTAL 14 085 100.0 24 315 100.0 54.5 100.0 166.7 100.0 552.6 100.0 

Sources: As set out in Dunning (1983, pp. 74–5).

In this FDI pattern, there were two separate but interlinked strands. The first
were mainly resource-based investments, to supply the home country with food
and raw materials.3 Typically, therefore, the host countries were colonial ter-
ritories: either actual colonies or de facto ones such as the ‘honorary dominions’
of Latin America. Associated investments often took place on infrastructural
projects, for example, railroad networks and public utilities. This type of FDI,
leading to ‘supply-oriented’ MNEs, represented by far the greatest type, perhaps
as much as 85 per cent, of total FDI in 1914. The second type, leading to
‘market-oriented’ MNEs, was import-substituting manufacturing investment,
usually located in the most developed countries, but also in those on the brink
of ‘take-off’ such as tsarist Russia and the white British dominions. This type
became significant only in the period 1870–1914.
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Between the 1870s and 1914, large multi-unit enterprises grew up, both in
the USA and in Europe. Integrating mass production with mass distribution,
they built up a coordinated system of goods flow from raw materials, via
production, to the retailer and the final consumer (Chandler, 1977). From the
outset, such enterprises were associated with the possession of strong ownership
advantages. Import-substituting production abroad was a response to increas-
ingly rigorous tariffs and patent laws, especially in North America, France,
Germany and Russia (Chandler, 1977; Wilkins, 1970; Stopford, 1974). Inter-
national cartel arrangements were also common by the 1900s. By 1914, MNEs,
operating in conditions either of intense competition or of collaboration, were
prevalent in many parts of the world.

Explanations of FDI by Economists before 1914

Practical men of affairs knew well the extent of MNE activity. Several British
works published in 1901–2 on the ‘American invasion’ pointed out that many
leading US firms had set up factories in Britain,4 while in the USA and conti-
nental Europe there was a widespread recognition of the role of FDI in scaling
tariff barriers.

However, those economists who did consider the question of FDI before
1914 tended to think of it in terms of colonialist policies.5 If the home country
lacked the primary products concerned, it had to go out and obtain them. The
mercantilists (who flourished from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries)
and the classical economists (from Adam Smith in 1776 to the 1870s) put their
analyses in macroeconomic terms; for them, international production would
simply have been a special case of the theory of international trade.

Mercantilists
Perhaps the most noteworthy exponent of mercantilism – which proclaimed
the doctrine that a favourable balance of trade was essential for a nation’s
prosperity – was Thomas Mun, a director of the East India Company (Mun,
1664, reprinted in 1928). To him, international production, as for instance
undertaken by the trading companies of his time, would help to provide raw
materials for the home country and to give work to the domestic labour, which
made them up into fashioned goods for export. However, since the mercan-
tilists saw national wealth as being created through international trade rather
than production, the activities of trading companies were explained through
the pattern of locational advantages of countries, in terms of their export
potential. The ability of the companies to conduct such operations arose from
the authority of the home country state rather than internally generated
ownership advantages.
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Adam Smith
Smith’s treatment of the macroeconomic locational advantages was a more
sophisticated one, and his theory of trade is more interestingly related to modern
discussions of international production, once the theory of the firm is taken into
account (Smith, 1776). Smith put forward a dynamic theory of domestic and
international trade as part of the development or growth process which lay at
the root of his analysis. For Adam Smith, as for the mercantilists, trade occurred
because of absolute advantages arising from differences in climate, fertility and
other natural and acquired location advantages of particular countries
(Bloomfield, 1975). However, unlike the mercantilists, as trade was seen to be
supportive of the growth of production rather than vice versa, Smith was able
to view trade as mutually beneficial to the countries concerned. An undeveloped
country was likely to have an advantage in some specific agricultural areas to
which its natural endowments could be adapted, while a development cycle led
developed countries towards the production of more refined manufactures.

Smith seemed to believe that the development cycle for nations was an
extension of that followed within a country, as between the urban and rural
areas. A surplus above the subsistence needs of producers first arose in agri-
culture, and the town afforded a market for this surplus produce; while, through
the division of labour, it supplied manufactures for the countryside with a
smaller quantity of labour than if they had been produced in the country itself.
The emergence of urban areas was also responsible for the appearance of good
government and the accumulation of wealth by merchants and manufacturers,
who, when under the pressure of competition, were parsimonious by comparison
with the prodigal landlords (Rosenberg, 1975). Hence, by redistributing the
value of surplus produce, trade assisted in increasing capital accumulation.

Once a country became sufficiently rich and was set on a course of rapid
growth, international trade and foreign investment were encouraged by a falling
rate of profit arising from a surplus of capital rather than simply a surplus of
produce over subsistence needs. In the same way, as the emergence of towns
introduced law and good government in the older countries, colonial settlers
were able to bring such benefits of experience with them to the newer countries.
These might be thought of as I advantages at a country level, assisting the agri-
cultural development of colonies through trade and investment, in return for
which the colonial power received such goods as tobacco and raw cotton, which
could not be produced at home, for its own consumption or re-export. There is
also an early consideration of O advantages here in that colonists took abroad
with them the skills which had earlier been developed in the home country, and
applied them on the more spacious fertile land of the colonies (i.e. combined
them with the locational advantages of producing abroad).

It was in the interest of the colonies to concentrate their efforts on agricul-
ture, which set a greater productive labour into motion and laid the foundation
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of lasting improvement in national wealth. Refined manufactures could be
imported from the home country, widening its market, furthering the division
of labour in manufacturing, and strengthening the capital accumulation of both
trading participants.

If Smith’s development process is translated into an expansion of firms, it is
consistent with Vernon’s product-cycle thesis (Vernon, 1966) as firms engage
in FDI to take advantage of changing locational advantages offered by countries
(e.g. from the US to Europe in the 1960s).6 It is likewise related to the current
Kojima or Ozawa idea of a macroeconomic or trade-creating type of FDI,
following what is perceived to be the dynamic comparative advantages of
countries (from Japan to South East Asia in the 1970s) (Kojima, 1978, 1982;
Ozawa, 1981a, 1981b).

Although Smith’s model incorporated only the rudimentary type of inter-
national production that existed in his day, its theoretical structure is highly
relevant to recent discussions in international economics. The locational aspects
of Smith’s development cycle can also be linked with a view of dependent
development later compassed by Hymer (1972). According to Hymer, the MNE
perpetuates an existing state of uneven development by locating its activities
in a spatial hierarchy (from the urban centres of the developed countries to the
rural less developed countries). This would have received a sympathetic ear
from Smith, who 200 years earlier had argued that since merchants and man-
ufacturers were better able to collude than other classes, they might succeed in
obtaining an artificially high rate of profit, partly through colonial restrictions
on trade, in their interest, which had rendered a potentially beneficial increase
in trade ‘destructive to several unfortunate countries’. European countries were
regarded as being equally hindered if they embarked upon trade, and the foreign
activities required to support it, before establishing a firm agricultural base of
their own. For this reason, Smith was sceptical of foreign investment, and he
poured scorn on what he saw as the economically harmful activities of the
chartered trading companies in erecting forts and garrisons which were often
unnecessary and sometimes paid for by government subsidies.

However, Smith’s formulation of a macroeconomic locational framework
for the analysis of international trade deserves reappraisal by contemporary
economists, in view of its capacity to accommodate the role of international
production once the firm is more explicitly introduced into the discussion.

David Ricardo 
Whereas Smith had based his theory of trade on the absolute advantages of
countries, and admitted to overseas capital movements, Ricardo rested his on
the comparative advantages, and emphasized international factor immobility;
or more precisely, he asserted that the emigration of capital or labour was suf-
ficiently limited or ‘checked’ for the proposition to hold (Ricardo, 1817). Capital
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owners, he maintained – reasonably in the conditions of 1817 – were loath to
take the risk of allowing their capital to go out of their immediate control, and
were equally disinclined – should they contemplate accompanying their capital
– to forsake their homeland and submit themselves to strange regimes and
unfamiliar laws, even with the prospect of more favourable returns.

Unlike the neoclassical economists, Ricardo accepted that comparative
advantages might arise from technological differences as well as natural
endowments (O’Brien, 1975). However, he assumed that capital and labour
moved together; differences arose in overall productivities rather than the
varying availability of capital internationally, as in the much later
Heckscher–Ohlin–Samuelson model of trade (see below).7 Like Smith, Ricardo
objected to outward investment, fearing untoward consequences for capital
accumulation in Britain itself. Relying as he did on Say’s law of markets, he
could not accept the possibility of excess capital at home.

J.S. Mill 
While adhering to the Ricardian international trade theory framework, Mill saw
positive benefits for a home country (if relatively advanced) from investment
overseas. To him such investment both absorbed part of the increased capital
that was the cause of falling domestic profitability, and provided for the home
country cheap food and raw materials, thereby increasing opportunities for the
lucrative employment of capital at home (Mill, 1848, reprinted 1909). At the
same time, he was dismissive of the supposed advantages, put forward by Smith,
of extending the market by foreign investment, since he regarded the gains
from trade (including enhanced efficiency) as the consequence of receiving
imports advantageously in barter terms.

Like Ricardo, Mill assumed some degree of – but not complete – capital
immobility. Capital could not move to remote parts of the world as ‘readily
and for so small an inducement’ as to another quarter of the same town: hence
the varying rates of profit on capital in different countries. However – writing
in 1848 – he accepted that there was already a tendency for capital to be shifted
around the world, and as the capital itself became more cosmopolitan, he
foresaw customs and institutions would converge, and suspicion of foreigners
would diminish. Therefore, he continued, ‘both population and capital now
move from one of these (more developed) countries to another on much less
temptation than heretofore’.

Alfred Marshall 
In his unpublished ‘Theory of Foreign Trade’, which probably dates from the
late 1870s, Marshall discussed in realistic terms ‘the migration of capitalists in
company with their capital’. He cited Bagehot’s comment that international
capital movements had become one of the greatest instruments of world-wide
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trade (Stevas, 1978). He also spoke of ‘a few prominent cases’ where English
capitalists had set up branch establishments for making textiles on the continent
of Europe, and for iron manufacture in America (Whitaker, 1975). Yet these
instances did not lead him to shift his Ricardian views on international trade
(Marshall, 1923).

The Role of Ownership and Internalization Advantages in the Thinking
of pre-1914 Economists

Some ownership advantages 
As shown above, the early classical economists stressed advantages in
productive activity at a country or regional level, within which firms as insti-
tutions were not differentiated. A possible exception was Cournot, who
considered the firm as a centre for planning and decision making. However,
with the growing importance of technological change and mass marketing
techniques, Marx, Schumpeter and other critics more clearly translated these
into ownership advantages at the company level through the competitive
adoption by enterprises of innovations and differentiated products.

Clearly, the geographical disposition of immobile resources was still an
important factor contributing to international location of economic activity, but
by the latter part of the nineteenth century it was no longer the whole explana-
tion. Advantaged foreign firms were motivated to set up production facilities
by high tariffs in the USA and continental Europe, and by slow technical
progress in Britain after 1870, which laid it open to technologically advanced
US firms. In the rapidly industrializing pre-1914 Russia, entrepreneurs,
sponsored by interested investors, commissioned home-based scientists and
engineers to undertake detailed studies of indigenous industrial techniques in
Russia. In contrast with the assumption of the conventional location framework,
the factor they looked at was not so much the average profitability of the foreign
industry, as what ownership advantages over indigenous competitors could be
discovered (McKay, 1970).

The origin of O advantages considered by economists before 1914 can be
discussed under the headings of innovation and entrepreneurship.

Innovation 
In contrast with the disequilibrating theory of Schumpeter, Adam Smith’s theory
of innovation was an evolutionary one, in which all firms were expanding more
or less in line with the total growth of the market. The benign workings of the
invisible hand would bring about an adaptation of industrial structure and
emerging new technology to the fresh opportunities being created by the
extension of the market.
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Unlike Smith, Marx was perhaps the first to predict a trend towards the
creation of large firms, enjoying ownership advantages based on the applica-
tion of science in technology, especially machine technology. The motive for
innovation he put forward was the social pressure of competition, in a world of
rapid technical change; this was in contrast with the later view of Schumpeter,
that innovations arose from individual decisions, based on expectations.

The neoclassical period after 1870, with its emphasis on optimization of the
use of fixed resource endowments, gave little incentive for exploring the
ownership advantages of individual firms. Even Marshall, who for the first time
– in mainstream economics – devised a realistic theory of the firm by bringing
together supply and demand aspects, did not explore the possibility that better-
than-representative firms might possess ownership advantages useful for
opening up production overseas to set alongside his strictly locational views.

Entrepreneurship 
Like innovation, entrepreneurship is highly relevant to the formation of
ownership advantages. Of the entrepreneur’s functions, that of innovation was
initially set out by Schumpeter in 1911.8 Those of organization and the bearing
of uncertainty had been covered by Say in the early nineteenth century
(Koolman, 1971). By contrast, Adam Smith portrays only a rather shadowy
entrepreneur, or ‘undertaker’, in line with his evolutionary process generally.

Internalization advantages 
We have to look to Marx and – from a very different perspective – some insti-
tutional writers in the USA and Europe for any serious discussion of what we
would now call the internalization advantages within the firm. Marx gave a
central place to the planning of the firms, mainly through the promotion of
technical progress as a means of achieving higher productivity and hence higher
profits. Marx was thus addressing the same issues of I advantages as did the later
Coasian theory of transaction costs, which has become such an integral part of
the modern theory of international production.

A classical interpretation of I advantages with reference to Marx is presented
in Cantwell (1984). Wakefield (1833) was the only earlier classical economist
to have insisted that if colonial settlers engaged in subsistence farming rather
than combining to produce tradable commodities, then they could not be
regarded as expatriate investors, as implicitly suggested by Smith. Marx
commended Wakefield on this point for seeing how the internalization of labour
markets to create profits required the subordination of the worker to the
organizer of production, that is, the entrepreneur (Marx, 1867, reprinted 1959).

Meanwhile, in the USA, the institutionalists were putting forward a rather
different view of the capitalist process. Although Veblen (1904) and Mitchell
(1913) wrote in this general area, perhaps of greater interest is the contribution
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of J.R. Commons (1924), whose basic ideas were formulated in the formative
years of managerial capitalism. In his Legal Foundations of Capitalism, he
forcefully took the neoclassical economists to task for neglecting non-market
transactions. Although the bulk of his work was descriptive and historical,
Commons never ceased to emphasize a holistic approach to the economic
activity in general; in this sense, he is a worthy antecedent to Coase, Williamson
and Chandler.

On the continent of Europe, the movement in German industry towards con-
centration and cartels between 1880 and 1910 gave rise to a remarkable series
of studies on monopolies and their activities, notably by Liefmann (1897), Levy
(1911) and Hilferding (1910). As a precursor to the later literature on the theory
of the firm and its transaction cost minimizing functions, there was a lively
recognition that, in the pre-1914 developed world, international production was
an alternative to the cross-border cartel agreements, and that both, in the words
of Levy (1971), ‘attempt to draw back the destructive forces of international
competition’.

Hilferding (1910) argued that the gradual rise of tariffs would facilitate inter-
national cartels as much as FDIs, and especially those cartels based on the
allocation of geographical markets and price agreements. These were extensions
and/or consortia of national cartels already well established behind protective
barriers. This is a valuable argument inasmuch as it relates the spread of inter-
national cartels to an increasingly restrictive trading environment in the inter-war
years, while noting their absence after 1945 when trade was flourishing.

While Hilferding’s general explanation of the export of capital was a tradi-
tional locational one of equalizing national rates of profit, he did distinguish
between cartels and MNEs, the latter of which, by producing in two protected
countries, could earn higher profits than if they exported from just one country
under free trade. Liefmann’s contribution was to show how international cartels
could help prevent dumping and permit overseas firms to penetrate a high tariff
country, and in so doing act as imperfect substitutes for international production.

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION, 1914–60

The Growth of MNE Activity, 1914–60

The radical changes which took place in the composition of international
production during this period were largely confined to its two final decades. In
1938, as Tables 8.2 and 8.3 show, nearly two-thirds of FDI was still being
directed to developing countries, and to Latin America and Asia in particular.

By 1960, the share of the world direct capital stock provided by the USA
had leapt to 49 per cent, while that of Britain had fallen to 16 per cent. The
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recipient areas had also changed markedly, with developed countries now
accounting for two-thirds of global FDI, due largely to the substantial growth
of US manufacturing investment in Canada and Western Europe in the 1950s.

Explanation by Economists

Throughout this period, O and I advantages were essential to those firms
engaged in business activity abroad. However, it was only in the 1950s, when
the locational pattern of FDI (and trade) underwent a major shift towards the
industrialized world, that it became clearer how these advantages affected not
just the fortunes of individual firms, but were an integral part of any general
explanation of international production. O advantages were obviously crucial
in the rise of technology-intensive FDI, which could not be described in purely
locational terms. However, until 1960 economists continued to focus on
locational factors since it appeared possible to them to treat FDI as a special case
of international capital movements.

Locational advantages 
The most comprehensive work on international production in the interwar period
is to be found in various mainly descriptive studies such as that of Frank
Southard (1931), which listed a wide range of locational advantages enjoyed
by US firms producing in Europe. At the same time, import restrictions
encouraged a good deal of defensive direct investment by US firms in European
industry in these years.

The main development in trade theory was the evolution of what became the
Heckscher–Ohlin–Samuelson (HOS) model, in which trade is held to arise from
the fact that different countries have different factor endowments: countries
that are rich in capital will tend to export capital-intensive goods, while those
with abundant labour will export labour-intensive goods. For trade to follow this
pattern, the Ricardian factor-immobility condition is essential. Yet if we
examine the antecedents of the model, namely the separate works of Heckscher
(1919), Ohlin (1933) and Stolper and Samuelson (1941), none of them provides
a convincing analysis of why international production takes place (as an alter-
native to trade) in the absence of frictions. In a later work, Ohlin (1977)
recognized that the weakness of seeing factor movements across frontiers and
trade as simple substitutes – e.g. in the HOS model as developed by Mundell
(1957) – is that factor movements alter the pattern of production and trade
through time. In that work he acknowledges that he should also have considered
differences in technology of the type retained only in certain countries or firms.

Perhaps Ohlin’s main contribution to the theory of international production
was to expand location theory into the international arena (Ohlin, 1933).
J.H. von Thunen, acknowledged to be the father of location theory, evolved his
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ideas from a similar standpoint to the trade theorist, in seeking to establish
where each commodity would be produced with a given distribution of
resources (von Thunen, 1876). As in any simple model of import-substituting
FDI, he looked at substitution between transport and non-transport costs, so
that agricultural goods (on which he concentrated his analysis), which were
cheaply cultivated but cost a lot to transport, would be produced close to the
market (the town), while goods with high production costs but easy to transport
would be produced in more distant locations.

Alfred Weber (1929) generalized that location theory, making allowances
for variations in real wages and productivity between locations. Industries could
be placed in one of three categories: transport-oriented, labour-oriented and
those relying on more integrated operations with agglomerating advantages in
the town or centres of activity. In the first two cases, there were decentralizing
tendencies, leading to multiple production locations: a vital prerequisite of any
international production theory.

A somewhat different perspective to location theory was taken by Hotelling
(1929), who postulated that the interdependence of economic agents’ activities
could influence the pattern of location, and thus create a further motive for
Weber’s case of the agglomeration of certain types of firm at the centre of a
market area. This work is interesting in that it may be regarded as a natural
antecedent for later oligopolistic explanations of the MNE, e.g. Knickerbocker
(1973).

The firm was brought more specifically into location theory by the market
area school, notably by Lösch (1940), who sought to determine the spatial
features of a firm’s market through a process similar to imperfect or monopo-
listic competition, but using spatial rather than product differentiation.

Ownership advantages 
J.H. Williams was one of the few interwar economists who appeared to
recognize the emergence of international production, and the role played by O
advantages – at least of countries, if not of firms. In his classic article in the
Economic Journal (Williams, 1929), he cited an ‘impressive’ array of basic
industries, from oil to match manufacture, which had expanded ‘in disregard
of political frontiers’. He went on to observe that sometimes this projection of
one country’s economic presence into others took the form of the export of
tangible and intangible capital ‘along the lines of an industry and its market, as
against the obvious alternative of home employment in other lines’. In other
cases, the direct investment represented an ‘international assembling of capital
and management for world enterprises, ramifying into many countries’. He also
made the perceptive comment that these enterprises provided very strikingly ‘an
organic interconnection of international trade, movement of productive factors,
transport and market organization’. However, Williams did not attempt to incor-
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porate these ideas into a new theory of international trade organized by firms
with ownership advantages.

One of the first economists to recognize the importance of the ‘centralized
and unified control’ of foreign activities by a single firm was Alfred Plummer
(1934). His interest was in international trusts which he defined as ‘a complete
merger and ownership of the constituent undertakings in two or more countries’.
In retrospect, however, it is clear that his conception of an international trust was
very similar to that of the modern-day multinational enterprise. Some quotations
from his work (as recorded by Fieldhouse, 1986) are illuminating.

International concerns and trusts developed first from the desire to have branches –
factories, warehouses and offices – in two or more countries, a line of advance which
is no doubt attributable partly to the pressure of heavy import duties and partly to the
desire to have a closely controlled unit ‘on the spot’ making a study of the local
market requirements and peculiarities. (Plummer, 1934, p. 26)

and again:

While one international trust may bring together under unified control a number of
existing undertakings, another may begin as a single national undertaking and spread
itself and its activities out into other countries. This type of international business
does not have to achieve unified control for control is unified from the beginning,
but it has to create its foreign undertakings before it can control them. (Plummer,
1934, p. 41)

Unfortunately Plummer did not elaborate on these points, and the remainder
of his book is concerned with more general issues to do with international
combines.

The development of the theory of the firm by Edwin Chamberlin (1933) and
Joan Robinson (1933) at last provided a basis for exploring O advantages,
which had been more or less lost sight of in the earlier preoccupation with the
market as the sole organizer of economic activity. In particular, the concept of
market power was brought firmly into the analysis, while the work of Joe Bain,
both on barriers to entry (Bain, 1954, 1956) and on industrial economics
generally (1959), helped to work out the implications of these theories on an
industry-wide scale.

Edith Penrose’s theory of the growth of the firm (Penrose, 1958) brought
back the entrepreneur (of the Schumpeterian innovative kind) into the analysis
with her twin concepts of managerial limits to growth and managerial slack as
a springboard for growth. Moreover, her analysis of corporate diversification
has analogies with international involvement as firms gain experience of trans-
ferring ownership advantages across national frontiers just as they do across
industries. Earlier, Penrose had published a pathbreaking article on foreign
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direct investment in Australia (Penrose, 1956) in which she pre-dated Hymer
in the idea that such investment is better seen in terms of the theory of the
growth of the firm rather than that of international capital movements.

Internalization advantages
In a pathbreaking article, Ronald Coase (Coase, 1937) contrasted how resources
were transferred through the market by relative prices with the way in which
the price mechanism was superseded within the firm, so that resources move
by the fiat of the entrepreneur. This theme was first systematically applied to
international production by McManus (1972) and Buckley and Casson (1976).
However, prior to this, Maurice Bye (1958) had observed that the key feature
of the international firm was its ability to control many factors internally that
would be exogenous to the small firm. Bye, in fact, coined the term multi-
territorial firm, and used the case of the international oil industry to demonstrate
that ‘real and financial size enables firms to cross varying thresholds of growth
either by extension or integration, and so assure them of a certain bargaining
position’ (Bye, 1958, p. 161). Bye traces the concept of the firm as a centre of
planning and decision back to Cournot, and is one of the first economists to
acknowledge the importance of the common governance of activities as an O
advantage.

For the more formal development of the theory of internalization, Coase’s
substantive achievement was to introduce into the analysis the costs of coordi-
nating marketing and management across different activities, namely relating
costs to the structure and extent of the firm’s diversification. Oliver
Williamson’s Markets and Hierarchies, which has been the inspiration for much
subsequent research on internalization in MNEs by organizational economists,
drew both on Coase and on the earlier emphasis by Commons on transactions
as the fundamental unit of economic investigation (Williamson, 1975).

Although economists had not yet appreciated its significance for the theory
of international trade and production, the transition of giant corporations from
the unitary to the multidivisional form gave rise to a new wave of thinking by
organizational theorists, notably Herbert Simon (1947, 1955).

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION, 1960–80

The Scope of MNE Activity, 1960–80

Developments in international production since 1960 have been narrated by
Stopford and Dunning (1983). Some statistical data are also set out in Tables
8.2 and 8.3. Perhaps most notably, the rise of US FDI in the 1950s and 1960s
has in the 1970s been matched by an increase in FDI by West Germany and
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Japan. Very recently, in the 1980s, MNEs have emerged from some of the
newly industrialized countries, e.g. South Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore.

Related to the trend of FDI being largely between developed countries, cross-
investment or intra-industry FDI has emerged: a comparatively rare
phenomenon before 1945. Consequently, as between source countries, the
industrial pattern of international investment (like trade) has tended to converge.

Analysis by economists
These developments in the 1960s and 1970s have strongly influenced the
direction of the growing body of research into international production. Some
of these are well summarized by Fieldhouse (1986), who also reminds his
readers that it was David Lilienthal, then chief executive of the Development
and Resources Corporation of New York, who first coined the term ‘Multi-
national Corporations’ in an address he gave in April 1960 to the Carnegie
Institute of Technology. In particular, the increasingly prevalent phenomenon
of cross-investment could not be adequately explained either by location or
international capital theory. The focus of discussion therefore shifted to
ownership advantages of firms, first clearly articulated in the work of Hymer
(1960), who laid the foundations of the modern theory of international
production. 

Vernon helped to show the interaction between O and L advantages in his
product-cycle model (Vernon, 1966). This drew on a theory of innovation to
demonstrate the country-specific ownership advantages of firms alongside the
location advantages of countries. An interpretation of the product-cycle model
set within the eclectic framework is discussed by Dunning and Cantwell (1981).

This novel emphasis on the O advantage of firms in international economics
drew in some authors who had started from trade theory (Hirsch, 1976) and
some who started from industrial economics (Caves, 1971). It also fitted in
with the arguments of those who feared the ‘American challenge’ to Europe,
in contending that US firms were engaged in monopolistic rent-seeking through
the exploitation of their ownership advantages.

During the 1970s, when emphasis shifted from explaining FDI to explaining
the activities of MNEs, i.e. firms which had diversified their value-adding
activities outside their natural boundaries, so did the theoretical underpinning
of international production. Canadian, Swedish and UK economists working
independently focused attention on the raison d’être of the MNE in terms of the
advantages of internalizing cross-border intermediate product markets.9 In
particular this explanation was used to explain FDI taking place in high-
technology-intensive manufacturing industries, where firms were increasingly
integrating their research and development with their production and marketing
activities. A further development in the 1970s was the emergence of global
multinationality through rationalized or efficiency-seeking investment, which
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sought to capture the benefit of coordinating the activities of its subsidiaries
within the regional blocs such as the EEC, or sometimes across greater distances.

Towards an Interdisciplinary Approach

Finally, the last two decades have seen an increasingly interdisciplinary
approach being taken to the theory of international production. Suffice to
mention here that the most significant theoretical advance in explaining MNE
activity in the 1970s and 1980s has undoubtedly been that to do with the
economics of organizations. We have already mentioned Coase’s perception
of private hierarchies as market-replacing mechanisms in a world of imperfect
competition, limited information and exchange frictions; but no less influential
to our understanding of organizations have been the contributions of Simon
(1947, 1955), in his analysis of the human psychology of decision making under
a situation of bounded rationality, and that of Alchian (1950), in his explana-
tion of organizational structure and survival in terms of a biological system that
is largely independent of decision taking at a micro level (Moe, 1984).

Much of the contemporary transaction costs literature on the economics of
information, the contractual paradigm and the principal–agent model associated
with scholars such as Williamson (1975, 1981, 1986), Alchian and Demsetz
(1972), Ross (1973), and Jensen and Meckling (1976) can be traced to the
writings of these earlier scholars.

CONCLUSIONS

Our survey of the views (mainly since 1776) of interested authors on interna-
tional production suggests that those who were most aware of this activity were
men of affairs – such as Bagehot – businessmen or civil servants such as
consular officials. Not until the 1950s, when US firms began to undertake
massive FDI in Europe, were economists compelled to revise their purely
locational approach towards international trade and capital movements, with
international production as a special case.

Up to 1870 economists used a macroeconomic approach, in line with classical
economic thought generally, and locational considerations were naturally of
the greatest interest as long as the bulk of FDI was resource-based and often
located in colonial or dependent territories, regarded often as offshoots of home
production. Outside these areas, international production was organized by
individual entrepreneurs, again attracted by the advantages of foreign locations.

From the 1870s onwards, both the composition of FDI and the tenor of
economic thought underwent a change. The modern MNE began to evolve and
increasingly undertook, as well as resource-based investments, market-oriented
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and import-substituting investments to supplement their domestic value-adding
activities. A corresponding theory of microeconomic location advantages was
therefore required: this took a number of decades to be formulated.

In the freer trading conditions after 1945, when cross-investment on a vast
scale grew up between countries, the ownership advantages specific to firms
have become clearer. More recently, the fall in the share of import-substituting
investment, owing to the rise of joint ventures in developing countries, on the
one hand, and of internationally integrated investment in industrialized countries
on the other, has helped to focus attention on internalization advantages.

The modern theory of international production has thus moved away from
reliance on country-oriented advantages in production towards firm-specific
(ownership and internalization) advantages. We suggest that this is also related
to a maturing of firms whose ownership advantages are now less dependent on
the characteristics of their home country, and more on their multinationality per
se. This is associated with intra-industry FDI, and a new organizational efficiency
of MNEs which itself aids them in their international expansion in its own right.

These factors help to explain why a distinct theoretical framework for the
analysis of international production has grown up only recently. Economists
attempt to adapt existing paradigms to explain new developments, and it is only
when the adaptations required are so drastic as to undermine the original
framework that new paradigms emerge. This stage appears to have been reached
in international economics: neoclassical models grounded on the assumption
that the technical conditions of production are everywhere the same cannot
hope to account for current trends in the international division of labour.

In this chapter we have stressed the growing importance of the theory of the
firm to an understanding of international trade and production. However, given
that the modern MNE is increasingly mobile in its allocation of economic
activity, we have also moved back towards a Smithian world with regard to the
international location of production. In a very real sense, then, the wheel has
turned full circle.

NOTES

1. See Chapters 2 and 7 of this volume, and Teece (1983).
2. As, for example, are described in Chapter 7 of this volume.
3. As described in Edelstein (1982).
4. As, for example, described in Dunning (1958) and Wilkins (1970).
5. As reviewed in Svedberg (1981a, 1981b).
6. See also Vernon (1979) and Dunning and Cantwell (1981).
7. For a further discussion of the relevance of Ricardo on trade theory to the modern theory of inter-

national production, see Cantwell (1984).
8. See his book, Theorie der wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung (1911), which was translated as The

Theory of Economic Development (Cambridge, MA, 1934), p. ix.
9. See especially, Liefmann (1897), later enlarged upon in Liefmann (1932), Levy (1911),

Hilferding (1910, English translation 1981).
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9. Towards an interdisciplinary 
explanation of international production*

INTRODUCTION

For the most part, the approach taken so far in this volume to analysing the
determinants of international production has been that of the economist. Such
an approach has its serious limitations. In particular, economists in general are
extremely prone to taking an exogenous or ‘given’ the environment in which
economic phenomena occur and in which institutions operate, and to make such
statements as ‘we are not competent to analyse these non-economic factors’
when pressed to give more attention to them. Even in dealing with activities of
firms within a country this is becoming an increasingly dubious position, as
technology – which is the economists favourite ‘given factor’ – is becoming the
key ingredient for determining economic success and failure.1 But in the context
of the reasons for the internationalization of business where differences in the
non-economic factors, and especially the role of governments, play such a
crucial role in influencing the value of the OLI variables facing firms, the
economist – and particularly the international economist – is in danger of not
being taken seriously if he persistently fails to incorporate these forces in his
paradigms and theories.

It is for this reason that the task of this chapter is to consider the extent to
which it is desirable and possible to widen the theoretical framework we have
adopted to consider the same subject matter from an interdisciplinary perspec-
tive. The hypothesis is that since, at the end of the day, we are trying to explain
an economic phenomenon – the foreign production of firms – it is entirely
appropriate to use the logic and techniques of economic science. At the same
time, since we are also trying to understand the way in which institutions behave
in differing political and cultural environments, and both fashion and react to
non-economic phenomena, we must accept that the variables affecting decisions
on FDI are not solely economic; neither, indeed, should economists assume
they have the monopoly of understanding the techniques which might explain
the rationale of economic decision-taking. For these reasons, then, it is not only
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acceptable but desirable for the economist to trespass into other disciplines to
see what they may offer him in his quest to explain international production.

At this point, we should perhaps emphasize that we are not proposing that
economists or business analysts should abandon their unidisciplinary special-
izations and become multidisciplinary generalists. We are, however, persuaded
that only an interdisciplinary approach to the study of international business
will capture the richness of its characteristics and consequences; and that
scholars from the various interested disciplines should be encouraged to pool
their talents in order to improve their theorizing about international production,
and, where appropriate, to suggest policy prescriptions.

The following sections of this chapter seek to do two things. First, we present
a brief overview of some of the work now being done by scholars in disci-
plines other than economics which bear directly on, and add to, our
understanding about the determinants of international production. Second, we
shall examine the extent to which it is possible to offer a unifying interdisci-
plinary paradigm which might be used as a framework by which all the relevant
variables affecting international production may be better identified, interpreted
and evaluated.

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH

It is not long before, in his attempts to explain international production, the
economist needs to draw upon the help of other disciplines. This is for a number
of reasons all to do with characteristics of the subject matter to be explained.
In discussing these we will distinguish those which are primarily (i) external (or
exogenous) to firms; and (ii) those which are internal (or endogenous)2 to firms.

The External Environment

Of the non-economic variables which make up the external environment, and
which a reading of the literature suggests are most likely to affect international
production, the political and legal aspects are among the most important.
Domestic firms, seeking to invest in their own country, take as given the
legal, ideological and political environment; that is to say the role played by
those non-economic forces, including the effect which they have on efficiency
of international intermediate product markets, is assumed to be the same for
all firms.3 Once firms enter a different geography and national jurisdiction,
these variables become relevant in affecting both their competitive advantages
and the modality of their foreign involvement. In some cases, these non-
economic differences may be of little significance; in other cases they may
be crucially important.
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To identify non-economic variables affecting international production and to
hypothesize about their impact on FDI needs the help of various disciplines.
At first sight this may not seem to be so; indeed in all international business
texts, the political system, language, business customs, and the legal framework
are mentioned as factors influencing the location of value-added activity. Most
surveys on the factors influencing investment decisions put these non-economic
variables at the top of the list; and economic determinants only become relevant
after the initial screening of possible production sites on non-economic grounds
has been made. However, beyond generalities, the economist soon gets out of
his depth. Thus political issues embrace the interplay between sectoral or in-
terest groups making up society, the objectives of these constituents and the
extent to which they conflict or are in harmony with each other, their relative
strengths and weaknesses, and the institutional mechanisms by which they are
able to make their views known. The authority and stability of the central
government; the nature of the political fabric and the degree of bureaucracy; the
balance of influence between agrarian and urban sectors in influencing the
development process; the role of trade unions; lobbying capabilities of large
corporations; the power of the central bank and financial institutions: all of
these affect not only the attractiveness of a country to foreign investors, but the
competitiveness of foreign compared with indigenous firms, the way in which
an MNE might organize its production in that country, and how they relate to
the world-wide activities.

The legal environment is no less relevant. The failure of the least developed
countries to attract much FDI is not only due to their small markets, or lack of
trained manpower and communications infrastructure, but also to inadequate
protection of property rights; or an unacceptable law of contract; or a convoluted
litigation procedure; or unacceptable disclosure requirements about a
subsidiary’s operations; or lack of legal recourse available to foreign firms
against breach of contract by local suppliers or governments; or lack of
provision for compensation in the case of nationalization. In some countries
foreign-owned subsidiaries may be discriminated against in the courts. The role
of legislation with respect to industrial relations, injury compensation, consumer
rights, and environmental pollution may be no less important. In addition, there
is the controversial question of extra-territorality, and the extent to which the
laws of the host and home countries affecting MNE activity are in harmony or
conflict with one another. Again such issues are likely to affect the competitive
position of foreign firms (e.g. whether or not cross-border patent agreements
are respected), the location of activity (e.g. what is expected of a company with
respect to drug testing and clinical trials), and, perhaps, most important of all,
the form and organization of contracts negotiated between foreign affiliates
and local firms and/or employees.
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Social, cultural and ideological issues are difficult both to evaluate and to
pinpoint to a particular discipline. Yet several authors (e.g. Lodge and Vogel,
1987) have underlined their importance in explaining international production.
For example, it is widely accepted that attitudes to wealth creation and income
distribution, economic incentives, work and authority, are crucial in any expla-
nation of the economic prowess of particular nations, and of the level and pattern
of consumption. Variations in cultural heritage, religious perspectives, political
ideologies and moral values fashion such attitudes. Work systems, social norms
and patterns of leisure differ not only between developed and developing
countries, but within these countries; while the character of societal relationships
and the extent to which these have been subject to foreign domination or
influence in the past, may strongly influence a country’s attitude towards inward
direct investment, and particularly the extent to which it prefers to conclude
equity partnerships with foreign firms rather than accept 100 per cent-owned
foreign affiliates.

Each of the issues so far identified interact with each other. Attitudes to entre-
preneurship, authority and work may affect the industrial policies of a country;
those towards foreigners may influence the nature of its external economic rela-
tionships; those towards thrift, economic security and leisure may help fashion
a government’s fiscal and social programme and income distribution policy;
those towards authority and leadership may constrain or encourage the growth
of private or public hierarchies; those towards women in a society, the level
and pattern of its educational budget and employment legislation.

There are other disciplines which relate to the environment in a less central
way. The regional and urban geographer, for example, is a specialist whose
interest is in the spatial distribution of economic activity. His special skills
relate more to the logistics of traversing space and the location of value-adding
activity within particular countries. He is much more interested in the deter-
minants and efficiency of inter-spatial linkages, both between producers along
a value-added chain and across value-added chains. His field of study touches
upon many of the non-economic factors mentioned above; and often planned
regional development and associated incentives and penalties may enhance,
or compensate for the lack of, natural resources in a region. Primarily the
regional scientist is interested in explaining the ‘where’ of production; but in
so far as spatial costs are regarded as a form of market failure, they may
impinge on the competitive advantages and organizational modalities of firms.
The extent to which the internationalization of production requires special
treatment essentially depends on the extent to which the traversing of national
boundaries introduces a new spatial dimension. Yet from the regional
geographer’s viewpoint this may not matter; the geographical, climatic and
transportation differences within the USA, for example, are greater than
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between Holland and Belgium. Political borders do not necessarily coincide
with geographical boundaries.

Factors Internal to the Firm

As in decisions relating to domestic production, the interaction between
economic, organizational, financial, marketing and management variables
affecting international production is a complex one and is sometimes difficult
to disentangle. However, when an enterprise engages or contemplates engaging
in value-adding activity in different countries, a new order of complexity enters
into the three main areas of decision-taking (as traditionally identified by
business schools) viz organization, management and marketing.

Management is, at the same time, the easiest and most difficult to deal with:
easiest because, in its approach to an understanding of business conduct, per-
formance and strategy, it embraces many of the concepts of the industrial
economist; the most difficult because of the generality and lack of theoretical
underpinning of many of the issues discussed in the literature (the discipline of
strategic management is especially prone to this). As far as the determinants
of international production are concerned, business analysts such as Doz,
Prahalad, Stopford, Porter and Hamel, most of whom are attached to the top
business schools in their countries, have done much to enrich our understand-
ing of the nature and significance of management-related ownership advantages
of MNEs; while an earlier generation of scholars, notably, Fayerweather,
Robinson, Vernon and Stobaugh, greatly advanced our perceptions about the
way in which the management of MNEs interacted with the environment in
which they operated.4

Recent work on management has strongly oriented itself to identifying and
evaluating the competitive advantages of MNEs and the management-related
variables which make for a foreign location. Porter’s work (1986) is a synthesis
of a generation of scholars, which varies from the general to the very specific.
Of the latter, we might mention the efforts of Prahalad and Doz (1987a, 1987b)
to identify some of the key managerial attributes to successful MNEs; that of
Doz (1979, 1985) in his study of the interaction between government policies
and the management strategy of MNEs; that of Kogut (1985a, 1985b) who
relates the management of foreign economic involvement to the volatility of
the international environment; and that of Teece (1981a, 1983, 1987) who
marries management, organizational and economic issues to consider the way
in which firms manage the organization of assets and transactions. Other
scholars have emphasized country-specific differences in managerial percep-
tions and behaviour (Negandhi, 1983); and some promising work has been done
on assessing the role of culture on managerial values. The global challenges to
management have also engaged the attention of researchers such as Hamel and
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Prahalad (1984) and Porter (1986). Only to a limited extent have intra-firm
organizational issues been of interest to scholars of management; except in so
far as the strategy of ownership is itself regarded as a management tool. A lot
of useful work has also been done on the management of risk and of joint
ventures; the management-related factors influencing the choice of organiza-
tional form (e.g. Stopford and Wells, 1971); and on the management of
technology strategy (Friar and Horwitch, 1984; Ching-Sung Wu, 1987).

By contrast – and as one might expect – the way in which firms organize
themselves to supply goods for sale to foreign markets or engage in value-
added activities outside national boundaries has been central to the interest of
organizational theorists. We might mention four organizational issues which
directly bear on the international production decision. The first is the form of
organization (both formal or informal) which might influence the way in which
investment decisions are taken. These break down into components such as:
‘What modifications are required to the form of hierarchial organization as a
consequence of being international?’ ‘Which of the various variants of M
structure are suitable for which types of overseas operations?’ ‘How might
these vary over time and according to the type of value-added activity being
undertaken?’ ‘To what extent are adaptations required to the organizational
culture or an enterprise when it produces abroad?’ and ‘How far do the costs
of these adaptations affect the way it penetrates foreign markets?’ Here, work
by such organizational theorists as Ouchi (1980), Wilkins and Ouchi (1983)
and Nonaka (1994) is particularly relevant.

The second organizational issue concerns the locus of decision-taking within
hierarchies, and the rationale of alternative governance structures. ‘To what
extent, and in which functional areas are decisions most likely to decentral-
ize?’ Bridging the first and second issues is the way in which particular
functional activities are organized across national boundaries. Work now being
done on the ways in which firms acquire and develop technology and organize
their innovating activities by such scholars as Ghoshal and Bartlett (1987), Friar
and Horwitch (1984) and Bartlett and Ghoshal (1988) amply illustrates the
interaction between strategic and economic goals, and the way in which each
impinges on the structure of decision-taking and the location of R&D.

One important conclusion of these latter groups of scholars is that, while the
capacity to innovate remains a key competitive advantage of firms, no less
important is their capability to integrate new innovations with existing tech-
nological assets, and to be able to use these with other resources of the firm to
capture operational synergies and scope and scale economics. As Bartlett and
Ghoshal (1988) put it, ‘the “challenge” (to the global competitors) of the late
1980s is much more one of developing the appropriate organisational capabil-
ities than one related to technological skills or resource allocation’. In pleading
for a holistic approach to innovatory responsibilities, they echo the argument
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of Teece (1987) that the successful commercialization of new products and
processes is contingent upon the availability and effective deployment of com-
plementary assets, e.g. marketing skills, flexible manufacturing systems, an
adaptable labour force, etc., all of which help to lower the transaction lists
associated with the use of innovations. As technologies become multi-purpose
and inter-related in character, the pressures on these complementary assets are
likely to become even greater. 

The third organizational question of interest to FDI scholars relates to the
vertical or horizontal interaction between the participating stakeholders in organ-
izations, and especially on the manner by which work is organized, performance
is monitored and conflicts of interest resolved (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972);
and the fourth the way in which internal and external contractual relationships
are handled (Williamson, 1975). Once again country-specific differences would
suggest that cross-border organizational relationships may differ in substance,
if not in kind, from those facing the purely domestic firm.

The contribution of marketing scholars to our understanding of international
production has greatly widened over the years. In the 1960s, interest was largely
confined to examining the mechanics of international market penetration, and
the extent to which products needed to be customized to meet the needs of
foreign buyers. Currently, there would seem to be three main streams of
analytical thought. The first is typified by the work of two groups of scholars.
It comprises that of the Swedish marketing analysts Mattson (1985), Forsgren
(1985), Håkansson (1982), Johanson and Vahlne (1977) and Johanson and
Mattson (1987a, 1987b). While the initial focus of attention was on the process
of internationalization, this has more recently been directed to an analysis of
industrial markets as a network of relationships between firms. This analysis –
which is closely allied to the fourth interest of the organizational scholars
mentioned above – embraces both final and intermediate goods markets, and
includes all forms of organizational modes from equity investment to subcon-
tracting.5 The research questions pursued by these scholars is essentially related
to the way MNEs forge and sustain a network of relationships with foreign
firms, and how this affects, and is affected by, the internationalization process
per se, including the transition from exporting or licensing to FDI. This
approach contrasts with the internalization theory in that it argues that a firm’s
O advantages will depend no less on the success of its external relationships with
other firms in the network. To quote from Johanson and Mattson (1987b), ‘The
multinational firm may use its network position to effectively “externalize”
some of its activities without losing control of its crucial intangible assets.’
They go on to point out that the internalization of markets is often best regarded
as a process by which network positions are established and changed, the result
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of which may substantially influence the MNEs product, marketing and
purchasing strategies.

A second, and rather different approach to network analysis has been taken
by a group of Japanese scholars working at Hitosubashi University in Tokyo.
(See, for example, Imai, Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1984 and Imai and Itami, 1984).
Their interest is more in networks as a form of organizational relationship
between firms, and as a means of overcoming the differences of the allocation
of resources by pure markets or pure hierarchies. Like the Swedish scholars,
they prefer to think of firms as mutually related units, usually located in linked
positions, rather than standing as completely independent units. Interpenetra-
tion of market and organization is thus the theoretical foundation of the network
organization.

The Japanese scholars stress the importance of information accumulating
among transacting participants in leading to strong ties between firms producing
at different stages of the value-added chain. In the Japanese context, they view
a large firm (or lead manufacturer) at the core of the hierarchical network. At
the next level, there are the primary contractors with which the lead manufac-
turer has a strong tie and an orderly and planned exchange of information. The
information flows between the lead manufacturer and the secondary subcon-
tractor are also channelled through the primary subcontractor, who thus plays
an important linking role (Imai, 1985).

No less important are the forms of relationships which exist in the network.
Here, Imai and Itami (1984) contrast the relationships between US firms, which
tend to be based on a formal, hierarchical or contractual relationship, and that
between Japanese firms, based more on mutual trust, respect and integrity.
Moreover, since, in Japan, the primary subcontractor usually bears most of the
economic risks of the relationship (and has most to lose by severing the rela-
tionship), an important governance cost commonly faced by US and European
contracting firms is removed, and hence the Japanese networking system brings
with it an organizational advantage to the firms at the hub of the network.
Whether or not the advantage can be transferred by Japanese MNEs outside
their national boundaries is a subject engaging the attention of scholars. A useful
comparative analysis of the organizational characteristics of Japanese and US
MNEs in Taiwan has recently been published by Yeh and Sagafi-nejad (1987).

The second and more recent strand of marketing literature is illustrated by
the writings of Anderson and Gatignon (1986), who have addressed themselves
primarily to the raison d’être for different modes of foreign penetration, both
in respect of sales and production ventures. Here the emphasis, so far at least,
has been on identifying the appropriate channels of entry with L-specific
variables being considered as an independent rather than a dependent variable.
A third interest of marketing scholars relates to the international marketing
strategy of firms, both in respect of the type of products which different markets
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may require, and of the scope of markets (e.g. general or niche) which
companies should aim to cultivate. Here, the work being done parallels that of
the business analysts, in that the objective of the exercise is to identify and
evaluate the competitive strategies most likely to be successful. As such, the
work of this group of scholars is of direct interest to economists in identifying
the main O-specific advantages of MNEs.

We next turn to consider the finance literature. In general, after contributing
a great deal to our understanding about FDI in the 1960s and 1970s, finance
theory has had very little to say about the determinants of MNE activity in the
later 1970s and 1980s. This may be because, as earlier chapters have shown,
the interests of scholars have switched from explaining the act of FDI per se
to explaining the cross-border expansion of firms in which the relevant variable
to be explained is value-added rather than the currency in which capital expen-
diture is financed. Following the pioneering work of Grubel (1968), Agmon
and Lessard (1977) and Rugman (1979) to explain the geographical distribu-
tion of the financing of foreign capital expenditure by MNEs in terms of an
international portfolio model, and that of Aliber (1970, 1971) who explained
FDI in terms of capital and exchange-market imperfections, the main interest
of finance scholars has been more to do with the management of short-term
capital flows, long-term debt and exchange-rate fluctuations. As firms become
more multinational, their options for financing their capital expenditures become
wider; and there is little evidence to suggest that, in the absence of government
intervention, firms have been constrained in their foreign production and
decisions by the lack of cost of finance in their home countries; they will simply
seek funding from the least expensive or least risky source (Eitman and
Stonehill, 1986).

In some ways, it is strange that financial analysis has not had more to
contribute to the way in which firms organize their trans-border transactions.
The relative advantages of different degrees of equity investment and between
equity investment and non-equity capital rest on the balance between financial
risk and control. The lower the former relative to the importance of the latter,
the more internal hierarchies will be preferred to external relations with inde-
pendent firms. Yet, apart from some sophistication of political and foreign risk
exposure analysis in which economists, no less than financial analysts, are
interested, and a contribution to the debate on principal–agent analysis, which
is central to students of both economics and organizational behaviour, there
have been few advances in financial theory germane to our understanding of
international production.

Finally, brief mention should be made of the burgeoning literature of business
history. Following the pioneering work of Chandler (1962, 1977) on the growth
of the large managed enterprise, and Wilkins (1970, 1974) on the emergence
and maturing of US MNEs, there has been a great deal of research – mainly by
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European scholars – on the history of international business activity. This
research has ranged from attempts to formulate a general paradigm about the
reasons why firms extend their territorial boundaries to detailed case studies of
the history of individual MNEs from particular countries.6 As the unit of analysis
for most business historians is the individual enterprise, it is not, perhaps,
surprising that transaction cost minimizing and strategic type explanations have
emerged as the dominant analytical tools. While increasing attention is now
being paid to entrepreneurship as an engine of growth, most discussions on
competitive advantages by business historians have tended to centre on the
ability of enterprises to coordinate their value-added activities across national
boundaries and over time. The issue of the ‘where’ of international business
activity does not seem to have captured the interest of business historians.

APPROPRIATE INTERDISCIPLINARY PARADIGMS

Up to this point, we have described some of the contributions of scholars in
disciplines outside mainstream economic analysis and business behaviour to
an explanation of international production. We have suggested both those which
purport to examine non-economic changes in the external environment in which
business operates, and those to do with the decision-taking process within hier-
archies, impinge on the capacity and willingness of firms to be internationally
involved, and on the modality and location of that involvement.

The question now arises: ‘What, if any, is the analytical interface between
these different disciplinary strands?’ Is there a unifying paradigm which links
the explanations? A priori, we might suppose that each unidisciplinary expla-
nation for international production might draw upon the ideas, logic and
techniques of its own school of thought. But our perception of what has been
happening in recent years is that each discipline has been drawing upon quite
similar concepts and thought forms, but modifying these to suit its own sphere
of interest. The consequence is that some very robust interdisciplinary
paradigms are beginning to emerge, which offer a degree of intellectual rigour
and richness; and which promise well for a fuller understanding of the nature
and determinants of international production.

Throughout this volume, we have suggested that the eclectic paradigm offers
a cohesive and systematic framework for hypothesizing about the economic
causes of international production. To what extent can one widen the paradigm
to embrace non-economic variables? Is it simply a matter of identifying
political, legal, organizational, marketing and other variables and adding these
to those encompassed in economic models; or does one need to look for a new,
or new paradigms?

It is our belief that there is a great deal of mileage in integrating the kind of
analysis used in this book with that used by other disciplines to answer the kind
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of questions raised in this chapter. The basic reason for this is that the OLI con-
figuration described by the eclectic paradigm both has applications outside of
economics, and draws upon the ideas and concepts of other disciplines. Chapter
2 has suggested that the kernel of the modern theory of international production
rests in the distribution of country-specific factor endowments and the theory
of organization, especially that of market failure. If, in the former, we incor-
porate non-economic variables, notably those under the control of
governments,7 and in the latter, we extend market failure to cover all forms of
organizational relationships both within and between firms – then one has the
makings of a genuinely interdisciplinary theory of international business
behaviour. To those who assert that the eclectic paradigm is already too general
and/or is little more than a listing of the variables which may or may not affect
the extent and form of a firm’s international involvement, we would reply that
the purpose of a dominant paradigm is not to offer a set of operationally testable
explanations of any observed phenomena, but to provide an organizational
framework by which the interaction between the phenomenon to be explained
and other phenomena can be analysed.

Table 9.1 sets out the kind of interdisciplinary approach we have in mind.
We are suggesting that each of the unidisciplinary explanations for international
production can be interpreted in terms of the OLI configuration of relationships.8

More particularly, to a greater or lesser extent, we believe it is possible to
evaluate the role of managerial, marketing, financial, organizational, political
and legal factors in the competitive advantages of firms, the locational
advantages of countries and the way in which firms organize the resources within
their control and/or those they seek to obtain from other firms. Recent techno-
logical advances and particularly the emergence of a number of generic
technologies, e.g. information and communications technology, robotics,
biotechnology, etc., together with the rapid growth of strategic alliances among
firms, are having a marked impact on our thinking about the nature and growth
of firms, and the form of their cross-border organizational relationships. But the
particular point of issue here is that, by their nature and impact, these advances
are forcing scholars to take a more interdisciplinary approach to explaining inter-
national production, and to form strategic alliances among themselves, so as to
better understand and evaluate the various aspects of this phenomenon.

The ‘Why’ Sub-paradigm – O Advantages

The competitive advantages of firms are not only economic; and they are
certainly not determined by the firms themselves. Country-specific political,
legal, ideological and cultural differences may fundamentally affect the ability
of firms to generate and sustain competitive advantages. Let us give just a few
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Table 9.1 An interdisciplinary approach to the eclectic paradigm

1.  Management
(Porter, Doz, Hamel,
Negandhi, Prahalad)

2.  Organization 
(Williamson, Simon,
Teece, Chandler, Ouchi,
Ghoshal, Bartlett)

3.  Marketing 
(Goodnow, Terpstra,
Keegan, Mattson,
Anderson/Gatignon)

4.  Finance
(Lessard, Aliber, Rugman)

Ownership advantages

• Management, culture,
experience, strategy

• Quality of management
• Product quality
• Economies of scope
• Coordinating options

• Organizational culture/
resources/structure

• Complementary assets to core
advantages

• Synergistic economies
• Nature of external relationships

(e.g. networking)

• Product characteristics
• Segmented markets
• Goodwill/brand names
• Control of distribution
• Network advantages

• Access to finance capital on
favourable terms

• Portfolio diversification across
national boundaries

Location advantages

• Comparative resource
endowments

• Configuration options
• Oligopolistic strategy

• Environmental complexity
• Ease of transferring organiza-

tional structures and external
relationships

• Inter-country social and cultural
differences

• Physical distances
• Need for product customization

• Exchange rates
• Controls on sourcing, capital

and dividend, remissions, etc.

Internalization advantages

• Form of involvement as part of
a firm’s competitive
posture/strategy

• Strategic partnering

• Transaction costs: both inter-
and intra-firm

• Strategic partnering
• Markets’/hierarchies’ clan

options
• Cultural differences affecting

organizational forms

• Transaction costs with respect
to 
a) entry modes
b) agency costs
c) supplier relationships

• Market failure in capital/
exchange markets

• Agency costs
• Network analysis
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5.  Political science and
international relations
(Nye, Kobrin, Moran,
Boddewyn)

6.  Regional science
(Dicken, Taylor, Thrift)

7. Law
(Vagts, Folsom, Gordon
and Spagnole)

8.  Economic and business
history
(Chandler, Wilkins,
North, Jones, Nicholas)

• Cultures, ideologies as affecting
‘O’ advantages

• Economic systems
• Structure of government
• Lobbying ability/bargaining

power

• Multiplant economies
• Ability to improve or reduce

cost of transport,
• Information/communications

• Legal infrastructure
• Patent/contract/company law

• Entrepreneurship
• Economics of vertical integra-

tion
• Organizational forms.
• Access to resources/markets
• Interpersonal relationships

• Role of power groups (e.g. trade
unions)

• Politically induced incentives
and barriers to FDI

• Inter-country political relations

• Spatial distance
• Transport costs

• Extraterritorality
• Restrictive practices legislation
• Codes of conduct

• Tariffs and other import
controls

• Size of markets
• Government regulations
• State’s role in enforcing

contracts
• Behavioural norms

• Transaction costs arising from
political risk

• Negotiating/bargaining
• Government intervention

• Spatial costs of organizing hier-
archies

• Litigation procedures
• Efficiency of contract law (in

protecting property rights)

• To capture economics of
common governance

• Quality control
• Agency costs
• Cost of enforcing contracts
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examples. Competition and anti-trust legislation (a legal instrument) in one
country might prevent firms from merging or forming collaborative alliances,
but in another it may allow it. Assuming such mergers and alliances to be
beneficial to the firms’ attempt to capture international markets, firms may have
their competitive advantages increased or lowered as a result. Similarly, as we
have seen, a firm’s competitive prowess may be directly related to its ability to
minimize the cost of transactions associated with different organizational rela-
tionships both within or across national boundaries. A full appreciation of
cross-border differences in the way in which subcontracting is organized, and
in consumer perceptions, preferences and reactions to different marketing
techniques, may be the crucial ingredient to success in some sectors; in others,
competitive advantage might rest more on the way in which firms handle their
incentive systems and employee relations. And to gain access to knowledge
and understanding of the local legal, political and cultural environment has
always been a potent reason for concluding joint ventures when penetrating
foreign markets.

It is interesting that, in the management literature, a distinction is made
between management as a specific asset in its own right (Prahalad and Doz,
1987), and the capability of the owners of a firm (or their immediate agents i.e.
the board of directors) effectively to coordinate separate value-adding activities,
i.e. internalize horizontal, or vertical markets. These organizational advantages
again are of two kinds (those related to the organization of single activities and
those concerned with multiple activities) but, as we shall see later, both reflect
the interaction between market failure and the distribution of factor
endowments. However, what most of the literature fails to do is to offer a
unifying explanation for the O advantages it identifies. Why is one firm better
able to manage assets, e.g. technology, than another? Why does another have
superior coordinating capabilities? Why are some firms able to market their
products more effectively? Why do others manage their labour force so suc-
cessfully? Why does the capacity to minimize the costs of contractual
relationships vary so much between firms? To a certain extent, economic models
of the distribution of factor endowments and market failure can help. Thus
some competitive advantages turn out to be largely industry- or country-specific
(i.e. determined by production or product characteristics and the availability
and cost of immobile factor endowments). If one includes the role of
government as one of these latter (Boddewyn, 1986), then the factor endowment
model can be extended further. Moreover, one could possibly treat attitudes,
ideologies and cultures, as they affect entrepreneurship and investment
motivation in the same way. Alternatively non-economic O advantages might
reflect market distortions or failure. Discriminatory non-tariff barriers and
purchasing policies by public authorities would be examples of the first kind;
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having access to a network of suppliers, bound together by social and cultural
mores, as well as economic self-interest, is an example of the second.

The ‘Where’ Sub-paradigm

Second, there is much in common between the various interdisciplinary attempts
to explain the ‘where’ of international production. The variables considered by
the modern economic geographer and regional scientist are virtually the same
as those as the earlier researchers on FDI – e.g. Southard (1931), Barlow (1953),
Robinson (1961), Behrman (1962) – but the techniques of analysis are now
considerably more sophisticated.9 The business analyst is inclined to pay more
attention to industry- and firm-specific characteristics and the behaviour of
competitors affecting the targeting of foreign markets, the location of different
kinds of production and the timing of the FDI. Work by Porter (1986) on the
configuration of the activities by MNEs, by Knickerbocker (1973) and Graham
(1975, 1978) on the bunching of FDI in particular countries, and by Kogut
(1985a, 1985b) on the role of environmental volatility as it affects the coordi-
nating advantages of geographically diversified activities, is also relevant.

Political scientists and legal scholars generally seek to identify, but not to
measure, the politically and legally oriented variables likely to favour the choice
of production sites. Indeed, as a general observation, with the possible exception
of seeking to quantify economic risk and the general political climate of a
country, there have been few attempts to subject political or legal variables to
statistical testing.10

Perhaps the most comprehensive acknowledgement of the whole range of
non-economic factors affecting the location of MNE activity is the efforts of the
international banks and specialist institutions, e.g. BERI, Frost and Sullivan
(the World Political Risk Forecast), Business International and Data Resources
Inc. (Policon), which seek, on behalf of their clients, to rank countries by their
perceived suitability to foreign direct investment. However, the weights applied
to the variables identified as making up the attractiveness are completely
subjective, and, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no systematic
attempt to test the relationship between changes in their values with flows of
direct investment or changes in international production.11

Most of the efforts to assess the significance of locational variables by non-
economists have been cross-sectional; the major exception is by marketing
scholars who have looked into the timing of the different stages of the inter-
nationalization process, and how an appropriate marketing strategy might vary
according to changes in the size and character of a country’s market and the
policies pursued by host governments. Management scholars have also
examined the role of cultural specific variables in affecting the location of sub-
sidiaries by MNEs of different nationalities (Negandhi, 1983),12 while the locus
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of decision taking and of subcontracting has particularly interested some organ-
izational theorists. Some geographers have also concerned themselves with the
location of MNE activity within particular regions or countries (Dicken, 1982;
Dicken and Lloyd, 1980; and Hall et al., 1987).

Once again, we are fully persuaded that the factor endowments and market
failure paradigm can be used to explain the interface between non-economic
factors and the location of value-adding activities, and also of the way in which
firms are likely to respond to change in the value of these variables.

The ‘How’ Sub-paradigm

It is, however, in the examination of the organization of international economic
activity by firms that the most exciting analytical advances have been made
outside economics. Here, without question, the dominant mode of thought has
been the transaction-cost paradigm, which is at the heart of explaining and iden-
tifying the characteristics of market failure. Indeed, some commentators feel that
the main tenets of the paradigm, as developed mainly by economists, have been
inappropriately applied by scholars in other disciplines to explain situations it
was not intended to explain (Robbins, 1985).

As one might expect, the transaction-cost paradigm has been most widely
adopted by organizational theorists to explain the kind of questions identified
on page 264. In other words, it has been taken out of the context of examining
the appropriate mode of exchanging goods, assets and rights to explaining the
nature and form of organizational structures within hierarchies and the rela-
tionships between hierarchies. Although, for the most part, organizational
scholars have not explicitly made use of the paradigm in their examination of
cross-border organizational relationships, implicitly, a lot of the literature on
subsidiary–HQ relationships, and on comparative Japanese, European and US
systems, deals with the economics of different forms of governance.

In principle, there seems no reason why the choice of the appropriate admin-
istrative mode for transacting resources should not be influenced by similar
factors as the choice between markets and hierarchies. However, to be of oper-
ational value the transaction-cost paradigm may need to be used in conjunction
with the principal–agent model. The argument runs like this. Where external
markets fail to give the result that a firm using the market wishes, that firm
may consider replacing that market by its own decision-taking process. In a
sense, this is saying that the market as an agent for the firm has not performed
in the firm’s best interests. But, in many cases, this is not surprising, as there
are always two parties to an exchange and, where each has a competing
objective, there is. no presumption that the market will better serve one of the
parties to the transaction more than the other. Exceptions include collaborative
alliances, and some customer–supplier relationships. However, within a
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hierarchy, most decisions performed by the market are decentralized to agents
of the owners (or principals) of the firm. Where the internal coordinating
mechanism is working efficiently, this implies that the agent is behaving in a
way consistent with the owner’s wishes; inter alia this implies that the agent
is both capable and rightly motivated. The structure of a principal–agent system
is, of course, highly complex; and, within most hierarchies, agents are also
principals in their own right. Moreover, there may be collective as well as
individual agents.

The transaction-cost paradigm is useful in identifying situations in which
the structure of the principal–agent relationship is appropriate. Viewed in this
way, a purchase of a component from a supplier is no different from purchasing
an hour’s work from a mechanic. In both cases, a firm measures the intra-
hierarchical transaction (or agency) costs in terms of the incentives and policing
costs necessary to ensure quality control, optimum delivery schedules etc.
Inasmuch as organization theory can help us identify and measure costs between
production units in different countries, it can add much to our understanding of
the ‘how’ of international production.

Marketing theory is also using a transaction cost approach to identify modes
of penetrating new markets. Here an excellent represententation of contempo-
rary thinking is contained in a well-received paper by Anderson and Gatignon
(1986, 1987). To an extent, their work suggests that disciplinary labels are
meaningless, for the concepts and techniques used to evaluate the modes of
entry into a particular market, which vary along a continuum from non-equity
to 100 per cent subsidiaries, are exactly those which economists and business
analysts might have been expected to deploy. At the same time, the authors
bring the marketing perspective and orientation to their work, which does have
some distinctive properties.

As indicated earlier in this chapter, economic and business historians have
focused especially on the growth of international production as a form of cross-
border vertical or horizontal integration. In recent years, they too have
increasingly used a transaction-cost paradigm on their studies. Douglass North
(1985), in an extremely perceptive article, has traced the history of organized
exchanges in terms of the interplay between the costs of transacting and the
institutional framework of society. In the pre-modern world, the cost of
enforcing contracts was often prohibitive; most transactions were highly per-
sonalized, and the role of the state as a contract-enforcement agency was limited.
By contrast, over the past two centuries, the costs of transacting have been sub-
stantially reduced as a result of the development of uniform weights and
measures, contract law, new behavioural norms, and improvements in both
market coordinating and hierarchical exchange mechanisms. Quite differently,
but no less interestingly, Nicholas (1982, 1983, 1986), in his study of the history
of British MNE activity, has used the transaction-cost paradigm to explain the
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replacement of foreign distribution and marketing agents by sales subsidiaries
of the exporting firms.

We now turn to the political scientist. He, too, is concerned with forms of
governance; and the whole issue of public bureaucracy has overtones of the
transaction costs and principal–agent paradigm. In the context of explaining
the modes of international production, his main interest is the extent to which
the external political environment (in the way identified) may affect the trans-
action costs and/or forms of internal governance by MNEs, and of how this
might vary between countries. ‘Would the establishment and operational costs
of dealing with bureaucracy be lower in a joint venture compared with a 100
per cent subsidiary?’ ‘What are the costs of obtaining the necessary approval
to set up a production facility in a foreign country rather than licensing a local
firm to produce the same product?’12 ‘To what extent do governments dis-
criminate against MNE subsidiaries that do not engage in local subcontracting?’
These are all issues which involve an analysis of the political costs of engaging
in alternative exchange relationships.

Finally, the legal dimension. The extent to which firms prefer full control
over their affiliates or are willing to relinquish de jure control to external agents
may rest on the legal provisions for protecting the firm against an abuse of the
agent’s position. Indeed, the failure of markets to operate efficiently may be
directly related to the uncertainty of the participants as to any legal obligations
each may bear to the other about the nature of the good, service or right
transacted, and to the capability and fairness of the legal system to redress
breaches and/or abuses of contract as and when they occur. Similarly, the extent
to which firms may wish to conclude strategic alliances may be affected by the
provisions of the anti-trust legislation. Translated into the international
dimension, the issues of extra-territorality and the insurance against political risk
– insofar as each affects the transaction costs of both hierarchies and markets
– are of direct relevance to the way in which firms may organize their trans-
border activities.

CONCLUSIONS

Although this chapter has been little more than a thumbnail sketch of the con-
tribution of disciplines other than economics to our understanding of the nature
and determinants of international production, it is hoped that it has demon-
strated the interest and interdisciplinary nature of the subject under examination,
and also the similarity of analytical approaches now being adopted by scholars.
The second half of the chapter has suggested that the eclectic paradigm is robust
enough to embrace non-economic variables (implicitly it does so already); and
for the underlying theoretical rationale of the structure of the OLI configuration
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– the distribution of factor endowments and the theory of market failure – to
be usefully applied to answering questions of interest to the non-economist.

Clearly, we are only at the start of this particular approach to explaining
international production, and it may be it will take quite a different direction to
that implied by the author in this chapter. It may be that we have overstressed
the convergence of analytical tools of the separate disciplines, or have under-
estimated the differences in perspectives taken by scholars from different
powerful integrating forces at work. Scholars from organization, management
and marketing are increasingly talking the same language and are publishing
in each others’ journals. Papers at professional conferences are increasingly
being given by participants whose main sphere of interest is in another subject
area. More specifically, on the questions which we have sought to address in
this chapter, while much of the detailed empirical testing of specific hypotheses
may continue to be unidisciplinary, we believe that the broad-canvas approach
to our understanding of the nature and causes of international production will
increasingly take on an interdisciplinary stance. And it is in promoting this
approach that we believe that the paradigm explored in this chapter offers a
powerful tool of analysis.

NOTES

1. We except from this criticism the very considerable body of knowledge now developing on
the economics of technological innovations. For a survey of this literature as it relates to our
understanding of the determinants of international production, see Cantwell (1986). 

2. These, of course, overlap, in that factors internal to the firm which ‘directly’ affect production
decisions may themselves have been influenced by external factors. In turn, internal circum-
stances may affect the way in which a firm reacts to exogenous change.

3. That is not to say these factors do not influence investment decisions, but simply that, in any
decision about where to invest within a country, they are unlikely to be significant.

4. Indeed the original student of FDI and/or the MNE came from a variety of disciplines,
especially economics, management and marketing, but they quickly interacted through their
common interest in the international dimension. In the last ten years or so there has been a
tendency for research on international business to be more closely identified with particular
functional areas in business schools.

5. For an analysis of some of these relationships see Karlsson (1987).
6. The literature is too extensive even to be summarized here. Besides the work of Chandler

and Wilkins quoted above, the reader should consult two volumes which well summarize the
main streams of thought: Hertner and Jones (1985) and Teichova et al. (1986). Vol. 16 (1987)
of the Journal of Business and Economic History also contains some useful articles on inter-
national business history.

7. One attempt to embrace both economic and political variables in a single explanatory model
is that of Schneider and Frey (1985).

8. In even a casual reading of the management/organization/marketing literature, it is quite clear
that the borders between these disciplines are very fuzzy; indeed, they frequently overlap par-
ticularly when questions relating to the process of a firm’s decision-taking are being analysed.
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9. For example, less use is made of field surveys and more of such statistical techniques as
multiple discriminant and factor analysis. For a critical analysis of these and other political
assessment models see de la Torre and Neckar (1986).

10. One exception being Schneider and Frey (1985). See also Root and Ahmed (1982). 
11. In addition to the compilation of attractiveness compiled by the banks and large MNEs and

specialist institutions, there have been other efforts to compile a compendium of economic
and non-economic variables which might affect the location of investment. (See, for example,
Bornschier and Heintz, 1979.)

12. Several authors in a special edition of Journal of International Business Studies (Vol. 14,
Fall issue, 1983) devoted to cross-cultural management issues touch upon the impact of culture
on locational variables, e.g. the work ethic, attitudes to authority and responsibility, the
objectives of managers etc.
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10. Reappraising the eclectic paradigm in
an age of alliance capitalism*

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade or so, a number of events have occurred that, viewed col-
lectively, suggest that the world economy may be entering a new phase of
market-based capitalism – or, at least, changing its trajectory of the past century.
These events recognize no geographical boundaries, and they range from
changes in the way in which individual firms organize their production and
transactions to a reconfiguration of location-specific assets and the globaliza-
tion of many kinds of economic activity.

The pre-eminent driving force behind these events has been a series of systemic
technological and political changes, of which a new generation of telecommu-
nication advances and the demise of central planning in Eastern Europe and the
renaissance of the market economy in China are, perhaps, the most dramatic.
But no less far reaching has been the economic rejuvenation of Japan and the
emergence of several new industrial powers – especially from East Asia – whose
approach to market-based capitalism – both at a socio-institutional and a techno-
economic level (Freeman and Perez, 1988; Ruigrok and Van Tulder, 1995) – is
very different from that long practised by Western nations.

The interrelated and cumulative effects of these phenomena have compelled
scholars to re-examine some of their cherished concepts about market-based
capitalism, and to do so in two major respects. The first is the growing
acceptance that, by themselves, competitive market forces do not necessarily
ensure an optimum innovation-led growth path in a dynamic and uncertain
world. This is partly because technology is an endogenous variable – not an
exogenous one as assumed in the received literature – and partly because the
pressures of frequent and unpredictable technological and political changes do
not permit a Pareto-optimal allocation of resources (Pigou, 1932). With the
acceleration of technological change, and a growing emphasis on institutional
learning and continuous product improvement, both the concepts and the policy
prescriptions of our forefathers are becoming less relevant each day.
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The second revered concept that is now under scrutiny is that the resources
and competencies of wealth-creating institutions are largely independent of
each other, and that individual enterprises are best able to advance their
economic objectives, and those of society, by competition rather than by co-
operation. Unlike the first idea, this concept has only been severely challenged
over the last decade, although, for more than a century, scholars have acknowl-
edged that the behaviour of firms may be influenced by the actions of their
competitors (Cournot, 1851), while Marshall (1920) was one of the first
economists to recognize that the spatial clustering or agglomeration of firms
with related interests might yield agglomerative economies and an industrial
atmosphere external to the individual firms, but internal to the cluster.

It is the purpose of this chapter to consider some of the implications of the
changes now taking place in the global market-place for our understanding of
the determinants of multinational enterprise (MNE) activity, and especially the
eclectic paradigm of international production.1 The main thrust of our argument
is that, although the autonomous firm will continue to be the main unit of
analysis for understanding the extent and pattern of foreign-owned production,
the OLI configuration determining transborder activities is being increasingly
affected by the collaborative production and transactional arrangements between
firms, and that these need to be more systematically incorporated into the
eclectic paradigm. But, prior to subjecting this idea to closer examination, we
briefly outline the underlying assumptions of the extant theory of MNE activity
in the mid-1980s.

HIERARCHICAL CAPITALISM

For most of the present century, the deployment of resources and capabilities
in market-oriented economies has been shaped by a micro-organizational system
known as Fordism and a macro-institutional system known as hierarchical
capitalism.2 The essential characteristic of both these systems is that the
governance of production and transactions is determined by the relative costs
and benefits of using markets and firms as alternative organizational modes.
In conditions of perfect competition, where exchange and co-ordination costs
are zero and where there are no externalities of production or consumption, all
transactions will be determined by market forces. Business entities will buy
their inputs at arm’s-length prices from independent firms and households, and
sell their outputs at arm’s length prices to independent purchasers.

In practice, such a governance structure has rarely existed; to some degree,
all markets contain some impurities. Such impurities are of two kinds. The first
is structural market failure, which arises from the actions of participants in or
outside the market to distort the conditions of demand or supply. The second
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is endemic or natural market failure, where either, given the conditions of supply
and demand, the market qua market is unable to organize transactions in an
optimal way, or it is difficult to predict the behaviour of the participants. Such
endemic market failure essentially reflects the presence of uncertainty, exter-
nalities, and the inability of producers to capture fully increasing returns to
scale in conditions of infinite demand elasticity. It also accepts that bounded
rationality, information asymmetries and opportunism are more realistic
principles governing economic conduct (Williamson, 1985, 1993) than perfect
cognition and profit- or utility-maximizing behaviour on the part of the trans-
actors in the market.

It is partly to avoid or circumvent such market imperfections, and partly to
recoup the gains of a unified governance of interrelated activities, that single-
activity firms choose to internalize intermediate product markets and, in so
doing, become diversified firms. To co-ordinate these different activities, the
administrative system takes on the guise of a hierarchy, and as Chandler (1962,
1990) has well demonstrated, as US firms internalized more markets in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century, so hierarchical capitalism came to replace
‘arm’s-length’ capitalism.

Throughout most of the present century, as economic activity has become
increasingly specialized and more complex, and as technological advances and
political forces have created more endemic market imperfections, the role of
large hierarchies, relative to that of markets, as an organizational modality has
intensified. At the firm level, the fully integrated production facilities of enter-
prises such as the Ford Motor Company3 in the 1960s epitomized the raison
d’être for, and the extreme form of, hierarchical capitalism; hence the coining
of the term ‘Fordism’. At a sectoral level, the proportion of output from most
industrial countries supplied by vertically integrated or horizontally diversified
firms rose throughout most of the twentieth century.4 Until the late 1970s,
scholars usually considered co-operative modes of organizing economic activity
as alternatives to hierarchies or markets, rather than as part and parcel of a
micro-organizational system, in which interfirm and intrafirm transactions
complement each other. This, in part, reflected the fact that, in the main,
economists viewed the boundary of a firm as the point at which its owners relin-
quished de jure control over resource harnessing and usage, and, to a large
extent, this boundary was thought to be coincident with a loss of majority equity
ownership. It is not surprising, then, that, for the most part, minority joint
ventures were regarded as a second-best alternative to full ownership. At the
same time, most contractual arrangements were considered as market transac-
tions – even in situations in which there was some element of a continuing and
information-sharing relationship between the parties to the exchange.

We would mention two other important features of twentieth-century hier-
archical capitalism. The first is that it implicitly assumes that the prosperity of
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firms depends exclusively on the way in which their managements internally
organize the resources and capabilities at their disposal. These include the
purchased inputs from other firms and the marketing and distribution of outputs.
Admittedly, the behaviour of such firms might be affected by the strategies of
other firms, for example oligopolistic competitors, monopolistic suppliers, large
customers, and labour unions. But, with these exceptions, in hierarchical
capitalism, the external transactions of firms are assumed to be exogenous,
rather than endogenous, to their portfolio of assets and skills, and to the way
in which these assets and skills are combined with each other to create further
value-added advantages.

The second characteristic of hierarchical capitalism is that firms primarily
react to endemic and structural market failure by adopting ‘exit’ rather than
‘voice’-type strategies. Hirschman (1970) first introduced this concept of exit
and voice to explain the responses of firms and nation states to threats to their
economic sovereignty. He postulated two such responses: ‘exit’ to a better alter-
native, and ‘voice’, which he defined as any attempt at all to change, rather
than escape from, an objectionable state of affairs (p. 30). Borrowing from
Hirschman’s terminology, we might identify two reactions of firms to the
presence of market failure. These are: (i) to ‘exit’, where the response is to
replace the market by internal administrative fiat, and (ii) to ‘voice’, where the
response is to work with the market (in this case the buyers of its products or
the sellers of its purchases) to reduce or eliminate market failure.

Our reading of the raison d’être for hierarchical capitalism, particularly its
US brand, is that it was (and still is) an ‘exit’ reaction to market failure.5 To a
limited extent, ‘voice’ strategies are evident in joint equity ventures and con-
tractual agreements, and in compensatory institutional instruments (e.g. futures
and insurance markets). But, in general, collaborative production, marketing
or innovatory projects or problem solving are eschewed. Contract disputes are
usually resolved by litigation procedures rather than by propitiating attempts to
remove the cause of the disputes. Competition and adversarial relations, rather
than co-operation and synergistic affinities, are the hallmarks of hierarchical
capitalism, and this is evident in the conduct of both interfirm and intrafirm co-
ordination procedures and transactions. Hierarchical capitalism rarely interprets
the roles of firms and governments as being complementary to each other
(World Bank, 1991).

It is beyond the scope of this chapter either to trace the factors that led to
hierarchical capitalism and the scale system of production, or to describe its
characteristics in any detail. (The reader is invited to consult Oman, 1994 and
Ruigrok and Van Tulder, 1995 on these matters.) Suffice to mention that,
between the mid-1870s and the early 1970s, a series of technological, organ-
izational and financial events occurred that helped reduce the transaction and
co-ordination costs of multi-activity hierarchies relative to those of arm’s-length
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intermediate product markets. Moreover, in contrast to the craft system of
production which preceded it, the main impact of the mass production system
was felt in the fabricating or assembling, rather than in the processing, sectors.
And, it was in the former sectors where – in order to co-ordinate better the
stages of production, to reduce the risks of supply irregularities, and to ensure
quality control over downstream operations – firms began to internalize inter-
mediate product markets and to engage in vertical integration and horizontal
diversification in order to capture the economies of scope and scale.

We have already asserted that mainstream economic and organizational
theorists paid only scant attention to this phenomenon until the post-war period,6

and that much of the credit for such work as was done must go to scholars
interested in the explanation of the growth of MNEs.7 In the 1950s, both Edith
Penrose (1956) and Maurice Bye (1958) sought to explain the extension of a
firm’s territorial boundaries in terms of the perceived gains to be derived from
vertical and horizontal integration. Later, Penrose formulated a more general
theory of the growth of firms (Penrose, 1959), but her penetrating insights into
the advantages of internalized markets (although she never used this term)8 had
to wait many years before they were adequately acknowledged.9

Since the mid-1970s, there has been a plethora of academic papers and
monographs that have tried to interpret the existence and growth of MNEs in
terms of the benefits that such firms are perceived to derive from internalizing
cross-border intermediate product markets.10 Although several scholars have
considered co-operative arrangements as alternatives to fully owned affiliates,
and as forms of quasi-internalization,11 for the most part, they have been
accommodated in a market/hierarchies transaction costs model, with such
arrangements being perceived as a point on a continuum between arm’s-length
markets and complete hierarchies.

The eclectic paradigm, first put forward by the present author at a Nobel
Symposium in 1976, is different from internalization theory12 in that it treats
the competitive (so called O-specific) advantages of MNEs, apart from those
which arise from the act of cross-border internalization, as endogenous rather
than as exogenous variables. This means that the paradigm is not just concerned
with answering the question of why firms engage in FDI, in preference to other
modes of cross-border transactions. It is also concerned with why these firms
possess unique resources and competencies – relative to their competitors of
other nationalities – and why they choose to use at least some of these
advantages jointly with a portfolio of foreign-based immobile assets.

At the same time, as so far enunciated, the eclectic paradigm is embedded
within a socio-institutional framework of hierarchical capitalism, which, as
stated earlier, presumes that the wealth-creating and efficiency-enhancing
properties of an MNE are contained within the jurisdiction of its ownership.
Thus, using the OLI nomenclature, except where they are acquired by M&As,
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the O advantages of firms are presumed to be created and organized quite inde-
pendently of their dealings with other firms; the L advantages of countries are
assumed to reflect the scope and character of their unconnected immobile assets,
and the way in which hierarchies and markets determine their use; and the
propensity of firms to internalize intermediate product markets is based
primarily on the presumption that most kinds of market failure13 faced by firms
are generally regarded by them as immutable (i.e. exogenous). Currently, the
eclectic paradigm only peripherally embraces the ways in which the participa-
tion of firms in collaborative arrangements, or in networks of economic activity,
affect the configuration of the OLI variables facing firms at a given moment of
time, or on how this configuration may change over time. Partly (one suspects)
this is because the value of such arrangements is difficult to quantify; and partly
because interfirm transactions have been perceived to be of only marginal signi-
ficance in the techno-economic production system of Fordism and in the
socio-institutional paradigm of hierarchical capitalism.

ALLIANCE CAPITALISM

As suggested in the introduction, a series of events over the last two decades has
led several scholars to suggest that the world is moving to embrace a new
trajectory of market capitalism. This has been variously described as alliance,
relational, collective, associate and the ‘new’ capitalism.14 A critical feature of
this new trajectory – which is essentially the outcome of a series of landmark
technological advances and of the globalization of many kinds of value-added
activity – is that it portrays the organization of production and transactions as
involving both co-operation and competition between the leading wealth-
creating agents.15 This view is in marked contrast to that which has dominated
the thinking of economists since Adam Smith, whereby collaboration among
firms is viewed as a symptom of structural market failure,16 rather than as a
means of reducing endemic market failure. And, it would be a bold scholar who
would argue that most agreements concluded between firms over the last
hundred years have been aimed at facilitating rather than inhibiting competition.

But our reading of the literature suggests that both the raison d’être for
concluding interfirm alliances and their consequences for economic welfare
have significantly changed over the last two decades. We would at least hypoth-
esize that a powerful contemporary motive for concluding such arrangements
is to reduce the transaction and co-ordinating costs of arm’s-length market
transactions, and to leverage the assets, skills and experiences of partner firms.
Another motive is to create or extend hierarchical control, which may also
prompt firms to engage in M&As. However, co-operative arrangements differ
from M&As in three respects. First, the former usually involve only a part – and
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sometimes a minor part – of the collaborating firms’ activities. Second, they may
entail no change in the ownership structure of the participating firms; and third,
whereas the hierarchical solution implies an ‘exiting’ by firms from the dictates
of the market-place, the alliance solution implies a ‘voice’ strategy of working
within these dictates to maximize the benefits of the joint internalization of
interrelated activities.

The choice between a hierarchical and alliance modality as a means of
lessening arm’s-length market failure clearly depends on their respective costs
and benefits. The literature on the rationale for joint ventures and non-equity
transactions – vis-à-vis markets and hierarchies – is extensive and well known,
and will not be repeated here.17 It is, however, generally accepted that the choice
rests on a trade-off between the perceived benefits of sharing risks and capital
outlays on the one hand, and the costs of a loss of control associated with a
reduced (or no) ownership on the other. Partly, the outcome will be influenced
by the success of the ‘voice’ strategy between the participants, as illustrated, for
example, by the exchange of information, the division of managerial and
financial responsibility, and the distribution of profits. But, in the main, most
scholars view the choice as being determined by the most cost-effective way
of organizing a portfolio of resources and capabilities.

Another reason for collaborative arrangements, however, has less to do with
reducing the co-ordinating and transaction costs of alternative organizational
modalities, and more to do with protecting existing – or gaining new – propri-
etary, or O-specific, advantages. Co-operative alliances have a parallel with
strategic asset-acquiring FDI: according to several researchers, over the past
decade, the principal incentives for alliance formation have been to lower trans-
action costs, develop new skills and overcome or create barriers to entry in
national or international markets.18 Sometimes, these alliances take the form of
shared ownership, that is, the merging of firms, or the setting up of greenfield
joint ventures. But, since the early 1980s, the great majority of interfirm asso-
ciations have tended to be less formal in structure and more specific in scope
and purpose. According to research undertaken at MERIT (Hagedoorn, 1993a),
the goal of most strategic alliances has been to gain access to new and com-
plementary technologies, to speed up innovatory or learning processes and to
upgrade the efficiency of particular activities – for example, research and devel-
opment (R&D), marketing and distribution, manufacturing methods, etc. –
rather than to enhance the overall prosperity of the participating firms.

It is perhaps worth rehearsing some of the reasons for the spectacular growth
of competitiveness-enhancing alliances since 1980. Essentially, these reduce
to the impact that technological advances and the globalization of the market
economy have had on the organization of economic activity. The consequences
of the former – a supply-side phenomenon – have been fivefold: first, to raise
the fixed – and particularly the learning and innovatory – costs of a wide range
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of manufacturing and service activities; second, to increase the interdependence
between distinctive technologies that may need to be used jointly to supply a
particular product;19 third, to enhance the significance of multi-purpose, or
core, technologies, such as robotization, informatics and biotechnology; fourth,
to truncate – and sometimes dramatically so20 – the product life cycle of a
particular product; and fifth, which is partly a consequence of the other four
characteristics and partly a result of the changing needs of consumers, to focus
on the upgrading of core competencies of firms, and on the way these are
organized, as a means of improving global competitive advantage.

One of the main consequences of the globalization of economic activity
described earlier has been to force firms to be more dynamically competitive.
This is particularly the case for firms from advanced industrial countries, and
it is demonstrated in two main ways: first, a more determined effort to raise
the efficiency with which they produce their existing products, and second, by
the successful innovation of new products and the upgrading of assets and skills
throughout their value chains.

This combination of global supply and demand pressures on competitiveness
has caused firms – and particularly large hierarchies – to reconsider both the
scope and organization of their value-added activities. In particular, the 1980s
and early 1990s have seen three major responses. First, there has been a fairly
general movement by firms towards the shedding or disinternalization of
activities both along and between value chains, and towards the specialization
on those activities that require resources and capabilities in which firms already
have (or can acquire) a perceived competitive advantage. This is a concentrate
on critical competency response. At the same time, because of the interdepen-
dence of technological advances (e.g. computer-aided design and manufacturing
techniques), firms find that they need to assure access to the products over
which they have now relinquished control. Firms may also wish to exercise
some influence over the quality and price of these products, and over the
innovation of new products. This means that disinternalization is frequently
replaced, not by arm’s-length transactions, but by controlled interfirm co-
operative arrangements. Such agreements are particularly noticeable between
firms and their subcontractors in the more technologically advanced and
information-intensive sectors (Hagedoorn, 1993b).21

Second, because of competitive pressures, the huge and rising costs of R&D
and speedier rates of obsolescence, firms – particularly in high-technology
sectors – have been increasingly induced to engage in cross-border alliances.
Freeman and Hagedoorn (1992) traced 4192 of these alliances between 1980 and
1989. They found that 42 per cent were organized through R&D pacts; that 90
per cent were between companies from the Triad; and that 63 per cent were
formed during the second half of the 1980s. The majority of the alliances
involved large firms competing as oligopolies in global markets.22 The need, on
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the one hand, for operational participation and, on the other, for complemen-
tarity, shared learning and an encapsulation of the innovation time span has
combined to make the ‘voice’ strategy of co-operative ventures a particularly
suitable mode for sustaining and advancing competitive advantage.23 At the
same time, to be successful, an asset-seeking alliance response does have impli-
cations for governance structures, a point we will take up later in this chapter.

The third response of firms to recent events has been to try to widen the
markets for their core products, so as to benefit fully from the economies of
scale. This is, itself, a cost-reducing strategy. It serves to explain much of
market-seeking and strategic asset-acquiring FDI – especially between firms
servicing the largest industrial markets – as well as those of minority-owned
foreign joint ventures and non-equity arrangements that are intended to gain
speedy entry into unchartered and unfamiliar territories. Thus, of the 4192
alliances identified by Freeman and Hagedoorn, 32 per cent were geared
towards improving access to markets. As might be expected, such alliances
were particularly numerous among firms with Japanese partners. Such a ‘voice’
strategy might be termed a market-positioning alliance response.

Each of the three responses identified has widened the sphere of influence
of the firms participating in external partnerships. Such actions have also caused
a heightened degree of dependence on firm partners for their own prosperity.
Thus, the resources and capabilities of companies such as Philips, IBM and
Toyota – each of which has several hundred interfirm alliances – cannot be
considered in isolation. Gomes-Casseres and Leonard-Barton (1994) have
identified some eighty recently established learning, supply and positioning
partnerships in the personal digital assistants (PDA) sector alone.24 One must
also consider the impact that these alliances have had on their internally
generated O-specific advantages. The design and performance of the next
generation of automobiles, microchips and computers critically depend not only
on the advances in innovatory and manufacturing capabilities of the leading
assembling companies, but also on the way these capabilities interact with those
of their suppliers. Boeing’s competitive advantages in producing the next breed
of large passenger aircraft are likely to rest as much on the interaction it has with
its suppliers and its customers (e.g. the airlines) as it does on its own techno-
logical and commercial strengths. Siemens – a leading producer of mainframe
computers – relies heavily on cutting-edge technology supplied by Fujitsu. In
its venture to explore the sea bed, Kennecott’s mining consortium brings
together a large number of firms supplying very different, but interrelated, tech-
nologies from many different sectors. Lorenzoni and Baden Fuller (1995) give
several examples of organizations which view their subcontractors as partners
in innovation and skill development.25

Of course, interfirm co-operation is not a new phenomenon. What is, perhaps,
new is its relative significance as an organizational form, whereby the success
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of the firms involved is being increasingly judged by each party’s ability to
generate innovation-led growth; by the range, depth and closeness of the inter-
action between themselves and their alliance or networking parties; and by the
effect that such alliances are having upon overall industrial performance. It is
the combination of these factors, taken together with the twin forces of the dis-
internalization of hierarchical activities and the impressive growth of M&As to
gain access to complementary assets,26 which leads us to suggest – along with
Gerlach (1992) – that the term alliance capitalism might be a more appropri-
ate description of the features of innovation-led capitalism now spreading
through the globalizing economy, than the term hierarchical capitalism.

A distinctive feature of alliance capitalism is its governance structure. Within
a hierarchy, decisions rest on a pyramid of delegated authority. In establishing
and strengthening relationships with other firms, customers and labour unions,
success is usually judged by the extent to which the hierarchy is able to obtain
its inputs at the least possible cost, and to sell its output at the most profitable
price. Relationships between firms and within firms are normally defined by a
written contract.

In alliance capitalism, decisions are more likely to rest on a consensus of
agreement between the participating parties, and there is rarely any formal
structure of authority. Such an agreement is based upon a commitment, on the
part of each party, to advance the interests of the alliance, and upon mutual
trust, reciprocity and forbearance between the partners. In the modern factory
practising flexible manufacturing or Toyota-like production methods, labour
is not thought of as a cog in the wheel, as it is in traditional Fordism, but as a
partner in the wealth-producing process. Suppliers are not just expected to
produce goods to agreed specifications, but to work actively with the purchasing
firms to upgrade continually the quality and/or lower the price of their outputs.
Even within the hierarchical firm, technological and organizational imperatives
are requiring each function, activity and stage of production to be closely
integrated with the other. Thus, for example, the purchasing and R&D depart-
ments may be expected to work with the manufacturing departments on the
design and development of new products and production methods. The
personnel, finance and production departments each need to be involved in the
introduction of new working procedures and incentive arrangements. At the
same time, industrial customers and large wholesale and retail outlets may be
expected to play an increasingly significant role in determining the direction and
pattern of product improvement.

The growing significance of interfirm co-operative transaction arrangements
would suggest that ‘voice’, relative to ‘exit’, strategies are becoming more cost-
effective. This, of course, could be due either to the ‘push’ factor of the
increasing net costs of hierarchical control, or to the ‘pull’ factor of the reduced
costs of alliances. It is likely that both factors have been at work in recent years,
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but it can surely be no accident that the thrust towards alliance capitalism first
originated in Japan, whose culture, like that of many other Eastern nations,
especially values such qualities as teamwork, trust, consensus, shared respon-
sibility, loyalty and commitment, which are the essential ingredients of any
successful partnership. These qualities – together with the recognition that, by
improving quality control throughout the value chain and cutting inventories to
the minimum – enabled Japanese producers, particularly in the fabricating
sectors, to break into their competitors’ markets, and to adopt the production
strategies and working practices that conformed to the resource and institu-
tional advantages of their home countries. Indeed, most researchers are agreed
that the two most significant competitive advantages of Japanese firms that
evolved during the post-war period were, first, the way they restructured their
production and intrafirm transactions, and second, the way they managed and
organized their vertical and horizontal relationships with other firms.27

Before considering the implications of the new trajectory of market-based
capitalism for our theorizing about MNE activity, we would mention three other
trends in economic organization that are also favouring more, rather than less,
interfirm co-operation. The first concerns the renewed importance of small and
medium-sized firms in the global economy.28 This has led some commenta-
tors, notably Naisbitt (1994), to assert that yesterday’s commercial behemoths
are tomorrow’s dinosaurs. The reasoning behind this assertion that ‘small is
beautiful’ is that modern production methods, accelerating technological
advances, more demanding consumers and the growing importance of services
are all eroding the advantages of large plants based on a continuous, scale-
friendly and relatively inflexible production system.

While accepting that there is some evidence for this contention (e.g. much
of the growth in employment now taking place in the advanced industrial
countries is in small to medium-sized firms) we, like Harrison (1994), are not
convinced that the strategic influence of large firms is diminishing. We would
prefer to suggest that any restructuring of the activity of large firms reflects
their preferences for replacing hierarchical with alliance relationships, and that
an increasing number of small firms are, in fact, part of keiretsu-like networks,
which, more often than not, are dominated by large, lead or flagship firms
(D’Cruz and Rugman, 1992, 1993; Rugman and D’Cruz, 1995) or as Lorenzoni
and Baden Fuller (1995) put it, ‘strategic centers’. Many small firms, too, are
either spin-offs of large firms, or owe their prosperity to the fact that the latter
are frequently their main clients and suppliers of critical assets. The kinds of
example one has in mind are the hundreds of second- or third-tier suppliers to
the large Japanese automobile companies;29 the intricate web of horizontal rela-
tionships between the various associated companies of the Japanese ‘soga
shosa’; the extensive outsourcing of both hardware and software development
by the Japanese video game producer Nintendo; the network of knitwear firms
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in the Modena region of Northern Italy; the many hundreds of Asian subcon-
tractors to the giant footwear and apparel firms (e.g. Nike and Benetton).30 The
competitive advantages of the firms in these and similar groups are closely
dependent on the exchange of skills, learning experiences, knowledge and
finance between the firms in the network, and on the example and lead given
by the flagship firms.

The second trend is related to the first. It is the growth of spatial clusters of
economic activities that offer external or agglomerative economies to firms
located within the cluster. The idea, of course, is not new. Marshall paid much
attention to it in his study of UK industry in the early twentieth century
(Marshall, 1920). Recently, it has been given a new lease of life by Porter
(1990), who considers the presence of related industries as one of the four key
determinants of a country’s competitive assets, and by Krugman (1991), who
believes that such economies largely explain the geographical specialization
of value-added activities. While the evidence on the subnational spatial con-
centration of particular activities is still fragmentary, what information we have
(including that documented in a new book by Kenichi Ohmae, 1995), such as
it is, suggests that, in the technology and information-intensive sectors, not
only are MNEs creating multiple strategic centres for specialized activities, but
such clusters are becoming an increasingly important component of competi-
tiveness (Enright, 1994). The form and extent of the clusters may differ.31

Sometimes, they relate to a range of pre-competitive innovatory activities (e.g.
science parks); sometimes to very specific sectors (e.g. auto assemblers and
component suppliers);32 and sometimes to entrepreneurial or start-up firms and
co-operative research organizations (e.g. SEMITECH). Sometimes the local
networks are contained in a very small geographical area (e.g. financial districts
in London and New York); sometimes they spread over a whole region (e.g. the
cluster of textile firms in North Italy).

The third trend is the growth of industrial networks. Interfirm alliances can
range from being simple dyadic relationships to being part of complex, and
often overlapping, networks consisting of tens, if not hundreds, of firms. The
literature on industrial networks is extensive;33 but, up to now, the subject has
been mainly approached from a marketing or an organizational, rather than
from an economic, perspective. This is, perhaps, one reason why internalization
theory and the eclectic paradigm of international production have sometimes
been portrayed as alternative approaches to network analysis. But to the
economist, a network is simply a web of interdependent dyadic relationships.
One must admit, this makes theorizing about the behaviour of the participants
very difficult, but no more so than theorizing about the behaviour of oligopo-
lists. It is also true that the economist is primarily concerned with the firm as a
unit of analysis, but this in no way should inhibit him (or her) from consider-
ing the implications for the firm when it is a part of a network of related firms.
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What is clear, however, is that, as networks of alliances become more
important, the composition and behaviour of the group of firms becomes a more
important determinant of the foreign production of the individual firms
comprising the network. Nowhere is this more clearly seen than in the role
played by the keiretsu in influencing both the competitive advantages of its
member firms, and in the way in which these advantages are created, upgraded
and used.

REAPPRAISING THE ECLECTIC PARADIGM

We now turn to consider the implications of alliance capitalism for our
theorizing about the determinants of MNE activity, and, more particularly, for
the eclectic paradigm. In brief, the implications are threefold. First, the concept
of the competitive, or O-specific, advantages of firms, as traditionally perceived,
needs to be broadened to take explicit account of the costs and benefits derived
from interfirm relationships and transactions (both at home and abroad), and par-
ticularly those that arise from strategic alliances and networks. Second, the
concept of location (or L) advantages of countries (as traditionally perceived)
needs to give more weight to the following factors: (i) the territorial embed-
dedness of interdependent immobile assets in particular geographical areas;34

(ii) the increasing need for the spatial integration of complex and rapidly
changing economic activities; (iii) the conditions under which interfirm
competitiveness-enhancing alliances may flourish; and (iv) the role of national
and regional authorities in influencing the extent and structure of localized
centres of excellence.

Third, the idea that firms internalize intermediate product markets, primarily
to reduce the transaction and co-ordination costs associated with them, needs
to be widened to encompass other – and, more particularly, dynamic and
competitiveness-enhancing – goals, the attainment of which may be affected by
micro-governance structures. The incorporation of external alliances into the
theory of internalization presents no real problems, other than semantic ones.
Either one treats a non-equity alliance as an extension of intrafirm transactions,
and accepts that the theory is concerned less with a de jure concept of hier-
archical control and ownership, and more with the de facto ways in which
interdependent tangible and intangible assets are harnessed and leveraged, or
one treats the interfirm alliance as a distinctive organizational mode, and more
specifically one which is complementary to, rather than a substitute for, a
hierarchy. Partly, of course, the choice will depend on the unit of analysis being
used. Is it the alliance or the network, per se, in which case the idea of ‘group
internalization’ may be a relevant one? Or, is the unit of analysis the individual
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enterprises that comprise the alliance or network? For our purposes, we shall
take the individual enterprise as the unit of analysis.35

Let us now be more specific about the modifications that alliance capitalism
seems to require of the eclectic paradigm. We consider each of its components
in turn. On the left-hand side of Table 10.1, we set out some of the more
important OLI variables that scholars traditionally have hypothesized to
influence the level and structure of MNE activity. Research has shown that the
composition and significance of these determinants will differ according to the
value of four contextual variables: (i) the kind of MNE activity being considered
(market, resource, efficiency or strategic asset seeking); (ii) the portfolio of
location-bound assets of the countries from which the FDI originates, and in
which it is concentrated; (iii) the technological and other attributes of the sectors
in which it is being directed; and (iv) the specific characteristics (including the
production, innovatory and ownership strategies) of the firms undertaking the
investment.

The variables identified in Table 10.1 are more than a checklist. They are
chosen because a trilogy of extant economic and behavioural theories – namely,
the theory of industrial organization and market entry, the theory of location36

and the theory of the firm37 – suggests that they offer robust explanations of
the ownership structure of firms, the location of their activities, and the ways
in which they govern the deployment of resources and capabilities within their
control or influence. However, until very recently, none of these theories has
paid much attention to the role of co-operative agreements in influencing MNE
activity.

On the right-hand side of Table 10.1, we identify some additional OLI
variables which we believe, in the evolving era of alliance capitalism, need to
be incorporated into our theorizing about MNE activity. The table shows that
not all of the OLI variables listed require modification. Thus, of the Oa-specific
variables, we would not expect the formation of strategic partnerships to
influence greatly the internal work processes of the participating firms, although
technological advances, and the need for continuous product improvement, are
likely to demand a closer interaction between related value-adding activities,
and may well enhance the contribution of shop-floor labour to raising process
productivity. Nor would we expect the proprietary rights of brand ownership,
favoured access to suppliers, or the financial control procedures of firms to be
much affected by co-operative agreements.

By contrast, Oa advantages stemming from a firm’s ability to create and
organize new knowledge, to maintain and upgrade product quality, to seek out
and forge productive linkages with suppliers and customers, especially – in
unfamiliar markets – to externalize risk, to manage successfully a complex
portfolio of core assets and value-creating disciplines, and to internalize the
skills and learning experiences of other organizations, may be strongly
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(a) Property right and/or intangible asset advantages (Oa)
Product innovations, production management, organizational and marketing
systems, innovatory capacity, non-codifiable knowledge: ‘bank’ of human capital
experience; marketing, finance, know-how, etc.

(b) Advantages of common governance, i.e. of organizing Oa with complementary
assets (Ot)

(i) Those that branch plants of established enterprises may enjoy over de novo firms.
Those due mainly to size, product diversity and learning experiences of enterprise,
e.g. economies of scope and specialization. Exclusive or favoured access to inputs,
e.g. labour, natural resources, finance, information. Ability to obtain inputs on
favoured terms (due, for example, to size or monopsonistic influence). Ability of
parent company to conclude productive and co-operative interfirm relationships,
e.g. as between Japanese auto assemblers and their suppliers. Exclusive or favoured
access to product markets. Access to resources of parent company at marginal cost.
Synergistic economies (not only in production, but in purchasing, marketing,
finance, etc., arrangements)

(ii) Which specifically arise because of multinationality. Multinationality enhances
operational flexibility by offering wider opportunities for arbitraging, production
shifting and global sourcing of inputs. More favoured access to and/or better
knowledge about international markets, e.g. for information, finance, labour, etc.
Ability to take advantage of geographic differences in factor endowments,
government intervention, markets, etc. Ability to diversify or reduce risks, e.g. in
different currency areas, and creation of options and/or political and cultural
scenarios. Ability to learn from societal differences in organizational and
managerial processes and systems. Balancing economies of integration with ability
to respond to difference in country-specific needs and advantages

(a) Vertical alliances
(i) Backward access to R&D, design engineering and training facilities of suppliers.

Regular input by them on problem solving and product innovation on the conse-
quences of projected new production processes for component design and
manufacturing. New insights into, and monitoring of, developments in materials,
and how they might impact on existing products and production processes

(ii) Forward access to industrial customers, new markets, marketing techniques and
distribution channels, particularly in unfamiliar locations or where products need
to be adapted to meet local supply capabilities and markets. Advice by customers
on product design and performance. Help in strategic market positioning

(b) Horizontal alliances
Access to complementary technologies and innovatory capacity. Access to
additional capabilities to capture benefits of technology fusion, and to identify new
uses for related technologies. Encapsulation of learning and development times.
Such interfirm interaction often generates its own knowledge feedback
mechanisms and path dependencies

(c) Networks
(i) of similar firms:

Reduced transaction and co-ordination costs arising from better dissemination and
interpretation of knowledge and information, and from mutual support and co-
operation between members of network. Improved knowledge about process and
product development and markets. Multiple, yet complementary, inputs into
innovatory developments and exploitation of new markets. Access to embedded
knowledge of members of networks. Opportunities to develop ‘niche’ R&D
strategies, shared learning and training experiences, e.g. as in the case of co-
operative research associations. Networks may also help promote uniform product
standards and other collective advantages.

(ii) business districts:
As per (i) plus spatial agglomerative economies, e.g. labour market pooling.
Access to clusters of specialized intermediate inputs, technological spillovers, and
linkages with knowledge-based institutions, e.g. universities, co-operative R&D
establishments etc.

Table 10.1 A reconfiguration of the eclectic paradigm of international production

1 Ownership-specific advantages (of enterprise of one nationality (or affiliates of same) over those of another)

Hierarchical-related advantages Alliance or network-related advantages
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Avoidance of search and negotiating costs
To avoid costs of moral hazard, information asymmetries and adverse selection, and to
protect reputation of internalizing firm
To avoid costs of broken contracts and ensuing litigation
Buyer uncertainty (about nature and value of inputs (e.g. technology) being sold)
When market does not permit price discrimination
Need of seller to protect quality of intermediate or final products
To capture economies of interdependent activities (see (b) above)
To compensate for failure or absence of future markets
To avoid or exploit government intervention (e.g. quotas, tariffs, price controls, tax dif-
ferences, etc.)
To control supplies and conditions of sale of inputs (including technology)
To control market outlets (including those which might be used by competitors)
To be able to engage in practices, e.g. cross-subsidization, predatory pricing, leads and
lags, transfer pricing, etc., as a competitive (or anti-competitive) strategy

Spatial distribution of natural and created resource endowments and markets
Input prices, quality and productivity, e.g. labour, energy, materials, components, semi-
finished goods
International transport and communication costs
Investment incentives and disincentives (including performance requirements etc.)
Artificial barriers (e.g. import controls) to trade in goods
Societal and infrastructure provisions (commercial, legal, educational, transport and 
communication)
Cross-country ideological, language, cultural, business, political, etc., differences
Economies of centralization of R&D production and marketing
Economic systems and policies of governments: the institutional framework for resource
creation and allocation

While, in some cases, time-limited interfirm co-operative relationships may be a
substitute for FDI, in others they may add to the I incentive advantages of the participat-
ing hierarchies, R&D alliances and networking which may help strengthen the overall
competitiveness of the participating firms. Moreover, the growing structural integration
of the world economy is requiring firms to go outside their immediate boundaries to
capture the complex realities of know-how trading and knowledge exchange in
innovation, particularly where intangible assets are tacit and need speedily to adapt com-
petitive-enhancing strategies to structural change
Alliances or network-related advantages are those which prompt a ‘voice’ rather than an
‘exit’ response to market failure; they also allow many of the advantages of internaliza-
tion without the inflexibility, bureaucratic or risk-related costs associated with it. Such
quasi-internalization is likely to be most successful in cultures in which trust, forbear-
ance, reciprocity and consensus politics are at a premium. It suggests that firms are more
appropriately likened to archipelagos linked by causeways rather than self-contained
‘islands’ of conscious power. At the same time, flagship or lead MNEs, by orchestrating
the use of mobile O advantages and immobile advantages, enhance their role as arbi-
tragers of complementary cross-border value-added activities

The L-specific advantages of alliance formations arise essentially from the presence of a
portfolio of immobile local complementary assets, which, when organized within a
framework of alliances and networks, produce a stimulating and productive industrial
atmosphere. The extent and type of business districts, industrial or science parks and the
external economies they offer participating firms are examples of these advantages
which, over time, may allow foreign affiliates and cross-border alliances and network
relationships better to tap into, and exploit, the comparative technological and organiza-
tional advantages of host countries. Localized networks may help reduce the
information asymmetries and likelihood of opportunism in spatially linked markets.
They may also create local institutional thickness, and foster interfirm learning
economies and social embeddedness. Note that globalization, while heightening the
mobility of some O-specific advantages, is also increasing some distance-related trans-
action costs, and leaning to more ‘sticky’ places (Markusen,1994)

3 Location-specific variables (these may favour home or host countries)

Hierarchical-related advantage Alliance or network-related advantages

2 Internalization incentive advantages (i.e. to circumvent or exploit market failure) 

Hierarchical-related advantages Alliance or network-related advantages
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influenced by some kinds of co-operative arrangements. Moreover, each of
these advantages may better enable a firm both to engage in transborder
activities and to seek out appropriate agreements to strengthen and consolidate
its competitive competencies.

The literature identifies two groups of competitive Ot advantages arising
from the way in which a firm combines its own resources and capabilities with
those of other firms. The first are those which a firm gains from being a multi-
activity enterprise, independently of where these activities are located. Such
economies of common governance may enable an established firm of one
nationality to penetrate a foreign market more easily than a single-activity
competitor of the same or of another nationality. The second type of Ot
advantage arises as a direct consequence of foreign production.38 The impact
of alliance capitalism is to offer an additional avenue for firms to acquire and
build up both types of advantages – and, normally, to do so with less financial
outlay and risk than hierarchical capitalism might involve.39

It is, however, the second kind of Ot advantage that is the quintessence of both
the multi-activity and the multinational firm. The implication is, then, that any
decline in hierarchical activity reflects a diminution in the net benefits of inter-
nalized markets, which may lead to a concentrate on core competency strategy.
It is also implied that other ways of obtaining the advantages are becoming more
attractive (e.g. as a result of a reduction of other kinds of market failure). In our
present context, the switch in organizational form is a reflection of a shift in the
techno-economic system of production. As we have already argued, this tends
to favour a ‘voice’, rather than an ‘exit’, response to the inability of markets to
cope with the externalities of interdependent activities in the first place.

It is too early to judge the extent to which the economies of synergy (and
operational flexibility) are being realized in a more cost-effective way by
external partnerships, rather than by hierarchical control. In any event, as we
have already stated, many – indeed, perhaps, the majority of – strategic business
alliances identified by scholars should not be regarded as substitutes for FDI,
as they are directed to achieving very specific purposes.

Turning next to the internalization advantages (I) of MNE activities, it is
perhaps here where the co-operative interaction between Japanese firms is most
clearly demonstrated as a viable alternative to the full ownership and control
favoured by US firms. Here, too, it is not so much that interfirm agreements add
to the internalization incentives of firms. It is rather that they may help to
achieve the same objective more effectively, or spread the capital and other
risks of the participating firms. In other words, interfirm agreements may
provide additional avenues for circumventing or lessening market failure where
the FDI route is an impractical option.

Clearly, the impact of alliance capitalism on the organization of economic
activity will vary according to the type of market failure being considered; it
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is also likely to be highly industry and country specific. Institutional structures,
learning paths, the extent of social and territorial embeddedness, cultural values,
and national systems of education and innovation are likely to play an especially
important role. In some countries, such as Japan, there is less incentive by firms
to internalize markets in order to avoid the costs of broken contracts, or to
ensure the quality of subcontracted products. The reason is simply because
these types of market failure are minimized by the ‘voice’ strategies of buyers
and sellers, which are built upon mutual interest, trust and forbearance. The
keiretsu network of interfirm competitive interaction – sometimes between
firms in the same sector and sometimes across sectors – is perhaps one of the
most frequently quoted alternatives to hierarchical internalization. Although
there is frequently some minority cross-ownership among the networking firms,
the relationship is built upon objectives, values and strategies that negate the
need for the internalization of some kinds of market failure. At the same time,
the extent and pattern of keiretsu ties is likely to vary between industrial sectors.
It is, for example, most pronounced in the fabricating sectors (where the number
and degree of complexity of transactions are the most numerous) and the least
pronounced in the processing sectors. And it is a fact that Japanese FDI in
Europe – relative to its US counterpart – is concentrated in those sectors in
which interfirm, rather than intrafirm, transactions are the preferred modality
of counteracting market failure in Japan.

While it would be inappropriate to generalize from this example, it is nev-
ertheless the case that – again due to the adoption of new and flexible production
techniques – American firms in the auto and consumer electronic sectors are dis-
internalizing parts of their value chains. At the same time, they are reducing
the number of major suppliers and delegating more design and innovatory
functions to them.40 Moreover, Japanese-owned auto assemblers in the United
States are replicating or modifying the keiretsu-type relationships of their parent
companies as more Japanese suppliers have been setting up subsidiaries, or
engaging in co-operative agreements with US firms to supply components to
the assemblers (Banjerji and Sambharya, 1996).

Most certainly, a ‘voice’ response to market failure is raising the profile of
strategic partnerships in the organizational strategies of MNEs. Nevertheless,
it is the case that some kinds of benefits of cross-border value-added activity
can only be effectively realized through a full hierarchical control over such
operations. Examples include situations in which path dependency, learning
experience and the global control over financial assets and key technologies
and competencies bring their own O-specific advantages, which, because of
possible conflicts of interest, would not be realizable from interfirm agreements.
Such agreements, then, would probably be confined to very specific areas of a
firm’s value-added activities, and, noticeably, those that are outside its core
competencies need specialized proficiencies or require to be closely monitored
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for quality control, and are too costly to produce internally (Quinn and Hilmer,
1994). But, to achieve and sustain many of the most valuable O-specific
advantages of multinational operations, hierarchical control probably will
remain the principal mode of internationalization, and this applies as much to
the Japanese as it does to US- and European-based MNEs.

We finally consider how the advent of alliance capitalism is affecting the
location-specific variables influencing international production. We have
already indicated that the received literature generally assumes these variables
to be exogenous to individual firms, at least at a given moment of time, although,
over time, such firms may affect the L advantages of particular countries or
regions.

There are essentially two main ways in which alliance capitalism may affect,
or be affected by, the presence and structure of immobile assets. The first is that
it may introduce new L-specific variables, or modify the value of those tradi-
tionally considered by location theory. The second is that the response of firms
to economic geography may be different because of the impact that external
alliances may have upon their competitive strengths and global strategies.

Let us first deal with the first type of effect. Chief among the L variables
affecting MNE activity – and that surveys have revealed have become more
significant in the past decade – is the availability of resources and capabilities
that investing firms believe are necessary both to upgrade and make best use
of their core O-specific advantages. In some cases, these complementary assets,
or the rights to their use, can be bought on the open market (e.g. power supplies
and transport and communication facilities), but, in others, and noticeably in
regimes of rapid technological progress (Teece, 1992), the ‘continuous
handshake’ of an alliance relationship rather than the ‘invisible hand’ of the
market is favoured (Gerlach, 1992). Since frequently FDI requires the estab-
lishment of several of these bilateral relationships, it follows that the positioning
of a constellation of related partners becomes a prime locational factor. Where
part or all of the constellations are sited in close proximity to each other, then
additional benefits may arise. These include not only the static agglomerative
economies earlier identified, but also the dynamic externalities associated with
the gathering and dissemination of information, and the cross-fertilization of
ideas and learning experiences.

The attention given by governments of host countries – or of regions in host
countries – to the building of a critical mass of interrelated activities, which is
consistent with the perceived dynamic comparative advantage of their location-
bound assets, and to the use of FDI in order to create or upgrade core
competencies to advance this goal, is just one illustration of the growing benefits
to be derived from interfirm linkages.41 These serve as an L-pull factor. Casual
empiricism, both past and present, provides ample examples of how the
presence of spatially related business networks attracts new investors, and recent
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evidence unearthed by Wheeler and Mody (1992), Harrison (1994), Lazerson
(1993), Herrigel (1994), Audretsch and Feldman (1994) and Enright (1994)
confirms these impressions. It also reveals that an innovation-driven industrial
economy, which seeks to be fully integrated into world markets, needs to focus
more attention on the development of clusters of interfirm linkages, of intelli-
gent regions and of local institutional thickness (Amin and Thrift, 1994).

Chapter 2 of volume 2 of these essays will give attention to some of the
paradoxes of the emerging globalized economy. One of these relates to the
apparent contradiction between the truncation of geographical space, for
example in the financial services industries, brought about by advances in
telecommunications and information technologies, and the growth of new local
or regional economic districts, made up of economic activities which need to
be in close propinquity of each other. We believe that the key to this paradox
lies in the changing significance of different kinds of distance-related transac-
tion and co-ordination costs. While recent innovations and organizational
changes have enhanced the cross-border mobility of many kinds of goods,
services and assets, they have also led to new rounds of specialization and
‘stickiness’ in economic activity, such that ‘vast areas of substantively complex,
irregular, uncertain and extremely time dependent transactions have been
created’ (Storper and Scott, 1995, p. 508). These transactions are not only
unstructured and highly sensitive to distance; they also confer substantial inter-
active learning benefits on the participating firms. Examples of such closely
knit economic clusters of activity are given in Enright (1994), Markusen (1994)
and Storper and Scott (1995).

The new trajectory of capitalism has other implications for the locational
requirements of MNE investors. Some of these are set out in Table 10.1. As a
generalization, while traditional production-related variables generally are
unaffected or becoming less important, those to do with minimizing transaction
and co-ordination costs of markets or the dysfunctioning of hierarchies, those
specific to being part of a group or cluster of related activities, and those that
help protect or upgrade the global competitiveness of the investing firm, are
becoming more important.42

Turning now to the second type of effect that alliance capitalism has on L
advantages, we ask the following question: how far, and in what ways, are the
responses of MNEs to the L advantages of countries themselves changing
because of the growing pluralism of corporate organizations? The answer is
that such pluralism allows firms more flexibility in their locational strategies,
and that the immobile assets of countries will affect not only the extent and
pattern of foreign participation, but also its organizational form. Thus, on the
one hand, the opportunities for networking in a specific country may increase
FDI. This is particularly the case when an MNE acquires a firm that is already
part of a network. On the other hand, networking may also reduce FDI, as it may
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allow a foreign firm to acquire the complementary assets it needs without
making an equity stake.

Of the two scenarios, the one which is more likely to occur will, of course,
depend on a host of industry-, firm- and country-specific circumstances. But, our
point will have been made if it is accepted that the hypotheses of scholars about
the responses of firms to at least some L-specific variables may need to be
modified in the light of the growing significance of non-equity-based co-
operative arrangements, and of networks of firms with related interests. We also
believe that the ways in which MNEs choose to leverage and use a portfolio of
interrelated location-bound assets, with those of their own O-specific advantages
and the complementary competencies of external partners, are, themselves,
becoming an increasingly important competitive advantage of such firms.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has suggested that the socio-institutional structure of market-based
capitalism is undergoing change. The catalyst is a new wave of multi-purpose
generic technological advances and the demands of knowledge-based
production, which are compelling more co-operation among economic agents.
Though part of that co-operation is ‘bought’ by firms through M&A activity,
the growing significance of interfirm partnering and of networking is demanding
a re-examination of traditional approaches to our understanding of the extent
and form of international business activity.

Our discussion has concentrated on only one of these approaches, namely
the eclectic paradigm of international production, and has suggested that its
explanatory framework needs to be modified in three main ways. First, the role
of innovation in sustaining and upgrading the competitive advantages of firms
and countries needs to be better recognized. It also needs to be more explicitly
acknowledged that firms may engage in FDI and in cross-border alliances in
order to acquire or learn about foreign technology and markets, as well as to
exploit their existing competitive advantages. Inter alia, this suggests a strength-
ening of its analytical underpinnings to encompass a theory of innovation – as,
for example, propounded by Nelson and Winter (1982) and Cantwell (1989,
1994) – that identifies and evaluates the role of technological accumulation and
learning as O-specific advantages of firms, and the role of national education
and innovation policies affecting the L advantages of countries.

Second, the paradigm needs to recognize better that a ‘voice’ strategy for
reducing some kinds of market failure – and particularly those to do with oppor-
tunism and information impactness by participants in the market – is a viable
alternative to an ‘exit’ strategy of hierarchical capitalism, and that, like hierar-
chies, strategic partnerships are intended to reduce endemic market failure, and
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may help to advance innovatory competitiveness rather than inhibit it. Among
other things, this suggests that theories of interfirm co-operation or collective
competition, which tend to address issues of static efficiency (Buckley, 1993),
need to be widened to incorporate questions of dynamic efficiency, for example
market positioning.

Third, the eclectic paradigm needs to acknowledge that the traditional
assumption that the capabilities of the individual firm are limited to its
ownership boundaries (and that, outside these boundaries, factors influencing
the firm’s competitiveness are exogenous to it) is no longer acceptable whenever
the quality of a firm’s efficiency-related decisions is significantly influenced by
the collaborative agreements it has with other firms. The concept of decision
taking has implications that go well beyond explaining FDI and international
production; indeed, it calls into question some of the fundamental underpin-
nings of the theory of industrial organization.

Much of the thrust of this chapter has been concerned with suggesting how
these three evolving concepts – innovation-led growth, a ‘voice’ reaction to
market failure, and co-operation as a competitiveness-enhancing measure –
affect the OLI configuration facing firms engaging, or wishing to engage, in
cross-border transactions. In doing so, it has thrown up a number of casual
hypotheses as to the kinds of O-specific advantages that are most likely to be
affected by interfirm alliances and networks, and about how the opportunities
to engage in such alliances or networks may affect, and be affected by, the
portfolio of interrelated location-specific assets. The analysis has also sought
to identify some of the implications of the gathering pace of innovation-led
production, and of alliance capitalism, for the organization of economic activity.
In doing so, it has suggested that the internalization paradigm still remains a
powerful tool of analysis, as long as it is widened to incorporate strategic asset-
acquiring FDI and the dynamic learning activities of firms, and to take account
more explicitly of the conditions under which a ‘voice’ strategy of interfirm
co-operation may be a preferable option to an ‘exit’ strategy for reducing the
transaction and co-ordination costs of arm’s-length markets, and building inter-
active learning-based competitiveness.43

There has been some exploratory empirical testing, using both field and case
study data, of the impact of alliances and networks on the performance of
locational and organizational strategies of participating firms. Studies by
Gomes-Casseres (1994, 1995) on the global computer and electronics
industries; by Gomes-Casseres and Leonard-Barton (1994) on the multimedia
sector; by Mowery (1988) on the commercial aircraft industry; by Brooks et
al. (1993) on the container transport industry; by Shan and Hamilton (1991) and
Whittaker and Bower (1994) on the pharmaceutical industry; by Peng (1993)
on the role of network and alliance strategies in assisting the transition from a
collectivist to a market-based economy; by Helper (1993) on the ‘exit’ and
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‘voice’ sourcing strategies of the leading auto assemblers; by Enright (1993,
1994), Glaismeier (1988), Henderson (1994), Lazerson (1993), Piore and Sabel
(1984), Saxenian (1994) and Scott (1993) on the rationale for regional clusters
and specialized industrial districts in Europe and the United States; and multiple
case studies by a number of authors on the roles of keiretsu-based transactions
and relational contracting as alternatives to hierarchies (e.g. Lincoln, 1990) are
just a few examples.

But much more remains to be done. Indeed, it is possible that the basic
contention of this chapter – that innovation-led production systems and co-
operative interfirm agreements are emerging as the dominant form of
market-based capitalism – is incorrect. At the same time, it would be difficult to
deny that important changes – and, for the most part, irreversible technological
changes – are afoot in the global economy, and that these changes are requiring
international business scholars to re-examine at least some of the concepts and
theories that have dominated the field for the last two decades or more.

NOTES

1. As set out, most recently, in Dunning (1993a, Ch. 4).
2. See, for example, Dunning (1994a) and Gerlach (1992) for a more extensive analysis of this

proposition.
3. Especially at River Rouge (USA), where its empire included ore and coal mines, 70 000 acres

of timberland, saw mills, blast furnaces, glass works, ore and coal barges, and a railway
(Williamson, 1985).

4. As, for example, is shown by data published in the US Census of Manufactures and the UK
Census of Production (various issues).

5. For full details, see Chandler (1962) and Dunning (1994a).
6. At the time it was published (1937), Coase’s article on ‘The nature of the firm’ was treated

as an ‘aberration’ by his fellow economists (Williamson, 1993). As Coase himself acknowl-
edged (1993), in the 1980s there was more discussion of his ideas than during the whole of
the preceding 40 years.

7. I do not know for sure which particular scholar first used the concept of market failure to
explain the existence and growth of the MNE. I first came across the concept of internaliza-
tion in the early 1970s in a chapter by John McManus entitled, ‘The theory of the multinational
firm’, in an edited volume by Pacquet (McManus, 1972).

8. It is also of some interest that Penrose did not cite Coase in any of her work.
9. There were, I think, two reasons for this. The first was that mainstream micro-economists

were strongly influenced (one might almost say hidebound) by the static equilibrium models
of Chamberlin (1933) and Robinson (1933); and the second was that Penrose had not
formalized her theory in a manner acceptable to her colleagues.

10. Among the most frequently quoted scholars are Buckley and Casson, Hennart, Rugman and
Teece. A summary of the views of the internalization school is contained in Dunning (1993a).
See also Rugman (1981), Hennart (1982), Buckley and Casson (1985) and Casson (1987).

11. See, for example, the contributions to Buckley’s edited volume (1993).
12. Elsewhere (Dunning, 1993b), we have suggested paradigm is a more appropriate term to

apply to explain the reactions of firms to cross-border market failure.
13. Exceptions include structural market failure deliberately engineered by firms and the extent

to which they may be able to influence the content and degree of market failure, for example
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by lobbying for particular government action, and by the setting up of compensating institu-
tions, for example insurance and future markets, to reduce risk.

14. See especially Best (1990), Gerlach (1992), Lazonick (1991, 1992), Michalet (1991), Dunning
(1994a) and Ruigrok and Van Tulder (1995).

15. Here, we think it appropriate to make the point that the expression alliance capitalism should
be perceived partly as a socio-cultural phenomenon and partly as a techno-organizational
one. The former suggests a change in the ethos and perspective towards the organization of
capitalism and, in particular, towards the relationships between the participating institutions
and individuals. The latter embraces the formal structure of the organization of economic
activity, including the management of resource allocation and growth. Alliance capitalism is
an eclectic (sic) concept. It suggests both co-operation and competition between institutions
(including public institutions) and between interested parties within institutions. De facto, it
is also leading to a flattening out of the organizational structure of decision taking of business
enterprises, with a pyramidal chain of command being increasingly replaced by a more het-
erarchical interplay between the main participants in decision taking. Finally, we would
emphasize that we are not suggesting that alliance capitalism means the demise of hierar-
chies, but rather that the rationale and functions of hierarchies require a reappraisal in the
socio-economic climate of the global market-place now emerging.

16. In the words of Adam Smith (1776), ‘people of the same trade seldom meet together, even
for merriment and diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public, or
in some contrivance to raise prices’.

17. See especially Buckley and Casson (1988), Contractor and Lorange (1988), Kogut (1988),
Hennart (1988, 1989) and Hagedoorn (1993a, 1993b).

18. The facts are documented in various publications, for example Freeman and Hagedoorn
(1992), Hagedoorn (1990, 1993a, 1993b), Gomes-Casseres (1993) and UNCTAD (1993,
1994).

19. Some examples are set out in Dunning (1993a, pp. 605ff.): ‘Optoelectronics, for example, is
a marriage of electronics and optics and is yielding important commercial products such as
optical fibre communication systems [Kodama, 1992]. The latest generation of large
commercial aircraft, for example, requires the combined skills of metallurgy, aeronautical
engineering and aero-electronics. Current medical advances often need the technological
resources of pharmacology, biotechnology, laser technology, and genetic engineering for
their successful commercialization. The design and construction of chemical plants involves
innovatory inputs from chemical, engineering and materials sectors. New telecommunica-
tion devices embrace the latest advances in carbon materials, fibre optics, computer
technology, and electronic engineering. Modern industrial building techniques need to draw
upon the combined expertise of engineering, materials and production technologies. In its
venture to explore the sea-bed, Kennecott’s consortium brings together a large number of
technical disciplines and firms from many different industrial sectors [Contractor and Lorange,
1988]. Since both the consumption and the production of most core technologies usually yield
externalities of one kind or another, it follows that one or the other of the firms involved may
be prompted to recoup these benefits by integrating the separate activities, particularly those
which draw upon the same generic technology.’

20. Examples include the rapid obsolescence of successive generations of computers and the
information-carrying power of microchips.

21. One particularly good example is the pharmaceutical industry, where the large drug companies
are increasingly disinternalizing the most novel and risky types of biotechnology innovations
to small specialist firms. In the words of two British researchers (Whittaker and Bower, 1994):
‘The large pharmaceutical companies no longer view themselves as the primary innovators
in the industry. ... The biotechnology companies take on the role of supplier of innovatory
activity.’ The authors go on to illustrate the symbiotic supplier/buyer relationship that is
developing between the two groups of firms. ‘The large drug company needs technologically
novel products to market and the biotechnology company needs finance, sometimes some
ancillary technical expertise in later-stage process development and formulation, skill in
handling regulatory agreements and marketing forces’ (p. 258). However, it should be pointed
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out that in the last two years there have been some significant acquisitions of biotechnology
companies by pharmaceutical MNEs.

22. For example, of the alliances identified by Freeman and Hagedoorn, 76.3 per cent were
accounted for by 21 MNEs, each of whom had concluded 100 or more alliances.

23. At the same time, MNEs have increased the R&D intensity of their foreign operations, and
have set up technological listening posts in the leading innovating countries.

24. The authors assert that such alliances result from the fusion of technologies from computer
communications and consumer electronics; and that because no single firm had (or has) the
internal capabilities or the time needed to produce a PDA, it was necessary to form a cluster
of ‘matching’ alliances.

25. In their words, ‘Competitive success requires the integration of multiple capabilities (e.g.,
innovation, productivity, quality, responsiveness to customers) across internal and external
organizational boundaries’ (p. 151).

26. Not to mention to preclude competition from gaining such assets.
27. See, for example, several chapters in an edited volume by Encarnation and Mason (1994).
28. As shown by a variety of indices.
29. See, for example, Banjerji and Sambharya (1996).
30. For further illustrations, see Hamel (1991), Harrison (1994), Stopford (1995), Whittaker and

Bower (1994) and Lorenzoni and Baden Fuller (1995).
31. For an interesting discussion of the differing nature of business districts both in the United

States and in other countries, see Markusen et al. (1991).
32. It is estimated that 70 per cent of all Toyota’s suppliers are within 100 miles (160 km) of

Toyota’s main assembling complex in Tokyo.
33. See, particularly, Forsgren and Johanson (1991), Håkansson and Johanson (1993), Johanson

and Mattsson (1987, 1994) and Johanson and Vahlne (1977).
34. In the words of Amin and Thrift (1994), and in the context of the globalizing economy,

‘centers of geographical agglomeration are centers of representation, interaction and innovation
within global production filieres’. It is their ‘unique ability to act as a pole of excellence and
to offer to the wide collectivity a well consolidated network of contacts, knowledge, structures
and institutions underwriting individual entrepreneurship which makes a center a magnet for
economic activity’ (p. 13)

35. For an examination of the alliance as a unit of analysis, see Gomes-Casseres (1994).
36. Where country-specific characteristics are regarded as endogenous variables, then the theory

of international economics becomes relevant. This is the position of Kojima (1978, 1990),
who is one of the leading exponents of a trade-related theory of MNE activity.

37. In particular, the transaction cost theories of Coase and Williamson. The resource-based
theory of the firm (Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993) is much broader and, in
many respects, closer in lineage to industrial organization theory, as it is concerned with
explaining the origin of a firm’s sustainable competitive advantages in terms of resource het-
erogeneity, limits to competition and imperfect resource immobility.

38. It is these latter advantages that intcrnalization economists claim follow from foreign-owned
production, rather than precede it; although, of course, once established, these advantages
may place the MNE in a more favoured position for sequential investment.

39. Of course, in some instances (e.g. jointly funded R&D projects), the resulting economic rents
may also have to be shared.

40. Stopford (1995), drawing upon the World Automotive Components supplement published
by the Financial Times on 12 July 1994, gives several examples of this phenomenon.

41. As is amply realized by the national governments of foreign investment agencies in their
attempts to attract foreign firms to locate in their territories.

42. We accept that it may be difficult to separate the specific effect of alliance capitalism from
the other forces influencing the L advantage of countries. This, indeed, is a fertile area for
empirical research.

43. According to Storper (1994), those firms, sectors, regions and nations that are able to learn
faster and more efficiently become competitive because knowledge is scarce and, therefore,
cannot be imitated by new entrants or transferred by codified and formal channels to other
firms, regions or nations.
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11. What’s wrong – and right – with
trade theory?*

INTRODUCTION

What distinguishes international from intranational economic transactions?
How much and to what extent do national boundaries matter? Is the globaliz-
ing economy eroding such boundaries? Why do we need – if indeed we do need
– a separate theory of cross-border trade and direct investment of firms? What
is the justification for international economics, or for that matter international
business,1 as a distinct area of study?

Economics is, if nothing else, a pragmatic social science. Its primary purpose
is, or should be, to explain, in the most rigorous way possible, the way in which
scarce resources are allocated between alternative uses, and to suggest ways
and means of improving this allocation. Some of our braver – but not necessarily
wiser – colleagues also engage in predicting future economic events. But, for
most of us, we are content to be judged on our ability to explain the real world
as it is. The late nineteenth-century economist could hardly have anticipated
the supersonic aircraft, the microchip or laser surgery, much less the geopolit-
ical and cultural scenario of the late twentieth century. The happenings of the
last century – or even the last two decades – surely confirm that economists
must be prepared to modify their paradigms, theories or models to meet the
needs of the time.

In some areas of economics, creditable progress has been made – particu-
larly in development theory, macro-economics and industrial economics – but
in other areas, such changes have been minimal. Relative to the demands placed
on economists by changes in the world economic environment, international
economics – especially international micro-economics – must take the ‘booby’
prize, with the possible exception of work on the new theory of trade2 and
foreign direct investment (FDI) (Helpman, 1984; Helpman and Krugman, 1985;
Krugman, 1990, 1991; Markusen, 1995; Markusen and Venables, 1995;
Dunning, 1988b, 1993a; Froot, 1993) to which we shall return later. For
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example, it was not until the 1950s that trade theorists gave any attention at all
to technology, market imperfections and differential consumer tastes.

Why is it then, that, apart from some advances in model building, the
textbooks on international trade are more or less the same as they were 30 or
40 years ago? Is it because economists believe that the old paradigms – par-
ticularly when modified to embrace new variables – are still a good – if not the
best – explanation of today’s cross-border transactions? Is it that they are well
aware of the deficiencies of orthodox theory, but do not know how to remedy
them? Is it because the real world poses analytically awkward challenges to
traditional modes of thought? Or, is it because the distinctive features of inter-
national economics as a subject for study no longer merit the attention of
economists, because there are more exciting research opportunities?

We believe that each of these explanations has some truth in it. But, we wish
to suggest another, and look at this in some detail in the chapter.3 This is that
the nature and character of international transactions have so much changed in
recent years (and, indeed, are continuing to do so in the 1990s) that the tradi-
tional intellectual apparatus of the international economist is, by itself, no longer
adequate to explain real-world phenomena, and that only by drawing upon the
tools of other branches of economics – notably industrial, institutional and
techno-growth economics – can contemporary cross-border flows of goods,
services and assets be properly understood. But, with few exceptions, intra-
disciplinary alliances between economists are rare. A cursory look at journals
on, for example, international, business and regional economics reveals little
spreading of the interest of trade scholars beyond the narrow confines of their
subject. The writings of Ray Vernon, Charles Kindleberger, Richard Caves,
Giovanni Dosi, Luc Soete, and most recently Paul Krugman and James
Markusen stand out as beacons in an otherwise dimly lit territory. Others,
notably Michael Porter, have been critical of traditional theoretical constructs,
but have offered only limited guidance as to what should replace them. As to
trade-related topics, that of international direct investment is particularly inter-
esting, not only in its own right, but because it acts as an intellectual bridge
between mainstream trade theory as it is and how it ought to be in explaining
what is really going on in the world economy.

We find it astonishing that, in a global economy in which (i) the sales of the
foreign affiliates of MNEs exceeds that of trade; (ii) the great bulk of trade
(nobody knows the exact figure – it is thought to be between 60 and 70 per cent)
is directly or indirectly connected to FDI; and (iii) where upwards of one-half
of trade is either within the same organizational entity, or between parties which
engage in some kind of medium- to long-term co-operative relationship (e.g.
subcontracting, strategic alliances), most trade economists still give almost all
their attention to analysisng traditional cross-border arms length transactions.
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WHY HAS INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS NOT KEPT UP
WITH THE TIMES?

Several reasons might be adduced for the apparent lack of attention given by
orthodox trade theorists to non-traditional cross-border transactions. These
include a lack of knowledge or understanding about their importance, and the
belief that such ‘connected’ transactions4 can be satisfactorily explained by
arm’s-length trade theory; that is, connectedness per se is perceived to be of only
marginal importance in explaining trade.

The latter reason is worthy of particular attention. At the end of the day, its
validity must rest on whether or not it is supported by the facts. Here, as shown
by a wealth of empirical studies, the evidence is mixed. Some kinds of trade (i.e.
those in natural-resource-intensive products between resource-poor and
resource-rich countries) are well explained by Heckscher–Ohlin (H–O) factor
endowment models; others (i.e. most intraindustry trade between advanced
industrial nations in sophisticated high-technology products) need a quite
different kind of explanation. Most of the efforts of trade theorists in the last
30 years, under various guises (i.e. neo-factor, neo-technology, ‘neo-neo’-
technology,5 monopolistic competition, scale, product cycle, product
differentiation theories, etc.), have been directed to resolving these issues, and
especially to explain trade among countries with similar economic structures.

While it is generally recognized that it is difficult – if not impossible – to
construct satisfactorily a single comprehensive theory – as opposed to paradigm
– of international trade, none the less each of the newer (i.e. post-1950) theories
– with a couple of exceptions – has made use of the analytical tools of the inter-
national economist. By contrast, advances in the theory of FDI have primarily
stemmed from the work, and made use of the tools, of industrial economics
and the theory of the firm. Why the difference in approach?

In a chapter of a book co-authored with George Norman several years ago
(Dunning and Norman, 1985), reprinted in Dunning (1988a), we set out a
3 × 3 matrix. This matrix has been modified for this chapter and is presented as
Figure 11.1. It depicts nine different kinds of international economic transac-
tions. Each kind is distinguished by two criteria. The first is the degree of similarity
between the goods and services imported and exported by a country. This is
presumed to vary along a continuum from zero to complete substitutability.
Second, each transaction is classified by its organizational mode. This, also, is
assumed to vary along a continuum from that of an intrafirm (or hierarchical)
transaction through a variety of cooperative arrangements to arm’s-length
trading.6 The top left-hand cell of the matrix – characterized by trade between
independent parties in completely different products – essentially depicts
Ricardian or H–O trade. Diagonally opposite, the bottom right-hand cell – char-
acterized by intrafirm transactions in substitutable products – essentially
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Figure 11.1 The evolution of international transactions of assets and products
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represents trade in knowledge-intensive products internalized by MNEs (i.e. that
associated with FDI). The rest of the matrix into which other forms of cross-
border transactions can be fitted, embraces different combinations of
organizational modes and kinds of products traded. The matrix attempts to
illustrate the assertion that any paradigm – let alone theory – of trade must embrace
both a theory of organization and a theory of the location of economic activity.

In our analysis of the evolution of trade patterns, George Norman and I
suggested that for much of the nineteenth and early twentieth century, trade was
of a type depicted by the top left-hand section of the matrix. Since the Second
World War, it has increasingly been of an intraindustry, intrafirm character, as
best illustrated by the bottom right-hand sections of the matrix. In turn, these
trade types reflect the kinds of micro-techno-economic and macro-socio-
institutional systems operating at the time. Nineteenth-century trade was mainly
conducted within the discipline of the gold standard, with relatively little direct
government intervention in economic affairs, and by firms producing under the
craft or batch systems of production. For most of the present century, the techno-
economic system has been dominated by scale or Fordist production, while
relative to market forces, governments and hierarchies have played a more
important organizational role in influencing the level and pattern of trade. As
this century draws to a close, we are entering into a new trajectory, or age, in
capitalism, which at the micro-organizational level has been referred to as
flexible, or post-Fordism, value-adding activity; and at a macro-institutional
level we refer to as alliance (rather than hierarchical) capitalism. For reasons
which shall be explained later, this latest era of capitalism is likely to shift the
dominant pattern of trade to the left of the bottom right-hand corner of the matrix.

The feature about most received trade theory is that, at best, it considers as
neutral and, at worst, it ignores altogether the co-ordination and relational costs
and benefits associated with the production and consumption of tradable
products, and those associated with the transactions of those products, as
relevant explanatory variables of the amount and pattern of trade. While more
recent theories, notably strategic trade models and Krugman’s foray into
geography (Krugman, 1991), have incorporated some of the analytical tools of
industrial and locational economics,7 none adequately embraces either the
organizational or institutional characteristics of demand and supply, or those
associated with alternative modes of exchange.8 The assumption continues to
be made that the entities engaging in trade are single-activity firms, and that
there is no incentive for these firms not to use the market as an exchange
mechanism. In neo-classical theory, at least, each trading firm is presumed to
be operating on its optimum production function;9 and because it supplies only
one product, and produces on one point of the value chain, it is also presumed
to engage in no intermediate transactions. Issues of interfirm alliances or the
clustering of firms to gain agglomerative economies are disregarded altogether.
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But, an even greater criticism of trade theory is that the act of exchanging
goods and services in the open market is assumed to be costless.10 When one
thinks about this, it is an incredible assumption. It implies that buyers and sellers
have full and symmetrical information both about each other’s motives and
capabilities, and about the characteristics and quality of the goods and services
being transacted. Each party to any exchange is presumed to behave towards
the other with complete honesty and transparency, and there is a complete
absence of opportunism. H–O theory also explicitly assumes zero spatial costs,
but we suspect that even had these been included, no attention would have been
paid to such transaction costs as failed delivery dates.

Micro-economists from Ronald Coase (1937) onwards have been well versed
in these concepts; but, is it not odd that the transaction cost paradigm has been
used primarily to explain the growth of multi-activity and multinational firms
rather than the level and pattern of international trade? Are we, then, to assume
that the size and character of transactional costs makes no difference to the
amount of a good or service traded? In practice, we know this is not true. Indeed,
is it arguable that one of the most powerful facilitators of the cross-border
division of labour (and hence trade) is a reduction in transaction costs brought
about by the establishment of an acceptable legal and commercial system and
by the reduction of cross-border psychic and physical distance? And what is the
function of such institutions as GATT and the newly formed World Trade
Organization (WTO) if it is not to reduce market failure in products traded
across national borders?

In short, both neo-classical and much of modern trade theory gives short
shrift to the firm as an organizing unit. The location of economic activity, and
hence trade arising from it, is assumed to be entirely dependent on location-
bound, country-specific characteristics, although some attention is given by
Helpman and Krugman (1985) and Markusen (1995) to the distinction between
firm-level and plant-level scale economies, and on the distribution of intrafirm
value-added activities, for example headquarters, services and subsequent
production processes.11 The doctrine of comparative advantage – that each
country should allocate its resources to the production of goods which require
inputs for which it is comparatively well endowed, and trade these for goods
and services which require resources in which it is relatively poorly endowed
– follows quite logically from the assumptions underlying the theory which, it
should be noted, are essentially normative, rather than positive, in character.
According to H–O logic, the comparative advantage of a country is entirely
determined by the allocative efficiency of its value-added activities. Questions
relating to technical or scale efficiency or to the competitive advantage of firms
are regarded as predetermined or irrelevant! And, only comparatively recently
has the ability of a country to adjust its pattern of resources and capabilities to
changing demand and supply conditions been embraced by trade theorists.
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Table 11.1 Alternative scenarios for theorizing about determinants of trade in goods and services

Scenario I Neo-classical trade (NCT)
theory 1950

• No unique competitive (O)
advantages of firms

• Immobility of natural resources

• Allocation of economic activity
mainly based on allocation of
natural resources and finance capital

• Government activity largely
ignored; supranational regimes
considered superfluous

• Single-activity firms

• Transactions mainly of an
interindustry character

• All transactions conducted between
independent firms

• No endemic market failure, hence
zero transaction costs

• No attention given to co-ordinating
costs and benefits of related
activities

• Perfect competition

Scenario II Modern trade theory plus direct investment
(DI) theory 1950–90

• Unique competitive (O) advantages of individual
firms

• Mobility of created assets

• Allocation of economic activity based on disposition
of natural and created assets

• Government activity viewed as an asset (or liability!).
Role of supranational regimes acknowledged

• Multi-activity firms

• Transactions mainly of an intraindustry character

• Transactions conducted between related firms or
within multinational hierarchies

• Endemic market failure overcome by hierarchical
internalization

• Gains and costs from co-ordinating cross-border
activities specifically acknowledged

• Imperfect competition

Scenario III Emerging theory of international transac-
tions in the age of alliance capitalism 1990

• As for DI theory, plus those advantages external to
individual firms, but as influenced and/or co-
ordinated by those firms

• Less mobility of created assets because of increasing
significance of agglomerative (i.e. clustering)
economies

• Allocation of economic activity as for DI theory, but
also influenced by economies of subnational agglom-
eration, e.g. business districts

• As for DI theory, but also as embracing cross-border
alliances and interfirm networking

• More concentration on ‘core’ competences of
individual firms, but growing significance of multi-
activity networks

• As for DI theory

• As for DI theory, but more focus on intranetwork
activities

• Endemic market failure reduced (or overcome) by
interfirm co-operation (quasi-integration)

• As for DI theory, but greater plurality of organiza-
tional forms for co-ordinating economic activity

• As for DI theory, but fewer imperfections in inter-
mediate product markets involving co-operation
among firms
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Once, however, one accepts that there are different modalities of organizing
economic activity, and that each of these involves costs and benefits, it is no
longer acceptable to assume that the market is necessarily the most beneficial
way of organizing resources. In particular, the role of other organizing agents
(e.g. hierarchies, networks, consumer groups and governments) may legiti-
mately be considered. Sometimes, these roles and/or their outcomes may
conflict with those of markets; sometimes they are complementary to them, or
provide the infrastructure for markets to operate effectively. This does not mean
that non-market forms of organization (e.g. hierarchies, networks or govern-
ments) will necessarily be more cost effective than markets; this may or may
not be the case. Moreover, over time, the net benefits of alternative organiza-
tional modes may change. But what it does mean is that, in order for markets
to perform effectively at a future date, for example t + 1, t + 2, etc., some extra-
market supporting or enabling mechanism might be required in time t. Hence,
for example, before the market can work even moderately well in China or
Russia, an efficient legal, institutional, financial and commercial infrastructure
– not to mention a market culture – needs to be established, which, unaided,
private enterprise system may be unable to achieve. As a conclusion to this part
of our chapter and as an introduction to what follows, it may be useful to
compare and contrast three different scenarios assumed by economists in their
attempts to explain international transactions. These are set out in Table 11.1. 

The first scenario contains the assumptions underlying the traditional theories
of trade put forward up to around 1950, while those marked with an asterisk (*)
are also assumed by post-1950 trade theories. The second scenario contains the
assumptions which scholars versed in FDI theory have used to explain both the
foreign value-added activities of MNEs and the trade of these enterprises.

The third scenario looks to the future. It sets out the kind of real-world
situations which several analysts believe will condition the pattern of future
international transactions. We have already described this scenario as one of
‘alliance’ capitalism – to contrast it with the scenario of ‘hierarchical’
capitalism, which typified the economies of the Western world in much of the
twentieth century.

It may be inferred from Table 11.1 that each of these scenarios requires very
different explanations for the extent and pattern of international transactions.
But do they? There are three aspects of the changing world environment that
we believe have not been given the attention they deserve by traditional trade
economists. The three aspects are:

1. The significance of micro-organizational costs and benefits.
2. The growing mobility of firm-specific assets.
3. The role of national governments in the macro-organization of economic

activity.
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THE RELEVANCE OF MICRO-ORGANIZATIONAL COSTS
AND BENEFITS

What is the main organizational task of firms? Surely, it is to co-ordinate the use
of separate – including those bought from other firms – inputs in such a way that,
when taken together, they maximize the value added of the output they help to
create. That is to say, although firms create value through production, in order
to best achieve this goal, managers need effectively to co-ordinate the contri-
butions of various inputs into the production and marketing process.

Indeed, one of the earliest conceptions of the firm was that it is a co-ordinated
unit of decision taking. Yet, only in the last 20 years or so has the co-ordinating
role of the firm been explicitly considered – and this largely from an intra-
rather than an interfirm perspective. It is true that neo-classical economists have
always accepted that there are alternative ways of utilizing available factor
inputs, but basically this is presumed to rest on the quality and costs of the
inputs, rather than on the costs of co-ordination per se. Most economics
textbooks pay only passing attention to the organizing function of firms.
Implicitly, they are presumed to buy their inputs at arm’s-length on the open
market, and that even when they have some choice over the conditions of
purchase, the costs of search and negotiation surrounding these choices are
assumed to be zero. Although when it comes to international trade, textbooks
switch their focus of interest from the firm to the country, implicitly at least
the same assumptions about co-ordinating costs apply.

Consider for a moment what has occurred in the nature of trans-border
production and transactions over the past two decades. We would point to three
features which have especially affected the organizing principles of resource
allocation. The first is the rising co-ordinating costs of an increasingly complex
division of labour. This is partly a reflection of the nature of the products
produced and partly that of the underlying demand and supply conditions. Thus,
more specialization of economic activity tends to raise a firm’s co-ordination
costs, by increasing the number and specificity of tasks and of information
links. It may also raise transaction costs, as the likelihood of information
asymmetry and opportunistic behaviour increases. Second, specialization may
yield benefits from the common governance of activities which require similar
inputs or which yield economies of scope. Third, the outcome of decisions
associated with various kinds of value activities has increasingly affected
economic entities beyond the participants involved in any particular transaction.

Each of these factors – by raising the costs of using arm’s-length markets
and/or using the benefits of other (notably intra- or interfirm) co-ordinating
mechanisms – has resulted in the co-ordination of value-added activities, which
were previously undertaken separately and independently. Except in the factor
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and final goods markets, and for much of the twentieth century, hierarchical
transactions have gradually assumed greater importance. In the last decade or
so, as markets have become increasingly liberalized and deregulated, and as
firms have downsized the range of their activities, various interfirm and gov-
ernmental arrangements, including networks, have replaced some intrafirm
hierarchies, although, other than in the primary goods sector, pure arm’s-length
transactions of intermediate products remain the exception rather than the rule.

The greater costs of using arm’s-length markets have then changed both the
structure of firms and the relationships between them. This has not only
affected patterns of trade or exchange within countries, but also between
countries. Indeed, international transactions are likely to incur their own
specific co-ordination and transaction costs. Some of these reflect a lack of
information about, or unfamiliarity with, foreign markets, or uncertainty about
institutions, organizational structures, business customs and actions of foreign
governments. To be sure, trade economists have embraced, and have examined
the effect of, structural market failure (e.g. that brought about by the imposition
of import barriers), apart from the presence of scale and some aspects of
vertical integration on trade patterns. However, they have largely ignored the
role of endemic market failure, in so far as it has affected both the underlying
demand and supply conditions under which tradable goods and resources are
produced, and the costs and benefits of alternative forms of organizing their
cross-border exchange.12

How then does the presence of endemic market failure affect our theorizing
about trade patterns? It is, we suggest, possible to consider five possible
responses by traders to the incorporation of such variables as bounded ration-
ality, increasing returns to scale, externalities and uncertainties into the ‘terms’
of trading. The first is simply to cease trading. Thus, an unaccountably high
risk of non-, or late, delivery, or the unreliable quality of intermediate products,
may result in the buyer ceasing to trade in those products. Whether no trade is
better than second- or third-best trade is a moot point!

The second response to cross-border market failure is to try to reduce market
failure. This Hirschman ‘voice’-type strategy (Hirschman, 1970) is usually
accomplished by an exchange of views and information between buyers and
sellers; by each seeking to establish and maintain a climate of trust, forbearance
and commitment; and, in the case of interfirm transactions, by the parties to
the exchange working together to reduce transaction and co-ordination costs,
and to upgrade the quality and/or lower the cost of the intermediate products.
Sometimes, such transaction costs can be best reduced by establishing formal
contractual relationships (a kind of half-way house between arm’s-length trade
and hierarchies), and sometimes by establishing less formal but none the less
binding ties between the trading parties, for example of a keiretsu kind. The
initial costs of creating such relationships may be quite high, particularly where
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the trading cultures of the parties are different, or when there is information
asymmetry about the quality of products. However, over time, these may be
expected to fall as a congenial working ethos is built up and as this ethos spreads
to competitors and other suppliers alike.

As we have already indicated, the main market-facilitating or sustaining costs
considered in the trade literature are those to do with the removal of structural
market distortions, for example trade barriers and monopoly power. And yet,
not only throughout history have the costs of endemic market failure acted as
impediments to trade (and some of these have fallen as a result of telecommu-
nication advances) but others (and especially those to do with asymmetries in
knowledge) have risen sharply as economic activity has become more complex
and multi-faceted.

The third reaction to market failure is for firms to try to reduce the costs of
arm’s-length transactions by internalizing international product markets.
Vertical and horizontal intrafirm trade then replaces interfirm trade. The subject
of intrafirm (as opposed to intraindustry) trade is a very underresearched topic.
While a great deal has been written on why firms may wish to internalize cross-
border markets,13 much less attention has been given to the ways and extent to
which the level and pattern of hierarchical trade differs from arm’s-length trade,
or, indeed, if and when the former is more efficiency enhancing than the latter.
In some cases, intrafirm trade may be structurally distorting, as, for example,
when firms seek to exploit or extend their monopoly power (à la Hymer, 1960).
But in others, where hierarchical trade replaces trade previously conducted
under conditions of endemic market failure, it may improve economic welfare.
And while it is possible to identify situations when the second hypothesis is
likely to be more plausible than the first, virtually no attention has been paid
to whether or not a hierarchical internalization of market failure is the most
cost-effective way of responding to that failure.

The fourth possible response to market failure is for some kind of non-market
agency (e.g. government) to step in to try to simulate a perfect or near-perfect
market, or to encourage the participants in the market to behave in a way which
has similar results to those which would have been brought about by a perfect
market. Finally, traders may accept the transaction or co-ordinating costs
associated with arm’s-length markets, on the basis that any alternative organ-
izational mode of exchange would be less cost efficient.

It is worth observing that each of these reactions will vary according to both
the nature of the goods or services being traded and the participants involved
in the trade. Less directly, but no less importantly, it will depend on the techno-
economic characteristics of production and the socio-institutional framework
of the macro-economic system. Thus, while a scale production system and hier-
archical capitalism tended to encourage the third type of response to endemic
market failure, the advent of flexible production and alliance capitalism is
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leading to a greater emphasis on the formation of interfirm co-operative rela-
tionships and networks. This is partly because it is perceived that at least some
of the benefits of internalized markets can be captured by non-equity alliances,
and partly because, in recent years, the Japanese experience has shown that a
‘voice’ rather than an ‘exit’ approach to market failure (i.e. an attempt to reduce,
rather than bypass, arm’s-length transaction costs) may be a more cost-effective
response. In so far as this kind of reaction is taking root, some of the assump-
tions of neo-classical theory about the characteristics of markets are becoming
more, rather than less, apposite than they once were.

In their explanation of why firms engage in intrafirm trade, scholars versed
in direct investment theory usually focus on two kinds of cross-border trans-
actions. The first is that of intangible assets which essentially comprise both
the rationale and ingredients of FDI; and the second is the intermediate or
finished (but not final) products traded between commonly owned affiliates
located in different countries. In both cases, the relative significance of intra-
(compare interfirm) trade is likely to vary according to what is being traded and
with whom the trade is being conducted. It follows, then, that the effect of cross-
border market failure on the international division of labour will be, to some
extent at least, country and activity (or industry) specific. But, even if a relatively
few markets are imperfect, the substitution of hierarchical for arm’s-length trade
may, none the less, affect the comparative advantages of the constituent
countries – and hence an explanation of which countries trade in which goods.

Let us illustrate what we mean. Assume a Swiss MNE discovers a cost-
effective cure for AIDS, and that it alone has the right to produce the drug.
Assume too that the firm’s only option for selling the drug to a foreign market
is to export it from a home production base. In choosing to export, not only is
its own competitive advantage affected, but so is the structure of the revealed
comparative advantage of Switzerland (i.e. it increases in pharmaceuticals and
decreases in other products). Suppose next it is discovered that it is possible to
manufacture the drug more cheaply in another country, say in Brazil. However,
suppose that the Swiss firm is not prepared to sell the knowledge about the drug
(i.e. the intangible asset) to a Brazilian firm at either arm’s-length prices –
because it fears opportunism on the part of the buyer – or through an interfirm
co-operative agreement – because it is not able to gain the economies of co-
ordination between its Brazilian activities and those of the rest of its
organization,14 or because it cannot ensure cross-effective quality control of
the Brazilian product. In this instance, the locational advantages of Brazil –
and the consequential restructuring of the comparative advantage of both
Brazilian and Swiss location-bound resources15 – is outweighed by endemic
market failure. In seeking ways to reduce such failure, let us finally assume the
Swiss firm decides to set up, or acquire, a subsidiary in Brazil in the expecta-
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tion that, by so doing, it can capture both the gains of a Brazilian location and
those of minimizing its co-ordination and transaction costs.

The kind of scenario just outlined will cause trade in pharmaceutical products
between Switzerland and Brazil (and possibly elsewhere in the world) to be
different than that which would have occurred had cross-border exchanges been
limited to arm’s-length transactions. Exactly how much and in what way will
depend on the nature and extent of the market failure. Similarly, the structure
of hierarchically related trade described in our example would, itself, be
different from that which might have arisen had the drug (produced by the
Swiss subsidiary in Brazil) been supplied by a Brazilian firm which was part
of a co-operative network of activities in which both it and the Swiss firm were
members. Again, the critical issue is how significant are such organizational
modes as compared with other possible determinants in explaining interna-
tional trade in the AIDS-curing drug?

In short, any paradigm of intercountry patterns of trade and direct investment
needs to embrace both the co-ordinating costs and benefits of engaging in
multiple activities – or the same activity – in more than one country, and it
must embrace the transaction-related costs of the alternative routes of organizing
trade. Such costs and benefits will be partly country specific; indeed, we shall
argue later in this chapter that the capability of a country to organize its
production and exchange efficiently may be considered as a competitive
advantage in its own right. Hence, countries with a well-ordered system of
markets, and those whose institutions are appropriate to optimizing production
and cross-border exchanges, are likely to be in a better position to supply
products which are transaction cost intensive, or to engage in interrelated
activities which yield high externalities and/or co-ordinating benefits. Costs
and benefits will also be partly sector specific; hence, the trading patterns of
countries which specialize in the kind of activities and exchanges which are
transaction and/or co-ordinating cost intensive are likely to be more affected
than those which do not, by the incorporation of such costs.

THE GROWING MOBILITY OF FIRM-SPECIFIC ASSETS

Among the assumptions, or presumptions, of extant trade theory, perhaps the
two least appropriate to the reality of the global economy of the 1990s are, first,
that resources consist of location-bound natural assets – notably land and
unskilled labour – and, second, that these assets are equally available to all
firms to acquire and utilize in their production processes. In the 1990s, not only
are most assets ‘created’ from natural resources16 – information, knowledge
capital, innovatory and organizational capacity, experience, and institutional
infrastructure are examples – but a significant proportion of these assets are, at
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least at a particular point in time, the proprietary right of particular firms, that
is, not equally available to all producing entities. Moreover, unlike natural
assets, many created assets are intangible. These include such location-bound
assets as the culture of a country and the economic policies of its government.17

The growing importance of created, relative to natural, assets in the expla-
nation of the competitive and comparative advantages of countries is impelling
economists to rethink some of their cherished notions about the determinants
of trade. For example, since at least some created assets are footloose across
national boundaries, it follows that a country’s comparative advantage in a
global economy is as much determined by the structure of inbound and
outbound direct investment as by that of trade. To some extent, the mobility of
assets was embraced in an extension to H–O theory introduced by Mundell
(1957), when he argued that the movement of (finance) capital could be assumed
to substitute for the movement of goods. The question arises as to whether this
idea can be extended to other forms of assets – and especially those which are
the privileged possession of particular firms.

The idea that a firm might possess, or have access to, unique assets denied
to its competitors is fundamentally alien to traditional trade theory, which asserts
that the competitive advantage of any particular country is entirely dependent
on the way in which its indigenous resources are allocated among different
uses. The theory argues that to optimize this advantage, these resources should
be distributed to sectors in which the country – relative to other countries – has
a comparative advantage. That the firm is treated as a ‘black box’ naturally
follows from the presumption that trade is (or should be) conducted under
perfectly competitive conditions. This, in turn, negates the possibility of
structural market distortions, and/or of differentiated or dynamic products (Gray,
1994). Yet, it is these latter products, rather than the more standardized goods
and services with which H–O theory is concerned, which make up much of
world trade, and especially intraindustry trade between the Triad nations. And,
it is precisely these products which are likely to be ‘created asset’ intensive in
their production; whose locational needs are likely to be ‘footloose’; and which
are produced under conditions of endemic market failure.

In short, trade and investment patterns of dynamic products are as much
likely to be determined by the structure and distribution of firm-specific created
assets as they are by that of country-specific natural assets. We shall address
the role of these former assets in affecting the pattern of trade and investment
in the next section. For the moment, we would observe that, de facto, even in
the most market-oriented economies, the role of non-market institutions (e.g.
governments and supranational agencies such as GATT) can critically affect
how, and in what way, endemic market failure may be overcome, and hence our
thinking about the determinants of trade.
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But, even accepting the fact that firm-specific advantages do exist, what
difference does this make to our theorizing about trade patterns? The previous
section dealt with issues surrounding the governance of firms and markets;18

and, in particular, how the presence of co-ordination and transaction costs might
affect the structure and ownership of international activity. In this section, we
shall be primarily concerned with the way in which the distribution of the
ownership of assets among firms may affect the geography of their creation
and usage.

Here, apart from some foraging by Helpman and Krugman (1985) and
Markusen (1984, 1995), we are largely in uncharted territory – and there are
several separate questions we might wish to explore. We shall attempt to
examine only two, and in doing so will adopt a step-by-step approach in our
reasoning. The first question is, in what way does the principle of comparative
advantage need to be modified to take account of the existence of firm-specific
advantages? Let us concentrate on just two such advantages:19 the privileged
possession of a specific piece of technology, say a chemical formula protected
by patent; and a branded product which is perceived by consumers to be
uniquely different from that of its nearest substitute. Although both advantages
confer at least a degree of temporary monopoly power on the firm possessing
them, both may also help upgrade product quality and/or widen consumer
choice, and hence advance economic welfare. However, without knowledge of
the utility functions of consumers, it is impossible to say whether the social
benefits of this situation are more or less than those resulting from perfect com-
petition, since the latter is simply not equipped to deal with variables other than
price and quantity.

Now, to some extent, post-H–O–S trade theories implicitly take account of
these firm-specific characteristics, but each assumes that their origin stems from
the resources and markets exogenous to the firms but endogenous to their home
countries. Thus, US firms in the computer industry may have an advantage
over UK firms, simply because the United States offers a more supportive tech-
nological infrastructure and economic environment than does the United
Kingdom. Michael Porter (1990) would appear to support this hypothesis,
although his interpretation of the term economic environment goes well beyond
that of most trade economists.20 However, in today’s globalizing economy, this
proposition is less persuasive than it used to be for two reasons. The first is that
firms – and especially MNEs with significant foreign operations – may, directly
or indirectly, derive some of their competitive advantages from tapping into
the created assets and markets of other countries. And second, the business
literature suggests that firms develop their own particular trajectories of tech-
nological, managerial and marketing capabilities and experiences, which are
as much fashioned by their own strategic objectives and organizational cultures
as they are by the location-bound characteristics of their home countries. This
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is particularly likely to be the case in the more dynamic sectors of industry,
and where competition between firms is oligopolistic.21 In such cases, then,
one needs a separate theory of business strategy to explain fully why countries
trade with each other.

The second step in the reasoning is to allow for the mobility of intangible
assets. This is precisely what Ray Vernon and his colleagues did in their
exposition and empirical testing of the product cycle,22 which is now explicitly
acknowledged by FDI theory. Indeed, it is generally accepted that MNEs are
the main vehicles for transferring non-financial assets across national
boundaries, and that, in so doing, they affect both the competitive advantages
of firms in the exporting and importing countries, and the comparative
advantages of location-bound resources in both home and host countries.

Taking this analysis to its logical extreme, if all assets were completely
mobile across national boundaries, a critical conclusion of the neo-classical
trade theory, namely that all countries can benefit from engaging in trade, would
fall to the ground. This is because, in response to market forces, assets may
choose an ‘exit’ rather than a ‘voice’ strategy, by moving rather than being
utilized (or reallocated) within a country. History is, indeed, replete with
examples of the absolute decline of nation states, which – in theory, at any rate
– is inconsistent with the principle of comparative advantage. It follows, then,
that countries whose current comparative advantages rest largely in their
possession of mobile-created, firm-specific assets are likely to be more
vulnerable to exogenous economic forces than those whose advantages rest on
the possession of immobile country-specific assets. At the same time, as the
experience of the Japanese and Singaporean economies has shown, the oppor-
tunities of countries dependent on created assets to upgrade and restructure
their comparative advantages are just as promising as, if not more promising
than, those reliant on their natural resources.

Of course, in practice, not only are some resources completely location bound
(e.g. land and (most) buildings), but most (e.g. labour, R&D laboratories and
culturally sensitive intangible assets) are only partially mobile. Hence, the
principle of comparative advantage may still hold good – particularly when it
incorporates firms and non-market (e.g. government) related variables, and is
viewed from a dynamic, rather than a static, perspective. Yet, while it is difficult
to fault the proposition that, viewed from a country’s perspective, its resources
and capabilities should concentrate on producing goods and services which the
international market-place deems it is comparatively best suited to produce, this
should not be taken to mean that it is necessarily in the best interests of the owners
of those resources and capabilities to deploy those assets in any one specific
location.23 This, to our mind – and this is especially true in a situation of global
structural unemployment – is why the notion of countries competing with one
another is not quite the mindless obsession Krugman (1990) claims it to be.24
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THE ROLE OF NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS IN THE
MACRO-ORGANIZATION OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Up to this point, we have been primarily concerned with two main organizing
entities of the structure of economic activity, namely firms and markets. We now
turn to consider a third, that is national governments and supranational economic
regimes. Once again, we shall argue that the globalization of economic activity
is requiring a reappraisal of the role of non-market institutions as both pro-
active and reactive players in the determination of the pattern and distribution
of international activity. To give more focus to our argument, we shall give
specific consideration to the role of national governments and supranational
agencies as fashioners of the economic environment for cross-border transac-
tions. Elsewhere,25 we have examined the consequences of government actions
on the competitiveness of firms and countries. Here, we shall confine our
attention to their impact on the received theories of trade and FDI.

For the last two centuries, the main body of international economics has
taken as axiomatic that the level and pattern of cross-border trade is best left
to free market forces. On efficiency grounds, government interaction is thought
legitimate in only two cases. The first is that, in order to promote a country’s
dynamic comparative advantage, it might be necessary to protect potentially
competitive, but fledgling, firms and industries from their more robust foreign
competitors. For the last two centuries, such protection has been widely
practised by many governments; indeed, the ‘infant industry’ argument is often
used to justify the resuscitation of well-established firms and industries. The
second rationale for government intervention is to counter anti-competitive or
other forms of structurally distorting behaviour practised by one or other of the
participants in the market – including foreign governments. Although not
expressed in these terms, neo-classical economists accept this rationale of
government intervention – as long as it is directed to facilitating the workings
of the free market, and as long as such intervention is cost effective. Of course,
it is also recognized that governments might intervene to achieve goals other
than that of economic efficiency, but an examination of these is normally
considered outside the purview of the economist.

At the same time, it is a fact that, in the pursuance of their macro-economic
and macro-organizational policies, governments do strongly influence trade
patterns. It is our contention not only that the globalizing economy is requiring
national administrations to take a more active stance as the guardian of the
well-being of their constituents, but also that their willingness and ability to do
this efficiently should, itself, be perceived as a public good in its own right.

Our justification for this last statement is basically an extension of the
argument of the previous two sections. There it was asserted that the way in
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which each firm organizes its value-added activities is as much a factor in influ-
encing its trading capabilities as is its ability to innovate new products or
production processes.26 In this section, we shall argue that the way in which gov-
ernments organize the resources, capabilities and markets within their
jurisdiction – and this includes the extent to which they are prepared to delegate
this responsibility to private hierarchies, groups of firms or markets – is a critical
determinant of the pattern of international transactions.

At first sight, it might be supposed that globalization – driven by techno-
logical imperatives and facilitated by market-supporting economic policies –
is fashioning a scenario more in accord with the tenets of neo-classical trade
theory than those which it replaced. And, it is difficult to deny that, by and
large, the structural impediments to many kinds of international transactions
in the 1990s are fewer than those in the 1970s, while advances in telecommu-
nications and informatics are dramatically reducing the costs of physical and
psychic distance. At the same time, as we have already observed, there are sug-
gestions that, as the techno-institutional fabric of society becomes more complex
and interwoven, various forms of endemic market impurities – such as those
associated with asset specificity, information impactness and bounded ration-
ality – increase, and that, at the very least, governments have the responsibility
to their constituents for ensuring that the cost of these impurities is minimized.27

Earlier in this chapter, we distinguished between natural and created assets,
and between assets which would normally be supplied by the private sector in
response to, or in anticipation of, market signals, and those which take the form
of public goods – which, because of their high fixed and low variable costs, or
the uncertainties associated with their supply, are more likely to be produced,
or at least financed by, the public sector. Secondary school education and pre-
competitive R&D are two examples. To exploit their full value, many of these
assets (e.g. roads and airports) require to be used jointly with privately owned
assets; and it is the way firms co-ordinate the use of both sets of assets – and any
other assets which they may acquire – which will determine their competitive-
ness in global markets. Indeed, it is the quality of complementary assets available
to firms – and the way in which they are packaged – which is a major element
of the co-ordinating and transaction costs earlier described (Teece, 1992).

Another aspect of globalization which requires a response by governments
is the increasing ease with which assets are able to move across national
boundaries. Firms, like people, can ‘vote with their feet’.28 Inter alia, this is
demonstrated by the sharp increase in all kinds of MNE activity and in interfirm
co-operative arrangements (UNCTAD, 1993). At the same time, there are strong
suggestions that the kinds of international transactions which have grown the
most rapidly in the last decade are those which are determined less by the avail-
ability, price and quality of location-bound natural assets and more by those of
location-bound created assets – the production of which governments, directly
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or indirectly, influence a great deal. Each of these latter assets, together with a
culture which favours entrepreneurship, innovation, wealth creation and the
acquisition of new markets, helps to lower the transaction or hassle costs of
economic activity, and furnishes firms with the ability and the motivation to
organize efficiently their value-adding activities.

How might the actions of governments be incorporated into traditional trade
theories? One possibility is to treat government as an additional location-bound
factor of production. However, apart from the difficulty of identifying and
measuring either its input or output, there is little reason to suppose that more
government leads to better macro-organizational management or lower
production and transaction costs.29 At the same time, there is reason to suppose
that the quality of government action is an important element in determining
both the competitiveness of firms and the comparative advantage of countries.
Indeed, just as organizational competence is an essential prerequisite for
corporate competitiveness, so it is a critical precondition for successful
government intervention. Inter alia, this means governments should know when
to intervene, how much to intervene and in what ways they should intervene.
The most noticeable feature of the economic success of East Asian nations like
Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan, Taiwan and Korea is not the extent or form of
government intervention – this has differed considerably between these nations
– but the fact that, in each case, the visible hand of government has been aimed
at facilitating the invisible hand of markets and promoting the dynamic com-
parative advantage of their resources and capabilities. Although it cannot be
denied that such government action was (and still is, to some extent) sometimes
market distorting, the main thrust of such intervention has been to aid the
structural adjustment of indigenous resources and capabilities, and of consumer
needs, and to facilitate its firms to behave in a way that is consistent with long-
term market needs.

All this is not to ignore the strategic role of governments in helping to ensure
that their own firms, vis-à-vis their competitors, are not penalized in inter-
national markets; nor, indeed, to ignore the deliberate aggressive actions of
national administrations to capture the maximum economic rent from the
activities of their firms outside their boundaries and from foreign firms within
their national boundaries. Like it or not, such actions are increasing – and not
only through measures directly targeted to influencing trade and investment
patterns, but also by a gamut of other measures – notably industrial, environ-
mental, competition and tax policies – which indirectly affect both the ability
and motivation of their own firms and resources to be competitive in world
markets. Sometimes such measures are market facilitating, and sometimes
market distorting. One thing is certain, however; in the global economy of the
1990s, the concept of commercial policy needs to embrace all actions by gov-
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ernments which affect the organization of economic activity, and hence on the
structure of a country’s comparative advantage.

But, to what extent does the incorporation of the actions of governments –
and particularly those to do with macro-organizational policy – improve the
predictions of traditional trade theory? This is essentially an empirical question
which can, at least, be partially answered by reference to history. Here, the
answer is a mixed one. There have been times (e.g. the late nineteenth century
and the 1960s) when the market-facilitating role of governments has probably
outweighed its market-distorting impact, and in these years, such intervention
has helped improve trade patterns. On other occasions (e.g. the interwar years,
and during the 1970s) when import-substituting policies on the part of gov-
ernments were at their zenith, the reverse has been the case.

In the global economy of the 1990s, we venture to suggest that the power
and responsibility of national governments to exercise each of these functions
have intensified, and this in spite of the growth of international economic
regimes (e.g. GATT) and regional economic blocs (e.g. the EC). This is because
of the growing role of government-influenced co-ordination and transaction
costs in affecting trade and investment, and particularly that of an intraindus-
try character. Those governments which, by their macro-organizational policies,
can successfully lower these costs – or exploit the benefits of agglomerative
and other forms of market externalities – are those most likely to induce trade
patterns which are consistent with dynamic comparative advantage. By the
same token, however, the power of national governments to distort structurally
the cross-border allocation of resources has also risen.

In spite of fears about the emergence of regional fortresses or blocks, we
believe that the pressures of globalization are disciplining national governments
to adopt policies that are more, rather than less, conducive to optimizing trade
patterns. These pressures are essentially twofold. The first is the outcome of
the widespread liberalization and deregulation of markets, and the privatiza-
tion of state assets over the past decade.30 The second – which is still largely
in its infancy – is the recognition of the need for the strengthening of multilat-
eral and supranational mechanisms which set the rules of the game for national
government actions.

Already, in the area of macro-economic policy, the G7 have played a major
(though admittedly not always successful) role in discouraging ‘beggar my
neighbour’ exchange rate policies by national governments which might have
negative externalities for the rest of the world, and in encouraging monetary
and fiscal policies which might promote positive externalities. And, of course,
the IMF, in its monetary and financial strategies, and GATT, in its trade
strategies, are designed to minimize the global disbenefits and maximize the
global benefits of world trade, and of a stable monetary and financial regime.31
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However, increasingly, the adequacy and scope of these institutions in a
global economy are being questioned. This is because of the growing exter-
nalities of an increasing range of national government policies, which do not
come within the purview of existing multinational regimes. Indeed, most of the
macro-organizational policies – including, incidentally, FDI policies – currently
implemented by national administrations are subject to no supranational
governance at all.32

It is the concern that, as national macro-economic policies become more cir-
cumscribed, national macro-organizational policies may be increasingly
deployed by governments to promote domestic economic interests, which have
negative externalities for the rest of the world – and thus promote a vicious
circle of retaliatory actions on the part of other governments. This is leading both
economists and politicians to urge for a widening of the rubric of existing supra-
national regimes, and/or the creation of new regimes to embrace such issues
as competition, FDI, technology and environmental policies. Unless this is
done, it is feared that the gains from the renaissance of market economy will
be negated by the rent-seeking activities of national governments. By contrast,
if supranational regimes33 – both public and private – are successful in reducing
endemic market failure, they may help to promote, rather than inhibit, an
efficient international allocation of resources, and thus uphold, rather than
support, the principle of comparative advantage – as modified to take account
of the actions of non-market institutions.

We believe that Michael Porter (1990) is wrong when he argues that the
principle of comparative advantage is no longer useful in explaining the pattern
of international trade. What, however, does need to be reconsidered is the com-
position of the location-bound factor endowments of a country, and their
relevance in determining the competitiveness of a country’s firms.34 Richard
Lipsey (1991), for example, has suggested that a country’s culture might be
considered as an input into economic activity, and that countries differ in the
ability and willingness to supply culturally intensive products.35 Likewise, it is
possible to think of the macro-economic and organizational actions of govern-
ments as a location-bound variable which affects not only the competitiveness
of all economic activity, but different activities to a greater or lesser degree.
Thus, government actions which lower the transaction and co-ordinating costs
of production and exchange would particularly favour those activities in which
these costs were relatively the most important, and thus would affect the com-
parative as well as the competitive advantage of firms and countries. The actions
of supranational, or multilateral, regimes may be evaluated in a similar way.

It is indeed a paradox that, as the world economy becomes more integrated,
the role of non-market supranational institutions in facilitating the efficient
operation of cross-border markets may become increasingly important.
Moreover, paraphrasing Albert Hirschman (1970), as and when ‘market exit’
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hierarchies are replaced by ‘market voice’ interfirm relationships, these, too –
depending on the nature and content of the relationships – might be more in
tune with the dictates of competitive markets than with those they replace.

At the same time, the increasing mobility of assets between countries, and
the almost permanent disequilibrium in the use and allocation of resources
between countries in an innovation-led global economy, considerably reduces
the plausibility of the assumptions underpinning much of traditional trade
theory. Just as within a country, there is no assurance that a particular county
or region will fully share in the prosperity of the rest of the country – and that
it may be to the advantage of the country as a whole if resources move out of
that region to other regions – so in a world of ‘quicksilver’ assets, the principle
of absolute, rather than comparative, advantage becomes a reality. To this extent,
and in the presence of the underutilization of resources in a country, the idea
of countries (or governments of countries) competing with each other for
resources and markets does make sense – particularly where the industrial
structure of the countries is very similar. Taken to its extreme, if all resources
were completely mobile, much of the rationale for trade theory as a separate
branch of economics would disappear. However, as long as there is at least one
completely location-bound resource, and/or there is some component of
immobility in that or other resources, there is some justification for studying
intercountry transactions of goods and services.

While the operationalization of the actions of national governments – not to
mention supranational or multilateral regimes – may tax the minds of scholars,
there can surely be no doubt that, in the last 30 years – both in respect of a
particular country over time and between countries at a given time – these
actions have varied a great deal – as have the competitiveness and trading
patterns of nations. Surely, it should not be beyond the collective wisdom of
international economists – perhaps with a little help from their colleagues in
industrial economics and choice theory – to devise a measure which relates a
particular type, or types, of government action to economic success, and to the
promotion of a particular kind of trading advantage. We repeat, it is not
primarily the question of the level of government expenditure or the amount of
intervention which is at issue, but the willingness and ability of the government
to superintend efficiently the organization of economic activity – including that
in which it is, itself, directly engaged.

CONCLUSIONS

Let us now pull the threads of this chapter together. We have suggested that
what’s wrong is the failure of trade theory to address techno-economic micro-
and macro-organizational issues, and particularly, the effect on trade of co-
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ordinating resources and transacting across exchanges by alternative modalities.
In particular, we have asserted that the globalizing of the world economy is
affecting the pattern of trade in three main ways. First, the increasing mobility
of assets is widening the options of firms in their engagement in international
commerce. In particular, FDI and strategic alliances have replaced trade as the
main form of international transaction. The second is the declining significance
of arm’s-length transactions, relative to those conducted between related
parties.36 The third is the increasing role of national governments and supra-
national regimes in the management of trade, and in influencing the
disbursement of ‘quicksilver’ assets and the competitiveness of locationally
immobile resources and capabilities.

At the same time, we have argued that, de facto, technological, political and
economic changes of the past two decades, which have virtually destroyed the
credibility of any theory which assumes that firms are ‘black boxes’ and that
governments play no role in affecting trade and investment, have led to a restruc-
turing of economic activity which, in general, has been more in keeping with
the extant tenets of the neo-factor and scale theories of trade than that which it
replaced. This is because the internalization of arm’s-length markets by hier-
archies, the growth of strategic alliances, and the macro-organizational strategies
of governments have not only been the response to the pressures of global com-
petition, but often helped promote allocative and dynamic competitiveness.
Even if, to some observers, this is a hypothetical, rather than proven, statement,
it suggests that, far from being dead and buried, there is a good deal of life left
in traditional trade paradigms, which aver that, given a chance and over time,
market forces do work.

We would not want to press our argument too far, or to deny that there are
some firm- or government-specific patterns of behaviour which run counter to
the principles of neo-classical economics. Examples include strategies to
promote rent seeking or to gain or exploit an oligopolistic or monopolistic
position. But our reading of the forces now making for globalization is that
they are making such strategies more difficult to achieve – except, perhaps, at
a regional level. For the moment, we would aver that many of the propositions
of received trade theory are being upheld by the very organizational forces
which they tend to neglect.

NOTES

1. However, for the purposes of this chapter, we shall be concentrating on international economic
issues.

2. And especially the attention given to increasing returns as a determinant of trade.
3. This in no way denies the need for further theoretical extension of both traditional and newer

trade models as, for example, set out by Bensel and Elmslie (1992) and Krugman (1990).
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4. We use the adjective ‘connected’ to embrace transactions other than those conducted at arm’s
length. They include all intrafirm trade and trade between separately owned entities which arise
from contractual agreements.

5. See especially the work of Dosi et al. (1990), which links technological accumulation theories
of growth to those of dynamic comparative advantage.

6. We accept that the idea of a continuum of transactional relationships may fail to capture the
complex realities of exchange, and in the words of Walter Powell (1990) is ‘too quiescent
and mechanical’. However, for the purposes of this chapter, I find it useful to delineate the
main organizational routes for conducting trade.

7. Notably models of oligopolistic competition. For a review of these theories, see Krugman
(1986).

8. The nearest, perhaps, is Markusen’s recent attempts to examine the relationship between the
boundaries of MNEs and the modern theories of trade (Markusen, 1995).

9. It is unclear in more recent trade theories whether or not firms are presumed to be producing
with zero X inefficiency!

10. These costs should embrace any and all costs which can be traced to a particular transaction,
including those incurred before or after the transaction takes place.

11. According to Markusen (1995, p. 175), MNEs are ‘exporters of the services of firm-specific
assets’. Earlier models constructed by Helpman (1984) and Markusen (1984) separated the
headquarters or firm-level activity such as R&D from the rest of the production process of
firms. In both models, the MNE headquarter’s activity is modelled as a joint input such that
adding additional plants (at home or abroad) does not reduce the value of the input to existing
plants. Later work by Brainard (1993) and Horstman and Markusen (1992) demonstrated that
MNEs are supported in equilibrium wherever firm-specific fixed costs and spatial barriers
are large relative to plant-level economies. The researchers also showed that MNEs are more
likely to exist in equilibrium when the trading countries are large and when they have similar
factor endowments. This view is generally supported by the voluminous empirical evidence
on FDI and MNE activity (Dunning, 1993a).

12. Again, the work of Markusen is an exception, and in one of his most recent papers (Markusen,
1995) he explicitly considers such market imperfections as information asymmetry, the ‘free
rider’ problem, buyer uncertainty and moral hazard in his analysis.

13. For a recent review of the literature, see Dunning (1993a) and Gray (1993).
14. These might include economies of risk diversification, marketing synergies, common sourcing,

standardization of financial and accounting techniques, the feedback of know-how, and the
easy transfer of learning and experience.

15. And, indeed, of other trading partners of both countries.
16. For a discussion of the role of technology in international trade, see Vernon (1966, 1970).
17. Which, in some instances, may be a liability rather than an asset! See Dunning (1994).
18. This is especially true of firms from smaller nations, whose growth and prosperity largely

rests on the foreign operations of the MNEs.
19. For a discussion of the gains arising from access to HQ administrative, managerial and admin-

istrative services, see Helpman and Krugman (1985) and Markusen (1984, 1995).
20. See also later sections of this chapter.
21. For a further exposition of the role of the firm in explaining trade in dynamic goods, see Gray

(1994).
22. See especially Vernon (1966) and Wells (1972).
23. Hence, as shown by Dunning (1988b), in the case of the United Kingdom, and Lipsey and

Kravis (1987), in the case of the United States, it is quite possible for firms of a particular
nationality to improve their international competitiveness as a result of their foreign value-
adding activities while, at the same time, the competitiveness of the location-bound resources
of their home countries might be declining.

24. See Dunning, 1997.
25. See especially Dunning (1993b, 1994 and 1997).
26. For a more general exposition of the importance of organizational advantages in affecting

the competitiveness and growth of firms, see Chandler (1962, 1990).
27. As, for example, identified in Dunning (1993b, 1994).
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28. An expression first coined by public choice theorists to illustrate that, in the last resort, indi-
viduals can respond to an unacceptably high tax burden by emigrating. Similarly, if the net
tax burden imposed on firms by the government of one country is higher than that imposed
by another, this might result in a relocation of production away from the first to the second
country (Gray, 1994).

29. Indeed, quite the reverse. In a study carried out for the IMF, Ostry (1993) found little evidence
that even selective interventionism by East Asian governments was positively correlated with
superior growth performance. Instead, high domestic savings and investment ratios, an
emphasis on the upgrading of human capital, flexible labour markets and an unrestricted
access to foreign resources, capabilities and markets are among the shared factors in the
success of Asian economies.

30. Again, neo-classical economics, with its concentration on economic man (or woman),
dismisses the idea that the work ethic and the culture of competitiveness may differ in their
desire to upgrade the choice and quality of goods and services available – particularly if this
means harder or less congenial work or the sacrifice of leisure.

31. For a discussion of the external consequences of domestic economic policies on global
economic welfare, see Eden and Hampson (1990) and Currie and Vines (1992).

32. Apart, that is, from those promised by national authorities which are part of a regional customs
union or community. For a review of the ways in which supranational institutions may promote
the convergence of national innovation, competition and financial market regulation, see
Ostry (1991).

33. In addition to the more obvious supranational institutions, there are a host of other private,
or semi-public, multilateral agencies or clubs, for example the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Depending
upon their raison d’être and their power or influence over their members, each of these can
either simulate efficient markets, or as in the case of many cartels (OPEC), structurally distort
markets.

34. A similar view is held by Adrian Wood (1993), who argues for a re-examination of the H–O
thesis in terms of factor endowments which are both immobile and (in the short run at least)
non-reproducible. In his model of North/South trade, Wood excludes financial capital, but
includes knowledge embodied in people and social infrastructure.

35. In other words, anything other than a ‘perfect’ culture for competitiveness could be considered
a cost. This cost could vary from zero to one which was so high that no production, trade or
investment was economically feasible.

36. We might also mention that FDI and trade are becoming increasingly complementary to,
rather than substitutable for, each other (UNCTAD, 1996).
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12. Toward a general paradigm of foreign
direct and foreign portfolio
investment*

INTRODUCTION

Until the early 1960s, the theory of foreign investment was essentially a theory
of international portfolio or indirect capital movements. Capital flowed across
national borders, mainly (though not exclusively) through the intermediation
of the international capital market; and it did so in search of higher interest rates
(discounted for exchange and other risks) and/or higher profits relative to those
which could be earned at home. The types of financial device that were involved
in these cross-national flows of capital were bonds and notes from the public and
private sectors, equities, money market instruments and financial derivatives.1

Capital also crossed borders in the form of direct investments (FDI). FDI
historically has been the dominant form of international private capital transfers
and has represented a significant proportion of all investment. As can be seen
in Figure 12.1 and Appendix 12.1,2 from 1980 to 1995, FDI accounted for 38.7
percent of all inbound foreign investment to all countries in the International
Monetary Fund’s Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook, with a slightly
higher proportion (43.4 percent) occurring in the first half of the period than in
the second half (32.6 percent).3

Figures 12.2 and 12.3, and Appendix 12.2 show that the vast majority of FDI
and foreign portfolio investment (FPI)4 is directed towards developed countries.
During the early 1980s, FDI to developing countries was quite small and showed
little sign of growth; it has only been in the late 1980s through 1995 that FDI
to developing countries has trended upward and has been increasing relative
to FDI to developed countries. A similar pattern appears for (FPI) although the
proportion of FPI going to developed countries is much higher than that for
FDI. This phenomenon is due in large part to the inclusion of government
securities as well as equities in the IMF data on portfolio investment, both of
which have large, well-developed markets in developed countries.
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Traditionally, FDI has been differentiated from FPI in four ways. The first
is that, unlike FPI, FDI involves the transfer of non-financial assets, notably
technology and intellectual capital, in addition to financial assets.

The second is that, in the case of FPI, there is a change in ownership of the
assets transferred; this is not so in the case of FDI. Third, FDI is more lumpy
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Figure 12.2 Inbound foreign direct investment, 1980–95
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(or indivisible) and less fungible than FPI, and is undertaken mainly by cor-
porations, which control the deployment of the assets transferred, rather than
by individuals and institutions, which exercise little control or influence over
those assets. Fourth, unlike FPI, which is primarily prompted by higher foreign
interest rates, FDI is motivated by the opportunity of achieving a better
economic performance than that currently earned by competitor firms. For this
to be achieved, the investing firms need to have some competitive advantage,
either prior to, or in consequence of, their foreign activities, over and above
that possessed by their foreign rivals, and for this advantage to be transferable
across national boundaries.

There is now a well-established body of theory of FDI which, for the most
part, is not concerned with explaining intrafirm capital movements per se, but
rather that of the foreign value-adding activities of firms in which they have a
financial stake sufficient enough to allow them some control or influence over
such activities. While, de jure, such control is only achievable with a majority
equity ownership, in practice most national authorities take a 25 percent, or
even, in some cases a 10 percent equity stake, as indicative of some influence
on the decision-making of the invested-in firm by the investing firm.5

Unlike the theory of FPI, that of FDI is concerned chiefly with explaining
why firms extend their territorial boundaries outside their home countries, and
why they do so by setting up new subsidiaries or acquiring existing foreign
value-added activities, rather than by exports from their domestic production
units, or by selling the right to use their competitive advantages, especially non-
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financial assets, through intermediate product markets. In doing so, it draws
upon and integrates several branches of economic theory, including the theory
of the firm and those of trade, of location and of market structure (Dunning,
1993a, 1999 and 2000).

Yet, in their discussion of why firms should wish to internalize cross-border
intermediate product markets, economists have been almost exclusively
concerned with real, rather than financial, assets (as for example summarized
in Dunning, 1993b and Caves, 1996). For example, while much has been written
on the reasons why firms prefer to exploit a particular technological advantage
(e.g. the ownership of patents) themselves, rather than license another firm to
do so, virtually no attention has been given to why firms prefer to internalize
the market for international capital (i.e. engage in foreign direct investment,
rather than in foreign indirect investment). This, we believe, is partly because
the two phenomena have been treated largely as substitutes for each other, but
also because they have been considered as quite different and independent
modalities of capital exports.

It is the contention of this chapter that this is a mistaken view and that, in our
contemporary globalizing economy, portfolio and direct foreign investment
can best be considered as components of a common paradigmatic approach to
explain all kinds of private capital flows. We believe that, although essentially
a financial act, FPI can be viewed in the same way as arm’s-length trade of any
other asset; and that in discussing its relative merits, vis-à-vis FDI, one can use
many of the tenets of internalization theory, first put forward to explain the
intra- rather than interfirm (or market) exchange of non-financial assets.

However, there is a more important reason for our search for a general
paradigm of private foreign investment. This is the growing interconnected-
ness between FDI and FPI – particularly when one takes a dynamic perspective.
Historically, FPI – both private and public – has tended to precede FDI. Much
of the early nineteenth-century European investments in the United States took
the form of loans or minority equity stakes by institutions and/or individuals to
one of the United States, and loans or minority equity stakes in publicly owned
utilities or privately owned railroads, rather than by the direct ownership of
United States assets by European firms (Wilkins, 1989). Yet, as the United
States economy matured, often with the help of inbound direct investment, its
own capital markets evolved to absorb new portfolio capital inflows by
European institutional and individual investors. In this way, history is now
repeating itself in the emerging economies of Asia and Latin America, as
successful FDI is helping to foster domestic capital markets, which, in turn,
draw in more portfolio investment.

The current interconnections between FDI and FPI are, however, a good deal
more complex than those of the nineteenth century. Thus, the FDI by a Chinese
multinational enterprise (MNE) in an Australian mining venture may be
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financed by a loan to the former by a foreign bank, or an international lending
agency or a foreign government. An acquisition of a French telecommunica-
tions company by a United States corporation may – if successful – lead to an
inflow of FPI into the acquired company. A strategic alliance between a
Canadian and a Brazilian company in which, in exchange for Canadian
processing knowledge, the Brazilian company will share its marketing and dis-
tribution capabilities with the Canadian firm, may be accompanied by a minority
investment of the former in the latter company.

To illustrate this point further, consider three hypothetical cases.

Case 1

Company A, a consumer products company, wants to expand globally and has
targeted country X, an emerging market with demand for the products company
A has to offer, as a likely place to start. Inside country X is company B, a dis-
tributor of consumer products with a strong regional presence in the most
populated, economically developed area of the country. Company B would like
to expand but is short of capital. Company A’s strategic analysts agree that it
is expensive to establish a greenfield distribution network and that it would be
difficult to compete with company B in its regional market because of its
extensive local knowledge and experience. Company A approaches company
B about a cooperative venture in which company A will utilize B’s distribution
system and help expand it nationally by providing the necessary financing. This
financing is made through a loan from company A to company B. The trans-
action does not alter company B’s ownership structure, nor is a separate
company established to house the venture.

Case 2

A consortium of three technology companies has developed a new generation
of processing micro-chips and is looking for a location in which the chips can
be mass produced at competitive costs. Country D, with a highly skilled but
relatively cheap labor pool, has a state-owned chip processing plant with sig-
nificant overcapacity. To attract foreign capital, country D has embarked on a
privatization programme. The consortium and country D’s government reach
an agreement whereby the consortium acquires 48 percent of the company’s
stock (each member of the consortium acquires 16 percent) and sets up a
management structure to control the newly privatized company.

Case 3

A diversified global conglomerate has targeted country Y as a location for
expansion of one of its businesses. To test the market, this business acquires
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100 percent of a small domestic company. Because the acquired company
seems to be run efficiently and profitably, and is similar in most respects to
other companies owned or managed by the acquiring company, no changes
are anticipated in the way the acquired company is run. If it looks like the
business can be expanded in country Y, the acquiring company intends to
invest more capital. If expansion does not appear to be profitable, the acquired
company will be sold.

To all intents and purposes, Case 1 is a direct investment by company A.
However, it does not fit the prevailing definition of a direct investment and
could be interpreted as a portfolio investment by company A. Case 2, on the
other hand, is a clear example of a direct investment. Case 3, on paper, also is
an example of direct investment, but, as far as management is concerned, it is
entirely portfolio in nature.

At the same time, some FDI is increasingly taking on the characteristics of
FPI. Thus, a firm rich in liquid assets may acquire the ownership, or part
ownership, of a foreign corporation purely as a financial investment (i.e. there
is no transfer of non-financial assets). Many of the capital exports by oil-rich
countries to Europe and the United States in the 1970s were of this kind. Much
more significant, however, is the strategic asset-seeking FDI of the late 1980s
and 1990s, the purpose of which is less to exploit a particular competitive
advantage of the investing firm by adding value to it in a foreign location, and
more to protect or augment that advantage. Here, there is a direct parallel to
FPI, viz. to tap into the resources and capabilities of foreign firms; although
one of the main differences between FDI and FPI investment remains, viz. that
the former transfers ownership rights to the investor while the latter does not.

The character of FPI is also changing as, increasingly in a knowledge-based
global economy, de facto control over asset creation and asset usage rests less
on the ownership of finance capital and more on that of all kinds of intellec-
tual capital. Thus, in the last 15 years or so, in addition to FDI as a mode of
exploiting or augmenting the competitive advantages of firms, we have seen
a huge growth in cross-border non-equity alliances and networking relation-
ships. The motives for such alliances are many and varied (for recent studies
of alliances, see Duysters and Hagedoorn, 1995; Hagedoorn, 1985; and
Beamish, 1998) but they all have one thing in common, viz. they involve the
international transfer of assets – both financial and non-financial – without
any FDI on the part of the parties to the alliance or the participants in the
network. Sometimes the alliances are intended to exploit a competitive
advantage of the contracting firm by way of a written or tacit agreement with
a foreign partner, e.g. franchising in the hotel and fast-food sector, licensing
agreements in the flat-glass industry, a turnkey project in the petrochemicals
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industry, and subcontracting arrangements in the textiles, shoe and electron-
ics industries. Each of these collaborative ventures usually involves: (i) an
ongoing non-equity association between two or more firms of different nation-
alities; and (ii) a transfer of assets or rights between the partners to the
association.

In other cases, however, strategic alliances, like strategic asset-seeking FDI,
may be geared towards accessing new knowledge or new sources of capital, or
better exploiting a foreign market. Sometimes, too, they may be motivated by
the need to share financial and non-financial assets and/or speed up the process
of efficient asset creation or usage.

The critical feature of the plethora of cross-border arrangements now
spanning global commerce is that each involves the transfer and/or governance
of a single asset or combination of assets without the formal ownership rights
afforded by FDI. Yet, de jure, while each transaction is akin to an arm’s-length
or portfolio transfer of wealth-creating assets or rights – de facto they may have
many of the governance characteristics of FDI.6

All these examples point to two main conclusions, the analysis and impli-
cations of which are the main topic of this chapter. The first is the growing
complementarity between FDI and FPI as agents of economic growth and devel-
opment. Sometimes, this complementarity may be simultaneous; in other cases
it may be sequential. But, whatever the time scale might be, the value of the one
is enhanced by the other. Hence it is appropriate that, at least at one level of
analysis, the determinants of each are considered as part of a whole, rather than
separately.

The second conclusion is that, with the increasing cross-border mobility of
many firm specific assets, or rights to assets, and the ever widening channels
by which such assets are transferred, the boundaries between FDI and other
modalities of asset transfer, including FPI, are becoming more difficult to
delineate. Because of this, we believe there is some merit in considering whether
a more holistic explanation of international asset movements – in this case FDI
and FPI – is appropriate to those currently offered by the literature.

The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. The next section discusses the
changing characteristics of private FDI and FPI over the past century, and par-
ticularly over the last two decades. It goes on to offer a general paradigm within
which it is suggested that more specific, or operational, explanations of FDI
and FPI may be accommodated. Then, it goes on to give examples of how FDI
and FPI have interacted in the past, and interact today, with each other. This is
followed by a description of capital flows between the United Kingdom and
the United States, both past and present, and another look at what is happening
in emerging economies. The conclusion sets out some general hypotheses which
we believe emerge from the ‘new’ paradigm of foreign investment.
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FDI AND FPI: ARE THEY REALLY DIFFERENT
PHENOMENA?

Earlier in this chapter we identified the main analytical differences between
FDI and FPI. FDI essentially represented a modality by which a package of
created assets7 is transferred across national boundaries within the jurisdiction
of the transferring firm. From a balance-of-payments viewpoint, outbound
investment flows embrace all new equity and loan capital supplied by the
investing company in the foreign organization over which it has a de facto con-
trolling interest,8 plus the reinvested profits of the foreign subsidiary and
intracompany financial transfers.9 The stock of FDI is more easily defined. It
consists of the share of the total assets (usually valued at book value, but
sometimes at replacement value) of the foreign subsidiary owned or financed
by the investing company less its current liabilities. It, therefore, comprises
both equity capital and long-term debt financed from foreign sources.

Private FPI includes the flow of both equity and long-term debt (bonds and
loans) between individuals and/or institutions domiciled in different countries.10

This is achieved either indirectly through the capital market, or directly in a
foreign company, as long as the financial stake is below that which constitutes
a direct investment. Such investment may be channelled across national
boundaries in several different ways. Historically, the most common of these
was through the international capital market, and, in recent years, as the section
‘The sequential relationship between FPI and FDI’ below will show, there has
been a marked increase in the flow of FPI from and between developed
countries, and the emergence of developing countries as new players in that
market. Second, FPI might take the form of minority equity investments of one
corporation in another and/or loans made between two or more corporations.
Third, capital may be directly invested by institutions and/or individuals in non-
publicly quoted private companies and/or in public or semi-public bodies.

While, in the last two examples of FPI, there is a direct transfer of funds, the
de jure right to deploy the capital loaned or invested is transferred to the
recipient institution. De facto, however, as we have already seen and will
demonstrate in more detail in the section on the sequential relationship between
FPI and FDI, depending on the amount of the minority equity capital11 and/or
the terms and conditions attached to it or to any loan, the investing individual
or institution may be able to exert considerable influence over the use made of
that capital, for example as part of a franchising, technical service, or subcon-
tracting agreement. As these, and other contractual agreements are becoming
an increasingly important component of the global exploitation and harnessing
of resources and capabilities, the de facto line between FDI and FPI is becoming
an increasingly difficult one to draw.12 Because of this, and the fact that sequen-
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tially FDI and FPI may be closely linked to each other, this chapter seeks to
see how far it is possible to establish a general framework for determining both
forms of foreign capital transfer. It is important to keep in mind that, for the most
part, we do not view FPI as being in competition with FDI. Rather, we see the
two as sometimes complementary or, possibly, alternative modes of investment
that are, as a result, capable of being described under a common paradigm.

TOWARDS A GENERAL PARADIGM OF FOREIGN
INVESTMENT

We start our analysis by reiterating one of the most widely accepted paradigms
of FDI – or more particularly the value-added activities resulting from FDI.
The eclectic paradigm (Dunning, 1977, 1988, 1993a, 1995, 1998a, 1999, 2000)
avers that the amount and pattern of foreign production by firms – i.e.
production financed by FDI – will depend on the value of three sets of variables:

1. The competitive advantage of the investing (or potentially investing) firms,
which are specifically the result of the nationality of their ownership (so-
called ownership or O specific advantages), relative to those possessed by
firms of other nationalities of ownership; and the ability of the investing
firms to transfer, exploit or augment these advantages outside their national
boundaries.

2. The absolute and relative attractions of different spatial areas (e.g. a country
or region within a country) as a location (L specific advantages), both for
the creation or acquisition of new O advantages, and for the usage of the O
specific advantages. Essentially, the L specific advantages of particular
spatial areas rest on the ability of national or subnational markets, and of
governments, to provide a unique set of immobile assets necessary for
investing firms – both domestic and foreign – to optimize the deployment
of their mobile assets.

3. The relative merits, to the investing firms, of coordinating their O specific
advantages with the L advantages of particular spatial areas, via arm’s-length
markets, or internally through their own hierarchies, or by some intermedi-
ate route (e.g. an interfirm alliance or network of alliances). Where a firm
chooses to replace the market for these advantages, or the rights to them by
its own administrative fiat (i.e. via the modality of FDI), it is presumed to
possess internalization (I) advantages. Where some form of alliance
capitalism is preferred to the external market, or internal hierarchies, when
it may or may not involve some FPI, it is presumed that their advantages
rest with quasi-internalized or quasi-market interfirm transactions.
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The eclectic, or OLI, paradigm suggests that the greater the O and I
advantages possessed by firms and the more the L advantages of creating,
acquiring (or augmenting) and exploiting these advantages from a location
outside its home country, the more FDI will be undertaken. Where firms possess
substantial O and I advantages but the L advantages, as described above, favor
the home country, then domestic investment will be preferred to FDI, and any
foreign markets will be supplied by exports. Where firms possess O advantages
which are best acquired, augmented and exploited from a foreign market, but
by way of interfirm alliances or by the open market, then FDI will be replaced
by both a transfer of at least some of the assets normally associated with FDI
(e.g. technology, capital, management skills, etc.) and a transfer of ownership
of these assets or the right to their use. One of these assets is the equity or loan
capital which comprises FPI.

The extent to which the OLI configuration favors FDI, or some other mode
of international economic involvement, will be strongly dependent on a number
of contextual variables, and it is when the eclectic paradigm is explicitly related
to these variables that the paradigm can be translated into a number of opera-
tionally testable theories. These contextual variables are essentially fourfold.
The first is the raison d’être for the FDI. Four motives, or types of FDI, are
usually distinguished in the literature13 – each is designed to further the
economic prosperity of the investing firm (see, for example, Dunning, 1993a).

The first is to seek and secure natural resources, e.g. minerals, raw materials,
or unskilled labor for the investing company (i.e. resource seeking FDI), the
second is to identify and exploit new markets for its finished products (i.e.
market seeking FDI); the third is to restructure its existing investments (of the
first and/or second kind) so as to achieve an efficient allocation of international
economic (i.e. rationalized or efficiency seeking FDI); and the fourth is to
protect or augment its existing O specific advantages in order to sustain or
advance its global competitive position (strategic asset seeking FDI). The
components and configuration of the OLI advantages facing firms falling into
each of these categories is likely to be very different; so, too, then will be the
explanatory variables contained in any operationally testable theory of FDI.

Second, within the eclectic paradigm, the determinants of FDI may be
different according to the home countries making the FDI (cf., e.g. Japan with
Canada) and the host countries receiving the FDI (cf., e.g. Nigeria with Switzer-
land). Third, the precise configuration of the OLI variables explaining FDI is
likely to be sector or activity specific. Thus, for example, the importance of
patents, wage rates, government intervention, cross-border transport costs, and
agglomerative economies in influencing the extent and pattern of MNE activity
in the computer software and pharmaceutical sectors is likely to be very different
from that in the iron and steel or building and contracting industry. Fourth, even
within the same industry, the extent and structure of the OLI advantages of
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particular firms, and their response to particular OLI configurations may vary
according to such contextual variables as their size, history, product range,
degree of vertical integration, and location of their foreign operations; and also,
too, to their managerial strategy (e.g. with respect to knowledge creation and
market penetration). Clearly, then, the eclectic paradigm, though a tool offering
an analytical foundation to explaining FDI, needs a good deal of contextual-
ization before its principles can be subject to empirical testing.

It will be observed that – like its near counterpart, the internalization theory
or paradigm – the eclectic paradigm of FDI is concerned with the extent to
which, and the form in which, firms allocate their assets across national
boundaries. Indeed, it is not a theory of FDI per se.14 Rather, it draws upon and
integrates several separate strands of microeconomic theory – most notably the
resource and evolutionary theories of the firm,15 the theory of location, the
theory of economic organization (including the theory of internalization), the
theory of international trade, and the theory of risk management. Implicitly or
explicitly, it also incorporates a theory of business strategy, i.e. how firms might
respond to a given OLI configuration, in terms of the alternative product-
marketing innovation strategies open to them.16 By contrast, the theory of FPI
has traditionally drawn on macroeconomic financial variables, notably interest
rate differentials and exchange rate fluctuations. If, however, indirect investment
is viewed as a transfer of wealth similar to that of an arm’s-length transfer of
technology, plant and equipment, or human capital, then it would be legitimate
to consider its determinants, vis-à-vis an internalized transfer of capital, in
exactly the same way as the third component of the eclectic paradigm, viz. the
I component, the purpose of which is to distinguish between the relative
advantages of FDI and the market (or quasi-market) as a vehicle for transfer-
ring and coordinating the use of non-financial assets.

This, indeed, will be the underlying thrust of this chapter, viz. to treat FPI17

as the cross-border transfer of assets through the open market, or by a non-
equity interfirm agreement, rather than within the investing institution; and to
see how far one can use the microeconomic and/or strategy-related theories of
FDI to explain FPI – and, by inference, foreign investment in toto. This we do
in the full recognition that there are certain features about FPI – notably its
divisibility into small financial units – which FDI, almost by definition, cannot
possess.

Let us, first, consider the three main tenets of the OLI paradigm and see how
far we can apply them to FPI.

(1) O Specific Advantages

It is self-evident that for FPI to occur, the lending, or investing, entity must
have capital to invest. This, in itself, may be regarded as an advantage over
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other entities that do not possess that asset, or do not possess as much of it. In
addition, unless perfect markets exist, and assuming that the advantage is sus-
tainable over time, the entity must have some knowledge about both the
prospects of the firm or firms in which the investment is being made and that
of alternative foreign investment opportunities and their likely success. Where
an intermediary is being used (e.g. an investment broker or mutual fund), such
knowledge would also include that about competent sources of advice.

Such O specific advantages are the minimum required for successful FPI in
cases where the investment is unconditional and the investing entity has no
influence over the outcome of the investment. It embraces most individual and
institutional loans, and minority equity investments channelled through the
international stock market. However, as we have already seen, in other cases,
FPI may be part and parcel of a package of assets transferred (e.g. as in the
case of a franchising agreement) or have terms and conditions over its use set
by the lending or investing entity, even though the foreign investor has no con-
trolling equity ownership of the recipient entity’s capital. In such cases, the O
advantages attached to the FPI may be similar to those associated with (some
kinds of) FDI. Thus, for example, in the hotel sector, long-term loans may be
made by a hotel chain to a foreign hotel with which the chain has concluded a
franchising agreement or management contract. The FPI is then conditional
upon the terms of the agreement or contract, which will normally involve some
non-equity transfer of technology, managerial skills and marketing expertise
from the contractor to the contractee. O advantages associated with that kind
of FPI may then be similar to those associated with a full-fledged FDI by the
same hotel chain in a foreign hotel.18 In other words, in such cases, FPI cannot
be considered as an arm’s-length or a stand-alone transfer of financial capital,
but as part of a more systemic or integrated package of resource transference
– but one which does not involve an equity stake which constitutes an FDI.

(2) L Specific Advantages (of Countries or Regions)

If the ‘how is it possible’ for FPI to occur rests upon the possession of capital,
knowledge about investment opportunities, the extent and structure of existing
investments, and, in some cases, O advantages of a non-financial kind, the
‘where’ of FPI will reflect the likely opportunities for securing a good rate of
return (in the form of interest, dividends and capital appreciation) of the capital
loaned or invested. Where the expected rate of return, discounted for risk,19 is
higher in the home country than elsewhere, domestic investment will be
preferred to foreign investment. Where the reverse is the case, the choice
between different foreign locations can be assessed by exactly the same criteria
as those used to evaluate the choice of location for FDI, with the sole exception
that in the case of FPI one is looking at L advantages from the angle of how they
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affect the prosperity of the recipient entity, rather than that of the investing
company – as in the case of an FDI.

We do not propose to rehearse the locational attractions of particular
countries, or regions within countries, to domestic corporations in which,
directly or indirectly, there is some FPI. For the most part, these will be similar
to those facing the subsidiaries of MNEs, except that their industry composi-
tion may be different, as may be their respective ‘embeddedness’ (e.g. with
respect of research and development activity), in the local economy, and their
propensity to engage in international transactions. But variables such as raw
material and labor costs, taxes, quality of infrastructure, size and character of
the local market and managerial efficiency, as they affect the prosperity of
indigenous firms, are as much likely to affect the location of inbound portfolio
investment as that of direct investment.

At the same time, it may be hypothesized that FPI will be more responsive
to changes in the value of L specific variables of countries and regions than
will FDI. This is partly because the latter tends to be both more indivisible and
spatially ‘sticky’20 than the former,21 and partly because international capital
markets are likely to be more volatile than are the internal workings of TNCs.
Indeed, it is this very volatility22 which may lead to the replacement of these
markets by FDI or some form of interfirm agreement in the first place.

(3) The Internalization Theory of FDI

This theory (see, for example, Buckley and Casson, 1976, 1985 and Hennart,
1982, 1986) argues that the foreign production of firms arises because of the
failure of cross-border markets to transact intermediate goods and services at
a cost below that which would be achieved if these transactions were undertaken
within the same firm. The market most commonly taken to illustrate the raison
d’être for FDI is that of intangible assets, and especially technology and all
kinds of information. Thus, for example, technology will be bought and sold
on the open market, i.e. externalized, as long as the net costs of doing so are less
than those of organizing the transactions within the same firm. This, in fact, is
only likely to be the case where the technology is reasonably standardized,
where there are large numbers of buyers and sellers, and where there is little
information asymmetry or avenues for opportunism. But, as often as not, these
conditions do not exist, in which case the market will either be internalized or
be translated into a specific agreement between the parties to the exchange.

In principle, there is no reason why (the services of) finance capital should
not be treated like that of any other intangible asset, or part of a group of
intangible assets.23 In practice, of course, finance capital is more fungible (i.e.
can be put to many uses than can intangible real assets), although this fungibility
may be constrained where conditions or terms are placed on its deployment. It
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is also more divisible; hence the large number of individuals engaging in FPI.
Such fungibility and divisibility, together with the homogeneity of finance
capital (in the sense that one dollar or pound sterling is identical to another), are
just some of the reasons why the market for FPI is likely to involve fewer trans-
action or coordination costs than that of the market for real intangible assets;
and why, indeed, the volume of FPI greatly exceeds the value of cross-border
interfirm flows of the latter assets (as opposed to claims to intangible assets).

Although in reality (e.g. where they are undertaken by different investors,
such as individuals compared to institutions, or to achieve different goals), FPI
and FDI may not be viable alternatives for each other, the internalization
paradigm may still offer a robust analytical framework for evaluating the choice
of one kind of investment over another; and this is so notwithstanding the fact
that the composition and value of the individual I specific variables determin-
ing that choice may be different from those used to explain the mode by which
other intangible assets are transferred across national boundaries.

To further consider the relationship between FDI and FPI, we first identify
the major actors involved in FPI; second, how the OLI variables facing direct
investors need to be modified to explain FPI; and third, how the particular
advantages available to private portfolio investors are translated into an FPI.
Table 12.1 sets out the major actors and their objectives. The actors are placed
in three categories – viz. mutual funds; banks; and other investors such as cor-
porations, investment banks, insurance companies, pension funds and
individuals other than those channelled through the first two actors. Table 12.2
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Table 12.1 Major actors and their objectives in private portfolio investment

Investor Objective

Institutional investor Yield
Capital gain
Diversification
Speculation
Market knowledge/access

Bank holding companies Yield
Capital gain
Market knowledge/access
Diversification

Non-financial firms Yield
Capital gain
Speculation
Market knowledge/access
Diversification
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cross-references the objectives with the ownership, location and externalization
advantages (OLE) of FPI identified earlier, and Table 12.3 describes how the
advantages are manifested in actions.

While each type of lender or investor has similar objectives, the criteria each
uses in making its investment decisions are likely to be different. Diversifica-
tion, for instance, will have a different meaning for each investor, depending
on the structure of the portfolio and the diversification strategies used. An inter-
national bond fund will diversify differently from an international stock fund,
and both will diversify differently from, say, a single product high-technology
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Ownership (origin of
investment)

Size of investible funds

Number of different funds,
such as geography-based
or sector-baseda

Access to new/additional
investible funds

Ease of transferability of
investment among funds
Research capabilities and
access to information about
other markets/countries
Experience and capabilities
of fund managers
Client preference for and
attitude to risk
Risk-management capabili-
ties, including use of
derivative products
Electronic funds transfer
and communication capa-
bilities

Location (direction of
investment)

Political stability of
countries in which invest-
ments are made
Commitment to a market
economy

Degree of market openness
and integration with global
or regional marketsb

Level of market sophistica-
tion or maturity 
Level of government
support for portfolio
investment
Ease with which returns or
gains can be repatriated 
Ease of capital repatriation
and/or dividend remission
Condition of financial
market infrastructure (e.g.
banking system) 
History of or prospects for
economic growth

Externalization (reason for
using external markets
rather than internal markets
for transferring capital)

Correlation of returns with
other markets, especially
home markets
Lower transaction costs

Divisibility, transparency,
fungibility of finance
capital
Possession of propietary or
non-public information

Table 12.2 A description of ownership, location and externalization (OLE)
variables for foreign portfolio investment

Notes:
a The institutionalization of savings on OECD countries in the last decade is an example of this.

Where and how these savings are invested is dependent on many other factors within the OLE
framework.

b The liberalization of financial markets, particularly in emerging and developing economies,
has expanded the location options of FPI.
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firm looking for a minority interest in a foreign firm to help it find new markets
for its existing product lines. It is quite possible, of course, that each of these
investors may hold the same kind of investment. In fact, if direct investment is
included, all types of investor might hold the same asset. In case 2 above, for
instance, this situation could occur if the government of country D continues
to privatize its 52 percent interest in the company. As a result, and as cases 1,
2 and 3 illustrate, little can be known about the intent of an investment just by
looking at what it is.

As a framework for later discussion, let us first identify the ownership,
location and externalization advantages specifically applicable to portfolio
investors. Ownership advantages include the size of the portfolio, the
investment, risk management and learning capabilities and experience of the
portfolio managers, the existing stock of FPI,24 and market information and
knowledge (or the ability to access/acquire market information). All of these
are things that can (and do) differ from investor to investor. Location advantages
refer both to those provided by the home base and foreign locations (actual or
desired). Thus, access to funds and a regulatory and policy-framing environment
that is conducive to the marshalling and investing of funds domestically and
abroad are locational advantages. Externalization advantages – the counterpart
of internalization advantages of FDI – of using markets to support ownership
and location advantages include the ability to take advantage of investments
whose returns have limited covariance with the existing stock of investments;
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Table 12.3 The execution of OLE advantages in foreign private portfolio
investment

Advantage How executed

Ownership Choice of investment (e.g. debt or equity), including
amount, term, yield, location (geographic and sector), 
and covariance with other similar investments in other
locations.

Location Investment made to pursue firm and client diversifica-
tion objectives, as well as to meet client preferences for
country and/or sector exposure. Knowledge-gathering
investment. To take advantage of favourable tax and/or
dividend/repatriation policies.

Externalization Selective participation in countries, geographic regions
or sectors to pursue portfolio structure objectives, as
well as the movement among and between countries,
regions and sectors.
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the ability of the market to provide the necessary information of investors to
exercise their preferred options and investment strategies; and also the lower
costs of managing a large number of relatively standard transactions, cf. those
incurred by firms.

Diversification, as used in Table 12.1 refers to the diversification (reduction)
of risk as well as the structure of the entire investment portfolio. This can be
achieved by diversifying the type of investment made (e.g. stocks in different
industries, bonds from different countries, mixing stocks and bonds, etc.) or by
selecting investments that have little covariance within and across sectors. The
expertise and market knowledge of portfolio managers, displayed in the ability
of portfolio managers to research, locate and act upon investment opportuni-
ties, and the ability to marshal funds to invest, determine in large part how
much the portfolio can be diversified. It is an ownership advantage because
that expertise, market knowledge and access to funds can be unique to each
type of investor.

The location advantage of having easy access to investible funds and a
regulatory, financial and economic environment that eases the marshalling of
funds for investment help a mutual fund seek other markets outside its home
market. This is not the same thing as simply investing foreign source funds
from investors, which would represent a capital outflow from those foreign
sources. Rather, it is establishing a foreign base in which those foreign source
funds are accumulated for real investment. The mode in which the base is estab-
lished can take the form of direct investment (e.g. setting up a branch office),
portfolio investment (e.g. purchasing a minority interest in a domestic fund in
return for access to funds and/or clients), or an arm’s-length transaction (e.g.
buying funds). Access to funds is not the same thing as the ownership advantage
of having investible funds. For instance, all mutual funds in the United States
share the same locational advantage created by the regulatory and investment
climate of the United States, but not all mutual funds have the same level of
assets, the same investment objectives and the same mix of investors.

The same rationale for market-seeking actions applies to banks and other
investors. Banks, however, also engage in client-following and client-seeking
investment behavior. The role locational advantage plays here is clear: the insti-
tutions want to be near their clients and would like to attract new clients. Given
the highly regulatory nature of the banking industry, the most effective way
foreign banks can get close to existing and potential clients is by being where
the clients are (see Sagari, 1989). This could be accomplished through direct
investment (branch offices) or portfolio investment (joint ventures or partner-
ships with domestic banks). Both of these advantages could enhance an existing
ownership advantage, the former by strengthening ties with clients and attracting
more investible funds, and the latter by attracting more investible funds.
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One could argue with a fair amount of strength that certain other investors,
such as investment banks, also engage in client-following and client-seeking
behavior. For investment banks, however, once capital is mobile across borders,
the incentive for them to establish a foreign office simply to be near their
existing clients is weakened. A better way to characterize their behavior, and
that of other investors such as pension funds, is resource seeking. Function-
ally, resource-seeking behavior is the same as the client-seeking behavior of
banks in that the objective (i.e. securing more investible funds) is similar. The
distinction is in the underlying purpose of using the locational advantage. For
banks, it is primarily in establishing a relationship that may result in funds to
invest; for non-banks, on the other hand, it is gaining access to funds. As with
the client-seeking and client-following behavior of banks, the resource-seeking
behavior of non-banks can be achieved through either direct or portfolio
investment.

Because the advantages of using the international capital market rather than
internalizing that market are defined in terms of portfolio structure and strategic
outlook (attitude towards risk), they will influence the yield-seeking and capital
gain-seeking behavior of all three types of investor. The overall return of an
entire portfolio will be affected by the degree of covariance among the assets
(see Markowitz, 1959). Volatility of returns will be greater when covariance is
high. The amount of total risk in a portfolio therefore will depend a great deal
on the level of covariance. Investors comfortable with volatility (risk seeking)
will build a portfolio of assets differently from risk-averse investors who are not
comfortable with such greater volatility, but both will build portfolios in
accordance with the desired structure of those portfolios.

The possibility of a link between diversification and yield-seeking and capital
gain-seeking behavior comes immediately to mind. Obviously, the overall yield
of a portfolio and the amount of risk inherent in it will depend on how much
the portfolio is diversified and how much covariance is present. In a sense,
then, the ultimate performance of a portfolio will depend on the interplay of
the various ownership, locational and externalization advantages. The size, type
and nature of a portfolio and the way it is managed from a cash-flow and risk
perspective (ownership) depends on the assets in the portfolio. The way in
which new assets are acquired to meet specific growth objectives (for the
individual portfolio or the investing company) depends on the use to which
locational advantages are put. Performance (yield and capital gains) objectives,
which in turn influence the type of asset acquired or sought, then depend on
the strategic outlook of the investor.

The variables and contexts identified in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 are self-
explanatory. Each is firmly grounded in the theory of FDI, of portfolio capital
movements, and of locational economics. From these, and taking a medium- to
long-term perspective, it is possible to formulate a series of operationally
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testable hypotheses as to: (a) when FDI and FPI are complements to each other;
and (b) if they are substitutes, or are independent of each other, what are the
variables likely to determine the final choice or modality of financial asset
transfer. While we shall offer some hypotheses later in this chapter, we shall not
seek to formally test them. Instead, we shall offer some illustrations of how, in
the past, and in today’s globalizing economy, FDI and FPI have been, and are,
related to other, in terms of their respective – sometimes similar, sometimes
different – OLI or OLE configurations.

THE SEQUENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FPI AND
FDI

While, at a given moment of time, FPI and FDI may appear to be independently
determined and undertaken for different reasons, it is quite possible that over
time they may be closely related to each other. History is full of examples of
FPI, both in developed and developing countries, laying the ground work for
FDI. Usually, and especially in the case of infrastructure investment in countries
subject to political or economic volatility, the FPI will be financed by public
authorities or international agencies (e.g. the World Bank), or protected by an
investment guarantee scheme. In other instances (e.g. as on the American
continent in much of the nineteenth century), private foreign capital was steered,
mainly through the international capital market, to state governments and/or to
state-supported ventures. No less today do foreign direct investors expect host
countries to provide the human, technological and institutional infrastructure
with which their O specific intangible assets may be successfully combined.
Frequently, however, especially in some developing and transitional economies,
local savings are insufficient to finance these assets and the capital has to be
imported, usually by grants from foreign governments, by foreign loans, and/or
(minority) equity investments from international agencies and corporations.

At the same time, it is clear from the emergence and dramatic growth of
domestic capital markets in several Asian and Latin American countries that FPI
may follow, as well as precede, FDI. But most post-FDI portfolio capital flows
are quite differently sourced and directed than are pre-FDI portfolio flows.
Whereas the former tend to be financed by national governments and inter-
national lending agencies and directed to infrastructural projects – and hence
are not our immediate concern – the latter are primarily initiated by individual
and institutional investors and are directed to (potentially) profitable and/or
growth-oriented sectors in the recipient countries – including some infrastruc-
ture projects. Furthermore, while pre-FDI portfolio capital flows normally
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precede the presence of a flourishing domestic economy and capital market,
post-FDI flows are drawn largely by these phenomena.

In today’s global economy, however, the sequential interaction between FPI
and FDI can be both more indirect and more varied than that just described. For
example, it is perfectly possible that part of inbound portfolio capital flows may
be used to finance outbound direct investment25 or, for FDI, in a particular sector,
to stimulate competitors to seek FPI – often jointly with other intangible assets
to upgrade their own core competencies. In their global search for resources and
capabilities, MNEs themselves frequently draw on loan capital from both
national and international capital markets; and, in the case of alliances with
foreign firms, they may exchange loans and/or equity stakes. Sometimes, too,
foreign-owned banks will make long-term loans to indigenous firms, which are
used to finance their own international operations; or, in the case of wholesale
traders and distributors, to help finance a joint venture with a foreign exporting
company. Renewed confidence in an economy, or in a particular sector or region
in an economy, which may have been greatly assisted by the activities of foreign
subsidiaries, may lead to more FPI in that economy, sector and industry.26 By
contrast, lack of confidence in an economy, region or sector, as demonstrated
for example by falling stock prices, might lead not only to a reduction of FPI,
but – in the longer run – of FDI as well. More generally, there is some suggestion
that, over time, the economic progress of an economy, region or sector will
parallel all kinds of foreign and domestic investment quite closely.27

The following two sections illustrate the changing interaction between FDI
and FPI, using the framework of the eclectic paradigm. The first considers the
evolving form and structure of capital flows between the United Kingdom and
the United States over the past century or more; and the second does the same
– but for a more recent period, viz. 1972 to 1995 – in respect of foreign capital
flows into two emerging regions, East Asia and Latin America.

United Kingdom–United States Capital Flows

The history of foreign investment in the United States up to 1914 has been well
documented by Mira Wilkins (1989). Here we will seek to emphasize a few
highlights of that history from the perspective of United Kingdom FDI and FPI.

Applying the concept of the investment development path28 (Dunning and
Narula, 1996), most of the created assets (e.g. capital, technology and organ-
izational capacity, etc.) for the economic development of colonial America
initially came from Europe, and especially the United Kingdom. Partly by way
of migration of human and physical capital, partly by grants and loans from
the mother country, and partly by some embryonic American businesses
financed by foreign direct or portfolio investment, foreign assets, when
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combined with the rich natural resources of the Eastern seaboard, helped create
the colony’s own location (L) advantages, and its firms to generate a unique set
of O specific competencies.29

In the post-revolutionary period, foreign capital flowed into the United States.
The first half of the century was a time when the new Republic was both making
huge investments of roads, canals, ports and railroads, and evolving its own
distinctive economic structure, based largely on the comparative advantage of
its natural assets and its emerging created assets, the latter being primarily
designed to upgrade the value of the former (Wright, 1990). Such circumstances
combined to create an OLI (or OLE) configuration in which the major vehicles
for transferring financial and real assets (or rights) between the United Kingdom
and the United States were: (a) migration of human capital; (b) the transfer of
knowledge via the export of goods and licensing agreements; and (c) the inter-
national capital market (see Wilkins, 1989). In 1853, according to a United
States Treasury Department Survey, of the $222 million of foreign investment
stocks held in the United States, 72 percent was directed to government
securities and another 21 percent to the bonds of railroad, canal and navigation
companies. The main FDIs of the time were confined to trading and banking
and insurance activities. There was also some United Kingdom ownership of
the early railroad companies, but FDIs in manufacturing industry were,
according to Mira Wilkins (1989), ‘few and far between’ (p. 88).

The marked preference for United Kingdom and other European indirect,
rather than direct, investments in the United States reflected primarily the
(relatively) efficient workings of the international capital market, and partly
the (relatively) high trans-Atlantic transaction and coordination costs of
operating a United States subsidiary of a United Kingdom company. In addition,
the most capital-intensive sectors in the United States economy were those in
which foreign companies were reluctant to hold a major equity stake (viz. public
utilities). By contrast, FPI in United States government securities was generally
thought to be a relatively safe investment, particularly when they were recom-
mended by a leading United Kingdom merchant banking house.

Technological and organizational advances of the 1870s and the maturing
of many United States enterprises dramatically changed the scenario for inbound
foreign investment. Although, right up to the First World War, the bulk of such
investment was portfolio, rather than direct,30 the advent of managerial
capitalism and the lowering of intracompany spatial transaction and coordina-
tion costs favored the territorial expansion of foreign firms into the United
States, particularly in those sectors in which they were perceived to have an O
advantage over their United States counterparts. At the same time, there was a
great deal of syndicated FDI in these years,31 which, in its intent at least, has
more in common with FPI. By 1910, too, the sectoral preference of United
Kingdom investors had switched from government securities to railway stocks
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and bonds and commercial ventures. According to Sir George Paish (1911),
the former accounted for 85.2 percent of the $3.3 billion of United Kingdom
investments in the United States in 1910, while investments in industrial com-
panies, mining, land and public utilities accounted for most of the balance. Of
these latter investments, about two thirds took the form of direct investments,
as it was in these sectors that the net transaction costs of markets, relative to
administrative hierarchies, were most evident.32

During and after the First World War, a sizeable proportion of United
Kingdom investments in the United States were sold, while the late 1920s saw
the collapse of the international capital market. However, while United
Kingdom investors lost some of their O advantages as suppliers of finance
capital, United Kingdom firms continued to lead the outflow of FDI, and by
1938 they accounted for two fifths of global FDI. During these years, however,
United Kingdom firms lost ground to their United States counterparts, partic-
ularly in FDI intensive sectors, while new locational attractions were being
offered by Commonwealth countries, notably Canada and Australia. The net
result of these events was that although the flow of United Kingdom investment
into the United States did recover somewhat in the 1930s, this recovery was
almost wholly the result of new FDI designed to exploit the growth of the United
States market and overcome trade and transaction related barriers.

For much of the first 20 years following the end of the Second World War,
there was very little United Kingdom portfolio investment in the United States
capital market. Indeed, it was only in 1958 that sterling became fully convert-
ible. FDI was also limited because of the lack of competitive advantages of
United Kingdom, cf. United States, firms and because of the high costs of
production in the United States relative to those in the United Kingdom.
Gradually, however, United Kingdom industrial competitiveness recovered,
often aided by the capital, technology and managerial skills transferred via FDI
from the United States to the United Kingdom (Dunning, 1958); and by the
early 1980s United Kingdom and continental European FDI in the United States
was rising at twice to three times the rate of United States FDI in Europe
(Dunning, 1993b, chap. 7). By 1982, the United Kingdom FDI stake in the
United States once more exceeded that of the United States in the United
Kingdom, and by the early 1990s it was one half as much again.

While part of this renewed interest by United Kingdom MNEs in the United
States can be explained by the extant theories of FDI, since the early 1980s an
increasing proportion of FDI has taken the form of takeovers and mergers which
has been geared less to exploiting the existing competitive advantages of the
investing companies and more to augmenting these advantages.33 To this extent,
the motives of United Kingdom FDI in the United States have begun to parallel
those of FPI – viz. to invest in the economic strength of a foreign company,
country or region in a country. This has been particularly well demonstrated in
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the high-technology sectors, where FDI by United Kingdom firms in the United
States has been complemented by interfirm alliances between United States
and United Kingdom firms. Sometimes such alliances have involved an export
of loan or equity capital from the United Kingdom to the United States; but,
more usually, the main vehicle of financial involvement by individual and insti-
tutional investors in the more competitive United States sectors has been through
the capital market, for example, by the purchase of unit trusts, mutual funds, and
by purchases of stock of United States companies or of United Kingdom MNEs
with FDIs in the United States. 

Table 12.4 FDI flows from the United Kingdom into the United States,
1972–95 ($ billions)

Years FDI Per cent growth GNP Per cent growth

1972–74 0.36 1350
1973–75 0.56 55.9 1478 9.5 
1974–76 0.58 2.4 1619 9.5 
1975–77 0.63 9.9 1792 10.7 
1976–78 0.76 19.8 2011 12.2 
1977–79 1.26 66.7 2257 12.2 
1978–80 2.04 61.9 2506 11.0 
1979–81 3.20 56.6 2776 10.8 
1980–82 4.26 33.1 2995 7.9 
1981–83 4.52 6.2 3226 7.7 
1982–84 5.08 12.4 3472 7.6 
1983–85 4.86 –4.3 3763 8.4 
1984–86 6.22 28.0 4044 7.5 
1985–87 10.35 66.2 4292 6.1 
1986–88 15.05 45.5 4577 6.6 
1987–89 19.19 27.5 4900 7.1 
1988–90 14.51 –24.4 5227 6.7 
1989–91 9.71 –33.1 5503 5.3 
1990–92 2.10 –78.4 5839 6.1 
1993 13.23 530.8 6564 12.4 
1994 11.12 –15.9 6932 5.6 
1995 22.08 98.5 7247 4.5 

Note: Data are not available on United Kingdom FPI into the United States.

Source: Calculated from various issues of United States Department of Commerce, Survey of
Current Business. These data include reinvested profits from existing investments.
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Table 12.4 sets out the trend of United Kingdom FDI flows in the United
States and the United States gross national product from 1972 to 1995. We
have presented the data as three-year moving averages to iron out at least some
of the sharp changes in foreign investment brought about by mergers and acqui-
sitions and/or short-term speculative reasons. Table 12.5 presents the trend of
all FDI and FPI flows to the United States and the United States’ gross national
product over the same period, also as three-year moving averages. The figures
show, first, that both kinds of foreign investment have increased at a faster rate
than gross national product; second, that FPI and FDI have broadly parallelled
one another, but especially so since the early 1980s; and third, that, although
for the period as a whole, the share of FPI in total foreign investment has risen,
it has also fluctuated more noticeably than FDI.

Table 12.5 Trends in all FDI and FPI flows into the United States,
1972–95 ($ billions)

Period FDI Per cent FPI Per cent All foreign
change change Investment Per cent change

1972–74 2.8 5.9 8.7
1973–75 3.4 19.8 3.0 –48.6 6.4 –26.4 
1974–76 3.9 15.0 2.9 –3.8 6.8 6.3 
1975–77 3.6 –8.9 11.0 278.3 14.6 114.7 
1976–78 5.3 49.3 12.0 8.6 17.3 18.5 
1977–79 7.1 33.8 11.4 –4.8 18.5 6.9 
1978–80 11.5 61.8 6.8 –40.1 18.3 –1.1 
1979–81 17.3 50.7 9.3 37.1 26.6 45.4 
1980–82 18.7 8.0 11.7 25.2 30.4 14.3 
1981–83 17.1 –8.8 8.7 –25.3 25.8 –15.1 
1982–84 17.1 –0.1 12.2 38.9 29.3 13.6 
1983–85 18.8 10.3 31.5 159.3 50.3 71.7 
1984–86 26.1 38.4 58.2 84.7 84.3 67.6 
1985–87 31.6 21.2 70.8 21.7 102.4 21.5 
1986–88 44.3 40.2 73.0 3.0 117.3 14.6 
1987–89 55.7 25.6 77.6 6.4 132.3 12.8 
1988–90 57.6 3.6 63.9 –17.8 121.5 –8.2 
1989–91 45.9 –20.4 58.4 –8.5 104.3 –14.2 
1990–92 29.2 –36.4 50.5 –13.5 79.7 –23.7 
1993 43.0 47.4 111.0 119.7 154.0 93.2 
1994 49.8 15.7 139.5 25.7 189.3 22.9 
1995 60.2 21.0 236.2 69.4 296.4 56.6 

Source: IMF (1996), Balance of Payments Statistical Yearbook, 1996 (Washington, DC: IMF).
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In terms of the eclectic paradigm, the rising share of foreign investment in
the United States’ gross national product – and incidentally of the total gross
fixed capital formation in the United States34 – is consistent with two somewhat
conflicting propositions. The first is that the O specific advantages of foreign-
owned firms are rising relative to those of United States’ owned firms, and
hence the firms’ ability to invest in the United States is that much greater. The
second is that the foreign firms are investing in the United States to protect or
augment their existing competitive advantages. This second proposition is
consistent with the view of portfolio investors that the United States’ economy
is a good place in which to invest their capital. Clearly, which of these two
propositions is most applicable is likely to be industry and, indeed, firm specific.
But from a casual examination of the comparative growth and profitability data
on the leading United States and United Kingdom firms (Dunning and Pearce,
1985), and data from the United States Department of Commerce and the
industrial distribution of the United Kingdom FDI in the United States –
including FDI in research and development ventures – it would seem that, while
the former proposition may hold good for the less knowledge- but more
marketing-intensive industries (especially food, drink and tobacco), the latter
proposition better explains the growth of the United Kingdom (and for that
matter other European and Japanese) FDI in the high-technology industries,
noticeably the biotechnology and the telematics industries).

Over the last two or more decades, the L advantages of United States-based
assets have been most evident in two kinds of activity. The first, as witnessed
especially by Japanese FDI in the United States, has been in those industries in
which the global O advantages of the foreign investors are particularly evident,
yet which are best exploited from a United States location. The second has been
in those industries in which foreign firms perceive they need a presence in the
United States to gain access to specific resources and capabilities, including
institutional capital, and/or to augment their own advantages by acquiring, or
engaging in an alliance with, United States firms. This latter kind of FDI has
been particularly noticeable in research and development, knowledge-intensive
manufacturing and in the service industries. It is also worth observing that both
foreign and domestic investment in these industries has tended to favor
particular states in the United States – notably California, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, South Carolina and Texas – each of which has an above average share
of knowledge-intensive manufacturing and service industries.

For the most part, then, we conclude that, normalizing for industry and firm
specific differences, discounting short-term factors affecting stock market per-
formances and apart from differences in cross-border transaction and transport
costs which only affect FDI, that the L advantages of the United States in
attracting inbound portfolio and direct investment are broadly the same.
However, within the United States, there is some suggestion that foreign sub-
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sidiaries do portray different locational preferences than their indigenous com-
petitors (Ulgado, 1996; Shaver, 1998).

While in some cases the premises of the internalization paradigm can be used
to explain why FDI is preferred to FPI, much of United Kingdom FPI now
directed to the United States is not directly substitutable for FDI, but rather is
complementary to it. This is primarily because it is undertaken by different
economic agents and the unit size of the investment is, on average, much
smaller. In the case of individual (i.e. personal) lenders or investors, for example,
the choice is not between FPI and FDI, but between FPI in the United States35

or in United States firms, and that in other countries or in non-United States
firms; this, for example, especially applies to FPI in United States Government
securities. At the same time, indirectly and over time, there is some suggestion
that FDI and FPI are sometimes alternative and sometimes complementary
ways of achieving this goal. Certainly since the late 1980s they have tended to
parallel the fortunes of the United States economy. Many non-equity United
Kingdom–United States strategic alliances are also part of the global strategy
of foreign firms with major foreign interests in the United States, and are
intended to protect or add to the value of these interests. At the same time, FPI
invested in United States MNEs may help such firms not only to finance (say)
joint research and development or marketing ventures with foreign firms, but
to better penetrate new foreign markets, either by way of outbound direct
investment or by some form of interfirm collaboration.

FDI and FPI in Emerging Economies

The last two decades have seen a remarkable increase in the level of private
capital flows into developing countries, with the fastest growth occurring in
FPI. The entire period from 1975 to 1995 can be divided up into three seven-
year subperiods: 1975–81; 1982–88, and 1989–95. These periods coincide
roughly with three stages of private capital flows: the pre-debt crisis stage
(1975–81); the debt crisis and its aftermath stage (1982–88); and the recovery
and boom stage (1989–95). Table 12.6 presents data on the annual average
inbound flows of FDI and FPI during these stages for all developing countries,
and shows the proportional share of FDI in these flows.36 The initial stage is
indexed at 100.0 to provide a gauge for the changing magnitude of each type
of investment. (Further details on the year-to-year FDI and FPI to all developing
countries are provided in Appendix Table A.12.2.)

The effect of the debt crisis on FPI from 1982 to 1988 resulted in a slightly
negative ($169 million) net flow. Two factors caused the downturn in private
FPI. First, some private debt was either restructured or was converted to public
debt which, in turn, was guaranteed by a third party (such as the United States
Treasury Department or the IMF) to both forestall economic collapse of the
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debtors and to protect the lenders.37 Second, the flow of new private debt slowed
as the effects of the debt crisis spread across developing countries, making
lenders cautious about extending credit until conditions improved.38 Net flows
of FDI, on the other hand, increased by 167 percent during the debt-crisis stage.

Table 12.6 Net flows of private investment to all developing countries in three
stages, 1975–95 ($ billions)

Stage FDI Index FPI Index Total FDI as
Stage 1 = 100 Stage 1 = 100 per cent 

of total 

1: 1975–81 7 035 100.0 7 866 100.0 14 901 47.2
2: 1982–88 11 764 167.2 –169 –2.1 11 595 101.5
3: 1989–95 53 037 753.9 35 671 453.5 88 707 459.8 

Source: Calculated from World Bank (1997a).

Table 12.7 Private investment in East Asia and Latin America as compared
to that in all developing countries during three stages, 1975–95
($ billions)

Stage FDI Per cent of FPI Per cent of Total Per cent
all FDI all FPI of total 

1: 1975–81 5 679 80.7 6 212 79.0 11 891 80.0
2: 1982–88 8 519 72.4 –475 281.4 8 044 69.4
3: 1989–95 41 264 77.8 29 439 82.5 70 704 79.7 

Source: Calculated from World Bank (1997a).

These private investment flows, however, were not spread uniformly across
developing countries. As can be seen in Table 12.7 two geographic regions –
East Asia and Latin America – attracted the largest share of private investment
throughout the entire period.39 From 1975 through 1995, these two regions
averaged over 77 percent of all FDI directed to developing countries, and well
over 100 percent of all FPI (around 80 percent, excluding the debt-crisis stage)
directed to developing countries. In terms of combined private flows, and con-
sidering that FPI in Latin America during the debt crisis saw a net outflow, these
two regions averaged 76 percent of all private flows going to developing countries
from 1975 through 1995. Table 12.8 describes the effect these two regions had
on the changes in flows from stage to stage, and Table 12.9 indexes FDI and FPI
flows to the first stage for East Asia, Latin America and all other regions.
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The main features of Tables 12.6 through 12.9 can be summarized as follows:

• In the initial, pre-debt-crisis stage, average FPI actually exceeded average
FDI in all developing countries, $7.9 billion versus $7.0 billion.

• Most of this FPI is presumed to be in the form of commercial bank loans
rather than bonds or equity.

• The proportion of all FDI to all private foreign investment has risen from
stage to stage, taking into account the impact of the debt crisis.

• The proportion of FDI to all private foreign investment is generally higher
in East Asia than Latin America.

• Following the debt crisis, average FDI, $41.3 billion, exceeded average
FPI, $35.7 billion, for all developing countries.

• Of the stage-to-stage change in average flows of FDI, 60.1 percent went
to East Asia and Latin America from stage 1 to stage 2, and 79.3 percent
from stage 2 to stage 3.

• Of the stage-to-stage change in average flows of FPI, 116.3 percent of
the change from stage 1 to stage 2 was explained by flows to East Asia
and Latin America, and 81.3 percent from stage 2 to stage 3.

• East Asia experienced higher indexed growth rates than all developing
countries in FDI and FPI across all stages.

• Latin America experienced lower indexed growth rates than all
developing countries in FDI and FPI across all stages (except for the debt-
crisis stage).

The last two points indicate that although East Asia and Latin America
combined have attracted the largest share of private foreign investment going
to developing countries, the pattern of flows to each region differs. Comparing
data in Tables 12.7, 12.8 and 12.9 shows that, in terms of indexed growth, both
FDI and FPI in Latin America lagged behind East Asia and all developing
countries in stages 2 and 3. Even so, the share of average FDI going to Latin
America in stages 2 and 3 was 42.3 percent and 35.6 percent, respectively
(versus 30.1 percent and 36.5 percent for East Asia), and the share of average
FPI was 46.1 percent in stage 3, versus 36.5 percent for East Asia.40 The reasons
for this difference are two-fold. First, Latin America started from a much higher
base in both FDI and FPI than did East Asia; in 1975, it attracted $3.3 billion
in FDI and $3.0 billion in FPI, compared to East Asia’s $1.0 billion in FDI and
FPI (see Appendix Table A.12.3). Second, more markets were opening up to
FDI in East Asia than in Latin America, particularly from 1989 to 1995, the
years in which China began to open its markets to foreign participation.41

Another feature distinguishing the East Asian and Latin American regions
is their deeper and richer history of foreign capital inflows as compared to other
regions. This being so, they offer a useful case study of how the extension of
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Table 12.8 Change in private investment in East Asia and Latin America
from stage 1 to stage 2 and stage 2 to stage 3 as compared to
that in all developing countries ($ billions)

East Asia and Latin America

Stage Change Per cent of Change Per cent of Change Per cent of
in FDI all change in FPI all change in total total change

From 1 to 2 2 840 60.1 –6 687 83.2 –3 847 116.3
From 2 to 3 32 746 79.3 29 914 83.5 62 660 81.3 

All developing countries 

Stage Change in FDI Change in FPI Change in total 

From 1 to 2 4 728 –8 035 –3 307
From 2 to 3 41 273 35 839 77 112 

Source: Calculated from World Bank (1997a).

Table 12.9 Net flows of private investment to East Asia and Latin America
in three stages, 1975–95 ($ billions)

East Asia 

Stage FDI Index FPI Index Total FDI as
Stage 1 = 100 Stage 1 = 100 per cent 

of total 

1: 1975–81 1 174 100.0 843 100.0 2 017 58.2
2: 1982–88 3 539 301.4 938 111.3 4 477 79.0
3: 1989–95 26 592 2 264.5 13 011 1 544.3 39 603 67.1 

Latin America 

Stage FDI Index FPI Index Total FDI as
Stage 1 = 100 Stage 1 = 100 per cent 

of total 

1: 1975–81 4 518 100.0 5 370 100.0 9 887 45.7
2: 1982–88 4 980 110.2 –1 413 –26.3 3 567 139.6
3: 1989–95 14 672 324.8 16 429 306.0 31 101 47.2 

Source: Calculated from World Bank (1997a).
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the eclectic paradigm to embrace FPI might help explain the changing com-
position of inbound foreign investment in the last 20 years.

If we start with the premise that the ownership variables for portfolio
investors described in Table 12.2 already are present, the choice of outlet for
FPI would depend on location (L) and externalization (E) variables. Several
studies of FPI in East Asia and Latin America have concluded that a broad
range of macroeconomic reforms and conditions (such as the realignment of
exchange rate and monetary controls, reduced restrictions on capital flows and
a commitment to a market economy, including privatization) have helped pull
portfolio investment to those areas (Lim and Siddall, 1997; Chudnovsky, 1997;
Frischtak, 1997; World Bank, 1997a and 1997b). These pull factors coincide
with a reconfiguration of the location variables for FPI set out in a section on
the general paradigm of foreign investment (Chuhan, Claessens and Mamingi,
1993; Bekaert, 1995; Fernandes-Arias and Montiel, 1995). At the same time,
declining interest rates in developed economies, particularly the United States,
and higher expected rates of return in the developing markets of East Asia and
Latin America, combined with a low correlation of returns between developed
and developing markets, helped push FPI to those markets in which attractive
investment opportunities were present (Harvey 1995; Calvo, Leiderman and
Reinhart, 1993 and 1996). These push factors are consistent with those found
in the externalization variable explaining FPI.

The amount of direct and portfolio investment in East Asia and Latin America
during the first stage of the past two decades, viz. 1975 to 1981, can be used
as a base from which changes in the pattern of investment flows within and
between regions can be assessed. From Table 12.9 it is evident that Latin
America provided more opportunities for both FDI and FPI than did East Asia
in that stage, which is consistent with the former’s broader and deeper level of
economic development, especially in Mexico, Brazil and Argentina.42 Given
this higher base, it would be likely that the relative rate of increase in FDI and
FPI in East Asia would be higher than that found in Latin America even if, in
absolute terms, the level of both kinds of flows is higher in Latin America.

In both regions, the increase in L specific advantages sought by foreign
MNEs, coupled with the appropriate O and I specific advantages, led to increases
in FDI. As might be expected, the rate of increase in FDI in East Asia has been
considerably higher than in Latin America, particularly in stage 3 (1989–95),
which saw the opening up of China as a major new location for FDI.

At the same time, FPI in many East Asian economies grew rapidly in response
to the combination of the increasing openness of their political regimes and
their rapid industrialization. The differing pattern of FPI flows in East Asia and
Latin America is also worth discussing. In stage 2, growth in FPI in East Asia,
as indexed to stage 1, outpaced FPI growth in Latin America.43 Given the
Mexican debt crisis and its impact on other Latin American countries in the
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1980s, it is not surprising that FPI in Latin America was negative. It is interesting
to note, however, that the outflow in FPI from Latin America was not matched
by a corresponding increase in FPI either in East Asia or any other region.

This phenomenon can be explained within the context of the eclectic
paradigm as applied to FPI. Using the terminology of L specific variables in the
section on the general paradigm of foreign investment, this crisis was sparked
off by a deterioration in basic financial infrastructure, which was exacerbated
by over-borrowing and foreign-exchange problems. The degree to which
replacements to the ‘lost’ investment in Latin America could be found elsewhere
rested on the opportunities for such investment. However, the fact that
developing countries as a whole experienced a net outflow of FPI in stage 2,
and that FPI was only marginally higher than stage 1 in East Asia, points to the
apparent lack of suitable locational advantages found in other developing
countries and regions.44

The different pattern of FPI flows in East Asia and Latin America from stage
2 to stage 3 also can be described within the context of the eclectic paradigm
if one first thinks about how ownership and location advantages for FPI are
exercised. The modality of FPI is one of externalization – viz. using the financial
markets to pursue the objectives enabled by ownership and location advantages
– as opposed to internalizing them as in the case of FDI. As financial markets
develop and mature in more places, outlets for potential direct and/or portfolio
investment should increase, as should the volume of investible funds. One
should expect, therefore, an increase in both types of investment.

How FDI and FPI change in relation to each other depends in large part on
the forces of supply and demand. It can be argued that the supply of opportu-
nities for FDI will begin to decline before similar opportunities for FPI begin
to decline. Presumably, then, the volume of FPI flows should increase relative
to FDI, and perhaps, at some point, surpass it. Taking into consideration that
stage 1 FPI consisted mostly of bank loans rather than the ‘purer’ bond and/or
equity form of FPI, and the effect of the 1980s debt crisis, this relationship
between FPI and FDI has been the case in East Asia and Latin America. In the
former region, the ratio of FDI to FPI declined from roughly 4 to 1 in the 1980s
to roughly 2 to 1 in the 1990s; in the latter the ratio of FDI to FPI was about 7
to 8. And in both regions the volume of FDI grew dramatically, by a factor of
nearly 8 in East Asia from stage 2 to stage 3, and by a factor of around 4 in
Latin America. In other words, the evidence strongly suggests that the factors
favoring the externalization of the market for O specific advantages have
increased faster than those favoring internalization.

While this analysis uses data prior to the Asian financial crisis of 1997, brief
reference to that crisis should be made. In a nutshell, the Asian financial crisis
was caused and exacerbated by financial systems that were neither as strong nor
as secure as they seemed, and the over-extension of those financial systems
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that FPI helped to cause. In particular, unlike the Mexican debt crisis some
years earlier, the Asian crisis was initiated by the calling in of a very large
number of debts over a short period of time (i.e. it was a liquidity crisis). To
some extent, this helps support the arguments made here about the applicabil-
ity of the eclectic paradigm to portfolio investment. For what has happened in
Asia, as in Latin America in the 1980s, has been a change for the worse in a key
location variable which has resulted in the decision to not externalize existing
ownership or other L specific advantages in the form of portfolio investment.45

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has sought to extend one of the mainstream themes of FDI, viz. the
eclectic paradigm of international production, to embrace FPI, and in particular
to examine the situations in which FPI and FDI are substitutable or comple-
mentary forms for exploiting or augmenting the ownership specific advantages
of investing institutions and/or individuals. After setting out an analytical
framework for discussing these issues and offering some tentative suggestions
about the real determinants of FPI, the chapter went on to illustrate how, first,
in the role of foreign (and particularly United Kingdom) investment in the devel-
opment of the United States economy, and second, in the recent explosive growth
in FDI and the emergence of domestic capital markets in some developing
countries, FDI and FPI have interacted with each other, and how such interac-
tion may be at least partly explained by the tenets of the eclectic paradigm.

In particular, the eclectic paradigm would seem to provide a good analytical
framework for explaining (a) the level and pattern of long-term FPI – and par-
ticularly that undertaken by corporations and by institutions and private investors
investing in commercial institutions, and (b) the choice between FPI and FDI –
and particularly where FDI is made to augment existing corporate competitive
strengths, and where FPI is part and parcel of a transfer of other real resources.

In addition, this chapter has offered some casual, statistical and other evidence
which suggests that inbound FPI tends to follow FDI as countries proceed along
their IDPs. At some point in that path, however, the flows appear to be more
complementary to each other as countries become increasingly integrated
through both intra- and inter-firm transfers of global resources and capabilities
across national boundaries.

The ability to test our assertions in the previous section about the patterns of
FDI and FPI in the more advanced emerging economies will depend on further
study and more refined methods of collecting data. In particular, detailed
analysis of capital transfers, including the type of transfer and the parties
involved, is needed to determine, for instance, how much a firm or sector
receiving FDI flows also makes use of FPI flows. Because developing countries
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will continue to be a target for FDI and FPI, and as a result of the problems in
East Asia during the summer of 1997, these flows will attract greater attention,
which means that more and better data should become available. A more
rigorous analysis of our conclusions, therefore, will be possible.

Finally a word about the policy implications of this chapter. While, in some
cases, national or subnational governments seeking foreign resources and capa-
bilities to help them advance their economic objectives might view FPI
(combined with inter-firm technology et al. transfers) and FDI as competitive
modalities, increasingly they would be advised to take a more holistic stance
towards their competitive-enhancing strategies and to arrange their domestic
economic affairs so as to attract (the right kind of) both FPI and FDI. This is
because, as we have shown, FPI and FDI are becoming increasingly comple-
mentary to each other, both in their determinants and in their effects. In general.
recent economic events have shown that the key economic role of governments
in a globalizing knowledge-based economy is first to facilitate an efficient
market-based economic system, and second to ensure that the appropriate legal,
institutional, and moral infrastructure is in place for this to be accomplished.

APPENDIX

Table A12.1 All inbound foreign investment, 1980–95 ($ billions) 

Year FDI Portfolio Total Percent direct

1980 29.1 30.1 59.2 49.1 
1981 45.6 39.9 85.4 53.3 
1982 44.0 39.2 83.1 52.9 
1983 48.9 55.7 104.6 46.8 
1984 53.7 74.4 128.1 41.9 
1985 51.0 153.8 204.8 24.9 
1986 78.8 177.9 256.8 30.7 
1987 126.9 125.4 252.3 50.3 
1988 156.8 226.3 383.1 40.9 
1989 193.8 356.7 550.6 35.2 
1990 201.2 236.1 437.3 46.0 
1991 153.8 442.2 596.0 25.8 
1992 165.9 434.1 599.9 27.6 
1993 210.3 727.5 937.7 22.4 
1994 231.0 417.4 648.4 35.6 
1995 316.4 583.7 900.2 35.2 

Source: IMF, Balance of Payments Statistical Yearbooks, 1987–96.
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Table A12.2 Distribution of inbound FDI and FPI between developed and developing countries, 1980–95 ($ billions)

FDI FPI 
Year Developed Percent Developing Percent Total Percent Developed Percent Developing Percent Total Percent 

1980 23.8 81.8 5.3 18.2 29.1 100.0 28.6 95.0 1.5 5.0 30.1 100.0 
1981 29.9 65.6 15.7 34.4 45.6 100.0 37.2 93.2 2.7 6.8 39.9 100.0 
1982 24.2 55.1 19.7 44.9 43.9 100.0 35.0 89.5 4.1 10.5 39.1 100.0 
1983 33.3 68.1 15.6 31.9 48.9 100.0 53.1 95.3 2.6 4.7 55.7 100.0 
1984 38.5 71.6 15.3 28.4 53.8 100.0 71.6 96.2 2.8 3.8 74.4 100.0 
1985 38.5 75.5 12.5 24.5 51.0 100.0 149.5 97.2 4.3 2.8 153.8 100.0 
1986 66.4 84.3 12.4 15.7 78.8 100.0 177.0 99.4 1.0 0.6 178.0 100.0 
1987 113.2 89.2 13.7 10.8 126.9 100.0 124.9 99.6 0.5 0.4 125.4 100.0 
1988 132.1 84.2 24.8 15.8 156.9 100.0 216.8 95.8 9.4 4.2 226.2 100.0 
1989 166.5 85.9 27.3 14.1 193.8 100.0 349.9 98.1 6.8 1.9 356.7 100.0 
1990 169.6 84.3 31.6 15.7 201.2 100.0 213.6 90.5 22.5 9.5 236.1 100.0 
1991 112.9 73.4 40.9 26.6 153.8 100.0 410.9 92.9 31.3 7.1 442.2 100.0 
1992 117.7 70.9 48.2 29.1 165.9 100.0 385.3 88.8 48.8 11.2 434.1 100.0 
1993 136.5 64.9 73.8 35.1 210.3 100.0 613.4 84.3 114.1 15.7 727.5 100.0 
1994 139.5 60.4 91.4 39.6 230.9 100.0 316.2 75.7 101.3 24.3 417.5 100.0 
1995 208.9 66.0 107.5 34.0 316.4 100.0 541.5 92.8 42.2 7.2 583.7 100.0 

Source: IMF, Balance of Payments Statistical Yearbooks, 1987–96.
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Table A12.3 Annual flows of FDI and FPI to all developing countries,
1975–95 ($ billions)

Year FDI FPI 

1975 7 309.7 4 857.2 
1976 3 461.0 3 979.6 
1977 6 107.2 5 527.2 
1978 7 015.7 5 564.7 
1979 7 429.3 7 248.6 
1980 5 092.3 9 216.0 
1981 12 832.6 18 668.5 
1982 11 335.3 5 706.7 
1983 8 424.3 451.2 
1984 9 129.3 (998.0) 
1985 11 103.4 (1 695.4) 
1986 9 464.3 (1 407.8) 
1987 13 506.7 (1 388.5) 
1988 19 382.4 (1 849.8) 
1989 23 168.0 3 847.0 
1990 24 549.0 13 285.0 
1991 33 478.0 15 740.0 
1992 43 644.0 30 704.0 
1993 67 214.0 63 931.0 
1994 83 716.0 56 548.0 
1995 95 489.0 65 639.0 

Note: Parentheses indicate negative flows.

Source: World Bank (1997a).
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Table A12.4 Annual flows of FDI and FPI to East Asia and Latin America, 1975–95 ($ billions)

East Asia Latin America
Year FDI Per cent of total FPI Per cent of total FDI Per cent of total FPI Per cent of total 

1975 969.1 13.3 971.0 20.0 3 274.0 44.8 3 039.0 62.6 
1976 962.0 27.8 787.0 19.8 1 760.0 50.9 2 130.0 53.5 
1977 983.0 16.1 762.0 13.8 3 159.0 51.7 2 872.0 52.0 
1978 979.0 14.0 162.9 2.9 4 082.0 58.2 3 089.0 55.5 
1979 920.0 12.4 563.6 7.8 5 205.0 70.1 4 625.0 63.8 
1980 1 312.0 25.8 1 030.0 11.2 6 148.0 120.7 6 000.0 65.1 
1981 2 001.0 15.6 1 620.9 8.7 7 996.0 62.3 15 833.0 84.8 
1982 2 403.0 180.0 1 532.3 26.9 6 345.0 475.2 4 020.0 70.4 
1983 2 820.0 33.5 1 481.8 328.4 3 614.0 42.9 (1 917.0) NM 
1984 2 837.0 31.1 1 067.3 NM 3 234.0 35.4 (2 035.0) 203.9 
1985 2 949.0 26.6 373.0 NM 4 373.0 39.4 (2 079.0) 122.6 
1986 3 115.0 32.9 (83.5) 5.9 3 556.0 37.6 (1 877.0) 133.3 
1987 3 908.0 28.9 554.2 NM 5 788.0 42.9 (2 229.0) 160.5 
1988 6 740.0 34.8 1 640.2 NM 7 949.0 41.0 (3 773.0) 204.0 
1989 8 330.0 36.0 5 370.0 139.6 8 138.0 35.1 (2 296.0) NM 
1990 10 179.0 41.5 9 022.0 67.9 8 121.0 33.1 3 603.0 27.1 
1991 12 706.0 38.0 7 150.0 45.4 12 504.0 37.3 8 921.0 56.7 
1992 20 923.0 47.9 9 351.0 30.5 12 740.0 29.2 18 739.0 61.0 
1993 38 128.0 56.7 16 692.0 26.1 14 066.0 20.9 39 779.0 62.2 
1994 44 105.0 52.7 18 366.0 32.5 24 238.0 29.0 24 531.0 43.4 
1995 51 776.0 54.2 25 123.0 38.3 22 897.0 24.0 21 724.0 33.1 

Note: Parentheses indicate negative flows.

Source: World Bank (1997a).
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NOTES

1. The latter have been included in the IMF’s Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook (IMF,
various years) only recently and are recorded only for the 1990s. They represent a small
fraction of total portfolio capital.

2. Prior to 1980, the IMF recorded portfolio investment as the net of inbound and outbound
investment, even though records of direct and portfolio investment go back to 1970. Also, data
from IMF sources differ from those used by the World Bank (and used elsewhere in this
chapter) for two reasons. First, although economists in both institutions continually analyse
the data for accuracy and make adjustments as necessary, the World Bank data go further
back in time. Second, portfolio investment includes public-sector securities and other invest-
ments, in addition to the private investments that are focused on later.

3. Inbound investment reflects all direct and portfolio investment, including government bonds
and other public debt, that is going into a country and is therefore a better measure of
investment flows than outbound investment, which reflects the source of investment flows.
The vast majority of outbound investment comes from developed countries.

4. Editor’s note: In balance-of-payments statistics, foreign investment consists of three
components: direct, portfolio and other investment. In this chapter, the authors treat portfolio
and other investments together as one single entity, and call this entity ‘portfolio investment’.

5. The World Bank, for example, distinguishes between direct and portfolio (or indirect)
investment by using the 10 percent ownership rule. It is not the purpose of this chapter to
debate the appropriate level of equity ownership by which a portfolio investment becomes a
direct one. In any event, the vast majority – probably 80–90 percent of all FDI takes place in
enterprises in which the foreign investor has a majority, i.e. 51 percent or above equity share-
holding.

6. As, for example, are written into many management contracts in the hotel sector, or fran-
chising agreements in the case of franchisors in the fast food sector, e.g. McDonalds or
Kentucky Fried Chicken.

7. For a distinction between created assets, e.g. capital, knowledge, technological capacity, entre-
preneurship and natural assets, e.g. land and unskilled labour, see Dunning (1992).

8. Which, itself, is made up of outflows of capital to finance acquisitions and/or greenfield
investment, and/or changes in inter-company capital transaction.

9. Although not all countries report such data.
10. Including loans with bonds and equity as a form of portfolio investment is done for two

reasons. First, the credit circumstances of firms or die condition of domestic financial markets
(especially in developing countries) may be such that loans are the only available source of
long-term debt. Second, prior to 1989, data from the World Bank do not distinguish between
loan and bond categories of private long-term debt on a consistent basis, categorizing it as loans
only.

11. I.e. up to 49 percent or the total equity stake.
12. Both absolutely and relative to that of other portfolio investors.
13. E.g. to advance its overall profitability, long-term growth, market share, etc.
14. A point frequently made by some commentators, notably Robert Aliber (1970, 1971).
15. As these theories have evolved over the past two decades or so. On the resource-based theory

see especially Penrose (1959), Barney (1991), Collis (1991), Peteraf (1993). On the evolu-
tionary theory, see Nelson and Winter (1992), Dosi et al. (1988), and Cantwell (1989). On the
concept of the eclectic paradigm being an ‘envelope’ of several economic and business context
specific theories, see Dunning (2000).

16. Strategy is a variable which need only be introduced when time and uncertainty enter into the
determinants of FDI. For our own interpretation of how this variable may be incorporated
into the eclectic paradigm, see Dunning (1993b), chs 3 and 4.

17. Portfolio knowledge is that transferred on the open market or between independent buyers and
sellers (i.e. inter-firm transfers), as opposed to knowledge transferred within the same firm
(i.e. intra-firm transfers).
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18. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no estimates made of the kind of FPI being
described.

19. Which may differ between companies according to their managerial strategies, time prefer-
ences and attitude toward risk and uncertainty. In theory, however, it is possible to use financial
formula, e.g. net present value or other formulae of the discounted rate of return, to collate
alternative locations.

20. Inter alia because of its investment in firm specific fixed assets.
21. Exceptions include some kinds of footloose manufacturing investment and some non-capital

intensive service investment. Of course, as a last resort an FDI can always be sold to an
indigenous firm.

22. Inter alia because of its investment in firm specific fixed assets.
23. We specifically mention groups of products as very rarely does FDI internalize the market for

a specific product, but rather a package of complementary intangible assets (e.g. technology,
entrepreneurship, organization skills, learning experience, marketing expertise).

24. It is possible also that investment portfolios will include domestic investments as well.
25. For example, a joint Chinese/Australian venture for mineral exploitation in Australia is being

financed partly by a loan from the World Bank to the Chinese partner. For other examples,
see Zhan (1995).

26. As, for example, has occurred in the United Kingdom auto industry since the mid-1980s.
27. As shown, for example, in the stock prices of publicly quoted companies in the world’s capital

markets, GNP data and trends in foreign investment and domestic capital formation. 
28. The investment development path suggests that as countries develop their propensity to engage

in FDI, or be invested in by foreign firms, changes. At an early stage of development, countries
tend to be substantial net importers of FDI; later, as the competitive advantages of their own
firms increase, they also become capital exporters.

29. Here, it is worth distinguishing between two separate economies in colonial America, viz.
that of the North, based on textiles, shipbuilding and the fishing industry; and that of the
South, based on cotton and tobacco plantations.

30. Estimates of the relative significance of FDI vary a great deal. According to Cleona Lewis
(1938), some 86 percent of United Kingdom investments in the United States in 1914 repre-
sented the purchase of United States securities and the balance was direct investments in
controlled enterprises. Elsewhere (Dunning, 1988) we have estimated that $1450 million, or
21 percent, of the stock of all long-term foreign investments in the United Suites were FDIs.
For an alternative assessment of the portfolio composition of FDI see Svedberg (1978).

31. For example, in brewing and distilleries, and in the flour milling sector.
32. For a more detailed analysis of United Kingdom investments in the United Stales in 1910–14,

see Corley (1994a, 1994b).
33. For example, by harnessing new technologies and/or management capabilities, fostering syn-

ergistic economies, planning the financial risks and reducing the time of innovatory activities,
enabling economies of scale and scope to be both exploiting, strengthening global marketing
networks, etc.

34. In 1976–80, the ratio of all inbound FDI flows to gross fixed capital formation in the United
States was 2.0 percent, by 1981–85 it had risen to 2.9 percent, by 1984–89 to 5.8 percent and
by 1990–94 to 41 percent (Dunning, 1997; UNCTAD, 1996).

35. Including that in United Kingdom mutual funds specializing in United States securities.
36. The reader may note a difference in the level of flows reported in this table versus that in

Appendix Table A12.1. The data shown in the tables of this section represent inbound flows
to developing countries only. Appendix Table A12.1 presents inbound flows to all countries
from all countries and as such includes investments made in developed countries as well as
developing countries.

37. This does not mean that net flows of public or guaranteed debt increased during this period.
Rather, this category of debt fell virtually steadily from a high of $60.3 billion in 1982 to
$41.4 billion in 1988. Also, some FPI was converted to FDI as part of the debt restructuring
(World Bank, 1997a).
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38. This overall decline in private debt was not universal and was confined mostly to Latin
America. Some regions, such as East Asia, actually saw an increase in the average flow of
private debt from the pre-debt-crisis period.

39. The World Bank divides all developing countries into six geographic regions: East Asia and
the Pacific; Latin America; South Asia; Eastern Europe and Central Asia; Middle East and
North Africa; and, sub-Saharan Africa. Editor’s note: The World Bank definition of developing
countries differs substantially from the definition used by UNCTAD. The most notable
difference is that, in UNCTAD’s categorization, Central and Eastern Europe does not belong
to the developing world.

40. In stage 2, the high level of average net outflows of FPI in Latin America, $1.4 billion, was
greater than all average net inflows to all other regions.

41. FDI to China increased from $3.4 billion in 1989 to $35.8 billion in 1995, growing from 41
percent to 69 percent of all FDI going to East Asia. FPI to China in 1995, on the other hand,
totalled only $3.3 billion, or only 13 percent of all FPI to East Asia (World Bank, 1997a).

42. East Asian flows exclude Singapore and Taiwan Province of China, both of which are
excluded from the World Bank definition of developing countries.

43. Stage 2 actually saw a net outflow of FPI from Latin America, but some of this outflow was
caused by the conversion of private debt to public or publicly guaranteed debt.

44. Interestingly, the 1997 financial crisis in East Asia also has its root in the financial services
industry. While the effects of the crisis have been felt most profoundly in East Asia, the threat
of contagion is more widespread than that found in the Mexican/Latin America debt crisis.
This is partly due to a greater degree of market integration between the Asian markets and
other developed and developing markets caused by the FPI in that region.

45. In the last 18 months, primarily due to actions taken by their governments, the L advantages
of several Asian countries, and especially Korea, have improved considerably. As a result
FDI has been stable and FPI, to some extent, has started to flow back into the region. For
further details see UNCTAD (1999).
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13. Globalization and the theory of MNE
activity*

INTRODUCTION

This chapter seeks to answer the question ‘To what extent, and in what ways,
does the globalization of economic activity require a reappraisal of existing
paradigms and theories of international production?’1 More specifically, ‘Are
the motives, determinants and organizational modes of international business
activity, as identified by scholars in the 1960s and 1970s, relevant and applicable
to our contemporary world scenario? Are drastic changes called for, or is it
simply that our ideas, propositions and paradigms2 need to be fine-tuned to
accommodate the events of the late 1990s?’

The chapter will proceed in the following way. First, it will place the current
unease about the state of our theorizing about MNE activity within the context
of two previous watersheds in the development of scholarly thinking, viz. those
of the early 1960s and of the late 1970s, and it will pinpoint such watersheds
by both the events of the time and the advent of new analytical insights. Second,
it will consider how contemporary thinking is affecting our understanding about
different types of FDI – and particularly that of Third World MNEs, and that
directed to augmenting the competitive advantages of the investing firms; and,
third, it will consider how far, and in what ways, economic and behavioural
theories of MNE activity need to be integrated if they are to adequately explain
the dynamics of international production.

However, three other introductory points should be made at this stage. The
first is that globalization is best considered as a process towards the deepening
of economic interdependence between institutions and/or countries. For the
most part, the world economy of the late 1990s is not globalized, although some
types of value-added activities and corporate functions, some countries and
some regions are more globalized than others. What, however, is clear from a
plethora of statistics3 is that economic activity is becoming more globalized –
or at least regionalized4 – and that the pace and extent of this movement has
increased dramatically over the last decade or so.
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The second point is that it is difficult to consider the impact of globalization
in isolation from the other events which have fashioned the structure of the
contemporary world economy. Indeed, there are good reasons for asserting that
globalization is not the critical parameter encouraging scholars to reappraise
the theory of MNE activity. For, while the removal or reduction of cross-border
barriers to the movement of goods, services and people has helped facilitate a
new international division of labour and new patterns of MNE activity, the
engine of that change has been the dramatic technological advances of the last
two or three decades. Several scholars, for example Perez (1983) and Lipsey
(1997), have argued that we are now witnessing the beginning of a new Kon-
dratieff cycle, which is promoting a new and different kind of cross-border
specialization of production both within and between corporations. Though it
is difficult to pinpoint a single path-breaking innovation,5 few would deny that
the critical attributes of contemporary technology, viz. its complexity and
multiple uses, its cost and its rate of obsolescence, are very different from those
of even 20 years ago.

Elsewhere (Dunning, 1998b), the present author has argued that the world is
moving into a new phase of market-based capitalism, which is marked by three
characteristics. First, the main source of wealth creation has moved from land
in the seventeenth century, through machines and finance in the nineteenth and
most of the twentieth century, to knowledge as embodied in human beings, in
physical hardware and in intangible assets, for example patents, learning capa-
bilities and organizational structures. Second, in the last years of the previous
millennium, the spatial context of both asset creation6 and asset usage has
widened from the sub-national, through the national to the macroregional7 and
global. Third, the ‘typical’ organizational form of a firm has progressed from
that of the individual entrepreneur or family business, through a managerial
hierarchy to a system of corporate governance which, inter alia, involves a
myriad of interfirm cooperative agreements.

The late twentieth-century capitalism is then knowledge-based, regional or
global in its scope, and involves more intra- and interinstitutional alliances than
any of its predecessors. It is a combination of these three features which is
heralding a new trajectory of economic development and demanding a re-
appraisal of our theorizing about MNE activity.

Third, it should be recognized that although there are many theories and
several paradigms about FDI and MNE activity, the majority are complemen-
tary to, rather than substitutable for, each other. This is because they are seeking
to explain different aspects of international production, or are based on different
units of analysis (the firm, industry or country), or offer a different discipli-
nary perspective. It can be claimed that globalization is leading to more, rather
than less, convergence in the conceptualization and analysis of MNE activity
among scholars – especially at a paradigmatic level.8
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THE THREE LANDMARKS IN THEORIZING ABOUT MNE
ACTIVITY

The First Half of the 1960s

Before 1960, there was no unique theory or paradigm of the determinants of
foreign direct investment (FDI). However, in the 1950s there was a surge of
outbound investment by US corporations, especially in Europe.9 Some of the
economic implications of this phenomenon were explored by the present author
in his 1958 book (Dunning, 1958), but it was left to Stephen Hymer (1960) of MIT
and Ray Vernon of Harvard (1962, 1966) to offer a formal explanation of it.

Neither found the answer in received theory. In his PhD thesis, Hymer, for
example, argued that the theory of foreign (portfolio) investment could not
explain the territorial expansion of firms, because the essence of this expansion
was the transfer of real, not financial, assets; and that it occurred not in perfect,
but in imperfect, markets. He used Joe Bain’s concept of barriers to entry (Bain,
1956) to explain how a competitive advantage protected by such barriers was
a necessary condition for US FDI; and why such FDI was concentrated in
certain industries. In a later article, Hymer (1968) more explicitly adopted a
Coasian concept of internalization to explain why US firms preferred to engage
in FDI rather than cross-border licensing activities.

Quite independently of Hymer, Ray Vernon (1966) was interested in
explaining the process of, rather than the reason for, the deepening internation-
alization of US firms. Initially, he turned to trade theory for an explanation, but
found it wanting because of its constrained assumptions of perfect competition,
immobile factor endowments and product homogeneity. Nevertheless, he did use
the tenets of neoclassical economics to explain why, in the 1960s, the US had
a comparative advantage in innovating particular products; and why other
countries had a comparative advantage in adding value to these innovations.

In explaining the migration of market-seeking US firms abroad, Vernon used
a micro-marketing concept, namely the product cycle. In doing so, he took for
granted that US firms possessed some (home) country-specific advantages, vis-
à-vis their foreign competitors, and sought to explain the changing location of
their value-added activities as they moved from the product innovation to the
product maturation state of the cycle. In retrospect, one of Vernon’s critical
insights was to distinguish between the asset creation and asset usage functions
of firms; and the recognition that each might require a different portfolio of
location-specific endowments for their efficient production.

The combined value of Hymer and Vernon’s contributions (though not
analysed in the literature in this way) was the first major breakthrough in
theorizing about MNE activity. Both, however, were scholars of their time, and
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their explanations were strongly contextual.10 Both tended to deal with first-time
– rather than sequential – US direct investment. Both tended to view each act
of FDI as a discrete and ‘stand-alone’ phenomenon. Both assumed that firms
ventured abroad to exploit an existing set of monopolistic or competitive
advantages. Moreover, both sought to explain foreign-owned production in a
world economy in which cross-border trade was substantially restricted by
natural and artificial barriers.

The same limitations applied to the other theories of international production
which were put forward in this era, though most were directed to explaining
particular kinds of FDI and their contexts changed as more countries became
outward investors, and as firms became more multinational. Some of the newer
explanations came from finance scholars, for example Alan Rugman’s (1982)
risk-diversification theory and Robert Aliber’s (1970) capital-markets imper-
fections theory.11 Others, notably Frederick Knickerbocker’s (1973) ‘follow
my leader’ theory, Edward Graham’s (1978) ‘tit for tat’ theory, and later work
by Ray Vernon (1974) emphasized the importance of firm-specific issues – and
especially the strategies of firms engaged in oligopolistic competition.

The 1960s and early 1970s yielded several valuable empirical studies on
both the determinants and effects of MNE activity. These, in the main, sought
either to establish reasons why US foreign investors tended to favour some
sectors rather than others; or why they chose to site their value-added activities
in some countries rather than others. Such partial explanations of FDI and inter-
national production were exactly that. Compared, for example, to the study of
international trade, there was no overarching or unifying paradigm within which
the contextually specific theories could be accommodated.

The Second Half of the 1970s

This second major advance in our understanding about the determinants of MNE
activity came in the mid-1970s with the emergence of two closely related (but
distinct) paradigms;12 and also an attempt by the Japanese economist – Kiyoshi
Kojima – to formulate a normative theory of FDI to parallel that of trade
(Kojima, 1978). Since Kojima’s theory was primarily an extension of the extant
theory of comparative advantage to embrace the trade in intermediate products
(and particularly technology), and took no account of whether the cross-border
markets for these products were internalized or not, the author’s view is that
this was not a paradigm of MNE activity per se.13 Moreover, the application of
Kojima’s theory was strongly contextual in that it specifically focused on the
differences between the structure and determinants of US and Japanese FDI.

Most certainly, the publication of John McManus’s classic article on the
theory of the multinational firm (1972), and that of Peter Buckley and Mark
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Casson’s monograph The Future of the Multinational Enterprise (1976),
introduced a new dimension into scholarly thinking; and with the strong, yet for
the most part independent, contributions of Jean-François Hennart (1982), Alan
Rugman (1982) and Birgitta Swedenborg (1979), the focus of attention switched
from the foreign value-added production by firms to the very raison d’être of
the MNE qua MNE.

The theory of internalization is a simple yet profound one. It avers that firms
exist because they can coordinate the deployment of discrete, yet complemen-
tary, resources and capabilities at lower costs than can the external market. In
a perfectly competitive situation, the transaction costs of using the market to
perform this task are zero. Hence production is undertaken either by the owners
of the resources themselves or by a firm engaging in a single value-added
activity.14 In an imperfect market, transaction costs are positive. As a conse-
quence, the opportunity for alternative coordinating mechanisms arises. Firms
exist and grow where they can undertake the transactional and coordinating
functions of economic activity more efficiently than can arm’s-length markets.

It will be quickly appreciated that this understanding about the nature of the
firm is independent of its geography. Certainly, too, most of the market failures
initially identified by Buckley and Casson (1976) were not unique to multi-
national compared to uninational firms. Indeed, as has been argued elsewhere
(Dunning, 1998a), internalization economists have in general paid relatively
little attention to cross-border market failure per se.15 A recent monograph by
Klaus Meyer (1998) does just this.

In retrospect, this author would aver that the major contribution of internal-
ization theory is to offer a formal explanation of why firms internalize the
markets for the intermediate products they own, or wish to acquire, rather than
choose some other organizational modality. It is acknowledged that some
scholars would like to argue that all the monopolistic or competitive advantages
of firms derive from the internalization of factor or product markets. We believe
that to do so devalues the analytical core of the theory, and that it is not only
useful, but essential, to distinguish between the nature and content of the
advantages possessed by firms and the way in which these are deployed.

The eclectic paradigm tries to do just this and also to factor in the spatial
aspect of MNE activity. When the paradigm was first put forward in 1977
(Dunning, 1977) it was fully recognized that its contents were an amalgam of
the partial theories of the MNE and of MNE activity of the previous 15 years.
It was also acknowledged that its analytical foundation rested on three sets of
economic theory, viz. the theory of industrial organization (including market
structure), which seeks to explain how it is possible for one group of firms to
acquire and sustain a competitive advantage (or set of advantages) relative to
another group of firms;16 the theory of the firm, which aims to explain the
organizational mode by which firms create, augment or use these advantages;
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and the theory of location, which explains where firms choose to locate their
value-adding activities.

Like the internalization paradigm, the basic proposition of the OLI paradigm
is very simple. It is that, at any given moment of time, the extent, ownership
and pattern of MNE activity depends upon the configuration of the competitive
(or ownership(O)-specific) advantages of MNEs relative to those of non-MNEs,
the competitive (or location(L)-specific) attractions of one country or region
relative to those of another, and the benefits to firms of exploiting these two sets
of advantages by internalizing the market for the O-specific advantages
(including those arising directly from FDI), that is internalization (I) advantages.

Over the last two decades, the author has made various modifications to the
original formulation of the paradigm mainly to accommodate advances in
scholarly thinking and to take account of recent economic events.17 At the same
time, there have been several attempts both to test the propositions of the inter-
nalization and eclectic paradigms, and to offer alternative explanations of the
growth of MNEs or MNE activity. But, as regards the latter, most, like those
of the 1970s, continued to address specific issues. Thus the stages of inter-
nationalization approach, favoured by a group of Swedish and Finnish
economists,18 was primarily a spatially oriented paradigm. It was also directed
at explaining a particular kind of FDI (namely, market-seeking FDI), even
though the timing of the transition from exports and/or licensing to foreign
production was partly determined by the nature of the competitive advantages
of firms in question.

By contrast, both the resource-based and the evolutionary theories of the
firm which were first articulated in the 1980s (the former by management
scholars,19 and the latter by economists20), even when discussed within the
context of MNE activity,21 were concerned with identifying and evaluating
particular competitive or O-specific advantages of firms, not only at a given
moment of time, but over time. Like their industrial organizational colleagues,
the resource-based scholars averred that to create and sustain new competitive
advantages, markets could not be fully contestable – at least in the short run.
However, unlike them they focused more on firm-specific competencies and
strategies to generate unique and non-imitable assets, and the capabilities to
coordinate these with those of other firms. The evolutionary theorists went a
further step and argued that not only was the firm a ‘bundle of resources and
capabilities’, but that bundle represented an accumulation of past created assets
which was itself strongly path-dependent.

Though not direct descendants of the eclectic paradigm, both the resource-
based and evolutionary theories steered it along a new trajectory. When first put
forward, both the eclectic and internalization paradigms were essentially
designed to explain the locational and organizational deployment of existing
competitive advantages – even though it was acknowledged that those
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advantages had to be created in the first place. The evolutionary theory
reoriented the attention of scholars to the upgrading of competitive advantages
through innovation; while the resource-based theory emphasized the signifi-
cance of firm-specific resources, rather than that of country-specific
endowments; and of the capabilities of firms to design and implement the
strategies which would best advance the competitiveness of these resources.

The emphasis on ‘knowledge’ as a competitive asset has itself become more
pronounced over the last decade; and, as indicated earlier, it is now acknowl-
edged as the principal engine of increased wealth of both firms and countries.
And, it is the case that most empirical studies have shown that FDI, and partic-
ularly that of US MNEs, tends to be concentrated in knowledge-intensive sectors.
At the same time, all these studies, including the eclectic paradigm, have tended
to presume that firms create (or acquire) their assets in their home countries,
prior to engaging in FDI, rather than from the countries receiving the investment.
This was notwithstanding the findings of several early empirical studies (for
example Dunning, 1958; Reddaway, Potter and Taylor, 1968) that the R&D
undertaken by the UK affiliates of US firms and the foreign affiliates of UK
firms resulted in a valuable feedback of knowledge to their parent companies.

The 1990s

The year 1989 saw the fall of the Berlin Wall. Together with the introduction
of more market-oriented policies of the leading industrial nations, the opening
up of Chinese economic space, and the transparent economic success of the
newly industrializing Asian countries in upgrading and restructuring their
indigenous resources and capabilities to meet the dictates of the international
marketplace, these events have combined to deepen the economic interdepen-
dence between nations. They are also challenging much of extant thinking about
the determinants of MNE activity. In particular, three of these challenges are
mentioned here.

The first is that existing theories continue to explain a good deal of contem-
porary FDI. Take, for example, market-seeking FDI. While the value of some
of its determinants – for example investment incentives, labour productivity,
communication costs, the physical infrastructure and the presence of related
firms influencing (say) US FDI in China and India – may be different than
those influencing such investment in Brazil or Germany, for the most part the
economic models of the 1970s and 1980s are broadly relevant to explaining
such investment in the 1990s. Similarly, most of the OLI variables which have
long determined FDI in the natural resource sectors are no less applicable today.
Much of the rationale for rationalized or efficiency-seeking FDI prompted, for
example, by the completion of the internal market of the European Union, also
stems from the work of economists in the 1970s.
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But, second, it is true that even in these cases the increasing extent and geo-
graphical diversity of FDI by many firms is fashioning a new and more
integrated international division of labour.22 At the same time, the technological
complexity of many products and production processes, and the changing needs
of consumers, are reconfiguring locational priorities. In particular, some types
of related value-added activities are becoming more spatially interdependent.
This especially affects the level and structure of MNE activity designed to
augment home-based competitive advantages. In such cases it is fairly obvious
that the availability of local technological capability becomes a more important
pull factor for FDI. This point is subsequently considered further.

The third challenge of the globalizing economy stems from the increasing
geographical dispersion of knowledge-intensive assets; and from the need of
firms to tap into the core competencies of foreign firms, which are synergistic
or complementary to their own. Moreover, in a world of rapidly changing tech-
nologies there is increasing pressure on firms to quickly access a variety of
tacit intangible assets (for example, ideas and learning experiences) which again
are frequently located outside their home countries. Thus, in addition to adding
value to their existing O-specific advantages, firms are increasingly engaging
in FDI to seek out and harness complementary created assets.

Several scholars have begun to explore the concept of asset-augmenting FDI.
In 1993, in Multinational Enterprises and the Global Economy (Dunning, 1993),
a fourth category was added to the motives of the market, resource and
efficiency-seeking FDI traditionally delineated in the literature. This was named
strategic-asset-seeking FDI, which it was argued was undertaken to ‘add to the
acquiring firm’s existing portfolio of assets others which they perceive will
either sustain or strengthen their overall competitive position, or weaken that
of their competitors’ (Dunning, 1993, p. 60). Tom Wesson, in his PhD thesis,
developed a model of asset-augmenting FDI (Wesson, 1993, 1997), and this
model has been extended by Makino (1998) who also emphasizes the need of
firms, particularly from developing countries, to gain access to new technolo-
gies and organizational capabilities. In his various writings, Teece23 has also
stressed the need of firms to harness and efficiently deploy assets comple-
mentary to their own if they are to make the best use of their own core
competencies.

There have been several case studies of the growing significance of asset-
seeking or asset-complementing FDI. Kuemmerle (1996) found that an
increasing proportion of foreign-based research by the leading MNEs in the
pharmaceutical and electronics sectors was designed to gain new knowledge
rather than to exploit existing knowledge. Almeida, in an analysis of patenting
in the US semiconductor industry, reported that foreign affiliates tended to use
local patents more frequently than did their indigenous competitors (Almeida,
1996); while in a field study of the US biotechnology industry, Shan and Song
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(1997) showed that the primary purpose of foreign firms investing in this sector
was to gain access to advanced technology owned by local firms. In this author’s
analysis of the sources of competitiveness of 150 of the largest industrial
companies listed in Fortune, it was not only clear that the executives providing
data perceive that a fairly high proportion (between one-third and two-fifths)
of their global resources and capabilities were directly derived from their foreign
operations, but that this percentage was closely correlated with the degree of a
firm’s multinationality, and was increasing over time (Dunning, 1996).

All these, and other, studies point to a very different kind of FDI than that
traditionally examined in the literature; although there is some parallel with
natural-resource-seeking FDI, inasmuch as this, too, is prompted by investors
seeking to augment their domestic O-specific advantages. The parallel, however,
ceases when one considers that strategic asset-seeking investment is very much
a feature of our contemporary globalizing, knowledge-based economy.
Moreover, it is part and parcel of the need of firms to sustain and augment their
own created assets by acquiring those of other firms; and to tap into the com-
plementary but immobile assets of the host economy.

To what extent can asset-augmenting FDI be explained by existing paradigms
or theories of international production? The answer, we believe, is that while
new context-specific theories may be required – if for no other reason than the
motivation of asset-augmenting FDI is very different from asset-exploiting FDI
– the dominant paradigms of international production, and notably the eclectic
paradigm, can quite comfortably accommodate it. To explain why this is so,
the next subsection deals very briefly with how each of the components of the
paradigm is affected, that is what are the ‘add-on’ variables. The differences
between the scenario of the 1970s and 1990s are summarized in Table 13.1.

Ownership-specific advantages

• As globalization facilitates, and competitive pressures and technological
advances compel, firms to engage in efficiency-seeking FDI, so the unique
and sustainable O-specific advantages of such firms are increasingly
resting on their capability to manage complex and geographically
dispersed created assets. This is particularly true of MNEs in knowledge-
intensive sectors which, according to Doz, Asakawa, Santos and
Williamson (1997), is leading to the emergence of the ‘metanational’ cor-
poration. This they identify as a corporation which is able to
‘simultaneously access, meld and leverage locally-bound and context-
dependent knowledge from throughout the world’.

• Because of the widening dispersal of knowledge-based assets, and the
growing specialization in their asset-enhancing activities, the need of
firms to tap into complementary and synergistic assets from outside their
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Table 13.1 The changing characteristics of paradigms and theories: some stylized facts

1970s–1980s

• FDI mainly to exploit O-specific advantages of investing
firm; one-way flow of resources and capabilities

• Largely greenfield FDI and sequential FDI financed by
reinvested profits

• O advantages largely based on privileged possession of
(home) country-specific assets (Oa)

• Clear-cut choice between alternative modalities of
exploiting O advantages (licensing compared to FDI, and
so on)

• O-specific advantages (for example unique resources and
capabilities) internal to firms

• Comparatively little foreign-based innovatory activity;
foreign affiliates less embedded in the host countries

• Significant inter-country barriers to both trade and FDI
• Clear-cut international division of labour based on H- and

O-type distribution of factor endowments
• Locational choices made mainly in respect to asset usage

1990s

• Multiple motives for FDI; more global sourcing of assets

• FDI (particularly in Triad) largely in form of acquisitions
and mergers and reinvested profits

• O advantages more firm-specific and related to degree of
multinationality and ability to harness and utilize created
assets throughout the world

• Systemic approach to organization of MNE activities;
alternative modalities often complementary to each other;
more institutional pluralism

• Recognition of importance of complementary resources
and capabilities external to firms (including the quality of
institutional and social capital), and how these are coordi-
nated with internally generated O advantages

• Considerable foreign-based innovatory activity (carried out
mainly in advanced industrial countries) and/or via
strategic alliances with foreign firms

• Reduced barriers to trade and FDI
• International specialization of MNEs based more on

Schumpeterian type and FDI
• Locational choices also made with respect to asset 

augmentation
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• Relatively little attention paid to ‘spatial’ market failure
and location-specific external economies

• Static nature of major paradigms

• Hierarchical organizational structure of MNEs

• Most strategies towards market failure ‘exit’ rather than
‘voice’ strategies

• Cautious attitudes by many governments to FDI 
• Few attempts to integrate interdisciplinary approaches to

understand MNE activity

• More attention paid to gains arising from being part of a
complex, or cluster, of firms, and from spatially linked
learning economies

• Better appreciation of need to consider the dynamic nature
of OLI variables; and to extend the theory to embrace
path-dependent asset-creation and learning capabilities

• Flattened pyramids; more heterarchical structures; more
delegation of responsibilities to line managers

• More voice strategies towards market failure; and particu-
larly towards capturing dynamic externalities of common
governance

• Welcoming attitude to FDI by most governments
• Recognition of need to draw upon interdisciplinary

theories to construct a meaningful and robust systemic
paradigm of MNE activity
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national boundaries is growing. The capability to successfully identify
the sources of such assets, to acquire them in the most productive way,24

and to coordinate them with their existing core competencies is becoming
a more significant competitive advantage.

• The choice of an optimum portfolio of locations for asset augmentation
and asset usage is also becoming a more critical capability, as firms
engage in an increasing proportion of value-added activities outside their
national boundaries, and/or conclude more alliances with foreign firms.

• With the need to complement their core competencies with those of other
firms, the ability of a firm’s management to identify and evaluate such
partners, to conclude the appropriate collaborative agreements with them,
and to ensure that the results of any agreement (be it, for example, a sub-
contracting, joint research or customer-related design project) is in its
best interests, is also becoming more important. To be realized, such
advantages require the MNE to learn from, and work effectively with,
partner firms – and, indeed, with other institutions in the foreign country,
for example governments, labour unions and consumer representatives
– in many different cultures, and to gain the maximum benefits from such
coalitions.25

Location-specific advantages
Some of the consequences of globalization on the location of economic activity,
and particularly that of MNEs, have been articulated in a recent paper by the
present author (Dunning, 1998a). Here one or two basic points are made:

• With advances in telecommunications and lowering barriers to trade, the
locational options open to firms to engage in both asset-augmenting and
asset-exploiting activities have considerably widened. At the same time,
the need of countries to attract knowledge-related assets to sustain and
upgrade the competitiveness of their own firms and indigenous resources
is becoming more acute. Increasingly, as the economic structure of many
countries is converging, national governments are seeking to identify and
promote the distinctive and non-imitable immobile resources and capa-
bilities within their midst.26 Moreover, notwithstanding the lessening of
their intervention in the asset-deployment activities of firms, their role
as enablers of asset-creating activities is increasing via, for example, the
provision of infrastructure and their human-resource development,
technology, trade and investment policies.27

• Although globalization is widening the options open to MNEs to locate
in different countries, within countries there is suggestion that at least
some kinds of value-added activities – and particularly asset-augmenting
activities – are becoming more concentrated, and are favouring sites
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which have a cluster of related firms. In short, the externalities of spatially
proximate linked activities -first identified by Marshall many years ago28

(Marshall, 1920) but more recently extended to embrace dynamic
learning economics and asset-upgrading activities (Florida, 1995;
Krugman, 1995; Storper, 1995; Storper and Scott, 1995) – are becoming
a more important locational benefit to firms and, indeed, to microregions
as they seek to attract mobile investment to their borders. Examples of
such clusters abound.29 Although by no means confined to high-tech
sectors, they are expanding particularly rapidly in these sectors, which are
also those in which both FDI and cross-border alliances are assuming
greater significance.30

• The paradox of ‘sticky places within slippery space’, as articulated by
Markusen (1996), is particularly pertinent to the knowledge-based glo-
balizing economy. Its successful resolution depends on the ways in which
both firms and governments react to its challenges. On the part of firms,
the gains of efficiency-seeking FDI in multiple locations, and those arising
from agglomerative economies, are those most likely to promote com-
petitiveness. On the part of national and subnational governments, the
need is to provide and publicize a unique set of immobile assets pertinent
to the types of economic certainty they wish to attract and retain, vis-à-
vis those offered by other countries; and also to promote market-facilitating
measures which might foster the formation of efficient subnational clusters
of related activities. This may require them to reconsider the scope and
effectiveness of their fiscal and investment incentive policies (UNCTAD,
1996); and, indeed, for scholars to reappraise the value of these policies
as instruments for attracting inbound FDI.

Internalization advantages
Perhaps, the single most important impact of globalization on the organization
of cross-border value-adding activities by firms is that on the costs and benefits
of alternative modalities to acquire, create and utilize created assets and
intermediate products. More specifically, we believe that the emphasis on the
costs of individual transactions as the main determinant of the internalization
of intermediate-product markets needs to be broadened to allow for the systemic
economies of governance of global operations, and the dynamic coordination
costs and benefits arising from the accessing of cross-border assets and learning
capabilities. In particular, we would emphasize that four attributes of the glo-
balizing economy are worthy of emphasis:

1. The increasing interaction between related cross-border and intra-border
spatial markets. Such externalities suggest that a more holistic approach is
needed in analysing the transaction costs of economic activity (both from
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an intra-firm and an inter-firm perspective), and that more attention should
be given to those transactions which are specifically associated with the
global division of labour fostered by MNEs.

2. The static and dynamic benefits of alternative organizational modes. Almost,
by definition, there are static externalities to be obtained from the common
governance of related activities; and there is little doubt that globalization
offers a new range of benefits. But, more than this, in an innovating and
alliance-based economy there are likely to be substantial dynamic external
benefits, for example to do with learning capabilities and the exchange of
tacit knowledge. It is at least possible that such economies associated with
(say) inter-firm alliances may more than compensate for any static trans-
action costs associated with such alliances.

3. The increasing significance of distance-related transaction costs in
explaining both the international and intra-national distribution of economic
activity, and particularly that of knowledge-intensive sectors. The idea of
regions as ‘loci of untraded interdependencies’, and the emergence of new
spatial clusters of value-added activities designed to capture the benefits of
interrelated trading and learning economies between the clustering firms, has
been set out in Storper (1995), Storper and Scott (1995), and more recently
by Dunning (1998c).

4. The implications of asset-seeking FDI. When first introduced, the theory
of internalization by firms was primarily directed to explaining the modality
of cross-border asset deployment. Indeed, it was (and still is) rather better
at explaining the existence of firms than their growth. Nor can it comfort-
ably encompass strategy-related issues within its framework; in essence, it
is an extension of the neoclassical theory of the firm.

In seeking to identify the optimum transactional vehicle of firms seeking to
add to, rather than exploit, their core competencies, a different set of organiza-
tional variables needs to be considered. More particularly, the investing firm
must believe that the benefits arising from the internalization of the market for
the asset(s) it is acquiring, less the transaction costs involved, are greater than
those which could have been obtained through some other vehicle of entry.
Moreover, even when the market for them is internalized, the benefits arising
from the acquired assets are frequently uncertain and likely to be spread over
time. The costs, and there must be some costs otherwise all knowledge acqui-
sition would take place through FDI, will be partly the normal costs of
governance, and partly those to do with integrating the acquired assets and
learning capabilities into the firm’s existing portfolio of assets. These, like the
costs of any acquisition or technological transfer, are unlikely to be negligible,
although some at least are common to inter-firm and arm’s-length transactions.
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In short, then, the globalizing economy requires some reconstruction of the
theory of internalization. Partly, this should be in the direction of a more systemic
approach which acknowledges that as technology and organization of value-
added activities become more complex, the costs and benefits of individual
transactions become more interwoven. Partly it should give more attention to
the specific features of cross-border transactions – particularly those to do with
exchange rate uncertainty and cultural differences. And, partly, it needs to view
its choices of organizational options, in terms not only of minimizing its
efficiency-related transaction costs, but of upgrading its distinctive wealth-
creating capabilities and any future income streams arising from these.

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE REVISED PARADIGM OF
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION

There are implications for scholarly research which can be drawn from the
analysis so far presented in this chapter. Two of these are selected for consid-
eration. The first concerns the relevance of, and interface between, some of the
leading economic and behavioural theories of the MNE and MNE activity. We
shall offer an extremely encapsulated view on this issue. The second relates to
the empirical significance of this analysis for explaining FDI between different
groups of countries31 or regions.

Implications for Extant Theories

As one might expect, most of the extant theories require some modification in
the light of the kind of revisions to the OLI paradigm which have been
suggested. In the case of some, however (for example, the product-cycle model),
it is difficult to see how either asset-seeking or efficiency-seeking FDI can be
accommodated. In others, for example Knickerbocker’s ‘follow my leader’
hypothesis (Knickerbocker, 1973), the acquisition and merger (A&M) mania
of the last decade well illustrates how an asset-seeking FDI by one firm might
be followed by others. Graham’s ‘exchange of threats’ thesis (Graham, 1978)
similarly stands the test of time well, though less for efficiency-seeking than for
asset-seeking FDI. The recent application of signalling theory suggests that
where there is imperfect or asymmetrical information, a successful FDI by one
firm may act as a signal to other firms to invest32 (Liu, 1998). At the same time,
compared with the early 1970s, there are many more strategic options open to
firms in the ways in which they may augment their assets; and what is appro-
priate to one firm may be inappropriate to another.

What of the contemporary relevance of the exchange and capital imperfec-
tions model of Aliber (1970) or the risk-diversification model of Rugman?
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Since Aliber’s theory was originally devised to explain the timing of acquisi-
tions of domestic firms by foreign investors, and why the latter should assign
a higher value to the assets of the former than other domestic investors, it might
be thought to have some relevance to contemporary asset-seeking FDI. At the
same time, it cannot adequately explain why the A&Ms of recent years have
been two-way in character, that is the purchases of European assets by US firms
have gone side by side with the purchases of US assets by European firms. It
is difficult, however, to see how the risk-diversification hypothesis can be used
to explain such A&M, which are usually firm- rather than country-specific.
Perhaps at the margin, where the required assets are broadly similar in (say) a
German and US firm, the existing locational portfolio of the assets may be of
some relevance. The Rugman hypothesis can, however, be used to explain the
distribution of efficiency-seeking FDI within free trade areas and customs
unions. One reason given by Japanese manufacturers for targeting France as
an investment outlet since the late 1980s is that they believed that their assets
were too concentrated in the UK, and that it would be politically judicious for
them to spread them more widely.

Turning to two of the leading theories of the firm in the 1980s – the resource-
based and evolutionary theories – both can be comfortably accommodated
within the revised framework of international production. This is particularly
the case with respect to identifying and evaluating the critical O advantages of
knowledge-based firms, and the appropriate modality for exploiting, or adding
to, these assets. Together with organizational theories, these strategic-cum-
managerial approaches have greatly enhanced our understanding of the
endogenous variables affecting MNE activity. In the eclectic paradigm, those
specific to individual firms are treated as contextual variables influencing asset-
exploiting FDI. Nevertheless, there is no reason to suppose such variables are
any the less important in explaining asset-seeking as distinct from asset-
exploiting FDI.

In the past decade, the interaction between scholars favouring evolutionary
and resource-based theories and those espousing internalization theory has been
an uneasy, if not a confrontational, one. To a large extent such uneasiness has
been unwarranted, and such confrontation counterproductive. For the most part
the authors have been aiming to explain different phenomena, or have offered
complementary perspectives on the same phenomena.33 Moreover, where dis-
agreements have occurred they have been largely of emphasis rather than of
substance. One exception is that while internalization theory is geared to iden-
tifying the optimum mode for organizing existing assets and capabilities, both
the resource and evolutionary theories are focused on ways in which new assets
and capabilities are generated, and of how the competitive advantage arising
from these may be sustained.34 However, two of the leading proponents of
internalization theory (Casson and Buckley), accept that once one takes on
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board dynamic market failures, the incorporation of new O-specific advantages
into any theory or paradigm of the MNE becomes appropriate. And, it is the
origin and content of these advantages which is the central interest of the evo-
lutionary and resource-based scholars. 

The author believes that the current state of our theorizing about MNE activity
and the parameters of our contemporary globalizing economy is demanding a
reconsideration of the relationship between these three theoretical perspectives,
which, between them, embrace the O and I facets of the OLI trilogy. In this
chapter it has been suggested that a reconciliation of the approaches is possible
if the internalization theory is dynamized and its determinants are widened to
embrace the innovatory and developmental benefits of alternative organiza-
tional forms, as well as their short-term transactional costs and benefits. If this
is done, not only would the distinction between O and I components of the
eclectic paradigm become sharper; the I component would also become a more
comprehensive explanation of both asset-seeking and asset-exploiting FDI.35

The Geography of FDI

The changing motives for, and determinants of, FDI identified in this chapter
have not affected all regions or countries alike. More than ever, this author
believes models and theories of MNE activity need to be set within a specific
geographical context. Let us illustrate by considering how globalization is
requiring us to modify our explanations of:

1. FDI by developed-country firms in developing countries;
2. FDI by developed-country firms in other developed countries;
3. FDI by developing-country firms in developed countries; and
4. FDI by developing-country firms in other developing countries.

In making these geographical classifications and the subsequent comments, it
is readily conceded that apart from their stages of development36 there may be
as many significant economic differences within developed and developing
countries as between them.37

1. The main impact of globalization on MNE activity from developed to
developing countries has been to increase the amount of market-seeking
and efficiency-seeking FDI. For the most part, the push factor, viz. the
exploitation of O-specific advantages of MNEs from the Triad, has been
relatively unaffected by recent economic events, save that competitive
pressures have forced firms to export some of their more labour-intensive
activities to Asian and Latin American locations.38 However, there remains
comparatively little North–South asset-augmenting FDI; and only a small
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proportion of cross-border strategic alliances or A&Ms have involved
developing-country firms.39 Rather more changes have occurred in the pull
determinants, as governments from almost all developing countries have
adopted more investment-friendly policies, and have sought to develop
‘clusters’ of related activities based upon their (perceived) comparative
advantages.

2. It has been estimated that over the decade 1986–95, three-fifths of the FDI
among developed countries took the form of A&M, and that such activities
were largely concentrated in the knowledge-intensive manufacturing and
service sectors (UNCTAD, 1997). At the same time, four-fifths of the cross-
border strategic alliances (and an even higher proportion of those in R&D)
have been concluded between firms from the Triad countries. As indicated
earlier, there is a general perception among high-tech MNEs that they need
to have a substantial presence in each of the major advanced markets of the
world, viz. the USA, Japan and Western Europe; and while much of FDI by
these MNEs continues to be asset-exploiting, an increasing proportion is of
an asset-seeking kind. The ability of the investing firms to successfully
coordinate their own core competencies with those of the firms they acquire,
or conclude non-equity alliances, is itself one of critical advantages of the
contemporary global corporation (Doz, Asakawa, Santos and Williamson,
1997).

The push factor driving intra-Triad FDI then needs reappraising, as static
theories of MNEs are losing some of their robustness. The pull factor also
requires reconsideration, as asset-augmenting FDI is increasingly drawn to
locations which offer more advanced, or at least similar, created assets to
those possessed by the home countries, in contrast to asset-exploiting FDI
which tends to seek out a different set of resources and capabilities. 

There is, indeed, an interesting parallel here between the rationale for
different kinds of FDI and trade. For example, FDI designed to add value
to a home-based competitive advantage is likely to parallel inter-industry
trade, and be best explained by traditional factor endowment (for example,
Heckscher–Ohlin) theory. By contrast, FDI intended to gain access to new
created assets is likely to parallel intra-industry trade, which is best explained
by scale or neo-technology (for example Schumpterian) theories of trade –
or, indeed, strategy-related theories (Krugman, 1986). We have also
suggested that knowledge-intensive FDI is likely to favour those locations
within host countries which offer not only attractive investment opportuni-
ties, but also a cluster of firms engaged in complementary or synergistic
activities.

3. The difference between intra-developed country FDI and that by MNEs
from developing countries into developed countries lies principally in the
O-specific advantages possessed by each; and the relative L-specific
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advantages of the home, vis-à-vis potential host countries. The nature and
extent of these differences has led several scholars to question whether tra-
ditional theories of FDI based on the comparative advantage of the investing
country in asset creation and that of the recipient country on asset usage
hold good in the case of Third World FDI in industrialized countries. This
author’s view is they can do, but only if the theories are modified. On the
one hand, and agreeing with Lall (1983), it is important not to understate the
distinctive competencies of Third World MNEs, particularly where part of
these competencies are derived from technical and other agreements with
First World MNEs. At the same time, it must be accepted that many of the
early competitive advantages of Korean, Taiwanese and other Asian MNEs
specifically stemmed from their home-country characteristics and, in
particular, their lower real labour costs.

Explaining developing-country FDI in developed countries then rests as
much on the pull as well as the push factors. Some of these can be accom-
modated within received theory, including the ‘stages’ of development
paradigm of Ozawa (1992).40 Others – notably the need of investing firms
to be in close proximity to their major competitors, and to gain access to
European and US intellectual capital and learning experiences (with a view
to upgrading their O-specific advantages) – cannot; and it is here where the
asset-augmenting theory is again most relevant.41

Whether as a result of their FDI in developed countries, MNEs from
developing countries can upgrade their O advantages sufficiently to
outweigh the increased labour and other costs of producing in the former
countries remains to be seen. But certainly, to be successful, such a strategy
requires ‘a deep pocket’ of financial resources. The recent depreciation of
Asian currencies looks certain to undermine this strategy, at least for the
immediate future. Indeed, this could well mean that for Asian firms the
mode of acquiring advanced resources and capabilities will revert back to
inbound, rather than outbound, MNE activity.42

4. The data (UNCTAD, 1997) show that FDI among developing countries is
growing faster than either between developed countries or among developed
and developing countries. A major reason for this is, of course, the huge
growth in MNE activity between mainland China, Taiwan, Singapore and
Hong Kong.43 At the same time, the share of inbound FDI stock of South,
East and Southeast Asia originating from that region rose from 25 per cent
of total inward FDI stock in 1980, to nearly 40 per cent in 1995 (UNCTAD,
1997, p. 82). Most certainly, there are very unique ethnic and cultural ties
between the countries in Asia (and particularly among the Chinese com-
munities) compared with the rest of the world. At the same time, other kinds
of South–South FDI are also growing. There is, for example, a major Indian
presence in sub-Saharan Africa; three-fifths of Chilean FDI is located
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elsewhere in Latin America; while Singapore was the largest foreign investor
in Myanmar in 1994.

Much of this FDI can be explained by received theory. It is, for example,
entirely consistent with the proposition of the investment development path
(Narula, 1996; Dunning and Narula, 1996) and the notion that FDI tends
to be initially directed to countries with the closest psychic, ethic or
economic ties. It is, however, worth noting that regional integration schemes
are leading to a fall in defensive import-substituting FDI, and an increase
in efficiency-seeking FDI. In most main respects, however, the determi-
nants of South–South MNE activity are similar to those of North–South
MNE activity. However, one suspects that as the more advanced developing
countries upgrade their resources and capabilities, there may be more
South–South asset-augmenting FDI. This, indeed, is already occurring in the
case of Singaporean MNEs as they seek to develop new clusters of high-
value activity in Malaysia.44

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions of this chapter are highlighted:

1. The characteristics of the globalizing economy of the late 1990s are suffi-
ciently different from those of earlier years to suggest that international
business scholars should be prepared to reconsider received paradigms and
theories of MNE activity. This suggestion is compounded by the belief that
contemporary events are helping to foster the integration of a number of
theories from different business disciplines which were first put forward in
the 1970s and 1980s.

2. In the past, there have been two major watersheds in the development of
international business theory. The first of these, which dominated scholarly
thinking between 1960 and the mid-1970s, produced a variety of theories
of ‘first-time’ FDI and international production. Each of these was tailored
to explain particular aspects of FDI or types of FDI. The second was the
emergence of a general paradigm of MNE activity in the 1970s, and also
some new theories designed to explain ‘sequential’ FDI, the increasing inte-
gration of MNE activity, and the sustainability of the competitive advantages
arising from such activity.

3. In examining the implications of the globalizing economy for the paradigms
and theories of the early 1990s, it has been suggested that both the motives
for, and the determinants of, international production have changed – or are
in the process of being changed. Foremost among the former has been the
increasing significance of asset-augmenting FDI, and among the latter, the
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rising importance of a knowledge-supporting human and physical infra-
structure as a locational pull to mobile investment. 

4. The author believes, however, that while new explanations are necessary
for some kinds of MNE activity, and other explanations need to be modified
as the significance of particular explanatory variables change, the eclectic
paradigm of international production remains sufficiently robust and flexible
to accommodate most of these changes. Indeed, 22 years after it was first
propounded we would like to think of it as a more, rather than less, useful
systemic framework for evaluating the kinds of explanations of MNE
activity now emerging.45 However, it is accepted that the paradigm does
need to be broadened and dynamized to better take account of current devel-
opments in the evolutionary and resource-based theories of the firm; to
embrace current thinking on the interface between trade and FDI theory
(Markusen, 1995), and on subnational clustering of asset-creating activities;
to better acknowledge the role of institutional capital and the social context
in influencing the O-unique advantages of firms; and to incorporate the
specific characteristics of the emerging metanational corporation as
identified by some organizational scholars.

NOTES

1. Defined as value-added activity financed by foreign direct investment (FDI) and undertaken
or controlled by multinational enterprises (MNEs). We adopt the threshold definition of an
MNE as an enterprise which owns or controls value-added activities outside its home country.

2. In this chapter a paradigm is defined as an overarching systemic framework which comprises
a set of general assumptions and boundary conditions, and offers some general propositions
into which operationally testable theories can be incorporated. As long as new phenomena can
be integrated within this framework, without infringing upon the paradigm core assumptions,
then they need not threaten its long-term viability (Foss, 1996).

3. Some of which are set out in UNCTAD (1996, 1997) and Dunning (1998a).
4. The issue of whether regionalization is best regarded as a stepping stone towards globaliza-

tion or a substitute to it is not debated here. For the purposes of this chapter, the word
globalization is used to encompass regionalization wherever it is not in direct conflict with
the spirit of globalization.

5. Although, generically speaking, the advent of the microchip and biotechnology are two major
advances which have given rise to a whole new generation of technological advances.

6. The word asset is used to encompass a stock of resources and capabilities capable of generating
a future income stream.

7. A macroregion is defined as a collection of countries in a particular geographical area; and a
microregion as a geographical area within a particular country.

8. For example, as between economists and organizational theorists; and as between the expla-
nations of economic geographers and trade economists.

9. The stock of US direct investment in all foreign countries increased by two-and-a-half times
in the 1950s; and that in Europe by more than three times.

10. Related to a particular context of, for example, time, place, activity, or type of FDI; and
viewed from a particular disciplinary perspective, for example finance, marketing, and so on.

11. For a review of these theories see Rugman (1982, 1996), Dunning (1993) and Caves (1996).
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12. Although neither was called a paradigm at the time.
13. Indeed, in the original version of his theory Kojima made no clear distinction between inter-

firm and intra-firm trade in technology – the latter being the essence of FDI. Later he
incorporated the unique attributes of intermediate trade, undertaken within the same firm, in
his model (see Kojima, 1992).

14. Since in neoclassical theory firms do exist in perfect markets, yet transaction costs are zero
in such markets, it must be presumed that firms either engage in no transactions or do so
at no cost. In practice, then, the markets vs firms paradigm relates to the extent to which
a firm engages in more than one activity, for example by vertical integration or product
diversification.

15. As identified, for example, in Behrman and Grosse (1990).
16. This is the critical reason for distinguishing O from I advantages. O advantages relate to those

possessed by one firm relative to another; I advantages refer to those possessed by firms
relative to the market.

17. These included the distinction between asset and transaction-cost ownership advantages (Oa
and Ot); some suggestions of how strategic variables can be incorporated into a dynamic
version of the paradigm; the application of the paradigm to explain the (international)
investment development path of countries; the recognition that the O advantages of firms
need to incorporate the way in which firms tap into and utilize the O advantages of other
firms and the L advantages of countries; and the acceptance that over time the OLI components
of the paradigm are all closely interlinked. See especially Dunning (1988, 1993, 1995).

18. Notably Johanson and Wiedersheim (1975), Johanson and Vahlne (1977,1990) and
Luostarinen (1979).

19. See, especially, the work of Wernerfelt (1995), Conner (1991) and Barney (1991).
20. See, especially, the writings of Nelson and Winter (1982), Dosi, Freeman, Nelson, Silverberg

and Soete (1988) and Saviotti and Metcalfe (1991).
21. Most notably by Cantwell (1989, 1991, 1994) and Kogut and Zander (1993).
22. In contrast to a multi-domestic structure in which each affiliate replicates (often in truncated

form) the activities of its parent company; and there is relatively little intra-firm trade either
between the parent and its affiliates or among the affiliates.

23. See, especially, Teece (1987) and Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997).
24. This includes achieving a balance between minimizing transaction costs, and ensuring that the

dynamic learning capabilities associated with the acquisition are maximized.
25. This choice, of course, depends on the relative costs and benefits of alternative modalities,

which are better dealt with under the I component of the eclectic paradigm.
26. Various scholars have written about the increasing parallels between corporations and gov-

ernments as both seek to evolve their unique competitive advantages – the one ownership, the
other locational – in a globalizing economy. The notion of Singapore Inc. explored by Haley,
Low and Toh Mun-Heng (1996) is now being extended to other small nation-states, and/or
regions within nation states, both large and small. So far, however, the author has not seen
any scholarly work on the resource-based theories of the firm as applied to countries.

27. The changing role of national government in the global economy is summarized in Dunning
(1998b) and explored in more detail by several authors in Dunning (1997).

28. These included technological spillovers and access to pooled skilled labour, industry-specific
inputs and consumers. Much earlier in history Adam Smith was also very aware of such
external economies.

29. Among those most frequently quoted are Silicon Valley in California, the Bader-Württem-
burg region in Germany, the Solingen Cutlery industry, the cork and port wine industry of
Northern Portugal, the watch industry of Geneva, the City of London in the UK, Toyota City
in Japan, the Prato wool textile industry and the tomato canning industry of Naples in Southern
Italy. For a detailed examination of the raison d’être and effects of these and other clusters
see Enright (1993, 1994).

30. But mostly it appears in order to gain access to new assets, rather than to exploit existing
assets (Birkinshaw and Hood, 1996).

31. Equally this chapter might have examined the implications of the revised paradigm for
particular sectors, or particular sizes of firms, or for government policy. There is, indeed, a
rich panoply of research waiting to be done!
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32. Incidentally, signalling theory may act as a bridge between internalization and strategic oli-
gopolistic behavioural theories.

33. Each, for example, is concerned with different aspects of market failure; and, therefore, it is
to be expected each offers different solutions.

34. However, it is true that until recently the resource-based theory has paid little attention to the
ways in which the resources and capabilities of a particular firm may be augmented by their
association with other firms; or of how they relate to the institutional fabric and social context
in which they operate. In a recent paper, Oliver (1997) has explored some of the exogenous
factors influencing the sustainable competitiveness of firms (for example incentive systems
that nurture competency-sharing, decision-support systems that diffuse resource innovations,
training programmes that facilitate resource adoption and learning), and concludes that ‘firms
need both resource capital and institutional capital for their longer term competitive advantage’
(p. 709).

35. At the same time, we have to admit that, generalizing about the behaviour of firms which are
pursuing a variety of strategies, and which view a given configuration of OLI variables in a
very different light, is much more difficult than under the more constrained contextual assump-
tions of the internalization economists.

36. Usually measured in terms of gross national product per head. But here the boundary line is
sometimes difficult to draw as some rich oil states and Singapore and Hong Kong (usually
classified as developing countries) are among the 30 richest countries in the world.

37. With respect, for example, to economic structure, degree of openness, government economic
policy, political ideology, culture or ethnic composition, and so on.

38. Not all of these have been low-skill activities, for example office service centres in the
Caribbean and computer software in India.

39. According to Narula and Sadowski (1998), only 6.2 per cent of the strategy technology
partnering agreements identified by MERIT and concluded between 1980 and 1994 involved
firms from developing countries.

40. In which he links the role of inbound and outbound MNE activity to the structural upgrading
and economic growth of developing countries. In doing so he identifies three stages of devel-
opment, which he respectively calls factor-driven, investment-driven and innovation-driven.

41. Although Ozawa (1992) did recognize the ‘technology seeking’ (his words) motive for FDI
in the third phase of his ‘stages’ paradigm.

42. The optimum way for a firm to acquire created assets – for example by inward or outward
FDI, by cross-border alliances, by arm’s-length trade in knowledge-intensive products, or by
its own innovatory activities – is a subject worthy of more attention by international business
scholars.

43. In 1995, such FDIs accounted for over four-fifths of intra-developing-country FDI (UNCTAD,
1995, p. 64).

44. See, for example, a chapter on Singapore by Chia Siow Yue (1998) in a forthcoming
monograph edited by Charles Oman and published by the OECD Development Centre on
Regional Incentives and FDI (provisional title).

45. The concept of the eclectic paradigm as a systemic framework for accommodating context-
specific explanations of MNEs was introduced in the author’s original Nobel symposium
paper (Dunning, 1977).
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14. The eclectic paradigm as an envelope
for economic and business theories of
MNE activity*

INTRODUCTION: THE CONTENTS OF THE ECLECTIC
PARADIGM

For more than two decades, the eclectic (or OLI1) paradigm has remained the
dominant analytical framework for accommodating a variety of operationally
testable economic theories of the determinants of foreign direct investment
(FDI) and the foreign activities of multinational enterprises (MNEs).2

The eclectic paradigm is a simple, yet profound, construct. It avers that the
extent, geography and industrial composition of foreign production undertaken
by MNEs is determined by the interaction of three sets of interdependent
variables, which themselves comprise the components of three sub-paradigms.
The first is the competitive advantages of the enterprises seeking to engage in
FDI (or increase their existing FDI), which are specific to the ownership of
the investing enterprises, i.e. their ownership (O) specific advantages. This
sub-paradigm asserts that, ceteris paribus, the greater the competitive
advantages of the investing firms, relative to those of other firms – and par-
ticularly those domiciled in the country in which they are seeking to make their
investments – the more they are likely to be able to engage in, or increase,
their foreign production.

The second is the locational attractions (L) of alternative countries or regions,
for undertaking the value adding activities of MNEs. This sub-paradigm avers
that the more the immobile, natural or created endowments, which firms need
to use jointly with their own competitive advantages, favor a presence in a
foreign, rather than a domestic, location, the more firms will choose to augment
or exploit their O specific advantages by engaging in FDI.

The third sub-paradigm of the OLI tripod offers a framework for evaluating
alternative ways in which firms may organize the creation and exploitation of
their core competencies, given the locational attractions of different countries
or regions. Such modalities range from buying and selling goods and services
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in the open market, through a variety of inter-firm non-equity agreements, to
the integration of intermediate product markets, and an outright purchase of a
foreign corporation. The eclectic paradigm, like its near relative, internalization
theory,3 avows that the greater the net benefits of internalizing cross-border
intermediate product markets, the more likely a firm will prefer to engage in
foreign production itself, rather than license the right to use the intangible assets
transferred, e.g. by a technical service or franchise agreement, to a foreign firm.

The eclectic paradigm further asserts that the precise configuration of the
OLI parameters facing any particular firm, and the response of the firm to that
configuration, is strongly contextual. In particular, it will reflect the economic
and political features of the country or region of the investing firms, and of the
country or region in which they are seeking to invest; the industry and the nature
of the value-added activity in which the firms are engaged; the characteristics
of the individual investing firms, including their objectives and strategies in
pursuing these objectives; and the raison d’être for the FDI.

Regarding this last contextual variable, scholars have identified four main
types of foreign-based MNE activity:4

1. That designed to satisfy a particular foreign market, or set of foreign
markets, viz. market seeking, or demand oriented, FDI.

2. That designed to gain access to natural resources, e.g. minerals, agricultural
products, unskilled labor, viz. resource seeking, or supply oriented FDI.

3. That designed to promote a more efficient division of labor or specializa-
tion of an existing portfolio of foreign and domestic assets by MNEs, i.e.
rationalized or efficiency seeking FDI. This type of FDI, though related to
the first or second kind, is usually sequential to it.

4. That designed to protect or augment the existing O specific advantages of
the investing firms and/or to reduce those of their competitors, i.e. strategic
asset seeking FDI.

Combining our knowledge of the individual parameters of the OLI paradigm
with that of the economic and other characteristics of home and host countries,
and of the investing, or potentially investing, firms, it is possible to derive a
wide range of fairly specific and operationally testable theories. Thus, it may
be hypothesized that some sectors, e.g. the oil and pharmaceutical sectors, are
likely to generate more FDI than others, e.g. the iron and steel or aircraft sectors,
because the characteristics of the former generate more unique O advantages,
and/or because their locational needs favor production outside their home
countries, and/or because the net benefits of internalizing cross-border inter-
mediate product markets are greater.

Similarly, it is possible to predict that the significance of outward FDI will
be greater for some countries, e.g. Switzerland and the Netherlands, than for
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others, e.g. Russia and India, simply by knowing about their economic histories,
the core competencies of their indigenous firms, the size of their home markets,
their experience in foreign markets, and the locational attractions of their
immobile resources and capabilities, relative to those of other countries. Finally,
some firms, even of the same nationality and from the same industry, are more
likely to engage in FDI than others. Sometimes, this might reflect their size –
on the whole, large firms tend to be more multinational than small firms;
sometimes their attitude to risk – particularly those associated with foreign
ventures and of foreign partnerships with foreign firms; and sometimes their
innovating product, marketing, locational, or FDI strategies.

The extent and pattern of foreign owned production will depend on the
challenges and opportunities offered by different kinds of value-added activity.
Thus the growth of existing, and the emergence of new, markets, e.g. in China,
over recent years, has led to a considerable expansion of various kinds of market
seeking FDI – particularly in fast growing industries, e.g. telecommunications.
By contrast, the rate of expansion of several natural resource sectors has been
less impressive, as many products have become less resource intensive, due, for
example, to the innovation of new alloys, improved recycling techniques, the
miniaturization of components, and the replacement of natural by synthetic
materials. The reduction of both transport costs and artificial barriers to most
forms of trade has led to more efficiency seeking FDI – both among developed
countries and between developed and developing countries.5 While as some
kinds of technology have become more standardized and/or more codifiable,
licensing agreements and management contracts have replaced FDI, e.g. in the
hotel and fast foods sectors, in the more knowledge and trade intensive
industries, e.g. pharmaceuticals, industrial electronics and management con-
sultancy, the economies of global integration have made for a dramatic increase
in merger and acquisition (M&A) activity (UN, 1998).6 Moreover, the advent
of call centres and electronic commerce is not only heralding the end of the
geography of some financial and information markets, but is revolutionizing
the organization of intra-firm production and trade.7

The content and predictions of the eclectic paradigm are firmly embedded in
a number of different economic and business theories. Although, taken
separately, none of these offers a comprehensive explanation of the growth
and decline of MNE business activity,8 taken together, i.e. as a group, they do
so. Most of the theories, too, are complementary to, rather than substitutable for,
each other. Some tend to focus on particular kinds of FDI, but not others. Others
are designed to explain different aspects of international production, e.g. its
ownership, structure, its locational profile or its organizational form. Thus,
location theory forms the basis of the ‘where’ of MNE activity; industrial organ-
ization and resource based theories of the firm offer some reasons ‘why’ foreign
owned affiliates may have a competitive edge over their indigenous competi-
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tors; while the concept of the firm as a ‘nexus of treaties’ (Williamson, 1990)
is critical to an understanding of the existence of MNEs, and of why firms
prefer to engage in FDI rather than sell their O specific assets, or the rights to
use them, to independent foreign producers.

Much of this chapter will, in fact, seek to demonstrate how, and in what
ways, these approaches are complementary to each other; and of how the
eclectic paradigm offers both an envelope of these theories and a common
analytical framework within which each can be accommodated and fully
enriched in their application.9

Finally, the relevance of the individual components of the eclectic paradigm,
and the system of which they are part, will depend on whether one is seeking
to explain the static or dynamic determinants of MNE activity. For example, one
of the earliest theories of FDI, viz. the product cycle theory, put forward by
Raymond Vernon (1966), was concerned not only with explaining the process
by which firms deepened and widened their markets,10 but also how their
locational needs might change as they moved from the innovatory to the stan-
dardized stage of production. By contrast, much of extant location theory and
internalization theory seeks to identify and explain the optimum spatial and
organizational dimensions of the existing resources and capabilities of firms
and nations. Knickerbocker’s ‘follow my leader’, and Graham’s ‘tit for tat’
thesis (Knickerbocker, 1973; Graham, 1975) also contain a longitudinal
dimension, which, for the most part, is absent in most variants of industrial
organization theory, for example as originally propounded by Hymer (1960)
and Caves (1973). Initially, too, the eclectic paradigm primarily addressed static
and efficiency related issues (Dunning 1977), but more recently has given
attention to the dynamic competitiveness and locational strategy of firms, and
particularly the path dependency of the upgrading of their core competencies
(Dunning 1995, 1998, 1999).

The kernel of this chapter is directed to examining the changes in the
boundaries, constraints and structure of the eclectic paradigm over the past 20
years;11 and those now being demanded of it by contemporary world events
and scholarly thinking. In doing so, it will pay especial attention to the
emergence of alliance capitalism12 and the growth of asset augmenting FDI
(Wesson, 1993, 1997; Makino, 1998; Kuemmerle, 1999). In particular, it will
set its analysis in the context of four significant happenings of the 1980s and
1990s, viz.:

(a) the maturation of the knowledge-based economy;13

(b) the deepening integration of international economic and financial activity,
including that fostered by electronic networks (Kobrin, 2000);

(c) the liberalization of cross-border markets, and the flotation of the world’s
major currencies; and 
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(d) the emergence of several new countries as important new players on the
global economic stage.

The next three sections will examine how the main intellectual thrust in
explaining each of the OLI triumvirate of variables has evolved over this time.
In particular, it will argue that, as the dynamic composition of these variables
has assumed more significance, so the value of the eclectic paradigm has
increased relative to the sum of its parts, with the contribution of each becoming
increasingly interdependent on the others. Finally, the chapter will give especial
attention to the contribution of strategic cum managerial approaches to under-
standing the growth and composition of MNE activity, while averring that the
relevance and richness of these is enhanced if set within the overarching
construct of the eclectic paradigm.

The Ownership Sub-paradigm

In explaining the growth of international production, several strands of
economic and business theory assert that this is dependent on the investing
firms possessing some kind of unique and sustainable competitive advantage
(or set of advantages), relative to that (or those) possessed by their foreign com-
petitors. Indeed, some would argue that in traditional neoclassical theory, in
which the firm is a ‘black box’, no FDI is possible – as all firms have equal
access to the same resources and capabilities within their own countries, while
there is complete immobility of resources and capabilities between countries.

When the eclectic paradigm was first put forward (in 1977),14 it was assumed
that such competitive or O specific advantages largely reflected the resources
and capabilities of the home countries of the investing firms; and that FDI would
only occur when the benefits of exploiting, i.e. adding value to, these advantages
from a foreign location outweighed the opportunity costs of so doing.

Since the 1960s, the extant literature has come to identify three main kinds
of firm or O specific competitive advantages.

1. Those relating to the possession and exploitation of monopoly power, as
initially identified by Bain (1956) and Hymer (1960) – and the industrial
organization (IO) scholars (e.g. Caves, 1971, 1980; Porter, 1980, 1985).
These advantages are presumed to stem from, or create, some kind of barrier
to entry to final product markets by firms not possessing them.

2. Those relating to the possession of a bundle of scarce, unique and sustain-
able resources and capabilities, which essentially reflect the superior
technical efficiency of a particular firm relative to those of its competitors.15

These advantages are presumed to stem from, or create, some kind of barrier
to entry to factor, or intermediate, product markets by firms not possessing
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them. Their identification and evaluation has been one of the main contri-
butions of the resource-based and evolutionary theories of the firm.16

3. Those relating to the competencies of the managers of firms to identify,
evaluate and harness resources and capabilities from throughout the world,
and to co-ordinate these with the existing resources and capabilities under
their jurisdiction in a way which best advances the long-term interests of the
firm.17 These advantages, which are closely related to those set out in (2),
are especially stressed by organizational scholars, such as Prahalad and Doz
(1987), Doz, Asakawa, Santos and Williamson (1997) and Bartlett and
Ghoshal (1989, 1993). They tend to be management, rather than firm,
specific in the sense that, even within the same corporation, the intellectual
et al. competencies of the main decision-takers may vary widely.

The relative significance of these three kinds of O specific advantages has
changed over the past two decades, as markets have become more liberalized,
and as wealth creating activities have become more knowledge intensive. In
the 1970s, the unique competitive advantages of firms primarily reflected their
ability to internally produce and organize proprietary assets, and match these
to existing market needs. At the turn of the millennium, the emphasis is more
on their capabilities to access and organize knowledge intensive assets from
throughout the world; and to integrate these, not only with their existing com-
petitive advantages, but with those of other firms engaging in complementary
value-added activities. Hence the emergence of alliance capitalism, and the
need of firms to undertake FDI to protect, or augment, as well as to exploit,
their existing O specific advantages (Dunning, 1995). Hence, too, the growing
importance of multinationality, per se, as an intangible asset in its own right.

The question at issue, then, is whether the changing character and boundaries
of the O specific advantages of firms can be satisfactorily incorporated into the
eclectic paradigm, as it was first put forward. We would argue that as long as
they do not undermine the basic tenets of the paradigm, and are not mutually
inconsistent, they can be, although most certainly they do require some modi-
fication to existing sub-paradigms and theories. 

In Table 14.1 we set out some of the models and hypotheses which have
been sought to explain the origin, nature and extent of O specific advantages.
We divide these into two categories, viz. those which view such advantages as
the income generating resources and capabilities possessed by a firm, at a given
moment of time, i.e. static O advantages; and those which treat such advantages
as the ability of a firm to sustain and increase its income generating assets over
time, i.e. dynamic O advantages. Both kinds of advantages tend to be context
specific, e.g. with respect to industry or country; and related to the kinds of
competitive advantages (as identified earlier) which firms seek to attain or
sustain. While over the past two decades, changes in the world economic
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Table 14.1 Theories explaining O specific advantages of firms

A: Group 1 (1) MS (2) RS (3) ES (4) SAS
Explaining static O advantages

1. Product cycle theory
Vernon (1966, 1974, 1979)

2. Industrial organization
theories
Hymer (1960, 1976), Caves
(1971, 1974, 1996),
Dunning (1958, 1993),
Teece (1981, 1984)

3. Multinationality, organi-
zational and risk
diversification theories
Vernon (1973, 1983),
Rugman (1979), Kogut
(1983, 1985), Kogut and
Kulatilaka (1994), Doz et
al. (1997), Rangan (1998)

• Country (largely US)
specific resources and
capabilities of firms.

• All asset-exploiting FDI.
• Further hypothesizes

that competitive
advantages of firms are
likely to change as
product moves through
its cycle.

• Largely Oa advantages initiated, or protected, by
entry and/or mobility barriers to product markets.
These include patent protection and marketing,
production and financial scale economies.

• All asset-exploiting FDI.
• Little attention paid to asset-augmenting FDI.
• Mainly Ot advantages, but also some Oa advantages arising from presence of investing firms in

countries with different economic political, cultural circumstances. Ot advantages include ability to
access, harness and integrate differences in distribution of natural and created assets and of organiza-
tional and managerial experience related to these.

• FDI primarily asset exploiting, but also some asset augmenting.
• (Potentially could be extended to include why markets for sustaining or increasing O specific

advantages are best internalized.)

• Oa advantages based on efficiency of investing
firms also described in various empirical
studies from Dunning (1958) and Safarian
(1966) onwards.
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4. Internalization theory
Buckley and Casson (1976,
1985, 1998a,
1998b),Hennart (1982,
1989), Rugman (1982,
1996)

5. Capital imperfections
theory
Aliber (1971)

6. Follow my leader, tit for
tat theory
Knickerbocker (1973),
Graham (1975, 1990,
1998), Flowers (1976)

7. Resource-based theory
Wernerfelt (1984, 1995),
Conner (1991), Helleloid
(1992), Montgomery
(1995), Conner and
Prahalad (1996)

• Entirely confined to Oa and Ot advantages arising from internalization of inter-
mediate product markets.

• All asset-exploiting FDI.
• Largely, though not exclusively, a static theory, though some acknowledgement

that relative transaction costs of markets and hierarchies may vary as firms seek
to exploit dynamic market imperfections

• Largely independent of type of FDI. The theory argues that firms from countries with strong exchange
rates or which discount capital at higher rates of interest will be tempted to invest, often by M&As, in
countries which are economically weaker. The theory, as initially put forward, has no time (t)
dimension; and, in essence, is a financial variant of internalization theory.

• Mainly concerned with explaining FDI as a space related strategy among competing oligopolists. The
main hypothesis is that FDI will be bunched in particular regions or countries over time; and that there
is likely to be an interpenetration of the territories occupied by the oligopolists. Though originally
applied to explain asset-exploiting FDI, it is now also being used to explain some asset-augmenting
FDI.

• As initially formulated, mainly concerned with identifying and evaluating
variables influencing sustainability of competitive advantages of firms. Less
attention given to traditional barriers to entry and more to such variables as
specificity, rareness and non-imitatability of resources, and the capabilities of
firms to create and utilize them. Mainly concerned with asset-exploiting FDI
and only limited recognition of Ot advantages.

• FDI designed to
augment domestic-
based resources
and capabilities
(Wesson, 1993,
1997; Makino,
1997; Dunning,
1996; Chen and
Chen, 1999;
Kuemmerle, 1999)
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1. Evolutionary theory
Nelson and Winter (1982),
Nelson (1991), Cantwell
(1989, 1994), Cantwell,
Dosi, Freeman, Nelson,
Silverberg and Soete
(1988), Saviotti and
Metcalfe (1991), Teece,
Pisano and Shuen (1997)

2. Organizational
(management-related)
theories
Prahalad and Doz (1987),
Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989,
1993), Porter (1991), Doz
and Santos (1997), Doz,
Asakawa, Santos and
Williamson (1997)

• A holistic and time-related approach, mainly directed to identifying and evaluating dynamic Oa
advantages of firms. Basic proposition relates to the path dependency of accumulated competitive
advantages, and that the more efficient firms are in managing these advantages, the more likely they
will have the capability to engage in asset exploiting and asset augmenting FDI.

• Essentially explain O advantages in terms of ability of managers to devise appropriate organizational
structures and techniques to effectively access, co-ordinate and deploy resources and capabilities across
the globe. These theories, in recent years, have especially focused on the cross-border sourcing of intel-
lectual assets and the co-ordination of these assets with those purchased within the MNE.

Table 14.1 continued

B: Group 2 (1) MS (2) RS (3) ES (4) SAS
Explaining dynamic O advantages

Oa = ownership advantage based on the possession or privileged access to a specific asset:
Ot = ownership advantages based on capabilities to organize assets, both internal and external to the investing firm, in the most efficient way.
(1) Market-seeking
(2) Resource seeking
(3) Efficiency-seeking
(4) Strategic-asset-seeking
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scenario and knowledge about MNE activity have led to a relative decline in
market-seeking (MS) and resource-seeking (RS) FDI – both of which tend to
be based on the static O advantages of the investing firms – they still help to
explain a major part of first-time FDI, particularly in developing countries
(Dunning 1999).

However, one of the key characteristics of the last two decades has been the
increasing significance of FDI based on the possession of, or need to acquire,
dynamic O advantages. Thus, rationalized or efficiency-seeking (ES) FDI is
only viable if: (a) the investing firm is already producing in at least one foreign
country; and (b) both intermediate and final product trade is relatively
unimpeded by natural or artificial cross-border barriers. Strategic asset-seeking
(SAS) FDI is dependent on intellectual capital being located in more than one
country, and the proposition that it is economically preferable for firms to
acquire or create these assets outside, rather than within, their home countries.

To successfully explain dynamic and alliance related O specific advantages,
each of the particular theories of FDI identified in Table 14.1 requires some
modification. Thus, the resource-based theory needs to reexamine the content
and significance of existing resources and capabilities of the firm in terms of:

(i) their ability to sustain and/or upgrade these advantages;
(ii) their ability to harness and influence the quality and price of comple-

mentary assets, and to efficiently co-ordinate these with their own
innovating competencies; and

(iii) their ability to locate their value-added activities in countries and regions
which offer the optimum portfolio of immobile assets, both for creating or
acquiring new O specific advantages, and for exploiting their existing
advantages. Inter alia, such immobile assets may reflect the bargaining
and negotiating skills of MNEs in their dealings with foreign governments
(Rugman and Verbeke, 1998).

While accepting much of the content of resource-based theory, the evolution-
ary theory of the firm pays more attention to the process or path by which the
specific O advantages of firms evolve and are accumulated over time. In contrast
(or in addition) to internalization theory, it tends to regard the firm as an
innovator of created assets, rather than a ‘nexus of treaties’. It is, by its nature,
a dynamic theory, which, like the resource-based theory, accepts the diversity
of competencies between firms; however, unlike the latter, it focuses on the
firm’s long-term strategy towards asset accumulation and learning capabilities,
and its implications both for established routines and the development of new
ones (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Nelson, 1991; Foss, Knudsen and Montgomery,
1995, Teece, Pisano and Shuen, 1997).
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Zeroing down to management as the unit of analysis, contemporary organ-
izational scholars, such as Prahalad and Doz (1987), Doz, Asakawa, Santos
and Williamson (1997), and Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989, 1993) are paying
increasing attention to the harnessing, leveraging, processing and deployment
of knowledge-based assets as a core competence. While the subject of interest
is similar to that of the resource and evolutionary theories, the emphasis of this
kind of approach is on the capabilities of management to orchestrate and
integrate the resources it can internally upgrade or innovate, or externally
acquire, rather than on the resources themselves. But, as with the resource-
based and evolutionary theories, the objective of the decision-taker is assumed
to be as much directed to explaining the growth of firm specific assets, as to
optimizing the income stream from a given set of assets.

The question now arises, to what extent are the theories relating to the origin
and content of O specific advantages, as set out in Table 14.1 – and particularly
their contemporary versions – consistent with, or antagonistic to, each other?
Our reading is that, when the eclectic paradigm was first propounded, they were
largely aimed at explaining different phenomena, or offered complementary,
rather than alternative, explanations for the same phenomena. It is true the unit
of analysis was frequently different; and that the underlying philosophy and
some of the assumptions of industrial organization theory were different than
those of resource-based theories (Pauwells and Matthysenns, 1997). But, in
general, within their specified analytical framework, the predictions of the
various theories were consistent with those of a general ‘envelope’ paradigm,
and also the more specific predictions of the O sub-paradigm about the kind of
competitive advantages likely to be possessed by MNEs, and the industrial
sectors and countries in which their affiliates were likely to record superior
levels of performance relative to those of their indigenous competitors
(Dunning, 1993; Caves, 1996).

The Locational Sub-paradigm of Countries (and Regions)

For the most part, until recently, neither the economics nor the business literature
gave much attention as to how the emergence and growth of the cross-border
activities of firms might be explained by the kind of location-related theories
which were initially designed to explain the siting of production within a nation
state; nor, indeed, of how the spatial dimension of FDI might affect the com-
petitiveness of the investing entities. In the last decade or so, however, there has
been a renaissance of interest by economists (e.g. Audretsch, 1998; Krugman,
1991, 1993, 1998; Venables, 1998), and industrial geographers (e.g. Scott,
1996; Storper, 1995; Storper and Scott, 1995) in the spatial concentration and
clustering of some kinds of economic activity; by economists in the role of
exchange rates in affecting the extent, geography and timing of FDI (Cushman,
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1985; Froot and Stein, 1991; Rangan, 1998); and by business scholars (Porter,
1994, 1996; Enright, 1991, 1998, 1999) in the idea that an optimum locational
portfolio of assets is a competitive advantage in its own right.

The eclectic paradigm has always recognized the importance of the locational
advantages of countries as a key determinant of the foreign production of MNEs
(Dunning, 1998).18 Moreover, since the 1930s, at least, there have been
numerous context specific theories of the geographical distribution of FDI and
the siting of particular value-added activities of firms.19 Some of these ‘partial’
theories are set out in Table 14.2. They include the locational component of
Vernon’s product cycle theory (Vernon, 1966), and that of Knickerbocker’s
‘follow my leader’ theory (Knickerbocker, 1973), which was one of the earliest
attempts to explain the geographical clustering of FDI; and Rugman’s risk
diversification theory, which suggested that MNEs normally prefer a geo-
graphical spread of their foreign investments to having ‘all their eggs in the
same (locational) basket’ (Rugman, 1979).20

However, for the most part, the question of where to locate a particular FDI,
given the configuration of the O and I variables, was not thought to raise new
issues of interest to students of the MNE. At the same time, throughout the last
three decades, there have been many empirical studies on the determinants of
both the export vs FDI choice of corporations, and the spatial distribution of
MNE activity.21

Once again, in conformity with our earlier analysis, and as Table 14.2 shows,
these explanatory variables are seen to differ according to the’ motives for FDI,
its sectoral composition, the home and host countries of the investing firms,
and a variety of firm specific considerations. But, in the main, scholarly research
has extended, rather than replaced, standard theories of location to encompass
cross-border value-added activities. In particular, it has embraced new locational
variables, e.g. exchange rate and political risks, the regulations and policies of
supra-national entities,22 inter-country cultural differences; and has placed a
different value of other variables common both to domestic and international
locational choices.23 However, these add-on or re-valued variables could be
easily accommodated within the extant analytical structures.24 This marked off
most pre-1990 explanations of the location (L) specific advantage of nations
from those of the O specific advantages of firms.

The emergence of the knowledge-based globalizing economy and asset-
augmenting FDI is compelling scholars to take a more dynamic approach to
both the logistics of the siting of corporate activities, and to the competitive
advantages of nations and/or regions. In the former case, firms need to take
account not only of the presence and cost of traditional factor endowments, of
transport costs, of current demand levels and patterns, and of Marshallian type
agglomerative economies (Marshall, 1920); but also of distance related trans-
action costs (Storper and Scott, 1995), of dynamic externalities, knowledge
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Table 14.2 Theories explaining L specific advantages of countries

(1) MS (2) RS (3) ES (4) SAS

1. Traditional location
theories
Hoover (1948),
Hotelling (1929), Isard
(1956), Lösch (1954),
Lloyd and Dicken
(1990), Weber (1928)

2. Theories related to
the process of interna-
tionalization
AndersonandGatignon
(1986),Buckleyand
Cavusgil(1980),Daniels
(1971),Forsgren(1989),
Hirsch(1976),Johanson
andVahlne(1977,1990),
Luostarinen(1979),
Vernon(1996),Welch
andLuostarinen(1988)

3. Theories related to
agglomeration of
economic activity
Audretsch (1998),
Enright (1991, 1998,
1999), Forsgren
(1989), Krugman
(1991, 1993, 1998),
Malmberg, Sölvell and
Zander (1996), Porter
(1994, 1996), Storper
(1995), Cantwell and
Piscitello (1997)

• Demand-related
variables, e.g. size,
character and potential
growth of local and
adjacent markets. 

• Presence of com-
petitors.

• Supply-oriented
variables, e.g. availabil-
ity, quality and price of
natural resources, trans-
portation costs,
artificial barriers to
trade.

• Supply-oriented
variables, especially
those related to compar-
ative advantages of
immobile assets, e.g.
labor, land and infra-
structure.

• Location and price of
created assets,
including those owned
by firms likely to be
acquired.

• Exchange rates

• Mainly MS and RS, using traditional locational
variables, but also several firm specific variables
and transaction costs.

• Emphasis on role of psychic distance, particularly in
exploiting knowledge-based O advantages (Daniels,
1971; Johanson and Vahlne, 1977, 1990).

• Some attention given
to FDI as a learning
activity.

• Some clustering of
products for con-
venience of
consumers, including
industrial consumers. 

• Economies of scale
and scope.

• Supply-related clusters, based on static external
economies, e.g. pooled labor markets. 

• Economies of scale and scope.

• Supply-related clusters
based on asset-
augmenting activities,
local accumulation of
knowledge, and
exchange of informa-
tion and learning
experiences.
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4. Theories related to
spatially specific
transaction costs
Florida (1995), Scott
(1996), Storper and
Scott (1995)

5. Theories related to
complementary assets
Teece (1992), Teece,
Pisano and Shuen
(1997), Chen and Chen
(1998, 1999)

6. Theories related to
government induced
incentives
Loree and Guisinger
(1995), UNCTAD
(1996a)

7. Theories related to 
oligopolistic behavior
and product cycle
Graham (1978, 1998),
Knickerbocker (1973),
Vernon (1974)

• Given production and transport costs, external ties and scale economies, spatially related transaction costs
are hypothesized to lead to a clustering of related activities.
(a) to reduce overall costs and
(b) to maximize benefits of inter-related innovating and learning activities.

• The presence of related activities which help lower transport costs and
promote joint economies in innovation, production and marketing.

• As for MS, RS and ES,
but directed to asset-
augmenting activities,
and strategic
networking.

• Mainly incentives to
promote innovation-
driven alliances, and
the upgrading of
existing O advantages
of investing firms.

• Especially fiscal and
other incentives
leading to increase in
demand for products
of MNEs.

• Supply-related incentives, concessionary rights for
exploitation of natural-resource-based sectors; intellec-
tual property rights, tax advantages for RS and ES.

• Follow my leader and other forms of oligopolistic behavior may apply to all four forms of international
production, although incentives and pressures for such behavior are likely to be context specific.
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8.  Theories of risk
diversification
Agmon and Lessard
(1977),Rugman (1979)

9.  Exchange rate theories
Aliber (1971), Cushman
(1985), Froot and Stein
(1991), Blonigen
(1997), Rangan (1997)

10. Knowledge-enhancing
(dynamic) theories of
location
Dunning (1997), Kogut
and Zander (1993),
Kuemmerle (1996),
Porter (1994, 1998),
Chen and Chen (1998,
1999)

• Types of location specific risk vary with kind of FDI, but theory suggests that
firm will diversify their portfolios to minimize their risk exposures, which
include exchange, political and economic risks.

• Theories which assume exchange rates or changes in exchange rates, suitably discounted for risk, capture
most of the differences in cross-border locational costs, and also expectations of investors about the future
course of exchange rates. These embrace all kinds of FDI, but particularly that of the timing of M&As.

• See also SAS column, for 1–7 above. More specifically, dynamic theories are
directed to explaining locational strategy in terms of sustaining and promoting
location specific advantages in a world of uncertainty, learning and continuous
innovation and upgrading of products. Applies especially to research and devel-
opment activity of all kinds of FDI. The need to exploit dynamic locational
advantage especially pronounced in high-technology sectors.

• Risks of SAS FDI also
relate to inappropriate
timing (especially for
M&As) and insuffi-
cient knowledge about
the assets being
acquired.

• Theory is that firms
will invest in those
countries which offer
the greatest opportu-
nity for upgrading
their existing core
competencies and that
such a locational
strategy is path
dependent.
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accumulation, and interactive learning (Enright, 1991, 1998, 1999; Florida,
1995; Malmberg, Sölvell and Zander, 1996), of spatially related innovation and
technological standards (Antonelli, 1998; Sölvell and Zander, 1998), of the
increasing dispersion of created assets, and of the need to conclude cross-border
asset augmenting and/or asset exploiting alliances (Dunning, 1995, 1998).

Contemporary economic events are suggesting that the nature and compo-
sition of a country or region’s comparative advantage, which has been
traditionally based on its possession of a unique set of immobile natural
resources and capabilities, is now more geared to its ability to offer a distinc-
tive and non-imitable set of location bound created assets, including the
presence of indigenous firms with which foreign MNEs might form alliances
to complement their own core competencies. Recent research not only reveals
that some nation states are not only becoming increasingly dependent on the
cross-border activities of their own and foreign-based corporations for their
economic prosperity (Dunning, 1996; UNCTAD, 1998);25 but that the com-
petitiveness of these corporations is becoming increasingly fashioned by the
institutional framework within which they operate (Oliver, 1997; Doremus,
Keller, Pauly and Reich, 1998). In particular, both nation states and sub-national
authorities are becoming more aware of the need to provide the appropriate
economic and social infrastructure, both for their own firms to generate the O
specific assets consistent with the demands of world markets, and for foreign
investors to engage in the kind of value-adding activities which advances the
dynamic comparative advantage of the immobile assets within their jurisdiction
(Porter, 1994; Peck, 1996; Dunning 1998).

As yet, business strategists, organizational, and marketing scholars have paid
little attention to how their own explanations of the timing and geographical
profile of international business activity need modifying in the light of the new
forms of FDI and of alliance capitalism. There is, for example, little treatment
of spatially related factors in either the resource-based or the evolutionary
theories of the firm; although the role of spatially related agglomerative
economies is being increasingly recognized as an important source of learning
and innovating capabilities. Indeed, Michael Porter has gone as far as to say
that, in the modern global economy, ‘anything that can be moved or sourced
from a distance is no longer a competitive advantage’ (Porter, 1998, p. 29), and
that ‘the true advantages today are things that are sticky, that is not easily
movable’ (ibid., p. 29). If this is correct, it may be inferred that as the dynamic
gains from spatial clustering and network linkages become more pronounced,26

so will the locational choice of firms become a more critical strategic variable.
It also follows that national and regional authorities should pay more attention
to the fostering of immobile complementary assets and cluster-related public
goods as part of their policies to attract and retain mobile investment.
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As in the case of O specific advantages, scholarly research on the kind of L
advantages most likely to explain the ‘where’ of international production has
taken on a new trajectory over the past decade. More particularly, the dramatic
increase in cross-border mergers and acquisitions27 has reflected the avail-
ability and price of assets that firms wish to acquire or tap into to protect or
augment their competitive advantages. While the exchange rate might certainly
affect a timing of the FDI, the extent to which the acquired assets – together
with the business environment of which they are part – advances the compet-
itiveness and strategic trajectories of the investing firms, are the critical
locational determinants.

Finally, we would observe that, although several strands of intellectual
thought contribute towards our understanding of the locational dynamics of
MNE activity, these offer complementary, rather than alternative, explanations.
This is not to deny that there are differences of emphasis or methodology among
scholars,28 but we believe that they are not substantive enough to preclude their
incorporation into any revised paradigm of international production.

The Internalization Sub-paradigm

Given that a firm has a set of competitive or O specific advantages, and the
immobile assets of a foreign country are such as to warrant locating value-
adding or asset-augmenting activities there, what determines whether such
activities are undertaken by the firms possessing the advantages, or by
indigenous producers buying the advantage, or the right to its use, in the open
market, or acquiring them by some other means?29 Orthodox internalization
theory offers a fairly straightforward answer, viz. as long as the transaction and
co-ordination costs of using external arm’s-length markets in the exchange of
intermediate products, information, technology, marketing techniques, etc.
exceed those incurred by internal hierarchies, then it will pay a firm to engage
in FDI, rather than conclude a licensing or another market-related agreement
with a foreign producer. In general, the transaction costs of using external
markets tend to be positively correlated with the imperfections of those markets.
Over the last two decades, an extensive literature has identified a whole range
of market failures, such as those associated with bounded rationality, and the
provision of public and jointly supplied products and common intangible assets,
and which permit opportunism, information asymmetries, uncertainty,
economies of scale, and externalities of one kind or another.30

In explaining why firms choose to engage in FDI rather than buy or sell
intermediate products in some other way (the third question which any inter-
national business theorist must answer), internalization theory has provided the
dominant explanation over the past two decades. Yet it has not gone unchal-
lenged. The major criticisms have been of three kinds. The first is that it is an
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incomplete theory in that it ignores other functions which a firm may perform,
other than those which are transaction related; and other reasons, apart from
short-run profit maximization, why firms may wish to engage in value-added
activities outside their national boundaries. For example, firms have abilities of
learning, memory adaptation and the capabilities to produce – tasks which
markets cannot emulate. Many cross-border M&As are undertaken to gain new
resources and/or to access to new capabilities, markets, or to lower the unit
costs of production, or to gain market power, or to forestall or thwart the
behavior of competitors.

Such objectives fit less comfortably with the conception of a firm as a ‘nexus
of treaties’, and more with that of a firm as a ‘collection or bundle of resources’
(Barney, 1991), or as a ‘repository of knowledge and capabilities’ (Kogut and
Zander, 1993; Madhok, 1996). This does not destroy the validity of internal-
ization theory per se. It does, however, suggest that its contents should be
widened to incorporate all costs and benefits associated with corporate activities;
and not only those which are transaction related!31 Contemporary writings,
both by resource-based and evolutionary scholars, have refocused attention on
the unique characteristics of the firm32 vis-à-vis those of other institutions, viz.
as a unit of production, whose function is to efficiently convert a given set of
resources into economically rewarding products.

The second criticism of orthodox internalization theory is that it is a static
theory, and gives little guidance as to how a firm may best organize its activities
to create future assets, rather than optimize the use of its existing assets. The
increasing role of innovation in the contemporary global economy, and the need
of firms to tap into, and exploit, resources and capabilities outside their home
countries, is requiring a reappraisal of the rationale for, and economics of,
extending the boundaries of a firm. It is also requiring scholars to judge the
success of managerial strategy less on the criteria of short-run profitability, and
more on that of long-run asset appreciation. To be relevant in a dynamic context,
extant internalization theory needs to explain why firm specific transaction
costs are likely to be less than market specific transaction costs in the creation,
as well as in the use, of resources and capabilities.

Third, the growth of a range of inter-firm coalitions is resulting in de facto
internalization, but without equity ownership. This is most evident in two cases.
The first is where the competitive advantage of a firm is based on its ownership
of a set of proprietary rights, the use of which it can effectively control and
monitor through a contractual agreement. The second is that where firms engage
in collaborative agreements for a very specific purpose, which is usually time
limited, e.g. a research and development project or a joint marketing arrange-
ment in a particular country or region. Here, full internalization, which, in
essence, addresses ownership issues, is not a realistic option for the participat-
ing firms. At the same time, most strategic partnerships now being formed
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Table 14.3 Theories explaining why firms choose to own foreign value-added facilities

(1) MS (2) RS (3) ES (4) SAS

1. Orthodox internaliza-
tion theory

(i) Resource or pro-
ductivity-enhancing
Caves (1996), Dunning
(1993) 
(ii) Cost reduction
Anderson and Gatignon
(1986), Aoki, Gustafson
and Williamson (1990),
Buckley and Casson
(1976, 1985, 1998a,
1998b), Hennart (1982,
1989), Rugman (1982,
1996)
(iii) Risk reduction 
Vernon (1993)

2. Dynamic internaliza-
tion theory
Ghoshal, Hahn and
Moran (1997), Buckley
and Casson (1998a)

• To capture co-ordinating and transactional benefits of common governance of
related activities; to benefit (mainly through M&As) from innovating,
production or marketing scale/scope economies.

• To reduce transaction and co-ordinating costs of arm’s-length markets and/or
non-equity contractual relations. Such costs include opportunism and shirking,
and those designed to protect the reputation of the contractor. Most empirical
work relates to entry modes. See, for example, Anderson and Gatignon (1986).

• To reduce organizational and related risks implicit in (ii) above.

• To tap into learning and
experience-related assets
and to speed up the
innovation process. To
capture the advantages
of Schumpeterian inte-
gration and the common
governance of R&D-
related activities
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3. Agency theory
Eisenhardt (1989),
Jensen and Meckling
(1976), Strong and
Waterson (1987)

4. Market power
theories
Hymer (1960, 1976),
Gowling and Sugden
(1987)

5. Efficiency-related
theories
Caves (1982, 1996),
Teece (1981, 1984)

6. Knowledge acquisi-
tion and sharing
theories
Antonelli (1998),
Kogut and Zander
(1993), Makino (1998),
Wesson (1993, 1997),
Teece, Pisano and
Shuen (1997)

• As with internalization theory, but primarily to reduce risks of external agents
behaving against the interests of the principals. 

• To reduce moral hazard and adverse selection.

• Growth by M&As intended to increase market power, rather than to upgrade
efficiency.

• To capture scale-related production economies. To raise dynamic technical efficiency through shared
knowledge, learning experiences and management expertise.

• To augment existing
intellectual assets,
thereby increasing com-
petitive prowess 

• To capture synergies of
knowledge creation and
augmenting activities
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cannot be construed as arm’s-length transactions as the participants have a
continuing knowledge sharing relationship with each other (Dunning, 1995;
UN, 1998). The advent of alliance capitalism, which may be perceived as a
variant of hierarchical capitalism, offers opportunities for new inter-firm organ-
izational modalities, the rationale for which internalization theory can only
partly explain.

In Table 14.3, we set out some of the mainstream theories which have
attempted to explain why, given a set of O and L specific advantages, firms
prefer to own their foreign value-added or creating activities, rather than lease
the right to use their O advantages to independently owned foreign firms. It
is our contention that changing world economic events, the growing multi-
nationality of many foreign investors, and the need for firms to engage in
highly specific cross-border alliances and in asset-augmenting FDI, are neces-
sitating both a reappraisal of static organizational theories and an integration
between ‘production based’, ‘innovation based’ and ‘transaction based’
theories of the firm.

Again, we do not think these approaches to internalization are mutually
exclusive. At the end of the day, managers will take decisions which in any
particular context (including those of competitor firms) will come closest to
meeting an amalgam of short-term and long-term objectives. Yet, to be effective,
these decisions need to take account of, and resolve in a holistic way, conflicts
between very specific objectives. It is extremely unlikely, for example, that
any one firm will be successful, at one and the same time, in minimizing short-
run transaction costs, maximizing short-run and long-run productive efficiency,
accessing new markets, optimizing the net benefits of asset creation and asset-
augmenting activities, and pursuing a variety of cost-effective strategies to
improve its competitive position vis-à-vis that of its main rivals – all within a
macro-economic environment of uncertainty and volatility.

This, then, suggests that any comprehensive explanation of the existence and
the growth of the contemporary MNE must almost inevitably be ‘judiciously
pluralistic’ (Foss, 1996), unless the context in which the explanation is being
made is very narrowly delineated. And, it is a fact that most new explanations
of the territorial expansion of firms tend to be incremental to extant theories,
rather than a replacement of them. Any conflict between alternative theories
or models is, as likely as not, to be about the relevance of, or emphasis placed
on, these theories or models, rather than about their logical construction.

We would make one other point. In discussing alternative interpretations of
the I component of the OLI triumvirate, organizational scholars such as Chris
Bartlett, Sumantra Ghoshal, Yves Doz and C.K. Prahalad focus on the individual
manager – rather than on the firm – as their main unit of analysis. This results
in a somewhat different analytical perspective towards the rationale for existence
of hierarchies and the internalization of markets, than that offered by Oliver
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Williamson (1985, 1986, 1990), notwithstanding the fact that, in his various
writings, he incorporates the concept of managerial discretion as an explanation
for the behavior of firms. Moreover, for the most part, Williamson’s analysis
tends to be concerned with the efficiency of asset exploitation, rather than that
of asset augmentation. Because of this, his focus is more on the optimal mode
of co-ordinating the use of existing resources and capabilities, rather than on
that of upgrading such resources and capabilities, by innovating and other means.

CONCLUSIONS: THE ECLECTIC PARADIGM AS AN
ENVELOPE FOR COMPLEMENTARY THEORIES OF MNE
ACTIVITY

In the three previous sections of this chapter, we have suggested that, for the
most part, the many and varied explanations of the extent and structure of FDI
and MNE activity are complementary to, rather than substitutable for, each other,
and are strongly context specific. We have further observed that, as the inter-
national production by MNEs has grown and taken on new patterns, as the world
economic scenario has changed, and as scholars have better understood the raison
d’être for FDI, so new explanations of the phenomena have been put forward,
and existing explanations have been modified and, occasionally, replaced.

According to Kuhn (1962) and Foss (1996, 1997), an existing paradigm can
accommodate several contrasting theoretical models as long as these are not
addressing exactly the same questions or addressing these in the same context.33

At the same time, a paradigm that leaves no issues unresolved is of dubious
value as a guide to further theorizing (Loasby, 1971). By contrast, a paradigm
shift may be required when new phenomena arise which cannot be addressed
within the existing paradigm, or where there are serious and irreconcilable
conflicts among the theories contained in the paradigm.

However, we believe that the criteria for a successful paradigm are more
demanding. More specifically, we would mention three of these. The first is
that the sum of the value of the constituent theories must be greater than the
whole. This suggests that there are intellectual interdependencies or external-
ities to each of the theories, which a paradigm can ‘internalize’ through its
integrated approach. It follows then that the more any general paradigm of inter-
national production can advance understanding about the determinants of its
constituent parts, the more successful it may be judged. Viewed in this way, we
would aver that dynamizing the eclectic paradigm, and recognizing the inter-
dependence of the OLI components not only adds value to its original
conception, but helps point the way to improving a variety of the individual
theories it embraces.
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Second, we would assert that the strength of a paradigm also depends on the
extent to which it can offer some generic hypotheses, or, indeed, predictions
about the phenomena being studied. In the case of the earlier versions of the
eclectic paradigm, we offered some general hypotheses about the nature of the
relationship between the O, L and I variables and FDI (Dunning, 1977, 1980).
However, we did not think it appropriate to put forward specific hypotheses
about the relationship between particular OLI variables and particular kinds of
FDI – as the paradigm itself was not context specific.

In the case of the contemporary version of the paradigm, which embraces
alliance related and asset augmenting MNE activity, even generic hypotheses
are harder to make without knowing whether a firm is contemplating an FDI
to exploit a competitive strength or to overcome, or counteract, a competitive
weakness. Only by treating the search for, and acquisition of, competitive
advantages as part of the dynamic and cumulative process of sustaining and
advancing O specific advantages (rather than a discrete and once-and-for-all
transaction) can this conundrum be resolved. This, then, suggests that the
eclectic paradigm might better address itself to explaining the process of inter-
national production, than to its level and composition at a particular moment
of time.

Third, a paradigm may be judged to be robust if it continues to address
relevant problems and offers a satisfying conceptual structure for resolving
them (Loasby, 1971), and if there are no serious contenders to it. Here, it would
be foolish to deny there are not other paradigms which seek to offer general
explanations of the internationalization process of firms and/or their inter-
national management strategies. But, for the most part, we would not consider
these to be competing paradigms.

Managerial-related paradigms, for example, are interested in explaining the
behavior of managers in harnessing and utilizing scarce resources, not the
overall level and pattern of FDI or MNE activity. Moreover, unlike FDI theories,
they tend to be process oriented, unlike most FDI theories (Buckley, 1996).
Organizational paradigms are directed to evaluating the costs and benefits of
alternative institutional mechanisms for organizing a given set of resources and
capabilities, independently of the location of these assets. Paradigms offered by
marketing scholars usually focus on the process and/or form of international
market entry and/or growth (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977; Luostarinen, 1979;
Welch and Luostarinen, 1988; Anderson and Gatignon, 1986). Technologically
related paradigms of international production (Cantwell, 1989, 1994; Kogut
and Zander, 1993) come nearest to our own approach, but cannot comfortably
explain FDI in developing countries and in some service sectors. With a few
exceptions (notably Gray, 1999; Markusen, 1995), modern paradigms of inter-
national trade ignore or downplay the significance of firm specific advantages.
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Finance-related paradigms can offer only limited insights into the growth of
corporate networks and cross-border strategic alliances.

We conclude, then, that an add-on dynamic component to the eclectic
paradigm, and an extension of its constituent parts to embrace both asset
augmenting and alliance-related cross-border ventures can do much to uphold
its position as the dominant analytical framework for examining the determi-
nants of international production. We believe that recent economic events, and
the emergence of new explanations of MNE activity, have added to, rather than
subtracted from, the robustness of the paradigm. While accepting that, in spite
of its eclecticism, there may be some kinds of foreign owned value-added
activities which do not fit comfortably into its construction, we do believe that
it continues to meet most of the criteria of a good paradigm; and that it is not
yet approaching its own ‘creative destruction’ (Foss, 1996).34
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NOTES

1. Ownership, Location and Internalization.
2. As described, for example, in Caves (1982, 1996) and Dunning (1993). For the purposes of

this chapter we use FDI and international production, viz. production financed by FDI, as
interchangeable terms.

3. As, for example, set out in Buckley and Casson (1976, 1985, 1998a, 1998b), Hennart (1982,
1989) and Rugman (1982, 1996).

4. For an elaboration of these and other kinds of FDI (e.g. escape, support, and passive invest-
ments), see Dunning (1993), ch. 3, pp. 61–3.

5. The former mainly in the form of the growth of horizontal, i.e. product specialization and the
latter in the growth of vertical, i.e. process specialization.

6. Such activity is estimated to have accounted for between 55 percent and 60 percent of all
new FDI flows over the period 1985 to 1997 (UN, 1998).

7. As witnessed, by the growth of intra-firm trade both of intermediate and of final products,
documented, for example, by UN (1996b).

8. The explanation of foreign direct divestment by MNEs is exactly the reverse of that of
foreign direct investment. It may be brought about by a decline in their O specific advantages
and/or the L advantages of foreign countries, and/or a reduced motive by firms to internal-
ize the cross-border market for buying or selling intermediate products (Boddewyn, 1985;
Dunning 1988).

9. Throughout our analysis, we shall proceed on the assumption that paradigmatic and model
building theoretic structures to understanding international business activity are comple-
mentary rather than alternative scientific methodologies (Buckley and Casson, 1998b). While
accepting the need for rigorous theorizing and the empirical treating of specific hypotheses,
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we also believe that encompassing related hypotheses into an open-ended and comprehensive
conceptual framework, which not only identifies and evaluates the interaction between the
theories, but makes its own generic predictions, provides a useful, and in many cases, an
essential, foundation to these theories. We, therefore, view the eclectic paradigm as a systemic
framework which provides a set of general assumptions and boundary criteria in which oper-
ationally testable theories, germane to FDI and MNE theory, can be comfortably
accommodated. It is, perhaps, the most expressive of the research tradition in international
business which has evolved over the past two decades (Weisfelder, 1998). For an elaboration
of the concept of a research tradition, see Laudan (1977).

10. See also the writings of the Scandinavian school on the internalization process (e.g. Johanson
and Vahlne, 1977; Luostarinen, 1979; Welch and Luostarinen, 1988).

11. For a longer-term perspective, and particularly for an appreciation of the evolution of the O
advantages of firms, and their changing locational patterns and organizational modalities, see
two classic studies by Mira Wilkins (Wilkins, 1970, 1974).

12. A generic term which suggests that the wealth of firms and countries is increasingly dependent
on the kind and quality of alliances they form with other firms and countries. This concept is
explored in more detail in Dunning (1995).

13. Which elsewhere (Dunning, 1997) we suggest represents a new stage in the development of
market-based capitalism, the previous two stages being land-based and machine-based
capitalism.

14. The origins of the paradigm date back to 1958, when the distinction between the O advantages
of firms and the L advantages of countries was first made, in a study by the present author,
of American investment in British manufacturing industry (Dunning, 1958, revised 1998).
The I component was not explicitly added until 1977, although some of the reasons why firms
prefer to engage in FDI rather than cross-border licensing et al. agreements were acknowl-
edged by the author and other scholars in the early 1970s. (See the 1998 revised edition of
Dunning, 1958, ch. 11.)

15. Implicitly or explicitly, this assumes some immobility of factors of production, including
created assets, and that factor markets are not fully contestable. Much earlier, several kinds
of competitive advantages specific to foreign owned and domestic firms were identified by
such scholars as Dunning (1958), Brash (1965) and Safarian (1966).

16. For a full bibliography, see Barney (1991), Conner (1991), Conner and Prahalad (1996),
Cantwell (1994), Dosi, Freeman, Nelson, Silverberg and Soete (1988), Foss, Knudsen and
Montgomery (1995) and Saviotti and Metcalfe (1991). See also the writings of David Teece
(1981, 1994, 1992) and of Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997).

17. Which includes minimizing the transaction costs and of maximizing the benefits of innovation,
learning and accumulated knowledge.

18. Unlike with internalization theory, where the locational decision is normally taken to be inde-
pendent of the modality of resource transference.

19. One of the first of these studies was that of Frank Southard in 1931 on the locational deter-
minants of US FDI in Europe (Southard, 1931).

20. Earlier, Agmon and Lessard (1977) had suggested that US MNEs commanded a higher price
than their uninational counterparts because individual investors looked on the former as a
means of internationally diversifying their investment portfolios.

21. For a survey of these studies, see, for example, Dunning (1993) and Caves (1996).
22. See particularly the impact of WTO agreements and dispute settlements on the locational

decisions of MNEs, as documented by Brewer and Young (1999).
23. Notably, wage levels, demand patterns, policy-related variables, supply capabilities and infra-

structure.
24. As set out in textbooks on location theory, e.g. Lloyd and Dicken (1977) and Dicken (1998).
25. Especially small states like Switzerland, Belgium and Sweden.
26. Chen and Chen (1998, 1999) have argued that the access to foreign located networks would

both augment the O specific advantages of the investing firms, and enable firms which
otherwise do not engage in FDI, so to do. The authors back up their assertion that FDI might
act as a conduit for strategic linkages by drawing upon the experiences of Taiwanese firms.
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27. Which, within the triad of countries, are estimated to have accounted for around three-fifths
of all new FDI between 1985 and 1995 (UNCTAD, 1997).

28. For example, there are several socio-economic and geographical theories of the rationale for
industrial clustering; see, for example, Storper (1995).

29. E.g. by a subcontracting, or turn-key, agreement.
30. For two recent explanations of the various kinds of market failure and the response of firms

and governments to these, see Lipsey (1997) and Meyer (1998).
31. I am grateful for one reviewer of this chapter who pointed out that orthodox internalization

theory addresses a single question, viz. ‘where are the boundaries of the firm drawn?’ I agree.
But, up to now, this particular question has been approached mainly from a transaction cost
perspective, which, I would argue, cannot cope with all the issues raised by it.

32. As compared with markets.
33. Thus, for example, although the transaction cost and resource-based theories of the firm offer

alternative predictions of the behavior of firms, they, in fact, are addressing different aspects
of that behavior, e.g. the former is concerned with defining the boundaries of a firm’s activities
and the latter with the origins of its competitive advantages.

34. For a somewhat different, and highly refreshing, approach to some of the concepts dealt with
in this chapter, see a recently published article by Boddewyn and Iyer (1999).
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15. The challenge of electronic markets
for international business theory*

1. INTRODUCTION

The study and research of International Business and E-commerce has both
many similarities and some differences. E-commerce touches many of the same
disciplines as International Business (IB) (Boddewyn and Iyer, 1999), such as
economics, political science, law, sociology, and psychology; as well as several
functional or professional areas, such as management, marketing, and finance,
etc., which apply concepts, models and variables derived from these disciplines.
We have observed how the network properties of the Internet and E-commerce
have encouraged International Business, but not necessarily the amount and
internal relatedness of foreign direct investment associated with business models
of the mid-1990s (Beck et al., 2000).

Similar to Vernon’s (1994) cited difficulties in truly understanding the
structures, motivations and strategies of multinational enterprises, we are once
again confronted with these problems with the emergence of global E-commerce
companies, but now have much less history to guide us. Much of the earlier
research in E-commerce focused on descriptive case studies, recounting what
happened and why (Netscape, Yahoo, etc.), particularly in the US market, rather
than taking the lead from the more careful theoretical analysis of Bartlett and
Ghoshal (1993) in their evaluation of the major organisation changes then being
introduced in such MNEs as ABB. We must attempt to introduce the IB discipline
and the eclectic analytic process to analyse the new realities of globally
networked businesses. This requires a basic understanding of the reality of
business in the new economy and a great deal of imagination necessary to develop
creative theoretical solutions to unstructured and undetermined problems.

Since the 1970s, the eclectic paradigm (Dunning, 1977, 1988, 1995, 2000)
has sought to integrate the mainstream economic and behavioural theories to
explain aspects of FDI and/or foreign-owned production. The paradigm offers
a conceptual framework for incorporating a number of context-specific and
operationally testable theories, each of which seeks to explain a particular
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component of the internationalisation process (Dunning, 2000). Expansion of
the paradigmatic framework to E-commerce can help us formulate contextual
and operationally testable theories. More specifically, this chapter examines
the extent to which the tenets of the eclectic paradigm can be applied to E-
commerce development, and reviews some of the mainstream theories related
to IB to establish this link.

The chapter will address two main issues:

1. The specific impact of E-commerce on the framework of the eclectic
paradigm of international production and some of the economic and behav-
ioural theories that make up the paradigm

Much like the steam engine, the telegraph, the telephone, the railroad and the
highway system before it, the Internet is a facilitating technology that serves as
a catalyst for new business combinations, permutations and mutations (Wymbs,
2000a). Each of the above technologies was network-based and required a
minimum number of users before its true economic benefit and a period of
increasing returns could be realised (Bernstein, 1998). Gates (1999) states that
what is different about the Internet as a modality of service delivery is the speed
at which its widespread use has followed its initial commercial introduction,
namely, in approximately five years as compared with a decade or more earlier
in the case of other communication technologies. This time compression will
highlight some of the unique dislocations and discontinuities caused by or
associated with E-commerce (Iansiti and MacCormack, 1997; Yoffie and
Cusumano, 1999).

Although we will analyse it in more detail later, the basic tenets and predic-
tions of the eclectic paradigm (Dunning, 1988, 1993, 2000) appear to hold with
respect to the Internet. Firms will seek to leverage Internet technology to sustain
or augment rare, inimitable and immutable ownership (O) advantages both from
a scale and scope perspective. They will seek efficient organisational structures
and internalise asset-creating and value-added activities using electronic
commerce when markets fail. In addition, firms will seek to invest in locations
around the world where they can either best exploit their core competences or
add to them.

The information technology revolution, however, is like an iceberg, the
largest and most interesting part of which is below the paradigmatic water line.
With regard to firm-, industry- and country-specific issues, key questions
include: how will Internet technology affect the boundaries of firms, and how
will firms mutate, combine, dissolve and spontaneously regenerate the resources
and capabilities to take advantage of a new range of information- and
transaction-related economies? How may common cross-industry processes
replace industries as the most appropriate classification of groups of firms?
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How may governments, both within countries and across countries, attempt
simultaneously to encourage E-commerce development, yet limit some of its
less desirable effects, including the sub-optimal behaviour of firms experienc-
ing increasing returns on a global scale? We believe that the answers to these
questions can be productively explored by using the methodology and contents
of the eclectic paradigm.

2. How contextual variables (industry, country and firm characteristics) affect
OLI theory in an E-commerce world

Fundamental to exploring this issue is the need to answer the following basic
question: is it correct to think of E-commerce as a trajectory shift in our analysis
of the determinants of international business (IB) activity?

The answer is both ‘Yes’ and ‘No’. Technological advances are helping to
transform our lives by inventing new, undreamed of products and producing
them in new, undreamed of ways (Dicken, 1998; Tomkins, 1999; Reedy et al.,
2000). Richard Lipsey (1997), among others, believes that the world is
undergoing a deep structural adjustment in response to the advent of dramati-
cally new information and communications technologies. Unlike structuralist
scholars, such as Freeman and Perez (1988), who combine technology, structure
and economic performance in one overarching concept, the so-called techno-
economic paradigm, Lipsey and Bekar (1995) treat the three components
separately and distinctly. We agree, and believe that the contemporary debate
with respect to the impact of the Internet today is not so much about technology
per se (we all expect a geometric increasing in computing power, transmission
capacities and fast packet switching), but rather how the facilitating infra-
structure will channel and nourish E-commerce growth; and how, and to what
extent, the superior economic performance will flow to firms embracing new,
increasing return business strategies, that both redefine existing markets, and
create new ones.

Steve Kobrin (2000) expands on Lipsey and Bekar’s propositions by asserting
that cyberspace is a marketplace unlike that of any other in history. Potentially,
no physical product crosses geographic borders, no paper currency changes
hands, and there is no tangible record of the transaction (Kobrin, 1999). Policy
makers, technologists and managers must confront the political and economic
implications of digitisation. There appears to be an emerging asymmetry
between economics and politics (Strange, 1997). The former is becoming global
rather than trans-border, and is being organised via the use of electronic
networks, while the latter is overwhelmingly local and geographic.

The intangible aspect of cyberspace means that a transaction can no longer
be mapped into two-dimensional space. Borders and jurisdictions are irrelevant,
rather than ambiguous. The unique power of national governments to tax, punish
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and require participation is based on the idea of a national territory. Kobrin
(1999) asserts that the basic disconnect between geographic space and
cyberspace raises fundamental questions about the concept of national economic
jurisdiction and/or control.

From an individual firm perspective, it is important to understand its impli-
cations on the three main modes of internationalisation, namely, trade, foreign
direct investment and international strategic alliances (Wymbs, 1997). Few
would argue with the proposition that the new information economy is reducing
most forms of spatial transaction and coordination costs, and is thereby facili-
tating both more, and less costly cross-border commerce. However, as Coase
and Petzinger (1999) have observed, it is by no means clear which organisa-
tional entity is best equipped to own, control or access E-commerce. On the
one hand, lower transaction costs would appear to favour a market – though
not necessarily an arm’s-length market – solution; on the other, lower intra-
firm coordinating costs and the potential for exploiting firm specific scale and
scope economies would seem to favour a hierarchical solution. This particular
trade-off of Internet advantages is one of the most challenging questions now
exercising the minds of organisational and IB scholars.

2. THE IMPACT OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE ON IB
THEORY

As a context setter, this section first provides a brief overview of the eclectic
paradigm. It then systematically analyses and applies each of the OLI
components of the paradigm, and their related theories of IB, to E-commerce
development.

2.1 The Eclectic Paradigm

In brief, the eclectic paradigm – also known as the OLI paradigm – states that
the extent, pattern and form of IB activity will depend on the juxtaposition
behaviour of three sets of advantages. The first is the competitive advantage
or ownership(O)-specific advantages of firms engaging in or contemplating
value-added activities outside their national boundaries. The second is the
locational (L) attractions of particular regions or countries in which firms might
either create or augment these O advantages, or add value to them. The third
advantage is the extent to which firms possessing O advantage will choose to
coordinate these advantages with the L advantages of foreign countries through
internalising (I) the former’s cross-border markets for intermediate products,
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rather than engaging in arm’s-length transactions or contractual agreements
with foreign firms.

The paradigm was first put forward at a Nobel Symposium in Sweden in
1976 (Dunning, 1976), and over the past 25 years it has been frequently
modified and extended in the light of scholarly criticism and the changing world
economic landscape.1 In 1995, the OLI paradigm, originally developed during
an era of hierarchical capitalism, was extended to incorporate alliance-related
modalities. In this contribution, we propose another update to the paradigm to
reflect the emerging E-commerce world. For example, Table 15.1 compares
the three temporal snapshots of the paradigm, while the discussion of the E-
commerce parameters follows. Specifically, in this chapter we ask the question:
to what extent can Internet-related IB activities be accommodated within the
framework of the paradigm? After briefly indicating some of the modifications
that seem to be required to the OLI configuration of firms resulting from the
advent of E-commerce, we then proceed to consider how some of the specific
theories which reference the eclectic paradigm need to be reconfigured.

2.2 Theories Explaining O-Specific Advantages of Firms

We initially address ownership-specific advantages of the firm as they relate to
the eclectic paradigm and then discuss four important related theories of the
firm, i.e. the resource-based view evolutionary theory, organisational theory
and economic strategic theory.

(i) The eclectic paradigm O advantage 
The eclectic paradigm clearly identifies two types of ownership advantages.
The first pertains to the resources (asset) structure of the firm, which relates to
property rights and/or intangible asset advantage (Oa), while the second pertains
to the advantage of common governance, that is, of organising Oa with com-
plementary assets (Ot), i.e. transaction cost minimising advantage.

Oa advantages We believe that, while E-commerce is changing the context
and scope of the core competences of firms, if anything, such advantages are
becoming a more important discriminator in their strategic positioning and
commercial success. At the same time, the Internet is creating quite a varied set
of such opportunities, from Amazon.com establishing a relational community
of over 22 million customers (Helft, 2000) to Chemdex.com putting hundreds
of thousands of speciality chemicals online (Muehlbauer, 2000), to GE creating
an auction supply network (Margherion, 1998), to DoubleClick using Internet
usage data to create databases that target specific customer segments for clients
(DoubleClick, 2000). Each venture leverages network attributes of market space
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Table 15.1 An extension of the eclectic paradigm of international production4

1. Ownership-specific advantages (of enterprises of one nationality (or affiliates
of same) over those of another)

Hierarchical advantages
c.1993

• Property right and/or intangible asset advantages (Oa)
• Advantages of common governance, i.e. of organising Oa with complementary assets

(Ot) 
(i) Those that branch plants of established enterprises may enjoy over de novo firms
(ii) Which specifically arise because of multinationality. Multinationality enhances

operating flexibility, more favoured access and/or better knowledge of inter-
national markets, ability to take advantage of geographic differences in factor
markets and the ability to diversify or reduce risk

Alliance advantages
c.1995

• Vertical alliances
(i) Backward access to R&D and suppliers
(ii) Forward access to industrial customers and new markets

• Horizontal alliances 
(i) Access to complementary technologies and innovative capacity

• Networks of similar firms 
(i) Reduced transaction and coordination costs arising from better dissemination

and interpretation of knowledge and information 
(ii) Business districts

As per (i) plus spatial agglomerative economies

E-commerce advantages
c.2001

• Oa property right advantages based on technology, e.g. Cisco Systems Internet
switches

• Oa property right advantages based on standards, e.g. Microsoft’s operating system
• Oa property right advantages based on preferred customer interface, e.g. AOL and

Amazon.com
• Ot advantage based on E-commerce experience, e.g. Amazon.com’s horizontal inte-

gration into CDs
• Vertical alliances, e.g. commission paid based on sales referral
• Vertical alliances, e.g. creating business partners to handle auctions (FreeMar-

kets.com)
• Horizontal alliances, e.g. GM & Ford partnering to create a purchasing system.
• Business districts, e.g. Silicon Valley, Silicon Glen
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Table 15.1 continued

2. Internalization incentive advantages (i.e. to circumvent or exploit market failure)

Hierarchical advantages
• Avoidance of search and negotiating costs
• To avoid costs of moral hazard, information asymmetries and adverse selection
• To avoid costs of broken contracts and ensuing litigation

Alliance advantages
• Alliances or network-related advantages are those which prompt a ‘voice’ rather

than ‘exit’ response to market failure; they also allow many of the advantages of
internalisation without the inflexibility or the risk-related costs associated with it

• The growing structural integration of the world economy is requiring firms to go
outside their immediate boundaries to capture the complex realities of knowledge
exchange in innovation

E-commerce advantages
• Disintermediation: the ability to substitute information technology for various

components of an existing vertical value chain, e.g. auto manufacturers taking orders
over the Web, bypassing dealers and Chemdex.com replacing catalogues

• Re-intermediation: becoming an agent for buyers, seeking the lowest electronic price
• Outsourcing: reduced transaction costs
• Specialisation: size of core functions can grow owing to reduced coordination costs

3. Location-specific variables (these may favour home or host countries)

Hierarchical advantages
• Spatial distribution of natural and created resource endowments and markets
• Economic systems and policies of governments
• Input prices (land, labour and capital, components)

Alliance advantages
• The L advantage of alliances arises from the presence of a portfolio of immobile

local complementary assets, which, when organised within the framework of alliances
and networks produce a productive and stimulating environment

E-commerce advantages
• The L advantage arises from:

(i) State-of-the-art telecommunications infrastructure
(ii) Flat rate access
(iii) Government adopting a minimalist market policy
(iv) Agglomerative economies associated with financing and technology
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(which may be domestic or international) and attempts to exploit first mover and
increasing return advantages to preclude or inhibit market entry by competi-
tors or potential competitors (Rayport and Sviokla, 1998). Interesting
relationships are also being forged between large retailers such as K-Mart and
WalMart who, initially, did not embrace the Internet, and by leading market
space providers like Yahoo and AOL. In many ways, these alliances are similar
to options taken by MNEs in the 1980s in an attempt to expand their territor-
ial boundaries (Kogut, 1985). What is different today is that firms are expanding
in cyberspace rather than in the marketplace, and are more likely to use the
market to access resources and capabilities rather than to extend their ownership
of these same resources and capabilities (Standard, 1999; Rifkin, 2000).

Ot Advantages At the same time, the organisational advantages of firms are
becoming increasingly important. They are associated with the ability of firms
to learn the business of electronic commerce, and how its various components
can be replicated and/or coordinated in diverse industries. For example, in the
late 1990s, Priceline.com developed an auction model that initially worked
well for the low-cost procurement of the excess capacity of airlines (The
Economist, 2000a). It then leveraged the information system and management
practices to establish itself in the related hotel industry. However, its next
move, viz. creating an auction market for grocery items, was in a product area
that was far removed from travel (Priceline, 2000). Unlike the historical and
functional linkages between the airline and hotel industries, this new linkage
is based on the relatedness of processes (auctions) in ubiquitous marketspace
(the Internet).

Another important Ot advantage is the ability to work efficiently and har-
moniously with other enterprises, e.g. competitors, suppliers and customers, to
innovate enterprises more productively or speedily, and/or more effectively
utilise existing production and marketing opportunities. In addition to providing
its proprietary online auction service functions, e.g. searchable databases, billing
and collection, etc., e-Bay’s value web includes electronic linkages with its
customers, competitors such as Yahoo who route customers to e-Bay’s site,
but also provides a competing auction site, complementors such as banks that
provide credit card verification and suppliers that provide software, hardware
and network services (Cartwright and Oliver, 2000). The Internet dramatically
increases the amount of specialisation of value-adding activity that can eco-
nomically take place in creating customer services. It also reduces the
importance of the physical location of any particular value activity, and blurs
the corporate lines between competitors, co-providers, and strategic partners
for any particular service.
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(ii) Resource-based view
The resource-based theory suggests that a firm’s competitive advantages are
internally generated rather than being determined by the industry of which they
are part (Capron and Hulland, 1999). It assumes that each firm has rare, sus-
tainable and imperfectly imitable resources and that the firm uses these resources
to obtain differential advantage (Barney, 1991). As a general theory, the
resource-based view (Wernerfelt, 1984, 1995; Conner and Prahalad, 1996)
holds that firms are concerned with identifying and evaluating those assets that
afford them a sustainable competitive advantage. However, unique, rare and
non-imitable assets identified in the current literature are those primarily based
on physical resources, and the capabilities of firms to organise these effectively.
In the electronic marketspace knowledge creation and innovation are replacing
physical processes as value-adding activities (Cartwright and Oliver, 2000).

The competences associated with E-commerce are likely to include such
intangibles as specialisation, speed, the ability to harness and deploy critical
assets, and to network efficiently. In particular, the experience gained by first
mover firms learning to operate in this new, information-driven and increasing
returns environment is likely to become a key component of their future com-
petitive advantages. Because there are relatively low barriers to entry, the
creating of sustainable and non-imitable advantages becomes a serious problem
for many start-up firms. However, a robust acquisition market for under-
performing firms has developed, and when their capabilities are combined with
their new owner’s resources, a knowledge synergy can take place which helps
to generate a new set of unique assets, e.g. Amazon.com buying PlanetAll so
that Amazon can marry its customer preference data for 22.5 million customers
with PlanetAll’s gift suggestion software (Gimein and Lash, 1998). Also,
because of low exit costs, the same team can quickly re-form around new ideas
with new funding (Laseter et al., 2000). The creative applications of human
capital, organisational learning and the network of relationships internal and
external to the organisation are becoming the new rare and non-imitable assets
of an electronic economy (Cartwright and Oliver, 2000).

(iii) Evolutionary theory
Evolutionary theory’s basic proposition relates to path dependency and the
accumulated competitive advantages of firms. More particularly, the theory
asserts that the more efficient firms are in creating, accessing and managing
these advantages, the more likely they will have the capability to engage in
asset-exploiting and asset-augmenting FDI (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Cantwell,
1989, 1994; Nelson, 1991; Teece et al, 1997). Not surprisingly, IBM has
leveraged its computer and network skills and GE has leveraged its procurement
network to become significant E-commerce players.
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There are several components of E-commerce that are evolutionary, and most
particularly, the building of a network infrastructure to provide high-speed,
low-cost digital connectivity to all its users or potential users, and of a customer
coverage that permits this infrastructure to be efficiently and economically
exploited. Firms have been electronically evolving by replacing expensive
private procurement systems like EDI with the Internet. Also, firms that have
implemented the Intranet usually evolve and develop gateways to allow their
internal user community to access their external users via the Extranet. The
Intranet/Extranet migration significantly increases communication efficiency
with little incremental communication cost. Once, however, one goes beyond
these substitution effects, the next stages of E-commerce are likely to increase
focus on using electronic information to target customers, having customers
create virtual communities and having customers use intelligent agents to deliver
product information. Entrepreneur-related literature (Timmons, 1990; Sahlman,
1996) indicates that these revolutionary changes are more likely to come from
smaller firms not wedded to ingrained organisational processes and staid
corporate cultures. But as these new Internet business models and processes
become more widely established, they will create their own trajectories and
path-dependent competitive processes (Hill, 1997). Also, the Internet allows
firms to better coordinate related asset-creating activities and exploit dynamic
internalisation advantages.

(iv) Organisational (management-related) theories
In the early years of the present millennium, managers will be required to devise
appropriate organisational structures to harness and coordinate assets, processes
and routines around the world. Information technology and the Internet will
dramatically facilitate this process (Prahalad and Doz, 1987; Bartlett and
Ghoshal, 1989, 1993; Doz et al., 1997). We would expect the value-added
attributes of firms to undergo a fundamental change, with many non-core
functions being increasingly contracted out (GE, 1999). Similarly, Coase and
Petzinger (1999) believes that this process will result in greater Smithian type
specialisation and an enlarged size of specialist firms. When the most successful
Internet start-up firms begin to earn profits, this will put increasing pressure on
their competitors, in their search for both financial and human assets, to seek
more leverage for their intangible assets, and to outsource their less profitable
value activities. Indeed, a case has been made that, in the future, physical assets
will be reduced to the status of commodities, and that the only assets that will
be able to make monopolistic profits will be intellectual and relational (Evans
and Wurster, 1997). This suggests that organisational management structures
will need to be flexible enough to simultaneously manage both Smithian growth
resulting from the division of labour specialisation and Schumpeterian growth
resulting from innovation of business processes.
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(v) Economic theory – follow my leader, ‘tit for tat’ strategy
This model based on Knickerbocker (1973) and Graham (1990) appears to be
particularly relevant in an E-commerce environment. This is best illustrated by
the behaviour of two large US Internet portal suppliers, Yahoo and Lycos, who
appear to be chasing each other around the globe – with India being their most
recent target country (Manzar, 1999). As stated previously, many of the new
companies entering cyberspace are facing increasing returns on their O-specific
assets (Arthur, 1996). In fact, the main reason for the high initial public offering
prices for these firms is an expectation that they will be able to corner a spe-
cialised segment of the consumer market before others do so (Desmet, 2000).
This mini-monopoly will then either be exploited directly by the founding firm
or sold to a larger player, such as Amazon.com, who is looking to become the
anchor tenant in the biggest mall on earth (Gimein and Lash, 1998). Given the
current monitoring and control by national governments, monopolies do not
sit well from a public policy perspective. Therefore, the best these first movers
can hope for is to leverage the increasing returns of their businesses, and to
share their economic rents among a few global market players.

2.3 Theories Explaining L-Specific Advantages of Firms

The L-specific advantages of the firm as they relate to the eclectic paradigm are
first addressed followed by several important partial theories of the firm that
relate to complementary assets, government-induced incentives and knowledge-
enhancing dynamics.

(i) The eclectic paradigm L advantage
The competitive advantage of countries or regions relates to the ability of
locations (regions, countries or subregions) to offer the immobile assets
necessary for the mobile assets of domestic and foreign firms to be used more
efficiently – both to add value to those assets and to create (through innovation
or tapping into indigenous capabilities) new assets. The locational (L)
component of the eclectic paradigm is complex and must be addressed along
several dimensions. The first deals with the separation of goods with a high
digital content from those without. While it is true that every product has to be
produced and consumed at a specific point of space, the physical, intellectual
and information path that it takes to get there is becoming increasingly com-
plicated (Kobrin, 1999). For high digital content products, such as CDs and
software, there has been a replacement of the physical products with ‘virtual’
ones. Even for goods without a high digital content, there appears to be a split
developing between their tangible and intangible value chains. While, for
example, the physical components of a car, e.g. the engine, transmission, etc.,
still have locational space, the information properties relating to these
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components can appear only in cyberspace. Databases that contain product-
specific design information can be sited in any country that has a server on the
Internet, and can be accessed from anyone with a computer and network access.
What gives the information value is its connectivity to other parts of the
network, rather than where it is stored. Physical access points to the informa-
tion can be identified, but the value associated with the traditional process of
car design is the synergy of the parts working together (Henson, 2000).

The second locational dimension depends on whether the firm is an ‘E-
commerce firm’ or an ‘Existing firm using E-commerce’. E-commerce firms
are network based and, as such, experience, in most cases, increasing rather
than decreasing returns when they produce additional or sell existing products
in new markets. Many of these firms seek horizontal integration – e.g. Amazon
entering into auctions, toys, CDs markets and geographic expansion, and Yahoo
is currently (2000) seeking to develop its international operations by accessing
new resources and capabilities where it makes sense, and using its leverage to
gain market share where it does not (Larsen, 2000) – and, by so doing, to spread
their high initial fixed costs over greater revenue streams and gain economies
of scale and scope. Unlike old-economy firms, these E-commerce firms enter
foreign markets instantaneously when their services are posted on the Internet.
Of course, each firm can expend resources to adapt its site culturally to a
particular region; however, in almost all cases, the cost of serving foreign
markets is dramatically lower than those associated with the traditional product
expansions of the 1990s.

Locational choice decisions by existing firms using E-commerce centre
mostly on the opportunities for horizontal or vertical integration that affect the
economics of FDI and trade. The Internet reduces both internal coordination
(favouring FDI) and market transaction costs (favouring trade) so the relative
rate of cost reduction becomes important, and this is likely to be firm and
industry specific. The cultural predisposition of firms within a particular location
also affects the above trade-off. For example, Toyota, which is part of the
GM/Ford/Daimler Benz auction network, is choosing only to put out to bid
non-essential supply chain components, while the other auto makers are
including most of their essential auto components. Japanese companies in
general, and Toyota specifically, have greater cultural bonds with their suppliers
that militate against pure market solutions (Dunning, 1993). However, if
GM/Ford/Daimler Benz experience significant cost reductions in their supply
chains because they have put critical components out to auction, Toyota may
have to forsake cultural bounds out of global competitive necessity.

The third locational dimension pertains to domestic government policies
toward the basic telecommunication and operating legal environment. Clearly,
the quality of the telecommunication infrastructure is the driver of the infor-
mation revolution (Bond, 1998) and such a structure once established tends to
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be location bound. Low-cost, flat-rate access stimulates Internet traffic, while
E-commerce knowledge-intensive centres à la Porter (1998) are developing
first around the USA and slowly across the world. The legal environment is a
key locational determinant of E-commerce growth. For example, the US model
that uses advertising to subsidise much of the cost of new Internet services
would not be as effective in the European Union (EU) because E-commerce
consumers have the right not only to know about any personal data files kept
by companies, but to see, change and delete them, and to collect damages in
cases of data abuses (Standard, 2000a). Also, tax laws, as they relate to
immediate realisation of personal income when stock options are granted (as
opposed to when they are exercised as is the custom in the USA), could dra-
matically affect location choice of a firm (Sprenger, 2000).

(ii) Theories related to complementary assets
Home and host complementary and location bound assets comprising the
telecommunication infrastructure of countries are key to helping E-commerce
firms add to and exploit their O advantages (Applegate, 1995). Countries that
have low flat-rated telephone access, such as the USA, record a much higher
Internet penetration than those that have high, variably priced access.
Ubiquitous, country-wide Internet connectivity and a high penetration of
personal computers are also key complementary assets to the use of business-
to-consumer retail E-commerce applications. With regard to specific
technologies, the presence of an upgradable fibre-optic infrastructure, both
within and between countries, facilitates the exploitation of high-speed trans-
mission of video-related E-commerce. For online delivery of digital products,
the contemporary communication infrastructure is the counterpart of the roads
and rails of a past generation, while the information bits are equivalent to the
products carried by the trucks and trains. The critical difference, however, is that
the bits do not go through customs as they cross borders.

(iii) Theories related to government-induced incentives
To a large extent, national governments provide the basic rules of the game for
the conduct of service transactions, though supra-national entities, e.g. WTO
and the European Union are likely to play a more important role in the future.
To date, most governments have allowed the existing body of commercial law
– including that of intellectual property rights, to apply to electronic commerce
(Arrow, 1999). This is likely to become increasingly strained, particularly in the
area of taxes, privacy, pornography, uniform contracts and intellectual property
rights (Kobrin, 1999). However, Peterson (1986) cautions that government inter-
vention could be a heavy-handed solution to a relatively minor problem. Most
policies set by governments are national (some are regional like the EU), but
could dramatically affect the ability of indigenous firms to compete on a global
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basis (Kobrin, 2000). However, government policy can, on occasion, enhance
the competitiveness of indigenous firms’ competitiveness. For example, the
establishment of European Union GSM cellular standard allowed firms in the
region to lead the development of M-commerce, cellular-based Internet business.

There appears to be significant opportunity for the creation of private–public
partnerships. One such example is the authorising by the Chinese government
to be a key information site for companies looking to do business in China.
Another example of a company working with a government agency is e-Bay
consulting with the Better Business Bureau to limit fraud copyright infringe-
ments on the Internet. As commerce on the Internet grows, business will
increasingly identify areas where it will seek out government assistance to help
create order in the virtual E-commerce world (Lessig, 1999).

(iv) Knowledge enhancing (dynamic) theories of location
In the last decade, the attractiveness of particular locations has been increasingly
explained by their ability to help investing firms upgrade their knowledge and
learning experiences. Such asset-augmenting theories of FDI, as, for example,
put forth by Dunning (1997), Kogut and Zander (1993), Florida (1995),
Kuemmerle (1999), Porter (1994, 1998) and Wesson (1993, 2001), are partic-
ularly applicable to our understanding of the location of E-commerce-related
activities. At least four areas of the USA appear to be distinguishing themselves
as Internet knowledge centres, i.e. Silicon Valley, MIT media lab in Boston,
New York’s Silicon Alley and Microsoft’s Seattle (Florida, 1998; IDA, 1999),
significant E-commerce development is taking place in and about London, and
the Scandinavian countries, particularly Finland, are developing M-commerce
products and services.

The US entrepreneurial culture and deep venture capital market are also
greatly facilitating additional investment in these areas (Dunning and Wymbs,
1999). Though physical in location, each knowledge centre’s value added is
composed almost entirely of intangible resources, e.g. people with ideas, organ-
isational modalities of firms that readily respond to market needs, funding
mechanisms that encourage firm growth and entrepreneur profits and univer-
sities that provide positive externalities associated with knowledge spillover.
However, as real estate rents for physical space in these knowledge locations
increase, many start-ups are choosing to locate in spoke communities around
these knowledge centres and use their previous relationships and the Internet
to serve as virtual bridges.

(v) Risk diversification theories
Risk diversification – a motive for foreign direct investment, identified and
analysed by such scholars as Vernon (1973, 1983), Rugman (1979) and Kogut
(1985) – appears to be increasing on a strategic product basis, but decreasing
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on a locational basis. Firms are now hedging between electronic and bricks-and-
mortar applications, e.g. the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal have
electronic editions, Merrill Lynch launched Internet trading, while Barnes and
Noble has an online book-selling operation (Henry, 1999). Access to these
electronic applications requires only a phone line and a computer, and can
occur 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and 365 days a year on a global basis.
Also, the recent market shake-out has permitted established firms to execute a
relatively low-cost product diversification strategy by buying assets of failing
dot coms for cents on the dollar. With regard to physical location, the new
knowledge economy is unlike the old economy because it is based on intangible
assets that are mobile, rather than tangible assets that are fixed. With informa-
tion being stored in many places throughout networks, there is less need to
diversify a firm’s assets geographically to reduce transaction, translation and
asset exposure risk.

2.4 Theories Explaining I-Specific Advantages of Firms

The I-specific advantages of the firm as they relate to the eclectic paradigm are
first addressed followed by several important partial theories of the firm.

(i) The eclectic paradigm I advantage
With regard to internalisation (I) theory, the impact of E-commerce is likely to
have the greatest short-term effects by reducing the transaction and coordinat-
ing costs of economic activity, particularly in the business sector. In the past,
large businesses have spent billions of dollars using private Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) networks to lower transaction costs (Henry, 1999). Today,
the Internet can be used to construct EDI-like networks at a fraction of the price,
and in so doing, opens up these economies to virtually all business customers.
Increasing access to markets dramatically increases competition, lowers prices
and enhances innovation. This is particularly true where producers have been
able to set up auctions to induce competitors in real time to bid against one
another (Turban, 2000). The range of projects is quite broad, and embraces
everything from municipal bond underwriting to the sale of aircraft and vehicle
parts to the creation and supply of electronic money (Cohen, 2000).

At this point, it may be instructive to look at how the Internet has changed
the main drivers of transaction cost economics as, for example, identified by
Buckley and Casson (1976, 1985); Rugman (1981); Hennart (1982); Williamson
(1985). Simply stated, transaction cost economics asserts that the firm is an
avoider of market costs that result from exchange. It will internalise the markets
for those intermediate products which it perceives will derive greater benefit
from this modality than from an arm’s-length transaction. The three most often
cited reasons for internalisation are information asymmetry, bounded rational-
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ity and asset specificity. Information asymmetry is predicated on the fact that
one of the parties in any transaction lacks information relative to the other.
Clearly the Internet network dramatically increases the amount of information
available to all parties for informed market decisions. Bounded rationality deals
with a human inability to process all information in making a decision. When
used correctly, the Internet permits relevant information to be obtained, distilled
and transferred in a timely fashion. As cited above, the creation of auctions is
a market solution to the bounded rationality problem. Asset specificity pertains
to having to commit a large sum of capital to produce a specialised product.
To the extent that the Internet permits increased specialisation of activities
along the value chain, it may help reduce asset specificity required for each
component. In fact, much of the value-adding processes associated even with
the production of physical products is not capital intensive, e.g. marketing,
R&D, interfirm coordination. For many leading firms in industries, the capital
intensive components have been outsourced, e.g. auto parts, PC production,
sneakers, etc.

On the other hand, asset specificity might increase if firms focused more on
their core competences, and these were interrelated with those of other firms.
However, the assets that drive these core competences are mostly intangible
(people and relational) resources. Because these assets are more mobile than
physical assets, they are less likely to cause asset specificity problems.

Simultaneously, information technology is reducing the coordinating costs
within and between organisations, thereby permitting much larger firms to
evolve. In consequence, firms using E-commerce tend to be more focused on
their core competences, and outsource a higher proportion of their non-core
activities. There appears to be a fundamental reordering of firms using the
Internet world, based on whether market-specific transaction costs are
decreasing as fast as firm-specific coordination benefits are increasing.

(ii) Orthodox internalisation theory
Orthodox internalisation theory, which is essentially concerned with maximising
the economic rent of a given set of O-specific advantages, explains why firms
coordinate these advantages with the L advantages of countries through internal
fiat rather than using external markets (Buckley and Casson, 1976; Hennart,
1982, 1989; Anderson and Gatignon, 1986; Caves, 1996). We now consider a
number of issues arising from E-commerce in question form, which we aver,
in question form, orthodox internalisation theory needs to address.

• What are the differences between E-commerce and non-E-commerce,
and how do they affect the propensity of firms to internalise the cross-
border market for Internet-related services?
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The willingness and ability of firms to internalise markets depends on the type
of intermediate products and end products being supplied. In supplying products
directly to the final consumer, companies like Amazon.com or Priceline.com
find that there is a tremendous potential to expand horizontally and internalise
heretofore different markets (Taylor, 1999). This they do, for example, by
creating a customer database, developing a business model or recipe, and
attempting to replicate this model in as many markets as are appropriate.
Priceline.com gets bids on airline tickets as well as groceries while Amazon.com
has expanded into toys, auctions and CDs (Watson et al. 1998).

The business-to-business (B2B) market is different, in that it affords firms an
ability to internalise their operations more efficiently by use of such means as
global e-mail, e-mail attachments, CAD, and intranets (IBM, 1999). However,
many of these communication tools also increase the firm’s ability to outsource
business functions and better control them (Kotabe et al., 1998), resulting in
immediate enhanced bottom line financial performance (Hunt, 1997).

• What are electronic market failures?

The reasons why traditional markets fail are well identified in the literature,
and we have already suggested above that electronic markets may reduce some
of these failures. At the same time, electronic markets generate their own set
of imperfections, namely: (1) market failures incurred by consumers when
shopping on the Internet; and (2) market failures incurred by firms when selling
or purchasing skills and resources.

Margherion (1998) has identified six of these consumer failures as they relate
respectively to issues of security, privacy, indecency, intellectual property,
contracts and consumer protection. The first three failures deal with the medium
itself and the last three with its potential results. Security, e.g. with respect to
piracy, hacking, etc., is often quoted as the number one impediment limiting E-
commerce (Pitt et al., 1999). To mitigate this problem, credit card companies
have created industry standards that use sophisticated algorithms to encrypt
and decrypt credit card numbers. The privacy and indecency issues are already
present in communication technologies. However, these are dramatically
escalated, since, with a keystroke, the Internet permits the access of indecent
material (Henry, 1999). Intellectual property rights, contracts and consumer
protection directly relate to the global dimension of the Internet media and open
up new challenges with respect to the boundaries and content of both national
and international law. These uncertainties create impediments to what is
purported to be a frictionless process. The last item also pertains to the appli-
cation of law to firms attempting to extract monopolistic profits in global
marketspace (Kobrin, 1999). Many of the above actions relate to firms working
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with institutions to circumvent market imperfections so that they may more
fully recover returns from their ownership advantages/capabilities.

The market for the purchase of skills and resources by firms has greater
imperfections in an electronic market than in a physical one. As stated
previously, the key value-adding resources in an electronic world are intangible
resources that, by their very nature, are hard to define and thus make informed
assessments of value difficult. The technology explosion associated with the
Internet has precluded firms from internally pursuing many good opportuni-
ties. In many instances, firms have used alliances as knowledge extensions to
keep their options open in new emerging areas. Alliances are also being used
as a means to get first-hand information and make better decisions on acquisi-
tions. However, the increased acquisition of start-up firms by established
players, in particular new foreign markets entering the e-commerce area, e.g.
AOL’s acquisitions of access providers in Europe, could lead to further market
failures mainly related to limited competition. Even the sharing of information
by alliance partners could lead to collusive behaviour, e.g. government agencies
in the USA are currently evaluating the airlines’ planned response to
Priceline.com and the auto parts alliance.

• Can we distinguish between static and dynamic electronic and other kinds
of market failures?

Traditional endemic market failures relate mainly to the presence of static trans-
action costs, such as those relating to opportunism, bounded rationality,
asymmetry of information, externalities and the vertical integration of markets
(Buckley and Casson, 1976, 1985; Hennart, 1982, 1989; Williamson, 1985;
Peterson, 1986). Clearly, the Internet, through its ability to access information,
can substantially reduce some of these imperfections. However, in a dynamic,
rapidly changing environment this increases the complexity of management
choices and leads to a series of innovation-related market failures (OECD,
1999). Information on the Internet also exhibits the characteristics of a public
good, in the sense that one person’s consumption of a particular product does
not limit that of another. As stated previously, the increasing returns component
of the Internet leads to significant economies of scale for the first mover (Arthur,
1996). The Internet also allows firms to better coordinate related asset-creating
activities and exploit dynamic internalisation advantages.

(iii) Market power/efficiency/knowledge acquisition theories
The acquisition or access to all kinds of information (Wesson, 1993; Kogut and
Zander, 1993) is appearing as a major rationale for engaging in cross-border
E-commerce (Margherion, 1998): e-Bay’s purchase of the Butterfield & But-
terfield’s high-end auction operations in Germany and Cisco Systems, the
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largest Internet switch manufacturer, using acquisitions as its main R&D vehicle
are two such instances (Wymbs, 2000b; Rabinovitz et al., 2000). Examples of
acquisitions, the sole purpose of which is to reduce competition and increase
market power, include Proflowers.com acquiring Flowerfarm.com, and luxury-
good retailer Ashford.com snapping up Jasmin.com, a perfume site (Rabinovitz
et al., 2000). Amazon and e-Bay expressed acquisition strategy targets
investment in companies that will spread their operating efficiency and franchise
in new horizontal categories and in multiple regions throughout the world
(Rabinovitz et al., 2000). Invariably, acquisitions increase firm revenues, a key
financial metric in the evaluation of dot com companies, and also provide a
way of acquiring unique resource bundles (Capron and Hulland, 1999;
Rabinovitz et al., 2000).

(iv) Real options theory
As firms create innovative strategies and new information-centric business
models in an increasingly uncertain world, they are, in effect, developing a
portfolio of real options (Kogut and Kulatilaka, 1994). These learning options
are similar to financial options and, as such, increase in value with rising uncer-
tainty (Copeland and Keenan, 1998). This partially explains the high market
capitalisation of Web-based service firms, and the vast number of start-up
service firms. It also explicates why established service firms are creating Web-
based spin-offs, outsourcing service functions and engaging in alliances among
service firms. Consistent with real options theories, Web-based alliances are
different from traditional ones in four main ways. First, they involve a much
larger and varied group of companies, e.g. e-Bays value web includes over six
different companies that vary from credit card processing to a competitive
auction site referring customers to e-Bay; second, they rely on more informal
business relationships, e.g. each part of the value web provides a unique, coor-
dinated service integrated through information rather than ownership; third,
they require leadership by one or two companies to define standards for all
Web members and create incentives that attract more companies to it (OECD,
1998); and fourth, their market value is based on creating new marketspace
rather than on models predicting NPV returns (Kim and Mauborgne, 1999).
However, fundamental to these alliances and real options is a desire to move
from a marketspace of diminishing returns to one of increasing returns.

To summarise the points made in the previous paragraphs, Table 15.1
identifies some of the modifications to the OLI configuration depicting IB
activity that E-commerce requires to be made.

We now turn to examine how some of the context-specific ingredients of
IB theories may need to be modified to incorporate the characteristics of
E-commerce.
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3. E-COMMERCE AND CONTEXT-SPECIFIC VARIABLES

The eclectic paradigm identifies three sets of contextual variables likely to
affect the extent, pattern and form of MNE activity. These are: (a) the types of
activities engaged in by the firms; (b) the countries or regions of origin of
investing firms; and (c) certain characteristics specific to individual firms –
other than their nationality of ownership – e.g. their size, products and
innovative strategies. Let us consider each of these in turn in so far as they may
help us explain the extent to which the emergence of E-commerce requires
modification to existing theories.

3.1 Activity-Specific Factors

Before we address the effect of E-commerce on business activity, it is instruc-
tive to set the context of analysis by providing the overall size of the emerging
Internet economy. In June 1999, a University of Texas project made a first
attempt to quantify the Internet-related sector of the US economy (Thompson,
1999a). The results of the study suggest that the US Internet economy generated
$301 billion in revenues and employed 1.2 million people in 1998. Working
with the International Data Corporation, the University of Texas forecasted the
worldwide Internet economy to be $1.8 trillion in 2003 (Thompson, 1999b). A
Commerce Department study put the Internet economy at 8 percent of the US
1999 gross domestic product (GDP) for 1999, while a more conservative
estimate by Goldman Sachs, which, inter alia, takes the view that a $30 book
sold on Amazon.com should not count as an Internet economy transaction, put
the Internet economy at 5 percent of GDP (Ledbetter, 1999). A Boston
Consulting group study found 1998 B2B E-commerce transactions amounting
to $671 billion, and predicts it will grow to over $2 trillion in 2003 (Paperfree,
2000). The above numbers provide a range of estimates; however, it is clear
that E-commerce spending is large today (3–8 percent of the US GDP) and will
likely double in percentage terms by 2003.

Let us now turn to examine some of the likely effects of the Internet on the
activities of MNEs, on potential MNEs; within traditional industries and on E-
commerce providers.

(i) Traditional – and likely minor impact
Traditional goods and services industries that have a relatively simple customer
interface and little information and/or cultural asymmetry between buyers and
sellers are likely to be the least affected by E-commerce. At McDonald’s, for
example, although much of the ordering function can be automated, the
customer is still getting a homogeneous product (a hamburger) with a standard
customer interface (a salesperson). Of course, McDonald’s back office processes
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associated with physical commodity procedures and the supply function will use
intranets and extranets (OECD, 1998). A similar minor impact is likely to be
observed initially at the customer–store interface for purchasing building
supplies at a store like Home Depot; however, even here, E-commerce models
associated with grocery purchases are likely to be implemented.

E-commerce is likely to remain excluded from the actual manufacturing,
assembling and delivery of most goods, e.g. autos ($350 bn), energy ($230 bn),
but will play a key support role (Thompson, 1999b). However, if these vertically
integrated industries choose to outsource key business segments, e.g. manu-
facturing, then the Internet could play an increased coordinating function. There
will likely be slower Internet penetration of efficiency-enhancing measures in
the public sector, e.g. primary and secondary education, government agencies,
etc. than in the private sector. With regard to horizontally integrated activities,
the more culture prone or idiosyncratic an activity is, i.e. language or contact
dependent, the less likely that an international E-commerce solution will be
provided (Knight, 1999).

(ii) Traditional – and likely major impact
The information content, context and preferred delivery modality of traditional
products and services determine, in a large part, how the Internet affects them.
This is discussed first, followed by an assessment of the effect Internet will
have on the overall category.

Those industries most likely to be affected by information content are those
which supply products requiring extensive buyer–seller information exchange,
e.g. the sound of a CD that is trailed on Amazon.com; those which require a
large number of separate transactions, e.g. Detroit’s Big Three auto makers
creating an auction supplier network to process $240 billion in annual purchases
and cut ordering processing fees by 90 percent (Dalton, 2000); and those that
require the production and consumption of the product simultaneously, e.g.
reading the online version of the Wall Street Journal (OECD, 1999). One unique
feature of E-commerce information gathering is that it may occur temporally
and/or be geographically separate from the actual business transaction.
Separately, consumers may research an automobile cost and features on
AutoByTel.com, but purchase it from a dealer a week later.

The industries where the information context is sufficient for the customer
to make a purchase decision, e.g. the size, colour and price of a dress from an
online vendor like Lands End, are most affected. When one source of infor-
mation must be combined with other information, e.g. a doctor’s signature for
ordering from Drugstore.com, the impact is dramatically reduced (Hof and
McWilliams, 1998).

The last part of the information variable is the infrastructure that affects the
modality of information delivery, i.e. electronically, print, in person. Goods
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and services industries that involve timely, stand-alone, electronic information
are most likely to be replaced by Internet services (Hamel and Sampler, 1998),
e.g. stock quotations (E-Trade), speciality chemical catalogues (Chemdex.com),
parts ordering on the CommerceOne site being constructed for the auto industry.
Dell and Cisco Systems are taking their ordering systems and most of their
customer service functions online while FedEx focuses only on the customer
service tracking component online.

It is estimated by Thompson (1999) that these traditional goods and services
industries which made up approximately 95 percent of the US economy in the
late 1990s are likely to account for 86–90 percent of the economy in 2003. The
vast majority of the $1.5 trillion Internet spending in 2003 will remain between
businesses for traditional cost saving (supply chain management) and revenue
targeting applications (Lawrence, 2000). In fact, the International Data Cor-
poration predicts that the percentage of B2B will increase from 72 percent in
1999 to over 86 percent in 2003 of total Internet spending (Lawrence, 2000).

(iii) E-commerce providers
More than 200 Internet firms went public in 1999 and in so doing raised about
$20 billion (Ledbetter, 2000). The former number was more than double that
which went public in the previous four years. Clearly, any product, or function
of a product that can be delivered digitally (newspapers, books, CDs, software)
or whose major processes can be linked digitally is a candidate to become an
E-commerce industry. Some such deliveries will have to wait for infrastruc-
tural improvements, such as video on demand and expanded wireless, but it is
expected that advances in high-speed infrastructure technology will make them
viable in the very near future. For example, an exciting new range of products
about to emerge is that of Internet home appliances, e.g. refrigerators elec-
tronically monitoring the use of milk and reordering its bar code when supplies
are low via a wireless link to the store.

Access companies are branching out into content, such as the AOL merger
with Time-Warner, and portal companies are increasing their customer base,
such as Yahoo possibly merging with e-Bay (Lewis, 2000). E-commerce-related
industries will be created that redefine customer information collection and
use. As more transactions occur on the Internet, companies such as Broad-
Vision and DoubleClick are assembling increasingly sophisticated customer
profiles, and using artificial intelligence algorithms to target customers for
advertising. To mitigate public concern and to preclude government solutions
to privacy market failure, many data collection companies are supporting
industry standards with respect to the information they will collect on Internet
customers (Gork, 2000).

Another area where E-commerce is likely to excel is the creation of online
auctions. Indeed, as The Economist (London) has recently observed, the Internet
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provides a perfect medium for aggregating buyers and sellers from all around
the world (The Economist, 2000c). This application can be both consumer-to-
consumer (e-Bay) and business-to-business (the Big Three auto parts network).
Its basic property is that it creates an efficient market by congregating informed
buyers and sellers in cyberspace rather than at a specific physical location. The
increased number of participants makes the auctions more efficient, while the
auction companies attempt to establish rules of conduct.

(iv) Cross-industry effect
More generally, the advent of E-commerce is causing us to question the appro-
priability of the industry as a unit of analysis. A reconfigured specialisation
of Internet firms is creating a whole new set of strategic business groups
(SBGs), e.g. security on the net, customer Internet tracking, shopping agents
(services that electronically compare prices for consumers), routers (fast packet
switches), etc. The boundaries of existing industries are being reconfigured.
The US automobile industry, for example, which was previously vertically
integrated, has now evolved an active auction market for parts procurement,
while auto consumers are accessing information about product, prices and
dealers cost on the Internet (and are gaining an advantage in price negotia-
tions). Priceline.com is de-branding the hotel and airline sectors by allowing
customers to bid for lodging and air transport, but not permitting them to
question or specify a provider. Amazon.com and Chemdex.com are disinter-
mediating the retail book distribution and chemical catalogue businesses, etc.
(OECD, 1999). Customer interface processes – Web portals – have the potential
to replace product groupings as a more meaningful way of segmenting
businesses (Malone and Laubacher, 1998). Amazon.com’s business model is
based on competing for customers across a broad set of unrelated products
rather than on the traditional industry model which started with a particular
product class and becomes more focused until a specific product is identified
for purchase (The Economist, 2000b).

3.2 Country- or Region-Specific Factors

There is little doubt that the Internet reduces spatially related transaction costs
and makes international market transactions more efficient. Increased trade is
likely to bring new pressures on hierarchical and alliance modalities, particu-
larly by forcing them to innovate and become more efficient. However, in
support of increases in alliances and FDI, Hart (1996) found that the Internet
has become an effective medium for bringing together people around the world
as business partners – people who probably would otherwise never meet. It is
likely that in most industries all three (trade, FDI, alliances) will coexist;
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however, one will probably dominate, based on the unique characteristics of
the industry in question, and of its locational needs.

The assessment of trade, FDI, and alliance trade-offs using a market failure
lens provides additional insights. As product markets become more imperfect,
market failure due to poor information is increased. Production will be increas-
ingly outsourced and driven to areas of low factor costs, thereby increasing
trade. However, because of the increased time pressure associated with the
Internet economy, existing long-distance trade patterns, for example, between
the USA and Southeast Asia for computer parts, may be shortened to between
the USA and Mexico. FDI either through acquisition or greenfield will both
stimulate and mitigate market failures. E-commerce ventures by US firms in
foreign countries associated with vertical integration will either expand their
supply chain or retailing will be likely to have positive externalities on local firm
E-commerce activities owing to spillover effects.

On a country-specific basis, the dominant home country for E-commerce has
been, and will probably remain in the near future, the USA. In 1999, it accounted
for two-thirds of the world market (Lawrence, 2000). Inter alia, the USA’s
entrepreneurial climate, laissez-faire government policy, low and flat-rated tele-
communication access structure, high-quality tech chip and communication
research, extensive PC penetration and extensive venture-capital market have
all facilitated the E-commerce explosion (OECD, 1999). The spectacular
advances in telecommunication technology have been a major factor leading to
increases in US productivity and stock prices which have fuelled further growth
in E-commerce (Henry, 1999). However, by 2003 the US E-commerce share
is projected by International Data Corporation to decrease to 54 percent, with
Western Europe increasing 16 percentage points to 33 percent and Asia
accounting for the remaining 14 per cent (Lawrence, 2000). The major reasons
for the projected percentage decline include: (i) European venture capitalists
are finally realising that they need to get up to speed on the Web; (ii) the Finns,
who pioneered the mobile phone revolution, are now way ahead in the next
trend, namely, wireless Web; (iii) the European Union is telling US companies
not to collect personal data via the Internet on its people; (iv) E-commerce and
online advertising are ripe to bloom in China and Japan; (v) Spain’s largest
Internet provider has introduced a free service in Brazil, and this will dramat-
ically change the country’s E-commerce landscape (Standard, 2000b).

3.3 Firm-Specific Factors

We shall discuss two main groups of factors specific to influencing individual
firms. The first are those identified by most theories embodied in the eclectic
paradigm which treat the firm as a stand-alone entity. The second are those
which view a firm’s OLI configuration as being affected by the network
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functions and complexities of the networks in which it is involved; then it
harnesses and consolidates network advantages with its own core competences.

(i) The firm as a stand-alone entity
Received economic and managerial theories of IB activity2 view the firm as a
seeker after natural resources, markets, efficiency and strategic assets.

Resource-seeking investment relates to Internet activities that are, for the
most part, created rather than natural and intangible rather than tangible. With
the exception of low-wage programmers in India, resource-seeking investment
from Internet specialist firms will focus on acquiring marketing expertise in
culturally diverse countries, through alliances and joint ventures, e.g. Lycos
and AOL in India (Manzar, 1999; Rabinovitz et al., 2000). For firms wishing
to save operating costs, the Internet permits a much tighter linking of manu-
facturers’ supply chains, thereby facilitating foreign subcontracting FDI, e.g.
US clothing manufacturers in Vietnam (Baxter et al., 1998). One can make a
case for the reduction of Internet-related resource-seeking FDI by assuming
that firms can more easily affect customer-buying behaviour in foreign nations
from their home servers. If so, this may eliminate the need for a local partner
who is familiar with the local market. Moreover, the Internet is likely to have
a homogenising effect across countries that also would reduce the need for a
local partner (Wymbs, 1997).

Market-seeking FDI by Internet companies is likely to favour a location that
offers agglomerative economies, e.g. US information centres, like Silicon
Valley, New York and Boston. These areas have entrepreneurs who have built
billion-dollar businesses and are seeking to recycle themselves. In fact, Jim
Clark of Silicon Valley has already built three billion-dollar businesses, namely,
Silicon Graphic, Netscape and Healtheon (Lewis, 1999). Also, the US capital
market is well schooled in funding E-commerce start-ups, which is not the case
around the world. With regard to firms using E-commerce, the move online by
Asian suppliers has profound implications for the way business is conducted
worldwide: developing Asia is already the home to a high percentage of the
world’s manufacturing capacity and increased virtual links with the West will
benefit Asian exporters, e.g. the Web allows the obscure computer peripherals
manufacturer in Taipei to catch the eye of a large computer manufacturer in
Texas (Jacob, 2000).

Efficiency-seeking investment, driven by Smithian effects, has gravitated to
Silicon Valley, London, Finland, New York and Boston (Florida, 1995, 1998).
However, the distributed properties of the Internet will result in other devel-
opment centres springing up in possibly Singapore and Hong Kong that are
both rapidly becoming knowledge-intensive coordination and management
centres for Southeast Asian business (Enright, 2000). Cultures’ and govern-
ments’ telecommunication policies may stimulate or retard efficient production
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centres forming in continental Europe and Japan. For example, historically,
American regulators have viewed the telephone as a basic necessity and
developed pricing structures to encourage its maximum penetration. In most
other countries, the telephone was been provided by a state enterprise which
viewed it more as a luxury good, and priced access on a high, usage-sensitive
(per minute) basis. However, in March 2000, AltaVista and NTL began flat-rate
access in the UK and this is likely to encourage E-commerce usage there. Inter-
estingly, the exact opposite is true for the cellular telephone service, where
American regulators treated it as a luxury, and, until recently, permitted a
duopoly market structure that resulted in relatively high prices (Aufderheide,
1999). By contrast, cellular service, particular in Europe and Japan, has been
looked at as a cost-effective alternative to high-priced traditional service. Not
surprisingly, because most computers today are connected via traditional
telephone and cable service, the USA has developed a tremendous lead in
Internet usage and applications. However, the Europeans, particularly the Scan-
dinavian countries, and Japan are viewed as the leaders in wireless applications
connecting to the Internet.

Strategic asset-seeking investment designed to protect or augment firm-
specific advantages is currently being undertaken by foreign E-commerce firms
investing in the USA to tap into its established information knowledge nodes
like Silicon Valley and centres of funding like New York City. For example in
March 1999, the Singapore AMO, a competitor of CommerceOne, moved its
headquarters to Silicon Valley. AMO’s chairman, T.K. Wong, said, ‘This
(Silicon Valley) is where the action is’ (Hamilton, 2000). If you’re not in Silicon
Valley, you are playing a defensive strategy – waiting in Asia for some
American company to come and acquire you. In the short term, the majority of
the strategic asset-augmenting investment will take place primarily in two areas.
The first one is leading edge technology firms, e.g. Cisco Systems, who due to
their high market capitalisations, are able to buy high-quality R&D in the market
through acquisition rather than develop it themselves. The second area involves
E-commerce businesses that are looking to expand into new markets. As
European and Asian E-commerce start-ups emerge, US cash-rich firms will
actively seek to acquire them. Clearly, the increasing returns nature of the
network-centric business encourages acquisitions, reducing the number of com-
petitors and increasing first mover advantage (Rayport and Sviokla, 1998).

(ii) The firm as part of a network of interrelated activities
E-commerce, along with globalisation and the emergence of knowledge-based
and alliance capitalism, is requiring scholars to reappraise their concept of the
firm as a stand-alone entity. In particular the Internet, as its very name implies,
is not only associated with more and deeper networking activities – both of a
horizontal and vertical kind – but is upgrading the firm-specific advantages
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arising from such extra-firm linkages.3 E-commerce affords the participating
firms greater, more efficient, speedier and more cost-effective access to
resources and customers and a different set of ownership, location and organ-
isational capabilities than non-members. Hamel (1999) views networks to be
driving the new techno-economic business paradigm and believes that a firm’s
strategy, i.e. response to E-commerce, is its key to survival. Strategy is partic-
ularly important because the network-centric Internet world is transforming
many previous business strengths, such as broad market coverage and signifi-
cant bricks-and-mortar assets into liabilities. It is forcing traditional firms to
evaluate how new kinds of information and new modes of delivery will affect
their businesses and whether they need to create Internet-specific responses. If
they do, then they have to manage the very difficult problems of cannibalisa-
tion and channel conflict between two worlds (The Economist, 2000d).

This emerging paradigm for certain electronic products, e.g. news, infor-
mation, CDs, software, is likely to substantially remove distance and geographic
barriers from the equation. From a strategic perspective, electronic products
take on the characteristics of a global product because they can be produced in
one location and distributed around the world. However, from a marketing per-
spective, these products can be tailored to the needs of a particular country or
a particular region and, as a result, have the look and feel of a multi-domestic
product. In effect, the Internet permits a company to exploit previously untapped
opportunities of wide reach (size of audience), great richness (customised
products) and strong affiliation (personalised responses to customers’ interests)
(Evans and Wurster, 1998).

A second strategic implication of the network-centric Internet world is that
it separates the information value chain from the production value chain. The
electronic linking of supply chain production processes electronically has been
going on for a while (KPMG, 1999). What appears to be new is the emergence
of information businesses that collect, package and sell information on
consumers’ buying behaviour and habits and the emergence of agents acting on
behalf of consumer groups. The former allow firms to better target customers
and to create a one-to-one marketing experience, while the latter offer
consumers value-added services (The Economist, 2000a).

More specifically, the application of the core competence of firms has to be
segmented by the following four applications (The Economist, 2000c): business-
to-business (B2B); business-to-consumer (B2C); consumer-to-consumer (C2C);
and consumer-to-business (C2B). For B2B, large firms that can dictate terms
to suppliers are likely to experience the greatest benefits of price reductions
associated with E-commerce. For example, GE via their transaction-processing
network (TPN), GM, and Ford have extracted billions of dollars of cost savings
from their suppliers (Margherion, 1998).
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With regard to B2C, the most impressive innovations are coming from
smaller firms that do not have existing customer interface baggage. They are
using information technology to attack separate pieces of the value chain. Each
new approach to serving customers better or to making a distribution process
more cost effective is brought to the well-established venture-capital market
for review. Each time one of these companies obtains funding, it represents an
attack on an inefficient dimension of an existing company’s value chain. Few
established firms have created procedures to beat back or even neutralise these
aggressive start-ups.

C2C activity is associated with the proliferation of auctions such as e-Bay,
while the C2B is related to the power of the Internet to drive transactions the
other way around, i.e. would-be passengers bidding for airline tickets on
Priceline.com (The Economist, 2000c).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This chapter has attempted to reorient the received theories and the eclectic
paradigm of IB activity to take account of the growth of E-commerce. Though
all the dimensions are not fully fleshed out, we believe that the chapter provides
a foundation to begin debate and assessment of defensible trajectories for the
IB field in an information-centric world.

International business theories that seek to address the competitive advantages
of MNEs appear to be applicable. The criteria of ‘what a core competence is’
will change, e.g. maintaining buying profiles and preferences on 22.5 million
customers like Amazon.com, but the necessity of core competences to achieve
and advance sustainable competitive advantages is still applicable. Internal-
isation to increase efficiency and reduce related transaction cost appears valid
in a network-centric world, e.g. Nike, WalMart and the auto companies are
using the Internet to seek out and work with suppliers (inter alia the Internet aids
the exchange of data regarding design, development, specification). Even in a
virtual world, location still matters. In fact, the Internet makes it all the more
important for governments – local and national – to ensure their countries have
(or can provide) all the necessary Internet infrastructure (robust telecommuni-
cation networks and commerce-friendly legal, financial and tax environments)
to attract and retain ‘E-commerce firms’ and ‘firms using E-commerce’. Though
the Internet is labelled as a distance-insensitive medium and can efficiently
create links among firms around the world, it is somewhat ironic that E-
commerce firms are concentrated in relatively small areas, e.g. Silicon Alley and
Silicon Valley, that can clearly be traced to computer, communication and
media knowledge centres of the mid-1990s.
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We believe that the Internet has, and will continue to provide, greater access
to information and to opportunities to build relational assets both within and
between firms. Exploring the many dimensions of how relational networks
associated with OLI advantages will change the competitive dynamics among
firms appears to be fertile ground for future research.

NOTES

1. For example, see Dunning (1988, 1995, 1998). For a recent exposition of the contents of the
paradigm, and how it relates to a number of mainstream theories of international business, see
Dunning (2000, 2001).

2. As reviewed by Dunning (2000).
3. Some of these are described in recent papers by Chen (2000) and Chen and Chen (1998).
4. Table adapted from Table 1 (Dunning, 1995) ‘Reappraising the Eclectic Paradigm in an Age

of Alliance Capitalism’.
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16. Relational assets, networks and 
international business activity*

1. INTRODUCTION

Most paradigms and theories of the determinants of international business
activities – and particularly those designed to explain the extent, pattern and
composition of MNE systems – are essentially asset based.

Three kinds of income generating assets are usually considered:

1. Those specific and unique to particular firms, notably MNEs or potential
MNEs: these may be located in the home country of the MNEs, or in the
countries which are host to their affiliates.

2. Those which are external to MNEs, but are accessed and then deployed by
them: these assets may also be located in the home country of the MNEs or
in foreign countries.

3. Those which relate to the ways in which these two kinds of assets are
created, harnessed and coordinated by the management of MNEs – be they
that of the parent companies or their foreign affiliates.

Over the years the nature, relative significance and governance of these
different types of assets has changed (Table 16.1). Until the Industrial
Revolution, and today in some developing countries, the critical wealth-creating
assets were (and are) land and property owned by households, and the way in
which these assets were (are) husbanded. For much of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, they were the physical and financial assets owned by firms,
but supplemented by those of other institutions, and accessed primarily through
the market. Today, the critical assets consist of a kaleidoscope of intangible
assets, especially knowledge and information embodied in human capital, both
owned and accessed – from a variety of sources – and by firms.1 Though
physical and financial assets remain important, they are increasingly playing a
supportive rather than a dominant role in the wealth-creation process.

The 1990s have seen an explosion of the literature on the nature and signif-
icance of knowledge capital and its competitiveness-enhancing qualities for

* First published as a chapter in F. Contractor and P. Lorange (eds) (2002), Cooperative Strategies
and Alliances, Amsterdam and Oxford: Elsevier Science, pp. 569–93.
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Table 16.1 Changing characteristics of assets

1. Specific to ownership 2. Accessed by firms 3.Organized by firms

(a) Pre industrial • Land, property • Labour, materials • Internal to households
revolution • Elementary markets

(Mainly domestically created sourced and utilized)

(b) Nineteenth and • Machines, buildings • Labour, intermediate products • Largely hierarchical
twentieth centuries • Financial assets within firms

• Property rights • Growth of joint ventures
• More sophisticated markets

(Mainly domestically, but increasingly foreign sourced)

(c) Twentieth century • Property rights • Leasing of property • Heterarchical within firms
• Intellectual assets • Intermediate products • Coalitions between
• ‘Connectivity’ • Knowledge and firms

advantages (including information • Networks
R assets) • Collective (social) assets • Markets

(Accelerated movement towards the global or regional creation, accessing and utilization of assets)
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both firms and countries; and of the appropriate organizational modalities for
its creation, sustenance, exploitation and diffusion. Indeed, one might be led
to believe that the intellectual component of human capital was now the ‘be all
and end all’ of a firm’s or nation’s competitive prowess.

This, in my opinion, would be misguided. Certainly when one widens the
unit of analysis from that of the firm to the country, a good deal of evidence is
emerging on the critical role of social capital (later to be defined) as a pre-
requisite for, and facilitator of, the productive creation and deployment of both
tangible and intangible assets. Yet, in the business literature, only scant attention
has been paid to (what we shall term) relational assets (R assets) – as they affect
the success or failure of intra- or extra-firm associations, the latter encom-
passing linkages both between private and public organizations, and between
organizations and persons. This domain has largely been occupied by sociol-
ogists and, latterly, by organizational scholars. Economists and business
strategists have tended to approach the subject of R assets hesitantly and
obliquely by their analysis of market failures and hierarchical modes of
governance; and by analysing the essential conditions for successful inter-firm
alliances, in terms of such ingredients as trust, reciprocity and forbearance. In
recent years, however, three important articles have appeared – one by Kale,
Singh and Perlmutter (2000) in Strategic Management Journal; one by Dyer and
Singh (1998), and the other by Holm, Eriksson and Johanson (1996) in Journal
of International Business Studies – which explicitly deal with the role of R
assets as a competitiveness-enhancing advantage of firms. And it is the purpose
of this chapter to offer some exploratory observations on the nature, signifi-
cance, and governance of R assets, and, in particular, to examine their relevance
in explaining the recent growth, structure and form of MNE-related activity. I
use the adjective related advisedly, for I shall concern myself with not just
MNE-owned activity, i.e. activity financed by FDI, but also with the totality of
activities under the effective control of MNEs. Such activity is based not only
on resources and capabilities which MNEs actually own, but also those to which
they have access by one means or another, and then internalize for their own
use. (I shall take up the significance of an access regime rather than an
ownership regime to the international activities of firms later in this chapter.)

2. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRM-SPECIFIC R ASSETS

2.1 A Definition

First a working definition. I shall define firm-specific R assets as the stock of
a firm’s willingness and capability to access, shape and engage in economi-
cally beneficial relationships; and to sustain and upgrade these relationships.
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Such relationships, though always conducted by and between individuals, may
take place both within the confines of a particular firm, and between that firm
and other organizations and individuals.

The relationships between R assets and other kinds of corporate assets – be
they owned or accessed by firms – are set out in Figure 16.1. As can be seen,
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they run alongside human embodied intellectual capital, but are more
empathetic and emotionally based. (This may be why economists are uneasy
in dealing with them!) They are different from other assets in a number of ways,
but their essential uniqueness lies in the fact that they can only be productively
employed if they are used jointly with the R assets of another economic actor.
The sociologist Amitai Etzioni believes that, to be successful, partnerships, be
they between persons, corporations or governments, need to share a set of core
values and objectives (Etzioni, 1996). R assets are essentially facilitating assets.
When properly deployed, they affect – one way or another – virtually all
functional activities of the possessing firm. These include R&D, production,
sourcing, financial management marketing, as well as the exchange-specific
activities of firms.

R assets are then entirely human intensive, although such assets may be
embedded in, and articulated by, individuals or organizations. In their usage,
R assets can give rise to a plethora of relationships, ranging from the simple,
shallow and one off to the complex dense and ongoing.

Some other characteristics of R assets are set out in Table 16.2. Note, for
example, they may be used in the pursuance of dyadic, multilateral or network
relationships. As with other resources and capabilities, R assets need to be
scarce, unique and imperfectly imitable, if they are to confer a sustainable com-
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Table 16.2 Some unique characteristics of R assets

• A bundle of attributes/values
• Multifaceted in origin: internally generated, externally accessed
• Shallow and simple ⇔ deep and complex
• Dyadic ⇔ network relationships
• Like other assets, R assets need to be unique and imperfectly imitable if they

are to confer a sustainable competitive advantage
• Vary according to function and activity: they range from standardized to

highly idiosyncratic relationships
• Likely to be strongly contextual (reflecting cultures and ideologies which

may be both country- and firm-specific)
• Unlike most other assets, R assets are only of value when combined with

those of other firms: the concept of shared core values
• Unlike other assets, they do not deplete when used
• Difficult to measure as their values are not independent of other assets with

which they are combined
• Value of R assets is likely to be cumulative and path dependent
• Cannot be owned; only controlled or influenced
• Are only partially mobile across national boundaries
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petitive advantage on the firm(s) deploying them. Unlike some other, e.g.
tangible, assets, R assets may be of negative value (i.e. a liability) to the firm;
on the other hand, they do not deplete when used. They cannot be owned; only
accessed and then controlled or influenced in the way in which they are used
and combined with other assets. They are likely to be tacit and idiosyncratic,
and more context specific, yet more pervasive, than most other assets. In
particular, their content and effectiveness are likely to vary according to the
culture, values and ideologies of each of the countries in which they are
employed, and those of the firms creating or utilizing them. Lastly, although the
focus of our current interest is the R assets of corporations, the concept of social
R assets (or social capital) is no less gaining the attention of researchers. We
shall give this latter concept more attention a little later in the chapter.

2.2 The Ingredients of R Assets

What then are the ingredients – as opposed to the characteristics – of R assets?
How fungible are they? R assets are a composite or mixture – a salad bowl –
of a complex set of values, attitudes and virtues, the relevance of which is likely
to be highly context specific. Unlike that of tangible assets, or even knowledge
capital, the value of R assets rests in the structure of the relations between and
among the economic actors involved.

The list of ingredients making for successful R assets is an extremely lengthy
one – see Table 16.3. Moreover, the content and configuration of these ingre-
dients rest critically on the raison d’être for, and the goals of the respective
partners to, the relationship, and of their particular characteristics. Thus, such
values as enthusiasm, entrepreneurship, and a spirit of curiosity, risk taking,
and learning intent are especially important for innovating activities. Those
such as diligence, team orientation, flexibility, reliability and quality enhance-
ment are more important for production and subcontracting-related
relationships, while trust, integrity and reciprocity are the key components of
successful adversarial (zero-sum game) exchange relationships.

2.3 The Governance of R Assets

Relationships between economic actors stretch along a continuum ranging from
arm’s-length markets to those embedded in hierarchies. In between, there is a
labyrinth of non-equity bilateral and pluralistic associations – including
networks. The literature is replete with explanations as to why one relationship
mode is preferred to another, though most are couched in terms of the com-
parative transaction costs (TC) of a discrete exchange of intermediate products,
rather than on the wider benefits of cooperation in non-exchange functions to
the participating firms. Moreover, most explanations tend to assume there are
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Table 16.3 Some ingredients of R assets:

• R assets consist of a bundle of values and virtues which need to be nurtured.
The optimum bundle will vary according to the type of relationship being
concluded, and the R assets of the partner organization, and are likely to be
country and firm specific.

Virtues/values Activities/Functions*

Trust All activities 
Loyalty Innovation, production, subcontracting 
Reciprocity Innovation, production, subcontracting 
Dependability All 
Willingness to learn Innovation 
Forbearance Subcontracting, exchange 
Adaptability Innovation, production, subcontracting 
Work ethic Production 
Spirit of community All except exchange 
Commitment Innovation, production, subcontracting 
Radius of virtues All 
Part of society with fund All 
of social capital
Ideologies and beliefs Innovation, production, marketing 
Empathy To some extent, in all 
Curiosity Innovation 
Honesty All, but especially in exchange and/or where 

there is information asymmetry, and opportunities
for opportunism 

Integrity All, but especially subcontracting and production 

(Avoidance of) negative 
virtues/values

Opportunism Subcontracting, exchange 
Moral hazard All 
Corruption Production, exchange 
Free riding All 
Volatility Subcontracting, marketing, exchange
Instability Exchange 

* We consider five main functions, viz. innovation, subcontracting, production, marketing and
exchange.
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alternative modes of undertaking a particular activity or task, when, in fact, this
may not always be the case.

While, since its inception, the TC literature has always explicitly considered
a number of relational specific costs and benefits – both in respect of FDI and
alliances – it is less forthcoming in explaining the appropriate vehicle for iden-
tifying the contribution of R assets to the learning or even the productive
activities of firms – nor, indeed, of the contribution as part of a network of firms
to the upgrading of firm-specific R assets. Because they are often project based
and intended to promote time-limited and very specific objectives, many con-
temporary cross-border strategic alliances cannot be regarded as substitutes to
an FDI; nor may a purely market solution be viable.

Nevertheless, some generalizations are possible, which I think can be usefully
taken up by TC scholars. In the case of shallow and simple economic relation-
ships, and where the value of R assets is likely to be insignificant relative to
that of other resources and capabilities which are neither tacit nor proprietary,
then the market route or a straightforward contractual agreement may be the
most cost-effective mode of usage. At the opposite extreme, in the case of thick,
complex and highly idiosyncratic relationships, the success of which is vital to
the competitive advantage of the firm, then, depending on the relative costs and
benefits, and the extent to which control over the non-R assets can be exercised
without ownership, the activity, or the products being traded, will either be
internalized, or an alliance, with or without an equity interest, will be concluded.
Since, however, by their nature, R assets are tacit and function or project specific,
and they are being increasingly directed to learning-related activities, it follows
that the alliance route is likely to be the one more generally favoured.

2.4 Form of R Assets

As just indicated, any relationship or association forged by a firm (or individ-
uals within the firm) may either be among its constituent units of decision taking
(over which, through ownership, it has de jure control) or between itself (or
parts of itself) and an external economic actor or actors. These actors may be
other private firms, a group or network of firms, non-governmental organiza-
tions, public corporations or international agencies.

The choice between an intra- or inter-firm creation, protection and use of R
assets (the make or buy decision) is one critical decision a firm has to make.
Another concerns the kind of associations to which R assets are applied. Here
the extant literature on linkages, spillovers and integration is useful. Figure
16.2 identifies the main kinds of relationships. These may be between indi-
viduals, teams, special interest groups, and corporations. They may be intra-
or extra-firm. We shall focus on extra-firm (and especially inter-firm) rela-
tionships. These, in turn, may be grouped according to the nature of the
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relationship. (Is it, for example, supplier or customer oriented or is it an alliance
between competitors? Or is it by the type of activity, process, function or
markets served?)

To be successful, each and every association – whatever its kind – requires
some R assets to be possessed by each of the economic actors involved. But how
much, what kind and the appropriate governance form of these assets are likely
to be highly context specific. The more intensive, pervasive and complex rela-
tionships (and hence the need for more or better-quality R assets) are likely to
arise in coalitions between firms from different cultures and with different com-
petences and experiences, which engage in innovatory and learning activities.
The less demanding relationships (and hence the need for less R assets) relate
to the exchange of fairly standardized products among firms from similar
economic and cultural backgrounds. It is the contention of this chapter that the
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R-asset-intensive activities of firms have been increasing relative to those of
other activities in recent years, and that an increasing proportion of the former
have been taking the form of cross-border extra-firm associations intended to
access new knowledge-related and learning capabilities.

Where do networks fit into this analysis? Consider Figure 16.2. Unlike firms,
most networks do not create wealth for themselves. Their value is demonstrated
as and when the participants in the network internalize and efficiently utilize
the benefits they offer. Frequently the gains of networks take the form of
augmented R assets. If nothing else, networks help foster intra-network and
inter-firm relational capital. From the work of Putman, Porter and Enright – to
cite just three contemporary exponents of the benefits of the spatial clustering
of related activities – we are seeing a great deal of casual evidence that such
networks not only offer the constituent firms knowledge and information-related
externalities, but also strengthen many of the ingredients of R assets – notably
a sense of empathy, bond building, adaptability, open communication, and the
promotion of shared core values and learning capabilities.

2.5 How Does one Value R Assets?

How are R assets measured? How does one quantify their output – or indeed
their constituent inputs? The answer is with very great difficulty! To a certain
extent, similar problems beset scholars trying to put a monetary value on other
forms of intangible assets – and of knowledge capital in particular. But they
arise in acute form in the case of R assets for two reasons. The first is there is
no market, either for the inputs or the output of R assets, separately from that
of the other assets in which they are embedded. The second is that the main
ingredients of R assets (as set out in Table 16.2) are not themselves directly
measurable, let alone marketable.

Table 16.4 summarizes some of the scholarly attempts to measure the R
assets of firms and of countries (or societies). By and large, the proxies for
social R assets, and/or their output, can more readily be obtained and are more
meaningful than those of corporate R assets. Such indices as the extent of civil
litigation, crime – particularly violent crime – drugs, terrorism, truancy, divorce
rates, bribery, tax evasion and corruption, all testify to a degree of social dys-
function, and a breakdown of interpersonal relationships; just as others, e.g.
membership or participation in churches, clubs, charitable institutions, voluntary
associations etc., point to the robustness of social bonding and the moral health
of the community. Some measures, e.g. size of police force, the number of
social or behavioural counsellors and property rights protection may also be
regarded as positive indices in so far as their presence and action are designed
to protect or improve the existing stock of social relational capital.
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Table 16.4 Some possible measures of R assets (or liabilities!)

At a firm level At a country level
(Corporate R assets) (Social R assets)

• Number of repeated inter-firm • [No one measure – but package of 
ties same]

• Number, frequency and • Number/quality of
density of inter-firm linkages community groups

• Types of alliances • (Negative) Extent of 
• Survey material on crime/corruption

significance of R assets • (Negative) Breakdown
• Codes of conduct of personal relations/divorce
• Absence of industrial • (Negative) Civil litigation

unrest: low labour turnover • Radius of trust
• Social responsibility • Prison population
• Transparency and openness • Surveys on quality of social 

capital/justice systems
• Extent and depth of tax evasion

The suggested proxies for the R assets of firms are generally much less sat-
isfactory. There are a few exceptions. One is firm-level data on labour turnover,
industrial disputes, strikes, etc. but, even here, economic or regulatory rather
than social reasons may be the main explanation for such incidences, or changes
in same.2 Other proxies include the extent of social responsibility – or its
absence – in the form of corporate corruption, lack of safety standards and of
undesirable business practices. Recent research on inter-firm coalitions has
suggested measures such as the number of past alliances concluded between
any two firms, the number of cliques to which a firm belongs, the type of
alliance, and the level of mutual trust and commitment that arises out of the
close interaction between the partners to the coalition. While some of these
data make use of secondary and relatively objective measures, more recent
work, especially by Dyer and Chu (2000), Holm, Eriksson and Johanson (1996),
and Kale, Singh and Perlmutter (2000) and Ariño, de la Torre and Ring (2002),
has relied upon the perception of corporate executives as obtained by survey
data. I feel bound to say, that, notwithstanding all the problems and deficien-
cies of these data, I believe, for at least the next stage for advancing our
understanding about the significance of R assets for corporate success, the field
study is likely to offer the most productive way of proceeding.

Already, as documented by Daniel Coleman in his book Working with
Emotional Intelligence (Coleman, 1999), there is a good deal of casual evidence
that successful corporations are identifying their possession of (different kinds
of) R assets as the critical distinguishing feature between themselves and their
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less successful competitors. Similarly, in an analysis of the distinctive qualities
of star performers among 286 US and other firms by Lyle Spencer Jr, it was
found that an overwhelming proportion – 80 percent – that set apart these
performers from their average counterparts – depended on the emotional intel-
ligence of their senior executive and professional staff rather than on their
cognitive ability (Coleman, 1999, p. 379).

2.6 R assets and Social Capital

What now of the relationship between R assets and social capital (see Table
16.5). The term social capital has a variety of meanings (a recently published
book edited by Partha Dasgupta and Ismail Serageldin (2000) for the World
Bank catalogues these in some detail). For our purposes, we may start by taking
a very broad interpretation of the term to include ‘that part of a country’s stock
of tangible and intangible assets which is socially owned or controlled’. Under
this umbrella, social capital includes much of the physical, legal and commercial
infrastructure critical to the competitiveness of firms. A definition more directly
related to R assets is ‘the accumulated societal fund of economic relationships,
which are embodied or reposited in both individuals, organizations, and
networks of organizations, engaging in economic activity’.

Francis Fukuyama puts it a little differently. He perceives social capital as
‘a country’s stock of informal values or norms shared among members of a
group that permits cooperation between them’ (Fukuyama, 1999, p. 16). The
value of this stock is likely to be more than the sum of its constituent parts, as
a collection of connected R assets is likely to generate its own externalities.
The balance of social capital – taking the broader definition – is then made up
of an infrastructure (including tangible assets and institutional structures which
‘house’ social R assets, or the absence of same) such as prisons, courts of justice,
religious and educational establishments, and also of societal rules, procedures,
customs and routines.

Like corporate R assets, social relational capital is not a single entity, but a
variety of different entities. It is identified by its function, and inheres in the
macro-structure of relations between actors and among actors. The extent and
content of a community’s social relational capital both affects the capacity of
particular firms to generate and deploy their own R assets, and, as we shall see
later, can be a major influence on the kind and purpose of relationships, their
form and their location – both between and across national borders.

3. THE CHANGING SIGNIFICANCE OF R ASSETS

Why is more attention now being given to R assets? The implication is that the
extent, form and depth of economic relations between individuals and organ-
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izations has increased over the last 30 years or so. (Stretching back much further
in time to the Industrial Revolution, R assets, particularly in primitive, e.g.
tribal, societies (and some still exist in the least developed countries) were a
critical component of the wealth-creating processes.) We believe this in fact
has occurred, and that it has been the direct results of five interlinked devel-
opments which have occurred in the world economy. These are, first, a series
of dramatic, and for the most part, systemic technological advances – particu-
larly in all forms of informatics including E-commerce; second, the widespread
liberalization of markets, both domestic and cross-border; third, the growing sig-
nificance of most service sectors, which tend to be more R asset intensive than
their primary or secondary sector counterparts; fourth, the emergence of several
important new players on the world economic stage, e.g. China and Russia;
and fifth, the emergence and maturation of the global economy, which is essen-
tially both a facilitator and an outcome of the first four factors.

Exactly how have these changes increased both the significance of firm-
specific R assets and particularly (as we shall tackle in the next section ) their
role in determining the extent, pattern and form of the cross-border activity of
firms? Space permits me to highlight just seven of these. These are set out in
Table 16.5.

1. The cutting edges of economic activity have become more idiosyncratic
and innovation driven. This has increased the depth and complexity of intra-
and inter-corporate economic relationships.

2. The scope and depth of cross-border economic relationships has noticeably
increased, and in doing so, has embraced a new and wider range of values,
ideologies and social customs. In successfully dealing with such associa-
tions, a fund of R assets, which acknowledges these country- or
region-specific differences, and promotes the well-being of each of the par-
ticipants, is critical.

3. Societal, and to some extent business, goals have changed. Rather than con-
centrating on efficiency-related issues, increasingly the focus is directed to
transforming societies and upgrading the role of cultural values and exper-
iences and the quality of life, e.g. with respect to leisure and the environment
(Stiglitz, 1998; Rifkin, 2000). These changes are spawning many new
coalitions, both among themselves and between themselves and other orga-
nizations, including NGOs and governments.

4. Competitive pressures following market liberalization have led to shedding
or more disinternalization of activities of firms, and, with it, an increased
reliance on external suppliers for intermediate products.

5. At the same time, the interdependence between the technologies required
at different stages of the value chain, or indeed to produce any particular
product, is increasing. This means that intra-firm transactions are not being
replaced by arm’s-length transactions but by inter-firm coalitions.
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6. The rate of technological obsolescence is accelerating, and this places a
premium on speeding up the learning process and the innovation process.
In order to achieve their objectives, and as R&D is becoming increasingly
expensive, firms are being forced to engage in the kind of strategic
innovatory alliances which demand considerable R assets on the part of the
constituent partners if they are to be successful.

7. Partly as a result of the above factors, firms have reconfigured their organ-
izational profiles, and are increasingly substituting or augmenting their
hierarchical (pyramidal) command structures by more heterarchical
structures. These latter structures encourage more co-operative and deeper
horizontal, and vertical interpersonal relationships, and, in the case of MNEs,
allow foreign subsidiaries greater responsibility and autonomy in their
decision taking. As a result, these affiliates are forming more and closer
relationships with their local suppliers, customers and competitors, and also
with their own work force.

Table 16.5 Why R assets have become more important over the last two
decades

• More idiosyncratic economic activities – especially those which are
knowledge intensive

• Scope and depth of cross-border relationships have increased and, with them,
access to new and distinctive values, ideologies and customs

• Change in societal goals: 
• transformation vs efficiency
• social vs economic
• access vs ownership of products

• Competitive pressures leading to disinternalization/shedding of non-core
activities of firms

• Growing interdependence of technologies, organizational capabilities
• Increased rate of obsolescence and rising cost of innovatory activities leading

to more alliances
• Move towards heterarchies and a greater decision-making role by

management of MNE affiliates

4. R ASSETS AND THEORIES AND PARADIGMS OF
MNE ACTIVITY

What then are the implications of the growing importance of both corporate
relational assets and social relational capital for our theorizing about the cross-
border activities of firms – and, in particular, FDI and the formation of
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non-equity alliances? Let me, if you will, tackle this question through the lens
of the eclectic paradigm, and also from that of a selection (and it is only a
selection) of the contextually specific theories it embraces.

4.1 The O-specific Competitive Advantages of Firms

Let us first consider the ownership(O) specific, i.e. the sustainable and unique
competitive, advantages of firms. These are usually considered under two
headings. The first set of advantages (Oa) embraces the specific assets or pro-
prietary rights which are under the jurisdiction of the firm, whether this is by
dint of ownership, or by controlling the use of resources and capabilities which
it accesses, from the market, from other firms, or from the community at large.
To reiterate an earlier point, firms do not own human capital or the assets of
other firms, but, by a variety of means, they are able to exercise governance
over their use. Though intangible, these assets usually enable the tangible assets
owned or accessed by the firm to be created or deployed more effectively.

The second type of advantage (Ot) is that which is derived from the efficient
co-ordination of the first kind of assets. Inter alia, this includes the capability
of the firm to optimize its locational portfolio of these assets, and to choose the
optimum modality of governance. It is this kind of capability which is made up
of an amalgam of human and organizational intellectual and R assets. Such a
capability may be exercised at various strata within and between firms,
according to the purpose of the association and the nature of the assets, including
the R assets of the other actors participating in the activity. Such capabilities
include those arising from being part of a network of related firms, and from
the cumulative experience of past relationships. MNEs, in particular, may be
expected to augment their R assets as a result of their value-adding activities
in different economic regimes and cultures. (This has been shown to be the
case in a recent research project on the internationalization of professional
service firms conducted by a PhD student and myself at Rutgers University.)3

It is the accumulated stock of R assets and the learning and experiences
attached to them, and how these are combined with externally accessed resources
and capabilities, which I am suggesting should be more explicitly acknowl-
edged by the two main contextual theories seeking to explain the content and
character of the O-specific advantages of firms, viz. the industrial organization
and resource-based theories. Neither theory explicitly incorporates R assets into
its thinking, though, as I have already mentioned, recent efforts by Dyer and
Singh, Kale, Singh and Perlmutter (2000) and Chang, Singh and Lee (2000) on
the protection and building of relational capital attempt to do just this.

R assets may be internally or externally generated. Indeed, this ability,
including the willingness and ability of firms to gain new R assets from both
dyadic and network relationships, is itself becoming an important core
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competence. Since the pioneering work of Johanson and Mattson (1988) and
Walter Powell (1990) a decade or more ago, various attempts have been made
to explore how, and in what conditions, networks may enhance the intellectual
and relational capabilities of their participants.4 A recent paper by Tai Jy Chen
(2000), for example, has identified the benefits to Taiwanese electronics firms
from their membership of domestic and foreign networks. These include access
to more efficient production and innovatory activities, and the opening up of
new cultural horizons as a direct result of relational subcontracting. Work by
Michael Enright (2000) on clusters of both foreign and domestic firms in the
Hong Kong financial district mirrors and extends earlier work by Ray Vernon
(1960) and Dunning and Morgan (1971), which focused on the building of trust,
group loyalty, and openness, among a dense concentration of financial and
other office activities in the New York Metropolitan Region, and in the ‘Square
Mile’ of the City of London.

For reasons already stated, technological advances and globalization are
underlying both the rationale for, and the benefits flowing from, dyadic alliance
and network relationships. We have further suggested that, as these relationships
deepen and become more complex, so the choice of partner(s) and the networks
in which they participate is influenced not only by the knowledge capital
offered, but also by the ability and willingness of the partners to be empathetic
towards each other. While it ‘takes two to tango’ (as the expression goes), the
likelihood of forming and sustaining such an association very much depends on
the amount and quality of R assets each organization is able to bring to any co-
operative or exchange venture. 

Three related propositions which arise from this analysis are, then:

1. R assets are becoming a more important component of the resources and
capabilities of firms engaging in cross-border activity.

2. MNEs are likely to possess a greater stock of R assets relative to non-MNEs
(inter alia because of the number, kind and geography of linkages with
which the former are associated).

3. MNEs are increasingly likely to protect or augment their core competences
as a direct result of their ownership of and/or access to foreign-based R
assets.

A final point about corporate R assets is that they are likely to be context
specific. Thus research has suggested that Japanese MNEs, relative to US and
European MNEs, in the 1980s possessed the kind of R assets most likely to
promote efficient production and subcontracting arrangements in the auto and
consumer electronics sectors (Dunning, 1994), while US MNEs in the 1990s
recorded a comparative advantage in the kind of R assets which helped
encourage team entrepreneurship and R&D-type alliances. The virtues of
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openness, loyalty, leveraging diversity, curiosity, reliability, empathy, prudence,
bond building, and commercial integrity also vary considerably between
national and/or corporate cultures. Some firms, such as the Quaker-originated
UK firms of the nineteenth century, also paid especial attention to building R
assets – particularly of an intra-firm character. Corporate culture can, and does,
instead play a pivotal role in promoting R assets (or inhibiting their promotion).

To what extent are R assets – which reflect the ideologies and values of a
particular country – transferable across national borders? For unlike most other
types of assets, e.g. a particular kind of technology, R assets are not viewed as
the same product by different institutions or people. Again, the experience of
Japanese investors in the European and US auto industries in the 1980s and
1990s suggests that this is so. On the other hand, the literature is full of examples
of the lack of sensitivity by many MNEs in seeking to impose (rather than
adapt) their own R assets to those valued by their foreign associates or
customers. The question of blending R assets from different cultures and social
mores is likely to be one of the most taxing challenges open to MNEs over the
next decade or more; and it is the firms which are successful in creating,
sustaining and sympathetically melding such capabilities which are likely to
be the future winners in the global marketplace.

4.2 The Location Advantages of Countries

The ‘where’ to locate decision of MNEs or potential MNEs has been exten-
sively surveyed in the literature (Dunning, 1998; Siebert, 2000; Rugman and
Verbeke, 2001). Scholarly research has revealed that the critical variables are
likely to be both time and context specific; and are especially sensitive to the
raison d’être for MNE activity. For example, is it natural resource or market
seeking? Is it intended to be (existing) asset exploiting or asset augmenting? Is
it directed to mainstream manufacturing or to services, and, if the latter, to what
kind of services? Is it part of a multi-domestic strategy or a globally integrated
strategy by MNEs?

One thing seems certain. In most developed countries, at least, over the last
three decades or so, the most important location-bound attractions of countries
have shifted from the availability, cost and quality of natural factor endowments
(including unskilled labour) to that of created assets, notably intellectual capital,
innovatory systems, and the institutional and communications infrastructure.
As global competitive pressures and the increasing mobility of knowledge and
information have brought about at least some convergence in such attractions,
so attention (both by firms and governments) is being focused on ‘soft’
locational variables, of which social capital – and more particularly social R
assets – is perhaps the most decisive. Such ‘quality of life’ variables, including
the minimization of crime, pollution, corruption, congestion and unacceptable
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social behaviour, are now taking pride of place as investment determinants.
And while I would not wish to press this point too far, research by Herbert
Giersch (1996) and others (Brittan and Hamlin, 1995) is emphasizing
the increasing role played by economic morality as a location-specific
competitiveness-enhancing asset.

Turning now to developing and transition economies, while there is no doubt
that the availability and quality of natural resources and low (real) labour costs
remain important locational attractions (particularly in the less developed and
resource-rich countries), there is increasing evidence – particularly from
erstwhile Communist countries like Russia and Cambodia – that deficiencies
in both institutional infrastructure and social relational capital are among the
greatest obstacles to inward FDI. Business surveys on the attractiveness of both
developing and developed countries to potential investors (such as those
reported by the Economist Intelligence Unit, the World Competitiveness Forum
and the European Round Table of Industrialists) are consistently putting the
quality of social capital, and the R assets of organizations with which they have
(or wish to have) associations, at, or near, the top of their locational prefer-
ences. It may be further inferred that MNEs which can optimize their global
portfolio of location-specific R assets while at the same time judiciously
adapting their own and their affiliates’ R assets to local requirements are likely
to be among the winners in an increasingly integrated, yet multicultural, world.

From this brief analysis and the points set out in Table 16.6, I would offer
two further propositions:

4. Location-specific R assets are becoming a more important influence on the
location choices of MNEs, both between and within countries.

5. The global locational portfolio of assets by MNEs, chosen on the above
criteria, and the interaction between their own R assets and those of the
institutions and the countries in which they operate, is becoming a more
significant determinant of their overall competitiveness.

4.3 The Organisation of R Assets

As I have already observed, a good deal of both internalization and network
theory in explaining the organizational mode (or modes) of IB activity can be
used to explain that specifically relating to the creation and use of R assets.
This is because each approach focuses on the motives for, and the content of,
human relationships, at both an individual and organizational level. Indeed, in
their attempts to identify the reasons for market failure, TC scholars have
pinpointed not only knowledge-related deficiencies of arm’s-length exchanges,
e.g. information symmetry and bounded rationality, but also relational de-
ficiencies, notably those arising from a lack of trust between the participants,
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Table 16.6 The OLI paradigm and R assets: summary of propositions

1. O-specific:
• R assets are becoming a more important component of the resources and capa-

bilities of firms engaging in cross-border activity
• MNEs are likely to possess a greater stock of R assets relative to non-MNEs (inter

alia because of the number, kind and geography of relations with which the former
are associated)

• MNEs are increasingly likely to protect or augment their competitive advantages
as a direct result of their ownership of, or access to, foreign-based R assets

2. L-specific
• Location-specific R assets are becoming a more important influence on the location

choices of MNEs, both between and within countries
• The global locational portfolio of assets by MNEs, chosen on the above criteria,

and the interaction between their own R assets and those of the institutions and the
countries in which they operate, is becoming a more significant determinant of
their overall competitiveness

3. I-specific
• Access to resources and rights rather than ownership of resources and rights is likely

to increase the value of R assets of firms used in conjunction with those of other
organizations. Thus, one might expect cross-border activity via A&Ms and coop-
erative ventures to play a more important role in the future portfolio of such activity

• Because of learning and relational-enhancing benefits generated by networks, it
may be predicted that the participation by MNEs and/or their affiliates in cross-
border networks will increase, relative to those of purely dyadic associations with
foreign firms

• The contribution of the R assets of the foreign affiliates to those of the MNEs of
which they are part is likely to increase. Partly this is the result of flatter intra-
organizational structures; and partly that of closer and deeper linkages between the
affiliates and indigenous firms. The quality of such linkages is itself enhanced by
the improved relational space generated by networks

4. General
• The ability to create and sustain firm-specific R assets, and to efficiently coordinate

these across national boundaries, both within their own organizations and between
these and other organizations, will increasingly influence the extent, pattern and
form of MNE activity

• The presence or absence of networks of related activities is likely to be a more
important determinant of the geography of MNE activity in the next decade or
more

• The increasing significance of cross-border R assets as generating and sustaining
competitive advantage of firms is likely to lead to an increase in MNE activity
relative to that which otherwise would have occurred

• Though FDI seems likely to continue to be the main modality of the territorial
expansion of firms, the rising importance and need to tap into extra-firm R assets
is likely to lead to a higher proportion of the global sales of MNEs being accounted
for, or sold to, foreign organizations with whom they have non-equity economic
linkages, and over whose resources and capabilities they have some continuing
control or influence
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opportunism and moral hazard. Much, too, of the literature on alliances – both
domestic and cross-border – explicitly acknowledges the importance of many
of the ingredients of R assets (as set out earlier) as being critical to their success.

I think, however, that what is relatively new in the last decade or so, and is
increasingly engaging the attention of scholars researching into networks and
alliances, is first the emphasis now being given to the character and contents
to intra- and inter-firm relationships as assets in their own right, and second to
the ways in which their creation, access and use are organized.

Let me exemplify these last two points by offering three examples.

1. The flattening of decision trees and the movement towards heterarchical
organizational structures has (a) reduced the role of the ‘command’ route of
generating intra-firm R assets, and replaced that by a visionary, strategic
guidance and decision-sharing route and (b) fostered a new appreciation
that the management of subsidiaries is often more cognizant of the needs and
strategies of indigenous suppliers, customers and governments, and better
able to relate to them, than are their counterparts in head offices. Both these
developments have led to a re-examination of the governance and geo-
graphical locus of intra-firm activities (ranging from R&D through to
marketing), and have done so precisely because of the recognition of the
importance of R assets as a created competitive advantage.

2. The choice between cross-border intra-firm and alliance-relational activities
is being fundamentally affected by the reduced role of ownership (via FDI),
and the increasing importance of access in obtaining and controlling the
use of competitiveness-enhancing resources and capabilities. I have already
alluded to the fragmentation and disinternalization of the value chain of
many firms – which is occurring despite, or in conjunction with, the current
A&M boom (UNCTAD, 2000). There are many reasons for favouring a
more market-oriented route of subcontracting, which has been aided and
abetted by e-commerce (Dunning and Wymbs, 2001). But knowing where
and how to harness resources and capabilities you do not own (or wish to
own), and how best to coordinate these with your own core competences,
requires a series of inter-institutional relationships, which, to be successful,
needs a fund not only of intellectual capital, but of R assets as well.

I will not labour this point further, save to point out that since R assets
are often directed to achieving very specific objectives – and that these
objectives are frequently geared to optimally transforming the activities of
firms rather than increasing their efficiency – received internalization theory
needs revisiting.

3. It is here, too, that I believe the network approach comes into its own. As
is general acknowledged, firms participate in networks because of the exter-
nalities they are perceived to confer. Inasmuch as these benefits have to be
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internalized by the participating firms if they are to be realized, there is no
conflict between the network approach and internalization theory. But inter-
nalization in this case is based not on the ownership of assets, but on control
over those which are externally accessed. Moreover, since the intra-network
connections are usually non-contractual and frequently idiosyncratic and
value laden, the ability of firms to gain from any exchange of knowledge,
ideas or contacts is likely to be strongly dependent on the R assets they
possess, and how these interact with those of other participants in the
network.

These thoughts can be reiterated in the form of three related propositions.

(a) Access to resources and rights rather than ownership of resources and
rights is likely to increase the value of R assets of firms used in con-
junction with those of other organizations. Thus, one might expect
cross-border A&Ms and cooperative ventures to play a more important
role in the future portfolio of MNE activity.

(b) Because of learning and other relational-enhancing benefits generated
by networks, it may be predicted that the participation by MNEs and/or
their affiliates in cross-border networks will increase, relative to purely
dyadic associations with foreign firms.

(c) The contribution of the R assets of the foreign affiliates to those of the
MNEs of which they are part is likely to increase. Partly this is the result
of flatter intra MNE organizational structures; and partly that of the
closer and deeper linkages between the affiliates and indigenous firms.
Such linkages are themselves fostered by the improved relational space
generated by networks.

4.4 Reconfiguring the OLI Paradigm

Putting these thoughts together, what are the implications of explicitly incor-
porating R assets into the theories and paradigms of MNE activity? At this
stage of thinking I would offer just four further general propositions.

6. The ability to create and sustain firm-specific R assets, and to efficiently
coordinate these across national boundaries, both within their own organ-
izations and between their and other organizations, and networks of
organizations, will increasingly influence the extent and pattern of MNE
activity.

7. The presence or absence of networks of related activities is likely to be a
more important determinant of the geography of MNE activity in the next
decade or more.
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8. The increasing significance of cross-border R assets as generating and
sustaining the competitive advantages of firms is likely to lead to an increase
in MNE-related activity, relative to that which otherwise would have
occurred.

9. Though FDI seems likely to continue to be the main modality of the terri-
torial expansion of firms, the rising importance and need to tap into
extra-firm R assets is likely to lead to a higher proportion of the global sales
of MNEs being accounted for, or sold to, foreign organizations with whom
they have a non-equity economic linkage, and over whose resources and
capabilities they have some continuing control or influence.

5. IMPLICATIONS OF THE RISING IMPORTANCE OF 
R ASSETS

Table 16.7 offers some points for (a) IB theory, (b) policy makers, (c) business
and (d) supranational agencies. These are presented without further comment.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter I have sought to do the following:

1. I have attempted to give a sense of the importance of a hidden asset available
to corporations but not often explicitly identified – much less rigorously
analysed – in the literature, viz. that of the R assets which they have the
power to access, internally create, sustain and utilize.

2. I have suggested that R assets have become, and are becoming, a more
important part of the portfolio of competitiveness-enhancing assets of
MNEs, and why the characteristics of the twenty-first century innovation-
driven global economy are demanding more attention be paid to them.

3. I have identified some of the ways in which extant IB theories and paradigms
may need to be modified to better incorporate both firm- and country-
specific R assets. In particular, I have suggested that the growth of networks
has provided additional insights into (i) the way which industrial and other
clusters might augment the competitive advantages (and especially the R
assets) of the participating firms; (ii) the content and value of their locational
portfolios; and (iii) the ways in which they may best relate their own R
assets to those of other firms, and to the contours and space of the networks,
to advance their own efficiency and learning capabilities.
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Table 16.7 Implications of R assets

1. For IB theory
• Access to competitiveness-enhancing assets, including R assets, is

becoming more important than ownership
• More explicit acknowledgement of R assets – both in themselves and

as enhancing non-R assets – as determinants of IB activity
• In embracing R assets, more attention needs to be paid to cooperative

modes of business relationships, and particularly to networks as aids to
upgrading and sustaining firm-specific R assets and the social capital of
inter-organizational associations

• The presence and use of R assets need to be more explicitly identified
in explaining the performance of MNEs

• There is an added need for a more systemic, holistic approach to under-
standing IB activity – while inter alia specifically acknowledging the
role of networks in affecting the OLI configuration facing firms

2. For policy makers (at a national or regional level)
• Acknowledge role of intangible social capital (e.g. total macro R assets)

as a location-specific competitive asset
• Seek ways of improving social (relational) capital and encouraging

virtues making up R assets (through example, the media, exhortation,
legislative policies towards crime/social dysfunction). Possible increased
role of NGOs in this respect

3. For businesses
• To recognize the need to create, gain access to and sustain unique R

assets through appropriate search and training methods
• To re-examine the role and content of ethical conduct and social respon-

sibility; and to foster relational enhancing skills and attitudes among
employees

• To upgrade and encourage codes of behaviour focusing on, and recog-
nizing the principles of, beneficial intra- and inter-organizational
relationships

4. For supranational agencies
• To foster international acceptance of respect for virtues making up R

assets
• To promote open and harmonious relationships among individuals and

organizations
• To fight against drugs, terrorism, pornography, social dysfunction, etc.
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This chapter has been a very exploratory one. I accept it has raised more
questions than it has answered. In fully acknowledging all the difficulties
inherent in measuring R assets it has sometimes tried ‘to square the circle’!
Neither (to the disappointment of some of you, I know) has it offered a single
explanatory statistical equation! But while I would be the first to point out these
lacunae in the work of one of my PhD students, I would like to think that age
and experience offer me some privileges, including the luxury of getting away
with a less than rigorous analysis while still making a useful contribution to a
relatively unexplored area of research.

NOTES

1. One writer (MacPherson, 1973) regards ‘the right not to be excluded’ from the access to the
productive resources of society as one of the key emerging competitive advantages of firms.

2. As, for example, in the case of the dramatic reduction of strikes in the UK in the 1980s.
3. In this survey, access to R assets was ranked the seventh most important of some 26 competi-

tive advantages identified by professional service firms. They were also ranked the sixth most
likely to be derived from the foreign operations. Among the most multinational and largest of
these firms, this advantage was ranked first or second. Network-related benefits – particularly
with clients, customers and suppliers – were generally ranked between third and fifth in order
of significance (Dunning and McKaig-Berliner, 2002).

4. See especially the writings of Gulati (1998, 1999), Holm, Eriksson and Johanson (1996), Uzzi
(1997) and Chen and Chen (1998).
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